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Netherlands), one from Iceland and three descriptions from the Maritimes of Canada. Of the

Canadian studies, that for herring provides an historical account of the introduction of

quotas in the management procedures of the International Commission for the Northwest

Atlantic (ICNAF), the precursor of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO).

Three studies are presented for fisheries along the eastern seaboard of the United States,

though that for red snapper describes a fishery in which the actual implementation of the

programme was thwarted by the imposition of the moratorium on individual transferable

quotas (ITQs). The account for South Africa describes a difficult process in transition for a

specific fishery. Nine accounts are included from Australia, two of which describe fisheries

managed by the Commonwealth Government through the Australian Offshore

Constitutional Settlement (the Northern Prawn Fishery and the fishery for southern bluefin

tuna). The other six accounts of Australian experiences describe lobster fisheries in

Western Australia, South Australia and Tasmania and fisheries for abalone in Western

Australia and Tasmania. Two accounts describe more traditional finfish fisheries, that of the

Southeast Trawl Fishery and the trap and line fisheries in New South Wales. An omnibus

account is given for the allocation process of quotas in New Zealand. In the Western

Pacific, accounts are given for the Pacific halibut and sablefish fisheries in Alaska, the

variety of fisheries in British Columbia including these last two species and the fishery for

Patagonian toothfish in Chile.
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ABSTRACT

This report, consisting of 23 studies, describes how the initial allocations of transferable fishing (effort) or fish
(catch) quotas have been done by a variety of fisheries management regimes.  The studies include two from the
European Union (The UK and the Netherlands), Iceland and three descriptions from the Maritimes of Canada.  Of
the Canadian studies,  that for herring provides an historical account of the introduction of quotas in the
management procedures of the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic (ICNAF), the precursor of the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO).  Three studies are presented for fisheries along the eastern
seaboard of the United States, though that for red snapper describes a fishery in which the actual implementation
of the programme was thwarted by the imposition of the moratorium on Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs).

The account for South Africa describes a difficult process in transition for a specific fishery.  Nine accounts
are included from Australia, two of which describe fisheries managed by the Commonwealth Government through
the Australian Offshore Constitutional Settlement (the Northern Prawn Fishery and the fishery for southern bluefin
tuna).  The other six accounts of Australian experiences describe lobsters fisheries in Western Australia, South
Australia and Tasmania and fisheries for abalone in Western Australia and Tasmania.  Two accounts describe more
traditional finfish fisheries, that of the Southeast Trawl Fishery and the trap and line fisheries in New South Wales.

An omnibus account is given for the allocation process of quotas in New Zealand.  In the Western Pacific,
accounts are given for the Pacific halibut and sablefish fisheries in Alaska, the variety of fisheries in British
Columbia including these last two species and the fishery for Patagonian toothfish in Chile. The last account
provides an historical account of quota allocation in pelagic whaling.



FOREWORD

This FAO Fisheries Technical Paper achieves several objectives.  First, it provides a further Case Study of
Fisheries Management practices that were started with the publication of papers describing management of
elasmobranch fisheries1.  Second, it continues the series of publications on the use of Rights-based Fisheries
Management undertaken by FAO’s Fisheries Department that, together with the publication of this paper’s
companion volume2, will constitute six publications in total3. These reflect the growing importance of this topic
to contemporary fisheries management.

The selection of the topic of the allocation of transferable quota-rights in fisheries was not a matter of
happenstance.  In moving towards, or adopting, rights-based management, how quota will be allocated is one of
the earliest operational decisions that fisheries administrators face and it is inevitably controversial.  Certainly,
in my experience, it is a question that is upper-most in the minds of those fishermen who will be affected and
thus is a major factor in their receptivity to the adoption of rights-based fisheries management approaches.

How quota is allocated has major social and commercial effects through the potential for redistributing
wealth, both within the fishing sector and between that sector and society in general.  Not surprisingly, fishermen
often view the introduction of Rights-based Management with trepidation, if not hostility.  Rightly, they see their
immediate and longer-term employment at risk, if not personally, then at the level of their community,
particularly if new-comers to the fishery are successful in securing significant amounts of catch quota from the
initial holders.  Further, it is glaringly obvious to them that the way their quota share is determined will directly
affect their material prosperity.   Even if the catch rights for the major species are appropriate, an unbalanced
allocation of bycatch species may close their operations down if, in the future, remaining unfished quota does
not reflect what is being hauled in over the side.

The danger exists, and experience shows, that a poorly-handled quota-allocation process can result in
protracted hostility towards the management authority, and legal challenges that at a minimum, delay, if not
nullify, the benefits to be obtained from the change in management approach.  Numerous accounts show that
once fishermen accept the quota allocation as being fair, or at least discover what they will get from the process,
the hitherto opposition to a change in management approach is mollified, or disappears, particularly if there
exists an appeal process that protects their interests or which can be used to their advantage.

Two fundamental reasons provided the stimulus for undertaking this documentation of existing national
practices of the allocation of transferable fishing quota.   First, there now exists considerable experience in the
implementation of rights-based fisheries management, which had required the devising of principles and
procedures for the allocation of fishing rights that were acceptable, or at least accepted, by the participating
fishermen.  Second, in my view, this aspect of fisheries management was poorly documented, though there were
exceptions4.  Certainly, how transferable quotas were, and could be, allocated, appears to be little known in the
wider fisheries management community.  For example, most involved in fisheries management are aware of the
rights-based fisheries management programmes in New Zealand and Iceland, and perhaps in a few other
countries such as the United States and Canada.  But, in my experience, few have heard of, for example, the
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1 Shotton, R. (Ed.) 1999.  Case studies of the management of elasmobranch fisheries.  FAO Fish. Tech. Pap. No. 378, Vols 1
and 2.

2 Shotton, R. (Ed.) 2001.  Case Studies on the Effect of Transferable Quota Rights on Fishing Fleet Capacity and
Concentration of Catch-Quota Ownership.  FAO Fish. Tech. Pap.  No. 412. 238pp.

3 Earlier FAO publications are:
Christy, F. 1982. Territorial use rights in marine fisheries: Definitions and Conditions.  FAO Fish. Tech. Pap. No 227.
FAO 1993.  Papers presented at the FAO/Japan 1993.  Expert Consultation on the Development of Community-Based

Coastal Fishery Management Systems for Asia and the Pacific. FAO Fish. Rep. No. 474. Suppl. Vol. 1 & 2. FAO, Rome.
pp. 689.

Morgan, G.R. 1997.  Individual quota management in fisheries.  Methodologies for determining catch quotas and initial
allocations.  FAO Fish. Tech. Pap. No. 371.  41pp.

Shotton, R. 2000 (Ed.).  Use of property rights in fisheries management.  Proceedings of the FishRights99 Conference,
Fremantle, Western Australia.  11-19 November 1999. Vol.1: Mini-course lectures and Core Conference presentations.
FAO Fish. Tech. Pap. 404/1 (342pp). Vol 2: Workshop presentations.  FAO Fish. Tech. Pap. 404/2  (468pp).

4 See, for one notable case, Kaufmann, B., G. Geen and S. Sen 1999.  Fish Futures.  Individual Transferable Quotas in
Fisheries.  Fisheries Research and Development Corporation, Australia.  248pp.



rights-based programme in the unique Pilbara trap fishery5 in north-western Australia where the quota right
pertains to the number of days-of-fishing permitted, or of the geoduck fishery6 in British Columbia, where the
species prosecuted is an enormous sedentary mollusc, which can reach an age of 100 years. Yet these two
unusual and interesting fisheries, no less than the many larger and better-known conventional trawl fisheries,
had to pass through the process of an initial allocation of quota in the change of their management to a rights-
based approach too, in the first case to an input-controlled fishery and in the second case, to one managed with
output-controls.

Other papers in the compilation deal with rights-allocations that were among the first of such approaches
in the management of industrial fisheries, but are now almost forgotten (see the contributions by Derrick Iles
relating to the ICNAF/NAFO story and by Sidney Holt regarding the IWC).  However, some of the almost
intractable problems faced in these relatively ancient cases are being re-encountered in contemporary fisheries
management.  Sidney Holt, drawing in part on his personal involvement, has provided a fascinating account7 of
how quotas were allocated in the pelagic whale fishery in the 1960s when the whaling nations finally publicly
accepted (albeit not soon enough) that open-access whaling was destroying the once-great whale fisheries.  His
paper may provide some prescient experiences if, in the future, high-seas fisheries come under the authority of
management commissions willing and able to implement transferability of quota rights based on market demand
and not simply on national interests. This would not be without precedent as the case for the Pribiloff Islands
Seal fishery in the first part of the last century shows.

As Sidney Holt notes8, allocation issues become contentious and difficult when the activities of those with
the smallest allocations are threatened by a reduction in their allocation below the minimum needed to maintain
their participation in a fishery.  In the case of pelagic whaling, there was an economic minimum whale-quota
required to mount a whaling expedition.  In effort-regulated fisheries, such as the Australian Northern Prawn
Fishery, where the allocation is based on gear dimension units, a minimum number of trawl head-rope length
units is required in order to put a single trawl “over the side”.  In these cases, the operations of single-boat
operators are vulnerable to management-enforced reductions in TACs or permitted levels of fishing effort, when
their entitlement falls below the minimum needed to operate when a TAC (or effort-limit equivalent) must be
reduced.

Another review of a fishery with an interesting historical perspective is that for the Canadian Maritimes
Scotia-Fundy herring.  Derrick Iles describes a first-hand account of the evolution of access-rights in a process
that started in the 1970s.  Contemporary workers take for granted the setting of TACs and the granting of quotas
and Iles’ account reminds us that these practices did not spring forth fully-formed, but rather had gestations
tempered by international fisheries politics and the pursuit of national interests, often even then recognized as
being of short-term duration. This story - the allocation of quotas for high seas fisheries - is as yet incomplete,
and is one that many, including myself, believe should proceed as quickly as possible.

The perceptive reader will quickly realise from the papers in this collection what a wide range of fishery
management situations exist, and the diversity of the approaches in the allocation of quota and in undertaking
the introduction of rights-based management.  Correspondingly, there has been an enormous variety in the
operational details that have been embraced.  Given the differing commercial, biological, historical, social,
political and cultural circumstances among the various fisheries of the world, anything else would be surprising.
But, for those looking for solutions to what may seem intractable management problems, the variety of situations
in which the problems of implementing rights-based fisheries have been solved shows that this challenge can be
met with a success that would might otherwise seem astounding.

The uniqueness of the various fisheries situations in which rights-based management has been
implemented renders attempts at a single nostrum almost certainly dangerous.  But, the experiences and lessons
learnt from the various management regimes that have successfully implemented this management approach
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5 See Cooper, L. and  L. Joll 2000.  The Scalefish Fisheries of Northern Western Australia – The Use of Transferable Effort
Allocations in the Management of Multi-Species Scalefish Fisheries. pp 445 – 453. In Shotton, R. (Ed.) Use of property
rights in fisheries management. Proceedings of the FishRights99 Conference. Fremantle, Western Australia, 11 - 19
November 1999. Workshop Presentations. FAO. Tech. Rep. No. 404/2, Rome, FAO.

6 See S. Heizer 2000. The Commercial Geoduck (Panopea abrupta) Fishery in British Columbia, Canada – An Operational
Perspective of a Limited Entry Fishery with Individual Quotas.  226 – 233.  Ibid.

7 A further bonus of this long paper is its fascinating and detailed account of the political and economic background to
management events in this once important international high-seas fishery.

8 Holt, S. 2001. A comment on Tore Schweder’s “Protecting whales by distorting uncertainty: non-precautionary
mismanagement”, Fisheries Research, 52(3):227-230.



offers much to the manager who has been given the task of evaluating the options for implementing rights-based
management methods. And, it is the desire to make this variety of experiences easily available that has been a
major motive for me to compile this volume.

The reader may ask how the fisheries described in this Fisheries Technical Paper were selected for analysis,
and why not some others. The answer is rather prosaic. While I have made a concerted effort to ensure that
those management situations were selected that are, in my view, important in regard to their property-rights
characteristics, equally important has been the availability of authors to undertake the studies and my ability to
find them.  Despite my efforts, I am sure that there are fascinating and relevant fishery situations that I have been
unaware of.  One such case that I became aware of in the closing stages of the collating this publication
concerned the South East Trawl Fishery of Australia. Though I was aware of the management of the fishery in
general terms, I was unaware of how interesting the introduction of ITQs into the fishery had been until I
chanced upon a paper by Martin Exel and Barry Kaufmann.  Rather than ignore this fishery, which I think has
important lessons to offer, I elected myself to provide a literature review about it.  Readers should thus be warned
of the probable limitations of this particular study despite the kind assistance and comments of several of the
Australians familiar with the story.

From the various accounts, certain aspects of the process of allocating quota-rights in fisheries have
surprised me.  In few of the fisheries described in this Paper does it appear that the authorities had clearly
conceived, or documented, strategic objectives, or principles, that should guide the process of allocating fishing-
rights. This is not necessarily a criticism, though I believe so doing would have both facilitated the process in
many instances, and mitigated opposition to the management change. What does become apparent from the
accounts is the need that the initial allocation process should satisfy, or at least mollify, the fishermen who clearly
are the protagonists in the process, rather than to institutionalize them as antagonists.  Some in management have
viewed it as unimportant how the process of initial allocation is undertaken, or how the principles that guide the
process are established, as long as the task is achieved (I have been a subscriber to this view). But, it is also
apparent that dissatisfactions of the fishermen, as clients of the process, may not disappear with the completion
of the quota-allocations and implementation of the Rights-based Fisheries Management process, if the process
is flawed. And rarely do the circumstances exist (i.e. those governing the re-allocation or sale of rights) where
a Coarsian view of the whole process can be unequivocally adopted.  If this collection of case studies contributes
to a better understanding of the principles, pitfalls and potential solutions of the process of allocating rights in
fisheries, then its objectives will have been achieved.

The contributing authors were asked to attempt to follow a common format for their reports so as to
facilitate a comparative analysis of different practices.  But, at the same time they were told not to let such a
request constrain how they treated the topic.  I noted that I would rather have an appropriate discourse by the
respective author(s) that was justified in terms of the unique problems of the fishery they were describing, than
receive an account that was contrived, or limited, by following too closely my suggested structure. For this
reason, readers must attempt to understand the differing conceptual elements and interpret the individual
accounts in this light. 

Once again, I must thank my secretary, Marie-Thérèse Magnan, for her enormous effort in preparing this
Paper for publication, my colleague, Mike Mann, in ensuring that the editorial quality of the papers is again of
the highest standard and Françoise Schatto, Publication Assistant, Fishery Information, Data and Statistics Unit
for the difficult and unenviable responsibility of transforming the manuscript into the published document.  I
must also thank those who have selflessly made photo material available, usually to illustrate a paper that is not
their own – I believe that such illustrations do much to bring these reports “to life” and emphasize that we are
discussing real-life, and not academic, processes.  Credit for the cover design and its preparation goes entirely
to Emanuela D’Antoni of our Service.

Ross Shotton
Marine Resources Service
FAO, Rome.
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THE ALLOCATION OF FISHING RIGHTS IN UK FISHERIES
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The UK fishing industry

The United Kingdom has a long history of fishing, reflecting its position as an island with a relatively long
coastline and its proximity to the productive fishing grounds of the European continental shelf, notably the North Sea,
the English Channel and the West of Scotland.

The UK fisheries are heterogeneous and this is reflected in a complex fleet structure. The shape of the modern
UK fleet is the product of technological and market changes together with political developments, in particular the
loss of access to traditional distant water grounds (particularly Iceland and Greenland) in the 1970s and the
development of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) by the European Community (EC - which the UK joined in
1972). Under the CFP (see below) there have been national quotas for most stocks since the early 1980s, coupled with
a succession of fleet reduction programmes (the so-called MAGPs or multi-annual guidance programmes).

There are currently just over 8000 fishing vessels in the UK, although nearly three-quarters of these are inshore
boats under 10m in length. Table 1 shows the trend in vessel numbers for the period 1994 to 1999 by vessel type (the
“sectors” shown correspond to the classification used by the EC for measuring fleet size).

Table 1
Number and type of UK fishing vessels 1994-1999

Source: MAFF UK Sea Fisheries Statistics

The contraction of most of the over-10m sector of the fleet in terms of number is not matched by an equivalent
decrease in capacity as vessels have become bigger and more powerful, particularly in the pelagic, beam trawl and
demersal trawl sector. Hatcher and Read (2001) consider the changes in fleet capacity in the context of the UK’s
attempts to comply with MAGP targets.

Employment in fishing has declined somewhat during the 1990s from around 21 000 to 18 000 but most of the
decline has been in part-time employment. Full-time employment in fishing has been rather stable in recent years at
around 15 000 positions.

Tables 2 and 3 show the total landings by weight and (nominal) value made by UK vessels during 1993-1999.
Cod, haddock and whiting are the main whitefish species for UK vessels and together make up about 45% of total
demersal landings by weight and 36% by value. Other species landed in large quantities include ling, anglerfish,
plaice, sand eels and blue whiting. Although classed as demersal the latter two species are fished by pelagic vessels
and are the only species targeted for reduction to meal. High-value demersal species caught in smaller quantities
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include sole, hake and megrim. Herring and mackerel account for roughly 80% of pelagic landings by weight and
value. The most important shellfish species are Nephrops (Norway lobsters,  or Dublin Bay prawns, or scampi - which
now rival cod as the most valuable catch), crabs and scallops which together account for nearly three-quarters of the
value of shellfish landings.

Table 2
Volume of landings by UK vessels (‘000 tonnes)

Table 3
Value of landings by UK vessels (£ millions nominal)

Source: MAFF UK Sea Fisheries Statistics

An increasing proportion of landings by UK vessels are made into ports in other EC or European Economic Area
countries. In 1997 around half of all catches of herring and mackerel were landed abroad (mainly into Norway and
Denmark) as were UK catches of hake (into Spain) and plaice (into the Netherlands).1 Overall some 38% of UK
landings were made into non-UK ports.

Scotland accounts for 70% by weight and 60% by value of UK landings. The majority of the Scottish fleet
operates from the East Coast ports of Fraserburgh, Peterhead and, to a lesser extent, Aberdeen, with the Shetland
Islands an important base for the pelagic fleet. The major activity of the Scottish fleet is demersal trawling for both
whitefish and Nephrops, and pelagic trawling for species such as herring and mackerel. Scallop dredging is locally
important around Southwest Scotland and the Isle of Man. Scottish vessels primarily operate in the Northern North
Sea (ICES area IVa) and the West of Scotland grounds (ICES area VI). There has been considerable development of
the Scottish fleet during the 1990s with significant investment in new vessels and technology. Major advances that
have had an impact on the efficiency of the fleet are the development of twin-rig and pair trawling.

The rest of the UK fleet is spread throughout England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The Northern Irish
contribution is fairly small, and although locally important, there are only four ports with sizeable landings. The
fishing fleet in Northern Ireland has contracted significantly since the early 1990s with a 27% decrease in vessel
numbers. A similar contraction has been seen elsewhere in the UK. The traditionally important ports of the Humber
region on the Northeast Coast of England have been in steady decline, and although still very important in terms of
trans-shipment and processing, the catching sector is barely represented in the local ports. The Southwest of England,
particularly Cornwall, has also seen reduced numbers of vessels during recent years, although the value of landings
remains high in the region.

The fleet is diverse in its characteristics and there are fishing methods that are particular to certain regions. The
predominant fishing methods in the Southwest are beam trawling in the English Channel for sole and plaice, gill
netting and trawling for high-value demersal species such as hake and megrim, and scallop dredging. The main
markets are those of Newlyn, Brixham and Plymouth. Small-scale demersal trawling, gill-netting and crab/lobster
potting is predominant in the English Channel. The North Sea fisheries of the East Coast include beam trawling for
plaice and sole, but the predominant method is demersal trawling for whitefish such as cod and haddock. Also of great
importance is the North Sea Nephrops fishery, targeted mainly by small-scale demersal trawlers of less than 24m in
length. The important markets are Lowestoft (for beam trawlers), Grimsby, and to a lesser extent Scarborough and
Whitby.
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1 In the case of hake and plaice the foreign landings reflect the foreign ownership of a significant part of the UK demersal fleet
which is facilitated by the terms of EC membership.



1.2 International context and management responsibilities

The United Kingdom is a member of the European Community and its marine
fisheries must therefore be managed within the framework of the EC’s Common
Fisheries Policy.2 Since 1983 the CFP has provided for the setting of annual total
allowable catches (TACs) for most commercially important stocks within the overall
zone of extended fisheries jurisdiction created by the 200-mile limits of those Member
States bordering the North East Atlantic and adjacent seas. The TACs are divided into
national catch quotas according to an established allocation mechanism that gives
each Member State a fixed percentage share each year (although a number of
intergovernmental quota swaps are regularly and routinely undertaken).

Fishing opportunities in the waters of third countries and in international waters
(such as the NAFO area in the North West Atlantic) are negotiated by the European
Commission on behalf of the Community and are allocated to Member States in a
similar way.

While national fleets fishing in Community waters are subject to certain
common controls under the CFP (in particular technical conservation measures such
as minimum mesh sizes) each Member State is able to determine the means for
allocating its quotas to their national fleet and for regulating quota uptake.3 EC rules
nevertheless require all vessels of 10m or over in length to keep a logbook of their
activities, which must include details of the quantities of TAC species caught and
retained on board, and the time and location of capture.4 Inshore vessels less than
10m long are not obliged to carry logbooks but Member States are still required to
monitor their landings to ensure that national quota limits are respected.

2. FISHING RIGHTS AND THEIR ALLOCATION
2.1 Licensing (access/capacity rights)

In the UK fishing rights are conferred on UK-registered vessels by means of a
licensing system. The right to fish is dependent upon possession of a licence
appropriate to the type of vessel and the species targeted. As a general rule,
quantitative restrictions on catches are imposed as licence conditions which, in the
case of vessels not in membership of a producers’ organization (see Section 2.2), are varied as necessary (often on a
monthly basis). Licences are issued annually by the Government Fisheries Departments5 but licence entitlements can
be transferred between vessels (subject to certain restrictions) and between ownerships.

The licensing scheme has developed considerably in breadth and complexity since 1984 when the number of
over-10m vessels authorized to fish for the most heavily exploited quota stocks was first restricted by means of
“pressure stock” licences (Appendix I describes the development of the system in some detail). The current licence
structure limits not only the total number of vessels but also their size and power and the extent to which effort can
be shifted between stocks and between fishing methods.

3 Hatcher & Read

2 The CFP has four principal components: a common structural policy, a common market organization, a resource conservation
and management system, and an external policy (concerned with fisheries agreements with third countries). The common
structural policy and the common organization of the market both date back to 1971 (two years before the UK joined the EEC).
In addition to provisions for common structural actions (which include aids for fleet renewal as well as capacity reduction
programmes) the structural regime lays down certain fundamental conditions for fishing, notably the principle of equal access of
Member State’s fishing fleets to each other’s waters (beyond the six-mile territorial limit). The common market organization
provides for a system of marketing standards, minimum prices and intervention arrangements (with compensation for products
withdrawn from the market at minimum prices). In 1977 all the EC Member States in concert extended their fishery limits out
to 200 miles (except in the Mediterranean). Negotiations then began on a system to regulate catches within Community waters.
Because of the difficulty of reaching agreement on national shares of the TAC the “conservation and management” system was
not finally adopted until 1983.

3 Article 9 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3760/92 establishing a Community system for fisheries and aquaculture (Official
Journal of the European Communities, No L 389, 31.12.92, p.1).

4 Article 6 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2847/93 establishing a control system applicable to the common fisheries policy
(Official Journal of the European Communities, No L 261, 20.10.93, p.1).

5 In the UK responsibility for the day-to-day management of fisheries is shared between the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food (MAFF - for fisheries in England), the Agriculture and Fisheries Departments of the Scottish Executive, the Welsh
Assembly, and of Northern Ireland. MAFF, however, remains the “lead” Department and takes overall responsibility for national
policy and international responsibilities.

Scampi
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Following the revised licence structure introduced in 1995, there are now four main categories of fishing vessel
licence. Category “A” licences for over-10m vessels (equivalent to the old “pressure stock” licences) authorize fishing
for all the commercially important stocks subject to quotas under the CFP. Category “B” licences (equivalent to the
old “non-pressure stock” licences) authorize fishing by vessels over 10m for a smaller number of quota stocks which
include cod and plaice in the Irish Sea, North Sea plaice, Area VI megrim as well as Nephrops in all areas. Category
“C” licences (equivalent to the old “miscellaneous species” licences) authorize fishing by vessels over 10m for non-
quota species only (principally shellfish). All vessels of 10m or under in length are issued with a special class of
Category A licence.6

Within these main licence categories there are a number of specific licence types which apply to particular
fisheries or which authorize fishing using certain types of vessel or gear. Category A or B beam trawl licences are
required, for example, for the use of beam trawls by vessels over 10m in the North Sea and in Area VII (the English
Channel and Western Waters). Specific licences are also required for the use of scallop dredges. There are also special
Category A licences for pelagic purse-seiners and freezer-trawlers.

Since 1993, when restrictive licensing was finally extended to all vessels 10m and under, no new licences have
been issued and new vessels must be licensed by the transfer of an appropriate licence from another vessel, if
necessary from another ownership. The once complex rules governing the transferability of different types of licence7

were simplified by the introduction of the “capacity unit” system in 1990 (see below) and by the structural changes
made in 1995, since when all licence types have been more or less freely transferable between vessels and between
ownerships.

The capacity unit system introduced in 1990 was designed to control the total capacity of the fleet and to use
licence transfers as an aid to the progressive reduction of capacity required by the Community’s capacity reduction
programmes (the so-called MAGPs). A number of “vessel capacity units” (VCUs), calculated according to a standard
formula based upon the vessel’s size and engine power,8 was allocated to each licensed vessel and specified in its
licence. If a licence was subsequently transferred to another vessel a VCU “penalty” of 10% was incurred. The system
also allowed licences from a number of vessels to be aggregated onto a larger or more powerful vessel, again with an
overall 10% VCU penalty.9

The capacity penalties and other licence transfer rules have since been altered a number of times. The current
rules may be summarized as follows:

i. in general licences cannot be “upgraded” by transfer or aggregation e.g. ordinary category A demersal species
licences cannot be transferred onto pelagic vessels, and ordinary pelagic licences cannot be transferred onto
purser or freezer vessels10

ii. a 10% penalty is imposed for all licence transfers (except in the case of 10m and under licences and pelagic
purser/freezer licences)

iii. a 20% penalty is imposed for aggregations of two licences and 30% for aggregations of 3 or more licences
(except in the case of purser and freezer licences for which the penalty is 10%)

iv. no licence transfers or aggregations may result in any increase in either total tonnage or engine power11 and
v. there is an exemption, subject to certain conditions, for distant water vessels.

The total numbers of the main types of licence issued to vessels in the UK fleet in 1997 and the corresponding
VCU totals are shown in Table 4.
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6 There are also Category “D” licences which authorise distant-water fishing.
7 Numerous rules to restrict transferability of licences between vessels and between ownerships were introduced in the period

1984-1994 in order to regulate pressure on certain fisheries and in addition to control the growth of foreign ownership in the
UK fleet.

8 (overall length in metres x maximum breadth in metres) + (engine power in kW x 0.45).
9 The principal tool for achieving reductions in the capacity of the UK fleet under the MAGPs, however, was a series of annual

decommissioning schemes from 1993-1997. These were operated on a competitive tender basis, with applicants required to
submit sealed bids for the amount of Government compensation they would accept in order to scrap their vessel and surrender
their licence entitlement. The detailed eligibility rules for the decommissioning schemes varied from year to year in order to
target particular fleet sectors, but in general tenders were assessed on the basis of VCUs removed.

10 However, there was a partial suspension of this rule for new pelagic freezer trawlers until 30 June 2001.
11 In addition no aggregations of beam trawler licences may result in an engine power in excess of 1500kW and no aggregations

of 10m and under licences may result in a VCU total of over 100.



Table 4
Total numbers of licences and VCUs in the UK fleet as at 30 June 1997

Source: MAFF; excluding vessels based in the Channel Islands and Isle of Man

2.2 Quota management (quantitative rights)

Linked to the licensing scheme is a system for regulating the uptake of national quotas. This involves the
allocation of percentage quota shares each year mainly to groups of vessels, although some individual vessel
allocations are made by Government in the case of pelagic and distant water stocks. Until recently all these allocations
were based on vessels’ recent patterns of catches, or their track record of landings, during the previous three years
(the reference period for the majority of stocks) but in 1999 this was replaced by a system of fixed quota allocations
or FQAs (see below).

In the case of the over-10m fleet, each vessel in effect has a set of notional individual quota allocations each
year. By aggregating these individual notional quotas, group allocations are made by Government to Producers’
Organizations (POs) - vessel owners’ associations recognized under EC law12 - which are then allowed to manage
those allocations as they wish, for example, by means of monthly landings limits or individual vessel or company
quotas.13 There are 20 recognized POs  in the UK representing roughly two thirds of the over-10m fleet. The POs
account for some three quarters of total landings by UK vessels and over 95% (by weight) of UK quota allocations
in Community waters. The quota shares allocated to vessels not members of a PO (the so-called “non-sector”) are
managed directly by the Government Fisheries Departments using a system of landings limits attached to the vessels’
licences. Uptake of the quota shares reserved for the inshore (10m and under) sector is not normally regulated unless
the level of estimated landings dictates an early fishery closure. Appendix II describes the development of this system
in more detail.

The system of rolling track-record based allocations became increasingly abused by fishermen, for example, by
recording catches in areas in which they had not fished in order to build up quota entitlements in future years. From
1999 quota allocations were fixed rather than re-calculated each year on the basis of the previous three years’ track
records. The allocations for 1998 and 1999 were based on track records over the period 1994-1996 that was the
reference period for the 1997 allocations (in order to avoid any inflation of track record over a qualifying period). The
“Fixed Quota Allocations” (FQAs) for 2000 and thereafter, in theory at least, should be the same as the 1999
allocations on a percentage basis, i.e. adjusted only according to changes in the UK’s national quota allocations. The
1999 track-records were converted into fixed quota “units” of 100kg and attached to the vessels’ licences. The units,
originally “worth”100kg of fish per year, will in practice be subsequently worth more or less depending on changes
in national quotas.

Individual quota allocations are still not be divisible and remain notional except for members of POs operating
an IQ system. However, as we will see, there are signs that a further evolution towards a de facto ITQ system is likely.

2.3 Tradeability of fishing rights

As described in Appendix 1, various types of licence have been freely traded since they were introduced, except
where transferability was explicitly restricted or removed.

Before 1995 individual landings track records were normally attached to the vessel rather than the licence,
except where a licence was transferred onto a new vessel (or at least a vessel new to a particular fishery) or where a
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12 Under EC law the primary role of Producers’ Organisations (POs) is the orderly marketing of fish and the implementation of
common marketing rules and standards but they are encouraged to take on resource management responsibility.

13 The management of quota allocations by the various UK producers’ organizations has been reviewed by Hatcher (1997).



licence aggregation was undertaken (in which case the track records of the old licensed vessels were aggregated onto
the new vessel). From 1995, however, track records were formally attached to licences and now FQAs are similarly
attached to the licence.

The most significant advance in quota tradeability came not from developments in the licensing system but from
changes in the rules governing quota swaps between POs. As the quota management system developed, POs were
allowed to swap quota between themselves in order to give some flexibility to the system. Initially all swaps had to
balance in terms of “cod equivalents” (by value). This was soon relaxed to allow non-balancing swaps, and then in
the early 1990s to allow  “gifts” i.e. one-way movements of quota. Although all quota movements are subject to
Government approval, in practice POs can now trade quota between themselves in more or less any quantity and the
Government takes no interest in any financial transactions that may accompany quota exchanges or gifts.

Since quota can be traded between POs, it can effectively be traded between a member of one PO and a member
of another PO, either “permanently” (a straight quota sale) or on an annual lease basis. This sort of trading in quota
between individual fishing vessel owners in POs began in earnest in 1995. Clearly it was only the relatively small
number of POs operating individual quota systems whose members could take advantage of this possibility. Under
the old allocation system based on a rolling three-year reference period, a sale of one tonne of quota from a vessel in
PO ‘A’ to a vessel in PO ‘B’ would involve the transfer of one tonne from PO ‘A’ to PO ‘B’ in year one, 0.67 tonnes
in year two and 0.33 tonnes in year three. In year four the transaction would be complete, since PO ‘B’ would now
receive the entire extra tonne of quota in its allocation. For deals between vessels within the same PO, the same time
would be needed for the track records to adjust. Under the FQA system as presently configured, however, a sale of
one tonne of quota necessitates the transfer between the POs, or between vessels within the same PO, of one tonne of
quota each year in perpetuity because no adjustments of vessels’FQAs are permitted. Clearly there are problems when
a particular licence, with its attached FQA, is purchased by a third party, aggregated with another licence or transferred
onto a vessel in a different PO.

The Government unwittingly encouraged the industry to accept quota trading in 1996 when it allowed the track
records of vessels removed from the fleet in the final round of the 1992-1996 decommissioning programme to be
retained or transferred (sale) by their owners. This attempt to maximize the number of licences that could be bought
out by the Government under the tender-based decommissioning scheme, allowed many owners to “top up” their
quota entitlements and to provide a stimulus to quota trading. This separation of quota and licences also allowed
several POs operating pool systems to buy quota from member vessels that accepted decommissioning payments,
preventing quota from leaving the PO. In several cases, purchase of these decommissioned track records provided the
stimulus for POs to move to a “pool plus” system, whereby individual members purchased fish for themselves, which
they were allowed to catch in addition to the monthly limits available to all members of the PO. 

During the move to FQAs in 1998 the Government allowed all outstanding quota deals to be resolved with a
“one-off “ reallocation of quota units. The POs were given a number of units that reflected the existing track records
of their membership, but these could be transferred to other POs or re-allocated amongst the licences of the
membership in any way the PO chose. This allowed all outstanding deals between and within POs to be completed,
but the Government insisted this did not constitute a mechanism for future re-allocations.

Since 1999 the amount of quota trading has risen dramatically. It is now routine for a fisherman to retain his own
quota units when buying a new vessel, and quota units, licences and vessels are now normally traded individually
rather than together as a package. A number of quota brokers have established themselves, buying up licences or
licensed vessels and “asset stripping” them, supplying combinations of quota units or VCUs to fishermen who are
looking for extra quota or greater vessel capacity, for example if they plan to install a more powerful engine.

In the main these brokers have had previous involvement in the catching sector, and many started trading while
working within a PO. It is hard to envisage how the larger brokers could operate without the assistance of at least one
PO, given that quota can only be transferred via POs and not directly from vessel to vessel. All deals between brokers
and owners, or owners and owners, require the signature not only of the buyer and seller, but of their respective POs
as well.

At the time of writing the fishing industry is now in a similar situation to the one in 1998. A large number of
deals is accumulating, requiring an ever greater number of transfers between POs in order to honour those deals.
Although in some ways the transactions are simpler under the FQA system, problems are envisaged because of the
continuous annual transfers required. For example, a bank holding the assets of a fishing enterprise that has gone into
bankruptcy could refuse to allow quota units to be passed on to a third party and insist instead that these be used for
payments towards its outstanding debts.

Some of this uncertainty would be removed if industry requests for an annual re-allocation of units were
accepted by the Government. Most of the POs argue that this would not constitute a real move towards an ITQ system
proper, as all quota movements would continue to take place via the POs.
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A significant feature of the UK quota management system is that it is essentially an informal arrangement
between Government and industry. Legislation provides for the issuing of fishing licences and for the attachment of
certain conditions to those licences including quantitative restrictions on landings. There is no legal basis for the
notional individual quota allocations which are used to calculate group allocations, they are merely an administrative
tool used by the Government Fisheries Departments in the exercise of the Government’s discretionary right to issue
licences in order to regulate sea fishing. Fishermen have no legal right to receive a licence and certainly no legal title
to any share of national quotas. The Government also retains the right to create additional quota units at its discretion.
Thus although quota units are traded as very valuable assets, their legal status appears extremely weak. A legal test
has yet to arise, but the only argument in law for a fisherman’s right to quota might derive from the notion of
“legitimate expectations” in common law.

2.4 Enforcement issues

Enforcement of fishery regulations is the job of the Sea Fisheries Inspectorates of MAFF (in England and
Wales), the Scottish Fisheries Protection Agency (SFPA) and the Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland
(DANI). For England and Wales enforcement at sea is undertaken by the Royal Navy, while the SFPA has its own
vessels and aircraft, and DANI has one patrol vessel.

There is no specific offence of landing over-quota fish, but there are offences relating to non-compliance with
licence conditions and to the inaccurate completion of vessel logbooks and landings declarations. Vessels not
belonging to a PO commit an offence if they land more than the quantity specified in their licence within a given
month. Clearly accurate recording of landings in excess of those permitted would be picked up directly by the
Fisheries Departments and sanctions could then readily be imposed. In practice therefore vessels landing in excess of
their quota allocations are likely to falsify the required documentation.

No such licence offence can apply to PO members since their licences contain no specific landings restrictions.
The POs are all either registered mutual societies or companies and their quota management rules are therefore
privately rather than publicly enforceable. In theory a PO could request that the Government take action against
persistent offenders, for example by revoking their licences, but in practice the Government would be extremely
reluctant to become involved in the legal disputes that would undoubtedly follow. If PO members exceed their
restrictions or allocations they are merely infringing the private rules of their PO.14 In practice violations by PO
members are likely to be hidden from both the Sea Fisheries Inspectorate and the POs’ own officers by falsifying
landings declarations, which are monitored by the POs as well as by the Fisheries Departments.

Within the POs a number of penalties may be applied to members who are observed to exceed their quota
allocations. In some POs the member is fined the entire value of the excess catch, the money levied being used to
offset the POs normal running costs. Other POs may either insist that an individual retrospectively rents additional
quota to cover his overshoot, or they will rent in the additional quota required to cover the excess landings themselves,
and pass the rental charges onto the member.

The amount of inter-PO quota trading that now takes place means that it is now rare for a PO to finish the year
with a recorded overshoot of any particular quota. If the overshoot is deemed by the Government to have prevented
other POs from landing fish they were entitled to, however, penalties do exist. Under the current rules the PO that has
overshot its allocation will have the equivalent amount of quota deducted form its allocation in the following year,
and this will be distributed to those POs who had been prevented from taking their allocation.15

3. INDUSTRY VIEWS

The acceleration in quota trading has received a mixed reception within the fishing industry. The UK Fisheries
Minister acknowledged in 1999 that the total value of quota units attached to licences during the move to FQAs
“exceeded £1 billion” and those able to realize the value of their quota naturally wish to retain their rights to it. By
way of contrast, fishermen who largely fished for non-quota species during the final quota reference period of
1994-96, new entrants and vessel owners who for some reason lost fishing time in this period see the permanent loss
of quota as unfair and discriminatory.

The rise of the quota brokers and so-called “armchair fishermen” has further angered certain sections of the
fishing industry. The latter are a significant number of skippers, some but not all close to retirement age, who have
realized that they can live off the income generated by leasing out their quota entitlements to other fishermen.
Although this may have helped towards the overall reduction in the number of active vessels in the fleet, and allowed
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14 There have been occasions where POs have resorted to Court injunctions against recalcitrant members.
15 A similar mechanism exists within the EU, when a Member State is recorded as having taken more than its share of the national

quota in any particular year.



more of the remaining vessels to land all or a greater part of their catch legally, there is also considerable resentment
among fishermen who did not receive such a valuable endowment and who are now forced to rent quota from
fishermen who no longer go to sea. 

There is support for some means of limiting the amount of quota that can be held by brokers or “armchair
fishermen”, allowing only a certain percentage of quota to be leased out, the rest either having to be caught or forfeited
to the Government.

A further complication is that an increasing number of local councils are assisting their local fishermen by
purchasing quota, which is then leased below the market rate. In addition a small but growing number of fishermen
are using personal pension plans to invest in quota units, which are then leased out to their own or to other vessels. In
some cases the cost of leasing is actually charged to the vessel, meaning that the crew, who work on a self-employed
basis, are forced to pay their share of the rental costs to the owner.

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Although ITQs do not officially exist in the UK, and in spite of opposition to the notion of tradeable quotas from
many within the UK fishing industry, the de facto ITQ system that has arisen over the last few years is expected within
the industry to continue to develop and spread in the future.

The POs are likely to continue to
argue strongly that they have a central
role to play in quota management, but it
has become apparent since 1998 that a
majority of vessel owners within the POs
favour moves to make quota trading both
simpler and more widespread.

Following representations by the
industry at a Quota Management
Working Group established early in
2000, a review of the effects of the move
to FQAs has been brought forward from
2001 to the autumn of 2000. This is
partly in response to a majority view
within the industry in favour of an annual
re-allocation of quota units, similar to the
one-off exercise in 1998.

The Government seems more reluctant than many within the industry to accelerate the move to what some
are calling “Transferable FQAs” but appears to accept that further reallocations that reflect quota trade are now
inevitable.

The support for greater freedom of trade is, however, subject to several caveats. Concerns about the role of
brokers and traders, as well as “armchair fishermen”, has led to calls from many within the industry for a cap on the
volume of trade that any individual PO can enter into. The UK Association of Fish Producer Organizations has
requested a cap on the trade of unattributed quota units within POs (held on so-called “dummy vessels”) with a limit
on the proportion of any stock that can be transferred. The aim of this would be to ensure that only fishermen with a
genuine interest in catching fish could engage in trade, and that this trade would reflect the requirements of vessels
for fish, which in turn reflected the availability of fish on the grounds that the different vessels worked on. However,
such regulations will probably serve to do little other than create a “paper trail” of ownership, and do little to curtail
the current trade that is taking place.

A further development that is expected will be to allow vessels under 10m to engage in quota trading in their
own right. Difficulties in the over-10m sector, allied with much cheaper licence availability within the under 10m
fleet, has seen an explosion in under-10m “rule beaters” within the last 2 years. These vessels often have a catching
capacity as great as much larger vessels within PO memberships, and the increased landings they have achieved have
had a marked effect on the availability of quota. In the autumn of 1999, for the first time, a monthly limit was
introduced for under-10m vessels in the North Sea Nephrops fishery, and such limits are seen as inevitable in other
inshore fisheries in future.

The introduction of limits for these vessels has been accompanied by a realization that the larger “rule beaters”
should be able to obtain the additional quotas that they require to remain profitable. As a result it appears likely that
under-10m vessels will be able to join POs and purchase additional quota. As quota units can only be purchased from
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An example of a second generation Scottish purse seiner
replaced due to aggregation of licences

(Aquarius II, owner Jim Slater, Rosehearty)



vessels over 10m, it appears likely that vessels under 10m will be able to increase their overall share of a stock, whilst
at the same time being forced to “ring fence” this within a PO, as individual vessels under 10m are not presently able
to have quota units attached to their licences.   

The implications for control and enforcement, however, have yet to be fully discussed. While the Government
may welcome in theory the idea of allowing smaller vessels to obtain the extra quota they require on the open market,
the difficulties and cost of extending full monitoring and enforcement effort to the whole of the inshore fleet may be
prohibitive.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experience of the UK’s quota management system provides an interesting case study of the development of
tradeable fishing rights largely driven by the industry itself. Despite occasional policy “visions” the UK Government
has arguably been predominantly reactive to industry initiatives and demands. There is clear and persuasive evidence
here of a latent desire to trade quota, which is expressed once some form of property rights, however incompletely
defined, are introduced into a fishery.

The story is not yet complete, though, and expectations within the industry that some form of ITQ system proper
is now inevitable are probably justified. On the other hand it is considered unlikely within the industry that the
Government will give up its right, for example, to create extra quota units for vessels remaining outside the system,
or that the POs will not retain their existing pivotal role in quota management.

At the time of writing a joint Government-industry working group is meeting and a review of the management
system and feasibility study into an ITQ system are shortly to be commissioned by the Government.

Whichever way the quota management system develops in the future, it is worth noting that the Government has
never attempted to extract any resource rent from the industry through quota or licence fees, nor indeed to recoup any
of its management costs through charges. It has so far allowed all the returns from sales of licences and quota (initially
freely given by the Government) to remain in private hands (see Hatcher and Pascoe 1998). This attitude may change
if the costs of management increase significantly or if quota prices increase in a more organized and efficient market
environment.
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Appendix I
Development of the UK licensing system

Before 1983 fishing licences were a requirement for UK vessels operating in the main pelagic fisheries
(mackerel and herring) and demersal fisheries (cod, haddock, whiting, sole and plaice) in all areas around the UK.
However, in most cases they were only required by vessels of 40ft or over in length, and with the exception of licences
for the large pelagic purse- and freezer vessels, they were quite freely available.

During 1983 licensing was extended to cover fishing for all the stocks subject to catch quotas (under the
Community’s new conservation and management system) by all vessels over 10m in length. To begin with, most
licences continued to be freely available, but in 1984 the number of licences authorizing fishing for those quota stocks
considered to be under greatest pressure was restricted. The so-called “pressure stock licences” (PSLs) were only
issued to registered vessels which could demonstrate at least a 12-month record of fishing for one or more of the
stocks concerned,16 or which already held an appropriate licence. Although restricted in number, pressure stock
licences were transferable. They could only be transferred between ownerships while they remained attached to a
vessel, but within the same ownership they could be transferred from one vessel to another, the only restriction
initially put in place being that licence transfers from vessels under 40ft to those of 40ft and over were not permitted.

For those vessels targeting other quota stocks, the required “non-pressure stock licences” (non-PSLs) continued
to be issued freely to any fishing vessel on the UK register,17 while vessels under 10m in length were still not required
to have a licence.

The licensing scheme as it was introduced in 1984 was originally intended to run for a period of three years.
However, because of the free availability of non-PSLs and the ease with which PSLs could be transferred to more
powerful vessels (as well as the complete lack of control of the under-10m sector) the overall size and capacity of the
UK fleet was allowed to expand. For this reason, a series of additional restrictions on the availability and
transferability of licences were introduced during the next few years. These developments are summarized in Table 5.
Certain restrictions were designed in particular to try and control the expansion of the beam trawler sector fishing for
sole and plaice in Area VII (the Channel and Western waters) and to impede the acquisition of licences by non-UK
(predominantly Spanish) interests.18

In 1988, pending the implementation of new measures to reduce capacity (and with no decommissioning scheme
in operation at the time), a temporary ban was placed on all transfers of licences between vessels except in cases where
there was no resultant increase in either tonnage or engine power. Then in 1989 the Government indicated that it
intended to employ a market-oriented approach, specifically by introducing flexible licence transfer arrangements
which would also allow some measure of licence aggregation in order to “allow the fleet to modernize and adapt to
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16 The “pressure stocks” originally designated in 1984 were as follows (species/area):
herring all quota stocks cod all except VII & VIII
mackerel all quota stocks haddock all except VII & VIII
saithe all quota stocks whiting IIa, IV, Vb, VI
anglerfish all quota stocks plaice Vb, VI, VIIdefg
hake IIa, IV sole VIIadefg

The following stocks were also designated pressure stocks from 1986:
hake Vb, VI & VII cod VIIb-k, VIII, IX, X
sole IIa, IV haddock VII, VIII, IX, X
megrim VII

17 From 1986, the list of “non-pressure stocks” was as follows:
plaice IIa, IV, VIIahjk cod VIIa
sole VI, VIIhjk megrim Vb, VI
whiting VII sprat VIIde
pollack Vb, VI, VII nephrops Vb, VI, VII

18 In order to try and foil attempts by Spanish interests to gain access to various UK quotas in Area VII, the Government
accompanied a restriction on the issue of non-PSLs in 1987 with a ban on transfers between ownerships. In addition, in the
previous year a number of key stocks (including hake and megrim in Area VII) had been added to the list of pressure stocks (see
note 1). Vessels with non-PSLs having a record of fishing for the new pressure stocks were issued with special “limited pressure
stock licences” which were also non-transferable between ownerships.



changing conditions and to permit individuals to expand their enterprises while preventing any growth in the licensed
fleet as a whole”19.

In the following year licence requirements were extended to include fishing for all species in all areas by all
vessels over 10m and a new “miscellaneous species” licence was introduced for those over-10m vessels (mainly
shellfish boats) which had not previously required a licence. As all licences were now restricted, the free availability
of non-pressure stock licences for vessels under 40ft and of licences for Nephrops was ended.

At the same time, transfers of licences between vessels were once again permitted under a new system of “vessel
capacity units” (VCUs). Each licence was assigned a certain number of VCUs, calculated for the vessel to which the
licence was attached according to a formula taking into account vessel size and power20. Licence transfers were now
allowed more or less freely, provided that there was no increase in either gross vessel tonnage or engine power, or that
there was a 10% decrease in VCUs for the recipient vessel. In addition, under the new “capacity aggregation” scheme,
two or more licences (which had to be of a similar type) could be transferred onto a single larger or more powerful
vessel provided that the capacity of that vessel measured in VCUs was no more than 90% of the combined capacity
of the “donor” vessels21.

Since 1990 the VCU “penalties” for licence transfers and aggregations have been altered a number of times,
while additional restrictions have again been introduced in an attempt to make some progress towards meeting the
UK’s MAGP targets for tonnage and engine power. In particular, the inshore (10m and under) sector was finally
restricted in 1993 and in the previous year the number of beam trawlers licensed to fish in the North Sea (Area IV)
was restricted (partly because of licence acquisitions by Dutch interests wishing to gain access to UK North Sea sole
and plaice quotas).

In February 1996 it was announced that in addition to the existing VCU penalties, no licence transfers or
aggregations would now be allowed to result in any increase in either tonnage or engine power. On the other hand,
since an overall revision of the licensing system in 1995 all licences were by now fully transferable independently of
vessels.

11 Hatcher & Read

19 MAFF News Release 445/89, 13 November 1989.
20 (overall length in metres x maximum breadth in metres) + (engine power in kW x 0.45).
21 For the purposes of capacity aggregation the rule that a licence could only be transferred between ownerships while attached to

a vessel was relaxed, so that licences from vessels in different ownerships could be aggregated onto another vessel, provided
that the owners of the “donor” vessels were at least part-owners of the “recipient” vessel.



Table 5
Additional restrictions on the availability and transferability of licences
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Appendix II
Development of the UK “sectoral” quota management system

When the TAC/quota component of the CFP was put into place in 1983, the UK Government had already
instituted quota management arrangements for a number of fish stocks for which national quotas had previously been
agreed in the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC). UK vessels fishing for the Western mackerel stock
and for the main herring stocks, for example, were subject to weekly or fortnightly landings limits set according to
vessel length, while daily or weekly limits had from time to time been applied for cod, haddock and whiting stocks
in ICES Areas IV and VI (set according to crew size). In addition, since 1980 separate allocations from the quotas for
mackerel and the main herring stocks had been reserved for the relatively small pelagic freezer trawler sector. These
vessels, together with the purse-seiners, were the only UK fleet sectors to come under restrictive licensing before
1984.

In 1983 a much wider range of stocks became subject to quotas. As fishing effort increased over the next few
years from an industry which was still expanding in domestic waters, particularly in the Area VII demersal fisheries,
weekly (later monthly) landings limits were gradually extended to cover fishing for quota stocks by all vessels over
10m in length. Early in 1984, however, the Shetland Fish Producers’ Organization (SFPO), one of 14 POs then
established in the UK, successfully applied to the Government to be given its own annual allocations from the Area
IV and VI haddock quotas to manage on behalf of its members. These allocations were based on the historic share of
the UK’s haddock catches landed by SFPO members. Later that year a number of other POs (as well as a few large
fishing firms) were given allocations from the Area IV and VI cod quotas on a similar basis, while in 1985 annual
quotas were allocated to POs for Area IV/VI cod, haddock, whiting and saithe as well as Area IV herring. By the
following year, most of the POs whose members were active in the North Sea and West of Scotland areas were
receiving annual quota allocations for most of the stocks in these areas. Also from 1985, annual allocations from the
main mackerel and herring quotas were granted to individual freezer trawlers and purse-seiners instead of parts of the
quotas being reserved for these sectors as a whole.

The system of PO quota allocations was extended to include quotas in the Irish Sea in 1990 and the remainder
of Area VII in 1991. By this time all the UK POs were managing quota allocations on behalf of their members and
the annual allocations were routinely based on the combined landings track records of each PO’s over-10m vessel
membership during the previous three years (calculated as a percentage of the total landings by UK vessels over the
same reference period). Fishing for quota stocks by vessels not belonging to a PO, as well as by PO member vessels
whose PO had not requested an allocation for a particular stock, continued to be regulated directly by the Government
by means of (in most cases) monthly landings limits.

Until 1995 the POs could more or less freely decide each year which quotas they wished to manage. Given the
trackrecord-based allocation system, this produced some predictable results. For example, it was possible for POs to
“build up” relatively strong trackrecords for particular stocks while fishing against the Government’s monthly
landings limits before requesting an annual allocation. Conversely, it was also possible for a PO to decline an
allocation in one year if its performance in the immediately preceding three years would otherwise have meant stricter
quota controls for its members than they would have faced fishing against national monthly limits. Also, members of
some POs had allegedly been reporting catches as coming from areas in which they did not have quota allocations
when they should have been counted against their PO quotas. To simplify the system, and to press the POs into
accepting more management responsibility, in 1995 the Government obliged POs to accept allocations for all
demersal species quotas (however small some of the allocations might be), although the management of pelagic
quotas remained optional.

While the Government retains overall responsibility for quota uptake at the national level, the POs decide on the
means by which they manage their quota allocations. They can also undertake quota swaps with other POs at any time
as well as with those companies that receive individual vessel allocations of pelagic quotas. To begin with, all such
swaps had to balance in terms of “cod-equivalents”22 but in 1993 this restriction was removed, although some
exchange of fish still had to take place. In 1996 quota “gifting” was allowed for the first time (with the financial terms
of the transactions, if any, being a matter for the POs).

In 1994 the Government introduced a provision to enable POs to retain the landings track record of a member
vessel whose owner would agree to surrender his licence: in practice the PO would pay financial compensation to the
owner for effectively decommissioning his vessel. A PO could arrange to “ring-fence” the additional landings track

13 Hatcher & Read

22 The notion of “cod-equivalents” was first used within the EC in the early 1980s during the negotiations over international
TAC shares. Tonnages of species other than cod are inflated or deflated according to their average market price compared to
that for cod.



record, so that if any of the remaining member vessels subsequently leave the PO, that proportion of their track record
which is attributable to extra quota obtained in this way could be retained within the PO. This facility was used in one
or two cases, but rapidly became redundant as the value of licences grew.

The move to fixed quota allocations in 1999 (described in the text) was largely industry-driven. The main
motivations were to allow more flexibility in patterns of fishing without jeopardizing quota allocations in the
following year and to end the temptation for vessels, either individually or in groups, to artificially inflate landings
records in order to sustain quota shares.

Note that individual vessel allocations continue to be granted directly by the Government only to purse-seiners
and freezer trawlers in respect of the main mackerel and herring stocks (where the vessels are not in membership of
a PO taking a quota allocation for these stocks). While PO allocations are normally only revised at the beginning of
each year, the big pelagic vessels can transfer their notional allocations at any time between POs or between a PO
allocation and an individual allocation. Since 1990 these vessels have also been able to arrange for up to 70% of their
individual allocations to be fished by other similar vessels within the same ownership or within the same PO.
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DUTCH DEMERSAL NORTH SEA FISHERIES:
INITIAL ALLOCA TION OF FLATFISH ITQS

W. Smit
Agricultural Economics Research Institute (LEI)

Merelplein 14, 2771 SB Boskoop, The Netherlands
<smitbosk@cs.com>

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Development of Dutch demersal North Sea fisheries up to 1975

In 1974, the year preceding the allocation of quotas, the Dutch demersal North Sea fishery (in the
Netherlands known as ‘kottervisserij’= cutter fishery) was carried out by a fleet of 610 vessels (Smit et al.1995),
mostly owned by single-vessel family companies, but in a number of cases by firms owning two to four vessels,
but still family companies. The vessels varied much in size and in the combinations of gear used. Figure 1 gives
an insight into the development of the demersal fleet from 1965 to 1975. The 1975 figures are added because fleet
structure in that year was still more influenced by investment and replacement decisions taken earlier, than by the
quota system. The investment boom just prior to, and during, the introduction of quotas is clear, not in terms of
numbers of vessels, but in terms of total engine power. In 1975 this power exceeded two times the level of 1965.
Noteworthy is the increase in employment, being in line with the number of vessels, but not with total engine-
power: although bigger vessels have larger crews than the smaller ones, it meant that the average number of crew
for each vessel-type tended to decrease.

Figure 1
Fleet development 1965-1975 (index, 1965=100)

Figure 2 shows the development of the composition of the fleet. The shift to ever-bigger vessels, leading to
the increase of total engine power, continued throughout the whole period.  The development of landings is shown
in Figure 3. The dominant position of the two flatfish species, sole and plaice, is clear. Landings of plaice
(Pleuronectes platessus) increased, while those of
sole (Solea solea) declined after the effect of the large
1963-year class faded out. Landings of Cod (Gadus
morhua) showed a boom in the early seventies, but
have decreased since.

The change in ex-vessel gross proceeds
(deflated to  the money value of 1974) is shown in
Figure 4. In terms of value the dominant position of
flatfish was even larger than in terms of quantities,
thanks to the high price received for sole. Total real
proceeds increased up to 1973, but then tended
downwards as a result of lower prices, clearly the
result of the economic slump caused by the 1973 fuel
crisis.
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Figure 2
Fleet composition 1965-1975

Figure 3
Landings (million kg)

1.2 Fleet, gearused and fishing effor t in 1974

Table 1 gives information on the fleet in 1974, alongside information on fishing activities by the main gear
types, expressed in HP-days. Double-beam flatfish trawling was by far the most important activity, especially for
the bigger vessels. The medium-sized vessels were also trawling on roundfish (otter and pair trawl) and the
smaller ones on shrimp (Crangon crangon) (double beam trawl). Herring pair trawling was a seasonal occupation
of some, mostly bigger, vessels. There was a mix of gear types used especially within the groups of smaller and
medium-sized vessels. Not only different vessels used different gear, but in many cases vessels used more than
one type of gear alternatively. 

2.      THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHTS
2.1    Introduction of harvesting rights

Apart from the directives on herring (Clupea harengus) landings up to 1974 in the North Sea by the North
East Atlantic Fisheries Conference (NEAFC) no active fisheries management for the Dutch fleet in terms of
restricting fishing effort or output existed. Only technical measures like minimum mesh size and minimum
landing size existed up to that year. Beginning in 1975 within the framework of the NEAFC, the North Sea
demersal fisheries started to undergo stricter management measures. The countries concerned agreed on total
TACs and national quotas. As far as the member states of the European Economic Community (EEC), and thus
the Dutch fishing sector, are concerned, in 1976 responsibility for fisheries policy and management was taken
over by the European Commission. Ultimately, the fisheries were governed under the umbrella of the Common
Fisheries Policy (CFP1983). The CFPstill is the framework for fisheries management by the European Union
(EU), which suceeded the EEC.

The allocation of national quota in the framework of the NEAFC led to national measures to ensure that
national fleets met those quota in 1975 and onwards. In the Netherlands, management was first focused on
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flatfish. One reason for this was the predominant position of flatfish fishing in the North Sea of this country.
Another was the feeling that the flatfish stocks badly needed management.

Figure 4
Proceeds (million NLG of 1974)

Table 1
Dutch demersal North Sea fleet 1974

Source: Agricultural Economics Research Institute LEI, Fisheries Division.

2.2 Harvesting rights

The two flatfish species to be managed were sole and plaice. In 1975 the government (Fisheries Directorate
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries – MAF) had only some general directives. Lengthy consulting rounds
between the MAF, organisations in the fishing industry and research institutes (Netherlands Institute for Fishery
Research – RIVO, and the Fisheries Division of the Agricultural Economics Research Institute - LEI) resulted in
a management system from 1 April 1976 onwards. The decision was to manage the flatfish fishery by vessel quota
for sole and plaice. These flatfish species were the main target species of the twin-beam trawler fleet. This fleet
was the biggest sector of the North Sea demersal fleet, which also included roundfish (pair) trawling, shrimp
(Crangon) trawling and herring pair trawling. Many vessels were exploiting two or more of these fisheries.

Other species for which the NEAFC had decided to establish quota (herring, and roundfish species like cod
and whiting (Micromesistius poutassou)) were not included in the quota system by the Netherlands for the time
being, as the government expected that those, relatively minor, landings would not distort the system too badly.
Also problems arising from the multi-species character of these fisheries (e.g.many vessels participating in two
or more types of fishery, the bycatches, etc.) prevented them having a complete system for all species ready from
the beginning of the implementation of a quota system. To be sure, over the course of the years management
developed for these species also, culminating in individual quota as well.

This case study deals with the allocation system for individual quota of sole and plaice. To illustrate the
impact of the measures, it should be noted that the level of the quotas (at least for a period of nine months)
extended to only 42% of the highest landings of sole during one of the (reference) years 1972, 1973 and 1974,
and 54% of the highest landings of plaice.

Initially IQs could not be sold, leased, or used as collateral, etc.One reason for this was that quota transfers
would cause extra management problems; another was the fear that quotas would be concentrated in an undesirable
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way. Nevertheless “unofficial” transfers of IQs developed rapidly, for instance by transfer of vessels including their
IQs to other enterprises, by merging or splitting of enterprises and by individuals switching from the one firm to
the other, taking IQs with them. Gradually the management followed practice, and trade in IQs became ever more
official. Nowadays there is an official system of IQ trade including a central clearing institution. This system is
managed by a co-management framework (Smit et al. 1996) with a high degree of self-responsibility for the
industry, organised in “groups” of fishing firms. Fishermen in these groups pool the use of their individual
harvesting rights (ITQs and days-at-sea). The group board controls transfers of ITQs (and the accessory days-at-
sea) between members on a permanent basis (buying/selling), or on a one-year basis (leasing), using agreed transfer
prices. In some cases even the ownership of some quotas has been assumed by the group boards. The system works
so well in terms of ITQs that the common view is that the effort regulations (maximum days-at-sea), introduced
around 1987 as an auxiliary measure, do not play a significant role anymore. It must be stressed that this
management system took many years of development, the “group” system only having been established in 1992.

3. THE METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives

The main objective was a political one: to get the fleet to adhere to the internationally agreed national quota,
with the least pain and sorrow. This objective was not extended to the management of fish stocks themselves,
since this was done on the international level. So the basis of national policy objectives was only the national
quotas resulting from that management. No objectives concerning fleet size or structure were pursued by the IQ
system initially. As the Director of Fisheries of the MAF put it at that time: “It is the fishermens’decision to fish
the quota by a Mercedes or a Citroen 2CV. As long as they obey the quota rules that is no concern of the
government”. Another (sub)objective was to further as much as possible an even spread of landings over the
course of the year. This objective was of an economic nature, to ensure an optimal price for the catches taken. 

Over the course of the years there have been several factors resulting in changes in management objectives:

i. Major problems in getting the industry to adhere to the quota, as fleet capacity was too large for the available
quota.

ii. Uneasiness with regard to the economic future of the fleet, in view of the discrepancy between quotas and
fishing capacity (and costs). Already in 1975 the government tried to limit fishing capacity unilaterally
through the use of scrapping-premiums. But, after an initial fleet reduction, and in the absence of any form
of licensing system, the initial quota system did not prevent the fleet expanding again when fishermen began
to circumvent the quota systems.

iii. Fishing capacity directives from the EEC Multi-annual Guidance Programmes.

A more forceful CFPmanagement regime has developed since 1983 under the EU, and a set of other
objectives were formulated, especially in terms of fishing capacity and fishing effort. Management instruments
like engine power (HP) licences and maximum days-at-sea permits were introduced. These instruments served to
meet the new objectives, but were also thought to strengthen quota management since it appeared difficult to
adjust landings in line with quotas using only ITQs. The original IQ-management left too many loopholes for the
fishermen to exploit (e.g.misreporting and direct sales to merchants, thus avoiding the administrative controls in
place at the fish auctions). 

3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

It was recognised in an early stage that a total sector quota, even split by periods within the year, was not an
optimal economic solution. Obviously, such a system would not prevent a “race for fish” and thus excessive
competition. This was clear to both the government (MAF) and the fisheries organisations, centralised in Public
Sector Organisations (either horizontally integrated, e.g. the Board of Fisheries – Visserijschap, or vertically
integrated, e.g. the Dutch Fish Board – Produktschap Vis), both existing on the basis of a national law on Public
Industry Organisations. So those involved – the various shareholders – came to think of individual harvesting rights.

Creation of harvesting rights by managing individual fishing capacity and fishing effort were contemplated,
but abandoned. In the first place there was insufficient information on the relationship between effort and
landings, especially with regard of the recent investments in big vessels. Subsequently, research by LEI indeed
revealed that engine power simply measured in HPs did not provide a reliable measure of fishing capacity, nor
did HP-days represent fishing effort accurately. Fishing capacity in terms of horsepower clearly decreased when
vessels were bigger, thus distorting any time-series on fishing effort when vessels were replaced by bigger ones,
and, it might then be a problem to monitor innovations and other means of increasing vessel efficiency. In the
second place such management would not guarantee that (multi-species) fishing would reflect the quota allocated
by individual species. It was feared that landings of certain species would then be closed prematurely, probably
resulting in fish being thrown overboard or landed in “black” or “grey” markets.
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Ultimately, MAF and the
industry agreed on an individual
quota management programme
for sole and plaice. It must be
kept in mind that the time for
preparation of the programme
was rather short. No one had
thought intensively about
organising a management
system prior to the
announcement in 1974 of quotas
by NEAFC for the coming years.
And, at that time, the
government and industry were
advised by the Fisheries
Division of the LEI.

3.3 Allocation method
chosen

After a provisional sector
regulation in 1975, for each
vessel active on 1 January 1976 and having a recent history of flatfish fishing, individual quota for sole and plaice
were allocated. The National Fisheries Statistics (see Section 4) for 1972, 1973 and 1974 were used to calculate
“track-records” by species per vessel. Each vessel was ‘awarded’as its track-record the highest landings of sole
and plaice that it had achieved during one of those reference years.

But then many problems started to become apparent. A large number of enterprises had replaced their
vessel(s) in these years. That was not only the case for fishing firms investing in new vessels, but also for the
buyers of second-hand vessels. The investment in a new vessel frequently triggered a chain of replacements in
two to four firms. Track-records for the old vessels (in nearly all cases smaller than the new one) needed somehow
to be corrected to give a reasonable track-record for the new vessel. Not only do bigger vessels have a larger
fishing capacity, but in many cases the types of gear used and/or the composition of  landings for the new vessel
might differ from that of the vessel replaced. Also, the system needed to provide for enterprises which did not
have a vessel sailing on 1 January 1976, for instance when an old vessel was already sold but the new one was
not yet operational. There was a comparable problem in those cases where vessels were laid up for some time
during the reference period (because of engine trouble, etc.).

To resolve those difficulties it was agreed that in all cases of vessel change, where the replacment vessel was
brought into service, or ordered, before 1 January 1975, there would be consideration and a correction because
fishermen were allowed to choose which of the three reference years would be taken as the basis period: some
investors could use a reference year in which the new vessel was already sailing. For cases in which the
replacement date would not allow for a full year’s fishing with the new vessel a theoretical track-record was to
be calculated. To that end the relationship between engine power and the landings of sole and plaice in the
reference years was derived by the LEI from data in the National Fisheries Statistics, to arrive at a sufficient
correlation level. It should be acknowledged that for the newest generation of big vessels the data were
extrapolated (rather conservatively) in order to obtain the relationship. On this basis “problem vessels” were
awarded theoretical track-records. However, they were still allowed to use a “real” track-record on the basis of
one of the reference years if they so wished.

Some owners who had changed their vessels complained that one should account for their fishing results
being better than the average in their HP-class during the reference period. They wanted their “average”
theoretical track-record to be corrected, but of course, no complaints were heard from vessels that had fished
below the fleet average! To resolve this problem the system applied to vessel changes was altered: in 1977 steps
were taken to allow for a mix of real and theoretical track-records. Ultimately the track-records were based on
50% of real historical landings and 50% on the theoretical landings. This system of allocation is still used today.

Initially the Dutch Fish Board was to manage this system, but the Board could not satisfactorily administer
the programme because of its limited management capacity, and also because too many interest groups were
represented on the Board, which might lead to a clash of interests. In addition, the availability of accurate data on
individual vessels’landings to a non-government organisation seems to have been a problem. Thus after a short
period the Dutch Fish Board returned the responsibility for the system’s management to the government. 
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The last step was to distribute the total available national quota of sole and plaice among all track-record
holders, in proportion to their track-records. To that end a change of the National Fisheries Law(NFL) was
presented by the government and then passed by Parliament. In the framework of this new Law the MAF could
impose quota regulations on the sector. The vessel owners were informed by the MAF of their quota for the
coming year by letter. Unfortunately, because of several years delay in the decision-making process at the
EEC/EU level and the following rounds of calculations by the MAF, the letters arrived long after the beginning
of the new year. This caused extra uncertainity as to the final decisions on IQ amounts in the course of the fishing
current year, and lead to some complaints and appeals. Incidentally, a small part (1 to 3%) of the national quota
was not divided, but kept aside as a “national reserve” to cover any cases of fishermen exceeding their quotas.

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS

For a long time the MAF and the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS, Ministry of Economic Affairs) had
already been co-operating to keep a system of detailed statistics on landings. The MAF organised the initial data
to be sent to the CBS who put them in a landings statistical system. Among other things this system could furnish
data on landings per vessel by species. 

These data were seen as being very reliable. All fishing firms were compulsory members of the Dutch Fish
Board which obliged North Sea fishermen to sell their fish through public fish auctions. This system was well
controlled. Furthermore, landings statistics were based on a law obliging all auctions to supply a copy of each
sale slip to the statistics authority. In each fishing port representatives of both the MAF and the Dutch Fish Board
supervised the procedure to ensure that it functioned correctly. The representative of the Dutch Fish Board
supervised the “auction duty” and the MAF representative was responsible for all sale slips to be sent to the CBS.
For research purposes the MAF representative also added data such as trip-length, fishing time and fishing area,
which were obtained through regular inquiries. Total landings of all vessels were then checked against the
aggregated landings figures that were published by the auctions.

It should be noted that the obligation by the Dutch Fish Board to land at fish auctions officially ceased after
1970. The reason was that it was not compatible with EEC market regulations. But the long tradition in landing
fish at auctions did not change and practically all fishermen continued this way of selling their fish during the
period 1971-1974. Therefore, the data in the national landings statistics were felt to provide a solid basis for
fisheries management. Also, the overwhelming part of the industry saw no problems in the process.

Only after the establishment of IQ systems did fishermen began to make use of the absence of the auction
obligation to circumvent the system, for instance, by direct sales to merchants and processors. This incidentally
severely hampered the reliability of the (still auction-based) statistics. While the MAF was one of the owners of
the data they were directly available for use. For research purposes LEI also had access to these data. All data
were already computerised at that time so that calculating (real and theoretical) track-records was easy.

5.     APPEALS PROCESS

As noted, the industry was consulted sufficiently in the process of organising the system and the allocation
of IQs. Some initial problems such as correcting track-records when vessels had been replaced could be met by
mutual deliberation during the process. Later, an appeals process was created through which complaints from
fishermen could be formally dealt with. First, they might appeal to the managing authority and then, to the
Director of Fisheries of the MAF. Their ultimate step was an appeal in public courts against decisions of the
Director of Fisheries.

Some fishing companies started law-suits against the government, generally to contest the basic right of the
government to impose the IQ system (Keus 1991). In one case the Dutch court judged that the national system
derived its judicial basis from the European Community. So the case was referred to the European Court of
Justice, which found the EC to be within its rights (Decision of July 14th 1976). Even when such quantitative
measures seemed to be contrary to general principles of free enterprise, free trade and enhancing economic
benefits, the importance of ensuring acceptable levels of fish stocks was judged to overrule those principles. The
European Court stated that such measures may temporary restrict production, but were taken to ensure increased
production (and thus increasing economic benefits) in the future. As a consequence, this meant that the Dutch
government was within its rights, and given the rules laid down in the revised Law passed by Parliament (the
NFL), the appeals process created within the quota management system was also judged to be legal.
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6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS
6.1 Staff requirements

The MAF had staff available for organising the quota system and the Fisheries Directorate already had staff
working on management schemes such as: minimum mesh sizes, minimum landing sizes, licensing of shrimp
fishing, various regulations on inshore fishing and on shell-fish culture. The Statistics Department expanded its
manpower while the data were gradually computerised at the CBS. The LEI undertook the required calculations
and provided advice.

Another factor influenced fishermen in their adherence to their quotas: after the first shock fishermen rapidly
began to overfish their quotas and so in order to check this behaviour the services were requested of officers of
the Agricultural Inspection Service. Nevertheless after some time even this input needed an increase in the
manpower provided by that Service.

6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

No extra funding was needed for the allocation process since the system was managed by the standing staff of
the MAF, and the LEI was available to undertake research and analyses. Only later was extra effort needed to get
the fishermen to observe their quotas, requiring additional funding from the Agricultural Inspection Unit of the MAF.

7. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS
7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

After the initial adjustments the fishermen rapidly found ways to circumvent the IQ system. The MAF
managers, having had little experience with the allocation system were not prepared for the reaction by the
fishermen, so effective control and punishment lagged behind for a rather long time. Success in achieving the
main policy objective was clearly questionable in the early years. Extra measures (such as early closures of the
fishery) had to be taken when there was sufficient evidence that total landings (derived from statistics and
including “grey” landings as far as they could be traced by the Agricultural Inspection Service) began to exceed
the quotas. This also stood in the way of the achievement of the sub-objective: an optimal spread of the landings
over the whole year. Later, as the system began to work satisfactorily and landings tended to spread smoothly
over the year, the LEI could show that returns had indeed increased.

One of the issues that some fishermen complained of was a lack of legal guarantee to fish their IQs when
others exceeded their own IQs, which when total landings overshot the quotas, caused for instance, an early
closure of the fishery. This obviously induced fishermen to try to dodge the system even more. The only
possibility that MAF had to guarantee the IQs was to get all fishermen to fish within their IQs, but until that
worked, no guarantee could be provided because MAF was committed to adhering to the national quotas by
species agreed on internationally.

In principle the IQ system as such was a good way to achieve the main policy objective. Only the control
system failed. However after a good control and enforcement system was organised the programme ran smoothly:
ITQs are still (25years later) in force as the basis for an excellent working system, be it that some extra
management measures had to be included: first for fishing capacity (HP) and effort (days at sea), then later an
integrated co-management system.

7.2 Satisfaction of rights-holders with the process

In principle fishermen generally felt the problems of intensified fishing and were generally not opposed to
some sort of catch restrictions. Also, the IQ-management system was reasonably well accepted. However, many
fishermen did not fully realise its impact on their own enterprises, for instance, they hoped that the system would
affect mostly their colleagues not themselves. When the effects were felt, many fishermen were startled badly by
the consequences (see Section5). 

After a short time a further source of dissatisfaction for the fishermen was that the government could not
guarantee the legal right on each individual IQ (see Section  7.1). However, this feeling was gradually alleviated
by the development of the practice of dodging quotas, of “grey” landings, as well as the rather weak hand of the
government in opposing these. When controls were tightened, the sector had already found ways to adapt fleet
capacity, for a large part, by ‘flag-hopping’and ‘quota-hopping’(Davidse 1999), and the remaining fleet generally
developed a positive approach to the programme. Unmistakably contributing to this positive feeling were some
rather satisfying financial outcomes: fewer vessels sharing the same quotas, a favourable development of fish
prices, and falling fuel prices in 1986.

Around 1995 a research project (Davidse 1997) included a number of interviews with vessel owners. Among
other questions, 31 owners were asked about their attitudes towards the ITQ management system. Twenty five
had a positive view, three were neutral and only three had a negative view. The positive views expressed were:
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i. ‘you know where you are now’
ii. ‘more certainty’
iii. ‘protection against big vessels which are also limited now’
iv. ‘more tranquillity in the sector’
v. ‘better planning possibilities’
vi. ‘a fence around the fleet’and 
vii. ‘on the basis of quota the banks may grant loans easier’.

Negative views included ‘bad utilisation of quotas’, ‘wrong allocation of the rights’i.e. the continued
existence of grievances about distribution of individual quotas in the past, and ‘no chances for newcomers’. In
relation to the problem of the inheritance of fishing units, 22 owners agreed that fishing rights restrained such
successions.

7.3 Views of othercommunity groups

At the time the IQ system was introduced there were practically no other community groups interested in
the change in the method of management, although obviously one related sector, that of fish trade and processing,
was interested. But this sector was also represented in the vertically-integrated Dutch Fish Board and could
already participate in deliberations and consultations. The trade and processing sector supported the ITQ system,
expecting that it would ensure more regular landings.

7.4 Hind-sight assessment

The initial setting of quotas seems to have been satisfactory; in the end the system of ITQs is still working
and there is a general feeling that it is a good practice. But one must not forget that in the course of years a lot
has happened: the system has been improved and expanded. It must be stressed that each initial allocation of
rights will give rise to grudges from several of those involved. After the first allocation round inevitably a process
is needed to adjust the rules and make them more effective. And there was the trend to cheat the system that, in
the case of the Netherlands, was not well opposed by management. Later, when management did control the
landings to a large extent and introduced fleet and effort restrictions, the fleet found ways to adapt the fleet
without too much sorrow (see Section7.2). Ultimately, the introduction of the co-management “group”
mechanism contributed much to develop the system. Now it satisfies the policy objectives and is also acceptable
to the remaining fleet under the Dutch flag.

If the management (and the fishing industry) had known what it knows now - and had acted accordingly -
it may have been be possible that the system would have worked more satisfactorily from the start. There were
several important features in the development of the system difficult years in starting up:

i. With the help of other measures such as effort regulation (which lost their meaning gradually after the quota
control within the co-management system began to work well), management succeeded in matching
fishermen’s landings with their quotas.

ii. The sector found ways to decrease fleet capacity, for a large part by ‘flag-hopping’.
iii. A co-management system working well was developed - which is generally seen as the major element

leading to the programme’s success.

Naturally problems remain. One is the high price to be paid for the establishment of a new enterprise:
vessel(s) plus harvesting rights must be financed. This makes it utterly impossible for newcomers to enter the
sector, even the financing of management succession from father to son is difficult. But surely these
disadvantages somehow occur in all systems that restrict free or open access fishing in a society where the
government basically does not interfere with free competition.

Another important issue was that the Dutch fishery was the forerunner in organising an ITQ system within
the EC’s quota system. Consequently, the industry developed a clear perception of the ‘ins’and ‘outs’of such a
system, including the value of ITQs, at an early stage. This enabled Dutch fishing enterprises to operate on the
property rights markets in other EU Member States (notably the UK, and to a lesser extent Germany, Belgium
and France) well before fishermen in those States were conscious of those opportunities. As a consequence, rather
extensive ‘flag-hopping’and ‘quota-hopping’occured. Enterprises went out fishing on the quota of other States,
resulting in fewer vessels sharing the Dutch quota. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

Until the extension of the fisheries jurisdiction to 200 miles in 1976, the Icelandic fisheries were, for all intents
and purposes, international and open-access fisheries. Large foreign fishing fleets featured prominently on the
fishing grounds, taking almost half of the demersal catch. The extension of the fisheries jurisdiction to 200miles all
but eliminated foreign participation in the Icelandic fisheries. However, the initial management measures taken in
the demersal fisheries following the extension of the fisheries jurisdiction in 1976 were inadequate and therefore did
not alter the common-property nature of these fisheries as far as domestic fishers were concerned. They were still
forced to compete for shares in the catch. Therefore not surprisingly, the development of the Icelandic fisheries in
the post-war era closely followed the path predicted for common-property fisheries: exhibiting increasingly
excessive capital and fishing effort relative to reproductive capacity of the fish stocks.

The value of fishing capital employed in the Icelandic fisheries increased by over 1400% from 1945-1983.
Real catch values, on the other hand, only increased by 300% during the same period. Thus, the growth in fishing
capital exceeded the increase in catch values by a factor of more than four, and, in 1983, the output-to-capital
ratio in the Icelandic fisheries was less than one-third of the output-to-capital ratio in 1945. The post-war
development of fishing capital and catch values since 1945 is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Fishing capital and catch values 1945-1997 (index 1945=100)

Source: National Economic Institute.

This long-term decline in the economic performance of the Icelandic fisheries did not go unnoticed. With
the defacto recognition of the exclusive 200-mile zone in 1976, the situation dramatically changed. The Icelandic
fisheries gradually came under increased management until, after 1990, a uniform system of individual
transferable quotas was instituted in practically all fisheries.

1.2 The pelagic fisheries

Due to an alarming decline in the stocks of herring (Clupea harengus), an overall quota in the form of a total
allowable catch was imposed on this fishery in 1969. But since this did not halt the decline in the stocks’
biomasses, a complete moratorium on herring was introduced in 1972.  In 1975, when fishing on the Icelandic
herring stocks was partly resumed, it was obvious that the whole fleet could not participate, and the rule of open-
access for all vessels had to be abandoned. Hence, an individual vessel quota system with limited eligibility
(licensing) was introduced. All vessels with a history of catching herring in the late 1960s and still in operation,
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were eligible for licensing. During the first years,
each eligible vessel only received quota every
other year. Vessel quotas were small and issued for
a single season at a time. The quotas were
determined annually by dividing the TAC by the
total number of eligible vessels. In effect, the TAC
was divided into two parts, a purse-seine TAC and
TAC for vessels using other gears.  The purse-seine
vessels received the major part of the TAC, which
was then divided into individual vessel quotas. The smaller part of the TAC became a common quota for all
vessels catching herring with gear other than purse-seine, i.e. primarily drift-nets.

It soon became apparent that there was an economic need for quota transferability. Although formally non-
transferable, quotas were being transferred by various measures. Therefore, spokesmen for the industry proposed
that fairly unrestricted transfers of herring quotas between vessels be allowed. This was agreed to by the Ministry
of Fisheries in 1979. Vessels using gear other than purse-seines continued to receive a common share of the TAC
until 1985 when individual quotas were issued for those vessels as well. In 1986 the vessel quota system in the
herring fishery was changed, such that all herring vessels were now subject to the same ITQ system and the
quotas became permanent. The Fisheries Management Act of 1990 made the quota system in the herring fishery
part of the general ITQ system.

The fishery for capelin (Mallotus villosus), which became a major fishery in the 1970s, was subjected to
limited-entry and individual vessel quotas for licence holders in 1980, at a time when the stock was seriously
threatened with overfishing. Again, a similar situation existed as for the herring fishery: too many vessels were
catching capelin considering the TAC permitted for the stock. In the case of capelin the industry asked for the
quota and licensing regulations. Owners of the bigger purse-seine vessels met in June 1980 and decided that they
would ask the Ministry of Fisheries to limit entry into the capelin fishery and allot a quota to each licensed vessel.
Only 52 vessels received a licence in 1980. The preceding year under open-access conditions there had been 68
vessels engaged in the capelin fishery. In 1986, capelin quotas became transferable. The capelin quota system
became a part of the general ITQ system with the adoption of the Fisheries Management Act of 1990.

1.3 Demersal fisheries

In connection with the extension of Iceland’s exclusive fishing zone to 200 miles in 1976, the major
demersal fisheries were subjected to overall catch quotas. The quotas recommended by the marine biologists soon
proved quite restrictive and difficult to uphold. As a result, individual effort restrictions, taking the form of a
limitation on the number of fishing days allowed for each vessel, were introduced in 1977. However because new
vessel entry into the fishery remained possible, the demersal fleet continued to grow and the allowable fishing
days had to be reduced from year to year. In 1977, deep-sea trawlers had been permitted to fish for cod (Gadus
morhua) 323 days a year but in 1981 they were only allowed 215 days a year, despite a record catch. It gradually
became obvious to everyone concerned that this system was economically wasteful and access needed to be
restricted.

In 1984, following a sharp drop in biomass and catch levels of the demersal stock, especially for cod, a
system of individual vessel quotas was introduced. The Fisheries Association of Iceland, a wide forum of all
fishing industry participants, held its annual meeting on December 2 and 3. At the end of that meeting, after some
heated discussion, a proposal was carried to ask the Ministry of Fisheries to try IQs for the demersal fisheries for
one year, in 1984. The annual meeting of the Association of Vessel Owners had previously agreed to a similar
proposal. On December 22, 1983, the Parliament passed an amendment to theFisheries Act of 1976 which
basically gave the Minister of Fisheries discretionary power to restrict entry through licensing and put a vessel
quota system in place. In the Upper Chamber of Parliament, the amendment received only the minimum majority
necessary: 11 of 20 MPs in support.

Because of the generally favourable results of the system, it was extended for 1985 and 1986-1987.
However, in order to ensure sufficient political support for the system, an important provision was added: vessels
were allowed to opt for effort restrictions instead of catch quotas. On 8 January 1988, the Icelandic Parliament
enacted general vessel quota legislation that applied to all Icelandic demersal fisheries and was effective between
1988 and 1990. This legislation retained the effort quota option but made it somewhat less attractive.

In 1990 legislation for comprehensive ITQ systems, the Fisheries Management Act, was passed by the
Parliament. This legislation abolished the effort quota option and closed certain other loopholes in the previous
legislation, especially as regards the operation of vessels under 10 GRT (vessels under 6 GRT continued to be
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exempt from the ITQ system). This new legislation required licensing for all commercial fishing vessels and a
moratorium on issuing new licences. It also extended the ITQ system indefinitely. Since then, however the system
has continued to be modified, and this Act has been amended on several occasions since 1990.1

1.4 The shrimp, lobsterand scallop fisheries

The fisheries for inshore shrimp (Pandalus borealis), lobster (Nephrops norvegicus), and scallop (Chlamys
islandica) are relatively recent additions to the Icelandic fisheries. They were largely developed during the 1960s
and 1970s and, from the outset, have been subject to extensive management, primarily limited local entry and
overall quotas. An overall TAC was set for the lobster fishery in 1973 with restrictions on the size of vessels and,
subsequently, licensing and vessel quotas in 1984. Legislation regulating the processing and fishing of inshore
shrimp and scallop was passed in 1975, giving the Ministry authority to issue quotas for these fisheries to the
processors. There are seven inshore shrimp areas, each having regulations specific to it. The Ministry would set
a TAC for each area and then allocate shares to each shrimp-processing plant in an area. The Ministry would also
decide on the total number of vessels that could catch the shrimp in the area and licence those vessels for the
fishery. In deciding the total number of licences the Ministry would also decide on the maximum daily catch and
maximum weekly catch for each vessel. In addition the Ministry decided on the allowable size of vessels and the
appropriate gear. The processing plants would then allocate quotas to vessels that would catch their share of the
shrimp quota. In 1988, the deep-sea shrimp fishery also became subject to vessel quotas. The management of
shrimp and scallop fisheries became part of the general ITQ system with the Fisheries Management Act of 1990.

2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHT
2.1 The current ITQ system

The management system is based on individual transferable quotas and is therefore appropriately referred
to as an ITQ system. The essential features of the current ITQ system are as follows: all fisheries within the EEZ
and some outside are subject to vessel catch quotas. The quotas represent shares in the total allowable catch. They
are permanent, perfectly divisible and transferable and they are issued subject to a small annual charge to cover
enforcement costs. The ITQ system is uniform across the various fisheries. However, slight differences between
the fisheries exist, mostly for historical reasons. This system is based on the Fisheries Management Act of 1990
with subsequent modifications.2 It applies to all fish stocks within the Icelandic EEZ for which a TAC is
necessary. Since 1997 it also applies to fish stocks outside the Icelandic EEZ in which Iceland has national fishing
rights. This includes the deep-sea redfish (Sebastes spp) just outside the Icelandic EEZ, the Atlanto-Scandian
herring, the deep-sea shrimp on the Flemish cap, and cod in the Norwegian EEZ and the Russian EEZ.

It should be noted that the ITQ system was superimposed on an earlier management system designed mainly
for the protection of juvenile fish. This system involving certain restrictions on gear, area and fish size is still
largely in place. The ITQ system has not replaced these components of the earlier fisheries management system.

2.2 Total allowable catch (TAC)

The Ministry of Fisheries determines the TAC for each of the most important domestic stocks. This decision
is made on the basis of recommendations from the Marine Research Institute (MRI), which has its own vessels that
are used to study the state of the fish stocks. In addition, the MRI relies on information from the fishers. In recent
years the Ministry of Fisheries has followed the recommendations of the Marine Research Institute quite closely.
The cod fishery plays a substantial role in the Icelandic economy, and therefore not surprisingly, successive
governments had been reluctant to curtail the TACs for cod in accordance with the recommendations of the MRI.
Only in the 1990s has the Ministry followed this advice and even stood firm on that decision despite political
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1 The Fisheries Management Act of 1990 has been amended almost every year since it came into effect (i.e. in 1992, 1994,
1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 and 1999).

2 The Icelandic fisheries were also subject to restricted access. All commercial fishing vessels had to hold valid fishing
licences, in addition to catch quotas. Fishing licences moreover, were issued only to vessels already in the fishery in 1990
and their replacements, provided they were deemed comparable in terms of fishing power. The fishing licences were only
transferable with the vessels. In December 1998 the Supreme Court reached a decision on a case, concerning an application
by an individual for a commercial fishing licence. The Ministry of Fisheries had declined the application and a lower court
had decided the Ministry had grounds for the refusal on the basis of the Fisheries Management Act of 1990. Article 5 of
this legislation stated that only vessels already in the fishery at the time of the legislation could receive licences. The
Supreme Court found the article unconstitutional, on the grounds that it provided for unequal treatment of citizens. The
Parliament passed legislation in January 1999 to rectify the Fisheries Management Act. All registered vessels may now
apply for commercial fishing licences. Access is therefore not restricted anymore. Note, however, to fish TAC-controlled
species also requires possession of a quota allotment.



pressure, even from within the government. In 1995 a TAC-rule, which sets the TAC for cod at 25% of the
fishable stock, was established.

Currently 19 species are subject to ITQs. They include: eleven demersal species: cod, haddock
(Melanogrammus aeglefinus), saithe (Pollachius virens), redfish, Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius
hippoglossoides), plaice (Pleuronectes platessa), wolffish (Anarhichas lupus), dab (Limanda limanda), long
rough dab (Hippoglossoides platessoides), lemon sole (Microstomus kitt) and witch (Glyptocephalus
cynoglossus); two pelagic species, the Icelandic herring and capelin; as well as deep-sea and inshore shrimp,
lobster and scallops. Together these species account for over 90% of the landed value of the catch. In addition,
Icelandic vessels in the deep-sea redfish fishery, the shrimp fishery on the Flemish Cap, and the Atlanto-Scandian
herring fishery, are subject to ITQs. Several species on which fishing pressure is regarded as slight are not
currently subject to TAC.3 This means that the corresponding fisheries can be pursued freely by all licensed
vessels, but they are, in most cases, commercially negligible. Iceland’s TAC in shared stocks is annually decided
in the appropriate international forum. Currently four major international fisheries are managed on this basis.

Each eligible vessel is issued a permanent share in the TAC for every species for which there is a TAC.
These permanent quota shares may be referred to as TAC shares.

2.3 Annual catch entitlement

The size of each vessel’s annual catch entitlement (ACE) in a specific fishery is a simple multiple of the
TAC for that fishery and the vessel’s TAC share. In some fisheries, such as those for capelin and inshore shrimp,
the management periods are seasonal, rather than a whole year. The same rule nevertheless applies. While the
TAC share is a percentage, annual catch entitlements are denominated in terms of volume (i.e. tonnes).

The Icelandic demersal fishery is a mixed-stock fishery and vessels are bound to catch of species other than
the major one they wish to target. The ITQs (or TAC shares) are, therefore, also denominated in terms of cod-
equivalents, as the cod-fishery is the most important fishery in Iceland.

2.4 Transferability

Both the TAC shares and the ACEs are fairly freely transferable and perfectly divisible. TAC shares are
transferable without any restrictions whatsoever. Any fraction of a given quota may be transferred to another
vessel subject only to registration by the Fisheries Directorate. The particulars of the exchange, including price,
are not registered. Table 1 shows the development of TAC shares in the period 1991-1998.

Table 1
Transfer of TAC-shares 1991-1998. Percentage of TAC-shares in each year

Source: Fisheries Directorate

The transfer of ACEs are subject to some restrictions. First, the Fisheries Directorate must agree to transfer
of all ACE between geographical regions. The rationale for this stipulation is to stabilize local employment in the
short run and prevent speculation in quotas. In practice, however, it appears that few inter-regional transfers are
actually blocked. Transfer of ACEs became subject to further restrictions in 1992 and 1994 when the Parliament
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 91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 98/99 
 Cod  10.6 13.0   6.7 18.1 18.7 11.8 31.3 12.8 
 Haddock  11.0 16.6   7.2 18.3 18.1 11.2 27.9 12.2 
 Saithe  10.3 14.2   9.2 12.8 17.9 10.0 28.8 11.5 
 Redfish    8.3 12.6   9.7   8.1 16.0   5.9 30.6   4.4 
 Greenland halibut

 
  3.1 10.3   4.2   9.9 15.4   8.1 34.7   3.5 

 Plaice  10.7 18.1 10.3 17.1 11.6 11.5 24.8 14.1 
 Herring  12.0 16.6 12.0 25.0 43.2 16.7 28.8 17.7 
 Capelin    2.9   6.7   9.4   2.7 11.2   3.8 21.0 18.0 
 Lobster  22.1 14.1   7.5 30.7 17.2 20.9 19.2 12.1 
 Deep-sea shrimp  14.7 15.2 13.3 22.6 24.9 20.2 44.4 28.1 

 

3 In addition Iceland receives a share in the TAC for cod in the Norwegian EEZ and the Russian EEZ. These were allocated
to Icelandic vessels as ITQs in 1999.



amended the Fisheries Management Act of 1990. These amendments were designed to further discourage
speculative quota holdings. The constraints were, however, relatively insignificant. Further restrictions came into
effect in 1998: up to only 50% of all ACE is freely tradeable between vessels under different ownership in
exchange for money. However, the offsetting of transfers of different species with equal value is not subject to
any such restrictions. Further, as vessel owners are not allowed to include the crew share in the cost of quota
purchases, all ACE transfers, as of 1998/99, have to take place at an official Quota Trade Exchange.

Table 2 shows transfers of ACE in 1992-1998. Note that the reduction in ACE transfers in 1998/99 may
reflect the impact of the new restrictions introduced in 1988 and the impact of the Quota Trade Exchange.

Table 2
Transfers of quota between vessels 1992-1998. As percentage of total ACE1

1 These quotas are measured in cod equivalents and represent temporary annual quota (gross) transfers only.
2 Type A: Transfers between vessels with the same owner.

Type B: Transfers between vessels with different owners operated from the same port. Type B and D are
grouped together as of 98/99

Type C: Offsetting transfers of different species with equal value between vessels with different owners.
Type D: Transfers between vessels with different owners operated from different ports.
Source: Fisheries Directorate.

2.5 Exemptions from the ITQ System

There is one minor exemption from the current ITQ system: in the demersal fisheries, hook-and-line
fisheries by vessels under six GRT are exempted from quota restrictions, but are subject instead to limited fishing
days and an overall TAC. Although this arrangement was to end in 1994, the exemption was extended though the
number fishing days was reduced. Under the 1996 amendment to the Fisheries Management Act these vessels
now choose between a cod-share quota system and a cod-effort restriction system (maximum number of
allowable fishing days). As a group, they receive a 13.75% share of the general TAC for cod.

3. QUALITY OF THE ITQ PROPERTY RIGHT

Economic theory suggests that the efficiency of an ITQ system stems from its creation of private property
in harvesting rights (e.g. Scott 1988, 1996; Arnason 1995b, 1999; Libecap 1989). This suggests that the higher
the quality of this property right in terms of permanence, exclusivity, and transferability, the greater will be the
resulting efficiency of the ITQ system (see Scott 1988, 1989 for more details). ITQs are, of course, imperfect
property rights. An ITQ is a harvesting right and not property in the fish stock. They are, therefore, different from
what is commonly referred as property rights on land. As pointed out by Hannesson (1994), ITQs are comparable
to a right to extract a certain quantity of timber from a given forest or the right to harvest a certain number of deer
from a given population. Although this may give the necessary incentives to cut the timer and catch the deer in
efficient ways, it may not be suitable for the optimal husbandry of the forest or the population of deer.

Article 1 of the Fisheries Management Act of 1990states that the fish stocks in Icelandic waters are the
common property of the Icelandic people. It further states that the allocation of ITQs to individual firms and
vessels does not give irrevocable property rights in these TAC shares. Alas, this Article has created uncertainty
concerning the permanence and exclusivity of the ITQs and has undermined its economic effectiveness.

Legal scholars in Iceland have debated these issues and there seems to be a general consensus among them
that Article 1 of the Fisheries Management Act of 1990 lacks grounding in other legislation. These scholars, it
should be noted, do not consider the fishery the property of TAC shareholders, but rather that they have a property
(an asset) in the harvesting rights. The Parliament could, in principle, revert to open-access without compensation
to vessel owners, as long as access continued to be open for them.4
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Transfer 2 92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 98/99 
Type A  33.0 26.3 41.3 32.5 31.3 38.6 26.7 
Type B 20.2 23.9 13.6 18.3 19.4 15.4 - 
Type C 12.6 11.3 12.0   7.2 10.1    9.0    8.1 
Type D 34.3 38.5 33.1 42.1 39.2 37.0 11.5 
Total 66.2 63.7 78.1 71.2 68.1 69.3 46.3 

4 The uncertainty and insecurity of the property rights in ITQs also created problems for tax authorities and the banks. The
tax authorities were uncertain whether a vessel-quota should be regarded as an asset on the firm’s books or if expenditures



As a result, the quality of the property rights of Icelandic ITQs is substantially reduced. Thus Arnason (1999)
finds that on a scale of zero to one, the quality of the Icelandic ITQ property right is only about 0.7, considerably
less than the quality of the New Zealand ITQ right.

4. METHOD OF ALLOCA TION

The initial allocation of TAC shares to individual vessels varies somewhat between fisheries. The general
policy behind issuing quotas has always been to distribute the quotas in a “fair” way, when it was recognized that
a TAC had to be set and entry in the fishery had to be limited.

Eligibility and the method for deciding on allocations have always been done in close cooperation with the
parties concerned, i.e. the government, the vessel owners and the fishermen. In the demersal fisheries, for
example, after the Parliament had changed the necessary legislation in December 1983 (a change that was based
on the proposals of the Fisheries Association and the Association of Vessel Owners) a committee was formed to
develop specific regulations for the quota system. The committee was comprised of representatives of
government, vessel owners and fishermen. The committee was assisted in its task by the staff at the Ministry of
Fisheries and the Fisheries Association. In January 1984 the committee published its proposals and the Ministry,
with only minor changes in the proposals, issued regulations in February for the demersal fishery for 1984.
Included in the regulations was the formation of an appeals committee comprising three members, one each from
the Ministry, the Association of Vessel Owners, and the Association of Fishermen.

The general rule for eligibility to receive quota in a given fishery has been that a vessel had to demonstrate
a catch history in that fishery. In the demersal fisheries the initial allocation was equal to the vessel’s average
share in the total catch during the three years prior to the introduction of the ITQ system in 1984. However there
were noteworthy exceptions to this rule: if for instance, the vessel in question was not operating normally during
the period from 1981 to 1983 (for instance because of major repairs, or had entered the fleet after 1981) the
calculated share was adjusted upwards. Several vessel-owners, based on these issues complained about their
initial quota shares in 1984, and the appeals committee made several changes. During the years 1985-1987 it was
possible to modify the TAC shares by temporarily opting for effort restrictions instead of vessel quotas, and by
demonstrating high catches during this period.

In the lobster and deep-sea shrimp fisheries the shares of the TACs are also normally based on the vessel’s
historical catch recorded during certain base years. In the herring and inshore shrimp fisheries the initial TAC
shares were equal for all eligible vessels. The same held for the capelin fishery, except that a third of the TAC
shares were initially allocated on the basis of vessel hold-capacity. The general rule now, is to issue TAC shares
in new fisheries to vessels on the basis of the catch record of the three previous years.

5. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS
5.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

As discussed earlier, the allocation of quota rights in Iceland took place at different times in different
fisheries. As new fisheries have been brought under the ITQ regime, new quota allocations have taken place.
Moreover, even in established ITQ fisheries, quota allocations have been subject to modifications.  In the
demersal fisheries, for instance, the allocation of quota rights was not a once-and-for-all affair but an extended
process, due to the impact of the effort option between 1985 and 1990, and the gradual inclusion of segments of
the small artisanal fleet into the ITQ system during 1991-1998. Thus, the allocation of quota rights in the
Icelandic fisheries is a process that, though begun in 1975, is still going on. This prolonged period of quota
allocations immediately suggests a certain difficulty in identifying and even discussing policy objectives of initial
allocations in a useful way. 
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on quotas should be regarded as outlays that are deductible from taxable income. When the tax authorities and the Ministry
of Finance could not agree on the rules it was left for the courts to decide the matter. The courts decided that transfer of ACEs
would be treated as taxable outlay while transfers of TAC shares would be treated as assets and depreciated over 5 years.
Allocated quotas, whether annual or shares, were not subject to these tax rules and were treated as non-taxable. In 1997 the
Parliament passed legislation whereby depreciation of TAC was abolished gradually through the year 2000. The banks had
been unsure whether a vessel’s quota should be regarded as part of the vessel’s equity (value) when a vessel is put up as
collateral for a bank loan. Both the Parliament and the courts agreed that quotas were not to be regarded as the property of a
vessel owner, and were, therefore, not a legitimate collateral for loans. The Parliament passed legislation in 1997 that clarified
this issue. Vessel owners and banks have, however, figured out ways to circumvent this: for example, a bank may make a loan
on the condition that it must approve of any transfers of TAC shares.



Broadly speaking, the initial allocation, of quotas have taken place at the time quota systems in the various
fisheries were introduced. It is also broadly true that on those occasions the policy objectives for the particular
allocation selected, if they existed at all, were not stated. On reviewing the discussion at the times the most
significant steps in the allocation of ITQ rights occurred (i.e. 1975, 1979/80, 1984 and 1990) it emerged that the
overriding concern in all cases was to improve the operating conditions and economic efficiency of the fleets in
question. Concluding in each case that the way to go was IQs and ITQs, the question of quota allocation was
simply settled by whatever the main interested parties, primarily the vessel owners, fishermen and regional
representatives, could agree on. 

This suggests that policy objectives in the sense of well defined goals were not a part of this procedure. It
was more like a balancing of the various (largely similar) interests. In most cases the agreement was to allocate
quotas on the basis of retaining historical catch shares, thus suggesting that the overall consensus may have been
to (a) respect historical rights and (b) avoid rapid, radical changes in the distribution of catch across regions and
vessels. 

In retrospect it is very clear that the main objective of increased economic efficiency has been achieved.
Moreover, historical rights have been largely respected and the reallocation of catch via quota trades across
regions and vessels has been a fairly slow moving, smooth process. Thus the two allocation objectives have also
been achieved.

5.2 Satisfaction of rights-holders with the process

First, it is important to realize that there is no hard data available on the views of rights-holders (or others)
about the ‘process’. There are no reliable studies on this issue. Therefore what follows merely represents our
impression.

It is useful here to distinguish between two groups of fishermen: vessel-owners on the one hand, and fishing
labour on the other. As the quotas are associated with vessels, fishing labour are not rights-holders. Both parties
were reasonably happy with the allocation at the outset of each ITQ system. Today, vessel-owners, broadly
speaking, continue to be happy with the process. This is to be expected: they were the recipients of considerable
asset appreciation in the form of quota price increases. There is only a certain amount of dissatisfaction among
those who sold their quotas prematurely, i.e. before they reached the current value. The only identifiable group
of vessel-owners that seems to be partly critical of the quota allocation process are the small vessel-owners,
especially those who entered the system later and do not hold quotas. These, however, represent a small part of
the overall fishery.

Today, a subset of fishing labour appears critical of the quota allocations, especially those fishermen whose
vessels have reduced their quota holdings, and those fishermen who are in the position of having to participate in
the cost of quota purchases at the insistence of the owner of their vessel. 

5.3 Views of othercommunity groups

The caveat regarding lack of reliable data (in Section 5.2) applies even more to this section. Community
groups outside the fishing industry were not involved in the initial allocation of quota rights in the various
fisheries and did not seem interested in the process. During the past few years, more precisely in the 1990s, the
sharing of the quota rents has become a significant topic in Icelandic political debate. While this debate is mostly
concerned about reallocating quota rents by the means of taxes and does not necessarily question the
appropriateness of the initial allocation, this unavoidably enters into the discussion. Therefore, it does not seem
far from the truth to say that the various community groups, or more appropriately, the large part of the general
public,  now questions the fairness of the initial allocation of the quotas. However, perhaps it is not so much the
fairness of the allocation itself - most people seem to realize that the vessel owners should be the ones to actually
operate the fishery - but the allocation of the quotas without any provision for quota fees. 

One particular class of community groups should be singled out in this respect: the inhabitants of fishing
villages and towns from which quotas have been transferred. These are typically critical of the initial allocation
of quotas and often suggest that their community should receive (or have received) its own local quota. 

5.4 Hind-sight assessment

Should rights have been allocated differently, given hind-sight? In general the answer would be no. No
other course was really feasible at the time. It has to be remembered that, at the time IQs and ITQs were
introduced in the various fisheries, the fisheries were usually in crisis and there had to be substantial cutbacks
in TACs.
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In retrospect it seems that perhaps it might have been useful, at the time, to have undertaken two other
actions:

i. Drawn attention to, and provided more information on, the long-term financial implications of the initial
quota allocation. 

ii. Defined the quota asset (right) in such a way that later concerns about equity and fair distribution could be
more easily dealt with.

Assuming that the efficiency aspects of the ITQ system must not be compromised, this, of course, implies
two diametrically opposite approaches: (a) provisions for a later taxation of the quota right and (b), unqualified
property right protection for the quotas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fisheries of Atlantic Canada comprise a wide variety of species taken using a wide variety of gears and
they remain the dominant fisheries in Canada, both in volume landed and value, despite the major changes in the
species composition of the catch that has occurred in the last ten years, not least among two of the three species
that are described in this paper (Figure 1).  And, not unsurprisingly, this variety in their characteristics is matched
in the approaches that have been used in deciding how allocations of quota would be made when the management
of these particular fisheries has switched to a rights-based approach.

Figure 1
Reported landings of snow crab, northern shrimp and scallops in Atlantic Canada, 1985 - 1999

Responsibility for the management of marine fisheries in Canada rests with the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, which is part of the Canadian Federal Government.  The authority to manage Canada’s marine fisheries
has its origins in the Dominion Fisheries Act 1868 which gave the Canadian cabinet complete power to make any
regulations it saw fit “… for the better management and regulation of the sea-coast and inland fisheries…”
(Parsons 1993).  An important amendment was made in 1985 when a new “Purposes” section was added that as
well as the traditional objectives of conservation and protection and proper management recognized that the
federal government had the right:
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“to ensure a continuing supply of fish and, … taking into consideration the interests of user groups
and on the basis of consultations, to maintain and develop the economic and social benefits from the
use of fish to fishermen and others employed in the Canadian seacoast fishing industry, to those whose
livelihoods depends in whole or in part on seacoast fishing and to the people of Canada ….”.

However, from 1987, this objective has no longer been formally pursued.

Since the 1970s there have been different policy priorities in Canada’s federal Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, which have changed about every decade in response to what was believed to be important to sustain fish
stocks and the economic well-being of the industry. During the 1970s the priority was to gain control over the
fisheries in the Atlantic coastal waters by extending management authority throughout the 200-mile zone. In the
1980s more attention was focused on regulating fishing capacity and conserving stocks. In the 1990s, during
some stock collapses and severe cutbacks in government resources, the government attempted to reduce the
number of fishing vessels and encourage more responsible fishing practices. It was also a time when a formalized
co-management fisheries practices, a new licensing policy and the beginning of cost recovery for some of the
Department’s services, such as the cost of monitoring the landings of fishing vessels at shore based facilities
(referred to as quota monitoring) were implemented.  Throughout the past 30 years there were periods of shifts
in the fishing economy and frequent conflicts over allocations and access. Discussions on policy objectives of
that era were often dominated by disagreements on economic and social aspects of the management regime by
the fishing industry. This prompted the need for more involvement and participation by private industry,
individuals and communities to encourage an increased role in the planning, management and participation in
fishing activities and stock conservation.

During the 1970s, various forms of controls were used to regulate the fisheries such as limiting the number
of entrants to a fishery and strict vessel replacement rules to limit “ over-capacity “ in various fisheries. These
regulations concentrated on the effects of the property problem but did not address the real cause of overfishing
and overcapacity, which were both conservation and economic issues. The first attempt at implementing
individual quotas in Canadian fisheries was seriously considered at that time. During the late 1970s and the early
1980s, economists considered individual quotas, quasi-property rights, or quantitative rights, as a means to
achieve better economies and returns from the fisheries. The first enterprise allocation programme2 was
implemented for a five-year period in the management of the offshore ground-fishery. By the end of the 1980s
the individual quota system had been introduced into many of Canada’s Atlantic fisheries.  The allocation of
individual quotas meant that enterprises could eliminate competitive fishing and schedule fishing operations on
a more rational basis, especially regulating supply in response to market demands and so achieve best product
prices. 

The fisheries that operated under the enterprise allocation programme were more profitable than if they had
continued in a competitive fishery although not all of the industry was happy. With the reduction in fleet capacity
came reduced crew numbers to operate the vessels. The crews that remained in the fishery did much better
financially because the crew shares were higher resulting from increased efficiency in the fewer remaining vessels
and lower overhead costs. Crew that were displaced by the downsizing of the fleet were much less pleased with
the programme as they had to find other employment in their respective communities or in other fisheries. In
some cases, there was a need to establish fleet separation between the inshore and offshore fleets when granting
the various shares of the available catch and there were instances where some believed their share was not
adequate. Nonetheless, the enterprise allocation programmes were successful in rationalizing the large fleet
sectors, conserving the limited stock levels and contributing towards economic improvement.

2. THE CANADIAN ATLANTIC NOR THERN SHRIMP FISHERY
2.1 Intr oduction

The northern shrimp (Pandalus borealis) fishery3 takes place off the coast of eastern Canada from latitude
49° 15’ N to Baffin Bay in the far north. A new fishing area was added in 2000, bringing the southern limit to
46°N. Although separate stocks of shrimp have not been clearly defined, scientists have observed differences in
rates of growth and maturation, which are attributable to different habitat conditions across the geographic range
of the species. These differences provide the basis for delineating assessments (Figure 3).

33 Barrow, Jefferson, Eagles & Stevens

2 Various terms have been used in describing the allocation of property rights in these fisheries such as: quota licences;
enterprise allocations; individual transferable quotas (ITQs); and individual boat quotas (IBQs) .

3 Some Pandalus montaguiare caught at higher latitudes.



Figure 2
Generalized shrimp fishing areas
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The northern shrimp fishery is complex in regard to both
international and domestic considerations. The fishery in the Davis
Strait exploits a joint Canada-Greenland stock, the sharing and
management of which is the subject of annual bilateral meetings
between the two countries. The fishery on the Flemish Cap and
neighbouring areas of the Grand Banks, outside Canada’s 200-mile
limit, is also the subject of international negotiations with other
members of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization. For
domestic considerations, sharing of the shrimp resource with
adjacent, inshore fishermen, especially those affected by the
downturn in ground-fish stocks, has become a major issue in recent
years. Further, Aboriginal interests adjacent to the resource are
seeking greater access; they currently hold five of the seventeen commercial offshore licences.  One land claim
(Nunavut) has been settled, while other adjacent Aboriginal groups are currently negotiating resolution of their
land claims, which include fisheries components.

The northern shrimp fishery began in Eastern Canada in the late 1970’s after the federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans conducted exploratory cruises that verified the presence of shrimp stocks in the waters off
Newfoundland and Labrador. In 1977, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, in conjunction with Fishery
Products Limited, conducted a study to determine the commercial feasibility of harvesting these stocks. Four
vessels, two Canadian and two Norwegian, carried out a test fishery over approximately five months, achieving
an average catch rate of eight tonnes per day, which demonstrated the potential for a commercial fishery. 

This successful experiment was followed by a flood of applications to the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans for shrimp harvesting licences. Approximately forty applications were received from interested parties
throughout Eastern Canada. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans first issued eleven licences in 1978,
followed by one more licence in 1979 and four additional licences in 1987. The last of the current seventeen
offshore licences was issued in 1991. Twelve companies hold the seventeen licences. The early years of the
fishery were characterized by weak markets and an adjustment period for participants, some of whom
experienced financial and development difficulties.  This led to several licences changing hands and others being
fished under joint ventures with dedicated operating companies. Also, several of the licences were not fished for
a number of years during the early and mid 1980s.

The last of the current 17 offshore licences were issued in 1991. The average crew in the offshore fleet varies
between 17 and 28, depending on the size of vessel, for a total of approximately 600 crew in the entire fleet.
Currently, there are seventeen offshore northern shrimp licences held by twelve corporate entities: four companies
hold two licences each, eight others hold a single licence and two of these are joint owners of a company holding
one licence. The holders of the licences would be categorized in a number of ways but, from an operational
perspective they can be divided into two groups: (a) those who operate their own licence; and (b) those who have
an operating company do their harvesting and carry the risk for them. Another factor that distinguished the licence
holders is whether they fished with a foreign or domestic flag vessel. Ice-strengthened, factory-type vessels
required for the shrimp fishery did not exist in Canada. A number of foreign vessels were purchased and
reflagged, and others were chartered on a long-term basis. In 1990, the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans required
that all vessels in the shrimp fishery operate under a Canadian flag.

Vessel specifications have provided a means to distinguish the operators and since 1986 there has been a
high rate of investment in shrimp vessels, principally in reaction to the fundamental changes in product prices,
landings and fishing effort. Some variation exists in the fleet in terms of vessel age, size, ability to fish in ice
conditions and capability to process shrimp on board the vessel. Prior to 1987, many operators believed that it
was uneconomic to fish shrimp without also having an allocation of groundfish. Because of the closure of the
fishery for northern cod, this aspect of the fishery is not included and the introduction of specialized fishing gear
(the Nordmore Grate) has all but eliminated the bycatch of groundfish.

The northern shrimp fishery makes an important contribution to northern development through employment
and training as the incomes from fishing, processing and service industries make substantial contributions to 30
– 40 northern communities. The offshore fleet averages crew complements of 17 to 28, depending on the size of
vessel.  There is approximately 600 crew in the entire fleet. The vessels operate out of ports in Newfoundland and
Nova Scotia, with occasional landings in Greenland when fishing in the far northern region. Fishing trips
generally last until the hold is full, a period ranging from 25 to 75 days, depending on catch rates and hold
capacity. Large vessels make six to eight fishing trips per year, averaging 270 – 320 days at sea annually. This
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makes the offshore northern shrimp fishery a year-round fishery, which is essential to provide a continuous supply
of shrimp to the fiercely competitive international market and to maintain a financially viable operation. The total
landings of northern shrimp for the years 1977 to 2000 are given in Table 1.

Table 1
Commercial and exploratory landings of Northern Shrimp (t) 1977-2000

1 Beginning in 1991, data for the competitive fishery in exploratory areas have been eliminated.
2 Landings prior to 1997 are for the offshore fleet only; from 1997 on, landings for temporary, inshore harvesters

are included
Source: Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Economic Analysis Division, St. Johns, Newfoundland, and
Canadian Atlantic Quota Reports, 1990 - 2000.

Following the exploratory fishing, the commercial fishery for northern shrimp began and the early results
were encouraging. The 1986 fishery showed the beginning in future trends in landings with higher prices for
product and a depreciated Canadian dollar attracted additional effort.  However, the weak markets during the mid-
1980s caused landings to decline. Annual catches had increased to 9000t in 1981 but then declined to only 3000t
in 1984. By 1986, landings were double those of 1985 and market conditions had improved and the industry
responded with substantially increased fishing effort and catches; in 1987 the landings doubled again.  The
percentage of the commercial quota harvested was only 26% in 1984 but reached 95% in 1987. Landings per
licence were 1172t in 1987, 1618t in 1988 and 1685t in 1989. 

On April 23, 1997, the then federal Minister of Fisheries and Oceans announced that the total allowable
catch (TAC) of northern shrimp would be increased to 59050t from 37600t the previous year.  Based on the
average price per tonne for northern shrimp, the fishery would generate about $Can75 million of additional
revenue, bringing the total value to $Can215 million that year.  The 1997 catch of approximately 48000t was the
highest recorded.  Appendix I provides an outline of the sharing plan in 1997.

This increased TAC was limited to the SFAs 2,5, and 6 and the increased allocations were shared between
the existing fleet and a temporary fleet composed of inshore (<65’) vessels.  Temporary access will continue until
there is a decrease below the 1996 threshold levels.
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Year  Commercial 
quota (t) 

Commercial 
catch (t) 

% 
harvested 

Explorator
y catch 

Total reported 
landings 

1977 - 2 617 - 0 2 617 
1978 8 200 3 630 44 0 3 630 
1979 8 850 5 459 62 92 5 551 
1980 9 350 7 070 76 0 7 070 
1981 11 850 8 881 75 0 8 881 
1982 11 850 3 795 32 0 3 795 
1983 12 500 6 443 52 0 6 443 
1984 11 900 3 144 26 0 3 144 
1985 12 390 4 329 35 0 4 329 
1986 13 920 9 334 67 0 9 334 
1987 15 620 14 807 95 3 945 18 752 
1988 15 620 15 885 102 10 008 25 893 
1989 19 200 19 093 99 7 873 26 966 
1990 19 200 14 717 77 3 290 18 007 
1991 26 516 19 051 72 (1) 19 172 
1992 29 350 24 199 82  24 199 
1993 37 165 25 797 69  25 797 
1994 36 410 28 835 79  28 985 
1995 37 600 30 047 80  30 213 
1996 37 600 31 340 83  31 340 
1997 59 050 48 310 82 (2) 48 310 
1998 87 020 78 867 91  78 867 
1999 102 052 85 183 83  85 183 
2000 110 052  100 091 91  100 091 



2.2 The nature of the harvesting right

For the offshore shrimp fishery to attract dedicated shrimp fishing vessels, there had to be some assurance
that the fishery could support such a vessel. Strong shrimp product markets in 1987 and 1988, supported by
attractive exchange rates and a surging growth in landings, encouraged the introduction of vessels that were solely
equipped for fishing shrimp. The then competitive nature of the exploratory fishery also contributed to the trend
toward dedicated vessels. The competitive fishery provided companies with an incentive to acquire a vessel that
could land a larger share in the competitive fishery. Generally, those with the best vessels got the biggest share.
The level of capital investment in new vessels was at least 13 million dollars with many in the range of 16 million
to 18 million dollars. These were powerful and sophisticated vessels that used the latest in communications,
navigation, harvesting and processing technology. 

The technological change in vessel construction and equipment facilitated the move toward a fleet of
dedicated shrimp fishing vessels designed to fish in harsh conditions and spread fishing time over a longer period
and a larger volume of landings which helped defray the initial capital cost and the annual operating costs. These
developments contributed to an improvement in fleet efficiency and further reduced the risk of catch failures,
which allowed the fishery to be conducted as an independent fishery. However, the participants in the fishery
expected assurances of access to the fishery and some degree of stabilization over time in allocations to the
resource. There was also concern by some companies that they would be disadvantaged in a competitive fishery
because of others holding more than one shrimp licence and the role of foreign flag vessels which required less
investment by those licence holders using them. 

In 1987, a two-year experimental enterprise-allocation programme was introduced and provided an equal
allocation to licence holders of the allowable catch in each of the SFAs set out in the North Atlantic under
Canadian jurisdiction. The allocations were transferable on a temporary basis during the current fishing season.
Each licence holder had an opportunity to participate in a competitive exploratory fishery in new areas.

In 1989, the programme was instituted on a permanent basis and a compulsory observer programme with
100% coverage was implemented at the expense of the licence holders. Under the permanent enterprise allocation
programme, inter-enterprise transfers were permitted on a temporary basis and were freely transferable between
and within enterprises provided that the transfer applied to the current season. The allocations were made to
individual licence holders in the form of a quota expressed in tonnes and based on the TAC established for the
respective northern SFAs, divided equally among the seventeen licences. The licence holders were given equal
access to all northern shrimp stocks and fishing areas and their allocations were determined by dividing the TAC
set for each SFA equally by the 17 offshore licences in the fishery. 

Canadian federal fishing licences are generally issued for one fishing season at a time. The Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans has the legislative authority to allocate fish in any way he or she sees fit each year. However,
in practice, to ensure stability in the various fisheries-related sectors, allocations to fleets each season are largely
based on past practice. The offshore northern shrimp licensees were given assurances with the introduction of the
enterprise allocation programme that future allocation decisions would not jeopardize their viability and they
would retain their allocations.

2.3 The method of allocation
2.3.1 Policy objectives

The basic long-term policy objectives for this fishery, stated in management plans starting in 1987, were:

i. optimum exploitation of all northern shrimp stocks, with due regards to effective resource conservation and
the orderly long-term development of the entire northern shrimp fishery.

ii. Fair access to, and equitable sharing of, the northern shrimp resource by all legitimate Canadian user groups,
with particular emphasis on the needs of the people and communities most adjacent to the resource.

iii. Canadianization of all aspects of the northern shrimp fishery – harvesting, processing and marketing – so
that the maximum benefits from this fishery accrue to Canadian user groups.

iv. Development of a modern, commercially viable, and self-sustaining, northern shrimp fishery.

By 1987, enterprise allocation programmes were already in place in Canadian offshore groundfish,
offshore lobster and offshore scallop fisheries, and provided good examples to follow. With the consensus of
the northern shrimp stakeholders at the time, and economic analyses indicating that stable access to the
resource would enhance the offshore northern shrimp fleet’s overall viability, the models offered by these other
fisheries were followed for northern shrimp. Enterprise allocations support, in various ways, all of the above
policy objectives.
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2.3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

The Northern Shrimp Advisory Committee (NSAC) has served, and continues to serve, as the consultative
forum for the discussion, advice and input on allocations and issues on the management and development of the
northern shrimp fishery. The NSAC members are representatives of the federal Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, licence holders, provincial and territorial governments, and processing interests.  The NSAC provides
advice to the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans. NSAC members first discussed an enterprise allocation system in
1986 and all agreed with its implementation in 1987.

The economic study carried out by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in 1987 indicated that the fleet
as it was then configured was generally not achieving an economic profit (Collins 1987).  The study based its
findings on average landings of 600t per vessel. The final decision for the 1987 management plan was to establish
a two-year experimental enterprise allocation programme with initial enterprise allocations of 1000t per licence,
given that the projected global TAC would be about 16 000t per year over the two-year trial period.  The number
of licences at that time was sixteen. There was also provision made for reallocation of unused quota three-quarters
of the way through the fishing season. In 1987, the average landings were 1172t per licence, including
competitive exploratory fishing, although many licences were relatively inactive. In 1988 and 1989, average
landings were 1618t and 1685t per licence, respectively. The individual allocations in 1989 were increased from
1000t per licence to 1200t per licence although the average potential quota per licence was approximately 1700t
because of the availability of the exploratory fishery in new fishing areas. 

The economic advice provided in 1990 suggested that 1000t was an inadequate amount of shrimp upon
which to support a new, dedicated shrimp-fishing vessel. At the same time, scientific advice supported increased
TACs. Rather than add licences to the fishery, enterprise allocations to existing licensees were increased.  As a
result, the individual quotas were increased to 1700t in 1990. 

With the increase in TAC in 1997, and the need for a fair allocation, the industry was invited to make
proposals for developing an appropriate sharing formula. The proposals were then reviewed at a public meeting
to maximize industry input. Recommendations were then presented to the NSAC and submitted to the Minister
of Fisheries and Oceans for approval.

2.3.3 Allocation method chosen

The conferring of individual quotas to the offshore licence holders was based on equal access to all SFAs,
as had generally been the case from the beginning of the fishery. Licensees received equal quota amounts,
expressed in absolute tonnage, in each SFA that in total equalled the TAC for the SFA.  The TACs are decided by
the federal Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, with recommendations from the NSAC, which considers the stock
status advice from the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans scientists. The inter-enterprise transfers of
quota were permitted between companies for the current fishing season only. Licence holders had until 15 January
of the subsequent year to complete transfers to cover any overruns of their quotas. Penalty clauses were built in
the quota over-run situations where an excess of five tonnes would result in a two-for-one reduction in the quota
in the fishing area for the following year. 

The rationale behind the introduction of individual quotas for the temporary inshore fleet relied heavily on
the need to maximize employment and economic benefits to the local communities. Five groups received
temporary allocations and local Management Boards were established to manage the temporary quotas.

2.4 Data requirements and computational process

As noted earlier, the northern shrimp fishery was a developmental fishery initiated by the federal
Department of Fisheries and Oceans through exploratory cruises that verified the presence of shrimp stocks off
the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador.  As the knowledge of shrimp availability and location expanded in the
early years through exploratory fishing, new licences were added.  The general principle followed from the start
of the fishery was that each licence would have equal access and opportunity in each SFA.

The exploratory content of fishing operations throughout the developmental stages of the fishery,
commencing in 1978, meant that the participants benefited by accurate reporting of landings.  At-sea monitoring
by independent observers of the catch was also important to provide landings verification, as well as to ensure
compliance with regulations pertaining to bycatch of groundfish and discards of broken shrimp although coverage
by observers was less than 100% until 1989. Landings statistics were collected by the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans through the use of daily hails of fishing activities and logbooks compiled and submitted by the licence
holders, with these records being verified and retained by the Department.
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The computational process has remained straightforward. Once the TAC for each SFA was established, each
of the licences was allocated a tonnage in that SFA equal to one-seventeenth of the TAC.  As of 1997, the equal
shares are based on that portion of the TAC apportioned to the offshore fleet.

2.5 Appeals process

There was no formal appeals process, although complaints could be raised at any time with the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans or the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans.  The Northern Shrimp Advisory Committee
serves as the forum for consultations and discussions of issues on the management and development of the
northern shrimp fishery, including the enterprise allocation programme, and provides advice to the Minister.  In
1987, the Committee members unanimously agreed with the establishment of equal enterprise allocations. In
1989 the programme was made permanent by the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, with assurances that the
viability of the existing enterprises would not be jeopardized and licence holders would retain their quotas in the
shrimp fishing areas. Also, the existing licence holders continued to share equally in increased allocations in areas
where there was an increase in the total allowable catch. A more recent economic assessment of the offshore
northern shrimp operations, conducted in 1995, concluded that a total enterprise allocation of about 2400t would
be required for a new vessel in the fishery to break even.  This conclusion led, in part, to the establishment, in
1997, of a quota threshold of 37 600 t for this fishery, above which sharing with new participants would occur.
This threshold provided enterprise allocations of over 2200t per existing offshore licence. It is anticipated that
any future major change in the economic situation or shrimp abundance would trigger another economic
assessment prior to any decision to change the enterprise allocation programme.

2.6 Administration of the allocation process
2.6.1 Staff requirements

The implementation of the enterprise allocation programme was conducted within the available staff
resources of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. The consultations with representatives of the shrimp
fishing and processing sectors are conducted through the Northern Shrimp Advisory Committee, as the forum
for negotiations and resolution of issues including the enterprise allocation programme.  This Committee is
organized and chaired by officials in National headquarters in Ottawa.  A major workload associated with the
programme is the preparation of licence documents and processing of in-season transfers of quota between
licences.  Both of these functions are also carried out in Ottawa.  The transfers are handled through one central
point of contact, so that an accurate record of how much quota each licence has in each SAis maintained.
Transfer requests are reviewed to ensure that adequate quota is available and confirmation of the transfer is
sent to both parties.  An average of 300 transfers is processed annually for the offshore shrimp fishery,
occupying about 10% of one person’s time.

2.6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

No additional funding was provided by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans for the implementation of
this programme. The costs for the observers carried on the offshore shrimp vessels at all times are paid by
industry. Random dockside monitoring of landings from offshore shrimp vessels in Canada is performed to
compare catch reports with actual landings and is also at industry’s expense. Completion and submission to the
Department of accurate fishing and production logbooks and purchase slips is required of the licence holders. All
offshore shrimp vessels must report their position and catch on a daily basis to their company and this report is
forwarded to the Department daily. 

Fishery patrol vessels are deployed to northern areas as required for operational activities and are multi-
tasked. Air surveillance patrols are conducted in northern areas as part of a co-operative arrangement with the
federal Department of National Defence. Observer coverage and air surveillance are key activities in the
monitoring of the northern offshore shrimp fishery. These activities are carried out within existing enforcement
budgets.

2.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process
2.7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

The objectives of the allocation process have been, and continue to be, successfully achieved through
orderly long-term development of the fishery.  These ensure that the economic viability of the existing licence
holders is not jeopardized, and ensuring benefits for the harvesting and processing sectors, all with particular
emphasis on the needs of the people and communities most adjacent to the shrimp resource.

The catch of northern shrimp increased dramatically between 1977 and 2000, rising from 2600t to over
100000t. Prices for product averaged $Can 4380/t over the 1994-1996 period and the long-term average has been
around $Can 4000/t. The total value of the catch by the offshore fleet in 2000 is estimated at $Can 180 million,
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up from $Can 78 million in 1989. Enterprise allocations have given this fleet long-term stability, enabling
exploration and orderly, cautious expansion of fishing areas and catches.

The northern shrimp fishery currently makes an important contribution to northern development through
employment and training of northern residents, including a substantial number of Inuit residing in Labrador,
Northern Quebec and Baffin Island. The total income earned by northern residents was estimated to be $Can
4 million in 1995 and these incomes make a substantial contribution to 30 - 40 northern communities. In
addition, the fees paid by operating companies that fish the allocations held by northern companies have
become an important source of funds for northern development.

2.7.2 Satisfaction of rights holders with the allocation process 

The licence holders are generally of the view that the introduction of the enterprise allocation programme
into the offshore northern shrimp fleet “has been a major factor in the development of an economically stable
offshore fleet” (Angel 1999).  Although some of the offshore fleet were at first reluctant to pay for full observer
coverage, they did accept it as a condition of moving to the enterprise allocation system.

Since 1997 the social climate has been such that access to expanding fisheries is shared with groups who
have been affected by the downturn in the fishery. However the allocation process includes protection for the
existing fleet by providing a portion of the increased quota and ensuring that there would be no permanent
increase in harvesting capacity. Although some feel they deserve a larger share of the quota, as long as their
interests are protected, the existing fleet is generally supportive of the process 

The number of offshore licences has been frozen at 17 since 1991, which, in conjunction with assured
access to the resource through enterprise allocations, has provided an incentive for the industry to balance
vessel capacity with resource availability. The offshore participants believe that there is a direct correlation
between the degree of security of access to the resource and their ability to enhance and support development
of the fishery and responsible fishing practices. Also, fishing activities could be conducted at the best times for
marketing purposes. Examples of initiatives undertaken by licensees at their expense are: exploratory fishing
leading to expansion of the fishing grounds, gear trials to minimize groundfish by-catch and fish more
selectively, and industry co-funding of scientific and technical programmes.  In addition, licence holders have
found that operating under an enterprise allocation system has allowed them to invest in quality improvement
and end-product development, rather than catch maximization.

The level of satisfaction with the allocation process, within the temporary fleet, although variable is
generally good. Industry feels that communities adjacent to the resource should be the beneficiaries of quota
increases and this is part of the allocation process. However, satisfaction also depends on a group’s perceived
right to the fishery. Temporary fishermen have the same rights as the permanent fleet during times of high
abundance but would be removed from the fishery during a period of decreasing quota. Some groups feel that
it is their right to have permanent access as well. The level of access causes dissatisfaction with the process as
well. Some groups perceive that they have a right to a larger share of the quota than they are allocated.

2.7.3 Views of othercommunity groups

Other groups have not expressed any strong views on the implementation or continuation of the enterprise
allocation programme for the northern shrimp fishery.

In 1996 and 1997, when the northern shrimp resource was increasing in abundance and value well above
historical levels, and sharing with other participants was being considered by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
many individuals and groups in Atlantic Canada and Quebec argued that offshore shrimp fleet had enough shrimp to
be viable and sharing should occur. Sharing has been done since 1997 with mainly inshore harvesters on a temporary
basis. The offshore fleet continues to receive enterprise allocations totalling 37 600t plus a share of any quota increases.

Various interested sectors interpret the adjacency principle in ways that most optimizes their own
positions. Many ports have used the increase in the shrimp biomass in adjacent waters to support their
contention that they should receive access to replace reduced landings and employment due to the downturn
in the groundfish fishery. The processing sector further suggests that ports where processing historically
took place should be given precedence. Many processors and communities also suggest that the allocation
process move away from the traditional distribution to CORE1 and move towards community allocations.
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1 A CORE participant holds a major fishing licence and has minimum annual earnings of $Can5 000-10 000 (depending
on area) from all fishing sources, excluding processing. It only applies to people holding licences for vessels under 65
feet in legth. Many fishermen, especially in Newfoundland became excluded from the fisheries by failing to qualify.
All benefits in new licenses, etc, go to CORE fishermen.



The application of the adjacency principle is further compounded by the rationale from groups representing
First Nations to have additional access based upon both adjacency and aboriginal heritage criteria. This has lead
to further discussions on what percentage of access should be provided for the First Nations people.  Although
many groups consider that adjacency means exclusive access for themselves the government does not support this
position. As such, a temporary licence, based in Prince Edward Island, was introduced in 2000 in response to that
province’s continued efforts to have previous historical access taken into account. This was met with considerable
resistance by representatives of adjacent groups.

The allocation of additional quota to the Northern Coalition in 1987, noted above, resulted from
representations made by this subgroup of the licence holders to the effect that they should receive priority
consideration because of their emphasis on the needs of Aboriginal and northern communities. The allocation to
the Northern Coalition is temporary, and does not affect the equal shares principle established for the long term
by the northern shrimp enterprise allocation programme.  In general, although there is support for the allocation
process the various interest groups are unable to work together in a way that will ensure the optimum distribution
of the available resource. Therefore, the government must make final decisions that are never fully supported by
most sectors of the fishery.

2.7.4 Hind-sight assessment
The present allocation method utilizes general criteria that ensure reasonable distribution of the quota. It has

allowed new participants while at the same time giving some control to community/groups through their
involvement in how allocations are to be harvested and profits distributed. However, the sharing of the allocation
was not clearly defined. With the unprecedented increases in shrimp biomass over the last few years there has
been an increase in the number of parties interested in access. In many cases, groups with similar backgrounds
and circumstances are vying for what they perceive as their rightful share without regard for other proponents.
This is difficult enough when the size of the stock is increasing but will be even more of a problem when the
inevitable decrease in stock sizes requires reduction of quota or even removal of licences from the fishery.

The establishment of clear eligibility criteria and sharing formula would have enabled the allocation process
to be implemented in a more acceptable fashion. In addition, the inclusion of industry in meetings to develop this
criteria and sharing formula would have been a progressive step forward towards a higher degree of industry
acceptance in the process. 

The northern shrimp enterprise allocation programme is considered a success, illustrated by the fact that the
programme has remained basically unchanged since its introduction in 1987. The offshore licence holders have
generally abided by its rules with few problems. In the early years of the programme, there was a period of licence
consolidation as some licences changed hands, resulting in the current structure of twelve corporate entities
holding the seventeen licences.

Without the race for the fish and uncertainty with respect to allocations year to year, the offshore northern
shrimp fleet takes a reasonable and mature approach to management of the fishery. There are few enforcement
problems in this fishery. Significant progress has been made by the industry on further developing harvesting,
processing and marketing of the shrimp. In 1997, this fleet received an environmental award for its progress in
groundfish bycatch control.

Although payment for full observer coverage was not at first easily accepted by the industry, this part of the
programme has also progressed smoothly, and has brought added benefits to both the government and the licence
holders. The observers provide data that cannot be obtained any other way and that enhance the scientific
information available and the assessment of the stocks. Observers can also report on any questionable activities
or possible infractions of the rules, thus providing the department with an “extra eye” on the fishing activities.
Finally, the licence holders themselves have found that having 100% observer coverage helps dispel criticism of
their fishing activities.  For example, there have been media reports from time to time about high levels of bycatch
in shrimp fisheries around the world.  The Canadian offshore northern shrimp harvesters can respond that, with
better gear in recent years, their fishery has a minimal bycatch level, and observers are there to see and report that
fact.

2.7.5 Discussion
Fisheries where there is little annual change in biomass have been viewed by industry as requiring little

change in the management of allocations. However, in fisheries where there is considerable increases in the
biomass, such as the Northern Shrimp fishery, industry has pushed the government into allowing additional
access without concern for the existing stake holders or other interested parties. Industry generally feels that all
fishermen and communities deserve access to any expanding fishery to offset the economic effect of the downturn
in the groundfish fishery. 
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This is also occurring at a time where the Department of Fisheries and Oceans is moving towards a co-
management approach to fisheries management. Management has to ensure the process is transparent by
including industry representation. Industry historically has not worked well together and can be more interested
in their personal agendas than looking at the overall benefits of the fishery to communities or effect on the stock.
There should be movement to working with industry to reach an agreement establishing clear criteria and sharing
formulas. 

The number of interested parties is large and in general unorganized. Involvement on a committee must be
limited and groups left out would feel they were not accurately represented. However, even if the various industry
sectors can come to an agreement on a set of criteria equitably allocating the available shrimp it is difficult to say
this would end discussions. Even when general criteria are established groups could reinterpret these criteria for
their own ends.

The involvement of industry is the next step towards refining the allocation process. Their first task to define
the intent of the allocation process and the resulting access. Secondly, to develop a set of criteria that identifies
eligibility, allowing entrance to those whom the allocation process is meant to assist. A fair sharing arrangement
needs to be produced that fairly allocates the available resource to a varied number of requests. Finally an
industry-run Appeals Board needs to be established to ensure that the process is properly applied.  Although the
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans maintains final control over the fishery, clear goals and more industry
involvement would ensure a more orderly management of the fishery.

3. ALLOCA TION OF HARVESTING RIGHTS IN THE EASTERN NOVA SCOTIA SNOW CRAB
(Chionoecetes opilio) FISHERY

3.1 Intr oduction

The snow crab fishery had its inception in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
in 1965 when the Government of Canada and the Province of Nova Scotia
initiated exploratory surveys to determine the potential for a snow crab
fishery. Fishery management strategies identified harvesting approaches
to meet the needs of the industry while also attempting to conserve snow
crab stocks. The fishery was influenced by the collapse of the Alaskan
crab fisheries and the resulting demand for crabmeat from the Eastern
Canadian fishery. The value of landings increased tenfold as the fishery
developed and, subsequently, the stocks declined, which appeared to be
the result of harvest levels greater than the stock could sustain on a
continuing basis. 

The snow crab fishery in Eastern Nova Scotia developed from a
small scale, inshore fishery conducted by lobster fishers off the
northwestern part of Cape Breton in 1966 using small seven to thirteen
metre boats and making day trips. By 1976, interest in snow crab had spread to other areas around Cape Breton
and by 1978 a total of seven fishing areas had been identified and designated as exclusively for the use of inshore
vessels. By 1980, there were a total of 72 licences fishing in these newer areas and in 1982, when Sector
Management was introduced, there were 109 licences under the jurisdiction of the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans in the Scotia Fundy Fisheries.

The snow crab fishing areas located off the coast of Eastern Nova Scotia varies from between 8km and 30km
offshore in the northern areas. However in the southern areas of CA23 and 24 snow crab habitat extends from
25km to 175km. Additional offshore areas that have not been fully surveyed may extend out to the Scotian Shelf
edge (Figure3).

Individual boat quotas (IBQs) for snow crab were first applied in the Northwestern part of the Cape Breton
snow crab fishery in 1979. There have been expansion and declines in both the landings and market prices, but
issues have been addressed through new programmes aimed at enhancing research, more rational harvesting and
processing practices. Stock recovery and stabilization has occurred through the late 1990’s with co-operation of
all participants and interest groups. Sustaining the fishery has implied lowering expectations from utilization of
the resource, accurate reporting of landings, and increased penalties for violators. Greater emphasis has also been
placed on fostering economic diversification. 
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Figure 3
Snow Crab fishing areas

A. Inshore traditional D. Non-surveyed non traditional
B. Offshore traditional E. Halifax Co. non-traditional
C. Surveyed non-traditional

3.2 The nature of the harvesting right

From 1982 to 1993, the management of the snow crab fishery in the CFAs 20 to 24 (Eastern Cape Breton)
was strictly based on effort controls involving seasons, licences and trap limits. In 1994-95, individual boat
quotas, based on total allowable catch, were introduced in all areas except for CFA 22 where they were introduced
in 1998. The number of permanent licences remained stable, but temporary permits were issued in CFAs 23 and
24 for an exploratory fishery in non-traditional areas, which did not generate additional income for the fishery
because that quota was obtained by limiting the regular licence holders to catches below their historic highs. The
temporary permits were seen as a desirable feature of the fishery because they did result in a redistribution of the
wealth generated by the fishery. By the 2000 season, the Regional Assessment Programme (RAP) recommended
to the Advisory Committee that the TAC should be increased substantially over the previous season. With the
tripling of the quota and by utilization of the sharing formula in the Management Plan quotas for both the
permanent and temporary fleets dramatically. 

In 1998-99 temporary access was limited to the areas not traditionally fished by the permanent fleet, which
were defined as where the initial scientific trawl survey was conducted in 1997. Temporary access was permitted
in 2000 to the outer portion of this area when biomass estimates for the area were higher than the permanent fleet
quota. 

The number and distribution by Crab Fishing Area of regular, commercial snow crab licences were as
follows by 1997 and have remained the same (DFO 1997c):

CFA 20 Cape North to Cape Egmont 5 licences
CFA 21 Cape Egmont to Cape Smokey 32 licences
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CFA 22 Cape Smokey to Scatarie 37 licences
CFA 23 Scatarie to Kempt Point 24 licences
CFA 24 Kempt Point and South 23 licences

Total 121 licences.

Certified observers conducted at-sea monitoring and a voluntary reduction in the trap limits from 30 to 25
traps were implemented in CFA 21 based on the rational that it would afford more space on the fishing grounds
as fishers moved from the small wooden traps to the larger steel and mesh traps. Scientific research surveys
indicated that exploratory fishing effort should be directed in the non-traditional fishing areas of CFAs 23 and 24
to help verify results. Temporary allocations of 250t were given for the offshore areas not traditionally fished by
the existing fleet. These temporary allocations were distributed to eligible, adjacent core fishers and Native
Communities in units of 25 tonnes each which accounted for ten participants in CFA 23 and ten participants in
CFA 24.

Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs) were introduced in 2000 for CFA 24 as a pilot project and were
subjected to the following limitations:

i. no transfer between the permanent and temporary fleets
ii. transfers are limited to a single season
iii. resulting vessel quota is no more than double initial quota
iv. no increase in licence fees
v. 100 % dockside monitoring
vi. industry funded observer coverage and
vii. fisher participation in tagging and temperature studies.

Until recent years, participants in the snow crab fishery were largely Cape Breton/Eastern Shore fishers who
also held lobster licences and concentrated on the snow crab fishery following the lobster fishing season for about
two months in mid-summer of each year. Consultations between the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans
and industry representatives indicated pressure on the government to consider various changes in regard to quotas
and long term stability for the fishery. There were also pressures to expand the fishing areas into offshore non-
traditional areas and new quota allocations. It was determined that on the basis of recent stock status reports that
a five-year plan would be introduced for CFA 23 and CFA 24 and a one-year plan implemented for the other CFAs
until further scientific information was available to apply multi-year plans.

3.3 The method of allocation
3.3.1 Policy objectives

The snow crab fishery in Eastern Canada is the most important commercial crab species and ranks sixth in
the value order of commercial species and was worth nearly $Can20 million for landed value in 1979 and 1980.
The fishery in Eastern Nova Scotia, CFAs 20 to 24, was a somewhat smaller activity than in other areas of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and in the coastal areas of Conception Bay and Bonavista Bay in Newfoundland. In Cape
Breton, the fishery lasts about two months and the fishing trips are conducted on a one to two day basis.
Generally, there are various management controls applying to the snow crab fisheries. They deal with the number
of licences issued each year, the allowed number of traps per boat, the mesh size in traps, the individual boat
quotas, the fishing areas and the respective total allowable catch set for each area and the minimum legal size of
crabs.

Although most of these measures have been implemented throughout the CFAs, a key change in managing
the fishery was the implementation of individual boat quotas. This process brought the licence holders into the
management aspects of the fishery by accepting increased responsibility for quota sharing and co-management.
The long-term objectives for this fishery are as follows (DFO 1997c).

i. To ensure the continuation of a biologically sustainable and economically viable fishery for a limited
number of participants, thereby providing benefits in terms of creation of employment, income and
protection of the snow crab resource and habitat.

ii. To promote the co-management of the fishery by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans jointly with the
snow crab fleet.

iii. To promote the inclusion of the Aboriginal Community in this fishery in a manner consistent with the above
objectives.

iv. To permit, after consultation with the industry, the broader distribution of income from this fishery to other
members of the commercial fisheries when resource and market conditions are favourable and in a manner
that will not threaten the viability of the fishery for the current licence holders.
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Since 1995, new elements have been added to the management of the fishery with the co-operation of the
licence holders, and in some cases, completely funded by the fishers themselves. Some of these elements are as
follows:

i. a voluntary limit on the percentage of white (soft-shelled) crab in the landings
ii. individual quotas or fleet caps on landings
iii. dockside monitoring of landings
iv. shortened season in two CFAs
v. voluntary tagging and temperature monitoring projects during the crab fishing season
vi. contribution of cash and in kind to trawl surveys to better assess the crab resource
vii. introduction of certified at-sea observers and
viii. the formulation of fisher’s Snow Crab Associations in each CFA.

3.3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

As previously mentioned in Section 3.1, the present day fishery developed from a small scale, inshore
fishery conducted by lobster fishers off the northwestern part of Cape Breton using small boats and making day
trips. By 1976, interest in fishing snow crab had spread to other areas around Cape Breton. The fishery in CFAs
20 to 24 began in 1978 but the fishery collapsed in the mid-1980s. In 1982, quotas were not being reached and it
was determined that given the trap controls already on the fishery and the lack of scientific information to predict
stock biomass, quotas at that time were ineffective and, consequently, in 1984 they were removed. No licences
were removed from the fishery and fishers were permitted to harvest what they could within the limitations of the
regulatory measures in place at that time. Annual effort and landings declined through to 1985. 

Licence distribution, although stable from 1989 until 1995, began to change in 1995 when conditions
changed to produce a large number of requests to government to allow new entrants into the snow crab fishery.
Market prices for Atlantic snow crab began to improve and pressures occurred from fishers because the groundfish
stocks and lobster stocks were also beginning to decline. In the Scotia-Fundy Fisheries, CFAs 23 and 24 were
identified by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans as having been most productive in terms of catch per trap
haul, total harvest and average catch per fisher. Also, these fishing areas were the least crowded in terms of fishing
ground available for each fisher. These two areas were selected for the issuance of temporary crab permits as
follows:

i. CFA 23 - six licences of 10000lb each
ii. CFA 24 - six licences of 10000lb each.

The regular licence holders agreed to limit themselves to a certain level below their five-year average
catches for one year to make the temporary quota available. In 1996, fishers from CFAs 22, 23 and 24 set aside
funds to pay for a scientific trawl survey in the spring of the following year.  Until 1997, participants having
regular, limited-entry licences were Cape Breton/Eastern Shore fishers who also held lobster licences with
exception of one Native fisher in CFA 24. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans proceeded to issue two
temporary licences to Native Communities in CFA 23 and two permanent licences in CFA 24 during 1997.

During 1997 and 1998, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans consulted with industry representatives and
snow crab licence holders in an attempt to direct the fishery toward longer term stability. Through numerous
meetings it was concluded that there be no further increases in effort by new entrants until further scientific
information was available. Through the consultative process advice is sought on management of the snow crab
fishery in the CFAs. Once the scientific advice for the coming year is approved during the Regional Scientific
Advisory Process of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans as meeting scientific standards, separate meetings
are convened by the Department Area Manager with the representatives of each CFA as well as a general session
with the members of the Eastern Nova Scotia Snow Crab Advisory Committee. The scientific review of the
fishery and advice is formally presented to the snow crab fishers and discussed by all official participants at the
meetings. In areas with multi-year management plans, at present CFA 23 and CFA 24, management boards are
being established to discuss in-season fishery related issues and to ensure adherence to the approved plan. 

After the establishment of a significantly increased TAC in 2000 temporary access was expanded. Up to this
time temporary access was limited to associations representing CORE adjacent fishermen, Native Bands and
groundfish dependent fishermen. This was extended in 2000 to non-adjacent CORE fishermen in Eastern Nova
Scotia. Allocations were given to associations who determined who would catch the quota and how the profits
were to be distributed. This was a major advancement to the co-management approach to management being
developed in this fishery.
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3.3.3 Allocation method chosen

In 1994/95, restrictions were placed on the landings of soft-shelled crabs, and individual boat quotas that
were tied to overall quotas were introduced in all areas except for CFA 22 where they were introduced in 1998.
In 1998, the individual boat quotas were established for the existing fleet as follows:

CFA 20 Q –   9 072 kg
CFA 21 Q –   6 804 kg
CFA 22 Q – 22 226 kg
CFA 23 Q – 24 948 kg
CFA 24 Q – 24 948 kg

Source: Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

Prior to 1997, the allocation of quotas was largely dependent on the past performance of the fleet in catch
histories and numbers of participants in the fishery. With the increase in information available from scientific
trawl surveys the allocations were increased in 1998-99. With the establishment of a fisheries independent TAC
in 2000 total allocations are based on total biomass estimates and exploitation rates recommended by the
Advisory Committees. A further consideration is the economic viability of the fishery to those most dependent on
the fishery for their livelihood. 

Recent landings, landed value and unit price for the eastern mainland and Cape Breton commercial snow
crab fishery of Nova Scotia are shown in Table 2. Preliminary landings for the 2000 season are approximately
1000t in the northern CFAs of 20-22 and 9000t in CFA 23 and 24.

Table 2

Source: Commercial Data Division, Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Halifax, N. S.

There have been requests for the Department of Fisheries and Oceans to approve various sharing
arrangements by issuing new licences in all areas. The additional harvesting effort that would be exerted on the
stock if the Department responded positively to the proposals necessitated that no additional effort be permitted
in most of the traditional areas that are presently being fished. It was believed that in CFAs 20, 23 and 24 there
were areas where commercial quantities of crab are presently being under-fished. The fishers in CFAs 20, 23 and
24 recognize that their fisheries could be able to tolerate additional effort on a temporary basis once firmer
scientific evidence was presented.  This additional effort would not harm the resource on their crab fishing
grounds but they insist on stability in their catch levels and how their fishery is managed.

The issues to be considered in future sharing formulas are as follows:

i. Fleet long-term viability is of prime importance.
ii. Formula is designed to make precautionary increases with ability to reduce effort as quota decreases.

Therefore, there will be an annual review, only temporary status for new entrants and last in, first out criteria
will be followed. The number of temporary entrants may differ from year to year depending on the available
biomass.

iii. Purpose is to assist adjacent economically depressed communities. Therefore, temporary effort to be
introduced as early as possible.

iv. To ensure effort is fully distributed throughout the CFA, sub-areas have been defined for which resource
scientists will give biomass estimates and vessel quotas will be limited to the sub-areas. 
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Year  Reported 
landings (t) 

Value 
($can 000 ) 

Price 
($can/t ) 

1990 1 141  2 310 2 020 
1991 1 533  3 493 2 280 
1992 1 797  3 277 1 820 
1993 2 052  6 277 3 060 
1994 1 599 10 818 6 760 
1995 1565 12 093 7 730 
1996 1492  9 862 6 610 
1997 1 640  8 498 5 180 
1998 

(preliminary)
 

2 364  7 035 2 976 



v. Quota distribution considered assuming five sub-areas (a) nearshore grounds, (b) offshore traditional
grounds, (c) nearshore non-traditional grounds, (d) offshore non-traditional grounds and (e) Halifax County
non-traditional grounds.

vi. Historical fishing patterns are not to be used to restrict the permanent fleet, which is allowed to fish anywhere
within the CFA.

Fleet long-term viability is of prime importance including years where there is a decreased price. Therefore
both a landing and monetary threshold have been used in the sharing formula. Landed value would be calculated
on the average price within a crab fishing area for the previous year. 

3.4 Data requirements and computational process

From year to year, various information is collected on the biology of the crabs and on the fisheries
throughout the fishing season. Biologists sample crabs in port and on board vessels for size, maturity, shell
hardness and weight. Information is also collected on the distribution and intensity of the fishing effort from
logbooks that fishers keep on their fishing activities. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans also maintained
catch histories through purchase slips on sales that are collected throughout the fishing season and compiled and
retained by the Department. From 1982 to 1993, the management of the snow crab fishery was based on effort
controls including seasons, licences and trap limits. Changes were introduced in the fishery from 1994 to 1997
which included the introduction of mandatory logbooks, dockside monitoring and at-sea certified observer
coverage to detail landings and fishing effort. In 2000, with the introduction of temporary access in those areas
farthest from shore and not covered by the trawl survey, more accurate information on the effort distribution of
this portion of the fleet was required. A vessel monitoring system (VMS) was introduced to supplement the
logbooks being completed by the licence holders. 

3.5. Appeals process

There was no appeals process in place for the individual boat quotas implemented because the allocations
were developed through extensive consultations with the snow crab fishers. The allocations depend upon the
allowable catches for the CFAs based on the scientific advice provided on a year to year basis. 

There is an industry run appeals board that ensures that fishermen applying for temporary access are
evaluated properly by the associations and DFO against the eligibility criteria.

3.6. Administration of the allocation process
3.6.1 Staff requirements

No additional Departmental staff were deployed to implement the IBQ process which involves the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans Branches on an intermittent basis and includes Resource Management,
Economics, Aboriginal Affairs, Oceans, Policy and Licensing and Regulations. The Science and Conservation &
Protection Branches allocate considerable manpower during the short nine-week season. Science personnel
include indeterminate and seasonal staff for supervision, analyses, data entry and sampling. Conservation &
Protection task their resources based on established enforcement priorities and ongoing fishing activities in the
area.

3.6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

Limited at-sea monitoring has been conducted on this fishery until 1996 when a number of trips were
monitored by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans scientific staff at sea. The level of monitoring conducted
in 1996 was augmented in 1997 and continued through 1998. The cost for the industry for at-sea observers is as
follows (DFO 1998a):

i. CFA 20 - Certified Observers,   5 % of sea days (cost estimated per fisher $Can203)
ii. CFA 21 - Certified Observers,   5 % of sea days (cost estimated per fisher $Can203)
iii. CFA 22 - Certified Observers,   5 % of sea days (cost estimated per fisher $Can203)
iv. CFA 23 - Certified Observers, 10 % of sea days (cost estimated per fisher $Can450)
v. CFA 24 - Certified Observers, 10 % of sea days (cost estimated per fisher $Can472).

Trawl surveys conducted during the fishery in 1996 was continued for the 1998 season and costs by industry
(DFO 1998a) were projected as follows:

i. CFA 20, $Can11 000 ($Can2200/fisher)
ii. CFA 21, $Can11 000 ($Can344/fisher)
iii. CFA 22, $Can19000 ($Can513/fisher)
iv. CFA 23, $Can45100 ($Can1879/fisher)
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v. CFA 24, $Can45100 ($Can1960/fisher)
vi. CFA 23 - non-traditional area $Can20000 ($Can2000/permit)
vii. CFA 24 - non-traditional area $Can20000 ($Can2000/permit).

Source: Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

In response to requests by the fishers, tagging studies were initiated in 1994/95 in CFAs 20, 21 and 22 with
participation by the licence holders. 

In summary, the industry pays the cost for licence fees, at-sea observer coverage, dockside monitoring and
supports the Science survey within their area. These costs vary depending on area and the quantity of crab
available. The industry also pays their own travel costs to consultative and advisory meetings. As well as hailing
at-sea to a monitoring company, fisheries are required to submit accurately completed logbooks. The funding
requirements for the Department of Fisheries and Oceans personnel are within the current budget levels for the
respective Branches involved.

3.7. Evaluation of the initial allocation process
3.7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

Through 2000, stock status appeared better than in previous years. Catch rates were above average and
increasing in all CFAs. Trawl surveys have indicated that the resource is well distributed. However, it is believed
that a large portion of this fishery is on a built-up biomass from years when the exploitation rate was not
maximized. It is expected that in the near future the TAC will decrease since recruitment does not appear to be
sufficient to offset the fishery. The present allocation process allows for the maximization of the benefits while
the biomass remains high and will ensure fair distribution during the period of lowered quota.

Promotion of co-management in the snow crab fishery is well underway with approaches for project
implementation. Since 1995, new elements have been added to the management of this fishery with the co-
operation of the fleet and, in some cases, funded by the fishers themselves. 

In 1997, a commercial licence in CFA 23 was acquired by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans under
the Allocation Transfer Programme and transferred to a consortium of three First Nations Bands. This licence was
operated as a communal commercial licence under the auspices of the Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy. Also, the
Department issued two temporary licences to Native Communities in CFA 23 and two permanent licences in
CFA 24.

The landings, value and unit price of snow crab for CFAs 20 to 24 are shown in Item 3.2 and indicate a
general increase in value since 1990. There has been a great deal of exploration in areas of CFA 20, 23 and CFA
24 that were not being fished by the licensed fleet and scientific surveys were only being introduced. Community
proposals have been submitted and supported requesting new quota in most commercial areas especially in CFAs
23 and 24. In addition, there is a small exploratory fishery in NAFO Division of 4X where four vessels are
conducting an exploratory fishery.

3.7.2 Satisfaction of rights holders with the process

The rights holders (licence holders) have been, and continue to be participants in the consultative and
advisory process with the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans. These consultative processes involve DFO
Science/Fisher consultations, DFO Fisheries Management/Industry consultations and DFO/Non-Licence Holders
consultations. The industry has been, and continues to be, an important part of the assessment and management
process and signifies a major influence on the measures implemented for this fishery. With the introduction of the
temporary access this consultative process has been extended to representatives of the temporary fleet as well.
Although there are conflicting opinions between the two fleets there is a high overall satisfaction with the process.

3.7.3 Views of othercommunity groups

The main objective of the commercial fishery is to maximize net revenues for all entrants while ensuring
sustainability of the stock and equitable sharing between the existing and temporary fleets. Community
proposals submitted requesting new quota in most commercial areas and quota to explore in offshore areas
especially in CFAs 20, 23 and 24 have been supported. Some crab fishers in CFA 22 sought to relieve
overcrowding on the Glace Bay grounds by giving access to a portion of CFA 23, but with the introduction of
temporary access by adjacent fishermen this was not permitted. With the expansion of temporary access to non-
adjacent CORE fishermen in Eastern Nova Scotia all CORE fishermen in eastern Nova Scotia have some
access to the fishery. Although some groups feel their level of access should be larger they are supportive of
the allocation process.
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The processing capacity for snow crab in Eastern Nova Scotia was historically limited. Due to the larger
crab populations in the Gulf of St. Lawrence there is a larger capability for processing in the Provinces of New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. Therefore, much of the snow crab landed in Eastern Nova Scotia is
transported outside the local community areas for processing. However, with the expansion of existing plants and
the establishment of several new plants since the 2000 season more processing is done locally. 

3.7.4 Hind sight assessment

Although initially intended to be supplementary, this has developed into a primary fishery without
discussions on changes to the management process. It is only during the last few years that with the development
of a multi-year Management Plan in CFA 23 and 24 that management changes were discussed and this was in
response to an increased demand for access.

Considerable discussions were held with both stake holders and interested parties during the development
of the present Plan. A sharing formula is in place that identifies the allocation between the existing stakeholders
and groups representing temporary access. This has reduced the resistance to the overall allocation process and
allowed for a smoother implementation. Allocation to area based groups has ensured the economic benefits would
stay within local communities. This process has allowed the allocation process to support all stakeholders (both
permanent and temporary) during the present period of surplus biomass. It also identifies the process to be
followed during the expected future decrease in biomass.

A lack of clear definition of the intent of the temporary access was not put into the Plan. Although this has
not inhibited associations from maximizing access it has allowed individuals not eligible for the present allocation
process to use their own interpretation in an effort to gain access. Additional clarification of the intent of the
temporary access will address this limited opposition.  The scientific and management planning continues to be
a co-management process to ensure sustainability of the fishery.

3.8 Discussion

Several management issues concerning allocation were identified in the present multi-year plan (DFO
1999a) as requiring additional refinement.  Progress is briefly outlined as follows: 

i. With the introduction of the sharing formula, allocations are now clearly defined. Although there is a desire
to see at least some of these converted to limited entry licences this will only be discussed when the long-
term viability of the stock can be assessed.

ii. Scientific advice recommends that there is no basis to indicate a change is needed in the current level of
catch and effort, but there have been requests for the Department of Fisheries and Oceans to approve various
sharing arrangements by issuing new licences in all areas. In 2000, the results from a scientific trawl survey
were used in determining a TAC. Catch and effort can now be evaluated based on fishery independent data.

iii. At-sea sampling in recent years has shown that there can be high percentages of soft-shelled or “ white “
crab encountered in all Eastern Nova Scotia CFAs. Fishing white crab is both a conservation and marketing
issue and at-sea observer trips are used to determine the percentage of white crab in the catch. If the
percentage stays above 20% partial or complete closure of the fishery would be discussed.

iv. Industry-funded at-sea observers have been introduced to supplement and increase the collection of
biological data. In the northern areas 5% coverage is being obtained and in CFA 23 –24 the target of 10%
coverage is in place.

v. An industry-supported overrun programme is in place that reduces quota in the following year for fishermen
who exceed their individual quota.

vi. Representation has been made to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans by the First Nations to increase
the First Nations quotas as additional resource is made available.

vii. Exploratory fishing is being conducted in areas of CFA 20, 23 and 24 where trawl survey information is
limited. This will supplement the available knowledge on the TAC without increasing effort in any of the
traditional fishing areas in CFAs 20 - 24. 

viii. Additional survey sites and changes to the methodology used in making biomass estimates will reduce the
source of uncertainty around the concentrations of crab were found in the gullies between banks. 

ix. Tagging studies initiated in 1994/95 in CFAs 20 - 22 with the licence holders’participation to monitor crab
movements and the fate of soft-shelled crab released back to the crab grounds and the movement of fishable
crab between and within the CFAs will be continued.

x. With the increases in TAC, industry has requested and received an increased trap limit in CFAs 23 and 24
of up to 50%.
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All of the above issues will continue to be addressed through consultations with representatives of the CFAs
and the Eastern Nova Scotia Snow Crab Advisory Committee in the planning processes for future Integrated
Fishery Management Plans for the snow crab fishery (DFO 1999b).

4. ALLOCA TION OF HARVESTING RIGHTS IN THE CANADIAN ATLANTIC OFFSHORE
SCALLOP FISHERY

4.1 Intr oduction

Excessive catching capacity in the offshore scallop (Placopecten magellanicus) fleet was first recognized in
the early 1970s and by 1984 the Canadian scallop landings from Georges Bank were the lowest on record, less
than 2000t of meats, for the offshore fleet. In the same year the International Court Of Justice (ICJ) in their Gulf
of Maine boundary decision between Canada and the United States awarded to Canada the most productive
scallop area of Georges Bank.

In the latter part of 1985, the ten companies holding offshore scallop licences had identified an Enterprise
Allocation (EA) concept as being the most desired option for achieving the objectives of stock rebuilding and
conservation, stabilization of landings, fleet replacement and rationalization. Despite the companies’position, the
captains and crews were rejecting the enterprise allocation concept on the basis of threatened reduction of
employment in the fishery. The captains and crews position was to implement more effort control mechanisms
such as closed winter seasons, a maximum of sixteen day trip limits, and reduction of quotas from 13636kg to
6364kg per trip to achieve the same objective.

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans supported the enterprise allocation concept on the basis that fleet
rationalization would occur more efficiently and effectively rather than if the fishery continued with a competitively
fished quota or a total allowable catch with quarterly allocations. The Department also supported the introduction of
an experimental Enterprise Allocation programme developed in concert with the vessel owners and crews together
with an acceptable and cost-efficient enforcement programme that had credible administrative rules. 

The ICJ boundary decision in 1984 settled the Georges Bank ownership issue and cleared the way for serious
consultations among industry members to develop and implement a management strategy to rebuild and maintain
the offshore scallop stocks as well as address the orderly replacement and economic stability of the ageing scallop
vessel fleet. Consultations were conducted during the latter part of 1984 and early 1985 between the representatives
of the licence holders, the captains and crews and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. These consultations were
arranged through the previously established Offshore Scallop Advisory Committee (OSAC). The discussions
resulted in development of improved conservation measures such as larger minimum scallop shell height and a more
restrictive total allowable catch in the sensitive stock areas. The industry unanimously supported the more restrictive
total allowable catch given the high level of fishing mortality inflicted by the fleet at the time.

It was generally accepted by the industry that a fully replaced fleet of 76 vessels would not be economically
viable in the future. A report by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in 1985 (Nelson 1985) determined that the
optimal fleet size should be in the
range of 39 - 44 vessels. In June
1986 the vessel owners and crews
agreed to a three-year experimental
programme of individual
transferable quotas but had one
remaining serious issue to be
resolved, which was the fishing
activity of the inshore scallop fleet
on Georges Bank. The inshore fleet
had access to 2.9% of each previous
year’s scallop catch, which caused
concern for the success of the
experimental ITQ programme.
However, this issue was resolved
through separation of the inshore and
offshore fleets at the 43°40’N
parallel, which meant the offshore
fleet could not fish for scallops north
of this line and the inshore fleet
would be phased out of the Georges
Bank fishery over a two-year period.
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The inshore fleet was allocated 8% of the offshore TAC in 1987, 4% in 1988 and no further access thereafter
(Stevens 1997). In 1989, based on the success of the experimental programme in meeting objectives and the nearly
unanimous support of the scallop industry, the federal Minister of Fisheries and Oceans approved the permanency
of the ITQ programme for the offshore scallop fishery.  Figure 4 shows the Maritime Scallop management areas.

Figure 4
Offshore scallop regions 

4.2 The nature of the harvesting right

The offshore scallop fishery was competitive in pursuit of the catch from the mid-1940s when it first
commenced on Georges Bank until the introduction of the ITQ programme in 1986. The licence holders
(enterprises) developed percentage shares of the TAC for each company and established administrative guidelines
for the management of the programme. The guidelines are summarized as follows. 

i. Permanent transfers of a portion of a company’s allocation to another company were not permitted. In the
event of a sale of a company, the new owner must obtain the entire quota and licences held by that company.

ii. The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans must approve all permanent transfers.
iii. Inter-enterprise transfers are permitted during the fishing year as companies fine-tune their harvesting plans.

These transfers are temporary only and must be previously approved by the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans.

iv. Barring catastrophic events, a company will not be permitted to transfer in excess of 25 % of its quota for
more than two consecutive years.

v. In the event of the collapse of the ITQ programme, the fishery could revert to a competitive fishery in which
case the companies or their replacements would be entitled to return to the number of licences held in 1986,
prior to implementation of the experimental programme.
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4.3 Method of allocation
4.3.1 Policy objectives

The long-term objectives in the offshore scallop fishery (DFO 1998b) were to ensure biological
sustainability and economic viability through the implementation of an ITQ programme and more specifically to:

i. ensure the conservation and restoration of the offshore scallop resource
ii. stablize landings over time and
iii. provide increased economic benefitsfor crews, vessel owners, shore workers and the community.

4.3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

Percentage shares were negotiated between the existing offshore scallop licence holders using two basic
criteria namely (a) historical fishing performance on Georges Bank and (b), the number of vessel licences held
by each company. The sharing arrangement agreed to in 1986 provided the basis for sharing in other fishing areas
and there are currently eight separate offshore scallop fishing areas where TACs are established annually. The
allocation process was achieved through consultations between the offshore companies with DFO as the
facilitator at the Offshore Scallop Advisory Committee, the official management consultative committee for
offshore scallop resources. The landing records provided by the offshore companies matched the records held by
the DFO and the percentage shares were based on these long-term records of landings together with the catch
potential of currently owned vessels. Company officials were satisfied with the percentages agreed among them.
Most of the work was done by the company representatives assisted by DFO managers. There was no indication
of dissatisfaction at the OSAC meetings by the company representatives.

4.3.3 Allocation method chosen

The percentage shares that were established were negotiated among the companies holding offshore scallop
licences at the time and although changes have occurred in ownership of some companies (Parsons 1993); the
general basis for percentage distribution remains the same today. The current percentage shares are as follows:

LaHave Seafoods Limited 3.66 %
Mersey Seafoods Limited 7 %
Adams & Knickle Limited 9.77 %
Comeau’s Seafoods Limited 15.42 %
Scotia Trawler Equipment Limited 16.32 %
Fishery Products International 16.77 %
Clearwater Fine Foods Inc. 31.06 %

A company may not hold more than 50 % of any specific scallop stock.

4.4 Data requirements and computational process

Historical catch data were available for the years 1975 to 1983 and the provision of accurate catch data was
a regulatory requirement. The comparison of this information with company records showed similar results and
the catch information over this period was not in dispute. The key control measures in the offshore scallop fishery
were the establishment of meat counts (e.g. the number of scallops occupying 500ml) and the setting and integrity
of the total allowable catch. All scallops landed from offshore scallop vessels were monitored by dockside
observers and recorded against the enterprise allocation of the appropriate company. All licence holders were
required to provide catch and effort information in the form of a fishing logbook report with all information on
fishing operations to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans at the end of each fishing trip. A close check on the
meat count of shucked scallops was conducted to ensure adherence to the regulated number of meats, which
varied for different fishing areas. At present, all landings are monitored by an independent dockside monitoring
company funded by the industry. These catch data for each landing are entered into a computerized system and
retained by the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans. In addition, all offshore scallop vessels carry on-
board electronic monitoring devices to enable monitoring of the position of vessels when fishing in designated
areas and the related TACs.

4.5 Appeals process

Licence holders developed their own formula for establishing the sharing arrangement of the available catch
and reported to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans the percentage shares to be applied to the TAC’s. Since
this was an industry process and there was agreement by all of the licence holders, there was no need for a further
appeals process. 
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4.6 Administration of the allocation process
4.6.1 Staff requirements

The implementation of the programme was accomplished within the available staff resources of the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans. Consultations became less frequent upon implementation of the three-year
experimental programme and the subsequent management plans. Most effort now expended for administration is
in the area of data compilation and analysis, the annual setting of TACs, monitoring of quota transfers and
development of integrated fishery management plans.  

4.6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

No additional funding was allocated for this process as the licence holders developed their own
administrative guidelines for the programme. Regulatory enforcement effort by the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans has decreased despite the increased management obligations of the industry and provision of funding by
the industry. Scallops landed from the offshore scallop vessels were required to be monitored by a certified
dockside observer and all landings are now monitored with the catch from each landing being entered directly
into the Department’s database by a dockside monitoring company funded by the industry. The estimated annual
cost to industry is approximately $Can40000.

4.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process
4.7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

A review of the three-year experimental ITQ programme was conducted through the Offshore Scallop
Advisory Committee to determine the results of the programme and progress towards meeting the initial policy
objectives. It was concluded that the experimental programme had contributed to increased economic benefits for
the licence holders, crews and shore workers, and all those engaged in the fishery were experiencing a much
improved situation than if they had continued in a competitive fishery (Brander and Burke 1995).  The scientific
advice also indicated that there was a wider range of scallop year classes appearing, which would continue to
stablize the fishery over time. Fleet rationalization was also achieved by allowing licence holders to concentrate
on their own allocations and apply the appropriate effort to catch their permitted percentage of the TACs (Nelson
1989). The ageing fleet of sixty-eight scallop vessels in 1986 has now been reduced to twenty-five mostly steel-
hulled vessels ranging from 27m to 43m in length and crewed by seventeen members each throughout the year.
Trips last about ten to twelve days and scallops are landed at five ports.  These results imply that the objectives
of improved economic benefits, stock conservation and fleet rationalization have been met.

4.7.2 Satisfaction of rights holders with the process

Since 1986, forty-three vessels have been removed from the offshore scallop fleet resulting in a decrease of
approximately 700 crew positions. However, for those remaining the opportunities for employment has improved
and this downsizing in the fleet is not considered severe. The local labour market had very little difficulty
absorbing sixty to seventy displaced crewmembers a year since 1986. Some service industries, such as vessel
maintenance, have been adversely affected but the work rather than the number of employees have been reduced.
Local employment centres report that many crewmembers have continued their attachment to fishing or are
employed in the construction industry or forestry operations. 

Under the programme, the offshore scallop stocks have been rebuilt, landings have been more stable and the
fleet has been rationalized as expected. Landings for the period 1985 to1996 averaged 5800t of meats, which is
close to the expected long-term average of 6000t. The fleet has been reduced in size, is more efficient, and now
spends approximately 4400 fewer days fishing than was the case in 1986 before the programme was
implemented.

Revenue per vessel has been increasing on average as the fleet has been reduced: About $Can600000 per
vessel in 1985 to almost $Can 2000000 in 1994. This amount varies with the landed value of catch, licence fees,
observer and dockside monitoring costs, and scientific research activities funded by the licence holders. The
rights holders unanimously agree that the process has met, or exceeded, the objectives.

4.7.3 Views of othercommunity groups

Community impacts appear to be minimal as the offshore fleet has traditionally landed in five or six ports.
In Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, the transfer of one offshore company to Lunenburg, Nova Scotia has reduced the
overall landings but, given the major port activities in the fisheries in the Yarmouth area, the impact of this
transfer was not considered to be major. Overall, there have been improvements in earnings as the result of gains
in efficiency since the programme was introduced. The steady nature of fleet rationalization, coupled with
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employment opportunities in the primary sector, eased the transition to the ITQ programme and the rebuilding
and stabilization of the scallop resource has meant greater economic stabilization for all participants in the
industry including, shore workers and the local communities.

4.7.4 Hindsight assessment

The most controversial issue arising from implementation of the programme has been the reduction of jobs
in the offshore scallop fishery. The downsizing was gradual and occurred over more than a decade. It was reported
that an efficient offshore fleet matched to the available TACs could be in the range of 30 - 35 vessels, to 39 - 44
vessels (Nelson 1985). But the fleet was reduced to 25 vessels, which accounted for a loss of employment for
crewmembers. In hindsight, the crewmember unions could have negotiated some mechanism for establishing a
fund for severance or early retirement for their members. Another mechanism could have been an orderly rotation
of crew aboard vessels on a schedule negotiated between the vessel owners and the crewmember’s unions.

4.8 The nature of the harvesting right

The offshore scallop fishery was competitive in pursuit of the catch from the mid-1940s when it first
commenced on Georges Bank until the introduction of the ITQ programme in 1986. The licence holders
(enterprises) developed percentage shares of the TAC for each company and established administrative guidelines
for the management of the programme. The guidelines are summarized as follows. 

i. Permanent transfers of a portion of a company’s allocation to another company were not permitted. In the
event of a sale of a company, the new owner must obtain the entire quota and licences held by that company.

ii. The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans must approve all permanent transfers.
iii. Inter-enterprise transfers are permitted during the fishing year as companies fine-tune their harvesting plans.

These transfers are temporary only and must be previously approved by the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans.

The federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans encouraged the implementation of the property rights
programme in the offshore scallop fishery and has continued to support it at the present time. The programme has
met the objectives and has been termed successful to the point where licence holders are prepared to accept a
shared management (partnership) with the Department for future management of the fishery. The licence holders
are currently making significant financial and operational contributions for catch monitoring and scientific
research activities. 
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Appendix  I
DFO background briefing note - Northern Shrimp

Fisheries and Oceans Canada

APRIL 1997
B-HQ-97-24

NORTHERN SHRIMP

Total Allowable Catch (TAC)

Sharing Principles

To determine how an increased total allowable catch (TAC) in the northern shrimp fishery should be
allocated fairly, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans issued a call for industry views and proposals in
November, 1996 on developing an appropriate sharing formula.  Almost 160 submissions were received from
individuals, groups, provinces and municipalities across Atlantic Canada. The proposals were reviewed at a
public meeting held in St. John’s in January.  Based on this input, sharing arrangements were developed using the
following principles:

i. Conservation of the resource is paramount
ii. Viability of existing enterprises will not be jeopardized
iii. Current northern shrimp licence holders will retain 37600t that was allocated to them in 1996. Where TAC

exceeds 37600t, temporary access will be given to new entrants.
iv. Adjacency will be respected, which means that those who live near the resource will have priority in fishing

it
v. Priority will be given to increasing participation of aboriginal people in the established commercial fishery
vi. Priority access will be given to inshore vessels less than 65 feet in length. Access by midshore and offshore

fleets will be considered for the more northerly fishing areas
vii. Existing licence holders will share some of the increased TAC (7870t) and
viii. Employment will be maximized in both the harvesting and processing sectors where possible

These principles will be applied to each Shrimp Fishing Area (SFA). 
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Shrimp Fishing 

Area (SFA)  
Total Allowable Catch  

(TAC)  
Increase in 

TAC  
  1996 1997   

SFA 0  500 500 0 
SFA 1  8 500 8 500 0 
SFA 2  3 500 5 250  1 750 
SFA 3  1 200 1 200 0 
SFA 4  5 200 5 200  0 
SFA 5  7 650 15 300 7 650 
SFA 6  11 050 23 100 12 050 
Total  37 600 59 050 21 450  

 



Sharing of Increase in TAC

Management of  increase in TAC

The management of the increase in TAC for new entrants will be done by Local Management Boards in each
area. The Boards will be represented on the Northern Shrimp Advisory Committee which is responsible for
making recommendations on TAC levels and management measures.

Appendix  2
Offshore scallop average vessel performance

1983 and 1987

PERFORMANCE INDICA TORS ($Can ‘000)

Source: Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
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SFA 2  
Quota recipient 1997 Quota (t) 

Existing Licence Holders 1 750 
Total (TAC)  1 750 

 
SFA 5  

Quota recipient 1997 Quota (t) 
Northern Coalition 
(Existing Licence Holders) 

6 120 

Inshore vessels (< 65Õ) 1 530 
Total (TAC)  7 650 

 
SFA 6  

Quota recipient 1997 Quota (t) 
Special Allocation Ð N. Peninsula 3 000 
4R/4S fishers (north of 50¼ 30Õ N)  2 000 
3L fishers 2 000 
Resident SFA 6 fishers (< 65Õ)  
South of 50¼ 30Õ N  

3 000 

Resident SFA 6 fishers (< 65Õ)  
North of 50¼ 30Õ N  

2 050 

Total TAC  12 050 
 

 
 1983 1987 
 Steel Wood Steel Wood 
# in sample 6 10 13 16 
Catch (meat weight) 106 54 132 103 
Sea days 194 135 149 108 
Catch / sea day (t) 0.55 0.4 0.89 0.95 
Revenue / sea day $6129 $4436 $9137 $9671 
Total cost / sea day (including labour and 
depreciation) 

$6536 $4778 $8320 $8317 

Profit/(loss) / sea day -$407 -$342 $817 $1354 
Cost / sea day (excluding labour and 
depreciation) 

$3070 $2763 $3336 $2889 

Cost / sea day (average steel and wood)  $2879 $3089 



THE ORIGIN OF SUB-ALLOCA TION OF FISHERIES QUOTA AT THE INTERNA TIONAL LEVEL
THE RECENT HISTORY OF THE MANAGEMENT OF BAY OF FUNDY HERRING

T.D. Iles
Biological Station

531 Brandy Cove Road, St. Andrews, N.B., Canada E5B 2L9
<iles@nbnet.nb.ca>

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern fisheries management, whenever it has been successful, is based on the process of the sub-
allocation of a total allowable catch (TAC) among individual fishing interests, and this is so at both the
international and national levels.  It is not generally known that, at  both levels, the first application of sub-
allocation involved the  herring (Clupea harengus) fisheries in the Gulf of Maine, Bay of Fundy area. This
report, which is in two parts,  deals with the events from the early 1960s to the early 1980s when the crucial
decisions were first made. This first part refers to agreement at the international level and the second part
discusses the internalization of the same issues within a country, namely Canada.  The process of“allocation” is
now referred to as“National Allocations”, “Individual Transferable Quotas” (ITQs) or “Enterprise Allocations”
(EA’s) but all are designed to avoid the uncontrolled scramble for fish that unallocated catch limits generate.

Until recently there was almost
common agreement that the seas beyond the
three-mile national  limit were freely
available to all  countries so that
international management involved
international agreement. Obviously this is a
pre-requisite to national management of
waters off countries’ coasts and it is
convenient therefore to treat these two
issues separately.

In 1961 I joined the Lowestoft
laboratory in the United Kingdom to work with the most distinguished group of workers in the modern  field of
fisheries dynamics and management.  These included Ray Beverton, Sidney Holt, David Cushing, John Gulland,
Ray Harden Jones and others. Over the following eight years I became familiar with this field and worked on both
the quantitative and general biological theory of fish and fisheries. I myself worked on Atlantic herring, which,
of course, is found on both sides of the North Atlantic basin.

In 1968 I witnessed the virtual cessation of the East Anglian herring fishery, which had been sustained over
centuries and was the one being studied at Lowestsoft.  At one time it had been among the largest fihseries in the
world, but there was no agreement whether the collapse was, or was not, the result of overfishing. I had developed
my own views  on this while at Lowestoft and  took advantage of an offer to work on the same species on the
other side of the Atlantic in Canada in early 1969. During the 1960s, west Atlantic herring stocks were being
threatened by the transfer of fishing effort from the East Atlantic, and by an increase in the offshore Canadian
herring fisheries and  I hoped that my views and experience would be appropriate to the developing problem in
the West Atlantic. 

This report deals with a success story for a West Atlantic herring fishery and a story of virtual complete
failure in the east Atlantic despite a large difference in scientific and management effort in the two areas.  Figure1
shows the reported landings for herring from the western and eastern sides of the North Atlantic.

2. THE BIOLOGY OF ATLANTIC HERRING 

To understand the biology of herring it is necessary to outline the history of the Atlantic basin, theories of
which have undergone drastic revision over the period covered by this report. In doing this I will indicate aspects
of this study of more general interest for both fisheries management and fish biology.

Atlantic herring belongs to the Clupeomorph group, one of the most ancient groups of teleost (bony) fishes,
the group which sustains all of the largest and most important marine fisheries. The clupeomorphs date to the
Jurassic period, but have not given rise, apparently, to any of the“modern” groups, maintaining their essential
biological and ecological niches for over  150 million years.  The Atlantic herring is a true representative of its
basic form and ecology and feeds almost exclusively on zooplankton for the whole of its life history.
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Most modern
marine teleosts, the
ground fish, flatfish,
tunas and mackerel
produce large
numbers of eggs
whose larvae feed on
zooplankton, but
which then take up
an astonishing
variety of food
habits as they
develop into the
adult form. As there
are no large plants in
the sea, marine
primary productivity
depends largely on
minute plants in the
diatom group. These in turn are fed on by  small crustacea, the  copepods, which are fed on by almost all teleost
larvae and which form the main food of herring throughout their life. This implies, of course, that herring-like
fishes were amongt the earliest colonizers of the developing seas and oceans, the original forage fish, providing
the opportunity for the evolution of the marine teleosts as a whole.

What is important to realize  is that neither diatoms, nor copepods, appear in the geological record until the
Cretaceous era, at about 100 million years ago and that  the Cretaceous is recognized as the period of  the adaptive
radiation of the teleosts; which are now easily the largest group of the vertebrates and which includes more than
25 000 species, found in both marine and freshwater.

Over the whole of this period, there has been no significant evolutionary or ecological change in the status
of Atlantic herring, and this is relevant to the herring problem, and especially to attempts to relate herring biology
to its management history.  It is also known that for the last 100000 years, or so, this planet has been affected by
a glacial period that peaked about 70000 bp and, ended quite abruptly  from about 12000 to 10000 years bp.
At its peak, virtually all of the areas currently occupied by herring were under ice cover, and therefore
uninhabitable.  Further, a most important issue of the management problem in herring particularly involves the
existence of  numerous apparently independent spawning groups or “stocks” of herring with specific associations
with their current spatial distributions. 

These associations must be of relatively extremely recent development in relation to the many scores of
millions of years of their evolutionary history.  It is unlikely that there is adaptation to existing physical and
environment conditions in their present areas of distribution as it would be a sure recipe for extinction. As the
existence of stock-specific situations is at the root of the biological problems raised by fishery management
questions, this is important.

3. THE ATLANTIC BASIN

Until recently it was thought impossible  by most geologists that the continents had changed their position
or broken up and moved over the lower layers of the earth’s crust, but evidence mounted in the 1960s to confirm
the old theory of “wandering continents” put forward by  Wegener some 50 years earlier.  It became accepted that
the original earth’s land mass formed a single ‘continent” which split into new continents that drifted apart, a
process which is now being measured! The split formed first as a freshwater lake, identical to those of the
continent of Africa mentioned above, and which then became marine when an opening developed to the
surrounding oceans. This strongly suggests that the North Atlantic Basin was the scene of the evolution of the
modern bony fishes as the prime occupants of the oceans of the world.

4. MANAGEMENT HISTORY

Fisheries management is a relatively recent phenomemon, for although a scientific organization was
formed in 1904 to study marine fishes, the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES), it was
a European scientific body with no formal link with any management system.  Modern fisheries management
was first mooted in 1949, the result of collaboration between Canada, the United Kingdom and the USA, and
although the UK wanted it to cover at least the whole of the Atlantic, and possibly also the Pacific, the United
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States saw this as an Atlantic coastal-state issue and itself produced a protocol for its inception, which was
accepted. 

The organization was set up in 1949 as the International Convention for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
(ICNAF) and came into being in 1951. It should be noted that it was a Convention, i.e. a binding treaty, and
operated under an appointed Commission.  Direct organization and responsibility was shared by the USAand
Canada, and amongt its objectives was the achievement of the “maximum sustained catch” of fishes. 

It was the first convention to include a list of specific management “tools”, e.g. closure of spawning grounds
and fishing periods, etc. and it was directed mainly towards groundfish management; herring did not become
involved in its work until the mid-1960s.  It was also dependent for its management advice on “scientific
considerations” and only on these . The Commission included a scientific arm, which took a direct interest in its
meetings; this too was a new feature. But while the Commission could use the tool of the “total allowable catch”
there was no provision for its sub-allocation  to individual countries.

By the early 1960s doubt was accumulating as the effectiveness of the Commission’s management tools and
the Commission asked two distinguished scientists, Wilf Templeman of the St.John’s Biological Station and John
Gulland, who had recently joined the FAO from Lowestoft, to  examine and suggest improvements. Their final
report concluded that the real justification for rational management was economic and not biological, and the
catch limitation was only a pre-requisite to improve the economic efficiency of fisheries.  This was more
revolutionary than expected but the report was accepted and acted on and the required changes were made in the
protocol of the Convention

The exact manner in which the Commission worked is important because those who have commented on its
management have failed to appreciate the context in which these changes were made.  The convention noted that
“The Commission may, on the recommendations of one or more Panels, and on the basis of scientific
investigations, and  economic and technical considerations, transmit appropriate proposals for joint action by the
Contracting Governments, designed to achieve the optimal utilization of the stocks of those species of fish which
support international fisheries in the Convention Area”.

Note that it is not “maximum sustainable yield”, and that “optimum” is not defined and thus has its proper
definition as the best in the current circumstances and with the current objectives.  This protocol was approved
by the Commission on June 5 and 6 1969 and came into force on 15 December 1971 when all member countries
had ratified it, but sub-allocation was not available until that date. This was a most important limitation as we
shall see.

5. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 1960s

In the eastern Atlantic, following the war time cessation of fishing, fishing effort increased markedly in the
late 1940s to levels well beyond those of the pre-war period.  Two very important areas that were affected within
a decade or so involved the largest fish stocks and the largest fisheries of the area.  These were the Norwegian
herring fisheries, the largest in the world at the time, and the East Anglian fishery, also extremely large and one
that had affected European history for a thousand years.  In both cases the young stages of herring were being
exploited in huge amounts; much of the catch, for all age groups, was being used to manufacture fish meal to
support the relatively newly-expanded industry of stock feeding to pigs, cattle, chickens and the like.

However none of the herring biologists of the time considered, or were convinced, that the stock  and catch
declines in both areas was the result of “overfishing”.  In addition this period saw the emergence of the USSR
and members of the communist block as potential large new fishing countries in “international waters”.  In the
early 1960s for example, Russia formed fishing bases in Cuba!  Other countries transferred fishing effort across
the Atlantic to waters off  the coast of the USAand Canada, and as members of ICNAF, had a perfect right to do
so.  Even so, the key event that triggered the changes that I will describe took place off the west coast of Canada,
where a large fishery for meal had developed on the sister herring species of the Pacific (Clupea pallasii). 

Without warning, this fishery, in 1966, recorded a drastic decline in catches to a degree that forced the then
fisheries Minister of Canada to close the fishery in 1968.  Those boat-owning firms that had invested a large
capital in new and large boats moved them to the east coast of Canada and insisted that the Minister, who was
himself from the West Coast, take action to ensure that the east coast stocks were protected from a similar fate.

The Minister commissioned a report from a west coast scientist and an administrator and ordered the east
coast research branch to both take part in its preparation and be  responsible for the action that was finally called
for.  This led, in late 1969, to a large meeting held in Halifax attended by regional scientists and industry
personnel representing herring processors.  The meeting excluded fishermen’s organizations, which at the time
were virtually non-existent.
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I had recently begun research on east coast herring and its fisheries and was the only scientist there with first
hand knowledge of management methodologies from the east Atlantic, and was required to present the case for
management. By then I had become convinced of the fact that excess fishing effort could extinguish herring
stocks and had demonstrated this for another clupeid fishery, the Californian Sardine (Sardinops sagax).  I was
therefore able to present a case quite different in its approach from that attempted by more orthodox scientists,
and which could be easily appreciated by a single diagram. 

The industry representatives accepted my arguments as they did my emphasis on the need to concentrate on
fisheries for human food, as being much more economically justisfied. Immediately after the meeting I was
approached by the Science Director for the east coast and offered a position as “Coordinator” for a departmental
programme of herring management. 

This was a major new initiative for the department, which at that time had no potential management
structure in place and whose research component had downplayed management-supportive, or “applied” science
as being of little value compared to “academic” science.  Although some individuals were involved in work
supporting the ICNAF organization, their work was not given much weight in considering promotion prospects. 

6. PREPARATIONS AND BASIC ORGANIZA TION OF A MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME – 1970

During the latter part of 1970 I organized sampling and analytical procedures at  the St. Andrews Biological
Station, including the introduction of internationally approved biological protocols and the collation of relevant
catch data etc. In addition, an international programme to survey a major spawning area on Georges Bank, off the
Gulf of Maine was undertaken, which was successful in  traversing a large egg-bed to yield vital evidence to
establish the nature of the spawning procedure that at the time was only poorly known.

Over the same period I also completed an analysis of Bay of Fundy fisheries, which revealed a discovery
of, and heavy exploitation of, schools of juvenile herring that resulted in an enormous mortality of these stocks.
This obviously posed a major threat  to recruitment to the adult stocks, but more to the point, showed that Canada
had initiated a type of fishery that, in Europe  was now being blamed for the continuing decline of the European
stocks. This, in turn, threatend the prospects of obtaining international agreement on management, especially with
the USSR who were particularly concerned with the effect of juvenile fisheries generally, and who was the single
country whose acceptance was most desired.

In October 1970, I became Coordinator and Chairman of the newly created Herring Working Group of
ICNAF. This latter was of special significance in that I became an Officer of the Commission and was able, when
the need arose, to present the views of a scientist both in the official report, and directly to the Plenary Sessions
of the Commission. This was not a trivial point, as will be seen.

7. CANADA – USABILA TERAL PREPARATIONS FOR ICNAF – 1971

The year 1971 was seen as an opportunity  to gain the attention of the various Canadian special interest
groups, to explain the management situation and its opportunities and problems, and to get their agreement and
support.  But, there was a more pressing question to be resolved with the USAconcerning a bilateral agreement
with Canada made in 1970 for reciprocal fishing privileges. This governed the transfer of herring between the two
countries, two fisheries of great importance to both. The first was a fixed-gear wier fishery, developed from the
aboriginal trap fishery along the shore for mainly juvenile herring, which supported a canning industry for
“sardines” and was contiguous with the New Brunswick shore and Maine coast line, well within the respective
3 mile limits. The fishery was almost a hundred years old and was for over much of its history the largest single
commercial  fishery in the area with a large economic and social impact in both countries.  A meeting was called
to revise the agreement in early 1971 with the intention of explaining Canada’s programme for the extension of
jurisdiction, which in 1970 had reached the stage of a 12-mile territorial sea and the closure of the Bay of Fundy
and the Gulf of St. Lawrence to foreign fishing, both of which actions were not acceptable to the USA.

The approach was to search for a joint agreement on proposals to present to the forthcoming Annual ICNAF
meeting to be held in Halifax in June 1971 and to extend management control over the  foreign herring fisheries
off the coast of both countries.  These were seen to threaten both the inshore fisheries and the adult fish found
further offshore.  It was expected to eventually allow exploitation of the adults by the coastal states, for the
Georges Bank fishery, for example, was becoming the largest fishery in the West Atlantic.  Canada also proposed
the protection of the newly-found offshore juveniles by banning the catching of juveniles by stringent size limits,
both to protect the inshore  fishery and to encourage acceptance by the foreigners.  At the same time, Canada
wished to assure the USAthat transport of Canadian adult herring, caught in the Jefferies ledge area to US plants
for fishmeal  manufacture for, especially, Kentucky fried chicken, would be permitted to continue. In this area,
the herring interests of both countries were in effect, completely “free trade”.  Agreement was reached and joint
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proposals prepared, with the closest administrative and scientific collaboration  between the two countries. This
meeting was the first ever in which Canadian fishermen were included in the official delegation and whose views
were sought during, and after, the discussions and developments. They also, of course, gave factual information
of a kind available only to fishermen, which allowed practical decisions to be made, 

8. ONE MILLION TONNES OFHERRING???

In May of 1971 a meeting was called by the Fisheries Council of Canada in Ottawa.  This council was the
representative body for fish manufacturing interests for Canada as a whole and had a long and direct interaction
with the government in Ottawa and the department’s bureaucracy, who wished to be fully informed of the
situation, which by now was receiving a great deal of media publicity, e.g. an article by a departmental scientist
in Newfoundland claimed that a complete failure of herring fisheries could result unless management  was
quickly instituted.

The need for management as soon as possible was fully appreciated and supported by the Annual ICNAF
meeting in Halifax, which was attended by the Minister who made it clear that Canada was determined to
achieve agreement on management measures, and the herring proposals were the first specific case to be
considered. As had happened in Europe with herring there, there was general agreement on the need for
management, but the discussion concentrated on the fact that under the current ICNAF protocol it was not
possible to sub-allocate a TAC and that the different seasonal fisheries among the different countries meant that
the total TAC could be caught by a single country if it was first in catching the quota that year.  No agreement
was possible.

Because it was expected that the new 1969 protocol would be in place by the end of 1971, it was decided
that there should be a special meeting as early in 1972 as possible to try and reach agreement on sub-allocations.
Moreover,  the specific scientific information needed to ensure that the appropriate proposals that could be made
was identified and discussed so that the Herring Working Group could make “extraordinary efforts’ to obtain it.
The date was fixed for January 1972, and the FAO organization offered to host the meeting at its headquareters
in Rome. This was the first time such an arrangement was made, and it indicated to all concerned that a real
attempt should be made to achieve success.

In the meantime, other important internal Canadian issues had to be settled. The first concerned a major
problem that had two separate government branches at loggerheads over a central question; one maintained that
management was essential at the earliest opportunity, and the other that the herring stocks in Canadian waters
were, in fact, under-exploited.  In 1966 a meeting in Fredericton had claimed that at least one million tons of
herring could be taken each year in Canadian waters alone, and all attempts to challenge this were ignored. This
general view was the subject of the work of The Federal Provincial Atlantic Fisheries Committee, the only group
that involved provincial interests, and it became necessary for the views expressed there to be effectively
challenged. Our attempts internationally would be worthless if a formally organized government body held
conflicting views on the need for management, and I prepared a document putting forward the case for
management to be presented at their next meeting in October.  The opposing view was also presented but the case
for management was fully accepted, and, subsequently, the Committee was allowed to lapse.

Also in October 1966, two other meetings were held.  The first of these was with New Brunswick fishermen
and was organized by the New Brunswick Deputy Minister of Fisheries.  At the meeting, views were discussed
on a proposed organization to record and analyze fisheries statistics on a real-time basis, the Canadian Atlantic
Fisheries Information Service (CAFIS).  This was accepted by the fishermen who promised their support on the
understanding that the information would be used to ensure the health of the resource by rational management.
This organization developed sophisticated plans, although the major fisheries processing companies refused to
join on the grounds that their information gave them a necessary competitive advantage. 

Alas, the project was cancelled without notice or explanation by dictat from “Ottawa” and after much effort
had been put into its organization,.  But, on a more promising note, in November of 1971 a meeting was organized
by the Industrial Development Board at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography in Halifax for which invitations
were widely extended to all fisheries interests. The intention of this meeting was to present details on the
preparations being made for the forthcoming ICNAF meeting and to discuss issues that were relevant from the
point of view of all special interests who would be represented.

This was easily the most representative meeting on fisheries ever held in Canada. Over 90 people took part
from both coasts of Canada, Europe and USA. All the maritime provinces were represented by Deputy Ministers
of Fisheries, there were 28 processors and an equal number of fishermen and a number of individuals from the
Fisheries Operations Branch, Halifax. The Department was represented by three biologists from the two “herring”
research stations at St. Andrews and St. John’s.
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The November 1971 meeting at the Bedford Institute of Oceanogaphy was successful in convincing all
groups involved in the exploitation of herring of the size of the resource potential I put forward. This was  less
than half the estimate made in 1966 by the Industrial Development Board, and which had been, in the meantime,
accepted as justification  for a huge increase in meal plant production, through the Board’s influence with the
Federal-Provincial Atlantic Management Committee. The November meeting also accepted the opinion that
immediate control at the national and international level was required and therefore of the key importance of the
forthcoming ICNAF meeting and the need for cooperation among Government and industry to prepare for it .

While there were comments on the failure to consider fishermen’s views, a suggestion by the Dean1 of the
fishing community that a “multidisciplinary” body be set up to interact with the government programme on real-
time basis was adopted by the Minister who announced the next day of the proposed formation of the Atlantic
Herring Management Committee.  This replaced the Federal-Provincial committee, and all suggestions of large
unexploited Canadian stocks were removed from the management stage.

This meeting and its results received front page headlines in the biggest Halifax newspaper. This  was the
first time that herring management, indeed, fisheries management had became a public issue in Canada, and the
treatment was accurate and detailed. I was cited as saying that unless stringent management measures were
initiated immediately the Canadian herring fisheries could be lost within, even, two years, and the leading fish
companies were quoted as strongly supporting the joint industry-government control group. It must be stressed
that nothing like this had been achieved in the groundfish fisheries, which were several years behind in their
attempts to involve co-ordinated action by industry.

9. THE 1971 NORTHEAST ATLANTIC FISHERIES COMMISSION MEETING, MOSCOW ,
DECEMBER 1971

The Halifax meeting had been timed to precede the crucial Special Meeting of ICNAF to be held in
January–February in 1972, in Rome and I learned, at short notice, that the equivalent organization for the East
Atlantic planned an Extraordinary Meeting of its Commission, to discuss the North Sea Herring, to be held in
Moscow in December 1972.

The situation in the east Atlantic was generally accepted as bad, and without any agreement as to co-
operative international management action. Many of the same countries were involved in the ICNAF meeting so
that attendance at the meeting was likely to prove informative and helpful. The Moscow Meeting was planned to
produce proposals to be discussed at a later meeting of Ministers and represented, almost, a last chance to achieve
rational management of the herring resources, as agreed by some of the attending countries. 

The meeting was considered by most delegates as a failure. No agreement was reached to extend
conservation measures for conservation of North Sea herring and even the weak proposal that was agreed to was
thought unlikely to be approved by member governments, a belief that was confirmed soon after.  Nor was the
Ministers meeting more successful. This was despite the fact that all delegations agreed that the situation was
serious, even desperate, in much the same way as did the ICNAF delegates in June, and all  paid lip-service to
the needs for fisheries management!

The fact was that some delegates did not wish for agreement because of commitments they had made, which
could not be met under any management constraints. Thus Norway had recently agreed with both the USSR and
Iceland to close their winter fishery for Norwegian herring and severely restrict  their fishery on juveniles. The
North Sea was the only  place they could divert effort and they could not accept its virtual closure. The Danes,
beside their commitment to North Sea juveniles, had recently allowed the Faroese to invest heavily in a purse-
seine fleet, which had to go somewhere. Both these situations were well known to all the delegates who could
express concern over the lack of management knowing that it was an extremely unlikely development at that time. 

However, neither of these countries would be involved in the ICNAF meeting, and it was the USSR and
Poland who were the most likely to take a similar attitude to Norway and Denmark on the other side of the
Atlantic. While at Moscow I learned that the USSR fisheries ministry had been put in an impossible position  by
a decision that Russia’s fish catch was to be doubled within a short period, and that this was seen to be impossible
by the Russian  minister. There seemed to be an attitude that favoured conservation as a possible excuse for failure
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to reach the economic  goal. There had also been an economic decision affecting Poland, which was relevant and
that both of these factors played a part in the ICNAF story.

However, there were other factors operating.  The Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) did
not have a forum for direct interaction with fishery scientists, who operated within a purely scientific
organization, the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, and interacted with the NEAF through a
liaison committee.  The ICES case that was presented put far too much emphasis on the inadequacy of data, of
the poor catch statistics and insufficient biological sampling.  This allowed their report to be treated as
a“provisional” document rather than a guide to action, and it quickly became irrelevant to the issues that were
raised in the general discussions. In addition, and compared to my own views on the “stock question”, their
analysis of the North Sea stock situation was not detailed enough to allow  the proper allocation of catches to the
biological unit that was to be protected.  It should be remembered that this issue had been carefully defined at the
June ICNAF meeting.  Finally, the recommendations were too general and in terms of such imponderables as
“total catch limits” and alternative measures such as closed seasons and areas, with little specific power to limit
catches.

An important conclusion was that the failure of this meeting had thrown doubt on the value of international
commissions in general, and a similar failure at ICNAF would re-enforce any doubts.  Comments to this effect
were made by several delegates, and as a senior member of the US Fisheries Department was also present as an
observer, this view could well prevail in the USA.  As will be seen, this was avoided by the results of the  ICNAF
meeting. Indeed, ICNAF became a convenient forum in which advances towards the extension of jurisdiction
became acceptable for sovereign countries, including the USA.

All of these factors had to be considered,  both in the preparation for the ICNAF meeting and as a guide to
the conduct of the meeting itself.  Of particular importance was the question of the Canadian juvenile fisheries.
The USSR had made it clear that it had grave reservations about the West Atlantic juvenile fisheries and would
not agree about controls over their very large Georges Bank fishery until, and unless, they were convinced that
the juvenile catch would not cause its collape

10. THE FIRST SPECIAL ICNAF MEETING ON HERRING – F AO, ROME,  30 JANUARY
– 12 FEBRARY 1972

The commission meeting was preceded by a scientific meeting that addressed the specific question raised at
the June 1971 meeting concerning the stock structure in relation to the administrative context of the conservation
proposals and  to the possible relationships between the adult spawning stocks and the juveniles exploited by the
inshore fisheries. 

It was first agreed that stocks fished behind the Canadian closing lines in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in
Newfoundland waters and the northern section of the Scotian Shelf were not associated to any degree with the
three stocks off Southwest Nova Scotia, the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank.  These, it was agreed, needed
international control measures. It was also accepted that each of these three spawning stocks was independent of
the other two, which meant that each could have its own management procedures. Finally, it was accepted that in
each of the areas there occurred other stocks, but these were independent and so small as to not affect the value
of the management measures on the major stocks.

The relation with juvenile fisheries in the area was not as well clarified, but some progress was made in
showing the adult Nova Scotia stock was probably not fished in the New Brunswick- Maine “sardine” fisheries.
this meant that appropriate management had to be applied to all juvenile fisheries in the area. This, of course, was
the central issue concerning the USSR and it happened that while the USSR would not accept any agreement until
the juvenile question was resolved, the official Canadian position was that nothing could be agreed which in any
way interfered with the New Brunswick sardine industry.  Either could theoretically affect the other and the
problem was apparently intractable.

It happened that the empirical and historical evidence could be interpreted  to show that while there was no
excuse for the more recent  purse seine offshore fishery for juveniles, the “sardine” fishery could be absolved. A
serious decline in juvenile catches after some 80 years of continuous and stable catches followed the development
of the offshore fisheries on Georges Bank that indicated that the effort level inshore was not too high and that
control of the adult fisheries was necessary for both fisheries.  After consultation with the USAin 1971, the
offshore juvenile (purse seine) fisheries were closed.   This coincided with the appearance of a large year-class,
which was then virtually untouched by this fishery  and there was quantitative evidence that this had a large and
beneficial effect on recruitment, and probably, to adult stocks not exploited by Canada. This satisfied the USSR
delegation and cleared the way for the necessary calculations to determine recommended TAC’s and the
subsequent discussion amongst the delegations as the their fairest sub-allocation.   It should be noted that the
USSR had accepted that because of the reliance of coastal communities on “local” fisheries, coastal states
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deserved special consideration. This was consistent with Russia’s polite, even considerate, approach to the
discussions, which had established a friendly relationship without ignoring the real differences in objectives.

However, for the first time in the history of ICNAF the scientific report was challenged as to its validity, and
this by the intervention of Polish diplomats in Rome before its presentation to the Plenary Session for formal
acceptance. The arrival  of the head of the Polish delegation revealed the problem. Under the recently decided
agreements of the COMCOM, the communist block economic commission, Poland was to be responsible for the
building of all new fishing vessels, and  this would increase available effort whereas for conservation reasons, a
reduction was required. This was at a time when Polish workers were beginning to organize their own trade
unions, in a movement which led, eventually to the break up of the “Soviet” block. Later, the Polish head of
delegation approached me at a social occasion and asked for a frank opinion as to the validity of the scientific
report, which I defended.  And, at the Plenary Session I had to justify this before all the delegations. The challenge
was rejected, which, in fact, strengthened its significance and the Polish Head of Delegation immediately flew
back to Warsaw to get new instructions that allowed him to accept the final agreements on the quotas for all the
stocks being considered.

This was but one of the “political” factors that operates at all times in international fisheries negotiations
and under virtually all conditions during negotiations in general, as those experienced in such matters are aware.
Management has scientific, technical, social and political aspects, and in this respect is, and always will be, multi-
disciplinary in context, a reality that is discovered anew in most fishery text books written after the event.

The rest of the discussions at the 1972 ICNAF meeting involved a great deal of bargaining among the
different countries, but this did not affect the reaching of agreements for each of the stocks, together with the
ancillary agreements that were required.  Unlike the NEAF meeting less that two months before, the meeting was
considered a complete success and had a number of influences, some obvious and others rather unexpected.

11. POST 1972 DEVELOPMENTS

The results of the 1972 ICNAF special meeting were quickly recognized as indicating more promising
developments in fisheries management.  Herring, of course was not the only species that required management
in the area and much had been done to prepare for  the opportunity that now appeared. At the June 1972 Annual
Meeting held in Washington DC, agreement was reached for 16 ground fish stocks, and by 1974, virtually all
species of all types in the ICNAF area were under allocations and TAC controls. Moreover, it became accepted
that  even newly discovered stocks of fishes should be protected from overfishing, and the concept
of“precautionary quotas” was established and applied.  In addition, and after a most valuable scientific discussion,
it was decided that species interaction could affect the validity of assessments on single stock fisheries and this
led to the proposal that after all  quotas for a particular country had been allocated, there should be a reduction in
total catch by that country  to the extent of 20%, to be decided in its application by the country itself.

Of course, all of this has not dealt with the question of the monitoring of catches to ensure that quotas are
respected, and this problem is virtually a permanent one, but beyond the scope of this report.

There were other, more significant results, for Canada’s strategic goal was the extension of jurisdiction to
the 200 mile limit.  Perhaps, the Law of the Sea meeting in 1958 and its lack of result was the reason for Canada’s
unilateral actions in the 1960s culminating in the 12-mile territorial sea and the closing lines across the Bay of
Fundy and Gulf of St Lawrence.  Canada now saw the success at ICNAF as an opportunity for more“unilateral”
action towards extension by the process of bilateral or multilateral agreements with individual or groups of
countries. ICNAF was a convenient umbrella for this tactic and, by 1977, had allowed Canada’s claims to
territorial extension, which also affected the LOS negotiating process itself into accepting such methods. 

Canada’s action also forced the USAto take action, one that to begin with was not particularly favoured
because of the possible effect on freedom of passage for its naval forces around the world.  Another effect was to
draw academic attention to the question of fisheries management, to the extent that it became almost an obligatory
subject for universities in countries with marine fisheries.  Finally, the ICNAF experience provided a real
opportunity for the education of scientists, public servants and diplomats in the “science” of management,
although I hope I have demonstrated, that “natural history” is perhaps a better term.

There was an inevitable result on the effect of national quotas within Canada on the way in which fisheries
were conducted. Essentially, this transferred the problem of competition among nations into one among
individual national  boats and groups of fishermen, and the story of this ”internalization” of problems and its
resolution in eastern Canada in the later 1970’s follows. 
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12. THE 1972 OTTAWA MEETING

The success of the Special Meeting on Herring in Rome caused wide-spread Departmental interest and in
early March I proposed a meeting in Ottawa for senior members of various departmental branches to whom I
could present the important facts and discuss their implications.  Virtually all the branches of the Department were
represented and with the news of Poland’s acceptance of the ICNAF herring agreement, it became clear that even
in 1972 Canada would have specific responsibilities in monitoring and reporting on herring catches under her
national quota.  Any failure on Canada’s part could affect the fragile international situation. 

This responsibility would involve all the major branches including Conservation and Protection, Economics,
International Affairs and the Fisheries Research Board.  The Fisheries Research Board, in addition, would have
responsibility for assessing the biological affect, hopefully positive, on the health of the resource.  It was agreed
that this area might be dealt with under the aegis of the Canadian Atlantic Fisheries Information Service (CAFIS)
meetings.

The Conservation and Protection Branch had already begun preparation for the drafting of the necessary
regulations and had included in these, provisions for compulsory catch reporting by fishermen, and with
recognition that all sections of industry would be needed for their support.  In the event, the CAFIS plan for real-
time reporting of catch effort information, including catch locations, failed to win the support of the major boat-
owning firms, although independent boat owners, especially in the herring purse-seine industry, were in
agreement wih the plan’s objectives.  Thus, support for CAFIS from Ottawa Headquarters was suddenly
withdrawn and the programme lapsed.

This reflected a fundamental difference of opinion within the research and operation arms of the Department
on the relative importance of recording and reporting catches and analyzing their biological effect, which has
been a constant problem since.  A report by the representatives of the Development Incentive Programme also
revealed problems concerning a possible imbalance between resource potential and the increasing pressure put
on it by Government grants – both federal and provincial – to subsidize construction of new plants and boats.  The
inflated expectations of total catch for herring had been successfully reduced, but another issue was foreseen in
the meantime.

The adult herring fisheries were overwhelmingly directed towards a low-priced and low-employment meal-
industry and already was grossly overcapitalized, in terms of plant capacity.  On the other hand, the facilities for
the use of fresh herring for the human-food market were virtually non-existent.  The impact of this situation on
subsequent events will become clear.

It was pointed out that the Economics Branch responsible for these issues in Ottawa was being given little
or no guide-lines or instructions on policy, but analysis of the relevant acts shows that grants should be granted
only if sufficient resources were shown to be available for the appropriate facility.  It was agreed therefore, that
for herring facilities, the Co-ordinator for the herring programme would pass final judgement on this aspect.  The
value of meetings to encourage communication was accepted and that continuing contacts could be facilitated by
the office of the Co-ordinator, Atlantic Herring Programme.

Such meetings encouraged an essential development of informed interaction between the headquarters level
and the “local” level represented by the Atlantic Herring Management Committee and the focus for the biological
aspects in the St. Andrews Herring Programme.  Thus, it was possible to bridge administration gaps by personal
interactions between informed individuals that significantly reduced misunderstandings and conflicting views.

13. THE EXTENSION OF JURISDICTION

The first Law of the Sea meeting was held in 1958 and was followed by a further meeting in 1960.  These
meetings failed to define limits of territorial sea and fishing zones and Canada, with the longest coastal area in
the world,  planned a series of  unilateral actions to achieve its objectives of complete control over its marine
resources.  In 1964 Canada extended fisheries control a further nine miles beyond the ancient three-mile territorial
sea; and in 1971 the three-mile territorial sea and the nine-mile fishing zone were replaced by a twelve-mile
territorial sea.  Also in 1971 special fishing zones were established in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Bay of Fundy
and in areas of the west coast.

In 1972 the ICNAF agreement on catches promised a more favourable reception to Canada’s actions and a
group of senior managers in Ottawa began building on this development.  They planned the large expansion in
the fisheries departments on both coasts, in preparation for the administrative need when jurisdictional extension
became a reality.  Their tactics were to negotiate bilateral agreements with major ICNAF countries by 1976; those
with Norway, USSR, Poland, Spain and Portugal who had accounted for 88% of the total foreign catch had been
signed.
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In the meantime, Law of the Sea meetings in 1974, 1975 and 1976 had provided a  Revised Single
Negotiating Text that recognized a new concept in International Law, a 200-mile inclusive economic zone.  This
allotted sovereign rights over fish and other living and non-living things but reserved freedom of navigation.
Canada then announced its intention to assume this authority as of  1 January 1977 having got ICNAF to accept
that the already-decided 1977 TAC levels would be modified to allow Canada to take as much of the quota as was
needed.  

It was agreed to replace ICNAF with a similar body to deal with issues involving borderline stocks and
interaction with Canada fishing zones.  This meant that all of the scientifically approved herring TAC off
Canadian coasts was available to Canada and this was a valuable stimulus to the development of the Bay of Fundy
Project.  It should be mentioned that none of the earlier claims by Canada had been accepted by the USA, who
were almost forced to extend their jurisdiction at the same time as Canada while disagreeing with Canadian
boundary lines.  During the subsequent negotiations, that were finally adjudicated at the Hague, the USAignored
the history of Canadian Herring Management, which involved important cross-border stocks.  As they had
claimed a much superior record of management through ICNAF, their case would hardly have been supported by
the successful Canadian management of herring as an important exception.

14. THE 1972 SEASON AND THE EVENTS OF 1973

The ICNAF agreement on herring was gladly reviewed by the fishing industry and publicly applauded in
the Atlantic Press, especially as it was quickly followed by similar agreements on 16 groundfish stocks at the
ICNAF June meeting.  Within a year or so virtually all ICNAF stocks came under “allocated-TAC” control.  What
also became accepted was that all fish stocks, even those about with little was known, should be protected from
too rapid an increase in exploitation.  This allowed the acceptance of “pre-cautionary quotas”, and ICNAF also
discussed the implications of “species interactions”.  It was recommended that this could be allowed for by 10%
reduction in each country’s “global” allocation for all stocks.  Both of these were new “twists” in international
fisheries management practices.

For those who took part in these developments this represented a gradual change in the attitudes that
influenced and changed the approach to management problems at all levels, international and national.  Even so,
as early as 1972, the effect of an unallocated national quota on a national fishery within Canada became
noticeable to the extent that fishing seasons became reduced and largely because of the scramble amongst
individual boats to take the largest share of a “limited annual resource”.  In 1972 Canada reached its quota early,
but this overrun by Canada, was accepted because of the newness of the system  - which alleviated the situation.
This problem came to a head in
the 1973 Bay of Fundy purse-
seine fishery.  I was at that time
working in Ottawa at the
Ministry’s headquarters and
received a call from a senior
operations branch member
responsible for monitoring
catches, who had been warned
of a possible collusion between
boats and plants to evade the
closure of the fishery, for the
Canadian allocation had been
reached in mid-August, the
season being virtually halved.

Such an action, at that
time, could have destroyed
ICNAF’s newly-developing
programme, but, the current
Minister made it quite clear by
public statement, that closure
would be rigorously enforced.  Such action was necessary because Ministers in the past had been known to defer
to strong requests from interested parties, and this was by no means unknown to the local departmental staff.
Closure was successfully applied, but there was strong disagreement expressed by the industry which
manifested, in particular, by a demonstration outside Saint John’s Harbour in New Brunswick by virtually the
whole seiner fleet.
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Many valid points were raised as to the social and economic impact on fishing communities of the new
quota programme and this led to discussions with the New Brunswick component of the industry as to the nature
of their newly emerging problems.  These centred on the effects of some of the ancillary management measures
on their access to the resource, which were exacerbated by their mainly “independent” seiners compared to the
Nova Scotia company-owned boats.

They had realized, as a group, that their position could be improved by getting more money from fewer fish.
The situation on the West Coast, where fishermen’s prices were at least three times as high, where both human
food industry and a high-price (Japanese) roe fishery were prosecuted.  On the currently available information on
landed prices on the West Coast and with an expected Canadian allocation slightly greater for 1974, it was thought
feasible that a good living could be achieved.

However, there as a historical factor that prevented this – the iron-clad hold on the market by the local
processors, to the extent that a member of Treasury Board, on this being told of it, referred to it as “Feudal”.  This
price control had always existed and still does in a number of guises, as will be shown.  A letter from a
Campobello fisherman’s wife after the 1973 demonstration outlined the effect on the community and the
significance for the herring fishery to the Minister and asked for a review of the communities’attitudes to the
herring problem  (See box).

It was apparent that herring virtually supported the New Brunswick herring fishing communities whole life-
style, and they had recently lost their juvenile fishery to support the Canada-US case at ICNAF.  In addition, an
uncontrolled expansion of a Nova Scotia gillnet fishery was seen to threaten their acceptance off the Nova Scotian
coastal area as exclusively an area for an adult fishery – which they had pioneered as a long ago as the 1930s and
now dominated.

They already saw that sub-allocation of the Canadian quota was an essential development, to protect special
fisheries for lobster bait, for example, and to extend the season as this would allow better use of the resource and
facilitate relations with the US under the Canada-US bilateral agreement.  They also saw that sub-allocation was
necessary for groundfish, as well as the herring fisheries component, but maintained that they had already paid
their share of the cost of management and should be able to see a reasonable future.  While the ICNAF herring
quota for this stock was likely to increase, as well as the Canadian share of the TAC, the increased catch would
not be sufficient to maintain their viability at the low price offered by the meal-manufacturers who ran the
Canadian plants, a price that was only about a fifth of that enjoyed by West Coast herring fishermen.  The Minister
recognized the validity of their argument and the idea of sub-allocation became accepted as a vital aspect of any
management initiative.

As it happens, the 1974 season was better than expected and did not cause too much economic stress, but
in 1975 the key market component of fish meal suffered a drastic drop on prices internationally and the situation
by the end of the year became desperate.  The stock itself had benefited from the large 1970 year class, but no
good year classes had appeared since.  The indication was that 1976 might see some half of the fleet bankrupted
and, the main, indeed almost the only, buyer would be able to chose who would be lost to the fishery.  By then
the new Minister, Romeo LeBlanc, had demonstrated his willingness to work with fishermen and decided to take
action.

15. THE SUB ALLOCA TION OF THE BAY OF FUNDY HERRING QUOTA
15.1 The meal-price

problem

By late 1974 and
during 1975 all hopes of
an alleviation of the
economic squeeze on
the industry by a price
increase for meal
herring were dashed by
a world-wide decline in
the product price from
as high as Can$600 per
ton to only a fifth or so.
Both seiners and
weirmen could estimate
its effect on their prices
and   concluded   that   a
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NewspaperCorr espondence

Those involved in “hands-on” fisheries management (and not simply answering such letters) will recognize the level of
emotion that can be evoked, and personal consequences that can result,  from changes in fishery management practices
as described in this letter, written nearly thrity years ago.  The issues remain as topical now as then - Ed.

Honourable Jack  Davis
Minister of Fisheries
Parliament Hill Ottawa
Ontario
23 August 1973

Dear Jack Davis:

I am writing to protest the closure of the herring fishery in the Bay of Fundy. Are you not the minister of
fisheries? Is it not your position to try to help the industry? Well, I must say that somebody has certainly made a
booby. What do you plan to do with all the men who come under your ministry who are left without any way to make
a living?

It is al very well to say that they can have unemployment insurance. Some of them, my  husband included,
have never been able to be insured, nor to draw benefits in the off-season. Others have not been fishing enough
weeks to have the necessary contributions. Could you live all year on two months salaary?  I doubt it, even on the
high salary a cabinet minister draws.

Another thing, under the unemployment insurance act fishermen are considered seasonal employees and
are not allowed to draw benefits until December. Most fishermen are in debt by the time the fishing season starts.
They have to pay their bills before they can save any money. Most of these men have not enough money to live on,
even for a few weeks.

The ones who own their boats are the ones hardest hit. These men have obtained loans to purchase their
boats and gear. They have to pay back this money and they have to pay interest on it. How will they make  their
payments with such a short fishing season?  Has anyone thought about all these things. It is easy to look at the
landed value of al these fish and say that the men are making a  good living. Have you ever figured out how much
of this is expense for food, oil, food, gear, nets, twine, paint, putty, gasoline, telephone, insurance; electronic
equipment alone costs each boat about $50 to $100 per week. Now stop and think how the people who deal in
these commodities will also suffer if our fishing is stopped. This is in addition to those people in the fish plants and
packing  plants  that process herring.

The fishermen will be allowed to go back  to work in January.  January brought no fish last year, nor the
year before. Nor were there any in February, nor March, April, May, and very few in June. The time to fish is when
the fish are there, and that is now.  As with other crops, fall is trtaditionally the harvest of the herring. And it is true,
no matter what the biologists say. The fishermen have always considered that the few summer herring  would pay
their back bills, but the fall fishing is what pays for the boat, helps to build and maintain their homes, puts food on
the table, and a bit of Christmas for their families.

I do not understand all this business about quotas. I think we should extend our fishing boundary out
further and cut off all the foreign boats, and let our own people who live in Canada get a decent living. Fishing at
best is little enough, but it is all we have in this area. when fishing is down, the whole area is a in a slump.

My recommendation is that you let the men go back fishing. The why don’t you come here and go aboard
one of the boats for at least a week. This time of year it is a pleasure. The weather  is generally good, not so much
a chance of fog and you might find out what all this business is about.  This would give you an opportunity to talk to
the men. It is a sad thing that the officials making these laws cannot understand and appreciate the essence of
these men.  They have built up their fleet of boats by courage, hardship, and even deprivation. These are MEN and
they are not going to give up their work easily.  They are independent and they WANT TO FISH.

For the past three years fishing has been very poor and most men have amassed debts of enormous
proportions. Now, when a few fish have come, they are told that they cannot fish. It is not fair, in fact  it is a crime on
the part of those responsible.

Thank you for your attention, I hope this letter gets through to your conscience.

Sincerely and hopefully
Alice Gough
Welshpool
Campobello Island,
New Brunswick



high degree of fleet reduction would be inevitable in 1976.   This would allow processors to establish an even
tighter, and perhaps irreversible, control on those that would be permitted to survive.

An urgent approach was made to the new Minister, Romeo LeBlanc and was met with an unexpected and
revolutionary response.  He welcomed their interest, assured them of his intention  to help, but invited them to
get together and come up with a proposal that they themselves thought was appropriate. These would have to
conform to the departmental policy on conservation but any likely solution would be backed by the Minister’s
power and influence.

For the first time in Canadian history the exploiters of a natural resource were officially invited to play a
positive role in its management, and to their satisfaction and benefit. His attitude was based on the acceptance
that fishermen were the experts, and given their need and determination would in any case be essential for the
success of any scheme.

To initiate the process the Minister sent his Senior Advisor to the Atlantic area to meet with fishermen’s
groups in November and by December his advisor, the key representatives of the two groups and the ex-
coordinator (the present author) were named as the group that would be responsible for the development of the
process.  The group was non-departmental and through the advisor could exercise the Minister’s authority and
influence whenever convenient or necessary, effectively bypasing the departmental bureaucracy.

There followed dozens of meetings and discussions throughout the Atlantic provinces and in Ottawa, at
which the Minister sometimes spoke and he developed a unique relationship with fishermen, gaining their respect
and trust.  The meetings covered any and all aspects of the fisheries.  For example,  an overnight meeting in
Campobello revealed the full extent of the various methods used by them and the processors to under-report their
catches.  They appreciated that under a TAC arrangement, this would lead to under-estimated stock levels and
that accurate monitoring  of catches, a major objective of the project, would then be to their advantage.

It became obvious that any successful management regime would depend either on frank and accurate
reporting by the fishermen or the much more expensive method of full and continuous supervision of the whole
operation, which in any case, could not possibly be set up in a reasonable time.  In addition, their skill, expertise
and knowledge would be an enormous help to all of the Departmental responsibilities and requirements.

15.2 The sub-allocation procedure

All of this however, depended on the acceptance of an appropriate sub-allocation  procedure for individual
boats that not only had to be developed by the fishermen and, to begin with at any rate, operated by the fishermen
themselves in collaboration with the department.  Its completeness and necessary reliability in 1976 made this
essential

A meeting in Halifax in early 1976, including representatives from all groups of seiners  was set up to deal
with this, under my chairmanship.  They had provided records of the individual catches from the 48 boats in the
fishery in 1975 which totalled 92905t but which had an enormous range, from 10 to 3851 tonnes.

An essential aspect of the process was  that no distinction could be made between boats on the basis of  its
group membership, the Coop or processor,  nor of  its provincial origin.  The  Coop  was the name given to the
Atlantic Fishermen’s Marketing Cooperative Ltd. which had been set up for the seiners.  Also, each boat was to
be given an reasonable chance of financially surviving the 1976 season. However, in view of the large range of
1975 catches it was necessary to set a maximum and minimum quota of 1500 and 2500t respectively.  Those
below the minimum would  be allotted the minimum and those above the maximum, the maximum. This
arrangement required 8290t for the  “low-liners”, and the highliners were to contribute 6635t leaving a shortfall
of 1655t. This was made up by a sliding-scale adjustment for boats in the 2100 to 2800t catch range, which meant
all boats catching more than the mean level in 1975 . Each boat sent its 1975 catch records to St. Andrews for
verification and it was agreed that the Chairman’s decision on their validity would be accepted. Other criteria
were discussed but this simple method was agreed to by all.

This allotment procedure represented a revolutionary change in outlook on the part of notoriously
independent fishermen, and to emphasize this, the most successful were themselves at the Halifax meeting.  It
was also decided that this was only a first attempt and that the basis could be changed at any time if it became
necessary.  That equal shares would be the best eventual outcome was recognized, and indeed was approached
even in the next few years. 

The final figures were analyzed to compare  the effects for the four main landing areas for the fishery,  for
the provincial breakdown and between  company  and  Coop  boats, and with no significant proportional change
from 1975.  It was agreed that any small group that wished to pool their quotas  could do so if they registered
their group and indicated their mutual interests and that this raised no  problems or antagonism.
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It was an essential aspect of the system that, in addition to the seasonal boat quota, each boat was limited to
a weekly catch of 100t.  This was to ensure the extension of the season by the spreading out of catches over as
long a period as possible. The central office of the Coop in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia was responsible for monitoring
boat activity and directing landings to plants with a current need for food fish.  The St. Andrews Biological
Station was  responsible for the setting up of a complete data recording and analysis system that could operate on
a daily basis. This involved telephone reports of individual catches and subsequent confirmation by  landing slips.
The use of multi-copy uniquely-numbered landing slips that could follow the transport and use of the catch was
a basic feature of the operation. 

The  Departmental Atlantic Herring Management Committee, set up in 1972, has been meeting regularly
ever since and was recognized as the formal route for the transmission of proposals and requests to the Minister
and the sub-allocation proposal was presented to this committee on behalf of the fishermen.   In the meantime,
however, the Minister, and despite strong opposition from both the processors and some of his staff, had decided
to invoke a section of the Fisheries Act that had been in abeyance, and in so doing made the meal industry
unlawful. This put extra pressure on both the fishermen and the processors, who could not possibly process all of
the projected Canadian catch but the Minister was determined to create conditions that maximized the possibility
of full use for food . The Chairman of the AHMC had thought that even a doubling of  the proportion going into
food could take a few years!   The Minister conceded that should it become necessary, meal use could be re-
introduced  later in the season.

To increase the size of the food market beyond that possible for the Canadian processors the Polish State
company Rybex was contracted to purchase 12000t of raw herring over-the side at a price of Can$100 per tonne.
This was most unwelcome to the Canadian processors but had the hoped for effect of  a 100% increase in their
offered price to the Coop for  the same herring delivered to them.  Some processors publicly condemed this
development as reducing Canadian shore employment, which, for the food industry was small, and whose
increase was a major objective of the project proposed by the fishermen! 

The 1976 allowance from ICNAF was 61700t, almost 20000t less than that reported for 1975. Some
60 000t were caught worth Can$3.7 million compared to the Can$2.7 million got for the 84400t caught in 1975.
Of the 60000t, 30000t went to Canadian and American plants at about Can$75  per tonne, 10000t to the Poles
at Can$105 per tonne and 2000t to Canadian plants for meal at Can$40 per tonne.  This last entry drew attention
to the realization that by late July the Canadian plants could not possibly handle all the available food fish and
the ban was relaxed. That the plants were willing to pay almost twice their usual price probably had an effect on
the Minister s decision.

The Minister’s stated objectives had been to increase fishermen’s earnings, reduce meal production at the
expense of food production and to create additional shore employment, and he had hoped for a giant increase in
1976, and he could claim quite justly, that he had achieved that aim.

There had  been problems of course, but none were serious and many identified technical difficulties that
could be tackled in the off season. The reporting system had worked reasonably well at the St. Andrews
Biological Station and even in this first year was far superior to that of earlier years. There was a degree of
dumping  but it was realized that this was largely the result of using larger seines to increase catches for the meal
industry that had created the fishermen’s dilemma. A real possible loophole of ‘hidden’landings in the US was
identified and steps taken to eliminate it and the lack of sufficient ice in a summer fishery became the target
problem, not only for the herring industry, but for many others.

15.3 The 1977 season

The year 1977 saw a major change in the project.  It had been a non-departmental  programme in 1976
and the operating responsibility mainly of the Coop’s headquarters at the St. Andrews Biological Station. In
1977 it was transferred to the  Regional Office in Halifax under the department’s Regional Director General.
He set up a committee, which included headquarter and local staff under the local Area Managers. This
allowed a more sophisticated system of fishery monitoring and data recording by much closer use of
departmental field staff. In addition, summer students became available  at St. Andrews to deal with the
incoming data, to begin with by hand,  but later, and with far fewer staff, through use of a specially written
computer programme.

From the beginning the Bay of Fundy herring industry had received unusually large and detailed coverage
in the Atlantic newspapers. The October 1971 meeting had been the subject of a main front page article in the
largest Halifax paper, as was the 1972 agreement at ICNAF, and both were enthusiastically endorsed.  With the
conclusion of the first year of the Bay of Fundy Project, the coverage was more regular and indicated a definite
bias towards the side of the fishermen, although strong opposing  sentiments were also published prominently.
The over-the-side sales were of particular interest as they had been unknown until 1976 and they had encouraged
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Canadian processors to double their original price paid to fishermen, as was mentioned with satisfaction. These
articles drew attention to the key issue, that this had attacked the closed-shop monopsonistic arrangement were
the fishermen had only one market for their fish, and compared the situation with that on the west coast where
prices paid were four or five times as high.  It concluded that fishermen were entitled to share extensively in the
profit and that they had effectively formed a union that would stay in the [Fundy] Bay.  In 1977 boats  belonging
to a meal processing plant that had performed noticeably less successfully than the Coop boats in 1976 were
sold to their skipper-fishermen by the meal company.  The federal department gave grants towards the down
payment, and the Provincial government made loans available on favourable terms. These boats then joined the
Coop, which greatly improve its fleet coverage, and it continued its role of directing the activities of the whole
fleet to ensure processing quality of landed herring.  The results of the 1977 season showed another large
improvement  for the fishermen and for the
industry as whole. An estimated 98% of the
catch was processed for food, the fishermen’s
price more than trebled, as did the value of the
fishery, and plant employment rose about five
times. This did not result in the Constant
Critic apologizing!  Handling facilities of all
kinds were being improved to meet the
demands of what was developing into a
sophisticated fishery and investment in
processing became much more acceptable and
widespread outside the herring industry.  Both
sides of the industry had clearly benefited and
all this with a federal investment of but Can$5
million.  Figure 2 shows how catches, TACs
and prices have varied in the four year period
1975 – 1978 for all of the sectors  harvesting
herring.

Over the remainder of the 1970s this momentum was maintained. On the monitoring, recording and
analytical side the St. Andrews organization continued to improve on coverage, precision and reliability and the
assessment of the health of the stock was closely followed.  In 1977 a weekly Bay of Fundy newsletter was
initiated that became the mode for the reporting of news of all kinds relating to fisheries for the general area.

16. THE DECLINE AND FALL OF FISHERMEN’S INFLUENCE IN ATLANTIC CANADA

It is all the more regretful that from 1980 onwards virtually all that had been gained in terms of fishermen’s
influence and effort was lost.  This was the result of a number of events which began with a change in the
Directorship of the Coop, which was built into its original rules.  The position was of limited term and was to be
filled alternatively from the two provinces – Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.  There was a provincially-based
split in  the organization with the foundation of the South West Seiner Association, and inexperience on the part of
the incoming president in the functioning of the by-now complex reporting system led to the loss of the central
distributional aspects, leaving only the over-the side sales to provide leverage for higher prices. The unpopularity
of this arrangement was as great as ever among the processing component and it would clearly be soon lost. 

In June 1980 the St. Andrews analytical programme detected a change in  the pattern of reporting, by now
familiar to the staff responsible,  which by numerical analysis could best be explained by collusion between
certain boats and certain plants, but this evidence, because it was circumstantial was not acted on. This made
suspect the most vital of the function of the project, to produce information to ensure resource protection.  Figure
3 shows how landings and TACs have varied over the period 1997 – 2000.

Over that period there was also major changes in  the departmental personnel responsible for local
supervision who were replaced with individuals with less knowledge and interest.  A change at the Regional
Director level  resulted in an more significant change for under the new Director the personal interest needed in
the project was such that local supervision and interaction became almost absent. A new 10-year plan for the
herring/mackerel fisheries introduced in 1981 hardly referred to the recent history of the original project, and the
same can be said for the 1982 Kirby Report, which was intended to indicate the best policy to be followed by the
Atlantic fisheries as a whole.  All  this meant that the unique experience by certain departmental staff  and their
unusually effective cooperation with fishermen, and indeed both sides of industry, could not be applied to other
fisheries, and, of course, it was lost to the Bay of Fundy fishermen.
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These changes
included scientific concl-
usions that could be  relevant
to the exploitation of the cod
stocks, which despite the
projection of large increases
in the Kirby report, declined
and collapsed during the
1980s with the enormous
social and economic effects
that still remain.  In fact, it is
the way in which the history
of the herring fisheries in
this area can play a part in
more promising develop-
ments that has encouraged
me to write this report. 

17. THE 1980s AND 1990s

The new Director General, by advertising the overall results of the Bay of Fundy project, ensured that its
original success became recognized world wide, through his attendance at the many meetings that were being
held on management matters. The full effect of the 200 nautical mile national jurisdictional extension  had
become felt, as had the necessity  for sub-allocation. Many countries took appropriate action but the change in
the Canadian position was not emphasized.

In the Bay of Fundy area the 1980s was a time when little local intervention was possible because of the
lack of scientific staff, caused by position reductions and postings, but the remaining technical staff, who had been
responsible for the setting up of the data base collation and analysis, continued to improve its reliability  and
coverage even during a period when under-reporting was thought on the increase.  By the mid 1980s the author
returned to the St. Andrews station and more staff were hired to support the assessment mandate, but still within
the context of boat quotas .

There had been no indications of  biological stock failure despite significant environmental variability  in
the 1980s and the marked improvement in the length and the quality of the database, which had accumulated since
1969, ensured reasonably quick diagnoses.  The degree of under-reporting during the season did not affect
relations with either side of  industry which, on a personal basis, was friendly and trusting, bearing witness to a
long period of mutual co-operation, and the biological sampling regime was building up an exceptionally broad
picture of herring biology.

There was, over the same period, significant changes both in herring products demanded and in their
availability but the industry  was more flexible and better able to adjust. Two significant developments were the
roe market and the developing salmon aquaculture industry, which interacted greatly with herring in the area.

In the 1990s the St. Andrews herring programme renewed and improved the system of what could be called
an in-season management approach based on close and frequent discussions with all fishery participants. One
notable development was the involvement of the largest herring company in the area in the sampling programme
which covered all herring landed with them. The data handling techniques took advantage of the improvement in
computer techniques and knowledge of the stock structure was greatly increased. The result, over some 30 years,
is the accumulation of a unique data set for a major fish component of  the marine environment whose existence
can claim to be one of the major achievements of the project.  The reality of the changes are demonstrated by the
fact that a few years ago the major company involved was taken over by the Weston complex, a global company
of Canadian origin, who are now inviting buyers with an expected price rumoured to be not far short of a billion
dollars!

18. THE 2001 ATLANTIC FISHERIES POLICY

A policy review for Atlantic fisheries is now being discussed, and is widely reported to give an indication
of attitudes, particularly those of the fishermen, whose influence is responsible for the current situation. Since
1975, the sub-allocation programme has become virtually universal, for all species in all areas, and it is a key
element of departmental policy and function.
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At a recent meeting in Atlantic Canada, attended by  representatives of both sides of industry, stakeholders
involved in all important species and gear types, showed a level of distrust and frustration that showed that it
would be impossible to gain their combined support for the objectives of the review.  The arguments presented
by  the fishermen’s leaders were well based and knowledgeable, making the idea that fishermen should be tested
and licensed, if successful, quite ridiculous. They were certainly more professional that most departmental
representatives.

The fishermen’s main argument was, not that they disagreed with the principle of  sub-allocation  but that
its original promise had become subverted  to serve the special interests of  the processing side of industry.  The
resource had been diverted to fewer and larger groups controlled by the processing sector. These had received
public money in large quantities, in the interests of creating shore jobs, and especially during the groundfish
debacle, but had survived  to use political inflluence at the highest level  for favourable treatment against the
owner-operator.

A major problem was the transfer of licences and their concentration in the hands of individual companies
that effectively converted a privilege, to be constantly justified, to ownership . The result, it was claimed, meant
in practice, that the Federal Government had virtually lost control over, and ownership of, the marine resource.
The resource had been privatized destroying both the force of the 1867 Fisheries Act and preventing its use to
achieve public and not private objectives. This loss included the globalization of a publicly-owned resource to
forces which can easily match the government in litigating power.

The leasing process, by which the licence to fish is rented from the processor, who loses the expense of boat
operation, but controls the purchase of the catch, to convert professional fishermen into low grade employees
rather than shareholders in a worthy and dangerous profession, should be made impossible.  Fishing rights should
be given to professional fishermen.

Other equally important issues were raised, but two that deserve to be emphasized are the proposed intention
to license professional fishermen, an insult a group who are already professionals and   which raises the point for
fishermen as to who, amongst a department of amateurs, is going to define what is meant by the term.  And
second, is the apparent intent to manage fisheries by policy. It was pointed out that Canadian’s rights are
enshrined in legislation and policy is the bureaucratic way of evading rights, while those doing so maintain theirs.
It  would make impossible the achievement of  the stated objective, to allow the industry to become involved in
the creation of policy in Atlantic Canada and ignores the part played by organized fishermen, in getting to the
current situation and the fact that they have been excluded for some 20 years. Even these concerns do not include
that raised by the Aboriginal question arising from the Supreme Court’s recent decision. This could be seen as
granting fishing privileges, not to individuals, but to a poorly defined group, which surely raises the question of
ownership in a different context.

19. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The theme of this report is that the Bay of Fundy herring fisheries, and particularly the seine fishery, have
played a crucial role in the origin and development of modern fisheries management on a world-wide basis based
on  the acceptance of jurisdictional extension and the use of the process of  sub-allocation.  This has been used
by most maritime countries to achieve, it must be stressed, sovereign ownership of its offshore resources. 

This is realized and accepted by a small and diminishing  group of individuals who were direct partners in
the original developments. This means that the elements that can be linked  to its original success are becoming
unknown and ignored even though they could well make a significant contribution to current problems, both
technical and scientific.

The emphasis is that management is, always was, and always will be, a multi-disciplinary and
interdisciplinary process and attempts to oversimplify problems should be avoided.  In particular, while sub-
allocation is necessary to achieve results in anything but the most simple situation, it does not guarantee the
achievement of any specific goals, which are the result of economic, social and political influence that
themselves are dependent on  the current situation and the social and political system that is being used, or
challenged.
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INITIAL ALLOCA TION OF QUOTA RIGHTS IN THE 
SCOTIA-FUNDY INSHORE MOBILE-GEAR GROUNDFISH FISHER Y

D.S.K. Liew
Policy and Economics, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Maritimes Region

P.O.Box 1035, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada B2Y4T3.
<LiewD@mar.dfo-mpc.gc.ca>

1. INTRODUCTION

Prior to the introduction of the Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ) programme, the Scotia-Fundy Inshore
Groundfish Mobile Gear fleet included 455 licences on vessels up to 64 feet 11 inches in length.  These vessels
operated under a competitive quota regime.  Fishermen utilized mainly otter trawls with a few using Scottish and
Danish seines, to fish cod (Gadus morhua), haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), pollock (Pollachius virens),
redfish (Sebastes spp), flatfish (Pleuronectiformes) and various groundfish species.  These vessels were based in
the Scotia-Fundy fisheries management area and fished in Canadian waters of the Bay of Fundy, Georges Bank
and the Scotian Shelf  (NAFO Areas 4 and 5).  Figure 1 shows the map of the Scotia-Fundy fisheries management
area and the NAFO statistical divisions in this region. 

Figure 1
The Scotia-Fundy management region

The ITQ programme applies to inshore mobile gear vessels less than 65 feet.  There were also other fleet
sectors, the Inshore Fixed Gear and Offshore sectors, not in this programme, that exploit the same groundfish
stocks.  The Inshore Fixed Gear consisted of about 2500 licensed vessels of less than 65 feet, which employed
mainly longline, gillnet and handline gears.  The Offshore Sector consisted of three fleets, (a) vessels between 65
and 99 feet 11 inches using mobile gear, (b) vessels 100 feet and over using mobile gear and, (c) vessels 65 feet
and over using fixed gear.  The Inshore Fixed Gear Fleet operated under a competitive quota regime while the
three offshore fleets operated in enterprise allocation (EA) programmes of their own. 

The Scotia-Fundy inshore groundfish fleets grew dramatically in fishing power since 1977.  The number of
licences increased in the 1970s and, following limited entry and length controls on various segments of the fleets
at different times in the 1976 to 1980 period, vessels grew in tonnage and horsepower during boom periods in
1978-81 and 1987-89.  Growth between 1978 and 1981 was supported in part by government financial assistance
through loans and subsidies in vessel building.  Government financial assistance was greatly curtailed in the early
1980s but the doubling of fish prices between 1985 and 1987 provided fishermen with a major source of funds
to finance the fleet growth of 1987-1989 (Haliday et al. 1992).

Excess capacity in the groundfish fishery became a significant problem during the 1980s.  In the Scotia-
Fundy region, the Inshore Mobile Gear fleet was identified as the fleet with the biggest capacity problem.  A 1986
study concluded that this fleet was four times the size required to harvest its F0.1quota (DFO 1986).
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Annual management plans became increasingly complex as government and industry attempted to share the
resource among too many participants and spread fishing activity over the entire year.  Limited entry licensing,
vessel size limitations, gear restrictions, trip limits and seasonal quotas were some of the management measures
introduced in an attempt to curb fleet capacity and fishing effort but few were successful.  In 1989, when
management plan negotiations broke down, the annual quota for this fleet was caught by June and the fishery
subsequently closed, not to be reopened until 1990. Descriptions of the fisheries that formed part of this
programme can be found in Parsons (1993). 

A task force was commissioned in the summer of 1989 to assess the situation.  It made many
recommendations but a key one was to reduce the fleet capacity.  Individual quotas was identified as a way to do
that.  This ultimately led to the decision by the Minister of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)  to
implement an individual transferable quota programme for this fleet as a means to promote fleet rationalization. 

The ITQ programme for the Scotia-Fundy Inshore Mobile Gear Groundfish fleet came into effect in January
1991.  The initial programme consisted of ITQs for six1 groundfish stocks; they were Cod 4Vn(j-a), Cod 4Vn (m-
d), Cod 4VsW, Cod 4X5Y,
Haddock 4X5Y and Pollock
4VWX5.  The ITQ programme
has since expanded to cover
twelve groundfish stocks.  The
remaining six stocks were
introduced at various times:
Cod 5Z and Haddock 5Z in
1992; Flounder 4VW and
Flounder 4X in 1994; and
Redfish Unit 2 and Redfish
Unit 3 in 1996.   All the stocks
that entered the programme in
later years were also considered
during the initial programme,
but it was decided not to
implement ITQs for them at the
time.  Table 1 shows the Mobile
Gear fleet quotas by stock at
the time of implementation.

Although the features of
the programme were the same
for all twelve stocks, there were
slight variations in the sharing
formulas and the processes used in the sharing of the quotas.  The sharing formula and process described in this
paper mainly focuses on the initial 1991 programme, with only brief references to the allocations of stocks done
in subsequent years. 

2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHT

Prior to ITQs, groundfish mobile gear licences were limited entry licences and were only valid when used
on a vessel of the appropriate size.  The Inshore Mobile Gear Groundfish fishery operated under a competitive
quota regime.  Licence holders could fish competitively for the allowable fleet quotas subject to the licensing
restrictions of their licence and other management measures such as trip limits and seasonal quotas.  Licences
could be transferred to other full-time fishermen employing the same vessel sizes. Licences could also be banked
for a period of up to two years, if the licence holders did not have a vessel to use in the fishery.

After ITQs were put in place, licence holders could only fish the specified amount of quotas that were
allocated to their licences for the year.  Quota rights were allocated on a stock-by-stock basis and were allocated
as percentages of the Mobile Gear Inshore fleet catch quotas.  The actual tonnage of quota in each stock could
vary by year depending on the total allowable catch of the stock for the year.  
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A typical 65’ Scotian-Fundy ‘dragger’ that would have participated
in the mobile gearITQ pr ogramme

Photo: Airborne Maritime Surveillance Unit, Provincial Airlines Limited,
Halifax, Nova Scotia

1 Original calculations were made for eight stocks. Cod 4X and Cod 5Ywere 2 different stocks at the start of the allocation
process but they were combined as one stock, Cod 4X5Y, in December 1990.  ITQ shares were also calculated for Haddock
4TVW, but were not allocated to licence holders when it was decided to manage this stock as a by-catch of the cod and
pollock fisheries.  These changes reduced the number of stocks with percentage shares allocated to six. 



The quotas could be traded either on a temporary (for the year only) or permanent basis.  When quotas were
traded on a temporary basis, the actual quantities (tonnages) of quota for the year were traded and the permanent
percentage shares were not affected.  Quota entitlements revert to the permanent quota holder the following year.
In permanent trades, the percentage shares were traded along with the corresponding quantities.  Only temporary
transfers were allowed during the first two years of the programme.  Permanent transfers came into effect in 1993
and since then, both permanent and temporary transfers have been allowed.  

There was also a limit on the maximum amount of quota a licence could accumulate.  At the start of the
programme in 1991, this limit was set at 2% of the total Mobile Gear fleet quota in all 6 stocks.  This 2% applied
to the total only, so it was possible for a licence to accumulate more than 2% in any single stock.  The 2% limit
included both permanent and temporary quotas.  As stocks were added to the ITQ programme, the 2% would
remain the same but the absolute amount of quota would increase.  The groundfish resource decline in 1993 put
the quota holdings of some licences over the 2% limit and this limit was subsequently changed to the greater of
2% of the total Inshore Mobile Gear Groundfish quotas or 600t.  

No banking of quotas were permitted.  Any uncaught quotas at the end of the year were not added to the
following year’s entitlement.  Uncaught quotas could be temporarily transferred to other licence holders who had
overfished their quotas.

Table 1
Groundfish quotas by stock,

Scotia-Fundy inshore mobile gear fleet

3. THE METHOD OF QUOTA ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives 

There were no pre-set objectives on how the shares were to be divided.  Fisheries management committees
in the Maritimes Region had always operated based on consensus among members.  The allocation process used
continued this consensus approach.  The allocation formula chosen attempted to minimize the amount of
deviations from current levels of activity and also provided some access to those who had not fished in recent
years, so enhancing the environment for consensus building. 

3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

The allocation process started in February 1990 and a Working Group was established.  The Working Group
consisted of representatives from members of the Mobile Gear Groundfish fleet and groundfish industry
associations, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick provincial governments, and DFO.  The mandate of the Working
Group included: (a) to decide on the stocks to include in the programme, (b) to choose the sharing formula and
the appeal system, (c) to set the initial operating guidelines of the programme, and (d) to discuss the effective
monitoring of the quotas.
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Stock 
 

Quotas in year of 
implementation 

(tonnes)  

ITQ allocated in 1991 
  Cod 4VN (j-a) 
  Cod 4VN (m-d) 
  Cod 4VsW 
  Cod 4X5Y  
  Haddock 4X5Y 
  Pollock 4VWX5 
  Subtotal 
ITQ allocated in 1992 
  Cod 5Z 
  Haddock 5Z 
ITQ allocated in 1994 
  Flounder 4VW 
  Flounder 4X5Y 
ITQ allocated in 1996 
  Redfish Unit 2 
  Redfish Unit 3 

Total all stocks  

 

626 
2 121 
4 010 

11 130 
2 770 
9 840 

30 497 
 

4 430 
2 535 

 
2 375 
3 350 

 
1 034 
3 707 

47 928 



Between February and May 1990, the Working Group held three workshops each of 2-3 days in duration
and four one-day meetings to formulate the allocation formula.  The implementation date for the programme,
originally set for 1 May 1990, was deferred to 1 January 1991 due to the complexity of the programme.
Notifications of the first set of sharing options and approximate individual shares were mailed to all licence
holders in June 1990.  The Working Group also held meetings in the summer of 1990 in fishing communities
around the Scotia-Fundy fishery management area to explain the proposed programme and hear the views of
licence holders.  The Working Group held a few more meetings between June and December 1990 to discuss the
features of the programme such as transferability options and processes, possible limits on quota accumulation
and the duration of the programme.  

The Working Group considered a number of sharing formula options. Among these were: (a) equal shares,
(b) shares based on the level of investment in the fishery, (c) shares based on the number of years in the fishery,
(d) shares based on historic catch, (e) shares based on the size of vessel, (f) minimum and maximum shares, and
(g) combinations or variations on the above.  The advantages and disadvantages of each option were debated and
they were also evaluated using simple examples.  The sharing formulas that offered better potential for adoption
were further evaluated by applying the formula to the actual data and impact analyses were run.   The impact
analyses were presented to the Working Group who might then decide to discard the option or fine-tune the
formula for further consideration.   All the data presented to the Working Group did not contain any identification
of the vessels or licence holders, to protect the confidentiality of stakeholders and to prevent conflict of interests.
A few rounds of analyses were presented to the Working Group before they voted for the final (or semi-final)
formula.  As will be explained in Section 3.3, there were two separate allocation formulas, (a) one for vessels less
than 45 feet (C1) and (b) one for vessels 45-64 feet (C2).  The Working Group offered only one sharing option
for C1 but two for C2.  The C2 licence holders voted for the final formula used.

Two mail-outs to all 455 licence holders were made, one in June and one in early December 1990, before
the final allocations were sent out in late December 1990.  The June mail-out contained information on the
licence-vessel histories, catch histories of the licence and approximate quotas in each stock, along with appeals
information and forms for appeals.  The early December mail-out contained updated information on the catch
histories and quota allocations, as well as ballots for the licence holders to choose whether to remain in the
programme, preferred features of the programme and on the formula to use for C2 licences. 

3.3 Allocation method chosen

The average best two of four years’mobile gear catch histories of the licence for the years 1986-1989 was
chosen as the basis to allocate the quota.  Subject to some refinements, quota shares were distributed
proportionately based on the average best two of four years’mobile catch histories of the licence in each stock.  

In the Scotia-Fundy fisheries, groundfish licences could be transferred from one licence holder to another
and licences could also be switched from one vessel to another.  As a result, the catch history of the licence holder
could be different from that of the licence or the vessel.  The Working Group chose the catch histories of the
licence and not that of the person or vessel as a basis for sharing quotas.

There were two allocation formulas, one for licences on vessels less than 45 feet (C1) and one for licences
on vessels 45-64 feet (C2).  In fact, the Working Group offered two different formulas for C2, and C2 licence
holders were asked to vote on the final formula to use.  Only the formulas used are presented in this report - details
on the other C2 formula can be found in DFO (1991).  While the fishery was managed on competitive quotas
prior to the ITQ programme, there were separate quotas for each vessel length group and this past division of
quotas aided the separate calculation of IQs for each vessel length category.  Licences within a category shared
the quota in that category and each stock was allocated separately. 

The basic sharing in both vessel categories was the same - it was proportionate to the average best two of
four years’mobile catch histories for the years 1986 to 1989.  The main difference between the C1 and C2
formulas was in the minimum allocation and in how the pool of quota to settle appeals was set aside.  In the C1
formula, licences with total allocations of less than 7t (for all six stocks) were topped up to 7t, while in C2, there
was no top up.  It was therefore possible for some C2 licences to have no quota at all.  In C1, a pool of quota for
allocations arising from appeals (Appeal Pool) was created by taxing 10% of the quota from licences that were
not topped up to 7t, excluding the successful appellants.  In C2, the Appeal Pool was created by setting aside
1100t or about 7.51% of the C2 quota prior to the individual allocations.

In summary, the allocation formula consisted of a basic share, refinements to the basic shares (such as
minimum allocation) and settlement of appeals from the pools of quota set aside especially for this purpose.  Table 2
summarizes the allocation formulas for C1 and C2.  The details of the allocation process including the
computational process and settlement of appeals will be described in Sections 4 and 5.
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4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS
4.1 Data requirements and sources 

The data required for the calculation of the individual shares included the mobile catches by fish stock for
each licence for each of the years 1986 to 1989.  Other administrative data included the licence holders’names
and addresses, and the vessels’home-ports, gross registered tonnage and lengths.

Except for the data required for the settlement of appeals, all the data required for the calculation of
individual shares were obtained from data kept at the Maritimes Region of the DFO.  Two regional DFO data
systems, the Licensing System and the Catch and Effort System, provided all the basic data requirements.  The
Licensing System contained the licence holders and vessels information and tracked the licence, vessel and owner
relationships over time.  The Catch and Effort System contained the details on the quantities and species of fish
caught by vessel.  

As the vessel licence histories and vessel catch histories were on two separate systems, a major process was
involved in linking the data from the two systems in order to track the catch histories to the licence.  The catches
associated with a licence over time were obtained by taking the catches of the vessels which were used to fish the
licence over the corresponding periods the licence was held on the vessels.  For example, if a licence was used
to fish on two vessels in a year, Vessel A from January 1 to May 15 and Vessel B from May 16 to December 31,
then the catch history of the licence (for that year) would be obtained by summing up the catch of Vessel A from
January 1 to May 15 and the catch of Vessel B from May 16 to December 31.   If, on the other hand, a vessel uses
two licences, Licence X between January 1 and Aug 20, and Licence Y between Aug 21 and December 31, then
the fish caught by this vessel between January 1 and Aug 20 would be credited to Licence X and the fish caught
between Aug 21 and December 31 would be credited to Licence Y.

Table 2
Summary of allocation formulas used in the 1991 allocation of  ITQs

in the Scotia-Fundy inshore mobile gear groundfish fleet

This micro level of linkage was a time consuming exercise as it was compounded by some data problems,
such as overlapping dates and banking of licences.  This occurred when there was not a one-to-one relationship
between licences and vessels at any point in time.  In overlapping dates, there could be two or more vessels
associated with one licence, or there could be two or more licences associated with one vessel at the same time.
This could be due to errors in the source documents or errors in data entries.  Fixing these data problems meant
going back to the source (paper) documents to find the correct dates and making changes in the data system.  Over
the course of fixing the problems, a number of iterations had to be run as it was possible that fixing one problem
could expose another that had not been evident before. 
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Less than 45 feet   (C1) 45-64 feet   (C2) 
(1) Formula: 

1. Allocations proportionate to average best 2 of 4 
yearsÕ mobile catch history in 1986-1989 in 
each stock. 

2. Minimum allocation of 7t per licence. 

(2) Pool for appeals: 
A. Created by taxing 10% of quota from licences 

that were not topped up to 7t, excluding the 
successful appellents. 

1. Categories of appeals: 
B. Catch history 
C. Dual gear history 
D. Extenuating circumstances 
2. Settlement of appeals: 
E. Catch history appeals settled through 

redistribution of quota based on revised 
histories.   

F. Dual Gear history appeals settled from quota in 
Appeal Pool. 

G. Extenuating Circumstances appeals settled 
from quota in Appeal Pool.  Award formulas 
for extenuating circumstances appeals were 
given in catch histories, which might or might 
not result in more quotas.  

(3) Formula: 
3. Allocations proportionate to average best 2 of 4 

yearsÕ mobile catch history in 1986-1989 in 
each stock. 

4. No minimum allocation. 

(4) Pool for appeals: 
Created by setting aside 1100t of quota 
(about 7.51% of C2 quota).  

 
3. Categories of appeals: 
H. Catch history 
I. Dual gear history 
J. Extenuating circumstances 
4. Settlement of appeals: 
K. Catch history appeals settled through 

redistribution of quota based on revised 
histories.   

L. Dual Gear history appeals settled from quota in 
Appeal Pool. 

M. Extenuating Circumstances appeals settled 
from quota in Appeal Pool.  Award formulas 
for extenuating circumstances appeals were 
given in catch histories, which might or might 
not result in more quotas.  



“Banking” problems, (i.e. where a licence was maintained but not in association with a vessel) occurred
when the same vessel was associated with two or more licences at the same time.  This problem was more of a
structural problem than a source document or data entry one.  In the Maritimes Region, licences could be banked
for a period of up to two years.  While the licence was banked, the vessel could be sold or leased to another licence
holder to be used in the same or different fishery.  The system had to keep the vessel association to the banked
licence for policy requirements.  Although the majority of the banking problems were solved by changing the
computer programme used to extract the data, some manual intervention was also required.  Again, this meant
going back to the source documents, which was often a time consuming process. 

4.2 Computational process

Each allocation process could be divided into the following main steps:

i. Basic sharing,which was based on catch histories in 1986-1989 on a stock by stock basis.
ii. Refinements to the basic sharing formulawhich included the topping-up to minimum allocations and the

setting-aside of quotas to settle appeals.
iii. Settlement of appealswhere successful appellants were given additional quotas from the Pool of quota set

aside. Any unused Pool was redistributed back to the non-appellants (excluding licences topped up to 7t in
the case of C1).

The allocation was done at the stock level.  A licence’s basic share in each stock was proportionate to the
licence’s average best two of four years’mobile gear catch history over the years 1986 to 1989.  For each fish
stock, the sum of all the individual licences’average best two years then formed the total base for the stock (in
each category).  The individual licence’s share of the quota would be equal to the licence’s average best two years’
history divided by the stock’s total base.  For each licence, the best two years in each stock were computed
separately and it could be possible that Stock A might have the same or different best two years than Stock B.

After the basic sharing was done, refinements were made to the basic allocation.  These refinements
consisted of a series of “top-ups” for licences with low initial quotas and the taxing of quota for the Appeal Pool.
The top-up conditions vary, and together with taxing and the appeal process, made the allocation an extremely
complex process.  

The rest of this Section explains steps 1 and 2 of the allocation process.  The allocation of quotas to
successful appellants was a complex process and is described in the Appeals Section (Section 5).

C1 Formula

Basic allocations were first calculated using the average best-two-of-four years’mobile catch histories.  A
licence’s individual quota would be proportional to the licence’s best-two-of-four mobile history in the stock
divided by the total best-two-of-four mobile histories of all C1 licences.   After this was done, the licences whose
basic allocations in all six stocks totaled less than 7t were identified and their allocations were topped up to 7t.
For these licences, the licences’basic allocations were discarded and the stock composition of the 7t were made
according to the following criteria:

i. For licences adjacent to NAFO Division 4VN, the 7t were taken from the stocks below in the following
proportions (weights):

Cod 4VN(m-d) 90% (6.30t)
Pollock 4VWX5 10% (0.70t)

ii. For licences adjacent to NAFO Division 4W, the 7t were taken from the stocks below in the following
proportions (weights):

Cod 4VsW 74% (5.18t)
Pollock 4VWX5 26% (1.82t)

iii. For the rest of the licences, that is licences adjacent to NAFO Division 4X, the 7t were taken from the stocks
below in the following proportions (weights):

Cod 4X5Y 46% (3.22t)
Haddock 4X5Y 18% (1.26t)
Pollock 4VWX5 36% (2.52t)

The assignment of stocks to the licences was made according to the licences’home areas.  This was done to
ensure accessibility or proximity of the licences to the stocks.  Moreover, to ensure that some stocks were not
over-allocated, the 7t were taken from the stocks in proportion to the respective C1 quota of each stock.

After the licences with basic allocations less than 7t were allocated 7t each, the remaining C1 quotas were
distributed among the rest of the licences, again using the average best-two-of-four histories.  At the same time,
a 10% tax was applied to these licences, excluding the successful appellants, to create the Appeal Pool.  On doing
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this however, a few licences that had basic allocations of more than 7t before ended up with less than 7t.  This
top-up and taxing step was repeated until every licence had a minimum of 7t.

C2 formula

An amount equal to 1100t was deducted from the total 1990 C2 quota of 14,640t to create the Appeal Pool.
The 1100t was taken from stocks in proportion to the 1990 quota for each stock.  The impact of this was equivalent
to reducing each basic allocation by 7.51%.  After the quota for the Appeal Pool was set aside, the remaining quota
in each stock was distributed among the licences based on the average best-two-of-four years’mobile catch histories.

5. APPEALS 
5.1 Reasons forappeals 

There were three main categories for appeals; they were (a) disputes over catch history, (b) dual gear catch
history and (c), extenuating circumstances.  

Catch history 

Licence holders could appeal if they disagreed with the catch histories DFO sent to them.  The discrepancies
in catch histories could be due to one or both of the following two factors:  (a) differences in the licence-vessel
histories, and  (b) differences in the quantities of catches that were credited to the licence even though the licence-
vessel histories were correct.

Licence holders who appealed their licence-vessel histories had to complete a form with the licence holder
name, vessel name and time-period the licence was registered on the vessel. Those with correct licence-vessel
histories but incorrect catch histories credited to the licence had to submit purchase slips (sales slips issued by the
buyer when fish was sold) and logbook records (records of where the fishing occurred and estimates of amounts
of fish caught) of the landings made for the period in dispute.

Dual gear catch history 

Only the mobile gear catch histories were used in the basic allocation formula.  There were some licences
holders who routinely fished groundfish using both mobile and fixed gears.  These licence holders could appeal
to get credits for their fixed gear catches if they routinely fished groundfish using both gears in the same year.

Licence holders had to submit a letter requesting to be considered for this appeal category.  There was no
need to submit their fixed gear catch histories as these catches would be in DFO’s data systems, unless of course
there were discrepancies between their catch records and DFO records. 

Extenuating circumstances 

Included in this category for appeal were circumstances such as (a) licence holder acquired the licence or vessel
during the review period, (b) vessel breakdown or under construction, and (c) family or health problems.  

Licence holders had to submit a letter describing the circumstances, historical earnings and expenses
information as well as a projection for 1991 earnings and expenses.  They could also opt to have their historical
data confirmed through taxation or unemployment insurance data sources by signing a Revenue Canada or
Unemployment Insurance Compensation information release declaration.  

5.2 The appeals process

The Working Group set the terms of reference for the appeals and appointed an Allocation Review Board to
determine the appeals allocations.  The selected board consisted of DFO area managers from the three Maritimes
Regions - Eastern Nova Scotia (ENS), Western Nova Scotia (WNS) and Southwest New Brunswick (SWNB).  In
addition to the Allocation Review Board members, nine industry observers were also selected by the Working
Group.  The nine observers selected were from members of the Inshore Mobile Gear Groundfish fleet, three each
from ENS, WNS and SWNB.  

The role of the industry observers was to attend the appeal hearings as observers to ensure that the appeals
were conducted fairly and in accordance with the guidelines.  Up to three observers could be present at any review
or hearing session but they could not participate in the deliberations of the Allocation Review Board.  The
observers had to sign an oath that they would treat the reviews or hearings as strictly confidential.  They could
not discuss the case with the licence holder at any time.  Observers could, if they felt a particular case has been
handled improperly or unfairly, submit a written report to the Minister of DFO. 
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Licence holders appealing their cases had to file appeals with the required supporting documents.  The appeals
were submitted to the Task Force office, described in Section 6.1.  Staff at the Task Force office and other DFO
employees would then verify the claims and report to the Allocation Review Board during the review sessions.  The
review sessions were directed by a chairperson, selected from among the three Board members, and attended by the
remaining two Board members, a secretary who would be non-voting and up to three industry observers.  

After a case has been reviewed, the Board would either render its initial recommendation, or if it was felt
that more information was required to reach a decision, it might ask for additional information or schedule a
hearing and request the licence holder to attend.  Licence holders could attend the hearings with a spokesperson.
The Board would render the final recommendation on a case after all cases had been reviewed or heard.

5.3 Formula used to settle appeals 

The formula and source of quota used to settle the appeals depended on the type of appeal.  Discrepancies
in catch histories would simply be corrected in DFO records and the shares re-calculated using the revised data.
Quota from the Appeal Pool was not used for the mobile gear catch history appeals.  The gains in quotas made
by these appellants would come from the proportionate losses among the remaining licence holders.  Quota in the
Appeal Pool was only used for the Dual Gear and Extenuating Circumstances appeals.  The awards for the Dual
Gear and Extenuating Circumstances appeals were not given explicitly in quantities of quota, but in amount of
catch histories, which in turn might or might not entitle the appellants to more quotas.  The following explains
the details of the awards in each category. 

Catch history

Catch history appeals were settled through redistribution of quota based on the revised best-two-of-four year
mobile catch histories.  In other words, the gains for the successful appellants were taken proportionately from those
who did not appeal.  Depending on whether the additional history affected the best or second best year, it was possible
that the additional history did not result in more quota.  The new average would only be higher than the original if the
approved catches changed the best or second best year.  As before, this was done on a stock-by-stock basis.  

Dual gear 

The fixed gear catch histories were used as the histories to earn the licences more quotas.

Extenuating circumstances

For those who appealed on the basis of extenuating circumstances, the new (catch) histories were explicitly
assigned using one of the following five formulas.  In a few cases, two formulas were considered and the formula
that gave the appellant more quota was used.

Formula A
The sum of 75% of the licence’s best year’s catch and 25% of the second best year’s catch.  This formula
was awarded to licence holders who had acquired a new vessel but had 4 years of catch history. 

Formula B
One hundred and thirty three percent (133%) of the licence’s catch in 1989.  This was awarded to licence
holders who only had one full year of history in 1989.

Formula C
The average of the average best two of four years’mobile catch histories for active vessels in the same
tonnage class.  The tonnage classes were in 5 gross ton intervals.  This formula was awarded to licence
holders who had no control over the licences’catch histories. 

Formula C  Modified 
Thirty three percent (33%) of Formula C.  This was awarded to licence holders who had no commitment
to groundfish but a sustained commitment to another year-round fishery. 

Formula D 
One hundred and twenty five percent (125%) of the licence’s best year’s catch.  This was awarded to
licence holders who had one full year of activity other than 1989.  

Formulas A, B and D used the licence’s own catch history.  Adjustments were made on a stock-by-stock basis.
As before, a licence could have different best or second best years for different stocks under Formulas A or D.

Under Formulas C and C Modified, the licences’catch histories, if there were any, were not used.  The
licences were assigned catch histories based on the average best-two-of-four years’catch histories of licences in
the same tonnage group.  The tonnage groups were divided in 5 gross ton intervals; for example, a licence on a
33-gross-ton vessel would be assigned the average of all the catches by vessels between 30-34 gross tons. The
assignment of histories to individual stocks was made according to proximity of the stocks to the licences’
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homeports. The stocks and proportions of total catch history assigned to each licence also varied by tonnage
group. 

The hierarchy for the adjustments for licences that appealed on all three reasons was as follows: (a) Catch
History, (b) Dual Gear, and (c) Extenuating Circumstances.  This means that any application of the formula used
for Extenuating Circumstances would be made after all Catch History and Dual Gear adjustments had been made.
The award formulas, all expressed in quantities of catch histories, were then grouped together by stock and shared
the quota available in the Appeal Pool.  As will be explained in the following section, the whole amount in the
Pool was not always all used in allocations to appellants. 

5.4 Calculation of after-appeals allocations 

Quota in the Appeal Pool was used for the successful appellants on Dual Gear and Extenuating
Circumstances.  The after-appeals quota for a licence was obtained by calculating the additional quota based on
the additional history, and adding this to the licence’s before-appeals quota; again, this was done on a stock-by-
stock basis.

The successful appellants’additional histories for each stock would be the difference between the new and
the original histories.  The additional quotas were calculated by distributing the amount of quota in the Appeal
Pool among the additional histories on a stock-by-stock basis.  In some stocks, there were enough quotas available
to settle all appeals at the original quota-history ratios.  The original quota-history ratio was the 1990 quota
divided by the sum of the average best-two-of-four mobile catch histories of all licences (in the category) for the
stock.  Table 3 shows the 1990 quotas, the sum of the average best-two-of-four years’mobile catch histories and
the quota-history ratios in each stock.  When there was enough quota in the Appeal Pool to settle all appeals at
the original quota-history ratio, the additional histories were given quotas at the original quota-history rate (for
the stock) and any unused quota was redistributed proportionately back to those who contributed to the Pool.  This
was to ensure that an additional tonne of history of the successful appellants would not give them more quotas
than a tonne of original history of the non-appellants.   In some stocks, however, there was not enough quota
available to award appellants at the original quota-history ratio, in which case, each successful appellant took a
proportionate reduction and the whole Pool was used up.   In C1, there were enough quotas in the Pool to award
successful appellants at the original quota-history rate for three stocks, while in C2, all six stocks had enough
quotas in the Pool to award appellants at the original quota-history ratios. 

Table 3
1990 quotas,  sum of average-best-two-of-four years’mobile history, and 

quota-history ratios by stock, Scotia-Fundy mobile gear groundfish ITQ fleet

The after-appeals quotas were then obtained by adding the additional quotas to the before-appeals quotas.
While a licence’s total quota in all six stocks was higher after appeals (compared to before appeals), it was not
necessarily the case for every stock.  It was possible that the after appeals quota was lower for some stocks if the
original catch histories in the stocks were higher than what were awarded under the appeal formulas.

It was also possible that the formula awarded to some licences gave them less fish than their original
allocation. This was likely to occur under the Formula C and C Modified awards.  When the appeal awards gave
them less quota than their original entitlement, they were given back their original entitlements and the appeal
awards were not used.  The computation of additional quotas was repeated for the remaining successful appellants
until every one was at least equal or better off after appeals. 
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C1 

 
C2 

 
Stock 

1990 
quota 

Sum of average 
best-two-of-four 

years' mobile 
history 

Original 
quota-
history 
ratio 

1990 
quota 

Sum of average 
best-two-of-four 

years' mobile 
history 

Original 
quota-
history 
ratio 

Cod 4VN (j-a) 
Cod 4VN (m-d) 
Cod 4VsW 
Cod 4X 
Cod 5Y 
Haddock 4X5Y 
Pollock 4VWX+5 
Total  

190 
1 065  
1 215  
3 940  

215 
1 520  
3 935  

12 080  

838  
1 987  
2 549  
5 028  

164  
4 971  
5 481  

21 018  

0.23  
0.54  
0.48  
0.78  
1.31  
0.31  
0.72  
0.57  

470 
515 

2 775  
3 190  

535 
1 250  
5 905  

14 640  

1 216  
1 232  
5 441  
5 999  

595  
5 609  
9 149  

29 241  

0.39  
0.42  
0.51  
0.53  
0.90  
0.22  
0.65  
0.50  



6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS
6.1 Staff requirements

A Task Force office was set up in the summer of 1989 during the Task Force study into the groundfish crisis.
This office operated throughout the ITQ Programme implementation stage in 1990.  It had a staff of three,
consisting of a manager, an analyst and an office administrator.  During 1990, this office handled all matters
related to the implementation of the ITQ Programme, including answering inquiries from the industry, handling
the correspondence to licence holders, providing administrative support to the Working Group and industry
consultations, conducting data and document checks and providing support to the Allocation Review Board.  The
operation of this office continued for about a year after the implementation of ITQs to develop and implement the
Catch Monitoring Programme, which is a programme for the dockside reporting of fish landed.   The Catch
Monitoring Programme was a mandatory requirement of the ITQ Programme. 

Besides the Task Force staff, there were also a number of other DFO employees involved.  The DFO
representatives on the Working Group were two senior managers from the Maritimes Region.  Besides the two
senior managers, a DFO Fisheries Management manager and a DFO economist also attended most of the Working
Group meetings and helped to develop options and facilitate discussions.  The technical work on the calculation
of the individual shares was managed by another DFO economist and supported by a computer programmer and
additional programmers on an as-required basis.  The technical work on the allocation of shares, including
running the impact analyses, quality control of data, awarding of appeal quotas, and preparing the quota reports
to licence holders was almost a full time job for the technical team for about six months.   In addition, two other
DFO employees in the Maritimes Region were also involved in the data checking and document validation for
about two months. 

6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

There was some special funding from DFO available for this Programme.   All the expenses of the Task
Force office including the salaries of the three staff, the salaries of the computer programmers, the travelling costs
of DFO and industry members to the Working Group meetings, and the expenses of the Allocation Review Board
came from this special allocation.  The salaries of the other DFO staff involved were paid out of their normal
operating budgets.

7. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS
7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

As already indicated in Section 3.1, there were no pre-set objectives on how the shares were to be divided.
The Working Group, composed mainly of fishing industry stakeholders, designed the sharing formula and set the
terms of reference for the appeals.  This was done in an environment of open dialogue and consensus building. 

7.2 Satisfaction of rights holders with the process

There was general acceptance of the allocation and appeal processes.  As could be expected, there were
some disagreements during the Working Group discussions, and some complaints from licence holders who
claimed that DFO did not have all their catch history records and the low level of the quotas they were
allocated.  The complaints on catch history records were dealt with through the appeals process described
earlier.  The complaints on low levels of quotas arose mainly because licence holders did not realize that the
average best-two-of-four years formula used as the basis for sharing was an inflated catch history base.  By
definition, the average best-two-of-four years’catch in any stock would be higher than the average catch of all
four years, and even if the quota levels were to remain constant over the 1986-1990 period, a tonne of average
best-two-of-four years’history would result in less than a tonne of quota allocation.  As shown in Table 3, the
quota-history ratios varied by stock and ranged from 0.22 to 1.31.  On average, the quota-history ratio was just
over 0.50 for all stocks.

The acceptance of the basic sharing formula and appeals process was also indicated by the continued use of
the catch history of the licence as the primary basis for sharing quotas in stocks that came into ITQs in later years.
The appeals process appeared to be fair to licence holders as well.  The transparency of the appeals process with
its clear guidelines and the presence of  industry observers also helped.  In fact, in the 1992 allocation of Cod 5Z
and Haddock 5Z, the ITQ Management Committee requested that the original Review Allocation Board members
conduct the appeals again.  However, this request was rejected by the original Board members!

7.3 Hindsight assessment

The process of involving industry participation in the allocation process and letting the licence holders
choose the features of the program continued the DFO practice of co-management, involving stake holders in
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fisheries management.  If the allocations were to be done today, there would likely be little change from the
process employed then.

The use of catch history as the primary basis for the sharing of quotas appears to be the preferred choice
among licence holders in the groundfish fishery, as is evident by the subsequent uses of catch histories in the
sharing formulas of other stocks in later years.  Catch history was also used as the primary basis to allocate
individual quotas in the Scotia-Fundy Groundfish Fixed Gear 45’-64’fleet in 1997.   The use of catch histories
minimized the disruptions from current activity levels and should provide for a smoother transition from the old
to the new regime. 

More recent discussions on individual quota allocations have tended towards having a small portion of the
quota allocated based on equal shares to give access to those with low catch histories.  While this was not an
explicit feature of the formula, the minimum allocation of seven tonnes in the C1 group was another way of
giving access to those licence holders with low catch histories.  A similar minimum allocation of 50t was also
proposed for licences with low catch histories in the other C2 formula, but the licence holders voted not to adopt
it.  Topping up to minimum allocations would generally give a higher level of access to those with low catch
histories when compared to allocating a small portion of quota based on equal shares and this practice reduces
the gap between the highest and lowest allocations. 

The different formulas for appeal awards and the awarding of two formula choices in some cases made the
allocation of appeals extremely complex.  There was no guarantee that the successful appellants would get more
quota as a result and numerous iterations had to be run to ensure that they did not end up with less quotas after a
successful appeal.   While still using catch histories as the basis for allocating quotas for appellants, the ITQ
Management Board also recognized the complexity of the original award formulas.  In allocations of individual
quotas in later years they moved away from the complicated five-formula award system to a simplified version.
Overall, the allocation process and sharing formulas used in the initial ITQ program in 1991 appeared to be well
accepted by the industry.
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1. THE MID-A TLANTIC SURF CLAM AND OCEAN QUAHOG FISHER Y: 
FROM MORA TORIUM TO ITQS

The Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (MAFMC, or the Mid-Atlantic Council) is one of eight
regional councils responsible for managing United States fisheries in the 3 - 200 nm zone of federal jurisdiction
under the framework of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Public Law 94-265),
which went into effect in 1977.  The surf clam (Spisula solidissima) fishery, which is under the jurisdiction of the
Mid-Atlantic Council, was the first federal fishery subject to restrictions on entry. (The states have jurisdiction
from 0-3 nm; there were some limited entry systems in state fisheries prior to 1976; in 1977 the State of New
Jersey also imposed limited entry on the surf clam fishery prosecuted in its waters.)  Beginning in 1978 a
moratorium was imposed, limiting the fishery to the existing vessels which then numbered 184, a number
adjusted to 142 because of inactivity (MAFMC 1990).  An annual total allowable catch (TAC) was set and divided
into quarterly quotas. Limits on fishing-time (per vessel) were also established to encourage and balance
distribution of fishing effort throughout the year and stabilize the supply to processors.  The MAFMC eventually
agreed upon an explicit policy to set the TAC at a level which allowed for a ten-year supply of surf clams based
on the then present standing stock.  A similar TAC-setting process occurred for the closely related fishery for
ocean quahogs (Arctica islandica) but without fishing-time restrictions and for a 30-year supply horizon.  In
September 1989 the Mid-Atlantic Council voted to create individual transferable quotas in both the surf clam and
the ocean quahog fisheries.  The ITQs went into effect 1October 1990 (National Research Council 1999, McCay
and Creed 1994).  

2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHT
2.1 Prior to the introduction of ITQs

Before 1978 the harvesting right in surf clamming was free and open to anyone willing and able to acquire
a vessel to prosecute the fishery, which takes place offshore and requires heavy hydraulic dredges as well as
access to markets. The raw product harvested by the fishery is processed into frozen or canned items before it
reaches consumers.  

In 1978 the rights were restricted to the owners of vessels then in the surf clam fishery through a moratorium
on new vessels in the fishery.  At that time there was no significant ocean quahog fishery.  Only permitted vessels
were allowed to catch and sell surf clams.  Entry into the fishery depended on ownership of one of the permitted
vessels or their replacements.  Replacement of vessels that were severely damaged or lost at sea was allowed,
with a 10% leeway in their capacity.  There were no restrictions on sale or purchase of these vessels, and
capitalized values of moratorium permits were very high, estimated at between $50 000 and $150000 (MAFMC
1990).  Many old vessels remained nominally in the fishery because of this.  Harvesting rights were conditional
upon a modest permit fee, detailed logbook reporting requirements, and many restrictions on fishing time and,
for a while, the size of clams.  Fishing time was progressively reduced during this period, as catch per unit of
effort increased and the TAC stayed roughly the same.  

In the ocean quahog fishery, which developed in the early 1980s, harvesting rights remained free and open,
subject to a modest permit fee and detailed logbook reporting requirements.  There were no restrictions on time
or clam size, and the TAC was never reached (market demand for ocean quahogs improved during this period but
remained lower than demand for surf clams).

2.2 After the introduction of ITQs

With the introduction of ITQs in October 1990, the harvesting right was no longer associated with vessel
ownership but rather with ownership or lease rights to shares of the TAC.  For both surf clams and ocean quahogs
– which are part of the same fishery management plan but managed separately – the ITQ is a percentage of the
TAC.  The ITQ has two components: (a) the “quota share,” expressed in percentages of the TAC, which can be
transferred permanently, and (b) the “allocation permit”, which takes the physical form of a set of tags that are
allocated at the beginning of each calendar year to the ITQ holders.  These coded tags must accompany the 32-
bushel steel mesh cages in which the clams and quahogs are moved from the vessel to the processing plants. They
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can be transferred only within a calendar year.  The amount of the allocation permit is calculated by multiplying
the individual quota share by the TAC, or allowable harvest, in bushels.  Bushel allocations are then divided by
32 to yield the number of cages allotted, for which cage tags are issued.  Cage tags may be sold to other
individuals but they are valid for only one calendar year.  

The minimum holding of ITQs is five cages (160 bushels); there is no maximum holding and no limit to
accumulation except as might be determined by application of U.S. antitrust law. By law the ITQ is not a property
right; it is designated revokable privilege.  

3. METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives forthe allocation
3.1.1Procedural objective

The initial allocation of ITQs was divided among owners of all permitted vessels that harvested surf clams
or ocean quahogs between 1 January 1979 and 31 December 1988.  Logbook data on landings were available for
this period of time enabling the use of historical landings as well as other criteria in the allocation formula.  The
ITQ went to the owner of a vessel at the time of the allocation, and that vessel’s history and dimensions were
factored into the allocation irrespective of who owned and crewed the vessel in the past. Subsequent to the initial
allocation, any person who meets the U.S. requirements for owning a fishing vessel may purchase or lease ITQ,
whether or not that person owns a fishing vessel or has any other qualifications.  Entities with majority foreign
ownership are excluded.  

A primary objective for the initial allocation appears to have been to reproduce the status quoin terms of
shares of the catch as much as possible (McCay and Creed 1994, Creed 1991).  Finding a formula that came close
to the status quowas important in order to gain support for ITQs in the context of widespread industry concern
about possible “winners” and “losers” as as consequence of the process.  

3.1.2Formal objectives

The formal policy objectives of the ITQ system are:

i. “...[C]onserve and rebuild Atlantic surf clam and ocean quahog resources by stabilizing annual harvest
rates throughout the management unit in a way that minimizes short-term economic dislocations”

ii. “Simplify...the regulatory requirement of clam and quahog management to minimize the government and
private cost of administering and complying”

iii. “...[P]rovide the opportunity for the industry to operate efficiently, consistent with the conservation of
clam and quahog resources, which will bring harvesting capacity in balance with processing and biological
capacity and allow industry participants to achieve economic efficiency including efficient utilization of
capital resources by the industry” and

iv.“A management regime and regulatory framework which is flexible and adaptive to unanticipated short-
term events or circumstances and consistent with overall plan objectives and long-term industry planning
and investment needs” (MAFMC 1988, p.1; MAFMC 1996, p.3).

3.2 Process of determining the allocation

The allocation method was determined through a participatory process within the Mid-Atlantic Council.
The Council’s Surf Clam Committee, staff members of the Council, of the National Marine Fisheries Service, and
a Plan Development Team, held consultations with an Industry Advisory Committee over a period of about two
years after the decision had been made to use something like ITQs in these fisheries and before the final plan was
adopted.  This was the end point of a process that had begun in 1978, involving a search for alternatives to the
vessel moratorium, which preserved the situation of over-capitalization reached by the late 1970s, and the
increasingly complicated and cumbersome system of quarterly quotas, fishery closures and time limits.  By the
mid-1980s surf clam vessels were lucky to be allowed to fish six hours every three weeks despite increased
growth of certain year-classes of clams and improved harvesting technology (for example, enlarged hydraulic
hoses and dredges), because of the uncertainty about the abundance of future year-classes being sufficient to
maintain even a low TAC.  

The idea of “stock certificates” was discussed as early as 1978.  However, from 1978 to about 1987 most
discussion concerned per-vessel quota allocations, or “vessel allocations,” with limited rights to “consolidate”
the allocations of several vessels on one.  The industry structure was asymmetric, with a few vertically-
integrated firms that dominated by harvesting and processing and many owner-operator vessels plus small firms
dependent on them, as well as a few processing firms without vessels.  Concentration of ownership and hence
control over market share and prices was a major issue, and it proved extremely difficult to come to an
agreement (McCay and Creed 1990, McCay and Creed 1994, Marvin 1992, MAFMC 1990).  In September 1989
the Mid-Atlantic Council voted for the plan amendment that created ITQs for both surf clams and ocean
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quahogs, believing that there was enough industry agreement to justify this.  Disgruntled processors and vessel
owners filed a law suit to stop the plan amendment, but the court upheld the Council, and the ITQ system went
into effect in October 1990.

3.3 Allocation method chosen

The formula finally chosen regarding surf clams for vessels coming from ports in the Mid-Atlantic area –
the vast majority of vessels in the fishery – was primarily based on the vessel’s average historical catch between
1979 and 1988.  The last four years were counted twice  and the two worst years were excluded.  The resulting
figures were summed and divided by the total catch of all harvesters for the period.  Eighty percent of a vessel’s
allocation came from this ratio.  A second ratio was computed on the basis of the vessel’s cubic capacity (length
times width times depth); it accounted for 20% of the vessel’s initial allocation.  This was in response to
complaints by younger and newer participants in the fishery who had invested in larger (replacement) vessels that
did not have strong historical landings, and/or had large vessel mortgages.  It was called a “cost factor,” and it
was a key element in coming to agreement (Creed 1991).  

The allocation method chosen for ocean quahog vessels (which might be surf clam vessels as well) and for
surf clam vessels coming from New England ports (a distinct minority) was simpler.  It was determined from the
average historical catch for the years actually fished between 1979 and 1988, excluding the year of the lowest
catch.   

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS

For the initial allocations the data required were the historical landings and the vessel size.  Vessel-size data
were readily available through National Marine Fisheries Service and U.S. Coast Guard registries.  Historical
landings data were readily available because of the logbook requirements during the moratorium – which applied
to ocean quahog fishing as well as surfclamming – even though there was no moratorium on ocean quahog
vessels.  This was, and is, an unusually detailed record of the fishing history of individual vessels.  The accuracy
of the logbook records was a matter of great dispute and was one of the reasons for delay in agreeing on ITQs.
Nonetheless, these data were used in the initial allocations.  Computer workstations and desktop computers were
adequate for the task of computing the initial allocations.

5. APPEALS PROCESS

There was no formal appeals process.  By the time ITQs and the method of initial allocation had been agreed
upon, every vessel owner in the industry had had several opportunities to object, based on computer printouts of
what a particular formula would mean to him. However, politicians and the law courts became major arenas for
appeal.  Informal appeals also occurred in attempts to increase allocations.  

6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS

Administration of the allocation process was handled by the Northeast Division of the National Marine
Fisheries Service, located in Gloucester, Massachusetts. 

7. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS
7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

It is difficult to assess the policy-related outcomes of the initial allocation process independently from the
effects of the entire ITQ system and process.  The initial allocation by itself had nothing to do with the formal
policy objectives of: stabilizing annual harvest rates, simplifying regulatory requirements, fostering efficient
operations, or establishing a flexible and adaptive management regime (see Section 3.1.2 above).  One might
argue that its emphasis on reproducing the status quohelped meet the objective of minimizing “short-term
economic dislocations” while accomplishing other objectives (3.1.2.(i)).  An analysis of the first four years of the
ITQ fishery showed that the size of the initial allocation did have a statistically significant effect on which firms
were still in the fishery by 1993 and 1994 – the larger the initial allocation, the greater the likelihood that a firm
was still in the fishery (Weisman 1997).  However, when disaggregated, this effect turned out to be restricted to
the ocean quahog fishery and  not the surf clam fishery, where the allocational formula was designed to maintain
the status quo.  The initial allocation process was fairly successful in achieving political acceptability of ITQs, by
developing and using an allocation formula that came close to replicating the status quowithin the surf clam
industry.  This did not happen within the ocean quahog part of the industry, resulting in a law suit (see below).  
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7.2 Satisfaction of the rights-holders with the process

By-and-large the rights-holders – that is, those who owned surf clam and, or, ocean quahog fishing vessels
between 1979 and 1988 – were and are satisfied with the allocation process.  The formula used for surf clams in
particular resulted in allocations that came close to the preceding status quo, in terms of which vessel caught how
many clams. Subsequently, many rights-holders have become very wealthy individuals, taking advantage of the
ITQ system to reduce their investment in harvesting vessels (even to the point of withdrawing from the fishery
altogether even gaining value by leasing their annual allocation permits) and increase their profits.  

However, there were some “victims” of the system, and some “villains” among the rights-holders.  Among
the alleged villains were vessel owners who had high allocations based on historical landings records, at least
some of which were due to flagrantly illegal fishing.  Reportedly, even vessel owners who were caught and fined
for illegal fishing (undersized clams, fishing in closed areas, fishing outside the allowed times) received credit for
the clams they caught illegally, in the reckoning of the initial allocation.  (This issue was also a major point of
debate in the years prior to 1990).  Alleged victims were small-scale owner-operators who had had trouble finding
markets for their clams, competing with the larger firms and the vertically-integrated processors; in this business,
there are no landings unless there is a market. It should be noted that some of the large firms felt potentially
victimized by competition from other firms that had amassed quota share by accumulating marginal, non-fishing,
and sometimes truly “ghost” vessels in anticipation of a system like ITQs that would allow them to consolidate
their harvesting rights onto fewer vessels (Marvin 1992).   

There were other equity concerns. For example, data-accuracy issues surfaced after ITQs were promulgated.
One of the lawsuits that occurred after October 1990 was on behalf of ocean quahog vessel-owners who claimed
that having ITQs for ocean quahogs had not been intended, and that it was a surprise when it occurred.  For this
reason, they had not taken care to record their ocean quahog landings accurately, in contrast with surf clam
landings, and were disadvantaged in the initial allocation.  However, the court upheld the Mid-Atlantic Council
and the National Marine Fisheries Service.  

7.3 Views of othermembers of the community

The major source of dissatisfaction with the allocation system is the large group of people who worked in
the industry but were not vessel owners between 1979 and 1988, and therefore were not eligible to receive quota
share.  The exclusive, transferable rights created by ITQs were assigned only to vessel owners.  The surf clam
and ocean quahog fisheries were heavily dependent on hired captains, and during the 1980s many of the owner-
operator vessels had been sold to become parts of large fleets.  No matter how long they had worked in the
industry and how much they had contributed to the historical records of the vessels, the hired captains received
no quota share.  Nor did other members of the crew – unless, of course, they were vessel owners – which was
unlikely.  Moreover, because the most direct response to ITQs was to reduce the number of vessels in the fishery,
many captains, mates and deckhands lost their jobs (McCay and Creed 1994).  Knowledge of these problems
spread rapidly and contributed to the development of a fervent “anti-ITQ” movement in the United States, which
led to a Congressional moratorium on new ITQ systems, that went into effect in 1995 and will continue to 2002
(Creed and McCay 1996).

7.4 Assessment of the process in hindsight

The highly participatory nature of the decision-making process for surf clam and ocean quahog
management, within a democratic “council” system of management, contributed to the care that was given to
designing the initial allocation formulas.  The appointed Mid-Atlantic Council members voted in favor of the
fishery management plan amendment that introduced ITQs to these fisheries, only when they knew that there was
widespread, nearly unanimous, agreement.  Gaining that agreement depended on an approach to the initial
allocation that was perceived as equitable.  Hence the long search for formulas acceptable to the majority in the
industry.

However, the social structure of the fishery favored vessel-owners.  Most of the participation – in industry
advisory meetings, at Council meetings, at special industry-run conferences – involved the owners or their
representatives.  Non-owning captains and crew members did not feel free to express their opinions or desires,
given their vulnerability to being unemployed at a time – the 1980s – when vessel-owners were reducing their
crewing because of the shorter periods of time that the boats were allowed to fish clams (McCay and Creed 1987).
Consequently, for this fishery there were no attempts to address the question of the rights of non-owners to ITQ.
Again, a result was strong anti-ITQ sentiment for other fisheries in the United States.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE WRECKFISH FISHER Y AND ITS MANAGEMENT HISTORY

During the mid-1980s swordfish and tilefish fishermen discovered commercial concentrations of wreckfish
(Polyprion americanus) on the Blake Plateau, deep fishing grounds located about 120 nautical miles due east of
Savannah, Georgia on the Atlantic coast of the United States. Although wreckfish resemble grouper in
appearance, they are members of the temperate bass family found in the Atlantic Ocean. They are found only at
considerable depths in Northwestern Atlantic waters and are thought to be closely related to striped bass (Morone
saxatilis) also found off the east coast of the United
States. Wreckfish also occur in commercial landings in
fisheries off mainland Portugal, Madeira and the Azores
Islands. 

The initial development of the U.S. fishery for
wreckfish is described in detail by Sedberry et al.
(1993) and the wreckfish fishery management plan
(FMP) developed by the South Atlantic Fishery
Management Council (Snapper/Grouper FMP
Amendment 3), one of the eight regional management
councils in the United States (SAFMC 1990).

Wreckfish are caught in the northwest Atlantic at
depths from 450-600m over benthic structures
characterized by rock ridges and relief features
extending vertically more than 30m (Sedberry et al.1993). Although wreckfish can exceed 100kg in weight, most
taken from the Blake Plateau weigh approximately 15kg (Vaughan et al.1993).

The fishery was developed by fishermen using hook-and-line gear employing hydraulic reels spooled with
steel wire and terminal rigs consisting of a monofilament spine and eight to twelve monofilament leaders
deploying a single circle hook per leader. The primary bait used for wreckfish is frozen squid and 10 to 20 kg
lead weights are deployed to sink the gear and baited hooks to the ocean floor in a semi-vertical fashion.
Typically, four to six hydraulic reels are used per vessel spaced evenly across both sides of the fishing deck.
Vessels fishing wreckfish range in length from 15 to 25m (SAFMC 1990). 

In some respects, the initial phase of the wreckfish fishery management was similar to other U.S. efforts to
regulate commercial fisheries. The fishery developed rapidly with little or no long range planning or control,
expanding from fewer than five vessels in 1988 to more than 40 vessels in 1990 (Sedberry et al. 1993). In the
spring of 1990 a rapid influx of refitted shrimp trawlers and the concurrent introduction of bottom longlines by
some fishermen resulted in increased landings and harvester conflicts (SAFMC 1990). With the addition of
vessels from the shrimp fishery, managers estimated that as many as 60 to 70 vessels were geared to fish for
wreckfish in 1990-1991, two years prior to ITQ management (SAFMC 1991a). There were approximately 90
vessels permitted to fish for wreckfish the first year that permits for the fishery were required (Gauvin et al.
1994). 

To establish control over the burgeoning fishery and attempt to resolve user conflicts, the first of a series of
fishery management plan amendments was approved in June of 1990. These initial measures were “fast tracked”
by Federal Emergency Rule to “prevent a fishery that would seriously interfere with the necessary protection of
the resource” (United States Department of Commerce 1990a,b). The fishery management plan and emergency
rules established several management measures including: an April to April fishing year, a two million pound total
allowable catch (900t) for the 1990-1991 fishing year, a prohibition on use of bottom longline gear for wreckfish,
and a vessel catch per trip limit of 10 000lb (4100kg). Even with these emergency measures, the fishery exceeded
the TAC by landing roughly 3.6 million pounds (1600t) during 1990-1991, effectively catching fish faster than
the new regulations could be implemented. From that point in time forward, fishermen continued to press
managers for measures to address declining earnings and increasing user conflicts (SAFMC 1991a).
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Managers moved in response to the rapid expansion and expeditiously requested public comments, and
developed measures for different proposals for limited entry and individual quota systems during 1991. The end
result, achieved approximately one year later, was the development of an individual transferable quota (ITQ)
system for wreckfish, only the second such programme implemented for a fishery under federal management in
the United States.

This paper evaluates the process of how the initial rights were distributed in the ITQ programme and several
aspects of the nature of rights and consequential effects of the initial allocation decisions. Information on the
initial allocations is drawn principally from three sources: the fishery management plan amendments developed
by the management council responsible during the development of the wreckfish ITQ programme, and two
separate follow-up studies (Gauvin et al.1994; Richardson 1994) of the programme describing different aspects
of the intent and outcome of decisions affecting initial allocation of individual transferable rights to wreckfish
harvests.

The focus of this analysis is limited to the first five years (1990-1994) of the fishery because roughly four
years after the ITQ system became effective, the fishery, in effect, began to collapse. Because the failure of the
fishery is not likely directly related to ITQ management, the fishery still serves as a reasonable case study for the
issues of initial allocations and share concentration. One has to recognize, however, that the collapse probably
influenced both the equity and efficiency of the initial allocation and incentives for share concentration in the long
run. The reason for the failure of the fishery is not known exactly but fishermen and managers cite several
possible explanations. Below, I have reported, without prejudice (I hope), some of the leading opinions to explain
the fishery’s demise. These opinions represent the current thinking by fishermen and managers as conveyed
by R. Mahood, Executive Director, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council (SAFMC). 

One explanation is that the fishery suffered from an initial overestimation of sustainable yield from the
“stock”1 (assuming wreckfish off the southeastern United States is a separate stock, a question that has never been
resolved). Hence, according to some managers and fishermen, wreckfish are no longer found in concentrations
that support economically feasible harvests. Another explanation is that former wreckfish fishermen are taking
advantage of more profitable inshore fishing opportunities in lieu of exercising their options to fish wreckfish.
Still others contend that the ex-vessel price does not adequately compensate fishing operations. Whatever the
reason or combination of reasons that might best explain the situation, I will focus on the first few years of the
ITQ fishery because participation in the fishery today is apparently limited to one or two full-time vessels per
year. Although the annual total allowable catch has been maintained at the two million pound level, only
approximately one-tenth of that harvest has been achieved in recent years (1999 and 2000).

2. NATURE OF RIGHTS PRIOR TO AND UNDER ITQ MANAGEMENT

Before ITQs, the fishery was virtually uncontrolled, particularly since the aggregate annual catch limit for
the fishery first constrained the fishery only one year prior to the formation of the ITQ programme. As the fishery
developed, the rapid expansion in participation and catch rates prompted fishery managers to implement control
measures to stem harvest rates and user conflicts. These measures generally failed, however, to address declines
in economic returns to fishermen. Trip limits probably contributed to the erosion of profits, especially for the
larger vessels, which according to public comment, would operate more profitably if allowed to catch more than
the allowed amount of fish per trip (SAFMC 1991a, 1991b). The erosion of economic performance as a result of
the fishing derby itself, and the manner in which the trip-limit quantity of harvest affected vessels of different
sizes, are identified as key considerations in the selection of objectives for the ITQ plan (SAFMC 1991a). Related
objectives of the plan are economic efficiency, long term incentives for resource conservation, reductions in user
conflicts, and lower management and regulatory costs. 

The documents summarizing public comment during the development of the ITQ plan amendment elaborate
on concerns of fishermen regarding the erosion of earnings in the fishery. Of note are comments submitted by
fishermen claiming to have developed the fishery. These comments state that the lack of real restrictions on entry
and effort, in conjunction with rules established to make the fishery more manageable under open access,
contributed to the loss of economic viability on an individual-firm basis (SAMFC 1991b). 

The requirement for harvester permits in the fishery implemented in 1990 also failed to create an effective
barrier to entry and exclusivity of rights because virtually anyone could obtain a permit simply by filling out and
submitting an application to the Southeast Regional Office of the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and
paying what amounted to a nominal fee for the processing and handling of the permit application. In fact, the
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, as it stood when the wreckfish ITQ programme was
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developed, expressly prohibited the NMFS from collecting fees in excess of the costs of processing and handling
permit applications (SAFMC 1991a).

The prohibition on collecting fees even extended to the collection of fees or resource royalty/rent recapture
once ITQs were in place, a limitation that according to the management plan amendment establishing the ITQ
system, troubled some managers and temporarily served to persuade some council members not to vote in favor
of an ITQ system (SAFMC 1991a).

Once the ITQ programme was established, however, the rights provided to harvesters were relatively free
from restrictions. Rights were assigned in perpetuity and allowed to be traded freely to anyone, regardless of
whether or not that person or business entity was able to document ownership of a vessel in the United States
(SAFMC 1991a). 

ITQ rights were granted as a percentage share of the annual TAC. Recipients received a percentage share
certificate and paperwork entitling them to the quantity of wreckfish (annual individual quota) for a given year
amounting to the shareholder’s percentage share of the annual total allowable catch. 

The only limitation placed on the rights distributed by the initial allocation was that recipients had to be
qualified wreckfish fishermen (see below), and that no single entity could receive an initial allocation of more
than 10 of the 100 (i.e.10%) of the shares initially distributed (see below). An additional minor requisite was that
leases of annual rights could only be between permitted wreckfish fishermen. This leasing restriction amounts to
little more than a requirement that the owner of a vessel not granted an initial share had to complete the
appropriate paperwork in order to fish for leased wreckfish quota.

There are several statements of intent in the management plan that appear to be aimed at further limitations
on the rights granted to qualified wreckfish fishermen under the plan. These are, ostensibly, guidance to the
NMFS rather than actual elements of the management plan. For instance, in several places the plan notes that it
is the Council’s intent that major violations of the ITQ regulations be met with forfeiture of the shareholder’s
permanent rights in the fishery (i.e. their percentage shares) (SAFMC 1991a). Another similar statement is that
management fees and royalty or economic rent extractions should be considered for the wreckfish fishery under
ITQs if, and when, such collections become allowable under the applicable laws governing fishery management
(SAFMC 1991a). While possibly helpful for the NMFS’interpretation of the intent of the plan, in reality, the
Council members recommending the plan for final approval by the Secretary of Commerce actually have no
purview over the matters of enforcement and collection of fees. Those areas of management are the responsibility
of the NMFS Enforcement branch and NMFS respectively.

3. POLICY OBJECTIVES OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION

Although the management plan is not explicit as to the policy objectives of the initial allocation, the intent
of managers can be gleaned from the plan’s objectives, regulations governing the ITQ system and consideration
of how issues raised in the public comment were addressed in the final plan. In particular, the overt decision to
allow free trade of shares under ITQs, and the single area where the Council did opt for restrictions on the initial
allocation, (that no one entity could initially receive more than 10% from the initial allocation), are instructive as
to the intent of managers for the initial allocation. In effect, the Council appears to have intended an unrestricted
market to sort out participation in the fishery after the initial allocation. 

For the initial allocation of rights, managers opted to weigh factors such as historical participation and
current participation. These factors were, in fact, required by language in the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act, as the Act read at the time the wreckfish programme was developed. Given that the plan
acknowledged that there were more vessels in the fishery prior to ITQs than the fishery could support and
economic returns were thought to be rapidly declining, the implicit policy objectives of the initial allocation were
to allow free trade of wreckfish shares among a pool of participants deemed too large for the fishery to support.
This, one can surmise, was expected to resolve the problem of overcapitalization and it was hoped resolve
associated problems that open access had engendered in the fishery. Although not stated explicitly, it seems
evident that the intent of the Council was to allow the market for shares to compensate, in some measure, late-
comer fishermen for their gear expenditures and other investment in the fishery. At the same time, the market for
rights would promote the exit of less efficient harvesters, thereby allowing for a more efficient and more
profitable fishery under ITQs. 

4. PROCESS USED IN DETERMINING THE ALLOCA TION

The process for determining the initial allocation of rights was accomplished through the normal public
process for the development of recommendations by regional management councils as set out in the Magnuson
Act. Councils in the United States are charged with recommending to the Secretary of Commerce management
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measures for federally managed fisheries in their respective regions of the country. The SAFMC became involved
with the wreckfish fishery after several fishermen came forward with testimony about a rapidly increasing fishery
and conflicts in the unmanaged fishery (SAFMC 1990). Although the plan for ITQs was developed and
implemented in just over a year, the elements of the programme, and specifically the initial allocation of rights,
were on the agenda and discussed at four separate council meetings lasting approximately one week per meeting.
Development of the wreckfish plan occupied roughly 10-12 hours per meeting, according to the documentation
in the final plan proposal (SAFMC 1991a).

The 1991 management plan establishing the Council’s recommendations for the ITQ programme describe
the public record upon which the problem statement and objectives for the ITQ programme are based. The record
includes the testimony of fishermen during seven public hearings that were held in different ports in southeastern
states within the Council’s area of jurisdiction. These public comment hearings were announced in Council’s
newsletters and held both in conjunction with, and separate from, regular council meetings.

The plan recommending the final ITQ system also presents considerable documentation of public
participation, supplies some of the catch data and, to a lesser degree, the available information on declining
economic performance in the fishery when as many as forty vessels or more were fishing for wreckfish prior to
the final decision to approve ITQs. All of this information is described as meeting the “best available data”
standard required of the fishery management process governed under the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act.

In addition to oral testimony the documents refer to considerable information the Council received through
written comment. This information details problems in the fishery leading up to the ITQ as well as comments on
the proposed plan (SAFMC 1991b). Overall, this record can be summarized as supportive of the ITQ programme
itself. Where there were obvious differences in opinion, as might be surmised, was on the subject of the initial
allocation. 

Comments from persons describing themselves as early participants in the fishery, claiming to be
responsible for the initial discovery of the wreckfish in fishable concentrations and development of the gear used
to catch them, generally focus on the perceived inequity of the initial allocation of shares. These individuals
favored an initial allocation based solely on historical catch as recorded on state landings management documents
called “fish tickets”.

Those whose self-described history in the fishery was more recent, generally were more critical of the need
to move forward with an ITQ programme. These individuals felt that growth of the fishery would be self-
controlling as economic conditions in the fishery evolve. These newer fishermen reported that they had made
considerable investments in gearing up for wreckfish and thus should be provided some additional opportunity to
learn how to fish for wreckfish and recover the cost of their investment in the hydraulic gears, cable and other
wreckfish-specific gear. This group was generally in favor of an ITQ system, however, only if the initial
allocation of rights was equal across all current participants in fishery. 

Another position expressed mostly in written comments by fish processors raised broader concerns over ITQ
management. In their comments, processors felt that the system could give excessive market power to fishermen,
possibly creating the disenfranchisement of processors. Other processors commented that they had full or partial
ownership in vessels, which would alleviate the market advantage that fishermen might receive. Some processors
felt the ITQ programme might force them to acquire ownership or control of vessels holding wreckfish shares
and some even “promise” that processors will own all the wreckfish shares in a short period of time if the
programme is enacted.

One final area of comment from processors was a recommendation not to move forward with a unilateral
ITQ system for wreckfish, but to develop a more comprehensive ITQ system for all the deep water snapper and
grouper species, the swordfish fishery, etc. These comments suggested that a single fishery focus will create
inequities for other fisheries, vis-à-visthe advantage wreckfish fishermen would have with their “guaranteed”
opportunity in wreckfish, which was not shared by other fishermen.

5. ALLOCA TION METHOD CHOSEN

The South Atlantic Fishery Management Council’s final plan essentially compromised evenly between the
two positions on the initial allocation. The plan divided half of the initial shares based on historical catch from
1987-1990 and the other half were divided evenly among qualified participants. The test of  “qualified” was based
on being able to document any landings of wreckfish from 1989 to 1990. Fishermen’s total initial allocations were
the sum of the shares received based on the two sets of criteria.

As mentioned before, the only restriction placed on the distribution of shares at the initial allocation was that
no single individual or business entity could receive an initial share of 10% or more of the total available shares
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(100). In the event that an initial share amounted to 10% or more, the recipient would receive the smallest
fractional increment under 10%, and the remainder of that participant’s share (based on the two criteria) would
be reallocated to the pool of qualified applicants based on the historical and recent participation criteria.

According to the plan, the reason the 10% provision was made was because some of the preliminary state
fish ticket data made available to the Council to illustrate the effects of the initial allocation, were thought to
suffer from data quality and coverage differences. While preliminary data from three of the four states comprising
the management region did not suggest that any initial share would even approach 10%, the Council remained
cautious on this issue and opted to keep its initial allocation provision in place (SAFMC 1991a). The Council’s
objection to the possibility of an initial share of the magnitude of 10% is interesting given that the Council’s plan
clearly allowed for the later accumulation of shares in excess of 10%. In fact, the Council’s plan allowed for
essentially unlimited accumulation of shares unless some anti-trust concern was triggered (SAFMC 1991a). If
extreme share accumulation did occur, then according to the Council’s plan, existing United States law should be
used to identify problems and construct remedies to any anti-trust concerns (SAFMC 1991a). 

6. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATION

Given the brief historical existence of the fishery, the relative problem posed by data limitations was
probably small compared to ITQs developed for other fisheries. Overall, the wreckfish industry involved a fairly
small potential number of vessels and because these were the region’s larger, and hence higher profile vessels, it
was generally believed that landings data were of adequate quality for assigning initial rights (SAFMC 1991a). 

The SAFMC’s plan set up the allocation process based on dividing up the pool of catch as claimed by the
personal records of applicants (documented through their landings receipts and other means) and verified by
available state agency data. An important consideration for this approach was that the overall pool of catch for
the historical portion of the allocation was not the actual overall catch of wreckfish fishermen, but the pool of
catch submitted during the application period that passed verification. So the universe of historical catch was what
was claimed by fishermen’s applications. This meant that once the application period had expired, an individual
who could document catch but who had failed to properly submit a timely application essentially was left out of
the initial allocation.

This initial allocation scheme made no provisions for a “hold back” system to accommodate late applicants
or later grievances of any sort. In fact, there were no late applications for participation in the wreckfish ITQ
programme, so the problem of how to accommodate such a claim never arose. In addition, no legal challenge to
the constructs of the initial allocation system for the ITQ programme or the application process itself was ever
made (R.Mahood, Executive Director, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council, pers. comm.).

Through its plan, the SAFMC arranged for receiving applications itself and then forwarding the materials
to the Southeast Regional Office of the NMFS. An interesting note on the data requirements for applicants is
that the wreckfish plan also required applicants to submit a copy of the portion of their federal tax returns that
detailed revenues from fishing over the period of record for the landings claimed in applications (SAFMC
1991a). While this tax form information was described as part of the “requirements” for applicants, it is not
known whether such information was used as a corroborating piece of information regarding the validity of the
other materials in an application, or a criterion against which applicants could be denied some or all of their
initial shares.

In fact, for most tax forms for single proprietorship businesses, and even some categories of corporate tax
forms for small corporations, a signature is not required on the detailed revenues portion of a tax return, and in
some cases, fishery-specific revenues are simply part of a worksheet. For this reason, it is unclear exactly how
this information was used in the application process. Once again, no legal challenge was made of the validity of
the applications process or the elements of the requirements and applicable confidentiality issues (R. Mahood,
Executive Director, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council, pers. comm.). 

The application process provided approximately three months for completion and submittal of application
materials. According to the plan, the SAFMC staff would collect the application materials and review them for
initial completeness. While the plan explicitly states that the Council staff would have no role, formal or
otherwise, in judging the merits of applications (as that responsibility fell to the Southeast Region of the NMFS),
the SAFMC staff ’s role was apparently one of providing the service of pre-deadline notification to applicants if
some portion, or some necessary information, was missing.

7. APPEALS PROCESS 

The role of judging applications was handled by the Southeast Region of the NMFS. Southeast Region
employees prepared recommendations on the acceptability of application materials and initial estimations of
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historical catches during the period of record. The NMFS personnel apparently reviewed fishermen’s catch
estimates based on their receipts and compared these to finalized state landings information and (presumably) tax
records. In the end, the process used to review applications is hard to depict because it is only outlined in a cursory
manner in the Council’s plan and Federal Register notices describing the applications process. 

Once initial judgements were made by the NMFS, the agency informed applicants of the determinations
made on their applications and their initial share estimates prior to the end of the established appeals period. The
NMFS notified applicants and the public at large that it would convene an “applications oversight committee”
comprised of the NMFS personnel. The plan also states that SAFMC members who were state agency
representatives were invited to serve on this extraordinary board (SAFMC 1991a).

The plan states that the mission of the oversight committee was to judge whether the determinations on
applications were correct in terms of the processing of the information submitted, and the judgements made on
the available information (SAFMC 1991a). The plan makes it quite plain that the oversight committee is not
empowered to consider cases where an applicant, for whatever reason, did not submit the proper information or
failed to submit an application, but is somehow otherwise thought to be entitled due to extenuated circumstances.
The application oversight board apparently was set up to be an accounting check and had no purview to raise or
consider cases of “other merits”.

The applications oversight committee session lasted about four hours and heard approximately four cases
(R. Mahood, Executive Director, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council, pers. comm.). Applicants were
invited to attend the review of their own applications by the oversight committee, and some fishermen did so
while others raised issues of discrepancies through written materials. It is not known how many of the appeals
were successful in terms of overturning the initial decision by the NMFS (R. Mahood, Executive Director, South
Atlantic Fishery Management Council, pers. comm.).

8. ADDITIONAL FUNDING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROGRAMME

The SAFMC’s wreckfish ITQ plan was developed at a time when the National Environmental Policy Act
standards for analysis and documentation of public and private costs of management alternatives were notably
less extensive than today’s standards. The plan does devote a brief section to this issue and lists approximately
$65 000 in costs associated with development of the plan, applications review, development of the percentage
share documentation certificates and annual quota “coupons”, and documentation of share transfers. The area of
enforcement costs for the programme is referenced, but enforcement costs are not estimated for the ITQ
programme because these costs are assumed to have already been accounted for under the earlier management
measures put in place for wreckfish (enforcement of the trip limit system and the prohibition on the use of long
lines). Given the likely changes in incentives in the fishery under ITQs, it is doubtful that there were no added
enforcement costs compared to an existing trip limit enforcement system, but according to the plan documents,
the NMFS and Coast Guard did not attribute any specific new costs to ITQ enforcement. 

9. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS

Richardson’s (1994) study of the wreckfish ITQ system devotes considerable attention to the policy intent
of the initial allocation formula and resulting equity and efficiency considerations of the initial allocation. His
conclusions pose interesting questions for the merits of the “split the baby” approach to the initial allocation that
was employed by the SAFMC, based on competing criteria such as recent and historical participation. In essence,
the Richardson study reads between the lines to some degree and assumes that the SAFMC implicitly intended
to compensate the late entrants (mostly dedicated shrimp vessels) for their investment in wreckfish gear. The
paper posits that this is the reason the Council based half the criteria for initial allocation on simply having any
landings of wreckfish during the 1989-1990 period (Richardson 1994). The equity and efficiency of this approach
is evaluated by Richardson using share transaction prices from a dedicated survey of wreckfish fishermen as well
as cost and earnings data collected for his study. The survey directly inquired about costs that wreckfish fishermen
paid to obtain shares, and particular focus is made on the issue of how much it cost the core of dedicated
wreckfish fishermen to regain their actual current level of wreckfish landings (what they were catching prior to
the ITQ programme).

Richardson’s study presents convincing evidence that the cost of regaining historical catch levels was
significant for dedicated wreckfish fishermen and recent participants were likely more than compensated for their
gear investments. If the share transaction data presented by Richardson accurately reflect what occurred, then the
initial allocation significantly reduced the amount of fish available to many of the larger share holders compared
to what they were catching the year just prior to the ITQ programme. This likely served to guarantee that
wreckfish fishermen who lost catch quantities through the initial allocation would be strong bidders for additional
rights to wreckfish landings.
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While this may indicate that dedicated wreckfish fishermen were willing, and possibly eager buyers, the
reported prices paid for wreckfish shares are still not completely explained by the “shortage” that was apparently
induced by the allocation formula. For some reason, vessel owners who elected to sell out at the outset were able
to sell their rights to the core group of dedicated wreckfish fishermen at extraordinary prices. Based on cost and
earnings data reported in the study, prices for transactions of permanent rights suggest that it would take the buyer
an extended period to recover the investment, particularly if a discount rate of 10% were employed to the stream
of expected profits estimated from the performance data. This finding conflicts with other studies on ITQ
programmes where initial sellers of ITQs are expected to capitalize only a fairly modest portion of discounted
future net returns from the sale of initial shares (Muse and Schelle 1989; Geen and Nayer 1989).

This skewed market solution for wreckfish rights may have resulted from some unknown and unexplored
market imperfections inherent in the programme. Alternatively, sellers, who were generally new to the fishery,
may for some reason have had better information about the actual extent of the wreckfish resource or its market.
This is, of course, counter intuitive because dedicated wreckfish fishermen would be expected to have a better
notion of the state of the resource or even the relative strength of the market for wreckfish. In any case, studies
evaluating performance of ITQ systems have noted the inherent difficulty for ITQ valuation when resource
abundance is not well understood or annual harvest levels fluctuate widely (Copes 1986, Squires et al. 1995).
While one can expect that markets would not function well under resource uncertainty, the more likely outcome
based on studies evaluating ITQ performance would be lack of trading of rights or low prices for trades. What
apparently occurred with wreckfish was that buyers were, for some unknown reason, extremely “bullish” on the
future of the fishery and sellers, who were less experienced with the fishery, seemed to have a much better ability
to accurately assess the future.

In the end, the findings from Richardson’s report suggest that the core wreckfish fleet suffered from the
burden placed on them to buy out the recent participants in the fishery. Richardson believes that this problem may
have had some insidious effect on the functioning of the market for shares and the programme overall. While this
is possible, it is also possible that the effects on dedicated wreckfish fishermen of purchasing shares from recent
participants placed an extra burden on them in the face of a declining or initially overestimated resource base. If
whatever factor that affected the fishery did not become evident until after share purchases had occurred, then it
is possible that purchases of shares from recent participants did strongly favor the seller over the buyer. If, in fact,
the collapse was due to an overestimation of the resource base, then this is an example of the dangers of managing
a fish stock with an assessment model that was based primarily on CPUE data, especially for a schooling fish
such as wreckfish. Assuming whatever caused the collapse had not occurred, however, then one can only
speculate about how the “equity” formula used for the initial allocation of wreckfish rights would have been
judged in the long run.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council (GMFMC, hereafter Council), under provisions of the
Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-265), is responsible for management of species within
its geographical area of authority: approximately 264 thousand square miles in total with a continental shelf that
ranges in width from about 12miles off the Mississippi River to almost 200 miles off west Florida (Amendment 1).
To manage a given species (or groups of species), the Council must first develop a Federal Management Plan (FMP)
and submit it to the Secretary of Commerce for approval.

The Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan (RFMP) was one of the first FMPs developed by the Council.  It was
submitted in August 1981 and approved by the Secretary of Commerce in June 1983.  Implementation of the Plan
was initiated in November 1984.  Reef fish identified and managed under the original Plan included 14 species of
snappers (Lutjanidae), 15 species of groupers (Serranidae), and three species of sea basses (Serranidae).  Subsequent
Amendments to the Plan added five species of tilefishes (Branchiostegidae), two species of jacks (Carangidae), white
grunt (Haemulon plumieri), red porgy (Pagrus pagrus), and gray triggerfish (Balistes capriscus). The goal identified
in the original Plan was “[t]o manage the reef fish fishery of the United States waters of the Gulf of Mexico to attain
the greatest overall benefit to the Nation with particular reference to food production and recreational opportunities
on the basis of maximum sustainable yield as modified by relevant economic, social or ecological factors (p. 2)”.
Pursuant to this goal, one of the primary objectives set forth in the Plan was to rebuild declining reef fish stocks
wherever they occur in the fishery.

While encompassing a large number of species, the majority of the Council’s reef fish management activities
have concerned red snapper.  The fishery, which is targeted by both commercial and recreational fishermen, is now
known to be heavily overfished and evidence of a decline in adult population was documented as early as 1979 at
which time the fishery was primarily supported
by younger fish of ages one to three (RFMP
Amendment 1).  The overfished status of the
Gulf of Mexico red snapper (Lutjanus
campechanus) stock is the result not only of an
excessive amount of effort but also a high level
of bycatch mortality associated with shrimp
fishing.

Trends in commercial red snapper landings
have recently been provided by Waters (2000).
He indicates that published landings are
available since the early 1950s on a regular basis
and on a less frequent basis back to before the
1930s.  He suggests that commercial Gulf of
Mexico red snapper landings increased
throughout the 1950s and  peaked in the mid-
1960s to about 14 million pounds annually.  Thereafter, landings declined steadily to less than 3 million pounds in
1990 (Figure 1).  Reasons for the decline in commercial landings include: loss of fishing privileges in Mexican
waters, declining red snapper stocks, and regulations designed to rebuild the declining stocks (Waters 2000).
Increases in landings in more recent years reflect the larger quotas given to the commercial fishing industry.  The
commercial fishery, which had originated in Northwest Florida prior to the Civil War (i.e. before 1860) is now
primarily concentrated in Louisiana and Texas.  Since 1995, landings at ports in Florida have averaged only about
five percent of the total Gulf wide production compared to about 50% as recently as the early-to-mid 1980s
(Waters 2000).
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As indicated by Waters (2000), the ex-vessel inflation-adjusted value of red snapper landings in the Gulf of
Mexico during the 1990-95 period averaged less than 40% of the 1983 level, a result of declining landings and
declining ex-vessel price.  The decline in real dockside price since the early 1990s reflects, at least in part, the “derby
effect” that was created in the early 1990s as a result of the Council initiating commercial quotas.  Dockside revenues
have, however, been increasing since the early 1990s, primarily the result of the increased landings forthcoming with
the increased commercial quotas.

Despite its overfished status, red snapper continues to be the largest revenue-generating reef fish in the northern
Gulf of Mexico (Waters 2000).  In total, commercial fishermen landed $18.6 million of reef fish in ports along the
northern and western Gulf of Mexico.  More than one-half of this total was from red snapper with other snappers
(primarily vermilion snapper) accounting for almost an additional 20%.

Part of the red snappercommercial quota

2.  THE NATURE OF HARVESTING RIGHTS

The RFMP, as noted, was implemented in November 1984.  There was no attempt at that time to directly limit
effort in the red snapper fishery.  When the first red snapper stock assessment was conducted in 1988, however, red
snapper was determined to be so overfished that reductions in fishing mortality of up to 70% would be required to
rebuild the stock to a 20% spawning biomass potential ratio.  The stock assessment also indicated shrimp trawl
bycatch to be a significant source of juvenile red snapper mortality.

With an increasing awareness of the overfished status of many of the reef fish stocks throughout the Southeast
U.S. (i.e. the South Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico), particularly red snapper, the National Marine Fishery Service
(NMFS) announced in November 1989 that after 7 November1989, anyone entering the commercial reef fish fishery
in the Gulf of Mexico or South Atlantic may not be assured of future access to the reef fish fishery.  While not directly
controlling effort, the purpose of this announcement was to establish public awareness of potential eligibility criteria
for future access to the reef fish resource; the eligibility criteria being dependent upon the choice of management
regime to be developed and implemented at some future date.  Hence, one could conclude that this announcement
was the initial action taken towards the development of a limited access programme. 
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The Council, through Amendment 1 to the RFMP, which was implemented in January 1990, established a
3.1million pound quota for the commercial harvest of red snapper in the Gulf of Mexico as well as a seven-fish bag
limit for the recreational sector.  In addition, the Amendment implemented a framework procedure, referred to as a
Regulatory Amendment, which allows for annual management changes (such as TAC) without going through a Plan
Amendment procedure.

The first Regulatory Amendment to the RFMPwas implemented in 1991.  It set the red snapper TAC at
4.0million pounds with 2.04 million pounds of the TAC being allocated to the commercial sector and the remaining
1.96 million pound being allocated to the recreational sector.1

The 1990 commercial quota of 3.1 million pounds did not prove to be a binding constraint on the commercial
harvest for that year which totaled 2.7 million pounds and the fishery remained open during the entire year.  The
2.04million pound quota established for the 1991 year, however, was achieved before the end of the year and the
fishery was closed to commercial activities on 23 August, after 235 days of permitted fishing activities.  The final
reported commercial catch for the year totaled 2.24 million pounds, or about 10% above that permitted under the
quota.

Given an increasing stock abundance and an accelerated harvesting rush, the 1992 quota of 2.04 million pounds
was reached after only 53 days, resulting in a closure of the commercial season on 22 February.  To alleviate economic
and social disruptions that occurred as a result of the shortened season, the commercial red snapper season was
reopened on 3 April 1992 by an emergency rule implemented by the NMFS at the request of the Council.  This
emergency rule, which extended through 14 May 1992, limited commercial harvest of red snapper to 1000lb per trip
and resulted in an additional harvest of about 600 000lb of red snapper.

The first comprehensive attempt to curtail the expansion of effort in the reef fish fishery of the Gulf of Mexico
was enacted under Amendment 4 to the RFMP.  This Amendment, implemented in May 1992, established a maximum
three-year moratorium on the issuance of new reef fish permits.2 As identified in the Problems Requiring Plan
Amendment Section of Amendment 4 (Section 3), “[t]he open access nature of the fishery has resulted in additional
fishing effort or changes in the timing of existing effort in response to quotas and in response to actual or anticipated
increases in stock levels.  The additional effort and the timing of the use of current effort both tend to dissipate the
potential net benefits, which were originally forecast to result from the earlier management actions (p.4)”.    The
moratorium, which permitted the transfer of permits between vessels owned by an individual who is the income
qualifier or between individuals when the vessel is transferred, was instituted “to moderate short term future increases
in fishing effort and to attempt to stabilize fishing mortality while the Council considers a more comprehensive effort
limitation programme (p.4)”3.  Amendment4, one should recognize, was general in nature and did nothing to reduce
the level of effort that was being directed at the red snapper fishery at the time of its enactment nor did it restrict the
movement of fishing effort from vessels fishing reef fish into the red snapper fishery.

The Council recognized the limitations afforded to it by enactment of the reef fish fishery moratorium and in
September 1992 requested the NMFS to implement a series of measures to extend the commercial red snapper season
by emergency action4.  The major provisions of the emergency action were to establish a red snapper endorsement
for qualified reef fish permittees.  To qualify for an endorsement, these people were required to demonstrate they had
caught 5000lb of annual red snapper landings in two of the three years 1990-1992.  Permitted vessels with this
endorsement were allowed a 2000lb possession limit of red snapper.  Reef-fish permitted-vessels that did not qualify
for the endorsement were allowed to land 200lb of red snapper per trip.  During the emergency rule, transfer of the
red snapper endorsement to another vessel owned by an income qualifier was allowed but not transfer to another
individual.  The emergency provision also created an appeals board to handle disputes arising from the 5000lb red
snapper landing requirements (Section 5).
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1 The Regulatory Amendment also contained information on the intent of the Council to reduce red snapper bycatch in the EEZ
by the shrimp trawl fleet by 50% in 1994 via technological devices and/or area and seasonal closures.

2  While the moratorium could have been made retroactive to 7 November  1989, based on the November 1989 announcement by
the National Marine Fishery Service, the Council chose not to do so.

3 The term “income qualifier” refers to an individual who documented that 50% of his earned income was derived from
commercial fishing activities and used this documentation for obtaining a reef fish permit.

4This section draws heavily on, and is often quoted directly from, Amendment 6 to the Reef Fish Management Plan.



The purpose of the trip limit was to forestall the recurrence of the 1992 derby fishery situation.  The red snapper
TAC for 1993, established under a Regulatory Amendment, was set at 6.0 million pounds with 3.06 million pounds
of the total allocated to the commercial sector, managed under quota. The opening of the 1993 commercial red snapper
season was delayed until 16 February  to allow the NMFS sufficient time to process and issue the endorsements.  The
emergency action, initially effective for 90 days, was extended for an additional 90 days with the concurrence of the
NMFS and Council.  Despite the reef fish vessel moratorium and the red snapper endorsement system, the 1993 quota
of 3.06 million pounds was met in less than  95 days.  When the fishery was finally closed on 20 May, the actual
harvest totaled 3.41 million pounds.

To provide the Council with the time needed to develop a comprehensive effort management programme,
Amendment 6, which was implemented in June 1993, extended the provisions of the emergency rule through 1994.
The commercial red snapper season, which opened on 10 February, lasted for 78 days.  When finally closed on
27April, total catch was 3.25 million pounds.

A comprehensive effort management programme as originally proposed was to be implemented in the Gulf of
Mexico red snapper fishery by early 1995.  Due to Council delays in selecting and implementing such a programme,
however, the endorsement system was extended through 1995.5 The season, which opened on 24 February, lasted 51
days and when it closed on 14 April the commercial catch had reached about 3 million pounds.  

The 1996 commercial red snapper season, managed under a continuation of the endorsement system, was to
open in February under an interim 1.0 million pound quota  until 31 March.  An ITQ system was to become
operational on 1April 1996.  Because of the furlough of NMFS employees in December 1995 and a continuing
resolution that provided budget funds for the Department of Commerce, however, the NMFS was unable to complete
the work needed prior to implementation of the ITQ programme (see Federal Register, 29 February 1996 for details).
The programme was originally suspended for 90 days with the provision of an additional 90 day suspension, if
needed.  Shortly thereafter, Congress, in its re-authorization of the Magnuson Act, placed a moratorium on all new
ITQ programmes in the U.S. and retroactive dates on the moratorium that would exclude the Gulf Council from
implementing any red snapper ITQ programme.  

Because of the pending moratorium on ITQs, the Council, in 1995, developed and submitted to the NMFS
Amendment 13 which, among other things, extended the red snapper endorsement system through 1997.  Amendment
15, implemented in 1998, formalized the two-tier trip limit system in conjunction with a licence-limitation
programme.  A total of 134vessels were granted Class 1 status which permitted them to harvest 2000lb of red snapper
per trip when the fishery was open to commercial activities.  Another 579 vessels were afforded Class 2 status, which
allowed them to land 200lb of red snapper per trip when the season was open. 

3.  THE METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives

As identified in Section 6 of Amendment 8 to the Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan for the Reef Fish
Resources of the Gulf of Mexico (RFMP), a number of problems existed that limited the ability of the Gulf of Mexico
Fishery Management Council to meet the management objectives for red snapper.  As noted in Section 6, most, if not
all of the problems were related to the situation whereby the quota management system, implemented as a result of
the overfished status of the red snapper stock, created a derby fishery.

Specific problems included (quoted from Section 6 of Amendment 8):

i. The harvest capability of the current red snapper fleet was larger than that needed to harvest the commercial
quota in an economically efficient manner.

ii. The derby fishery compromised vessel safety by encouraging fishermen to begin or continue trips under adverse
weather conditions.

iii. The total revenue derived from current landings did not achieve the highest level possible because the quota
system created a derby, which depressed the average price paid to the fishermen, though lower prices may
benefit consumers.

iv. A derby fishery tends to reduce producer surplus that would otherwise be available from the fishery and has an
unknown but limited effect on consumer surplus derived from the fishery.
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v. The current management system contains a number of regulations which, in aggregate, lead to high
administration costs, difficulties in enforcement and compliance, inefficient production of available quota,
frustrations on the part of fishery participants and difficulties in collecting timely data needed to track and
manage the fishery.

vi. The red snapper stock rebuilding programme could be affected by possible quota overruns associated with the
derby fishery, and discard mortality during extended closed periods.

vii. User conflicts are being exacerbated by differential trip limits under the endorsement system and by the short
red-snapper quota seasons, which favor those fishermen who are closer to the resource, or have vessels that can
operate in inclement weather.

viii. Net economic benefits were being eroded due to the market glut from the derby fishery and the inability of the
industry to provide a red-snapper product year round.

ix. The red-snapper endorsement system was to finish in 1995 and could not be extended because the system was
closed to new entrants.  Unless replaced by ITQ or licence-limitation system, management would revert to open
access with equal trip limits for each vessel with harvest allowed until the commercial quota is reached.  This
would have exacerbated the derby fishery.

3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

In November 1990 the National Marine Fisheries Service set a 1 November 1989 control date for future entry
into the reef fish fishery. The primary purpose of this proposed control date was not to prevent selection of another
date for eligibility or any other method of controlling effort from being proposed and implemented, but rather to
establish a public awareness of potential eligibility criteria for future access to the reef fish resources.  This notice,
because it applied to all reef fish, would, even upon implementation, likely have little impact on the direct control of
the targeted red snapper effort.

The Council, having observed the derby development as a result of the commercial quota, recognized the need
to institute a long-term effort management programme for the red snapper fishery.6 As such, the overriding issue
confronting the Council was not one of whether to develop an effort management programme but, rather, the type of
programme which would be best suited for the fishery.  To this end, the Council initiated drafting of an Options Paper
to begin evaluation of an effort management programme for red snapper in the Gulf of Mexico.  In addition, the
Council contracted a socio-anthropologist (Dr. Michael Orbach, East Carolina State University) in March 1992 to
conduct a series of workshops.  The purpose of the first workshop series, held in June 1992, was “...to discuss with
fishermen the problems and issues in the red snapper fishery, and to discuss the different forms of effort management
and how they have been used in other fisheries (RFMPAmendment 8, p. 6)”.

A second series of workshops was held in August of 1992 whose goal was “...to summarize the results of the
first series and to evaluate fishermen’s perceptions on the impact of various open and limited access alternatives with
respect to fishermen’s flexibility, biological, economic and social impacts, enforceability, and administrative impacts
(p.6)”. To organize discussions, a list of alternative management scenarios was developed as well as a list of criteria
with which to evaluate the alternatives (Orbach, letter to the Gulf Council, 27 August 1992).  Options considered
included: (a) licence-limitation, (b) individual transferable quotas, (c) licence-limitation combined with ITQs, (d) trip
limits and temporal openings/closures, and  (e) the present management system.7 The last two alternatives, as noted
by Orbach, were included primarily for comparative purposes.

These five choices were evaluated based on seven criteria: (a) fishermen flexibility, (b) biological impacts, (c)
economic impacts, (d) sociological impacts, (e) enforceability, (f) administrative impacts, and (g) other [at the
suggestion of the participants].   The options, based on the criteria were rated from positive to negative with an attempt
to reach consensus.

Some of the relevant findings of this second workshop were as follows.  First, participants ranked the existing
system low on all criteria.  With respect to trip limits and temporal openings/closures, concern, particularly among
small boat fishermen, focused on the “...potential for creating “mini-derbies” with adverse economic and sociological
(safety and conflict) impacts.  With respect to ITQs, concern focused primarily on enforceability and administration
largely as result of the complexity of the system’s geographic spread and diversity within the fishery.   ITQs  were 
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6  The need to develop an effort management programme for red snapper was exacerbated by Council goals to rebuild any
overfished reef fish stock within a one-and-one-half generation period.   The target date for red snapper was 2007.

7  It was assumed that the 50% income requirement would remain in place for evaluation of each of the alternatives.



generally ranked positively on all other criteria.  In general, small-boat fishermen expressed concern that large-boat
fishermen would receive a disproportionate share of the overall quota under an ITQ programme.  Finally, the licence-
limitation alternative was ranked the highest among all possible alternatives.  While being ranked the highest among
alternatives, there were concerns “...over the potential cost of licences and a great deal of discussion over how the
original licences would be distributed at the outset of the system (p.3)”.  Concern was also expressed that the licence-
limitation, by itself, would not solve the derby problem.8

Several “special issues” of concern were also raised at the second series of workshops.  The first issue was that
of enforcement.  As stated by Orbach in his letter to the Council, “[t]here was a common concern that it is difficult or
impossible to enforce even our current regulations, much less a much more complicated system such as those being
considered (p.3)”.  Orbach further commented that “...virtually all participants agreed that MUCH (emphasis by
Orbach) better enforcement capability would be required for proper management.  This includes stiffer penalties for
violators”. Tied to the issue of enforcement, participants expressed concern that either a licence-limitation programme
or an ITQ programme would be difficult to enforce without a substantial amount of state cooperation.  

A second “special issue” raised at the workshops was that of the original allocation of licences or ITQs.  Aspects
associated with this issue included: (a) the base period for qualification, (b) the determination of what constitutes
having fished in the fishery for purposes of obtaining a licence or minimum landings requirement for obtaining an
ITQ, and (c)documentation to determine whether any individual or vessel qualifies under a given rule.  

A third “special issue” addressed at the second series of workshops was that of dealer licensing.  As stated by
Orbach, “[v]irtually all workshop participants agreed that some form of dealer licensing is appropriate, and would be
necessary under any form of effort management..”.  Other “special issues” raised by participants included: (a)
extending effort management to all reef fish, (b) development of a limited access programme for professional
fishermen, i.e. charter and headboat, and (c) concern that the commercial fishing sector would have an effort
management programme while the recreational sector does not.

The final series of management workshops was conducted by Orbach in December 1992.  The goals of these
workshops were to (a) review the results of the previous workshop series and (b) evaluate details of licence-limitation
and ITQ programmes, i.e. those programmes ranked highest by participants at the previous series of workshops
(Orbach, Third Workshop, December 1992).  With respect to the licence-limitation programme, primary issues
addressed included the issuing of initial licences and whether the licence should be issued to a vessel or individual.
With respect to an ITQ programme, major issues addressed included how might the initial ITQ be issued and whether
the ITQ should be based on a fixed poundage or percentage of the annual quota.  This issue, as noted by Orbach (Third
Workshop), would become particularly relevant if the commercial allocation was to be increased over time in
association with expansion of the stock. 

In January 1993 the Reef Fish Management Committee9 and the full Council met to discuss a limited access
options paper prepared by Council staff and, in particular, red snapper effort management.10 After considerable
discussion, often led by Orbach, the Reef Fish Management Committee passed a motion “that if the Council
developed a limited entry system for red snapper, it would be an ITQ system (Minutes of the Reef Fish Management
Committee, 13-15 January 1993, p. 25)”.  Preferred options for implementation of an ITQ system, if this option were
to be selected as the preferred alternative, were also selected.  The full Council, upon hearing the recommendations
by the Reef Fish Management Committee, voted to “...fully develop the ITQ option for effort management, and also
to include other options for presentation at the next Council meeting, at which time a preferred option would be
selected (RFMPAmendment 8, p.6)”.  Preferred options for implementation of an ITQ system (e.g.duration and
initial shares), if this option were to be selected as the preferred alternative, were also considered and selected by the
Council.  The next Council meeting was scheduled to be held in March 1993.
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9  This committee includes some Council members and meets immediately preceding the full Council.
10 The limited access paper developed by Council staff included a number of different options that would directly or indirectly limit
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Prior to the scheduled March Council meeting, a “Red Snapper Industry Meeting” was held in New Orleans,
Louisiana (31 January 1993).  Orbach, who attended the Industry meeting,  provided a summary of it to the Council
at the March meeting.  Orbach stated that “...the industry meeting corroborated the general perception at the
workshops that the only feasible system for extending the seasons was through an ITQ system; however, there were
expressions at the meeting that the industry was simply uncomfortable with ITQs (Minutes of the March 11-12
Council Meeting, pp. 4-5)”.  Orbach went on to explain that “...the rationale for the industry’s reluctance (to an ITQ
programme) was that it was a complicated system, and the industry was distrustful of anything the Council and the
NMFS proposed and would not support such action”.  After considerable discussion, the Council “...reviewed the first
draft of Reef Fish Amendment 7.  This draft Amendment contained limited and open access options for red snapper
management, plus the preferred and alternative options for implementation of an ITQ system and the alternatives for
implementation of licence-limitation programme (RFMPAmendment 8, p.6)”.  The Council, by a vote of 10 to 6,
made ITQs the preferred management system.  The Council also voted to defer public hearings until after the current
red snapper season but before the July Council meeting.

The Reef Fish Advisory Panel11 met at the end of April 1993 to review the public hearing draft of Reef Fish
Amendment 7.  In general, many of the concerns raised by this panel mirrored concerns expressed at the workshops
conducted by Orbach and the “Red Snapper Industry Meeting” held in January.  This was not surprising given the fact
that many of the members of the Reef Fish Advisory Panel were extremely active in the management process and had
likely attended many of the Council-sponsored workshops and the “Red Snapper Industry Meeting”.  One relevant
issue that was raised, which had not previously been addressed, however, was that of red snapper ITQs being “bought
up” by the recreational fishermen.  Specifically, unlike most other established ITQ programmes, the Gulf of Mexico
red snapper fishery has a large recreational component.  Hence, in an effort to increase its share of the Total Allowable
Catch, it was possible that the recreational sector could “buy up” ITQs.  The Reef Fish Advisory Panel, after
considerable deliberation “...recommended that implementation of a red snapper management system be deferred
until industry has had a chance to work on developing a business plan, and Council and industry has had a chance to
look at all the ramifications of an ITQ system (RFMPAmendment 8, p. 6)”.  When evaluating the ramifications of
the ITQ system the Advisory Panel requested a full examination of: (a) enforcement implications, (b) buy-outs by
special interest groups, (c) additional distributions from increases in the total allowable catch, and (d) administrative
fees (Minutes of the Reef Fish Management Committee, 11 May 1993).  

At its May meeting the Council decided to proceed with public hearings of Reef Fish draft Amendment 7.   A
total of twelve meetings, extending from June 7 to June 18, were scheduled throughout the coastal communities of
the Gulf of Mexico.  As reported in the Summary of Public Hearing Commentsby one of the Council staff who
attended many of the public hearings, “...only half of the fishermen (who attended the hearings) offered testimony,
and the majority of the fishermen that did testify at public hearings, spoke against ITQs (Minutes of the Reef Fish
Management Committee, 12 July 1993 (p. 2)”.  The Council staff member also indicated that, in his opinion, “...as
fishermen learned more about ITQs (from the public hearing process), the views changed from total objection to a
desire to learn more about the system (Minutes of the Reef Fish Management Committee, 12 July 1993 (p. 2)”.  

The Council convened again in July 1993.  By the time of this meeting, it had become clear to a number of
Council members and staff that a large number of issues related to a long-term effort management of the Gulf of
Mexico red snapper fishery had yet to be resolved and that industry support for the programme was, at best,
“marginal”.  Such a situation was problematic because certain issues in Amendment 7 pertained to the 1994 season
and were not oriented to the issue of long-run effort limitation in the red snapper fishery.12 Issues relating to the 1994
season would need to be submitted to the Secretary of Commerce before all of the issues related to a long-term effort
management programme could be resolved.  To this end, the Council voted to “...split Draft Amendment 7 into two
amendments.  The resulting Amendment 7 consisted of proposals other than those dealing with red snapper effort
management and the reef fish permit moratorium.  Amendment 8 would deal solely with red snapper fishing effort
management and an extension of the reef fish permit moratorium.  In addition, the effort management provisions were
to be reorganized and simplified to address just three general management options: (a) the current management system
as it was prior to the creation of red snapper endorsements, (b) a permanent licence-limitation system based on the
red snapper endorsement system and (c), an ITQ system (RFMPAmendment 8, p. 7)”.  Finally, the Council, by
unanimous vote, recommended that (a) additional workshops be held during the development of Amendment 8, (b)
further public hearings be held on the reorganized document [i.e.Amendment 8], and (c) a minimum of one meeting
of the Ad Hocred snapper advisory panel be convened prior to final Council Action on Amendment 8 (Minutes of the
Council Meeting, July 13-14 1993).
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11  The Reef Fish Advisory Panel is largely comprised of commercial fishermen active in the reef fish fishery.  As its name would
infer, the primary purpose of this panel is to advise the Council regarding proposed regulations.

12  Many of these issues did not relate directly to red snapper but rather involved issues of fish traps.



The red snapper endorsement system was scheduled to terminate after 1995.  It had been the intent of the
Council to establish a red snapper effort limitation programme prior to the expiry of the endorsement system (i.e. for
the 1995 year).  At the September 1993 Reef Fish Management Committee meeting, however, the Executive Director
of the Council indicated to members of the Committee that fulfillment of all the actions taken at the previous Council
meeting (i.e. additional public workshops, public hearings, etc.)  would delay the implementation of an ITQ system
beyond the originally intended start date of 1 January 1995.13 The Executive Director recognized that implementation
of a functional effort management system was not feasible by the originally intended date and proposed two
alternatives to the Committee.  The first alternative, referred to as the “Fast Track Option”, would allow for
implementation of an effort limitation system in March 1995 by combining a number of functions, such as public
hearings and workshops.  The second alternative, the “More Deliberate Track Option”, would postpone
implementation of any effort management system until January 1996.  As implied by the Executive Director, the
advantage  of the  second option is that it would have given more time for fishermen to  provide  input  regarding
provisions of the amendment through the workshop process and would have allowed more time for the collection of
economic information which could be included in the Regulatory Impact Review.14 The disadvantage of adopting the
“More Deliberate Track Option”, according to the Executive Director, was that implementation would be delayed
until 1996 and “...the fishery would then be managed in 1995 by only trip limits under the framework procedure (equal
limits for all vessels with permits) unless an additional amendment was prepared and implemented before 1995
extending the endorsement system or some modification of it (Minutes of the Reef Fish Management Committee,
September 1993, p.21)”.  The Committee referred this decision to the full Council who subsequently decided to adopt
the “More Deliberate Track Option”.

The adoption of the “More Deliberate Track Option” by the Council was, at least in part, related to divisiveness
among Council members and apprehension by the fishing industry regarding implementation of an ITQ system.
There was also an impression that fishermen would eventually realize the benefits of an effort limitation programme
and become more amenable to implementation of such as system.  The Regional Director of the NMFS stated at the
September 1993 Council Meeting that it was his opinion that after one more season of trip limits and seasonal
closures, “...there would be strong demands (in the next season) towards an ITQ or similar programme (Minutes of
the September 15-16 Council meeting, p. 17)”.  In selecting the “More Deliberate Track Option”, the Council also
voted to establish an Ad HocAdvisory Panel to address allocation issues consisting of owners, owner/operators and
historical hired captains.15

The Reef Fish Advisory Panel met in early November 1993.  The Panel indicated that there remained
considerable industry opposition to ITQs and some of the opposition emanated from the fact that the fishermen had
no knowledge as to what their individual allotments would be under an ITQ programme.  The Panel moved that the
Council request that the NMFS require fishermen to submit landings records to be processed by the NMFS in order
to determine individual allotments.  When it met later in the month, the Council heeded the advice of the Reef Fish
Panel and moved that the NMFS initiate the data collection process.16

The Council, waiting for the NMFS to collect and analyze red snapper landings records, took little action on
Amendment 8 during much of 1994.  The information became available to the Council at its November 1994 meeting.
After listening to the analysis pertaining to initial allotments, the Council made some technical changes to the
Amendment and voted unanimously to hold public hearings on it.

A set of eight public hearings were held in December 1994. While generating less than full support, it was
obvious to some that the set of meetings and comments revealed more acceptance and support for ITQs than had been
the case during previous public meetings.  In fact, a number of fishermen who had previously spoken out against ITQs
changed their position after they received information as to their initial shares.  
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13  As indicated by the Executive Director, “...NMFS estimated approximately eight months to implement an ITQ system”, which
required that the final rule would have to be published by 1 May 1994.  The time required for review and approval of a final
amendment was 140 days which meant that the amendment/EA/RIR/IFR A would have to have been submitted to the NMFS
by 10December 1993 for the ITQ process to be in place by 1 January 1995 (Minutes of the Reef Fish Management Committee,
September, 1993)”.  The eight months needed to implement an ITQ system included time to review all the data records for
fishermen, convene an appeals board and issue ITQ certificates (Minutes of the Council Meeting, September 1993, p. 21).

14  A Regulatory Impact Review, which is required by law, serves three purposes: (a) it provides a comprehensive review of the
level and incidence of impacts associated with a proposed or final regulatory action, (b) it provides a review of the problems
and policy objectives prompting the regulatory proposals and an evaluation of the major alternatives that could be used to solve
the problem and (c) it ensures that the regulatory agency systematically and comprehensively considers all available alternatives
so that the public welfare can be enhanced in the most efficient and cost effective manner.

15  The issue of owner/operators and historical captains is addressed in greater detail in Section 3.3.2 of this paper.
16  A more detailed discussion of this data collection process is presented in Section 4.



In addition to the public hearings, both the Reef Fish Advisory Panel and the Ad HocRed Snapper Advisory
Panel met in late 1994 to review Amendment 8 for a final time.  Both Panels opted for a licence-limitation system in
conjunction with trip limits in lieu of an ITQ programme.  

The Council, when it met in mid-January 1995, after supporting an ITQ programme for several years, reversed
itself and, following the advice of the Panels, voted for a licence-limitation system as the preferred option.17

Subsequently, the Council, at its May 1995 meeting, reversed itself once again and voted in support of an ITQ
programme.  Furthermore, the Council at the same meeting voted to submit Amendment 8 to the Secretary of
Commerce for final approval at which point no further action could be taken by the Council on the Amendment.

In summary, the Council devoted about three years, off and on, to the development of a comprehensive
management programme for red snapper with an anticipated implementation date almost a year later.  The reasons for
the extended process are varied.  First, commercial fishermen were, in general, unfamiliar with effort limitation
programmes and, hence, time was devoted to familiarizing them with alternative effort management programmes.
Second, there was considerable uncertainty among Council members as to whether an ITQ programme could be
successfully implemented (and the related intricacies of such a programme) and, as such, they relied extensively on
the industry (through panels and the public hearings process) to provide guidance on the specifics related to such a
programme (e.g.the status of historical captains).  Finally, there was a need for information to be collected to provide
fishermen with an estimate of individual ITQ allotments under an ITQ system.  The collection of this information was
time consuming but, in the opinion of many, exceedingly helpful in garnering increased support by fishermen for an
ITQ programme.  After all this work, however, support by the industry for an ITQ programme was considerably less
than unanimous and it is debatable whether even the majority of the industry supported an ITQ programme.

3.3 Allocation method chosen
3.3.1 Qualifying period

The Council, by and large, was constrained by what years it could use as a qualifying period for ITQ shares.
Prior to 1990, there was no systematic records of individual vessel harvest.  After 1992, there was an endorsement
system which could tend to seriously distort catch records.  Hence, the Council, with little objection, settled on 1990-
92 qualifying time frame.

While there was little challenge to the time frame for qualification, there was considerable debate regarding the
years to use within this time period.  There was some discussion that the highest catch year within this three-year time
frame should be used in determining the ITQ shares.  In part, this option was rejected because it would, some thought,
benefit speculators and individuals who entered the fishery in 1992, the most productive year despite a shortened
season.  Another option considered was an average of all vessel red snapper production records over the three-year
period. This option was rejected because it might penalize individuals who had a bad year or missed a year of fishing
during the eligibility period for unforseen reasons.  As a compromise, the Council chose to allocate ITQ shares
proportionately based on the average of the highest two out of three years during 1990 to 1992.

3.3.2  Initial eligibility

On the surface, the issue of eligibility may appear relatively straight forward.  Vessels fishing in the Gulf of
Mexico reef fish fishery were required to have a reef fish permit.  One might conclude, therefore, that matching of
the permitted vessels with documented red snapper landings attached to those vessels would provide the potential
universe of ITQ shareholders.   However, at the time that Amendment 8 was being developed, 6.2% of the reef fish
vessel permits were based on records of income qualifications of operators rather than owners.  This raised the issue
of whether the initial red snapper ITQ allocation should be provided to the owner or operator of the reef fish permitted
vessel in those instances where the operator’s income was used to qualify the vessel.  In addition, public testimony
pointed to the fact that “[i]n some instances, captains operate vessels under vessel lease agreements with the owners
where the captain is classified as a self-employed independent contractor.  Under these arrangements (which may be
written or verbal) the captains pay the owner for use of the vessel through a share of the catch landed and hire and
pay the crew”.18 In these instances, the historical captain’s income was not used to qualify the vessel.  In all instances,
however, the landings records were attached to the vessel.
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17  A detailed discussion of what happened at the January 1995 meeting and subsequent May meeting is presented in Section 3.3.9.
18  As noted in RFMPAmendment 8, “[h]istorical captains are classified as captains operating continuously in the red snapper

fishery under a verbal or written share agreement with an owner to lease a vessel from prior to the control date of 7 November
1989 set for the reef fish fishery, who have landed at least 5000lb of red snapper in two of the last three years 1990,1991 and
1992 and who can satisfy the more than 50% earned income requirement from the year of the control date (1989) to present.
The agreement must provide that the captain is responsible for hiring the crew who were paid for shares under his control
(p.34)”.



Amendment 8 listed seven alternative options regarding initial eligibility.  Most of these options recognized only
the current owners, operators, captains and income qualifiers who are in the fishery at the time of implementation of
the amendments as eligible for initial allocation.19 The preferred option by the Council was that of “[e]ither the
current owners or operators of permitted vessels depending on whose income qualified for the permit (i.e. only the
income qualifier is eligible) and historic captains”.  In the proposed rule establishing an ITQ programme and
published in the Federal Register (25 August 1995), initial eligibility was defined as follows: “An initial shareholder
under the ITQ system would be either the owner or operator of a vessel with a valid permit on 29 August 1995
provided such owner or operator had the required landing of red snapper during the period 1990 through 1992.  If the
earned income of an operator was used to qualify for the permit valid on 29 August 1995, such operator would be the
initial shareholder rather than the owner.  The term “owner” includes a corporation or other legal entity.  Additionally,
a historical captain could be an initial ITQ shareholder”.

The rationale for inclusion of some operators (i.e.those whose earned income was used to qualify for the permit)
and historical captains in the initial ITQ allocation process was based, at least in part, on the Magnuson Fishery
Conservation and Management Act, 16 U.S.C. 1853, Section 303 which provides that the Council, when establishing
a system for limiting access to a fishery in order to achieve optimum yield, take into account: (a) present participation
in the fishery, (b) historical fishing practices in, and dependence on, the fishery, (c) the economics of the fishery and
(d), the cultural and social framework relevant to the fishery.20 Referring to those instances where the operators
earned income was used for qualification, the Amendment 8 states: “[i]n these situations, it is the skill and effort of
the operator that results in the vessel qualifying for a permit.  Under these situations, it may be desirable to reward the
individual responsible for the permit being issued (p.36)”.  With respect to historical captains, the Amendment goes
on to state that “[u]nder such agreements the success of the fishing venture is largely based on the captain’s expertise
as a historical participant in the fishery”.   

3.3.3  Initial ITQ shares

As is the case with most ITQ programmes, the initial allocation of ITQ shares was based on historical production
of vessels in the fishery.   Individual shares were determined on a percentage basis of the commercial quota and then
transformed into pounds that each shareholder was to receive.  The expression of initial (and thereafter annual)
allocations on a percentage basis, which was then converted to a poundage basis, was selected by the Council to
facilitate allocation determinations over the long run as the stock and, hence, commercial quota was expected to
increase.

An  additional feature regarding the initial ITQ shares was that no initial shareholder was to receive an initial
percentage share that would equate to less than 100lb whole weight.  This was, in essence, a bycatch allowance for
those initial shareholders who had minimum red snapper landings records during the qualifying period.  After the
minimum shares were calculated, the remaining percentage shares would then be apportioned based on each
remaining shareholder’s red snapper landings records during the qualifying period.

3.3.4 ITQ coupons

Each shareholder was to receive coupons in various denominations equal to the shareholder’s calculated total
based on shares owned as of 1 November  of the proceeding year.  The coupons would be transferrable by completing
the sale endorsement thereon, including the name of the recipient.  Any vessel under the ITQ programme was not
permitted to possess red snapper in excess of ITQ coupons on board that vessel.  In accordance with the sale of red
snapper to a dealer throughout the year (or the transfer of coupons) remaining coupons would decrease accordingly
(unless additional coupons were purchased).

3.3.5 Transfer of landings records

The qualifying period for red snapper landings to be used in the initial allocation under the red snapper ITQ
programme, as noted, was from 1990 through 1992.  The Proposed Rule for implementing the ITQ programme,
however, did not come out in the Federal Register until 29 August 1995.  A moratorium on the issue of new reef fish
permits, as noted, was established in May 1992 and the transfer of these permits was permitted only under certain
conditions: (a)transfer of permits between vessels owned by the income qualifying owner of a permitted vessels, (b)
transfer of permits between individuals was allowed only with the transfer of the permitted vessel (e.g.sale) and (c),
in the event of death or disability of a permit-holder, the Regional Director shall have the authority to transfer, either
permanently or temporarily, the permit to a person specified by the permit-holder or the legal guardian, or estate
(RFMPAmendment 8, p.41).  These transfers raised the issue of who would receive the initial ITQ allocation; the
owner/operator at the time of transfer or the owner/operator after the transfer.
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19  In general, the alternative options ranged from the most restrictive measures (i.e.only owners of permitted vessels are eligible
to receive initial allocations) to less restrictive measures and covered most variations.

20  This is not a complete list of factors that can be considered.



The Council addressed this issue as follows.  First, the Council made the determination that records for the 1990-
92 period should be retained by the permitted owner if the permit was transferred to additional vessels owned by the
income qualifying owner.  Second, the Council determined that the landings records for the 1990-92 period should be
transferred to the new permitted owner, if the vessel permit was transferred through sale of the vessel or transferred
due to death or disability, unless there was a legally binding agreement for such transfer.  Finally, the Council
determined that the owner of a currently permitted vessel should retain the landings record for a vessel that was
substantively controlled by him even though the ownership of such vessel may be in the name of a different legal
entity (“substantively controlled” means that the same entity had at least a 50% interest in the vessel immediately prior
to, and after, the change in ownership).

3.3.6 Transfer of shares

As indicated in the Proposed Rules for the Gulf of Mexico red snapper ITQ programme “[t]he transfer of shares
would be prohibited for the first 6 months after the date that ITQ coupons are required to be carried on board.  From
6 months after the date that coupons are required to be carried on board to 18 months after such date, shares could be
transferred only to persons who are initial shareholders and are U.S. citizens.  Thereafter, ITQ participants may
transfer all or a portion of their percentage shares to any person who is a U.S. citizen or permanent resident alien
(Federal Register, 29 August 1995 p.44827)”.  All transfers of shares, furthermore, were required to be registered with
the Regional Director of the NMFS. There would be a fee imposed on these transfers.  Transfers during November
and December of each year would not be recorded until the next year.

Several issues related to transferring of ITQ shares are worth evaluating in greater detail. First, the transfer of
ITQ shares from one individual to another did not automatically provide sufficient conditions for use of the ITQ shares
because a reef fish permit was still a requirement for harvesting red snapper under an ITQ programme.  Hence, if the
individual to whom the ITQ shares were being transferred to did not have a reef fish permit, he would not be able to
directly use the ITQ shares.  

A second relevant issue with respect to the transfer of ITQ shares was that any transfer would be prohibited for
six months after the implementation of the ITQ programme.  The rationale for inclusion of this restriction in
development of the red snapper ITQ programme was two fold: (a) to give the NMFS sufficient time to fully prepare
for the ITQ programme, including the determination of eligibility, assessing ITQ levels, and resolving disputes; and
(b) to prevent speculation during the initial phase of the programme.  

For the 6 to 18 month-period, as noted, transfer of shares could only be made to individuals who were initial
shareholders and were U.S. citizens.  The Council imposed this constraint on transferring shares during the initial
phases of the programme to give preference to existing reef fish fishermen.  Similarly, transfers during the first 18
months were to be limited to U.S. citizens because of concerns that foreign entities might buy shares before the
marketplace was able to set a “fair” market price.

Finally, all transfers were to be registered with the Regional Director and transfers that were made during
November or December of each year would not be recorded and confirmed until the following year.  The rationale
for this was that it was during the November/December period that each shareholder’s allocation of the commercial
quota would be made for the next fishing year.

3.3.7  The “lose it or use it” criteria

The Council, in developing the red snapper ITQ programme, considered a “use it or lose it” criterion for
individuals to maintain ITQ shares over the long run.  One reason for considering such an option was that a use
requirement would tend to “weed out” speculators during the early phases of the programme.  The use requirement
would also ensure that the total annual crop not above overfishing levels was harvested over the life span of the
programme.  This, some presumed, would effectively stop environmental groups from purchasing ITQ shares and not
fishing them.

The Council realized, however, that there were two drawbacks associated with including a “use it or lose it”
clause. First, it would generate a certain amount of instability in the harvesting sector.  Second, it would create a
negative conservation impact by forcing individuals to harvest red snapper.  Given these factors, the Council made a
determination that no ITQ shares or portions thereof should revert back to the management programme because of
lack of use.
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3.3.8   Maximum ownership oruse of ITQs

The issue of maximum ownership or use of ITQs was considered by the Council on the basis of both initial
ownership and ownership or use after implementation of an ITQ programme.  These issues were addressed during the
early stages of the Council deliberation process and with little objection, the decision was made almost immediately
to impose no maximum on the initial holding of ITQs (Minutes of the Reef Fish Committee Meeting, January 1993).
The rationale for this decision was based, in part, on the fact that the maximum boat landings of red snapper in any
year during the 1990-92 period was only 75 000lb and, hence, no individual would initially dominate the market
(Minutes of the Council Meeting, 19-22 January 1993).

With respect to maximum ownership or use after implementation of an ITQ programme, a suite of options was
originally proposed to the Council from which to choose.  One option would impose no maximum on the possession
and fishing of ITQ shares during a given year.  A second option would require that no individual  could possess and
fish more than a specified fraction of all outstanding ITQs in any single year.  A final option, which was a variation
of the second option, would relax the ‘single year” time constraint but would limit the time frame to some specified
number of consecutive years.

At its May 1993 meeting, the Council, by a vote of nine to eight, selected that “No maximum shall be imposed
on the possession and fishing of ITQs for any single fishing year” as the preferred option to be taken to public
hearings.  The close vote on this issue is an indication of the divisiveness among the Council members at the time and
general concern, as expressed by a number of fishermen in the sponsored workshops, that monopolization of ITQs
was a distinct possibility.  This concern was fueled, at least in part, by the aggregation of ITQs in the Atlantic surf
clam fishery where the Mid-Atlantic Council chose not to include any anti-monopoly features in its ITQ system
preferring instead to leave it to the anti-trust laws (see Minutes of the Council Meeting, 11-12 March 1993).

In a final action taken on Amendment 8, the Council  chose not to impose any maximum on the possession of
ITQ shares or the fishing of ITQ coupons in any given year.  This decision was made despite the concern had been
expressed regarding the potential for monopolization of ITQ market during the sponsored workshops and public
hearing process. There were essentially three reasons the Council chose not to impose any “cap” on ITQ shares.  First,
they recognized that anti-trust laws could be easily invoked, at some date after implementation of the programme, if
the situation was warranted.  Second, Council realized that any “cap” could easily be circumvented by a family or
corporation where the individuals each maintained levels under the “cap”.  Third, the Council realized that imports of
red snapper were large and competed directly with the domestic product.   As such, the ability of any ITQ shareholder
to manipulate price was of little concern.21

3.3.9 Regions of applicability of programme

As a general rule, the Council has authority to only manage fisheries in federal waters (outside nine nautical
miles in Texas and Florida and three nautical miles in the other states) with individual Gulf of Mexico states
maintaining management responsibilities in state waters.  Red snapper are not estuarine-dependent, thus, one would
not anticipate sizeable harvests in state waters.  In fact, reported harvests from state waters averaged only about 2%
of the total annual catch.  These harvests were primarily in Florida where state waters extend offshore for 9nm.

When federal waters were closed to commercial red snapper harvesting (i.e. quota having been reached),
however, reported landings from state waters showed a sizeable increase.  As such the NMFS concluded that
compatible state regulations were essential for the successful realization of any red snapper ITQ system.  As indicated
in the Proposed Rules establishing the ITQ programme, “[t]o the extent that non-compatibility state regulations allow
red snapper to be harvested outside the ITQ system, the system would be compromised because monitoring and
enforcement would be hindered (Federal Register, 29 August 1995 p. 44828)”.

Therefore to help ensure success of the ITQ programme, the NMFS asked the individual Gulf of Mexico states
to develop compatible regulations.  Before publication of the final rules, the NMFS had received assurances from all
five of the Gulf of Mexico states that they either had, or would, enact compatible regulations in waters under their
jurisdictions (Federal Register, 29 November 1995).  As stated in the Federal Register “[t]hus, in making its decision
to approve and implement the remaining measures of Amendment  8, NMFS obtained reasonable assurance from all
of the affected states that they would be able to issue compatible state regulations effective on or about the time that
Amendment 8 is fully implemented (1 April 1996).  This cooperation will greatly enhance enforcement of the
regulations (Federal Register, 29 November 1995 p. 61203)”.
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21 However, the Council advised that it could, at a subsequent time, recommend and implement (with NMFS approval) a different
allocation scheme via the FMPAmendment process, if concentration in the industry became “excessive” under the ITQ
programme.



Thus, the Council and the NMFS worked closely with the individual Gulf of Mexico states to help ensure that
an ITQ programme would be acceptable and workable.  Without this assurance, it is unknown whether the NMFS
would have accepted an ITQ programme for the Gulf of Mexico red snapper fishery.

3.3.10 Duration of ITQ programme

As indicated in the Federal Register that provided the proposed rules for creation of the red snapper ITQ
programme (29 August 1995), “...the proposed ITQ system would remain in effect for 4 years from the date that the
system is implemented during which the NMFS and Council would evaluate the system.  Based on the evaluation,
NMFS and the Council would modify, extend, or terminate the system (p.44825)”.  Given this somewhat unusual
duration arrangement, it is worthwhile to examine how this arrangement evolved.

The issue of the duration of the red snapper ITQ programme was originally addressed at the January 1993
Council Meeting.  In general, two options were proposed to the Reef Fish Management Committee and subsequently
to the Council.  The first option was to confer on the ITQ the privilege to harvest the specified amount indefinitely.
The second option was confer on the ITQ the privilege to harvest the specified amount for an unspecified, but limited,
amount of time. With little debate, the Council confirmed that it was the Council’s intent to continue the ITQ
programme as long as the objectives of the plan were met.  While there had been some discussion by the Reef Fish
Advisory Panel of inserting some type of a “sunset” rule to re-evaluate any ITQ system (see Minutes of the Reef Fish
Advisory Panel, 29-30 April 1993), the Council appears to have never seriously considered this option as a long-run
effort management programme was being more fully developed.

In January 1995 the Reef Fish Management Committee and the full Council met and final action was to be taken
on Amendment 8.  At the time of these meetings, there were still considerable doubts and uncertainties, on the part of
both Council members and the commercial fishing sector, regarding whether an ITQ programme or a licence-
limitation system would adequately address the problems confronting the fishery.  Adding to this uncertainty were
two Congressional bills that were being prefiled to amend the Magnuson Act, which specifically addressed ITQ
programmes throughout the United States.  A detailed summary of the Senate version of the bill was provided by the
Executive Director of the Council (GMFMC) to the Reef Fish Management Committee at the January meeting,
“Senator Stevens and Senator Carey introduced a bill with a provision relating to ITQs.  This would proposed (sic)
that upon implementation of the revised Magnuson Act, there would be a moratorium on implementation of ITQs until
NMFS had developed a policy paper on how they should be structured and that any ITQ systems implemented prior
to the implementation of the Act would become subject to meeting the provisions of the NMFS policy paper within
three years.  There was also a provision for fees for ITQ systems only.  The fee level would be up to four per cent ex-
vessel value of landings.  There would also be an additional one percent ex-vessel value in the case of transfers of
ITQs (Minutes of the Reef Fish Management Committee, 17 January 1995 p.13)”.  The Executive Director also
indicated that the House version of the bill did not contain language on taxes.

Given the cloud of uncertainty surrounding the ITQ system, a motion was made by one of the Reef Fish
Management Committee members to adopt the Licence Limitation System as the preferred option.  This motion failed
and, subsequently, the Committee confirmed ITQs as the preferred alternative by a vote of five to two.

When the Council met the next day, there was considerable debate whether to make the Licence Limitation
System or the ITQ system the preferred option.22 One Council member, actively involved in the red snapper fishery
as both a boat owner and dealer, spoke passionately against adopting ITQs.  His rationale was based on several
different issues.  First, he asserted that if a red snapper ITQ programme was to be implemented, similar programmes
would be developed for all other fisheries in the Gulf (presumably limited to reef fish species).  This would, he
asserted, reduce the “...flexibility the fishermen have to move from one fishery to another, without having to go to the
bank and buy something that they don’t know if the value would be worth the effort (Minutes of the Council Meeting,
January 18-19 p.25)”.  Second, in expressing his concern regarding possible Congressional action and its impact on
an ITQ programme, the Council member stated “[w]e heard yesterday that we don’t know what Congress is going to
do with user fees.  We (implement) an ITQ (programme) and they come back and tell us that there will be a three or
four percent cost on your ITQs and have to pay that (p. 25)”.  Third, the Council member suggested that the three year
qualifying period (i.e.1990-92) was not representative of historical years in the red snapper fishery.  Specifically, he
stated that “...[t]hose years were where the fishery was changed, different ways of fishing were forced, due to
regulations this Council put on the fishermen.  The fishermen changed habits prior to this time because of low catch
rates and moved out of the red snapper fishery into other fisheries (p.25)”.  Fourth, the Council member expressed
concerns that the ITQs could be bought up by a large entity, “...like Tyson Chicken who could buy them up to recoup
the profits over a long period of time whereas the fishermen would not have that option (p. 25-26)”.  Fifth, the Council
member, questioned the quality of the reporting process used during the qualifying period.  And last, the Council
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member questioned the appropriateness of an ITQ programme for the commercial sector when there existed a large
recreational sector which was not bound to its share of the TAC.23 The Council member finished his plea with a
motion that the Licence Limitation Option be adopted as the preferred alternative for Amendment 8.24

This plea resulted in a long discussion as to whether the Council member’s assertions were accurate and whether
the Objectives attached to Amendment 8 (see Section 3.1; Policy Objectives) could be achieved with a licence-
limitation programme.  When finally brought to a vote, the Council, by nine to six, voted in favor of licence-limitation
as the preferred alternative for Amendment 8 in lieu of an ITQ system.  All five Council members with commercial
interests voted in favor of Licence Limitation.  Hence, it appeared as though the Gulf of Mexico red snapper fishery
would by 1996 be operating under a Licence Limitation Programme rather than an ITQ Programme.

The Council next addressed Amendment 8 at its May meeting. While the focus of the meeting was to be on
finalizing specific options with respect to the Licence Limitation Management Programme, the issue of adopting an
ITQ quota system was raised once again.  This time, however, implementation the ITQ Management System “...would
confer on an ITQ share certificate holder the privilege to harvest the specified amount for four years after inception
of the programme after which the programme may be extended (Minutes of the Council Meeting, May 10-12, p. 42)”.
This time, the Council voted in favor of the ITQ Management System and subsequently voted at the same meeting to
send Amendment 8 to the Secretary of Commerce for final approval.25

The Council member who moved for a specific four-year evaluation period of the ITQ system stated that the
purpose for doing so “...was to end speculation in the windfall gain by holding (the system) to confined periods and
allowing the system to be evaluated after four years on the basis of what it had accomplished in terms of efficiency,
enforcement and cost (Minutes of the Council Meeting, 10-12 May 1995 p. 42)”.  He proceeded to explain that a four-
year period was adequate because “[t]he effectiveness of the system could be evaluated in years two and three and
Council (would then) consider whether to extend it in year four”.

In subsequent discussions, the Council member more fully explained his rationale for a limited duration of the
ITQ system (pers. comm. Dr. Kenneth Roberts, Cooperative Extension Service, Lousiana State Universtiy, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana).  Specifically, he indicated that many members of the Council were largely uncertain whether an
ITQ programme for red snapper would be effective given its large number of unique characteristics including, but not
limited to, a large recreational component and the multi-species nature of the commercial fleet.  In addition, some of
the Council members were concerned with “giving up” control of the management process, particularly if the ITQ
programme failed to achieve the objectives set forth in Amendment 8.  Evaluation of the programme would, hence,
allow it to be modified accordingly or, if found to be grossly inadequate, terminated.  Thus, the Council could, if
needed, remain actively involved in the management process.

3.4 Enforcement

Enforcement had been of concern throughout the development of a red snapper effort limitation programme;
particularly an ITQ programme.  There had been persistent allegations, during the workshop and public hearing
process, that a large portion of landings had not been accounted for under the quota management system.  It was also
recognized that monitoring of any ITQ programme at sea would be extremely difficult; in part because of the multiple
species landed on any given trip and also because of overall lack of enforcement personnel.  To maximize enforcement
capabilities under the ITQ programme, the Council adopted a monitoring programme similar to that developed for the
South Atlantic wreckfish ITQ programme.

The steps included in the monitoring programme were to be: First, each shareholder would receive coupons
based upon pounds he was allocated under the ITQ programme.  Second, the amount of red snapper on board a vessel
with a federal reef fish permit (or any vessel in the EEZ) would not be able to exceed the total of ITQ coupons on
board that vessel.  Third, red snapper harvested by a permitted vessel (or otherwise harvested from the EEZ) would
be transferrable only to a dealer who held a federal reef fish dealer permit.26.  These federally-permitted dealers were
allowed to receive red snapper only from vessels with reef fish permits and coupons equal to, or exceeding, the
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23  The recreational component of the red snapper fishery, during discussion of Amendment 8, was being managed primarily
through size limits and bag limits.  There was no provision to close the recreational fishery when its share of the TAC was
reached and significant “overruns” were the rule rather than the exception. Congress has since mandated that the recreational
red snapper fishery be closed when its share of the TAC is reached.

24  Technically, this was a substitute motion because the motion on the floor was that which came from the Reef Fish Committee
in support of an ITQ programme.

25  Given the framework of Amendment 8, it was necessary for the Council to first vote on the adoption of the ITQ management
system prior to deciding its duration.  It was well known though that the issue of the duration of the ITQ programme would be
re-visited immediately after Council’s adoption of the ITQ system.

26  The Federal Reef Fish dealer permitting system was established in RFMPAmendment 7.  Much of the impetus for establishing
this permitting system was to provide a more accurate tracking system of red snapper and other reef fish landings.



amount of red snapper being transferred.  When transferred, the vessel operator would provide the dealer with part of
the ITQ coupon (the “Fish House part”, equal  in denominated to the weight of the red snapper transferred to the
dealer. He would  retain the other part (the “Fisherman” part) for his records.

The dealer when receiving these coupons from the vessel operator was required to indicate the date received,
the vessel permit number and his permit number.  The dealer was required to submit these records to the NMFS at
monthly intervals, or more often if requested.  The vessel operator was required to submit the “Fisherman” part of the
coupons with his log book records.

This monitoring method allowed for enforcement of ITQs at sea  (i.e.on the vessel) as well as ashore (i.e.of the
dealer).  In addition, the submission of coupons by both the vessel operators and the dealers allowed for compliance
checks which would reduce fraudulent activities.  Last, the requirement that Federally-permitted dealers were allowed
to receive red snapper only from vessels with reef fish permits and coupons would facilitate enforcement in two ways.
First, it helped to identify all dealers since most, if not all, would desire purchasing product from permitted vessels
and would thus need a permit.  Second, it allowed for closer monitoring of dealer records by enforcement.

4.  DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS

The Reef Fish Advisory Panel met in November 1993 to discuss the overall management programme for red
snapper.  Many of the Panel members expressed concern that many fishermen were unwilling to support an ITQ
programme because they did not know what their initial allocation would be.  By unanimous agreement, the Reef Fish
Advisory Panel requested that the Council ask the NMFS to obtain landings information from fishermen and to
generate initial estimates of ITQ allocations (Minutes of the Reef  Fish Advisory Panel,  November 1993).  This
request arose from the fact that “[m]any fishermen were uncertain of what their allocations would be if ITQs were
implemented, and felt that there would be a large number of fraudulent or previously unreported fish house receipts
submitted, which would decrease their personal allocations (Minutes of the Council Meeting, November 17-18,
p.11)”.  The Council, in response to the request by the Reef Fish Advisory Panel, moved to gather the requisite data
through the Amendment process (RFMPAmendment9).

Amendment 9 provided the NMFS with the authority to “collect and compile commercial red snapper landings
data for the years 1990, 1991 and 1992 for vessels by owner and, in the case of permitted vessels for which the permit
was based on the earned income qualification of an operator, by such operator of vessels that were operating in the
commercial red snapper fishery and had red snapper landings in any of the years 1990, 1991 and 1992, whether such
persons are currently owners or income-qualifying operators or permitted vessels or not (RFMPAmendment 9, p.7)”.
Landings data which would be used as the basis for initial allocation were as follows: (a) for vessels which submitted
logbooks, only the logbook landings during the appropriate period  would be considered for that time period during
which a log book was required or was voluntarily submitted,27 (b) in the absence of log book records, for those vessels
landing red snapper in Florida, only Florida trip tickets would be considered for landings in Florida, and (c) for
landings where neither of the other criteria apply, the owner or operator of the vessel whose income was used to
qualify the vessel for the permit was required to provide the NMFS with documentation of red snapper landings in
accordance with the criteria used for a red snapper endorsement. 

Amendment 9 provided the only opportunity for individuals to submit landings records.  Thus, anyone wishing
to participate in an initial allocation of ITQ shares would have to submit the requested landings data.  In general, the
collection of landings data was so broad that it would accommodate fishermen who left the fishery after 1992 but had
landings during the qualifying period.  It also accommodated fishermen who never obtained a reef fish permit but who
harvested red snapper during the qualifying period when reef fish could be legally harvested without a permit.  Only
those fishermen who did not submit log books or landed fish in Florida (trip ticket) were required to resubmit records.

In addition, Amendment 9 addressed the issue of records documenting historical captain status.  Among other
things, the Amendment required historical captains to: (a) provide documentation of red snapper landings during the
period of that the individual was a historical captain, (b) identify the vessel or vessels and period of time the share
agreement was in effect, (c) provide statements signed by each vessel owner with whom they had the share agreement
attesting to the share agreement and acknowledging that the captain determined the shares/payment to the crew [or
other documentation]28 and (d), submit income tax records for the period 1989 through 1993 to verify that they had
met the earned-income criteria.
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27  Further, logbook records that were not submitted when required could no longer be submitted as proof of landings. 
28  In public testimony, the requirement for a signed statement from vessel owners stating terms of the share agreement was met

with some resistance by vessel owners who indicated that they would refuse to sign any such document.  If the vessel owner
refused to sign the document, the historical captain was allowed to provide other documentation of the share arrangement.  



Documentation of historical captain status was required to ascertain which vessel the historical captain operated
and what his share agreement was with the owner so that both the historical captain and the vessel owner could receive
the appropriate credit for the vessel’s landings.  The provision that captains controlled crew shares/payments was
included as a means of providing evidence that captains operated as independent operators.

In total, the NMFS accepted catch records for 930 corporations and individuals through the Amendment 9
process (November 1994 Council Minutes).  Of the 930 total, only 374 had current reef fish permits suggesting that
556 individuals (accounting for approximately one third of the total catch) would not qualify under the Council’s
preferred alternative. To advise fishermen what their individual ITQ shares might be, reports were issued to the
fishermen indicating their individual status with respect to catch records, non-accepted catch records, catch during the
two highest years and the ITQ share under a 3.06 million pound commercial quota.

The process associated with the collection and analysis of data associated with Amendment 9 served several
useful purposes.  First, there had been a major concern when the Council began discussing ITQs that once they were
implemented the Council would realize that the landings greatly exceeded recorded catch and, hence, the shares that
legitimate fishermen would receive would be extremely low relative to their actual landings.  The data collected and
analyzed  under Amendment 9 showed this not to be the case.  Second, it allowed for identification of all individuals
who qualified for participation in the red snapper effort management regime.  Finally, fishermen were advised what
their catch allotments would be under alternative scenarios.  

5. APPEALS PROCESS

There were actually two appeal processes of relevance in the formulation of an ITQ programme for red snapper
in the Gulf of Mexico.  The first was in response to an emergency rule that established the red snapper endorsement
for qualified reef fish permittees.  To qualify for this endorsement reef fish permittees were required to demonstrate
5000lb of red snapper in two of the three years from 1990 through 1992.29 An appeals board, consisting of state
directors or their designees was established by the Council to hear disputes between the NMFS and individuals in
relation to what would be considered acceptable proof of catch.  The Council explicitly noted that the appeals board
would not consider hardship cases.

There were about 2200 permitted reef fish vessels in the Gulf of Mexico in 1992.  Endorsement application
forms and pre-approval notifications were sent out on 11 December 1992.30 Applications were returned to the NMFS
by 251 permitted reef fish vessels and of this total, 115 (46%) were initially approved with the remaining 136 being
rejected; primarily for insufficient landings (Minutes of the Council Meeting; 19-23 January 1993).  Those applicants
not approved for endorsement were informed of the appeals process, and 55 of the 136 rejected permittees appealed
for further consideration (RFMPAmendment 6 to the Endorsement Oversight Committee, which met during the first
week of February 1993).

In general, the 55 appeals focused on a number of different issues (Minutes of the Reef Fish Management
Committee, November 16,1993).  Eight individuals appealed because they had not harvested the amount of red
snapper required for endorsement; none of these eight cases were accepted by the appeals board.  Sixteen cases were
presented to the appeals board based on the issue that the vessel was permitted in only one or two of the three years,
generally the result of the entity having just recently acquired a vessel and was planning to participate in the red
snapper fishery.  Only one of these sixteen cases was accepted by the appeals board.  A third issue presented to the
appeals board related to discrepancies between red snapper catch as reported in the application for endorsement and
the catch reported on acceptable documents (e.g.log books or Florida trip tickets).   In many cases, the discrepancies
were found to be the result of data coding errors and six of the eighteen cases presented to the appeals board relative
to this issue were resolved in favor of the individual.  A fourth issue presented to the appeals board for the red snapper
endorsement related to the number of individuals informed that they had provided insufficient documentation of
landings history at the time of application.  Five individuals falling into this category provided new or additional
documentation to the appeals board and all five cases were accepted.  Other issues addressed by the appeals board
included: (a) three cases where there was no history of red snapper catch but the applicants wanted to protest the
management regime; none of the three cases were accepted, (b) one fisherman with a long history of reef fish fishing
who did not fish for red snapper during the period of record because he chose to fish for alternative species; not
accepted by the appeals board, (c) three disputes between owners and operators of which one was accepted, and (d)
instances where income requirements were met by a number of operators during the period of record rather than the
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29  Acceptable proof of catch, as determined by the Council, included: (a) Florida Department of Natural Resources trip tickets,
(b) NMFS log books or (c),  fish house receipts (Minutes of the Council Meeting; 16-17 September 1992).

30  A total of 81 applications were pre-approved by the National Marine Fisheries Service, based upon log book data (Minutes of
the Council Meeting; 19-23  January 1993).



requirement being met by a single operator; none of these three cases were rejected.   In total, the appeals board
recommended approval of an additional 16 applicants, which resulted in a total of 131 red snapper endorsements
finally being issued.  

The endorsement appeals board provided considerable insight to the Council in its deliberation of the
development of an ITQ appeals board.  First, the state directors (or their designees) who sat on the endorsement
appeals board felt that political pressure and pressure from the commercial industry hindered their performance and
some of the endorsement appeals board members felt that the ITQ appeals board could best function if the appeals
board was comprised only of industry members.  Second, many of the Council members, after hearing the nature of
many of the appeals, felt a strong need to include hardship cases in the appeals process.  Finally, the appeals process
brought to light errors in vessel catch information.  While many of the errors were simply of a coding nature, the
recognition of such errors made Council wary of “over dependence” on available information and the need to address
catch information issues in any subsequent appeals process.

Before sending Amendment 8 to the Secretary for approval, the Council voted to create an appeals board that
consisted solely of commercial industry members.  These members would be selected by the Council and their task
was to review and evaluate appeals.  Their recommendations would be sent to the NMFS Regional Director who
would render a final decision on the appeal.

In furtherance of findings related to the endorsement appeals board, the Council also determined that the ITQ
appeals board should consider hardship cases when resolving disputes.31 At the recommendation of the NMFS
Regional Director and the NMFS legal counsel, the Council developed a set of guidelines to assist the appeals board
in reviewing and evaluating hardship appeals.  As stated in RFMPAmendment 8, “[s]ince hardships are, by nature,
unique situations, the Council cannot predict all of the circumstances which would merit consideration.  The Council
emphasizes that hardship allotments are to be awarded on the basis of circumstances that were beyond an individual’s
control, as opposed to difficulties resulting from unfortunate business judgements.  The following examples of
meritorious circumstances are offered to aid the special advisory panel in its determinations: (a) The fisherman’s
vessel was in the boat-yard for reconditioning and the work was not done in a timely manner despite the owner’s
persistent efforts,  (b) the fisherman’s vessel was the subject of litigation and was thereby prevented from fishing,  (c)
a health problem, physical or mental, or a degree sufficient to prevent the fisherman from fishing existed, regardless
of whether he was, himself, the patient, (d)a family situation required the fisherman’s presence and attendance to the
extent that he could not fish (RFMPAmendment 8, p. 56)”.  The Council further instructed the special advisory panel
to require documentation and/or proof of the claims made pursuant to the hardship appeal.

Despite the guidelines developed by the Council for evaluation of hardship cases, the final rules for the red
snapper ITQ programme rejected any hardship appeals.  As stated in the Federal Register that provided the Proposed
Rules for the red snapper ITQ programme (29 August 1995), “NMFS has determined that the hardship appeals
criterion in Amendment 8 is too vague and subjective to identify circumstances constituting hardships.  The
subjectivity, in turn, would invite arbitrary decision-making (p.44827)”.  Hence, the ITQ appeals board would have
been unable to consider hardship cases in its deliberations.

The appeals board was to meet in January 1996 to review appeals related to ITQ allotments.  Due to the federal
furlough in December 1995 and early January 1996, however, “...NMFS was unable to process fishermen’s requests
for appeals of NMFS initial determinations regarding historical captain status and red snapper landings records
(Federal Register 29 February 1996 p. 7752)”.  Hence the appeals board did not meet in January as originally intended
and the NMFS further concluded that “...it would be unreasonable to expect red snapper fishermen to pursue their
appeals before the Council Appeals Board during February 1996 when the commercial red snapper fishery is open
and fishermen are busy with harvesting operations (Federal Register, 29 February 1996, p. 7752)”.  Given the
subsequent retroactive repeal of the Gulf of Mexico red snapper ITQ programme by Congress, this appeals board
never met and, hence, there is no information to determine the nature of the appeals that would have been
forthcoming. 

6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS
6.1 Staff requirements

Nothing is documented regarding the additional staff that would have been required to successfully implement
and oversee a red snapper ITQ programme in the Gulf of Mexico.  As discussed in Section 6.2, however, additional
staff requirements, outside of enforcement, were estimated to be rather small: approximately two positions.  These
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31  Hardship allocations were to come from a quota set-aside of three percent.  Fishermen who did not appeal would not have any
reduction in their initial allocation as a result of hardship awards but fishermen receiving hardship allotments would receive
reduced shares if the set-aside was insufficient. 



additional positions, one envisions, would have been responsible for determining individual allotments on an annual
basis and maintaining the additional records that would be required under an ITQ programme.  One should realize,
however, that part of the reason that few additional staff would have been required reflects the fact that the
endorsement system that was implemented for the red snapper fishery likely required additional staff and, to some
extent, these staff would merely transfer duties.

6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

While this ITQ programme was never implemented, estimated additional programme funding requirements
were estimated in the preparation of the Regulatory Impact Review for RFMPAmendment 8.  As stated, “[c]osts
under ITQ management will be higher than under the other management systems (i.e.either the status quo or licence-
limitation) largely due to the need for increased enforcement and the extensive records and tracking system for
coupons (or similar tracking devices) and ITQ shares (p. 115)”.  In terms of the current system that was in place at
the time that the ITQ system was proposed (i.e. the endorsement programme), the NMFS administrative costs were
estimated to equal  $30 000 annually.  Under an ITQ programme, it was estimated that the NMFS annual
administrative costs would have increased to $145 000.  

Enforcement costs under the proposed compliance system were estimated to equal $400 000 annually.  This
level of enforcement expenditures was considered to be inadequate for that needed to achieve even a “minimum”
acceptable compliance under the endorsement system.  The Regulatory Review concluded that an additional $450 000
would be required to enforce regulations under the current system at a “high” level of compliance.  These additional
enforcement expenditures would also provide an “adequate” level of enforcement under an ITQ programme.  To
achieve “full” compliance (defined as a compliance level of at least 90%) under the ITQ programme, however,
enforcement expenditures of about $1.5 million would be required annually.  Hence, it was concluded that  achieving
a “high” level of compliance within the confines of an ITQ system would cost approximately $1.0 million more
annually than that which would be required under the then current endorsement programme.

There was one major caveat provided regarding the higher enforcement costs required to achieve a “high” level
of compliance in the ITQ programme.   As indicated in the Regulatory Impact Review for RFMPAmendment 8,
“[i]deally, a high level of enforcement would occur initially (with the ITQ programme), and it could diminish over
time as the ‘self-enforcement’aspects of ITQs begin to take hold (p. 119)”.  Since the red snapper ITQ programme
was never implemented, it is unknown whether the “ideal” scenario would have been forthcoming.

7. DISCUSSION

The Council spent more than three years developing an ITQ programme for the Gulf of Mexico red snapper
fishery.  Shortly after the programme had been approved by the Secretary of Commerce, but before
implementation, Congress placed a moratorium on the implementation of any new ITQ programme and made the
moratorium retroactive to include the Gulf of Mexico red snapper fishery.  Hence, there is no information as to
whether the programme would have been successful in terms of ameliorating the problems identified in RFMP
Amendment 8.

With Congress set to possibly relax the moratorium, however, the Council at its May 2000 meeting proposed
creating a panel to evaluate IFQ’s in the red snapper fishery.  In addition, members of the red snapper industry have
recently drafted an IFQ options paper for distribution.  These signs suggest that the process may be re-considered
when Congress lifts the moratorium.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper was drafted as fisheries allocations in South Africa were undergoing a major revision. Therefore,
it deals only with the recent allocation procedures; the outcome of the present process, which is expected to
culminate in the issuing of “medium” term fishing-rights for the year 2002, may bear no resemblance to that
presented herein. However, so as to present a balanced perspective, the views and procedures leading up to the
2002 allocations are also presented.  Many of these may not be factors that are ultimately used by the State
management authority in the 2002 allocations.

Fisheries in South Africa are passing through a critical phase of transformation and change. This process has
unquestionably resulted in major disruptions to the fishing industry as a result of administrative instability and
persistent litigation by the industry.  At the centre of the debate has been the re-allocation of fishing-rights with
“historical” rights-holders defending their past rights while many new potential fishers apply for fishing access-
rights which can only come at the expense of the existing fishing industry.  It would be foolish to draw
comparisons between the South African allocations-process and those in other areas in the world because the
South African situation presents a unique political and socio-economic situation, although the principles and
conflicts associated with the granting of fishing-rights remain similar throughout the world.  The transition in
South Africa’s fisheries may be compared with Namibia where the authorities, after independence, immediately
set about drafting a fisheries policy and legislation. Namibia has in fact recently completed its first period of the
allocation of “long-term” fishing-rights (seven years).  Where South Africa and Namibia differ however is their
respective points of departure in the allocation process.  In Namibia all rights issued from the outset were “new”
and in theory consideration of historical performance was not an issue in the granting of future fishing-rights
(although many groups, particularly South African interests, who had been active in Namibian waters under the
International Commission for the South East Atlantic Fisheries (ICSEAF) acquired rights through Namibian
holding-companies or other restructured companies).

South Africa, having undergone a profound political transition in 1994 from a minority-controlled state to a
new democracy that effectively empowered the whole nation, set about correcting the discrimination of the past.
Fisheries have not escaped this process and in October 1994 the Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism
appointed a Fisheries Policy Development Committee (FPDC) with a view to developing a new fisheries policy
for the country.  Between 1994 and 1996 the FPDC set up a working committee and technical subcommittees to
organise and bring together inputs from many interest groups and people. This resulted in the writing in 1997 of
a White Paper based on the FPDC report and subsequently the enactment of the new Marine Living Resources
Act No. 18 of 1998.

Amongst the many stated aims of the Policy were the following extracts that are related directly to the
granting of access-rights:

i. Optimization of long-term social and economic benefits to the nation.
ii. Management and development of fisheries shall in all material aspects comply with the principles of the

Constitution of South Africa and the long-term objectives and principles of the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP).

iii. The allocation of rights to utilize marine resources will be impartial, noting that access must be limited in
order to achieve the policy objective of sustainable utilization.

iv. A fairer system of allocation of access to rights to harvest South Africa’s living marine resources.
v. A system which ensures greater access to the resource by those who have been denied access previously.

More than seven years after the start of the fisheries policy development and three years after the
introduction of the new Act, and the various attempts to follow the stated aims and guidelines using the new
allocation procedures and structures, the fisheries in South Africa are seemingly unstable and persistently
disrupted by litigation.  This prompted the Minister of Environment Affairs and Tourism to declare a moratorium
on the granting of fishing-rights for 2001 thereby effectively carrying over the rights held in 2000, but still with
no guarantee to rights-holders of any form of tenure.

Since 1990 up until  the present - 2001 - and into the future, the allocation of fishing-rights in South Africa
therefore presents an interesting, but as yet unresolved case study.  South Africa is a rich fishing nation although
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fishing contributes less than 2% to the country’s gross domestic product (GDP).  From a political perspective,
however, it carries far more weight and the subject of fishing-rights allocations has been an emotional and
sometimes acrimonious issue.

A case study of the largest and wealthiest of the fish resources in South Africa: hake (Merluccius spp.), has
been selected to describe the rights-allocation issues in South Africa.  Not only is this hake resource a strong
competitor on the international whitefish market, it also is the subject of historical rights-claims from previously
disadvantaged person (HDPs)1.  Further, it is a dynamic fisheries sector, which has undergone major shifts in
effort from the historical trawl fishery (starting in 1900) to the introduction of longlining (from 1983), and more
recently the development of a significant handline fishery for hake.  This has resulted in an enormous increase in
the effective users of the resource, who now range from the sophisticated industrial trawl sector (with large
factory/processing vessels and land-based value-adding processing plants) to the smaller labour-intensive, but
highly selective, longline sector (targeting large mature adult hake) and the small-boat (handline) operation
analogous to small-scale subsistence fishing but which in reality is developing into a highly profitable and
competitive fishery.

2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHTS FOR HAKE
2.1 Past situation

Up until 1996, the offshore- and inshore-trawl sectors (hake-directed fisheries with associated bycatch)
contributed up to 80% of the total value of all fisheries in South Africa (Table 1) – a proportional value that is
still valid in 2001.  The only other fishery in which hake was reported up to 1996 was the highly controversial
hake longline sector.  South Africa’s most valuable fishery commercially is therefore the demersal fishery, a
fishery dominated by deep-sea trawling for the two Cape hake species: Merluccius paradoxusand M. capensis,
the former (the deep-water species) being predominantly caught by trawlers, and the second (the shallow-water
species) being caught by the inshore-trawlers, longliners, and by the handline sector.

Table 1
Comparison of nominal commercial catches (whole mass) and wholesale values

of different fisheries sectors in South Africa

* Hake sectors relevant to this discussion document.

2.2 Trawl sector

The trawl fishery targeting hake developed at the start of the century and grew rapidly after World War II to
peak at more than 300 000t in the early 1970s.  It then went into decline, which prompted the implementation of
a larger minimum mesh-size in 1975 and the declaration of a 200 nautical mile fishing zone in November 1977.
The exclusion of foreign vessels and a conservative management strategy with effect from 1983 led to a gradual
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INDUSTRY SECTOR  1993 1994 1995 
 Catch 

 (tonnes) 
Value  

(thousand 
Rand) 

Catch 
(tonnes) 

Value  
(thousand 

Rand) 

Catch 
 (tonnes) 

Value  
(thousand 

Rand) 
Offshore Trawl* 196 605  570 373  171 286  626 268  162 543  744 508  
Inshore Trawl* 15 280  43 455  15 104  52 164  15 235  60 722  

TOTAL DEMERSAL  211 885  613 828  186 390  678 432  177 778  805 230  
Purse Seine (Pelagic) 357 040  232 134  314 46 1 289 475  366 456  403 835  
Rock Lobster 3 161  138 270  3 190  168 347  2 850  185 901  
Crustacean Trawl 554  12 667  609  13 298  512  11 261  
Line Fish* 20 114  145 118  23 389  164 321  24 745  216 946  
Demersal Longlining* 0  0  2 452  38 122  1 696  26 520  
Abalone 599  32 777  613  53 884  616  54 054  
Miscellaneous Nets 1 766  3 197  1 228  2 555  1 338  3 895  
Oysters 52  408  120  945  160  1 431  
Mussel and Oyster Farm 2 237  9 481  2 887  13 759  2 082  23 586  

TOTAL  597 408  1 187 880  535 339  1 423 138  578 233  1 732 659  
Seaweed 995  2 819  857  2 782  1 250  4 215  
Guano 0  0  281  219  0  0  

GRAND TOTAL 598 403  1 190 699  536 477  1 426 139  579 483  1 736 874  

1 The expression “HDP” is commonly used in South Africa referring to “historically disadvantaged persons” who prior to
democratic elections in 1994 were unenfranchised.



recovery in catch-rates.  In fact, hake catch-rates by the mid-1990s had returned to levels last seen in the late
1960s.  Since the late 1970s the hake fishery has been controlled largely by means of company-allocated quotas
within a total allowable catch (TAC), with limits on the number of vessels permitted in the fishery, and with
closed fishing areas.  The hake fishery was also split between two trawl sectors: “deepsea” and “inshore”.

The deepsea trawl fishery operates primarily on the shelf edge in waters deeper than 300m, from the
Namibian border south to the south coast (including the whole Agulhas Bank) and up the Indian Ocean coast of
South Africa to Port Elizabeth, the eastern-most location of the fishery.  The target species is the deep-water hake,
Merluccius paradoxus.  A few foreign vessels still operated in South African waters until 1992, but by 1993 the
only foreign quota of hake was 1000t awarded to a joint-venture with Moçambique through a bilateral fishing
agreement.  Separation of the two hake species is difficult and until recently the assessment of the hake stocks
had not differentiated between the two species.  Further, the rights-allocation of the TAC has also not
differentiated between the two hake species although allocations to the Inshore and Deepsea sectors do, to some
extent, limit the catch of each
species.

Allocations in the deepsea
sector have formed the backbone of
the hake fishery and have historically
been dominated by a few large
operators (Table 2).  Since 1994,
however, the deepsea sector has
undergone considerable change with
the inclusion of many new entrants
(Table 3).  Since 1978, when only
four groups were active, the sector
has evolved from six companies in
1979 to 18 entrants prior to the
introduction of the Quota Board.
Companies continued to enter
between 1991 and 1998, reaching 55
in number when the Fisheries
Transformation Council was
introduced, and 57 in 2001 when the
moratorium was introduced.  This represents a substantial change in the number of deepsea rights-holders,
particularly since political transition (although allocations are still dominated by a few large companies with
respect to quota-mass).

Table 2
The status of the hake fishery and number of quota (rights)-holders relative

to some of the other major fishing sectors in South Africa in 1996

The small inshore trawl fishery operates along the South African south coast and typically comprises mostly
small side-trawlers working in waters shallower than 110m on the Agulhas Bank.  The fishery lands only 6% of
the national hake2 catch, but rights in this sector are normally linked to the allocation of sole(Austroglossus
pectoralis) which, in addition to hake, is also an important target fishery.  The nature of the fishery is quite
different from the deepsea sector and although small, it has been stable and has undergone rationalisation not only
of the number of rights-holders, but also strict effort control has been maintained in terms of vessel size and
capacity (Table 4).
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A full net of deepsea trawl-caught hake being emptied into a factory
stocker pond

Fishery TAC  
 (tonnes) 

No. of quota-
holders 

Percentage of TAC held by the largest 
quota-holders 

   TOP 3  TOP 10  TOP 20  
Hake 148 300   49 72 82 87 

W Coast Rock Lobster     1 500 104 23 51 73 
S Coast Rock Lobster        427     6 82 100 (6 all) - 

Abalone        615   16 75 95 100 (16 all) 
Pilchard 105 000   59 30 55 63 
Anchovy   70 000   18 36 79 100 (18 all) 

Sole        872   11 71 100 (11 all) - 

2 The target hake species in this sector is the shallow-water hake, Merlucccius capensis



Table 3
Historical allocations and the structure of hake allocations in South Africa 

showing the dramatic increase in new rights-holders
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COMPANY 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

I&J active 64125 64125 64125 56465 49760 50756 50756 52893 53715 53431 53575 53386 

SEA HARVEST active 49575 49575 49575 43655 38470 39240 39240 40892 41527 41307 41462 41272 

ATLANTIC TRAWLING  active 15000 15000 15000 13215 11645 11879 11879 12379 12571 12506 12495 12495 

SECIFA  inshore trawling (11 in 20 01) active 5000 8400 9000 9000 8000 9350 9350 9744 9896 9835 9870 9834 

VIKING - 1650 2000 2000 1760 1555 2505 2505 2611 2652 2637 2644 2634 

MARPRO - 4650 4150 4150 3660 3225 6225 6225 6487 6588 6554 6571 6548 

FERNPAR - - 450 450 395 345 1045 1045 1489 1506 1200 1303 1299 

SADSTIA - - - - - - - 2500 2605 IFPA    

EX LONG LINERS (ex Kingklip Allocations)  - - - - - - - - 1500 1000 600 240 1440 

BLUE CONTINENT - - - - - - - - - 524 522 523 522 

EIGELAAR - - - - - - - - - 524 522 523 522 

MORESON - - - - - - - - - 524 522 523 522 

SELECTA - - - - - - - - - 524 522 523 522 

SNOEK WHOLESALERS - - - - - - - - - 524 522 523 522 

RADACO SEA PRODUCTS  - - - - - - - - - 524 522 523 522 

PORT NOLLOTH COMMUNITY TRUST - - - - - - - - - 500 500 500 453 

TRACHURUS GROUP - - - - - - - - - 500 500 800 725 

PAT -DRO SEA PRODUCTS - - - - - - - - - - - 300 272 

OOSTERLIG/EYETHU             200 

ATLANTIC FISHING - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

VISKO - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

ANGLOMAR/CIC INTERNATIONAL  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

SIYALOBA - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

ZIYABUYA  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

SURMON - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

NEW SOUTH AFRICA FISHING  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

HOUT BAY FISHING  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

COMMUNITY TRUSTS    - - - - - - - - - - - 

SISTRO (Ex Kingklip Longline) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

PIMENTA (ex Kingklip Longline Allocation)  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

ALGOA BAY  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

AZANIAN FISHING - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

BAYVIEW FISHERS KO -OP - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

COMMUNITY WORKERS FISHING ENT - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

DMA FISHING - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

HANGBERG FISHING - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

IMPALA FISHING  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

JOHN OVENSTONE LTD  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

LAINGVILLE FISHERIES - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

LUCAS BE & PARTNER/COMBINED FISHING 
ENTERPRISES # 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

MAYIBUYE FISHING CC - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

NOORDKAAP VISSERMAN ONDERNEMING  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

PELLSRUS HISTORICAL FISHING ENT   - - - - - - - - - - - - 

QUAYSIDE FISH SUPPLIERS - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

BHANA L K *     - - - - - - - - - - 

DYER EILAND VISSERYE *    - - - - - - - - - - 

ENGELBRECHT B J *    - - - - - - - - - - 

HOXIES (PTY) LTD *    - - - - - - - - - - 

J&J VISSERYE CC *    - - - - - - - - - - 

KHOI-QWA FISHING DEV CORP    - - - - - - - - - - 

TRADEFORTH 13 (PTY) LTD     - - - - - - - - - - 

PHAMBILI FISHERIES (PTY) LTD *     - - - - - - - - - - 

PORT NOLLOTH FISHERIES (PTY) LTD *     - - - - - - - - - - 

RAINBOW NATION FISHING CC *     - - - - - - - - - - 

SIYAPAMBILI FISHING CO-OP LTD *    - - - - - - - - - - 

ST HELENABAAI LYN -EN NETVISSERS VRG *   - - - - - - - - - - 

USUTHU FISHING CC *    - - - - - - - - - - 

WALTERS E F H *     - - - - - - - - - - 

ZWM FISHING CC *    - - - - - - - - - - 

BATO STAR FISHING  (PTY) LTD              

CALAMARI FISHING (PTY) LTD              

OFFSHORE FISHING COMPANY (PTY) LTD               

NTSHONALANGA FISHING (PTY) LTD               

PREMIER FISHING (PTY) LTD              

TOTAL ALLOCATIONS RSA (TRAWLING)   140000 143700 144300 128150 113000 121000 123500 130600 133600 132200 132900 133691 



Table 3(continued)
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COMPANY    1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998   1999 2000   2001 

I&J 53386 54989 53386 53386 53386 53386 53088 50646 46128 44566 47662 

SEA HARVEST  41272 42511 41272 41272 41272 41272 41042 39154 35770 34455 36849 

ATLANTIC TRAWLING   12495 12870 12495 12495 12495 12495 12425 11853 10830 10430 11155  

SECIFA  inshore trawling (11 in 2001)   9834 10129 9834 9834 9834 9834 9893 9439 9439 9500 10165 

VIKING  2634 2713 2634 2634 2634 2634 2619 2499 2269 2798 2993 

MARPRO  6548 6745 6548 6548 6548 6548 6511 6211 5706 6211 6642 

FERNPAR  2499 2574 2499 2499 2499 2499 2485 2371 2153 2371 2537 

SADSTIA              

EX LONG LINERS (ex Kingklip Allocations)   1540 1953 1540 SISTRO -   -     

BLUE CONTINENT  522 538 522 522 522 522 519 495 560 560 599 

EIGELAAR  522 538 522 522 522 522 519 495 560 560 599 

MORESON  522 538 522 522 522 522 519 495 560 560 599 

SELECTA  522 538 522 522 522 522 519 495 560 560 599 

SNOEK WHOLESALERS  522 538 522 522 522 522 519 495 560 560 599 

RADACO SEA PRODUCTS   522 538 522 522 522 522 519 495 560 532 569 

PORT NOLLOTH COMMUNITY TRUST  553 701 553 553 553   -     

TRACHURUS GROUP  825 1046 1350 1350 1350 1350 1342 1279 1175 1175 1257 

PAT -DRO SEA PRODUCTS  372 472 372 372 372 372 370 352 417 417 446 

OOSTERLIG/EYETHU  200 254 200 862 200 200 199 859 839 859 918 

ATLANTIC FISHING  
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100 127 100 100 100 100 99 94 160 -   

VISKO  - 63 200 200 200 200 310 295 360 306 327 

ANGLOMAR/CIC INTERNATIONAL   - 63 200 200 200 200 199 189 254 255 273 

SIYALOBA  - - 1000 1000 1000 1000 994 949 1014 1014 1084 

ZIYABUYA   - - 1000 1000 1000 1000 994 949 1014 1014 1084 

SURMON  - - 1000 1000 1000 1000 994 949 1014 1014 1084 

NEW SOUTH AFRICA FISHING   - - 1000 1000 1000 1000 994 949 1014 1500 1604 

HOUT BAY FISHING   - - 71 71 71 71 186 177 243 750 803 

COMMUNITY TRUSTS   - - 3000 3951 3951        

SISTRO (Ex Kingklip Longline)  - - - 1026 1026 1026 1021 973 1038 1038 1110  

PIMENTA (ex Kingklip Longline Allocation)   - - - 257 257 257 364 346 412 412 441 

ALGOA BAY   - - - 257 257 257 255 243 308 308 329 

AZANIAN FISHING  - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

BAYVIEW FISHERS KO -OP  - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

COMMUNITY WORKERS FISHING ENT  - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

DMA FISHING  - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

HANGBERG FISHING  - - - - - 343 463 442 507 1000 1069 

IMPALA FISHING   - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

JOHN OVENSTONE LTD   - - - - - 343 463 442 507 premier   

LAINGVILLE FISHERIES  - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

LUCAS BE & PARTNER/COMBINED FISHING 
ENTERPRISES # 

- - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

MAYIBUYE FISHING CC  - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

NOORDKAAP VISSERMAN ONDERNEMING   - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

PELLSRUS HISTORICAL FISHING ENT   - - - - - 343 463 442 507 507 542 

QUAYSIDE FISH SUPPLIERS   - - - - - 343 463 442 507 560 599 

BHANA L K *   - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

DYER EILAND VISSERYE *  - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

ENGELBRECHT B J *  - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

HOXIES (PTY) LTD *  - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

J&J VISSERYE CC *  - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

KHOI-QWA FISHING DEV CORP   - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

TRADEFORTH 13 (PTY) LTD   - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

PHAMBILI FISHERIES (PTY) LTD *   - - - - -  251 240 306 1000 1069 

PORT NOLLOTH FISHERIES (PTY) LTD *   - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

RAINBOW NATION FISHING CC *   - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

SIYAPAMBILI FISHING CO -OP LTD *  - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

ST HELENABAAI LYN -EN NETVISSERS VRG * - - - - -  251 240 306    

USUTHU FISHING CC *  - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

WALTERS E F H *   - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

ZWM FISHING CC *  - - - - -  251 240 306 306 327 

BATO STAR FISHING (PTY) LTD           1000 750 803 

CALAMARI FISHING (PTY) LTD          1000 750 803 

OFFSHORE FISHING COMPANY (PTY) LTD           1000 750 803 

NTSHONALANGA FISHING (PTY) LTD            750 803 

PREMIER FISHING (PTY) LTD           667 713 

TOTAL ALLOCATIONS RSA (TRAWLING)   135391 140437 143387 145000 144338 144297 149297 143100 
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The allocation of rights in the hake trawl sector have,
however, become increasingly complex with recent concerns
over the effective increase in exploitation of the shallow-
water hake by the longlining and handlining sectors.
Biological (stock) concerns are clearly becoming an integral
part of the “rights” debate as the sector allocations will
undoubtedly have implications for the effects of the fishery
on stock sizes.  Note also from Table 4 that the number of
rights-holders in the sector in 1998 was 11 and two new
allocations have since been granted.

2.3 Hake-directed longlining

By 1996 the TAC of hake had risen from 120000t in
1983 to about 150000t.  At that time entrepreneurs lobbied
for the introduction of experimental longlining, a fishing
method used successfully in European waters for hake, as
there promised to be a valuable fresh-fish export market
from South Africa for catches made using this technique.
Primarily because of the pressure by hake rights-holders to
keep new entrants from the hake sector, the fishery evolved
into a kingklip-directed (Genypterus capensis) experiment
and away from the intended target species of hake.  The
subsequent demise of the kingklip stock and short duration
of the introduction of rights to kingklip (two years between
1988 - 1989) resulted in many of the experimental kingklip
rights-holders being compensated in the form of small hake-
trawl quotas3. After the closure of the “kingklip-directed”
longline fishery in the early 1990s, local fishing
entrepreneurs exerted considerable political pressure for the
introduction of hake-directed longlining in South Africa.
Longlining is seen as a less capital-intensive method of catching hake and a means by which access to the hake
resource can be broadened. Part of the hake TAC was therefore set aside for a scientific and socio-economic
experiment to test the advisability of hake-directed longlining. This experiment, which started in 1994 and ended
three years later, was shrouded in controversy, but as shall be illustrated later, provided an innovative means of
creating access to the hake resource during the experimental period. 

The hake longline experiment started at the time of democratic change in South Africa and created enormous
expectations from HDPs as a potential means of entering the hake fishery.  The allocation of hake longline rights
subsequent to the hake longline experiment provides a further complication in the recent rights allocation process
in South Africa and has been the source of persistent litigation.  It was also a major factor contributing to the
introduction of the moratorium on new entrants to the fishery in 2001.  Litigation, appeals and rights-allocations
relating to the hake longline fishery are still outstanding from 1998.

2.4 Hake handline sector

The complexity of the allocation process in the management of the hake resource has been further
complicated by the development of a hake handline fishery.  The origins of the handline hake fishery can be traced
back to the late 1980s.  Historically hake have always been caught by commercial handline fishers, but no real
commercial value was attached to the species (due primarily to the higher value of other available species). The
quantities that were caught were small and hake were accepted as a bycatch in linefish-directed fishery for the
numerous other species. No quota was set aside for the hake caught and the only form of control was through
limitation of effort (numbers of boats), indirectly through the linefish management. Vessel-owners and fishers
who had traditionally targeted squid and linefish explored the potential availability of alternative resources on the
South Cape Coast as a commercial “filler” activity when the other species were not targeted, because there was
a desperate need to keep vessels and crew economically active for as much of the year as possible.

Infrastructure existed for the processing of the other species (e.g. linefish and squid) and the development
of the hake handline fishery resulted in a logical extension and growth of the land-based processing facilities. An
important consequence of these developments was the increase in local employment and a natural value-adding
contribution to the regional economies.
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A typical catch of hake from an inshore side
trawler. Note that the operational area and techniques

dif fer considerably from the deepsea sector

3 These new hake trawl-rights were too small to trawl independently and are a complicating historical factor in the hake
rights-allocation process.



The fishery was, however, started
at a time when the old Sea Fisheries
Act of 1988 was enforced.  The growth
of the fishery was well known to the
state management authority, however
because of the ongoing rights-
allocation issues in the major
commercial sectors, no control was
exerted over the growth of the fishery
as it developed.  Both species of hake
fell within the “exploitable” list with
regard to the “Linefish Bag Limits” in
terms of the old Act, thereby enabling
holders of commercial (A) or semi-
commercial (B) linefish permits the
right to catch an unlimited quantity of
species on the list (provided they did
not exceed the limit of 10 hooks on a
single line).  Further, recreational
fishers were also permitted to catch in
total 10 fish per day of any species
defined as “exploitable”.  This ruling has remained in force, even though the promulgation of the Marine Living
Resources Act (September 1998) replaced the old Act and placed hake on the “restricted” list that limits all
linefishers (commercial and recreational) to a maximum of five hake per day. The new regulations did not,
however, differentiate between “commercial” and “semi-commercial” linefish operators, but they did specify  a
“recreational” activity.  As the state authority (Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism: Directorate of
Marine and Coastal Management) was not in a position to reassess the status of the fishery when permits expired
in mid-1998, extensions to permits were granted that, up to mid-2001, were all still valid.  Further confusing the
issue is the fact that until such time as
the applications for new rights in the
sector are called for, and processed in
terms of the New Act (1998), fishers
may continue to operate in terms of the
old Sea Fisheries Act.  However a
second interpretation is that from a
strictly legal point of view, the
transition period from the old to the
new Acts (six months, Section85)
expired on 1 March 1999 leaving the
linefish operations in a legal void.
Permits have therefore been extended
to accommodate the time taken to
process applications, but in the
meantime the transition period set
aside by the Minister has expired.

The growth of the handline hake
fishery since 1984 is illustrated in
Figure 1 (below) and the value of the
fishery to the regional economics is
shown in Table 5.

2.5 Summary of the hake sector

Rights in the hake sector can be divided into the following “sub-sectors” (Figure 2):

i. A historically well-developed deepsea-trawl fishery targeting hake, which up to 1994 had a limited number
of rights-holders who had developed the fishery over a period of many years.

ii. A historically well-developed inshore-trawl sector targeting hake and sole, which up to 1994 also had a
limited number of rights-holders or controls that restricted fishing effort.

iii. Since 1994 an experimental hake-directed longline fishery with no tenure and an uncertain future in a
highly competitive hake market. Attempts to introduce rights from 1998 were fraught with legal problems
and ‘stop – start’fishing.
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A typical South African hake-dir ected longline operation
The fishery is highly size selective targeting spawning hake

A typical handline hake-directed operation Small open deck ski ordeck
boats are used. Fishing is by line only and is conducted in deep water(for

line fishing) and the product is landed daily on beaches and in small
harbours around the South African south and east coasts.



Figure 1
Historical handline catches of hake

Data for 1998-1999 are estimates and for 2000 catches are based on available
catch data submitted by the industry. Data for 2001 is a predicted figure
extrapolated from present catch rates.

Table 5
Economic considerations of the Handline Fishery for hake

(Figures are approximate up to the year 2000)
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 Infrastructure 

 
Employment 

Value 
(thousand Rand) 

Robberg Seafoods (Plettenberg Bay)     40   8 000 
Mannys (Bay) Fisheries (Mossel Bay)     17   4 000 
Pesca Fresca (Plettenberg Bay)     15   4 000 
Almero (Mossel Bay)     12   3 000 
Vishoekie (Mossel Bay)       7   1 000 
Viking Inshore (PQ operation)     40   5 000 
I&J Inshore (part operation)     20   4 000 
Knysna (JDAK Ent.)     11   1 000 
Port St Francis     30   3 400 
Caladero     40   3 000 
Jeffreys Bay / PE     40   2 500 
Deck Boats 30 (approx @14 crew)   420 10 000 
Ski Boats (300 boats @ 6 men average) 1 800 30 000 

Transport     50   8 000 

Total 2 542 87 000 

Hake Landed (estimated for the year 2000) 4500 t @ R20-R30 kg gross value 
Approximate income per fisher (R3-R50/kg) R10 000 to R16 000/yr 
To Vessel (R10/kg) R 45 million 
To Packing (R2/kg) R   9 million 
To Freight (R10/kg) R 45 million 
To Transport (R1/kg) R   4.5 million 

To Exporter R   7 million 

Information approx. 
and updated since 

1998 

Returns R 110 million (approx.) 
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iv. The growth of an unstructured handline fishery for hake since 1992 that falls outside of the “quota” structure
and TAC, which only recently acquired recognition as a significant component of the hake sector. This
fishery has never been allocated rights as a recognised hake-directed fishery but is due for allocation of
rights in 2002.

Clearly, with an unstable “fisheries” environment in which tenure is uncertain, the sector exploiting the most
valuable single fish resource in South Africa is confronted with an uncertain future in which many historical
claims to a right to catch hake can be made from the developers (who it may be claimed were advantaged through
the previous political dispensation).  Further, recent performers in the hake longline sector who took part in a
legitimate experiment to develop the hake longline fishery have strong arguments for hake rights.  Then there is
the almost completely unstructured handline sector with an unclear legal status, but one that offers potential for
greater inclusivity and future for small operators.

3. THE METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives

The allocation of fishing-rights and the introduction of quotas first started in South Africa in 1978.  Over
time the process has evolved and in 1986 a special commission was appointed by the then Minister of the
Environment to investigate the fisheries allocation process (the Diemont Commission).  Judge Diemont gave
considerable thought to access-rights and related matters and proposed that the allocation of quotas be entrusted
to a statutory board.  This recommendation was accepted by the Government by way of its 1986 White Paper, and
the Sea Fishery Act 1988made provision for the establishment of a Quota Board (Table 3).  The first Board
became operative in 1990.  The Quota Board was appointed by the Minister responsible who determined the
number of members and the quorum. The chairman had to meet certain requirements in respect of possessing a
legal background and no person with interests in the fishery could serve.  The Act also stipulated that “a person
in the employment of the State” may not serve on the Board.  Notwithstanding the fact that politicians are not
regarded as being in the employment of the State, their appointment would be contrary to the aims of the Board,
namely to remove quota allocation from the political arena.  The Board’s function consisted of the allocation of
quotas to persons according to guidelines approved by the Minister.  The Quota Board could attach conditions to
its quota allocations and no quota could be transferred without the Board’s approval.  The Board exerted control
over access-rights in the hake, Agulhas sole, pilchard, anchovy, West Coast rock lobster, South Coast rock lobster,
and abalone sectors. 

The new fisheries policy objectives introduced a new dynamic to the allocation process.  Extracts from this
policy stated:

“Marine resources are by definition a national asset and the heritage of all citizens. However, in order to ensure
the sustainability of the resource, it is necessary to limit harvesting levels, and therefore access to the resource.
Limiting entry creates a privileged group of sectoral actors who enjoy access to living marine resources, in
contrast to all other South Africans who do not. In South Africa, access to these resources has not always been
fair and equitable. As a result, the industry is faced with numerous problems which even threaten the
sustainability of the resource itself”. 

Other broad policy objectives include the following:

i. broadening access
ii. the promotion of small and medium enterprises within the context of creating a globally competitive

industry
iii. current holders of fishing-rights will be encouraged to restructure their ownership and control to achieve

empowerment objectives throughout the industry4 and
iv. initial allocation of rights should make provision for a range of players of varying sizes, to avoid excessive

domination of some fisheries by a few large players, but avoiding excessive proliferation of the industry
which would reduce the ability of the State to effectively regulate it.

3.2 Process used in determining the allocations

Policy development (including the sensitive issue of access-rights) in South African fisheries is ongoing.
The new Marine Living Resources Act 1998 remains the cornerstone of South Africa’s fisheries development
although there have been shifts in management strategy.
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4 There are several ways whereby the existing large players can enable others to achieve the empowerment criteria which will
enable them to compete for access-rights including: (a) expanding equity ownership in companies, (b) restructuring of the
industry in order to move in the direction of larger proportions of the quota being sold to small-scale fishing operators,
(c) encouraging contracts with fish-processing companies, (d) helping small-scale operators improve efficiency and
unbundling mergers, and (e) the formation of co-operatives and other forms of formal commercial cooperation. 



From 1991 to 1998 all allocations were made by the Quota Board.  This body introduced many new entrants
into the different fisheries sectors.  This was however, an unpopular system.  Although the Quota Board made its
allocations according to agreed criteria, the quotas were generally perceived to have been allocated arbitrarily,
and often unfairly.  Consequently, the industry remained steeped in uncertainty and insecurity throughout, i.e. in
companies large and small.  This organizational structure is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3
Structure used in the allocation of rights prior to the introduction of the Fisheries Transformation Council(1998)

The South African commercial fishing industry has quota and non-quota sectors with the former being
significantly larger in terms of value and quantity. Quotas (catch- or output-controls) to catch a stipulated quantity
of a specific species have historically been allocated to individuals or companies. This is the case in the hake-
trawl sector.  In the hake-longline example, the process has been complicated initially by “illegal” fishing, then
the introduction of an experimental allocation and then attempts at introducing short-term rights (year-by-year
allocations).  In addition, as with the hake-handline sector, permits have also been granted to individuals or
companies to catch a quota species within a non-quota controlled fishing regime (the linefish sector targeting
traditional linefish species with no limitation, or very limited restrictions, on the quota species).

3.3 Marine Living Resources Act No. 18 of 1998

With the introduction of the new act (May 1998) came the introduction of the Consultative Advisory Forum
(CAF) and the Fisheries Transformation Committee (FTC) and the phasing-out of the Quota Board5.  The CAF
effectively replaced the Sea Fisheries Advisory Council (SFAC - see Figure 3) and the FTC, whose main function
was “to facilitate  the achievement of fair and equitable access to the granting of fishing-rights”.
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5 The new Act stipulated that the Minister could exercise the powers of both Acts for a period of six months after the
promulgation of the New Act. This in itself became the subject of later litigation relating to the hake longline allocations
for 1999.
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The appointment of the Fisheries Transformation Council (FTC)  was fraught with problems leading to the
resignation of most members at the end of 1999. To date these members have not been replaced, the status of the
body remains uncertain, and there is general uncertainty as to whether the body will remain in place or, whether
an alternative will be sought.  At present (early 2001) there are initiatives to form a “Rights Allocation Unit”
whose primary objective will be to allocate medium- and long-term rights (effectively replacing the FTC).

3.4 The allocation procedures underthe new act
3.4.1 Eligibility

Applications for fishing-rights in the 1999/2000 fishing season were published in the Government Gazette
in August 1999, outlining the periods between which applications for each fishery had to be submitted. For hake
trawling (deepsea and inshore) and hake longline, for example, there was a one-month period in which to apply,
from mid-September to mid-October.  The notice stated that only South African citizens might apply (as
individuals), or companies/ closed corporations/ trusts, in which the beneficial interests were held by South
African citizens.

3.4.2Application forms

Application forms were standardised for all sectors.  The basic form required name of applicant / company
information, species applied for (and quantum), and a declaration of the size of the entity6.  Applicants had to
declare how and with what means (e.g.by vessel) they intended to harvest the right applied for and had to submit
to the office of Marine & Coastal Management (M&CM) an original “Application Form” plus 10 copies.  In
addition a comprehensive set of annexures had to be submitted with each application that included the following:

Annexure 1 –  Previous rights and fishing performance – Specific criteria:
i. Evidence of past performance
ii. Compliance, legislation and catch returns
iii. Utilisation of previous rights and reinvestment
iv. Past fishing-rights and the development of local fisheries and the economy
v. Vested interests and/or proof of historical involvement (new applicants)
vi. Political effects – has a right been applied and not granted, removed,etc.

Annexure  2 – Company structure and profile
Annexure  3 – Proof of registration of  company and share-holding 
Annexure  4 – Identity documents of all shareholders
Annexure  5 – Certified vessel safety certificate and South Africa registration certificate
Annexure  6 – Charter Agreement
Annexure  7 – Joint venture agreements (if applicable)
Annexure  8 – Members’involvement in fishing (see application)
Annexure  9 – Employment and employee benefits
Annexure 10 – Product enhancement:

i. Extent of involvement in product enhancement
ii. Extent of quality control

Annexure 11 – Resource and Environmental criteria
i. Code of conduct
ii. Environmental education , training, sustainable use, etc.
iii. Supporting M&CM re science, enforcement, etc.
iv. Bycatch – supply ideas management proposals, etc.

Annexure 12  – Transformation
i. Employment of historically disadvantaged, gender equality, etc.
ii. Historical imbalances and involvement of disadvantaged.
iii. Equity development
iv. Commitment to transform and affirmative action
v. Empowerment partnerships, joint-ventures, etc.
vi. Opportunities to own shares in business.

All documentation had to be verified by a Commissioner of Oaths and a sworn statement made that the
information contained in the application was the truth.
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6 Entities applying for rights were asked to declare their size or class (Large, Medium, Small, or Very Small, based on either
the number of employees, annual turnover or gross asset value) with reference to the National Business Act of 1996
(Act No 102 of 1996).



3.4.3 Selection criteria

Simultaneous to the call for applications, “Selection Criteria” and “Guidelines” for the assessment of
applications in respect of the rights applied for were released.  These selection criteria were similar in structure
to the application form.

“Section 0: General:” and “Section 1: Basic Information” mirrored the application form as specified in the
Annexes above, and was neither weighted or scored.

“Section 2: General” was to be weighted and scored7 and formed the basis for determining much of the allocation.
The focus in this section is summarised as follows:

i. establishment, or enhancement of employment opportunities (including five sub-criteria)
ii. historical involvement and performance (with eight sub-criteria)
iii. product enhancement (two sub-criteria)
iv. resource and nature conservation (three sub-criteria)
v. transformation (two sub-criteria) and
vi. economic viability of the venture (three sub-criteria).

In addition to the above, special criteria were applied to the “Linefishery” in which applicants had to
demonstrate dependence on the species applied for and had to prove they were bona fidefishers. All applicants
also had to submit business plans and a framework for a business plan was appended to the Selection Criteria
document along with  a “Code of Conduct for Fishing in South Africa”.

3.4.4 Processing procedures, data capture and administration

Processing of these applications (in 1999 for the 2000 allocations) was an enormous task. The Department
responsible had to accept and distribute one original and 10 copies of each application (the purpose of the large
number of copies was for distribution to each member of the committees dealing with each species or sector).
The exact procedure that was followed had not been fully determined, although the general approach for all
sectors is described below.

The processing and adjudication of applications was therefore done under the control of the Chief Director,
Sea Fisheries (now Marine & Coastal Management - M&CM). Teams, or management committees, for each
sector were selected and individuals were given copies of each application, who then scored a particular section
of each application (for example the section on economics was evaluated and scored by an economist). Scoring
was however at the discretion/ interpretation of the individual. These scores were also weighted and the totals
subsequently calculated.

It should be noted however that the deliberations of each committee and the exact scores were generally
withheld from the public, although applicants with their legal advisors were subsequently permitted to view
applications and scores (as was the case in the longline fishery).  It is also emphasized that the process was taken
to a point of refinement in which poor-scoring candidates were removed and only strong candidates were given
further consideration.  Ultimately, the final decisions on successful applicants rested with the Chief Director who
then made his recommendations to the Minister.

4. RESULTS OFTHE APPLICA TION PROCESS

Many thousands of applications were received for all sectors.  However, the hake trawl sector had relatively
few applicants, as the nature of the fishery and the potential capital outlay resulted in fewer applications than the
hake longline sector for example, for which almost 1000 applications were received. 

For the deepsea trawl sector, prior to the year 2000, applications to participate in this sector were received
from 52 rights-holders.  In the first allocation released, this number was drastically reduced to 28 with one “New”
entrant.  The subsequent threat of legal action and the likelihood of an interdict against the allocation process
forced a review of the decisions that had been made for this sector. Through negotiations between the
“traditional” deepsea sector, which consisted of the major stakeholders, it was agreed that a “donation” of up to
10 000t of hake would be made for the express purpose of introducing new deserving entrants into the sector.  As
a result no rights-holders lost their rights, but four new entrants were accepted, effectively increasing the number
of rights-holders in the deepsea sector to 56.  Each of the four new entrants was allocated 750t of hake.  This led
to further controversy, as the original purpose of the “donation” was to accommodate deserving new entrants, and
two of the successful “new” entrants were considered to be “front” companies for existing stakeholders.
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7 Weightings and scores per category were not stated, although the scoring system actually used became known after the
allocations had been made and formed part of the basis for subsequent litigation.



Figure 4
Processing of applications for hake rights in South Africa in 1999 (for the 2000 fishing season)

The case of the inshore trawl sector was somewhat different as rights had to be linked to the additional
allocation of sole quota.  As this hake sector comprised only eleven applicants, only two new entrants (HDPs)
were accepted, thereby increasing the number of stakeholders to thirteen.

The hake longline sector proved to be the most difficult as it was a relatively new group and there were high
expectations from the many new applicants and also from previously disadvantaged persons and groups.  A
further complication was that many applicants had participated in the experimental longline fishery for four years
and obviously believed they were deserving of rights (even though in the experimental period no guarantee of
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future rights was given)8.  The result of the application evaluation and scoring, in which applicants were
systematically reduced in number (e.g.all those scoring less than 50% were rejected in the first evaluation) was
that some 100 “top” applicants were then considered for rights by the Chief Director, i.e. the scoring and
evaluation ended at this point and the final decision was taken by the Chief Director.  The outcome was that there
were 45 successful applicants who subsequently fished their rights in the year 2000.

In the case of the Line fishery, at this point in time, hake were not differentiated from other linefish species.
The outcome of this application period will, however, have important consequences for the future of the hake-
directed linefish fishery.  To date (three years after application) no rights in the linefish sector have been granted.
The significance of this is that in this period the hake-directed linefish fishery has developed into a fully
structured and economically-viable sector.  It has been separated from other linefish species, but carries the
complication of how hake-directed performance (a likely selection criteria for future rights) in 2002 will be
evaluated.  Further, because of its low capital requirements for entry into this fishery, and the potential benefits
to coastal communities and regional economies, the hake handline sector is seen as ideal for new entrants of
previously disadvantaged backgrounds.

5. THE APPEAL PROCESS

The Marine Living Resources Act (MLRA) allows for appeals to be made directly to the Minister against
“any decision taken by any person acting under a power delegated in terms of this Act or section 238 of the
Constitution” and appellants are afforded the opportunity to “state his or her case” (re Section 80 of the MLRA).
Many appeals were received, particularly from the longline applicants.  It should also be noted that a precedent
had been set in 1998 in which the West Coast Rock Lobster fishery had been stopped as a result of an interdict
against the Minister. This resulted in the closure of the fishery for a period.  In the case of the hake longline fishery
the Supreme Court (after legal representation by groups of unsuccessful applicants) set aside the allocation made
by the FTC and ordered new allocations from more than 900 applicants to be reviewed again9 Subsequently the
members of the FTC resigned and the newly appointed Deputy Director General (as opposed to the former Chief
Director) was tasked with considering the appeals. 

This was duly done and some 150 appeals were upheld and a small allocation approximating 30t was
granted in the middle of the season (in addition to the 45 successful applicants with 100t each).  No sooner had
the permits for the “appeal” hake been issued and the process was again successfully interdicted (only the
“appeal” fish - the original applicants continued fishing and were unaffected by the litigation).  As a result of this
litigation the department was again instructed by the Supreme Court to review the appeal applications.  At the
time of the drafting of this paper the longline issue had not being resolved and one further attempt at reviewing
the applicants appeals had been rejected.  The status of the longline fishery for hake therefore remains uncertain
and legally unresolved.

6. DISCUSSION AND HIND-SIGHT ASSESSMENT
6.1 Recent allocation arrangements

The evolution of the Fisheries Policy Development, the disbanding of the old allocation system (Quota
Board), the promulgation of the Marine Living Resources Act (replacement of the Sea Fisheries Act), and the
subsequent attempts to use these new structures as tools to apply the Fisheries Policy and to allocate rights in
South Africa, was largely unsuccessful up to the end of 2000.

In reality, however, if the status of the hake resource since the 1994 elections in South Africa is reviewed, it
can be seen that significant changes in the numbers of rights-allocations have indeed been made.  Rights-holders
however have no tenure in the form of medium- or long-term rights.  The fisheries sector remains highly unstable.
In the case of the deepsea trawl sector many new entrants have been added, but it can be argued that for a highly
industrial capital-intensive fishery, there are too many allocations which are too small for viable deepsea
operation.  Attempts in 1999 to reduce the number of entrants failed due to the threat of litigation, and in reality
all that has happened is an increase in the number of rights-holders, thereby spreading the effort within a relatively
stable Total Allowable Catch (TAC).  The objective of future allocations will therefore in all likelihood focus on
consolidation of the smaller allocations into viable units.  Linked to this process are the socio-political objectives,
focusing on “transformation” of the industry.  No clear definition of transformation in the fisheries sector has been
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“deepsea”, “tuna longline” (comprising tuna boats), and “inshore longline” aimed at coastal communities (and for which a
successful tendering scheme was used to allocate tranches).

9 The basis for the appeals was that there had been inconsistency and irregularities in the application and scoring process and
that all applications had to be re-evaluated.



made, but it is obvious that the pace of transformation since 1994 has been questioned (political perspective).  The
need for greater inclusivity of historically disadvantaged persons (HDPs) is also in direct conflict with biological
and economic objectives (as they could lead to uncontrolled fishing or over-exploitation of the resource and
unstable markets).

Perhaps the best example of both industrial stability and good fisheries management is the inshore trawl
sector. There are few rights-holders and the introduction of two new (HDP) allocations (rights) has been achieved
without major disruptions or litigation. 

In direct contrast however, the introduction of a hake longline sector has proven highly disruptive to the
attempts to put in place a structured allocation-process.  There are many reasons for this - however the most
influential of these, accounting for the failure of the rights allocation-process and the subsequent litigation - is the
fact that historically it can be argued that there can be no claim to rights in the sector.  As the fishery is lucrative
and the demand for fresh longline-caught hake is high10, combined with the relatively low entry-capital input
required, expectations from potential users is high. Many argue that having taken part in an experiment to test the
viability (economic and biological) of hake-directed longlining, they have a historical right to access in the sector.
Precisely where this sector will go with regard to future allocations is unclear, because although there is an
existing group of rights-holders, there remain upwards of 150 others who were granted rights on appeal (before
being stopped by interdict).  Generally, dissatisfaction within the interested and affected parties is high, and
further legal action as a result of the pending allocation (2002) is almost certain.

Although no attempt has been made in the past to allocate hake handline rights, this fishery has been used
in this paper to demonstrate that with respect to its status, it is probably in a similar position to the hake longline
fishery in 1997 (at the end of the experimental period).  The sector has been permitted to develop, creating related
infrastructure and socio-economic benefits to regional economies.  The declaration of a “Crisis” in the linefish
sector at the beginning of 2001 has complicated the pending sectoralisation of the hake handline fishery.
Applicants who believe they have performed in the sector are likely to find themselves marginalized as a result
of severe limitations on the number of likely entrants in the sector, as well as having to compete with the
transformation objectives and likely favouring of previously disadvantaged persons and/or “transformed”
companies. The handline sector of the hake fishery adds a new dimension to the hake rights-allocations, placing
further demand on the limited global TAC for the species.

Allocations for the subsectors (deepsea, inshore, longline, and now handline) will potentially increase in the
year 2002 the number of “users” of the hake resource to upwards of 300 rights-holders (i.e. 50-60 deepsea trawl,
13 inshore trawl, 45 - 150 longline, and 130 or more hake handline).  In 1979, at a time when the hake stocks
were recovering and catch-rates in the fishery increasing, there were six rights-holders. In 2001 there are 104 legal
rights-holders and over 350 hake handline operators and 150 longline rights on appeal. 

6.2 Curr ently pending allocation arrangements

Towards the end of the year 2000, with the repeated court interdicts and other threatened litigation, the Minister
of Environmental Affairs and Tourism declared a moratorium on the issue of all fishing rights in 2001 (this had to
be done through the passing of a temporary amendment of the MLRA, whereby a moratorium of one-year only was
granted).  The purpose of this was, as a temporary measure only, to introduce some stability to all fisheries and to
allow time to restructure the allocation-process with a view to introducing medium-term rights in 2002. 

The office of Marine and Coastal Management (M&CM) under the directive of the Minister initiated a full
consultative process whereby the interested and affected parties in all fisheries sectors were actively engaged and
asked to deliver “Rule Books”, the purpose of which was for anyone (individual, organisation, industrial body)
to submit for consideration their criteria for selection and allocation within their sector of interest. After having
engaged all fishers, several draft documents were produced by M&CM for distribution amongst fishers that
discussed firstly a “Fisheries management plan to improve the process of allocating fishing rights” and secondly
“Stability, Transformation and Growth”.  At the time of writing the following processes were active.

i. Finalisation of Industry “Rule Books”.
ii. An Economic Sectoral Study (to improve the understanding of the economics of the different sectors).  The

objectives included estimating the size-based structure of the industry, transformation and cost structures, so
that logical levies and application/ rights fees could be set.

iii. Setting up of a “verification” unit to audit applications.
iv. Setting up of an independent allocations unit.
v. Designing of a new application form and criteria (partly based on the rule books).
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10 The fishery operates in a lucrative but unstable environment that is prone to market saturation and high freight costs (for
fresh-fish export).



vi. Setting up of the necessary administrative procedures and cost structure for the pending applications.

The time-frames for the completion of the above were limited, with the seasons for some fisheries
commencing before the end of the calendar year e.g. West Coast rock lobster and abalone.  The call for
applications (by Government Gazette notice) was pending at the end of July, with the likely first submission of
rights applications for 2002 commencing in mid-August 2001.
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INITIAL ALLOCA TION OF HARVESTING RIGHTS IN THE ROCK LOBSTER FISHER Y
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1. INTRODUCTION

The commercial fishery for Panulirus cygnus, the western rock lobster, is one of the largest and most
valuable fisheries in Australia and a major contributor to the global supply of rock lobsters. The fishery began
in the latter years of the Second World War when a small fishery was established at the Abrolhos Islands (see
Figure 1) to supply canned rock lobster tails to the armed forces. The rock lobsters were captured using pots,
similar in design to those in use today, which were pulled by hand from a small number of sailing craft. The

fishery was restricted to shallow water areas
because of the comparatively inefficient method
of fishing. This is perhaps the main reason why
the Abrolhos Islands (with its vast expanse of
shallow reefs) was the preferred fishing area
rather than the deeper limestone reefs of the
coastal areas.

After the Second World War, the industry
shared in the advantages of post-war
reconstruction with marine engines and power
winches for pulling pots becoming available. This
enabled the fishery to expand into deeper waters
as well as leading to more intensive fishing of the
shallow water areas. Markets for frozen rock
lobster tails were quickly established in the
United States and in those earliest days of the
fishery, 90-95% of the catch was exported to the
USA (Sheard 1962). These export markets were
supplied by processing and freezing
establishments situated at Geraldton, Lancelin
and Fremantle (Figure 1) and also by a number of
small vessels equipped with facilities to process
and freeze the tails at sea. The fishery today
remains an export-orientated fishery. 

With increasing prices being paid for rock
lobster tails, the fishery rapidly expanded until by
the late 1950s, it supported over 1000 fishermen
who yearly took approximately 8600t of rock
lobsters from coastal areas as well as the
Abrolhos Islands. As the number of boats and
fishermen continued to increase and the fleet
became more efficient, it became apparent that
restrictions would have to be placed on the
unbridled expansion of the industry if the stocks
of rock lobsters were to be managed for long term
sustainability. This philosophy of restricting the
industry so as to manage the resource for long
term sustainability was, at the time, a relatively
new concept and was one which was generating
considerable discussion in Australia and
elsewhere. It probably helped the discussion that
the then Directors of Fisheries in the states
(including Western Australia) were mostly
science or biology graduates. They therefore were
able to provide significant intellectual leadership 
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Figure 1
Coast of the southern part of Western Australia

showing the major fishing areas for the Western Rock
Lobster and the three zones (A, B and C) into which the

fishery is divided for management purposes



to move Australia’s major fisheries
towards a long term biological and
resource management philosophy which
still underpins most fisheries management
discussions in Australia today.

On 1 March 1963, the first
restrictions were put into place in the
Western Australian rock lobster fishery,
with the number of rock lobster vessels in
the industry being limited to those already
engaged in the industry and, to the present
time, no new additional licences have been
issued.

The number of pots permitted to be
fished per boat was also restricted at the
same time to three per foot of boat length.
The combination of these two measures
effectively restricted (atleast for a short
time) the total number of pots licensed in
the industry.

Management of the fishery continued
to evolve with a boat- replacement policy
being introduced in 1964 (which
effectively capped the number of pots in
the fishery at 76 623). Escape gaps in the pots were introduced in 1966 and recruitment-monitoring began in
1968. At the present time, there are 69 288 licensed pots in the industry, with the 9.6% reduction over the past
40 years occurring slowly for various reasons such as pot confiscation for illegal activities, voluntary surrender,
pot amalgamation, etc. 

These simple measures however, while effective at the time, did not prevent fishing effort increasing in the
fishery. Larger vessels could be built, thereby attracting additional pot entitlements, while increases in efficiency
through improved technology and an increasing number of days fished have resulted in a constant upward
pressure in fishing effort. Management efforts in recent years (detailed below) have largely been directed
towards containing and reducing fishing effort, and particularly to increasing spawning stock biomass. This
latter goal has been spectacularly successful with an approximate doubling of the spawning biomass between
1992 and 1998. This has lead to increased recruitment and subsequent significant improvements in catch rates. 

The fishery today is a vigorous, wealthy and stable fishery with the catch in 1999/2000 of approximately
14 450t valued at some $A380 million. The fishery is therefore the largest single rock lobster fishery in the
world, accounting for approximately 24% of global production. A summary of recent catches and fishing effort
is shown in Table 1, which shows the variation in catches between management zones in recent years. This
variation is due to spatial differences in recruitment.

Table 1
WA rock lobster catch and fishing effort, 1990/91 - 1999/00

* The total catch and total potlifts are not always the exact sum of Zones A, B and C because very small quantities
(less than 0.03%) are captured in extreme northern and southern areas, outside any of the 3 management zones.
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An example of a Western Australian lobster pot
Licences for such an individual pot have ranged from $A25000 to $50000

Photo credit: C. Chubb Western Australia

Year  Abrolhos Islands,   
        Zone A  

North Coastal,  
Zone B  

South Coastal,  
 Zone C  

Total *  

 Catch  
(t)  

Potlifts  Catch  
(t)  

Potlifts  Catch  
(t)  

Potlifts  Catch 
(t)  

Potlifts  

1990/91 1 616 1 505 227 3 925 4 414 916 3 664 6 064 635 9 220 12 032 188 
1991/92 1 650 1 475 885 4 408 4 638 038 6 073 6 582 266 12 164 12 772 846 
1992/93 1 669 1 487 821 4 000 3 902 680 6 601 6 234 675 12 303 11 733 687 
1993/94 1 628 1 188 009 3 849 3 821 972 5 539 5 252 921 11 040 10 373 825 
1994/95 1 704 1 141 737 3 936 3 951 079 5 153 5 215 705 10 802 10 373 121 
1995/96 1 902 1 224 505 3 486 3 899 617 4 410 5 327 442 9 800 10 462 324 
1996/97 1 824 1 201 112 3 628 3 937 642 4 456 5 477 565 9 902 10 620 697 
1997/98 1 792 1 250 320 3 573 3 840 969 5 098 5 641 984 10 463 10 733 982 
1998/99 1 970 1 214 767 4 164 3 811 091 6 873 5 721 477 13 009 10 750 205 
1999/00 1 714 1 118 693 4 516 3 874 582 8 203 5 627 368 14 437 10 634 789 



There are currently 594 licence holders in all zones of the rock lobster fishery. The number of licences has
declined slowly over recent years as amalgamation of pot entitlements and structural adjustment of the industry
has taken place. This aspect is  discussed below. Table 2 shows the number of licencees and the average number
of pots per licence holder for the period 1990/91-1999/00.

Table 2
Licence numbers and average pot holdings in the WA Rock Lobster Fishery

* Under temporary management arrangements introduced in 1993/94, only 82% of these pots can be utilized at any
one time.

2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHTS

The western rock lobster fishery is managed through a system of input controls designed to restrict (and
in recent years, to reduce) fishing effort and manipulate the spawning biomass. A joint industry/Government
management advisory body makes recommendations to the Government on the various management issues
related to the fishery.

The fishery has been a limited-entry fishery for some 40 years although licences are freely transferable.
The value of the access right to participate in the fishery has increased substantially as a result of this limited-
entry, the profitability of the fishery and the certainty of the management structure.

The current management arrangements include:

i. limited entry
ii. minimum legal size of 76mm carapace length, except for the period 15 November - 31 January each

season when a minimum legal size of 77mm carapace length applies
iii. closed season from 1 July  to 15 November each year
iv. escape gap of  54mm in all pots to allow escape of sub-legal animals
v. prohibition on taking spawning female rock lobsters and those in a pre-spawning condition (i.e. with

setose pleopods)
vi. maximum size for female rock lobsters of 115mm carapace length south of 30oS latitude and 105mm

north of 30°S.  There is no maximum size limit for males
vii. a temporary 18% reduction in pot entitlement, instituted in 1993/94, whereby only 82% of a vessel’s pot

entitlement can be used
viii. a restriction on the number of pots/vessel to three per foot of boat length (or 9.84 per metre) up to and

including the year 1996. This restriction no longer applies.
ix. minimum pot holding of 63 pots per vessel and a maximum holding of 150; these limits are subject to

the temporary 18% pot reduction so that, for example, the maximum holding of 150 results in only 123
(i.e. 82% of 150) pots able to be utilized at the present time and

x. restrictions on boat replacement whereby if a vessel less than 6 years old is replaced, the pot entitlement
of the new, replacement vessel is reduced by 5%.

Again, the limited-entry nature of the fishery and its profitability has resulted in the access right to
participate in the fishery acquiring considerable value on transfer. Despite these high values, the return to capital
(including the access right value) has been around 6% in recent years.

Both the access right to the fishery (formalized by a commercial fishing license) and the pot entitlement
are freely tradable and, because of the highly profitable nature of the fishery, these currently command
significant prices on the open market. Pots (i.e. the right to operate a single pot) currently change hands for
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Year  Abrolhos Islands,   
       Zone A  

North Coastal, 
Zone B 

South Coastal,  
Zone C 

Total  

 Licences Pots/ 
licence* 

Licences Pots/ 
licence* 

Licences Pots/ 
licence* 

Licences Pots/ 
licence* 

1990/91  180  100.4  166  96.8  343  106.7  689  102.7  
1991/92  175    99.1  166  97.2  335  107.0  676  102.5  
1992/93

 
168

 
100.4

 
167

 
99.4

 
330

 
108.6

 
665

 
104.2

 
1993/94

 
153

 
106.2

 
164

 
105.0

 
322

 
111.3

 
639

 
108.5

 1994/95
 

149
 

108.8
 

158
 

109.7
 

314
 

113.9
 

621
 

111.6
 1995/96

 
149

 
110.6

 
155

 
110.1

 
311

 
114.9

 
615

 
112.7

 1996/97

 

149

 

111.4

 

154

 

110.1

 

308

 

116.1

 

611

 

113.4

 1997/98

 

149

 

113.3

 

151

 

110.4

 

303

 

118.0

 

603

 

114.9

 1998/99 148 114.3 150 110.8 298 119.9 596 116.3
1999/00 148 113.5 150 111.7 296 120.7 594 116.6



approximately $A27000 each. Therefore, the free market price for an access right with the average pot holding
of 116 pots would be approximately $A3.13 million. This does not include the cost of the vessel and other
equipment.

The tradable entity is therefore the pot, and transfers occur freely in an open market. The market, however,
is restricted to those who have a rock lobster license to fish in this limited-entry fishery and hence it is not
possible for persons external to the fishery to operate pots, although it is possible for non-licence holders to own
pots. Because of the minimum pot holding of 63 pots (and a maximum of 150), a licence to operate in the fishery
is only available to those persons who own, or have leased, this minimum of 63 pots. Once the minimum pot
holding is achieved, there are no barriers to the issuing of a licence to fish and to operate those pots. The current
average pot holding, for all areas combined, is 116 pots per vessel.

The Rock Lobster Industry, like other major commercial fisheries in Western Australia, operates on a cost-
recovery basis whereby the Government’s costs of management, research and enforcement are recovered
through substantial licence fees. These licence fees were $A83 per licensed pot in 1998/99.

3. THE METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives

When restrictions on the number of vessels and pots and other input controls were implemented in the 1960s,
the primary policy objective addressed was one of resource sustainability. There was a concern that catch rates were
declining while the number of vessels operating in the fishery was increasing rapidly. Simple analyses of catch and
fishing effort data at the time (Bowen and Chittleborough 1966) indicated that increasing fishing effort was no
longer leading to increasing catches, with the result that catch rates were declining.  Economic issues received little
attention as a defined policy objective in the initial allocation although monitoring of economic performance is now
undertaken for the fishery through the joint Government/Industry Management Advisory Committee.

Brown, Caputi and Barker (1993) estimated that fishing power within this input-controlled management
environment had increased by 36% between 1971/72 and 1992/93, with the greatest increases being in deeper
water areas where the increase in fishing power over the same period was estimated at 53%. The increase in
deeper water areas was significant because this is the area where the majority of the spawning stock occurs.  As
improved technology of vessels and gear resulted in these continuing increases in effective fishing effort within
the input-controlled management system, additional restrictions were implemented to counteract these
increases. Again, the policy objective was clearly, and solely, one of resource sustainability.

Some of the additional measures introduced were:

i. 1965 – boat replacement policy introduced, restricting the size of vessels and the number of pots they
could operate

ii. 1966 – escape gaps in pots made mandatory to facilitate the escape of undersize animals
iii. 1971 – restrictions on the operations of vessels which were processing at sea because of evidence that such

vessels were processing undersized animals
iv. 1972 – the size of the escape gap was increased to 54 mm
v. 1978 – fishing season shortened by 6 weeks
vi. 1984 – the size of pots was regulated
vii. 1986 – a temporary 10% reduction in the number of pots allowed to be used
viii. 1987-1991 – a permanent 10% reduction in the number of pots in the industry was implemented
ix. 1992 – legal maximum sizes introduced and
x. 1993 – a ‘temporary’18% pot reduction was implemented, which is still in force.

In 1992, additional concerns began to be expressed at the rapid decline in the abundance of mature,
spawning female rock lobsters, and the forecast (based on puerulus settlement) of poor recruitment for the years
at least to 1994/95. In Zone A of the fishery the decline in spawning stock was estimated to be more than a 50%
reduction over the previous decade, with only slightly lesser reductions in other areas. In addition, analyses at
the time (reported in Bowen 1994) ruled out environmental variability as the sole cause of this reduction.

As a consequence, a management package was adopted in 1993/94 with the aim of rebuilding spawning
stock levels to at least those of the late 1970s. This was to be achieved by:

i. an 18% reduction in the number of pots 
ii. a total ban on the taking of female rock lobsters in spawning condition (previously, the ban only

included those actually carrying eggs) 
iii. an increase in the minimum size to 77mm carapace length for part of the year and 
iv. the introduction of latitudinal differences in maximum size for female lobsters to reflect differences in

growth rate and size at maturation. 
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Again, the policy objective was solely related to resource sustainability issues.

During the extensive discussion on the most appropriate long-term management strategy to address the
declining abundance of the spawning stock, detailed consideration was given to the merits of moving to an ITQ
system of management. However, this move was not adopted, primarily because of the apparent high
compliance costs which would result (see Bowen 1994).

Following the outstanding success of the 1993/94 stock-rebuilding programme, recruitment to the fishery
increased markedly and, in the late 1990s, the fishery began to experience a series of high-catch years. For
example the catch for 1999/2000 was a record 14437t (Table 1) with catch rates, expressed as catch/pot-lift,
some 30% higher than those of 1992/93 when the rebuilding strategy commenced. These high catch-volumes
began to have a significant affect on the marketing and prices received for the product, with wholesale prices in
the period 1998-2000 being some 25% less than those received in the period 1995-97. The fishery was an
economic victim of its biological success.

As a consequence, in 1998, the Management Advisory Committee, for the first time, explicitly considered
policies related to optimizing the economic performance of the fishery. A number of options have been explored
which aim at achieving the dual objectives of:

i. maintaining steady supplies of live rock lobsters (primarily for the export market) throughout the year and
ii. reducing year-to-year variability in supply as a means of reducing large year-to-year price fluctuations.

The mechanisms for achieving these objectives are still under consideration.

3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

When boat numbers were initially restricted in 1963, great reliance was placed on formal scientific
assessments of the stocks and this scientific underpinning of management remains a feature of the industry
today. As a consequence, continuing expenditure on research related to management of the fishery is
considerable and averages around 2-3% of the annual Gross Value of Product (GVP). Much of this cost is
recovered from the industry through licence fees, under an explicit ‘cost-recovery’arrangement. Industry
perceptions are that this expenditure on research has provided a good return in terms of long-term sustainability
and there is a generally close and harmonious working relationship between the research staff and industry.

The initial allocation decision in 1963 was to restrict access to the fishery to those vessels licensed on
1 March 1963. However, the announcement of the change was made some 6 months prior to the implementation
and this allowed a brief opportunity for anyone who wanted to be part of the limited-entry fishery to obtain a
licence. However, because of the novelty of limited-entry fisheries at the time and the fact that the fishery was
then not particularly attractive financially, there was no significant rush to enter the fishery prior to the
imposition of limited entry (Bowen and Chittleborough 1966).

All subsequent management changes have occurred within this context of limited entry and negotiations
between Government and industry on management changes have taken place with the original licence-holders
or their successors.

3.3 Allocation method chosen

The chosen allocation-method for access rights was simply an access restriction to those vessels licensed as
of 1 March 1963. It appears that no other allocation method was considered at the time. Allocation between zones
(Figure 1) was also based on historic areas of operations and a formal process was established whereby changes of
zones required an application to the Minister for Fisheries who may or may not approve such application. This
formal process has significantly slowed and managed short-term re-location between zones. This has resulted in
relativevessel numbers in each zone remaining virtually unchanged over the recent history of the fishery, although
all zones have seen a reduction in vessel numbers as a result of concentration of ownership.

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS

The primary data used in the initial allocation process were biological and stock assessment data. These
data were used in the simple analysis of catch and effort to support the move to control fishing effort through
restriction of access. It is interesting however that, in 1963, no specific catch or fishing effort target appears to
have been determined. Later management measures, however, have included specific targets, most notably in
the move to restore spawning stock levels to 25% of the virgin spawning biomass, which was the level of the
late 1970s. Extensive data-collection processes have been in place in the fishery since the 1960s and these
include comprehensive data on catches, fishing effort, areas of operation, size frequency of the catch and the
retained catch, and various measures of spawning biomass, including annual fishery-independent surveys. These
data have been, and continue to be, used in ongoing assessments of the stock.
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Economic data has only recently been collected (e.g.Marec 1997) although informal economic and market
assessments have been part of the Management Advisory Committee’s deliberations since the late 1980s.
Financial data on individual operations have been sporadically collected since the 1970s although, again, the
financial aspects of existing and proposed management decisions have been considered by the Management
Advisory Committee through the inclusion of industry members on that Committee. 

5. APPEALS PROCESS

No formal appeals process was established during the initial allocation of access rights although, in
common with other fisheries management decisions, appeals directly to the Minister for Fisheries were possible.
However, care was taken during the allocation process to involve the relevant industry sector at an early stage
in consultation. Such close industry/Government dialogue is a well established feature of the management of
fisheries in Western Australia and was, and continues to be, critical to the success of both the allocation
procedure and the ongoing management of the fishery.

6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS
6.1 Staff requirements

The entire process of allocation of access rights was handled by existing staff within the Western Australian
Government. Subsequent scientific analyses of management options have used consultants to a very limited
extent, and all such work continues to be resourced primarily from within existing Government and industry
budget allocations. 

6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

There were no additional funds made available for the allocation process.

7. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS
7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

In the 40 years since the initial allocation of access rights, the fishery has been maintained as a productive
and highly profitable fishery, and annual assessments of stock status have indicated that the primary policy
objective of ensuring long term biological sustainability has been met. Within this time, however, there has been
an ongoing process of preventing the escalation of fishing effort in the face of technology improvements and
increased value of the product. As Lindner (1994) has noted, it is only in fisheries where the technology of
production is sufficiently inflexible that licence-limitation and other input-controls can be expected to control
the expansion of total fishing capacity. Such conditions are met in the western rock lobster fishery where the
limitation on the number of pots has been an effective policy instrument because the feasibility of lifting pots
more than once in a 24 hour period is subject to severe diminishing catch returns.

The constant attention that has needed to be given to the ongoing process of controlling fishing effort and
capacity has seen relatively large expenditure (partially industry funded) in the areas of administration,
compliance and research. Morgan (1997) showed that, for example, surveillance and compliance costs in the
fishery had increased at a rate greater than the rate of inflation during the period 1985-1996, in response to ever
more stringent and complicated regulations. 

7.2 Satisfaction of rights-holders with the process

The initial allocation process was done at a time when the concept of limited entry was novel and
because the fishery was not particularly lucrative from a financial viewpoint, there was little dissatisfaction
with the process. This general satisfaction was enhanced by the opportunity that was provided for anyone to
participate in the allocation of licences by establishing a presence in the fishery prior to 1 March 1963.
However, as the fishery has become extremely profitable, with the asset value of the access right increasing
at a compound rate of around 15% per annum over a 20-30 year period, there have been occasions where
further restrictions on the access right has met considerable industry resistance. These further restrictions
have been needed, as noted above, to continue to keep fishing capacity under control in this input-controlled
fishery.

In essence, there exists a tension between the long-term need to further restrict the rights of those who have
access to the fishery and the short-term financial incentives and imperatives to prevent erosion of those access
rights. This debate has ebbed and flowed over the past 20-30 years and, in the author’s opinion, has only been
managed by the close working relationship between Government and industry. At the present time, there is a
general feeling of satisfaction by rights-holders because of the success of the programme, begun in 1993/94, of
rebuilding the spawning stock biomass and hence leading to vastly improved catches and catch rates in recent
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years. Most rights-holders consider the costs of such success (in terms of an 18% ‘temporary’pot reduction) a
reasonable one given the demonstrated benefits that have resulted.

An important issue in facilitating rational debate on all management issues has been the increasing
financial sophistication of the industry and the longer-term view that is taken by rights-holders. Restriction of
access rights  and the subsequent sustainability of the fishery has resulted in large asset values (commonly
greater than $A2million) accruing to the access right. This, in turn, has resulted in the need to better manage
these significant assets, a process that has been supported by lending institutions and accountants. This increased
financial sophistication, and the tradition of industry/Government co-operation in fisheries management in
Western Australia, has lead to an increasingly harmonious management environment within which a joint vision
of long-term sustainability remains at the core.

Recent reductions in prices as a result of large catches has, however, focussed industry’s attention on the
economic performance of the industry and on the economic and financial consequences of good resource-
management practices. Whether the most appropriate structure for optimizing economic performance of the
industry continues to be a Government/industry partnership remains to be seen.

7.3 Views of othercommunity groups

There was little debate or consultation with other community groups in the initial allocation procedure.
While not initially an issue of great concern, this is becoming an increasing point of debate. Another emerging
aspect of the allocation debate revolves around the escalating values of the access right. Community groups are
questioning the wisdom of past Government decisions that have provided a very large windfall gain (in terms
of asset values of access rights) to a small number of fishermen. These groups lobby for a more equitable
distribution of the resource and the participation of a greater number and diversity of user groups in the
exploitation of the resource. Such debates are likely to become more significant in future years.

Conservation and ecosystem-management issues have been addressed within the context of the resource
management arrangements over a number of years and the recent accreditation of the fishery by the Marine
Stewardship Council has enhanced the reputation of the fishery in the area of environmental and ecosystem
sustainability.

7.4 Hind-sight assessment

Several major issues could have been addressed better in the initial allocation process. First, there were
no economic or social considerations in the initial allocation debate although, at the time, these were
considerations that a fisheries agency was not expected to address. This resulted in a number of unexpected
consequences, the most significant of which is the impact on coastal communities that depend on the rock
lobster industry for their survival. Reductions in fishing vessel numbers due to a concentration of ownership,
and the ability of faster and more seaworthy vessels to operate from ports with the best facilities have resulted
in changes in many of these smaller coastal communities. However, in no area has it become catastrophic since
alternative industries (particularly the burgeoning tourist industry) have replaced the business revenues of rock
lobster fishermen.

Secondly, and as mentioned above, the allocation process has had the effect of producing large asset values
for the access rights created. This is becoming a major social debate as the Government defends having created
a group of wealthy, elite fishermen. During the initial allocation process, this effect was unforeseen and the
process for re-allocation of access rights was not addressed. In hind-sight, such a process would have been best
considered as part of the initial allocation package rather than trying to address the issue in later years after asset
values have increased
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INITIAL ALLOCA TION OF ITQS IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIA ABALONE FISHER Y
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1. THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ABALONE FISHER Y

The commercial abalone fishery of Western Australia is Australia’s smallest abalone fishery in terms of the
tonnage harvested, the gross value of this production1, and the number of participants (currently 26, down from
the maximum number of 36 participants). Most of this catch prior to 1970 was of Roe’s abalone (Haliotis roei)
which is harvested from waters of up to approximately 3 metres in depth. Since then, the species composition of
the catch has expanded to include the other two species which are found off the coast of Western Australia. Even
with the current high world market value of abalone, only three of the 11 existing species of abalone in Western
Australian waters are commercially exploited: Roe’s abalone, the greenlip abalone (H. laevigata) and the
brownlip abalone (H. conicopora), primarily because of the low abundance and exceedingly small size of the
other species at maturity. Catches of commercial abalone species are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Abalone catches by species

More than 99% of the catch is exported to the port of  Hong Kong for further distribution to China, Taiwan
Province of China, Republic of Korea, Japan and Malaysia. About half the brownlip and most of the Roe’s
abalone from Western Australia are exported as canned product while the remaining brownlip and most of the
greenlip abalone are exported as frozen meat. Canned abalone currently attracts a lower import tariff than frozen
abalone in Taiwan Province, which is a major buyer. A small proportion of abalone is dried in Western Australia
for export to China, although the traditional source of dried abalone destined for Chinese consumption has been
Japan. There is also a developing live transport trade to SE Asia, but this is in its infancy at this stage. Finally,
abalone shell is also sold to the Republic of Korea for manufacture of buttons, jewellery and inlay work, although
demand and prices for shell have declined in recent years (Fisheries Western Australia 1998).

2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHT
2.1 Nature of the harvesting right prior to intr oduction of individual transferable quotas

Prior to 1999 and the implementation of an individual transferable quota (ITQ) management system, the
nature of the harvesting rights in the abalone fishery has been an evolving one that reflects 28 years of
management changes. As the fishery has moved from being an unmanaged fishery to being a limited entry fishery
and then to one based on individual quotas (IQs), the rights associated with it have become increasingly exclusive,
transferable, durable, secure and divisible.

For example, the fishery was managed under open access until 1971, that is, it could be accessed by anyone
who had a commercial fishing boat licence and, or, a commercial fisherman’s licence, which was available upon
application to the Fisheries Department. Rights-related licence characteristics of exclusivity, durability, security
and transferability had no bearing.
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1 In 1980 the gross ex-vesel value of production of the fishery was estimated to be $A650 000. This had increased to $A7 million
by 1991/92 and peaked around $A13 million in 1998/99 (Fisheries WA file no. 149/75 V2 Folios 8, 9 and 10).



This began to change, however, in 1970 when an influx of divers from other states of Australia caused a
rapid expansion of the fishery. The Western Australia abalone divers responded with strong representations to
control the expansion of the industry while scientists voiced their concerns about possible overexploitation of the
resource. As a result, Fisheries Western Australia2 decided to limit entry to the fishery and in 1971 the fishery
became a ‘concession’fishery, meaning that the wild capture fishery was recognised by Fisheries WA, but that it
did not have a formal management plan as such.

Thus, the first change in the nature of the commercial harvesting rights was to introduce the notion of
exclusivity with the implementation of a non-transferable licence system. The use of qualifying criteria resulted
in the issuance of 36 annually-renewable licences, which were issued to each diver in the fishery in conjunction
with regulations based on input controls such as area closures and zoning restrictions3.

Between 1972 and 1976, the Agency pursued a dual policy of de factotransferability coupled with attrition.
If an individual wished to leave the fishery, what amounted to a transfer could take place:

“3.4 A concession holder who wishes to leave the fishery may dispose of his boat and gear as in
the rock lobster fishery. Whoever bought the boat and gear would be required to take out a licence
in his own name and operate the concession” (Government Gazette of Western Australia, 21 July
1972).

However, the licence-cancellation policy which was in place meant that licensees had to use the licence and
harvest abalone or they would lose it, and under this policy the number of licences had dropped to 26 by 1976.

At this point, the agency declared the fishery to be a Limited Entry Fishery, meaning that the fishery’s
management was formally recognised in a management plan which formalised the restricted entry provisions,
zoning, and owner-operator provisions. These provisions were supplemented by seasonal and area closures, size
limits and restrictions on processing procedures - as well as explicit recognition of the transferability of the
licences. A diver wishing to leave the industry could, with the approval of the Director of Fisheries, now sell his
licence directly to another diver.

Along with annual changes to the abalone fishery’s seasons, closed areas, and TACs in 1983 Fisheries WA
issued ancillary management measures, which had the potential to affect participants in the abalone fishery: a
freeze was imposed on all new applications from people wanting to enter the Western Australian fishing industry.
This measure effectively limited the number of commercial fishing boats in Western Australia by ensuring that
any new entrants to commercial fishing had to buy an existing commercial fishing boat licence. In the context of
the abalone fishery, this meant that any shore-based abalone diver who might want to start fishing from a boat
had to purchase an existing Western Australian fishing boat licence to do so.

The next direct change in the nature of the property rights in the abalone fishery occurred in the mid-1980s.
Members of the industry who were operating in two of the three zones in the fishery moved to promote “orderly
fishing” and to reduce competition between divers by initiating a voluntary individual quota (IQ) system. The IQ
system allocated equivalent shares of the TAC in 1985 for the major fishing areas in Zone 1 (it did not apply to
all of Zone 1). In 1986, having seen the system in place and working for Zone 1, fishers in Zone 2 put in place a
similar system for the heavily fished areas of Zone 2. Again, it did not apply to the whole zone. For both zones,
the allocation was 24t per diver4..

In 1988, the Zone 3 divers who were only allowed to harvest Roe’s abalone also sought an IQ system. This
was implemented by the Agency the same year along with the introduction of a statewide TAC for Roe’s abalone5.
Zone 3 participants were also given access to the stocks of this species along the south coast effectively giving
them access to all Roe’s abalone stocks throughout their range within the state.
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2 The official name of  the arm of the Western Australian (WA) Government with legislated responsibility for managing the
fisheries resources of WA has changed over time. For simplicity, the current name of “Fisheries WA” or the term “the
Agency” is used throughout this paper.

3 The zoning was driven by two factors, the participation patterns of three fairly distinct sets of participants and the stock
distribution of the three abalone species. By 1975 there were six licences for Zone 1, eight for Zone 2 and twelve for Zone
3. Participants were restricted to one zone only, and the licence owner had to be the operator/diver (known as an ‘owner-
operator’ provision).

4 In 1988, the TACs for these two zones were reduced. Divers were not catching their 24t allocations and, given  that the only
data available in this fishery was provided by the divers, managers took a risk-averse approach in response to scientific
concerns about the sustainability-related implications of the low catches. Zone 1 quota was reduced to 18t per diver because
the divers did not catch the 24t quota, and in 1989 the quota in Zone 2 was reduced to 15t.

5 The initial TAC for the Zone 3 Roe’s abalone IQ system was 9.5t; in 1989 this was reduced to 9.0t.  Zone 3 licensees had
not sought an IQ system earlier as they had been involved in trying to resolve other management issues.



Thus, it was over a 14-year period, from 1971 to 1988, prior to the formal introduction of an IQ system
that the bundle of rights associated with the Western Australian abalone fishery were:

i. increasingly defined (through more formalised recognition of the rights associated with licences)
ii. made exclusive (with the implementation of limited access to the entire Western Australian fishery)
iii. annually renewable (by the Director of Fisheries)
iv. relatively secure (unless government scrutiny revealed that licence owner had committed an offence that

could justify the revocation of the licence) and
v. not divisible (i.e. they were only available for sale as entire licences).

More specifically, in moving from open access to limited entry to individual quotas, the characteristics of
the associated rights went through 6 phases:

i. Harvesting rights: increasingly defined
As described above, the nature of the harvesting right in the Western Australian fishery has become

increasingly more defined. Prior to 1971, the Western Australian abalone fishery was an open access fishery. In
order to gain access to it, all that was needed was a Western Australian fishing boat licence and a commercial
fisherman’s licence - both of which were available upon request.

It progressively became a non-transferable ‘concession’fishery (in 1971), a transferable ‘concession’
fishery (in 1972), a formally managed fishery with transferability (in 1976) and a formally managed fishery
which recognised individual quota shares of a total allowable catch (1988). During the same period, the number
of fishing boat licences was limited (in 1983), further restricting the pool of potential participants.

ii. Exclusivity of the harvesting right: increased
The 1971 limitation of access to only 36 divers gave these ‘concessionaires’exclusive access to the abalone

resource. This exclusivity was strengthened in 1976 with the introduction of formal management measures.

iii. Transferability of harvesting right: became possible
Initially non-transferable, licences became transferable - first, under implicit rules and then later under

strict conditions. In addition in 1981 the Agency concluded there was no biological reason for refusing the
acquisition of an authorisation in two zones, allowing divers to hold licences in more than one zone. (The
Agency’s attitude was that it was a private transaction between two individuals and within the policy rules of
the fishery.)

iv. Durability of harvesting right: increased
By convention, fishery licences and the rights associated with them in Western Australia are annual but

renewable. The Fish Resources Management Act 1994(FRMA) formalized this position so that, subject to
certain conditions related to payment of fees, the life of the management plan, adherence to the provisions of
the Act, and Ministerial decisions to the contrary, licensees have an expectation that their access right is
renewable in perpetuity (Fisheries Western Australia 2000). The most obvious example of this is that it takes
three serious breaches of the fisheries legislation for a licensee to have a licence and its associated rights
revoked.

v. Security of access of harvesting right: increased
Security of access is, in its broadest sense, subject to any changes to the management of the fishery by the

Minister or Executive Director. Given the level of consultation that is required as part of the formal management
of this fishery, it would be difficult to capriciously change the rights conveyed by the management system.

Although nominated divers have been permitted to operate the licence on behalf of the licensee since
1992/93, potential new owner-operators were seldom able to find the capital to enable them to make an outright
purchase of the increasingly valuable licences. The introduction of regulations allowing for the use of
“Nominated Divers” increased the flexibility associated with holding an abalone licence. Nominees could
participate in the fishery without having to purchase an entire licence, thus eliminating the related problem of
trying to service a large debt. In addition, licensees could effectively retire from diving without relinquish their
licence, thereby retaining an increasingly valuable asset.

Furthermore, the FRMAgives the licence holder the right to apply for a fishing licence, but not the ‘right’
to that licence. The Minister for Fisheries has reserved his position to amend or revoke a management plan that
would, in effect, cause any entitlement or authorisation established by a managed fishery to lapse. “In reality
this has not happened, but this position provides a fine line between that which could be described as ‘property’
in the final sense or some form of quasi property entitlement” (Fisheries Western Australia 2000).

Since the introduction of the FRMAin the mid 1990s, Fisheries WA has maintained a Register of Interests
for all Western Australian fishing licences. This register has been used by financial institutions and other
interested parties seeking collateral against loans, facilitating the use of licences as security in such situations.
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vi. Divisibility: an increasing issue
Because divisibility of harvesting rights was not allowed until 1999 and the introduction of the ITQ system,

commercial licence ownership ended up becoming “corporatized”, i.e. when original licence holders wanted to
sell their asset, their inability to divide the harvest rights meant that the pool of potential buyers was restricted to
those entities having access to sufficient amounts of capital. In such cases, the entities holding the licence would
employ divers under lease arrangements (Prince and Sheperd 1992).

2.2 Nature of harvesting right following the introduction of individual transferable quotas
In broad terms the current system for assigning access to the State’s fish resources ensures that the state

confers rights and regulates permission to catch these fish. Therefore, the nature of the property rights is a right
to actually attempt to harvest fish, but not the right to the fish as an entity (fish are only “owned” once they are
caught). Thus, Western Australia does not guarantee abalone licence holders a quantity of fish, but it does have
duty to provide the best resource management circumstances for those who are granted permission to fish
(Fisheries Western Australia 2000).

The 1999 Abalone Management Plan set up an individual transferable quota (ITQ) system through a system
of “units” which were initially attached to each commercial abalone licence by means of an endorsement called
a “catch entitlement”. Although the number of units allocated to an area does not change, the amount of potential
harvest ascribed to each unit may change from year to year because units are denominated as a percentage of the
TAC6. Additionally, because the respective TACs for the areas vary, the respective values for the units will vary
between zones.

Under this system, there have been changes to the various rights-related characteristics of the harvesting
rights. The definition, exclusivity, durability and security of these rights has been clarified and, quite importantly,
they have been made divisible.

Exclusivity of harvesting right
With the advent of the ITQ system, the exclusivity of the rights has remained clearly defined. However, the

pool of potential participants who can hold these rights has been broadened because of the separation of the right
of access to the fishery (vis-à-visthe managed fishery licence) from the right to harvest abalone (vis-à-visthe
holding of units).

Transferability
Although licences have been explicitly transferable since 1972, the introduction of ITQs has increased the

ease with which explicit harvest rights can be transferred (i.e. leased and/or traded).

Durability and security of harvesting right
The introduction of ITQs has not formally affected the durability or security of the harvesting rights.

Licences are still annually renewable with the same caveats as previously. In addition, current Western Australian
policy under the FRMAis clear that any ‘rights’extended to the commercial fishing industry are prescribed by
the nature of the entitlement outlined in the legislation for a managed fishery or by licence (Fisheries Western
Australia 2000).

The new fisheries legislation that established the ITQ programme also includes provisions for mandatory
consultation with industry prior to any changes in management arrangements. Although consultation has always
been part of the commercial fisheries management approach in Western Australia, the new mandatory nature of
the consultation has given the perception of increased rights for licence holders, especially in terms of security.
Legislation states that the Minister must, except in cases of urgency, consult with the advisory committees or
persons specified in the fishery’s management plan prior to amending the plan. The 1992 management plan
specified the professional fishing association representing each of the three zones as those who must be consulted
prior to any abalone management plan amendments. The replacement provision in the 1999 management plan
formally nominates all licence holders.
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6 For example, say the fishery had a total of 260 units distributed evenly among the 26 licence holders, that is each unit holder
had 10 units. If each unit was given a value of 1t (TAC of 260t) then each licensee could take 10t of abalone. If it was
necessary to reduce the TAC to, say 208t, the number of units would not change, only the value of each unit. Instead of each
unit having a value of 1t, it would have a value of 0.8t. Each licensee could now only take 8t, however, the unit holding
would not have changed - it would still be 10 units.



Divisibility of harvesting right
The introduction of ITQs in 1999 allowed quota allocations to be broken down and traded in smaller units

of entitlement. There are requirements for minimum unit holdings of species to help simplify and assist with
compliance7.

3. METHOD OF ALLOCA TION

3.1 Policy objectives in the various allocations
The Agency had no access-related policy objectives to achieve as part of the initial allocation of ITQs

because access had already been determined by the move to limited access in 1971. Similarly, there were no
policy objectives directly relevant to the rights-related characteristics of the ITQs because these had already been
described elsewhere (to the extent that the Agency was about to describe them).

The industry’s major policy objective for establishing an IQ system was to confer a greater degree of
certainty over the right to fish than was provided by other management measures such as size and area limits. The
increasing value of the licences meant that divers wanted to be able to offer financial backers a degree of certainty
and surety about their catches and revenue streams, and an IQ system was seen as the way to providing an explicit
and understandable system of fishing rights (Prince and Sheperd 1992).

The Agency’s attitude to quota-based management systems at the time was, at best, one of ambivalence,
despite industry’s desire for security of access for catch and financial reasons. In fact, in October of 1986 at the
Abalone Fishery Management Meeting, the Agency’s Executive Director went on record as having already
“…commented on the undesirable effects of quotas as outlined in his background paper distributed with the
meeting agenda”8. In fact, the Agency held the view that quota controls frequently caused increased fishing
pressure and could lead to problems if a quota was set too high9. It also held the view that quotas tend to become
a catch expectation and that each diver would fish until the quota was reached, even if this meant switching effort
from one species (greenlip) to another (brownlip), if the abundance of the former became low (ibid. Folio 265)10.
Thus, it was not surprising that, in instituting the IQ system, the Agency made no explicit policy statements.

Despite the lack of explicit policy objectives enunciated when the fishery moved to IQs, or when it moved
to ITQs, the quota management system has provided the explicit means by which the Agency can accommodate
shifts in the community’s use of these abalone resources over time11.

3.2 Process used in allocating access
3.2.1Allocation method chosen priorto 1999

As mentioned above, it could be said that the allocation process used prior to 1999 was a gradual and
evolutionary activity which took approximately 28 years beginning with the introduction of limited access in
1971. The first actual allocation of harvest rights occurred in 1985 with the voluntary individual quota system in
Zone 1. This allocation was formalized under the 1988 legislated IQ system and then evolved until 1999 when a
new management plan implemented the ITQ system.

The process involved in agreeing upon the implementation of an IQ system was ongoing and largely driven
by industry. The subsequent formal implementation of an IQ system was decided upon in consultation with
Agency staff and reflected the Australian concept of egalitarianism vis-à-vis equal individual catch quotas.
Historical catches were not used as a basis for allocating the individual quotas because equal IQs were seen by
the participants as a more equitable and acceptable allocation method.

It was the commercial sector that introduced the voluntary total allowable catches and associated individual
quotas, albeit at different times in the respective zones, for the respective species and for the different sub-zones
of each zone12.
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7 For the case of greenlip and brownlip abalone the licence must be endorsed with an entitlement of not less than 450 units;
for harvesting Roe’s abalone, a minimum unit holding of 800 units is required.

8 Fisheries WA file 149/75 V3  Folio 316.
9 Fisheries WA file 149/75 V3 Folio 266.
10 Note that, in this case, “quota” refers to the use of a generic, or overall TAC, for two abalone species and not for a species-

specific TAC or quota.
11 This has proved particularly important for Zone 3 of the fishery which incorporates the important recreational abalone

fishing grounds of the Perth metropolitan area. Although the total allowable catch for Zone 3 has not changed over the ten
years since 1989, localized sub-zones have been reallocated to the recreational sector with minimal controversy because
the overall commercial TAC for that zone has been unchanged.

12 For example, in 1985, the divers voluntarily instituted a seasonal catch quota of 8t for combined harvest of greenlip and
brownlip abalone for a portion of Zone 1.



3.2.2Allocation method chosen in 1999
Eventually, participants found that IQs did not give them the business flexibility they needed to carry on

their business efficiently, and the Abalone Management Consultative Group recommended a move to ITQs in
order to provide greater flexibility and administrative simplicity. As a result, in 1999 management of the fishery
moved to an individual transferable quota system. This move did not involve an explicit reallocation of harvest
rights. Instead, it merely involved another calculation which converted IQ holdings into species-specific units and
amounts. Under the system there is a TAC for each zone of the fishery and a licence holder for the zone is allowed
to take a proportion of the zone’s TAC according to the number of units held.

The introduction of an ITQ system via unitisation of the fishery has ensured that the harvest rights do not
have to be traded in their entirety along with the managed fishery licence as was required under the pre-IQ system
and even under the IQ system. Units can now be traded in small amounts, which means that the number of
licences is no longer a limiting factor, rather the minimum quota holdings and the extent to which consolidation
occurs (or not) are the constraint on the number of participants.

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS

Catch records are kept by all commercial fishermen in Western Australia as a requirement of the Fish
Resources Management Regulations 1995. Specific requirements for participants in the abalone fishery are
detailed in the Abalone Management Plan and all abalone sold by abalone divers must be accompanied by the
required documentation. These records are closely monitored and checked against the licence holder’s catch
entitlement.

With the initial introduction of the voluntary IQ system, a number of essential mandatory control measures
were put in place:

“1. The abalone produce is to be sold only to a small number of licensed processing establishments as
nominated by the fishermen.

2. The approved processing establishments are required to maintain a precise set of data of receivals of
abalone setting out date, weights, number of animals, from whom received etc and also be able to
account for all abalone held. “Cash sales” will not be acceptable and the name of the fisherman
consigning the abalone must be recorded. These requirements are to be included as a condition of the
processing licence.

3. Zone 1 and Zone 2 abalone fishermen must keep a daily record of abalone caught, setting out dates,
number of animals, weights and processor to whom product is consigned.

The data as per 2 and 3 is to be kept on a form to be known as “Abalone Catch and Disposal Record” and
the form is to be made available on a regular basis (daily or per consignment) to the local District Fisheries
Officer.” (Agency letter to the abalone industry, 22 December 1986)

The data system has continued in a similar though more formalized form since that time. When catch records
first arrive at Fisheries WA, they are checked for accuracy and the data are then entered into the Agency’s
computerised Catch and Effort Statistical System. The need for these tight systems is largely compliance-driven,
rather than research-driven, although the data requirements have been amended over time for research purposes
(Fisheries Western Australia 1998).

Sustainable management of the abalone resource is based on three things:

i. the ‘catch and effort’ returns provided by participants for the quota monitoring system
ii. consultation with industry and
iii. the observations of divers form.

Despite the fact that this is relatively limited information, the long-term data series from the fishery appears
to indicate that the current quota levels are biologically sustainable and that the use of quotas linked to areas and
sub-areas has largely addressed concerns about localized depletion.

5. APPEALS PROCESS

There have been no appeals regarding the introduction of IQ or ITQ allocations in the Western Australian
abalone fishery13.
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6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS
6.1 Staff requirements

Relatively few Agency staff resources have been allocated to the management of this fishery generally, and
there has been minimal staff involvement in terms of the allocation process. This is not to say that considerable
management, compliance and research resources have not been spent in the development of management
arrangements at various times in its history. It simply means that these resources were devoted to responding to
other management issues and needs and not to the allocation process (which was generally agreed upon by the
industry and the Agency).

6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

No special funds were explicitly set aside for the introduction of either the IQ or the ITQ systems in the
abalone fishery until the late-1990s when a specific quota-management computer-system was purchased by
Fisheries WA to manage all of its quota managed fisheries in a more efficient manner14. Furthermore, since 1995
the Abalone Managed Fishery has been under the Government’s policy of full recovery of management, research
and compliance costs15.. With the phase-in of full cost recovery, this has meant that, increasingly, there are funds
available for the services required by the fishery.

7. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS
7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives 

The gradual introduction of IQs into all zones of the fishery was generally considered successful in
achieving industry’s policy objectives of:

i. conferring more certainty of access to an increasingly valuable resource and
ii. providing greater flexibility for business decision-making.

The move to an ITQ system has also allowed for innovation on the part of licence-holders and requires
minimal agency oversight. For example, a recent newspaper advertisement called for tenders of offers to buy
abalone ITQs, meaning that private ITQ owners now have an asset worth advertising in an innovative way.

The introduction of output-based IQs and ITQs has provided industry with more certainty over access to the
abalone stocks, and the community with an understandable reference point for resource sharing debates. It has
also provided a way for the agency to effect specific shifts in resource use over time by establishing an explicit
means by which commercial TACs could be amended in response to other community uses if required.

7.2 Satisfaction of rights-holders with the process

The industry has been the major driver for the change to a quota management system. They saw the
advantages of the IQ and ITQ systems that were being introduced in other Australian States during the late 1970s
and early 1980s. Thus, the IQ and the ITQ systems were promoted by industry, rather than Government, for a
number of reasons:

i. the increasing value of licences meant that divers had to take more of the resource to service their debts
ii. the floating of the Australian dollar saw the product become more valuable in Australian dollar terms, which

may have led to rapid fishing down of the resource and
iii. industry required more long-term certainty that the resource would be available.

The changes have achieved industry’s objectives of increased certainty over the right to fish and increased
flexibility . In particular, the introduction of divisibility (via units) in 1999 and greater transferability (coupled
with the removal of the restriction on the number of licence holders in the fishery) have increased the flexibility
of participants.

It is worth noting that this fishery gradually went from limited access to an industry-initiated IQ and then to
an ITQ management system, steps which appear to have helped to circumvent many of the allocation-related
arguments which arise when fisheries move directly from open access input-based systems to ITQ-based output
controls.

7.3 Views of othercommunity groups

Recreational fishing groups supported the introduction of an output-based quota management system
because the recreational sector saw the system as a means of ensuring their share of the resource. This is
particularly the case in Zone 3 where there is a sub-zone in which most recreational abalone fishing occurs. In
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this sub-zone a specific TAC has been set for commercial fishers and this is adjusted when necessary to maintain
the resource share with recreational fishers. Ironically, however, the commercial TAC for Zone 3 has not been
altered, implying that although there has been a spatial redistribution of access, which may affect the costs of
commercial harvesting activities, the commercial sector has not lost in terms of the quantity of its potential
harvest.

7.4 Hind-sight assessment

The introduction of output-based IQs and ITQs has provided industry with more certainty over access to the
abalone stocks and the community with an understandable reference point for resource sharing debates. Despite
early misgivings, the Agency eventually realised that, although output controls confer quasi-property rights to
harvest abalone, they also offer much tighter control over each year’s catch without the problems associated with
controlling effort using input controls. IQs have also reduced the competition between divers and, hence, allow
the divers to operate on their own schedule and to take the responsibility for their own personal health and safety.

The current information on which all management decisions, including TAC setting, is solely based on catch
data supplied by the commercial fishers. No other source of data has been developed to provide a broader
information platform on which to base quota-advice (Fisheries Western Australia 2000).

Although the introduction of quota management to the Western Australian abalone fishery was a long and
tortuous process, it had industry and community support and was accepted as the most appropriate way to manage
that resource. Taking a long-term view, there was a need for a gradual shift to clearer forms of access entitlements
that provide a framework for continuous adjustments between commercial and recreational fishers. The quota
arrangements in the abalone fishery have enabled this to happen, particularly in Zone 3.
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INITIAL ALLOCA TION OF HARVESTING RIGHTS IN THE FISHERIES OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

G.R. Morgan
106 Barton Tce. West, North Adelaide, SA5006, Australia

<garymorg@ozemail.com.au>

1. INTRODUCTION

South Australia has three important quota-managed fisheries – those for southern rock lobster (Jasus
edwardsii), abalone (Haliotis laevigataand H. rubra) and pilchards (Sardinops neopilchardis).

Of the input-controlled fisheries in South Australia, the fishery for southern rock lobster is probably unique
in that it has both an input-controlled zone and an output-controlled zone which enables direct comparison of
performance of the two management regimes within an identical stock and socio-economic environment. 

The South Australian Rock Lobster Fishery began in the early 1870s as a hoop net fishery. The first
commercial lobster pots were used in 1889 and around the turn of the century small industries began to emerge
in different parts of the state.  In the late 1940s a thriving lobster-tail export market to America had been
developed based on the processing and export of rock lobster-tails.  

The industry then developed rapidly with vessels becoming more sophisticated and catches increasing. The
development of alternative markets in South East Asia and more recently in Europe, together with the
development of products such as whole-cooked and live lobsters, maintained the development momentum of the
industry and resulted in increasing profitability for operators. The industry is now a significant and expanding
industry in South Australia generating a business turnover of more than $A230 million and supporting over 2200
jobs (EconSearch 1999a, b).  

About 95% of the annual commercial catch of 2600t is sold live through Asian markets, with a landed
value of almost $A80 million and which brings more than $A100 million into the state. The catch has remained
relatively stable in the past decade (Table 1) as both fishers and managers have taken steps to ensure the long-
term sustainability of the resource.

Fishing is carried out in the
waters off South Australia’s entire
coastline with the exception of
Marine Park exclusion zones. The
fishery is divided into Southern and
Northern Zones. The Southern
Zone extends from the
Victorian/South Australia State
border to the Murray River mouth,
south of Adelaide, and the Northern
Zone covers the area from the
Murray River mouth to the Western
Australian Border. While
geographically smaller, the
Southern Zone is more significant
in terms of commercial vessel

numbers. There are currently 183 boats operating in the Southern Zone, compared with 71 in the Northern Zone.
The total annual catch in the Southern Zone averages around 1700t, compared to around 900t in the Northern
Zone (Table 1).  

The Rock Lobster season runs from 1 October to 31 April in the Southern Zone, and from 1 November to
30May in the Northern Zone. All commercial fishers must be licensed and their activities are controlled through
input-controls and quotas in the South, and management of fishing-time and pot-lifts in the North.  

Fishers record the catch every day and participate in voluntary pot sampling.  Economic performance of
the fishery is monitored through surveys and independent economic analyses.

There are currently 254 licence holders in both zones of the rock lobster fishery with the numbers of
licences having declined slowly over recent years as amalgamation of pot entitlements and structural adjustment
of the industry has taken place. This aspect will be further discussed below. Table 2 shows the number of
licensees and the average number of pots per licence holder for the period 1989-1998.
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Year  Southern zone Northern zone South 
Australia 

 (t) ($Am) (t) ($Am) (t) ($Am) 
1990/91 1562 26.7 1104 18.2 2666 44.9 
1991/92 1940 36.3 1222 21.4 3162 57.8 
1992/93 1754 34.8 1064 20.5 2818 55.3 
1993/94 1669 43.2   930 23.4 2599 66.6 
1994/95 1720 48.6   891 25.5 2611 74.0 
1995/96 1684 44.6   903 23.8 2587 68.4 
1996/97 1635 47.0   893 24.4 2528 71.4 
1997/98 1680 50.9   942 27.7 2622 78.6 
1998/99p   1713 47.2 1016 26.7 2729 73.9 

Table 1
SA Rock Lobster Catch and Value of Catch, 1990/91 - 1998/99 



The abalone and pilchard industries in South
Australia operate within an ITQ system without
significant additional (input) controls. In both
fisheries, there are some restrictions on areas
fished and size limits are in place for the abalone
fishery.

The abalone industry in South Australia
began in the 1960s in response to the emerging
market for abalone in South East Asia. In 1971,
the number of licences was restricted and the
fishery was divided into three management
zones, which remain the basis of management of
the fishery. The number of  licences in 1971 was
more than 100, but this was reduced over the
years by a policy of non-transferability. There are
currently 35 licences on issue. The 1999/00 total
catch of abalone in South Australia was
approximately 832t whole weight with the

fishery being valued at approximately $A30 million based on producer prices. Table 3 gives the recent catch
history of the fishery.

Although the catch has remained relatively stable, the
value of the fishery (Table 3) has increased markedly as the
demand for the wild-caught product continues to outstrip
supply. Average prices increased by 104% in nominal terms
within the decade starting with the 1990/91 fishing season.

Access to both the rock lobster and abalone stocks is
open to the public for recreational purposes with daily bag
limits and size limits applying. In the case of recreational
fishing for rock lobsters, there are also restrictions on the
number of recreational licences issued and the number of pots
(currently2) that can be used by a recreational fisherman. The
recreational catch of both rock lobsters and abalone is thought
to be around 6% of the total catch although no ongoing catch
monitoring is undertaken. Illegal catches, particularly of
abalone, are an important but unmeasured component of the
total catch of both rock lobsters and abalone with informal
estimates of the illegal catch of abalone being as high as 40%
of the commercial TAC.

The pilchard fishery in South Australia, like other Sardinopsfisheries, exhibits large annual variations in
abundance. This has been magnified in recent years by major fish kills in 1995 and 1998, which have been
linked to a herpes-like virus infection among pilchard. It has been estimated that these fish kills resulted in the
loss of up to 60% of the total adult population, although juvenile fish were not affected. 

Despite these large fluctuations in abundance, the pilchard fishery is managed using a TAC which is set
each year in response to estimates of abundance based on annual egg and larval surveys. The current quota of
3600t is divided equally between the 23 licence holders to produce an annual ITQ with daily monitoring of
individual quotas taking place. There are further restrictions on areas permitted to be fished, which are designed
to separate larger and smaller operators between offshore and inshore waters.

Annual TACs in the pilchard fishery have ranged from 3600t to over 11 000t during the period 1997-2000,
with the vast majority of the fish being utilized locally as feed for the burgeoning tuna aquaculture industry. The
fishery nevertheless, supplies only about 20% of the tuna aquaculture industry’s feed needs. 

2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHTS

The southern zone of the rock lobster fishery is managed through a system of ITQs with the annual TAC
being set each year by a joint industry/Government management advisory body (see below). The TAC has not
changed in recent years in response to steady (or slightly increasing) indices of both overall stock abundance
and breeding stock levels. Although the southern zone of the rock lobster fishery has been managed by such
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Year  Southern zone  Northern zone 
 Licence 

number 
Av. pots/

 licence
 

Licence
 number 

Av. pots/
 licence
 1989 190  82  

1990 192  82  
1991 191  83  
1992 192 62.1 80 49.4 
1993 189 63.1 79 50.0 
1994 187 63.8 78 50.6 
1995 186 64.1 77 51.3 
1996 186 64.1 75 52.7 
1997 183 65.2 73 54.1 
1998 183 65.2 71 55.6 

Table 2
Licence numbers and average pot holdings

in SARock Lobster Fisheries

Year  Catch 
(t) 

Value  
($A million)

 1990/91 863 14.0 
1991/92 885 15.1 
1992/93 869 23.7 
1993/94 802 27.2 
1994/95 851 22.8 
1995/96 902 22.5 
1996/97 903 25.2 
1997/98 812 26.9 
1998/99 860 27.4 
1999/00 832* 30.4* 

Table 3
South Australian abalone catch and value,

1990/91-1999/00

* Estimate



output controls for a number of years, various elements of input control still remain. The industry, in fact, has
been fiercely protective of its management arrangements and cites stock-sustainability and socio-economic
issues as reasons for not moving to greater deregulation of the fishery. 

The fishery has been a limited-entry fishery for some 30 years although licences are freely transferable.
The value of the access-right to participate in the fishery has increased substantially as a result of this limited
entry, the profitability of the fishery and the certainty of the management structure.

In the Southern Zone a 15% pot reduction (1984) and an industry-funded buy back, which removed 41
licences (1987), were implemented and on 1 October 1994 individual transferable quotas (ITQs) were
introduced. The current management arrangements include:

i. total allowable catch of 1720t allocated at 144kg/pot
ii. pots limited to a total of 11 900
iii. limited-entry
iv. legal minimum size of 98.5mm
v. closed season from May 1 to September 30
vi. minimum mesh diameter on pots of 50mm
vii. maximum of 100 pots per licence with 80 allowed to be worked and
viii. prohibition on taking berried females.

The northern zone of the fishery is managed exclusively by input controls that are often different to the
input controls that exist in the southern zone of the fishery. The northern zone also operates in a limited-entry
environment which has been in place for more than 30 years.

In the Northern Zone a 10% pot-reduction was implemented in 1985 and again in 1992. These measures
were followed by a shortening of the season by one week in 1993 as a real time management system was used
for the fist time. The season was shortened by another week in 1993 and again in 1994.  Current management
arrangements include:

i. limited-entry
ii. legal minimum size of 102mm
iii. closed season from 1 June  to 31 October 
iv. 21 days time-closure within a 210 day season
v. minimum mesh diameter on pots of 50mm
vi. maximum of 60 pots per licence
vii. no double pulling of pots within a 24 hour period
viii. prohibition on taking berried females and
ix. restriction on boat size to 18 meters and engine capacity of 1200hp.

Again, the limited-entry nature of the fishery and its profitability has resulted in the access-right to
participate in the fishery acquiring considerable value on transfer. But, despite these high values, the return to
capital (including the access-right value) has been around 4.4% in recent years.

The Rock Lobster Industry, like other commercial fisheries in South Australia, operates on a full cost-
recovery basis and finances its own management, research and resource protection.

The abalone fishery is also a limited-entry fishery and, like the rock lobster fishery, the transferable
harvesting right has acquired considerable value with the most recent estimates being around $A4 million.
However, no licences have changed hands for several years and hence the actual market value may be higher
than this. 

Quota management has been in place since the late 1980s (the timing of the introduction of annual TAC
system being slightly different for the three zones). A separate TAC is set for the two species of abalone (H.
laevigataand H. rubra) in the three management zones and an ITQ established as equal shares of these TACs.
The minor exception to this is for one part of the Western Zone fishery where a combined (all species) quota of
600kg meat weight per diver is allocated. The TAC is set annually by a joint industry/Government management
advisory body (which provides advice to the Minister for Primary Industries) although, as for other South
Australian fisheries, the final decision on the TAC lies with the Minister for Primary Industries.

Some input-controls remain in the fishery, particularly a size limit that is currently 130mm for blacklip
abalone (H. rubra) in the western and central zones, and 125mm in the southern zone. The size limit for greenlip
abalone (H. laevigata) is 145mm in the western zone, and 130mm in the central and southern zones. There is
also a restriction of two divers per licence with only one diver being able to operate on any one day.

Although full licenses are freely tradeable, permanent transfer of quota is not permitted, although transfer
for a single fishing season is allowed. This restriction on quota-transfer has effectively prevented amalgamation
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of quota holdings and has also most likely impacted negatively on the value of the access-right.  To retain local
ownership and control, no more than 15% of any licence may be held by a foreign citizen or Company.

The harvesting right in the pilchard fishery is, like the abalone and southern zone rock lobster fisheries, an
equal share of the annually established TAC. As indicated above, there are also some input-control measures in
the fishery that principally relate to restrictions on areas fished.

3. THE METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives

In all cases (rock lobsters, abalone and pilchards) the primary policy objective for quota-management was
the long-term sustainability of the respective stocks. Although all three quota-controlled fisheries were managed
by limited-entry and had a range of input-controls in place, fishing effort was increasing within the constraints
of the management system. These increases in fishing effort were principally a result of improving technology
and increasing prices. Concerns were expressed in all three fisheries at various times about apparent declines in
stock abundance and catch rates. 

In the abalone fishery, as in the other fisheries, attempts were made to further strengthen the input-controls
and licences were also made non-transferable in 1971. This situation lasted until 1980 and resulted in the
number of licences being reduced from over 100 in 1971 to 30 in 1976 when an additional 5 licences were
issued.

Economic issues received little attention as a defined policy objective in the initial allocation, although
annual monitoring of economic performance is now undertaken for each fishery.

3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

The primary debate in the allocation process was one surrounding the appropriate TAC, while a major
secondary issue was how the allocation of the TAC was to be made to existing licence holders. Since all three
fisheries were already limited-entry fisheries, the question of allowing additional entrants into the fishery did
not arise.

Scientific and biological advice was heavily relied upon in the initial setting of the TAC while economic,
social or financial data were not considered. The current system for TAC-setting, which is through joint
Government/Industry Fisheries Management Committees, enables the broader economic and social issues to be
included in the TAC setting process, although the biological issues of ensuring long-term sustainability remain
paramount.

The allocation of the TAC into ITQs for the rock lobster fishery generated considerable debate and a
number of allocation models were discussed with existing licence-holders. These included allocation of the TAC
in accordance with the average of the last 3-years’catches, allocation according to pot entitlement, etc. Finally,
a process known as the “adjusted preferred method” was selected.

The allocation of the TAC in both the abalone fishery and the pilchard fishery was done on an equal basis
among all existing licence-holders. Since both fisheries were relatively homogenous in terms of gear used, the
initial allocation issue was relatively easily resolved.

Licensees were required to choose the basis upon which they would like the allocation based. The choices
were limited to a number of canvassed options such as on the basis of average catch over the past 3 years, on
the basis of current pot entitlement, etc. Each licencee obviously chose the option that would give them the most
advantage in terms of the greatest proportion of the TAC. The choices were then summed to give a total catch
under the licensee’s preferred options. The individual choices were then scaled back to the TAC by dividing each
licensee’s choice by the fraction (total expected quota under the licensees preferred options)/TAC. The resultant
quota was the individual’s ITQ.

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS

Biological and stock-assessment data used in the allocation process were to determine the TAC, and data
from rock lobster licence-holders as to their preferred method of allocation. The latter data was collected as a
specific exercise while the data to determine the TAC for the rock lobster, abalone and pilchard fisheries were
available as part of ongoing research programmes. Information on past year’s catches, effort, pot entitlements,
etc. which were used during the consultation process with licence-holders, were available as part of ongoing
data-collection programmes conducted by the South Australian Government.
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5. APPEALS PROCESS

Great care was taken during the allocation process to involve the relevant industry sector at an early stage
in consultations regarding the method of allocation and the TAC-setting process. Such close
industry/government dialogue is a well established feature of the management of fisheries in South Australia and
was crucial to the success of the allocation procedure. Because of such close consultation, appeals were few and
involved mainly the initial allocation of ITQs in the rock lobster fishery. The appeal process was not a formal
process established for the purpose of the allocation procedure but rather the usual, commonly available process
of appeal to the South Australian Minister for Primary Industries.

6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS

The entire process was handled by existing staff within the South Australian Government, with the
exception of the development of the model for allocation in the rock lobster fishery (the “adjusted preferred
method”) which was developed by a resource economist under a specific contract for that purpose. Apart from
consultant fees, there were no additional funds made available for the allocation process.

7. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS
7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

All fisheries have been maintained as productive fisheries and annual assessments of stock status have
indicated that the primary policy objective of ensuring long-term biological sustainability was met.

7.2 Satisfaction of rights holders with the process

The allocation process began a long-term debate on the issue of fisheries property rights in South Australia
which is still progressing. Satisfaction levels were not specifically measured after the allocation procedure but
anecdotal evidence indicates that initial scepticism was replaced after several years with a general satisfaction
as to the results of the allocation procedures. However, as the debate over the nature of property rights, and the
practical issue of providing security for loans, etc.has evolved, there is growing dissatisfaction that the process
is not yet complete. Industry groups are lobbying strongly for a clearer definition of the nature of the property
right embodied in, and initiated with, the allocation process and are wanting to move towards greater industry
control over the management of that property right within a Government stewardship context. Government has,
however, been reluctant to agree to moving in this direction and has maintained tight control over day-to-day
management of the fishery. The debate has been sharpened by the large asset-values which the property rights
now have and the desire of industry to maximize both the value and the return on that asset. It is therefore
significant that the continuing debate over the evolution of property rights in South Australia is most advanced
in those fisheries (abalone and rock lobster) where the asset-values of the access-right are largest.

As a result, the current industry view is one of general satisfaction with the results of the initial allocation
process from a stock-sustainability point of view but a growing frustration that additional economic benefits
from the access right are not being realized. As an example, although the access right to all quota-managed
fisheries has been defined, the administration of the access right involves an annual renewal by the Government.
Such annual renewal, with no legislative guarantees that the renewal will occur, significantly diminishes the
value of the property right as a bankable asset.

7.3 Views of othercommunity groups

There was little debate, or consultation, with other community groups in the initial allocation procedure.
While not initially an issue of great concern, this is becoming an increasing point of debate. Both recreational
fishing groups and conservation groups are lobbying the Government for specific allocations of the TAC. The
Government has, in fact, recently implemented a specific TAC for recreational purposes for rock lobsters, and
the overall management of the rock lobster resource will be conducted taking this recreational TAC into account.
However, it was significant that the recreational TAC was an additional TAC (based loosely on a knowledge of
existing recreational catch) and was not a re-allocation of a part of the existing commercial fishery TAC.

Another emerging aspect of the allocation debate revolved around the escalating values of the access right.
Community groups are questioning the wisdom of past Government decisions that have provided a very large
windfall capital gain (in terms of asset values of access rights) to a small number of fishermen. These groups
lobby for a more equitable distribution of the TAC and the participation of a greater number and diversity of user
groups in the exploitation of the resource. Such debates are likely to become more vociferous in future years.
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7.4 Hind-sight assessment

Several major issues could have been addressed better in the initial allocation process. First, there were no
economic or social considerations in the initial allocation debate in any fishery. This resulted in a number of
unexpected consequences, the most significant of which is in the rock lobster fishery. Here, there has been
virtually no restructuring of the fishery to take advantage, for example, of higher prices in some months of the
year and to maximize economic performance. The explanation for this lack of restructuring seems to be social,
one of entrenched habits and traditions of fishermen regarding family and holiday commitments, etc. It should
be noted for the first five years of quota management, transfers in the Southern Zone were only allowed within
the fishery and this undoubtedly would have slowed the rate of adjustment. Both zones also maintain upper pot
limits, which are an artificial impediment to free market adjustment in the respective fleets. 

Another major issue has been the secondary impacts on coastal communities. In those areas and fisheries
where fishing patterns have changed, there have been significant impacts on small local businesses, which have
had major cash-flow disruptions as fishermen take their quota in only a few months of the year and then often
leave the town until the next season.

Second, as mentioned above, the allocation process has had the effect of producing large asset-values for
the access rights created to those who own them. This is becoming a major social debate as the Government
defends its past role in having created a group of wealthy, elite fishermen. During the initial allocation process,
this effect was unforeseen and the process for re-allocation of access rights was not addressed. In hind-sight,
such a process would have been best considered as part of the initial allocation package rather than trying to
address the issue in later years after asset-values have increased.

7.5 Industr y views1

The introduction of individual transferable quotas in the South Australian Southern Zone lobster fishery
alongside the Northern Zone input-controlled lobster fishery presented a unique opportunity for social,
economic, biological and management comparisons.  There have been many social and economic consequences.
Some important ones are listed below.

i. The allocation on an average per pot saw a redistribution of wealth from historically high catchers to
the historically low catchers.

ii. Those not able to take quota now, as they are poor catchers, in many cases lease it to those who were
historically high catchers.

iii. In effect the allocation has redistributed annual profits.
iv. The allocation has seen new investment in gear by those who received the wind fall wealth/profits.
v. Those who lost catch and do not lease quota now have excess capacity. This excess capacity will no

doubt be taken up in the future by the wealthier fishers.
vi. The problems with initial allocation has also seen a shift in catch pressure within the fishery. The

allocation dispute went through various courts, with their case funded by groups of fishermen.
vii. Families were divided and remain divided on the initial allocation outcome.
viii. The industry was divided on the allocation issue and remains divided, with two of seven ports

representing about 33% of licence holders effectively disengaged from recognized industry structures.
ix. The input-control fishery (i.e. the northern zone) sees industry unified with consistent 90% support for

industry structures on a voluntary basis.
x. The management time remains relatively high in the quota-fishery: industry and Fisheries Management

Committee (FMC) meetings are much more frequent (a ratio of 2:1 quota-managed fishery: input-
control fishery) in the quota-managed southern zone fishery.

xi. Costs of management are higher in the quota fishery at $A1250/t compared with $A841/t in the input-
controlled northern zone of the fishery.

xii. Compliance costs are also higher in the quota-managed southern zone at $A690/t for quota versus
$A290/t for the input-controlled northern zone. This is seen by fishers as a gross injustice since it is the
fishers who pay for these costs under the ‘cost-recovery’system.

xiii. Fishing patterns have emerged under the quota regime which are clearly sub-optimal from an economic
point of view. Stock, weather and price-uncertainty, results in most of the quota being caught in periods
when profits are low although catch rates might be high.

In short, the ITQ system has pitted one fisherman against another and has lead to social and industry
disharmony, which is not seen in the input-controlled northern zone fishery.

157 Morgan

1 These views on the initial allocation-process of access-rights were provided by members of the South Australian Rock
Lobster Industry.
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INITIAL ALLOCA TION OF HARVESTING RIGHTS IN THE NEW SOUTH WALES OCEAN TRAP
AND LINE FISHER Y, AUSTRALIA

A. Goulstone1
NSW Fisheries, Cronulla Fisheries Centre, PO Box 21, Cronulla NSW2230, Australia

<goulstoa@fisheries.nsw.gov.au>
and

A. McIlgorm 
Dominion Consulting Pty Ltd,

Suite 7&8, 822 Old Princess Highway, Sutherland NSW2232, Australia
<mcilgorm@tradesrv.com.au>

1. INTRODUCTION

New South Wales (NSW) is located on the east coast of Australia and has a coastline approximately 1000km
long (see map).  The prevailing East Australian Current which runs from Queensland in the north to Victoria in
the south mixes warm tropical waters with cooler temperate waters.  

The continental shelf adjacent to NSWis narrow compared to other states in Australia and indeed other
countries.  These environmental conditions provide for the existence of a range of commercial fisheries that are
small by volume compared to many European fisheries, but extremely diverse in terms of the number of species
taken (over 130) and the gear types used (Goulstone 2000). 

The current fishing regime in NSWinvolves about 30 different types of commercial fishing licences or
endorsements overall, each of which authorises a different type of fishing within eight defined marine commercial
fisheries (see Table 1).  There are approximately 1700 licensed commercial fishers overall.  Most fishing
operations are single fisher or family enterprises with little corporate involvement.
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Although NSWhas had a requirement to licence commercial fishers and fishing boats since the introduction
of The Fisheries Act 1881 it was only relatively recently, in the 1980s, that fishing licences were first restricted.  

Fishing boat licences were first limited in 1984, whereas fisher licences were not limited until 1987.  The
nature of the limitation was general, allowing licence holders to undertake most activities.  Limited access has
been introduced for some individual fisheries over the years, however only as of 1997 were restrictions by
method, species and area implemented in the main commercial fisheries through the introduction of a specific
restricted fishery management regime (see Table 2). 

Table 2
Chronology of management events in NSW

Some significant milestones with respect to the allocation of harvesting rights in NSWwere the
commencement of the Licensing Policy in 1994 and the introduction of The Fisheries Management Act 1994.

The Licensing Policy inaugurated the process of catch validation, which involved identifying the records of
historical catch for each fishing business between the years 1986 to 1993.  The policy included a requirement for
new entrants to the industry to acquire a fishing business with a minimum level of validated catch history before
a new licence could be issued.  It has provided a way of consolidating unused, or little used, fishing licences over
time, and ensures that real fishing effort is being reduced upon licence transfer.

The validated catch history of a ‘fishing business’is quantified prior to the transfer of the business, and the
market value of the business normally varies depending on the amount of validated catch history associated with
it.  The validated catch history was later used to allocate endorsements in the new restricted fisheries, which is
the subject of this case study.

The introduction of the Fisheries Management Act 1994provided two broad frameworks for managing
commercial fisheries; share management fisheries and restricted fisheries2.  The share management fishery
scheme enables the issue of shares with a statutory right to compensation if the shares are cancelled.  The
restricted fishery regime provides an alternate limited access management framework which does not have the
same right to compensation.  A detailed comparative review of the share management fishery and restricted
fishery regimes has been described by Goulstone (2000) and is not repeated here.
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Year  Management event 
mid 1800Õs Commercial fishing commenced in NSW estuaries 

1865 Fisheries Act 1865 commenced in response to concerns of overfishing, 
enabling the declaration of seasonal and area fishing closures 

1881 Fisheries Act 1881 commenced, allowing for the regulation of fishing gear, 
including controls over mesh sizes in nets, the licensing of fishers and 
fishing boats 

1980 Access to abalone fishery limited 
1984 Freeze on the issue of new fishing boat licences introduced 
1986 Access to estuary and offshore prawn trawling limited 
1987 Freeze on the issue of new fisher licences (Òcommercial fishing licencesÓ) 

introduced 
1993 Access to the lobster fishery limited 
1994 Licensing Policy introduced, commencing the process of catch validation 
1995 Commencement of the Fisheries Management Act 1994 which provided for 

the establishment of Ôshare-management fisheriesÕ and Ôrestricted fisheriesÕ  
1997 Restricted fisheries introduced for major marine commercial fisheries: 

ocean prawn trawl, ocean fish trawl, ocean trap-and-line, ocean hauling, 
estuary prawn trawl, estuary general  (NB. the abalone and lobster fisheries 
were declared share-management fisheries) 

2000 Commencement of share fishery management plans for the abalone and 
lobster fisheries 
Amendment to the Fisheries Management Act 1994 provides an alternate 
share-management fishery model 

2 The Act has since been amended to include a third management framework called Category 2 share management fisheries,
which is discussed in Section 8.



An example of a NSWtrap and line boat
(Source: NSWFisheries Dept.)

In this account we follow the allocation process with the Ocean Trap and Line Restricted Fishery.  The fishery
uses square wire mesh fish traps3, a variety of line methods including handline, dropline, bottom set longline,
trolling, and lift nets targeting spanner crabs.  Normally one or two persons conduct daily trips to sea on boats of
around 6-8 metres (20-26 feet) in length.  The fishery operates along the entire length of the NSWcoast.

2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHT

The introduction of the Fisheries Management Act 1994brought about significant changes to commercial
fishing rights and entitlements in NSW.  Prior to the introduction of this Act, fishing licences were renewed
annually and were subject to cancellation if a fisher failed to spend the major portion of their time, or earn the
major portion of their income, from fishing.  

This provided little security for the industry as fishers were sometimes required to prove their financial
details, and licences could potentially be cancelled at each annual renewal.  The requirement forced fishers to
work harder than they may have wanted or apply more fishing pressure on the resource than was desirable
(Goulstone 2000).

This regime was replaced by an automatic licence renewal process.  Irrespective of the new share
management provisions, this change to the licensing regime was a significant enhancement to the rights and
security of the industry.  No longer are fishers subjected to annual licence renewal assessments and the
Government now has limited grounds upon which to refuse a renewal application, when they do so it is primarily
related to breaches of the Act.

The relatively open licensing-regime that was in effect prior to the introduction of restricted fisheries in
1997 failed because there were no controls on the movement of fishers, boats or effort between fisheries.  For
instance, if the majority of licence holders decided to begin fishing in the ocean trap and line fishery there was
no easy way of preventing it.  It was necessary to clearly define each fishery and limit the number of participants
to ensure the long-term sustainability of the resource.

The decision to establish a restricted fishery for ocean trap and line and the other major commercial fisheries
was made in August 1995. The fishery commenced some 18 months later, on 1 March 1997. The fishery was
divided into different component parts. The harvesting right granted through the allocation process could have up
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to six specific endorsements4.  The endorsements authorise the use of gear and the taking of species in the various
parts of the fishery.  Fishing businesses became eligible for the entitlements based on their validated catch history.  

The fishing business is transferable as an entire package with all associated validated catch history.  A new
entrant is eligible for a fishing licence if the combined validated catch history of the business meets the minimum
level (called a “recognised fishing operation” or “RFO”), and then qualifies for endorsements in each fishery
based on whether the individual eligibility criteria for each endorsement are satisfied.

There is cap on the total number of fishing businesses, with new entrants having to buy existing businesses
with validated catch history to operate in the fishery.  All licences and endorsements associated with a fishing
business must be transferred together and cannot be split. 

The endorsements on the licence are valid for the period specified in the endorsement, which is currently
the same annual period as the licence.  Licences or endorsements can be suspended, cancelled, or refused  renewal
by the Minister for breaches of the Fisheries Management Act 1994and in other circumstances such as the failure
to pay the relevant fees or contributions.

Fishing businesses can be held in company or partnership names but licences and endorsements can only be
issued to natural persons.  Consequently, there are provisions which allow fishing business owners to nominate a
person to hold the endorsements of the business, though the nomination must involve all endorsements of the
business.  Although not legally recognised, the nomination provision makes leasing possible under certain
circumstances.  

Since the allocation of endorsements in specific fisheries, the market value of businesses has changed
depending on the endorsements held and the amount of validated catch history associated with the fishing
business. 

3. THE METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives

The policy objectives of the allocation process were to include and legitimise past fishing activity and
establish a base for future management through relating fishers’past participation to designated fisheries.  The
aim was not to radically restructure fishing capacity, but to limit the number of different designated fisheries
accessible to a business. 

Once the participants in the fishery were defined, it was considered more effective and efficient to consult
with those fishers on the development of a fishery management plan.  It has been difficult historically to resolve
management issues in the fishery without having a defined group of fishers who had a substantial interest in the
fishery to consult with.  As will become apparent, the first set of criteria proposed for the ocean trap-and-line
fishery was criticised as being too high, potentially excluding many of the smaller or diversified businesses.

3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

The first step in the process was to seek nominations from the commercial fishing industry and the
recreational fishing sector for positions on the Ocean Trap and Line Steering Committee.  

The Steering Committee was required inter alia to clearly define the fishery (including the endorsement
types that would apply) and make recommendations to the Minister on the eligibility criteria required for ongoing
access to the fishery.  Membership of the Committee comprised four industry representatives, two recreational
fishing representatives, NSWFisheries Managers and observers from the areas of fisheries research and
compliance.

A set of proposed eligibility criteria, based on a minimum tonnage, or value of validated catch history, were
developed at the first meeting of the Steering Committee and mailed to all licence holders in December 1995.
The criteria were also published in the bimonthly industry magazine.  Fishers were asked to provide written
comments on the proposals in time for a second meeting of the Steering Committee in February 1996.  Fishery
managers held meetings at various ports during this period to personally discuss the draft criteria with fishers.  

The draft criteria were relatively high to start with and some parts of industry began to lobby the
Government that the criteria would penalize small and diversified operators.  The following quotes from the
industry magazine published at the time, titled “The New South Wales Fisherman”, show the depth of feeling
(Anon. 1996):
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4 Endorsements are placed on the commercial fishing licence of a person, and both are required to take fish for sale in NSW.



“The Evans Head Fishermen’s Co-operative could close down if proposed entry criteria for the
trap & line fishery are introduced.”

“But with NSW Fisheries proposing that a fisherman should have a history of big catches to gain
entry to a particular fishery, the fisherman with a lower level of catch across a number of fisheries
will be knocked out.”

“The Fisheries Department has got to be flexible enough to look again at this properly and work
through the problem with fishermen, and give a fair go to fishermen with a genuine commitment
to the fishery” .

Out of the 440 written submissions submitted on the draft criteria for all proposed restricted fisheries5, 49% were
from fishers concerned with the performance level of the ocean trap-and-line criteria.

The draft criteria were revised at the second (and last) meeting of the Steering Committee.  The criteria were
softened to take into account the legitimate contention that diversified fishers would have suffered had they
remained as originally proposed.  Of particular significance was the change from a weight or value of catch
history to one based on the number of monthly catch returns that showed relevant activity.  In other words, it was
not the quantity of catch that counted at that stage but the fact that the fishing activity had been historically
undertaken.

The revised criteria were once again mailed to all licence holders for comment and published in the industry
magazine.  The distribution was wider this time with the criteria published in the NSWGovernment Gazette and
a statewide prominent newspaper seeking public comment.  Surprisingly few submissions were received from
members of the public and the changes seemed to have addressed most of industry’s concerns.

Small variations were made to the draft criteria following the round of public consultations and the criteria
were subsequently approved by the Minister.  An invitation to apply for endorsements in the new Ocean Trap and
Line Restricted Fishery was sent to each fisher in September 1996, some 10 months after the first steering
committee meeting.  Applications closed on 31 December 1996.

3.3 Allocation method chosen

The allocation process defined ongoing access to the ocean trap-and-line fishery in the form of
endorsements on the licence.  The diversity in fishing methods within the fishery led to six different endorsement
types being created, each one authorising a different form of trap-and-line fishing.

The criteria for the allocation of endorsements was based predominantly of the level of validated catch
history of the business. Table 3 provides a description of the endorsement types and the approved eligibility
criteria.

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS

The eligibility criteria for the Ocean Trap and Line fishery, and indeed most other restricted fisheries, relied
heavily on the historic catch data submitted by licensed fishers over the years.  Fishers have been legally required
to submit monthly catch returns to the Government for over 50 years, declaring generally where and how they
fished, and the quantity of each species landed.

The catch validation process which commenced in 1994 took into account records of catch between the
years 1986 to 1993.  Whilst available, the accuracy of the records prior to 1986 was questionable and they were
avoided.  The catch return forms were changed in July 1990 to improve the level of reporting.  Whereas the old
catch returns only required fishers to indicate the main method used during each month, the new form required
fishers to list every method that had been used.  Because the eligibility criteria were based largely on the number
of catch returns indicating that a method had been used, the old returns posed some difficulties in the allocation
process.  Fishers claimed that particular methods have been used, but that it was not their primary activity.

This was a situation well known by the fishery managers and the Steering Committee members when the
criteria were being developed, and there was general agreement that applicants who could not satisfy the criteria
on the basis of the catch return information would need to lodge an appeal and provide evidence of their activities.
However, to facilitate the assessment process and avoid the need for genuine fishers to have to appeal, a species
matrix was developed and used on a case-by-case basis to determine whether a gear type had been used.  For
example, where commonly trapped species such as snapper, morwong and leatherjacket appeared together on a
catch return, it would normally be accepted as a ‘fish trapping’return.
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sector), estuary prawn trawl and estuary general fisheries.



Table 3
Endorsements and eligibility criteria in the ocean trap-and-line restricted fishery

* An interim restriction was implemented for spanner crabs in 1995 in response to concerns of overfishing, and administered
through a permit scheme.

For the endorsement types where a quantity of product was required (such as the spanner crab endorsements,
school and gummy shark endorsement), fishers were able to provide audited marketing records to prove that they
had landed a greater amount of product than that indicated on their catch returns.  However, these additional
records were not accepted unless signed by a registered company auditor.  Catch return data or market data that
were known, or suspected, to be wrong were not counted towards the eligibility assessment for a businesses.

The identification of validated catch history and assessment of each fishing business against the approved
criteria was a time-consuming and complex process, but was seen to be an equitable way of defining ongoing
harvesting rights.

5. APPEAL PROCESS

Fishers who were unsuccessful in their applications for endorsements were provided with the opportunity to
appeal to an independent review panel.  The composition of the panel, the grounds for appeal and the process to
be followed were established in legislation.  The appeal process provided an inexpensive alternative for fishers
to the normal Court process.
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Endorsement type Description Eligibility criteria 
Demersal fish trap  Authorises the use of a fish trap to take 

fish (other  than spanner crab) in ocean 
waters 

The applicant must have submitted a minimum 
of 6 ocean-waters  catch  returns  for  the years 
1986 to 1990 and 4 ocean-waters catch returns 
for  the  years  1991  to 1993, that indicate that 
fish  were  taken  using  a  fish trap of a kind 
known as a bottom or demersal fish trap 

Line fishing 
(western zone) 

Authorises the use of line methods  to 
take fish from  ocean  waters  that are 
less than 100 fathoms (183 metres) in 
depth 

The applicant must have submitted a minimum 
of  6   ocean-waters catch returns for the years 
1986 to 1990 and 4 ocean-waters catch returns 
for the years 1991 to 1993, that indicate that 
fish were taken by the method of line fishing 

Line fishing 
(eastern zone) 

Authorises the use  of line methods to 
take  fish  from ocean    waters  that are 
greater than 100 fathoms (183 metres) 
in depth 

The applicant must have submitted a minimum 
of  4  ocean-waters catch returns for the years 
1986 to 1990 and 2 ocean-waters catch returns 
for  the  years  1991  to 1993,  each of which 
indicate that at  least  two  of  the following 
species were taken by line methods:  blue-eye 
trevalla, hapuku, ling, bass groper and gemfish 

School and gummy 
shark 

Authorises the use of line methods to 
take  school  or  gummy  shark  from 
ocean waters that are south of a line 
drawn due east from the northern point 
of the entrance to the Moruya River 

The  applicant  must  have  taken a minimum of 
200kg   of   school   or   gummy  shark  (or  a 
combination  of  the  two)  in the years 1986 to 
1990 and 100 kg in the years 1991 to 1993 

Spanner crab 
(northern zone) 

Authorises the use of a spanner crab 
net to take spanner crabs for sale from 
ocean waters north of a line drawn due 
east from  the southern breakwall at 
Yamba 

The  applicant  must have taken a minimum of 
1200kg  of  spanner in that area in the period 
1986 to 1990, or hold a spanner crab permit* 

Spanner crab 
(southern zone) 

Authorises  the use of a spanner crab 
net to take  spanner crabs for sale from 
ocean  waters between a line drawn due 
east  from the southern breakwall at 
Yamba  in the north to Ko rogoro Point 
(near Hat Head) in the south 

The applicant must have submitted a minimum 
of 3 ocean-waters  catch  returns  in the years 
1986  to 1990  that  indicate that spanner crab 
were in that area using a spanner crab net, or 
hold a spanner crab permit* 



The review panel consisted of a panel of 3 members, as follows:

i. a chairperson of the panel, being a person who was neither engaged in the administration of the Fisheries
Management Act 1994 nor in commercial fishing and who, in the opinion of the Minister, was
appropriately qualified to conduct the review; the appointed person was a retired magistrate

ii. the Director of NSWFisheries or a nominee of the Director; the appointed person was an experienced
Departmental compliance officer and

iii. a person with extensive practical experience in the commercial fishing industry (but not a person who
had a financial interest in the fishery to which the appeal relates); the appointed person was a well
respected retired NSWcommercial fisher.

The grounds for appeal were relatively broad and are included in Box 1. To prevent frivolous or spurious
appeals, fishers were only allowed to appeal for endorsements that they applied for and were subsequently
refused.  The closing date for appeals was set at 31 December 1997, some 10 months after the commencement of
the restricted fishery, to give fishers ample opportunity to assemble their supporting information.

The review panel did not have the power to grant an endorsement to a fisher, but could make
recommendations to the Minister on whether or not an appellant should receive an endorsement.  The Minister
was unable to decide against the decision of the review panel by law, but could refer the matter back to the panel
(together with comments or recommendations) for further consideration.  This model proved successful at
preventing the Minister from being heavily lobbied by appellants following the recommendation by the review
panel.

Within the applications submitted, the grounds for appeal varied considerable. Table 4 indicates the number
of appeals lodged for each endorsement type and the success rate of the appeals. The number of withdrawn
applications is relatively high, due partly to the existence of a policy that required all pending appeals for a fishing
business to be withdrawn prior to a business being transferred.

Once an appeal was lodged, appellants were permitted to fish in that part of the fishery until the result of
their appeal was known.  This was an important aspect to have included in the appeal process for both equity,
fairness and political reasons, but meant that some fishers lodged appeals simply to be able to continue fishing
past the restricted fishery commencement date.  There is no easy solution to this problem.
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Box 1
Grounds for appeal (extracted from the Fisheries Management Act 1994)

A panel that conducts a review may decide that a person is eligible foran endorsement in a
restricted fishery, or should be eligible foran endorsement in the fishery, if the person who
applied for the review satisfies the panel:

(a) that the records relied on to make a determination whether the person is eligible for an
endorsement (for example, catch history records) are, for reasons that are not attributable to
the fault of the person, inaccurate or incomplete and, on the basis of verified records
produced to the panel by the person, the person does in fact satisfy the eligibility criteria for
the endorsement, or

(b) that a determination as to the catch history associated with the person’s fishing business is
incorrect and, on the basis of verified records produced to the panel by the person, the person
does in fact satisfy the eligibility criteria for the endorsement, or

(c) if eligibility is based on the person’s activities in a fishery during a particular period, that:
(i) the person suffered illness or other incapacity for a significant period and the illness or

incapacity substantially affected his or her ability to satisfy the eligibility criteria for the
endorsement, or

(ii) the person lost his or her commercial fishing boat due to an accident or misadventure and
the loss substantially affected his or her ability to satisfy the eligibility criteria for the
endorsement, or

(iii) the person was engaged in fishing during that period and for other significant reasons
(that are not attributable to the fault of the person) the person was unable to satisfy the
eligibility criteria.



Table 4
Appeal record for the Ocean Trap and Line Restricted Fishery

(Source: NSWFisheries licensing database – March 2001)

The appeal process was conducted in 3 stages, as follows:

Stage 1was an initial consideration by the review panel of the evidence supplied with the application for appeal.
If sufficient evidence was available a recommendation was made to the Minister that the endorsement/s be
granted.

Stage 2was a request by the panel for further documentary evidence to be supplied, and reconsideration of the
appeal following the provision of additional information.  As with Stage 1, if sufficient evidence became available
a recommendation was made to the Minister that the endorsement/s be granted.

Stage 3was a face-to-face hearing, including the provision of verbal evidence from the appellant and from NSW
Fisheries, with questioning and cross examination.  At this stage, the panel made a final decision as to whether
or not an endorsement would be recommended to the Minister.

The face-to-face hearings conducted by the review panel at stage 3 were normally held in meeting rooms at
District Courts.  To reduce the need for fishers to travel, the review panel conducted hearings in convenient
regional locations.

6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS
6.1 Staff requirements

The allocation process was completed by NSWFisheries without assistance from external consultants.
However, the substantially increased workload necessitated the employment of additional temporary staff and
considerable periods of overtime.  

It is not possible to estimate the level of resources expended specifically to allocate harvesting rights in the
ocean trap-and-line fishery because the assessments for five other restricted fisheries were being undertaken at
the same time.  When it got closer to the restricted fishery commencement date and the deadline for mailing out
the results of each fisher’s assessment, up to 25 staff were working on the overall project, often throughout the
night and over weekends to ensure that things would be delivered on time.  This required a high level of
dedication, motivation and morale of the individual staff involved.

Once the results had been sent to fishers6, substantial staff resources were required to answer telephone
inquiries and check the assessments for apparent errors.  Relevant staff were sent on a short training course in
conflict resolution to learn how best to deal with disgruntled fishers who were displeased with the results of their
assessment.
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Endorsement 
type 

No. of 
appeals 
lodged 

No. of 
successful 

appeals 

No. of 
unsuccessful 

appeals 

Success 
rate   
(%) 

No. 
withdrawn 

Demersal fish 
trap  

199   69  50 58 80 

Line fishing 
(western zone) 

224 118 44 73 62 

Line fishing 
(eastern zone) 

181   69 46 60 66 

School and 
gummy shark  

  61   16 25 39 20 

Spanner crab 
(northern zone)

 

    9     0   4   0   5 

Spanner crab 
(southern zone) 

    6     0   1   0   5 

 

6 All fishers were notified of the results of their applications for access to all restricted fisheries at the same time.



The Fisheries Managers and administrative staff spent a number of days in the field after the allocation
results were sent to fishers to go through the assessment with unsatisfied fishers.  This proved to be a valuable
exercise.  The appeals process also consumed substantial staff and financial resources and was a two to three year
process to complete.  The resources needed for appeal processes should not be underestimated!

6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

It is also not possible to calculate the level of financial resources used to allocate endorsements in the ocean
trap-and-line fishery separately because all new restricted fisheries were administered under the same application
and assessment process.  However, the overall process used significantly more resources than initially envisaged
and resources were eventually diverted from other Departmental programs to ensure that the project was
completed on time.

The application fee charged for each endorsement (A$30) recovered only a small proportion of the total
costs incurred in completing the project.  The fee for appeal (A$100 per fishery) was also small compared to the
costs of providing the appeals service, and was refundable to successful appellants.

7. EVALUA TION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS 
7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

The Ocean Trap and Line Fishery is now a distinct fishery with six different endorsement types.  The
program was successful in reducing the number of fishing businesses able to operate in the fishery, from around
1800 to 630.  The number of endorsements allocated in each part of the fishery, after the appeals have been
finalised, is detailed in Table 5.

Table 5
Number of endorsements allocated in the Ocean Trap and Line Restricted Fishery

(as at 26 March 2001)

The identification of specific endorsement holders in the fishery has enabled a formal Management
Advisory Committee to be formed, with industry representatives being elected by their respective endorsement
holders.  NSWFisheries has been working with the Management Advisory Committee since 1997 to develop
more robust fishery management arrangements, and is due to commence the development of a 5-year fishery
management strategy later in 2001.

7.2 Satisfaction of rights holders with the process

As with the introduction of any fishery management strategy, there were mixed views about entering into a
restricted fishery regime and about the level of the initial entry criteria.  Not surprisingly, the full time ocean trap-
and-line fishers pushed hard for the arrangements to be introduced and sought high entry criteria. A lesser number
of endorsement holders means less competition and a reduced chance of effort shifts which could have led to
increased pressure on trap-and-line resources.  Conversely, the diversified or part-time fishers lobbied hard
against the scheme and sought very low criteria so that they could remain in the fishery.

There were often claims by fishers throughout the process that other applicants had provided false or
misleading information, or gained endorsements that they did not deserve.  There were also varying views about
the appeals process with most people believing that it was fair and equitable, but some criticism that the review
panel accepted false evidence and was too lenient.  Three years on, fishers have adopted the new regime and
discussions with industry representatives have indicated acceptance amongst the majority.
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Endorsement type Number of endorsements 

Demersal fish trap 336 

Line fishing (western zone) 589 

Line fishing (eastern zone) 120 

School and gummy shark   31 

Spanner crab (northern zone)   60 

Spanner crab (southern zone)   14 



7.3 Views of the othercommunity groups

While formal views about the restricted fishery program have not been readily communicated by non-
commercial interest groups, there appears to be a good overall acceptance of the restricted fishery program as the
first step in the process of management plan development.

The fact that recreational fishing representatives were involved in the development of the eligibility criteria
for endorsements ensured that any concerns from the recreational sector were dealt with early in the management
process.  The conservation sector were not involved in the steering committee process, but have had a
representative on the Ocean Trap and Line Management Advisory Committee since 1997 and have been closely
involved in management discussions to date.

7.4 Hind-sight assessment

The process of allocating harvesting rights in the fishery was successful.  The fact that industry groups and
other sector groups were involved in the development of the criteria from the outset through the steering
committee process was an important factor in its success.  Other strengths of the program in hindsight were:

i. the extensive period of meaningful consultation on the criteria, including mailing two sets of draft
criteria to industry for comment, and requests for public input

ii. the robust and comprehensive appeals process – it was designed to provide a low-cost appeals
mechanism for industry and has been valuable in preventing costly formal Court challenges and 

iii. the inclusion of validated catch history in the eligibility criteria meant that fishers who had a record of
participation received ongoing entitlements, whereas access was denied to fishers with no recorded
history; this was seen as an equitable way of allocating access arrangements.

If anything about the process could be changed it would probably be a simplification of the eligibility
criteria. One of the reasons for needing such a high level of resources to implement the scheme was the
complexity of the criteria and the subsequent difficulties encountered in the assessments.  Additionally, a higher
application fee would have been beneficial to cover the full costs of implementation and avoid drawing resources
away from other areas within the Department.

8. DISCUSSION

Since the restricted fishery commenced in 1997, NSWFisheries has been working with the Ocean Trap and
Line Management Advisory Committee to develop new transfer criteria.  The criteria are aimed at ensuring that
fishing businesses with ocean trap-and-line endorsements and small catch histories cannot be transferred to new
entrants who may increase effort levels in (parts of) the fishery.  

After a further period of consultation with endorsement holders, a substantially higher level of catch history
has been agreed, to apply upon the transfer of fishing businesses.  The new criteria will have the effect of reducing
the overall number of available endorsements over time, by consolidating small or part-time trap-and-line fishery
operations.  

An important feature of this regime is that the small or diversified fishers have been catered for in the initial
allocation process, but will not cause effort blowouts (i.e. large, rapid and unexpected increases in effort) when
they exit the fishery.  The fishery restructure is also funded by people wishing to enter the fishery, rather than by
existing participants or Government.

There has been a further development of the rights-based management structure for the ocean trap-and-line
fishery more recently.  The Fisheries Management Act was amended in December 2000 to roll the fishery into a
new share-management fishery framework.  The new framework provides a fishing right that sits somewhere in
between the traditional share-management fishery model discussed earlier in this paper and the restricted fishery
scheme.

The new share-management scheme will involve the issue of shares in the fishery for a term of 15 years
(rather than in perpetuity), which are subject to statutory compensation if they are cancelled.  The model has been
designed to give fishers more secure harvesting rights than those conferred by the restricted fishery regime, but
with lower fees and contributions payable than under the full share-management system.

The Ocean Trap and Line Management Advisory Committee will soon have the task of recommending the
basis on which shares should be issued in the new share-management fishery.  The options include using the
validated catch history of fishing businesses, or issuing shares on the basis of the endorsements previously issued
in the restricted fishery (or a combination of the two).  It will be interesting to see how the harvesting rights will
change, if at all, as the fishery moves through this next era.
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THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION OF INDIVIDUAL TRANSFERABLE QUOTAS IN THE TASMANIAN
ROCK LOBSTER AND ABALONE FISHERIES

W. Ford and D. Nicol
Department of Primary Industries, Water and Environment

GPO Box 44A- Hobart Tasmania,  Australia 7001
<Wes.Ford@dpiwe.tas.gov.au>

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Individual transferable quotas in Tasmania

In Tasmania four fisheries operate under a management regime where the access rights are provided as a
share of a total allowable catch (TAC).  Individual quotas were introduced into the abalone fishery in 1985, these
later became transferable.  Individual transferable quotas (ITQs) were introduced to the rock lobster fishery in
1998 and the giant crab fishery in 1999. A combination of a competitive TAC and individual quota are used to
manage the jack mackerel fishery.  This paper provides a summary of the rock lobster and abalone fisheries prior
to quotas, some rationale for quota management, the process of allocating those ITQs and discussion about the
success or otherwise of the process.1

The giant crab fishery is not discussed in detail as ITQs were only introduced in November 1999 and
insufficient time has elapsed to provide meaningful information about the allocation-process and its effects.  The
ITQs were allocated to eligible fishers on a 50/50 basis, half for holding a permit to fish that was issued by the
Commonwealth Government, and half based on the previous catch history.  This process resulted in the allocation
of 5 quota units to each fisher who held a Commonwealth permit and another 1 quota unit for each 150kg of catch
history above a yearly average of 500kg, with a maximum of 35 quota units per licence-holder.  The result was
that 535 quota units were issued on the basis of holding a permit, and 500 quota units issued on the basis of past
catch history. The total allowable catch (TAC) for this fishery is 100t.

The rock lobster quota allocation mechanism was set up so that the allocation of the TAC was to be in
10 507 equal units (per pot allocation).  However, in recognition of the past high catches by some operators the
equal allocation was phased-in over three years.  The initial allocation in March 1998 split the TAC 90.909% on
a per-pot basis (10,507 units of 130kg), and 9.091% allocated in relation to the the best year’s catch out of the
previous nine years.  In March 1999 the allocation was 94.406% on a per-pot basis (10507 units of 135kg) and
5.594% on the basis of past catch history. In March 2000 the allocation was 97.902% on a per-pot basis (10507
units of 140kg) and 2.098% on the basis of past catch history. In March 2001 (and for subsequent years) the
allocation was 100% on a per-pot basis (10507 units of 143kg) and 0% on the basis of past catch history.

The abalone fishery had individual quotas introduced in January 1985 and the units were allocated to
125 divers. All had an equal allocation, apart from 5 divers who received a lesser allocation but who were later
allocated additional units.  The initial allocation provided 120 divers with 28 quota units each, and 5 divers with
20 quota units each.  Later this became 125 divers with 28 quota units each.  In 1993 the quotas became openly
transferable and therefore became ITQs. There are 3500 quota units in the fishery and the TAC is currently 2730t.

2. THE ROCK LOBSTER FISHER Y
2.1 Intr oduction

The Tasmanian rock lobster fishery targets the southern rock lobster (Jasus edwardsii) in the waters adjacent
to Tasmania.  Since 1986 Tasmania has had jurisdiction for the fishery in waters generally south of 39o12’S, and
out to 200 nautical miles from the coastline.  This jurisdiction was provided to Tasmania by way of an Offshore
Constitutional Settlement agreement with the Commonwealth Government. 

Prior to 1966 access to commercial rock lobster licences was not limited, but there were limits on the
number of rock lobster pots that could be used by each vessel.  In 1966 the number of commercial licences was
limited to 442 (Harrison 1986a).  During the following 30 years there were a number of effort- and licence-
reduction strategies that resulted in the number of licences falling to 321 in 1997, with a total limit of 10 507 rock
lobster pots.

During the early 1980s the fishery continued to expand as fishers moved their fishing operations further
offshore.  Catches peaked at 2217t in 1985, and then began to decline.  This decline in catch occurred despite an
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increase in effort, which peaked at nearly 2.1 million pot-lifts in 1992.  During the period from 1985 to 1992 the
fishing effort increased by about 30%, and as the catch was declining the catch-rate began to fall dramatically, as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Rock lobster catch, effort and catch rates (1970 to 1997)

Following the peak catch in 1985, and the subsequent decline despite the increase in effort, the industry and
scientists became increasingly concerned about the sustainability of the fishery.  Given that the fishery had been
exploited since about the 1830s, and the heavy fishing pressure during the 1960s, there was general concern that
the stocks were declining.

During the early 1990s various management options were explored and debated within the industry, and
with government.  The Government established a working group to investigate the management options and
their suitability for the rock lobster fishery.  It was apparent that there were only two options: (a) either a
substantial reduction in the fishing effort (of about 30%) or (b), the introduction of a total allowable catch
(Anon. 1993). The industry was divided on the issue, with the majority recognising that there needed to be
reductions in the catch and effort, but no agreement about how to do it.  Finally, in August 1996 the Government
decided that the fishery would be managed by output-controls and that individual transferable quotas (ITQs)
would be introduced.

The Government had two objectives in mind: the first was to reduce the catch to a level that would be
sustainable and allow the biomass to rebuild over time.  The second was to provide a mechanism whereby the
industry could restructure, and allow those who wished to leave the fishery to achieve a reasonable return for
their previous access.  It was recognised that whatever management option was adopted, reducing the catch
would inevitably lead to fewer fishers participating in the fishery, or a less viable industry.  The Government
believed that quota was the better option for achieving its two objectives, and was supported by a majority of
the industry (54% at the time of the decision to introduce ITQs and 67% at the time the legislation was debated
by Parliament).

Prior to the introduction of quota there were 309 active fishing vessels working in the fishery out of a
possible 321 licences.  These 309 vessels were operated by fishers who owned and operated a licence, by family
operations and lease holders.  In January 1997, 188 licences were operated by the owner or by the nominated
person if the licence-holder was a company or partnership. Twenty-one licences were operated by a family
member of the owner, usually a son, brother, or husband.  In some of these cases the operator may have been
purchasing the family business. At that stage there were 112 licences that were leased or operated by someone
other than the licence owner or the owner’s family.  It is estimated that there were about 850 people were
employed directly on fishing vessels.

The value of the 1660t of rock lobster landed in 1997 was just over $A50 million. Economic assessments
conducted in 1990/91 and 1997 estimated that on average between 41 - 45% of the landed value of rock lobster,
was paid as wages to skippers and deckhands (Morrow 1991, CREA1997).  Typically deckhands are paid about
10% of the gross landed value, depending on their skill and how many deckhands are on the vessel.  Skippers
may be paid up to 20% of the landed value of the catch, again depending upon experience.  
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The CREAreport (1997) found that the material costs amounted to about 24% of the landed value of rock
lobster, while Morrow (1991) put the material costs at about 31% of gross landed value.  Material costs of 24%
equate to about $A12.5 million, and typically include: vessel repairs/maintenance, fuel, bait, insurance, pots,
provisions, vehicle expenses, telephone, buoys, rope, travel, accountant’s fees, survey fees, licence fees and bank
fees. The total fishing costs prior to the introduction of ITQs were in the order of 65 - 76% of the landed value
of the catch.

2.2 The nature of the harvesting right

Prior to the introduction of quota management, fishers had a fishing licence that allowed them to use a
number of pots to take rock lobster.  Each licence was issued annually and had attached to it a common law
expectation that it would be renewed.  The Minister had the power to cancel licences and could exercise that
power if a person was convicted of serious offences.  

The licences were transferable, and additional rock lobster pots could be purchased from a fisher who was
leaving the industry, subject to certain constraints related to the total number of rock lobster pots that could be
held.  In the final year before quota was introduced, fishers were able to own up to 25% more rock lobster pots
than they could use on their vessel, to allow the restructuring process to begin.

The nature of the fishing right was such that fishers did not have access to any given share of the resource,
so, essentially they used their licence to fish as hard and fast as they could, in order to catch their perceived
“share” before someone else caught it.  Thus, there was little incentive for individuals to fish sustainably as
someone else would catch the fish if they did not.  However, some fishers only fished as long as they needed to
make a reasonable living.  It was this problem that led to the increased fishing effort and hence the decline in the
stock.  Changes in the management regime were required to ensure that the resource was fished sustainably and
in an economically viable way. 

The unit of access to the fishery was the number of rock lobster pots held on the licence.  Licences traded
on the basis of the number of pots attached to the licence, regardless of the historical catch associated with the
licence.  In 1993 licences were trading for about $A4000 per pot, increasing to around $A10 000 in late 1997.

The introduction of ITQ’s in March 1998 gave licence-holders a defined access to a share of the resource,
which provided an incentive for fishers to move away for the “race to catch” mentality. The resulting rock lobster
fishing licence and attached rock lobster quota units have the following characteristics:

i. The rock lobster quota units were allocated in perpetuity to the people who held commercial rock lobster
licences by means of legislation (the Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995). The initial allocation
included partial recognition of past catch history with 9% of the total allowable commercial catch (TACC)
being allocated on that basis in 1998, phasing out in 2001.  Then each quota unit will provide exclusive
access to take 1/10507 of the TACC of 1500t.

ii. The licence is an annual licence which must be renewed by the Minister as long as (a) the licence fee is paid,
and (b) the person has not been convicted of a relevant offence under the law of another State, Territory or
the Commonwealth.  If the licence renewal is refused under (b) the licence-holder has a right of appeal to
an independent appeal tribunal.  Case history suggests that the refusal to renew a rock lobster licence on
these grounds would require a serious offence in a rock lobster fishery.  Therefore, this provision cannot be
used for minor breaches of other fisheries laws.

iii. The Act provides that only the fishing licence is forfeited if 200 demerit points2 ($A20 000 in fines) are
reached in any five year period; the rock lobster quota units are not forfeited. As the greatest asset value
lies with the quota units, the licence-holder’s investment is protected from forfeiture.  While any licence-
holder convicted of an offence that resulted in demerit points would be excluded from holding a licence
for 5 years, they would be able to sell or transfer their quota units, thereby retaining the asset value of the
quota.  Any licence-holder who leased the licence to another fisher would not be prevented from buying
another licence and transfering the quota units to it.  The Act requires the holders of commercial fishing
licences to be allocated the rock lobster quota, regardless of the instrument that creates the licence.  This
means that a new licence-type cannot be created to transfer the ownership of the quota units to a new group
of licence-holders.
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2 Demerit points are a system of assigning one point for each $A100 of a penalty fine imposed for a conviction under the
Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995or its subordinate legislation.  A licence ceases to have effect if 200 demerit
points are assigned in a five year period.  Assignment of the points is not at the discretion of the courts or the Minister, but
is mandatory.



The above three
characteristics effectively
mean that the rock lobster
quota units and rock lobster
licences are issued to the
licence-holders in
perpetuity, and they cannot
be made to forfeit the asset
value if convicted under
State law.  

Rock lobster quota
units can be freely
transferred between the 316
licence-holders on a
permanent or seasonal
leasing basis.  Only licence-
holders may own quota
units, this means the
maximum number of unit
holders recognised by the
Government is 316.  This
will be one of the issues for
the future, in that there are
already a number of licence-
holders who believe that the
ownership of quota should be separate from the fishing entitlement. Currently the majority of licence-holders
want ownership of quota to remain with the fishing licence. This issue is further compounded as the industry has
sought to have legislation introduced so as to allow financiers to register financial interests in licences and quota
units.  Already it is apparent that there are a number of licence-holders with investor partners who have funded
the purchase of additional quota units and this trend may continue, thus there will be increasing pressure to allow
these investor partners to be formally recognised (Ford 2000).

2.3 Method of allocation
2.3.1 Policy objectives

The Government decided in August 1996 that it would introduce ITQs into the fishery. This decision was
taken after three and half years of intense debate following the release of the Working Group’s interim report in
March 1993 (Anon. 1993).  This report recommended two management options: one being the introduction of
ITQs, and the other being a 15% pot-reduction followed by ITQs or a further 15% pot reduction.  The industry
was fairly evenly divided over the issue, with a slight majority favouring quota.  During this period there were a
number of discussion papers released on how ITQs could be implemented, two formal industry ballots (both
resulting in a small majority for quota), many industry meetings and much political lobbying.

Between the time when the Government announced its decision in 1996 and the Parliament finally approved
the ITQ legislation, there was intense political lobbying by the supporters of quota and those opposed to it.  The
lobbying from those opposed to ITQs resulted in a Select Committee being established by the Upper House of
the Parliament, which set out to review the management of the fishery and consider future options.  The Select
Committee report was handed down in July 1997 (Schulze et al. 1997) and contained 18 conclusions.  One of
which concerned the difficulty of determining an equitable formula to transfer management from the established
pot-allocations to ITQs. The report made nine recommendations, two key ones were: that ITQs not be introduced
until the industry had been rationalised substantially through input-controls, and that if ITQs were ultimately
introduced, they be phased-in.

The Government rejected the findings of this report on a number of grounds, but one of the key concerns
was that rationalisation by further input-controls would not achieve sustainability in the short-term.
Subsequently, the Government proceeded with developing the ITQ system and an appropriate allocation method. 

The Government had three objectives in mind when it set about allocating the quota.  The first was that the
access rights be maintained, and that one should preserve the 30-year history of the value of the licence being tied
to the number of pots on it. The second objective was that the allocation method needed to be secure from legal
challenge.  The third objective was that the method needed to be simple to implement, without substantial
administrative work being required.
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Emptying a lobster pot
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2.3.2 Process used in determining the allocation

Concern about the allocation method was the key reason why many people either supported or opposed
ITQs.  There were two opposing views held by many in the industry. One view was that the allocation method
should only recognise the ownership of pots, as this was the tradeable access right.  The other view was that the
majority of the allocation should be based on past catches of lobsters so that those with the highest catches would
receive the greatest allocation.  A number of
methods using a combination of pot-
ownership and catch-history were also
devised but received little support.

The Government supported the view
that allocation should be based solely on pot-
ownership, recognising that this was the long
accepted unit of access and each person’s
access right was the number of rock lobster
pots on their licence.  The Government was
also concerned that catch history only
recognised a fisher’s activity over a short
period of time and that fishers who had high
catches in the past may have reduced their
effort in more recent years.

The Minister established a Fisheries
Advisory Committee to advise him on
managing the fishery under ITQs and to assist
the Department to draft a management plan.
This Committee was not asked to consider
any alternative allocation mechanisms, but
did seek submissions from the industry on
allocation arrangements, and generally
supported the Government’s proposed
allocation method because the majority of
industry supported the equal-pot allocation
method.

During the entire period of trying to develop new management arrangements, the Government was well
supported by the main rock lobster industry group, the Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishermen’s Association
(TRLFA).  The TRLFA worked with the Department and the Minister to try to get support for the restructuring
proposals, however it was somewhat constrained early on because its members were unable to give it a clear
direction to pursue.  However, in 1995 a majority of the membership supported the introduction of ITQs and
requested the Executive to participate in developing detailed proposals.  This outcome resulted in a breakaway
minority industry group forming to try to ensure that ITQs were not introduced.

The Government released a draft management plan for the fishery in June 1997 and the allocation method
proposed was to allocate one quota unit for each pot held on a licence, which would result in a quota unit
equalling 1/10507th of the TACC.

The Government had previously decided that the ITQ system would be supported by legislation to minimise
any opportunity for legal challenge.  This meant that the allocation mechanism would be enshrined in legislation.
Tasmania’s Upper House (Legislative Council) was not controlled by the Government, and had before it the
Select Committee report (Schulze et al1997) recommending against quota management.  The Government, with
the support of both Opposition parties, got unanimous support in the Lower House for the proposed system,
which passed the Bill containing the equal allocation mechanism.

The intense industry lobbying resulted in a long and, at times, heated debate when the legislation was
presented to the Upper House for its consideration. The supporters of quota presented a petition signed by 67%
of the licence-holders, and both sides of the industry were invited to make detailed presentations to the Legislative
Councillors.  Every one of the 18 voting members spoke on the issue and it became clear that the Bill could fail
unless the allocation mechanism was amended to include at least some recognition of past catch history (Hansard
1997). The Government accepted this position and the Bill was redrafted with the assistance of one of the
independent members the Upper House who agreed to vote for the Bill with such amendments.
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2.3.3 Allocation method chosen

The allocation method finally passed by Parliament (Statute No. 56 of 1997) set up two allocation schedules,
one for the allocation of quota in relation to the number of pots, and the other for the allocation in relation to past
catch history.  The catch history component of the allocation was designed to be phased out by the end of the third
year of the quota system.  The split of the total allowable commercial catch (TACC) is shown in Table 1.  The
catch history period was set as the sum of best three years from the period November 1988 to October 1997.

Table 1
The allocation schedule for rock lobster quota units

The allocation method for the catch history component was calculated using Formulas 1 and 2 (see below).
These formulas allocated to each licence-holder a single quota unit with a differing kilogram value depending on
their catch history. A rock lobster catch history that was negative was taken to be zero.  The rock lobster catch
history (RLCH) was the sum of the best three yearly catch histories.  The allocation-process issued each licence-
holder a share of the quota provided to the catch history part of the TACC, calculated as a percentage of the sum
of the rock lobster catch history for all 316 licence-holders.  Formula 1 was used to calculate the catch history
above the per pot allocation of 130kg for each licence-holder for each year, and Formula 2 was used to determine
the value of their rock lobster catch history unit. The resulting allocation of quota is shown in Figure 2, the actual
quota allocation is compared against the proposed equal allocation method to show the effect that the amendments
had on the licence-holders.

where: 

YCH    = yearly catch history (for a November to October year)
P = maximum number of rock pots licensed for that year
YC       = yearly catch of rock lobster for that year in kilograms.

where:

RLCHU = kilogram value of the rock lobster catch history unit
RLCH     = rock lobster catch history, which is the sum of the best three YCHs
TACCch = part of the TACC set aside for the catch history allocation, see Table 1.

2.4 Data requirements and computational process 

The allocation method required each licence-holder’s number of rock lobster pots and their rock lobster
catch history since November 1988 to be quantified.  The licensing and the catch history information were both
contained within the Department’s rock lobster catch-and-effort system (CRAYBASE), however the information
stored could not be extracted in a form that allowed each licence-holder’s catch history to be determined.  The
reason for this was that the primary code for linking data was by vessel or licence number, and not by licence-
holder.  As the licence-holders often changed licences and vessels, the task of extracting the data needed to be
coded into the database.

This problem was compounded because a number of licence-holders were, in fact, the same entity and
effectively able to claim a pooled catch history, so all the licence-holders had to be able to be linked to all the
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Quota year 
commencing in 

March 

Allocation as a 
percentage of the 

TACC on the basis 
of 10 507 pots 

attached to 316 
fishing licences 

Value of one 
quota unit 

with a TACC 
of 1502.5t 

(10 507 quota 
units) 

Allocation as a 
percentage of the 

TACC on the basis of 
the past rock lobster 
catch history of 316 

fishing licences 

Total catch history 
allocation between 

316 licence-
holders under a 

TACC of 1502.5t  
(TACCch) 

1998 90.909% 130kg 9.091% 136.6t 
1999 94.406% 135kg 5.594% 84.0t 
2000 97.902% 140kg 2.098% 31.5t 

2001 and all 
subsequent years 

100% 143kg 0%    0 

-= 130
P

YC
PYCH ( )

( )
ch

3161
TACCx

RLCHSUM

RLCH
RLCHU −=

(1)

(2)



other licence-holders. The legislation for the allocation method did not deal with such issues, so they were
decided upon by Ministerial Guideline, in accordance with the Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995.

Figure 2
The initial allocation of rock lobster quota compared with the proposed equal allocation method

The Department had begun to consider these matters some years before, when allocation mechanisms were
being discussed and it conducted a thorough data-quality checking process which took six months.  This process
enabled the allocation to be done with high quality data.  Once the reporting tools were written to allow the catch
history to be calculated, further data-checking was undertaken.  This process took an additional two months.

During the process of amending the allocation Bill, it was recognised that, while the catch data was held on
the database as submitted, it may not have reflected the true catches, due to under- or over-reporting of catches.
Therefore, to remove any debate over what was actually caught, the legislation established that the catch history
was to be based on the catch returns held by the Department.  This removed the need to verify the majority of the
claims for catch history. Licence-holders were provided with a summary of their reported catch history.

2.5 Appeals process

The quota legislation established an appeal mechanism whereby the licence-holders could seek to have their
rock lobster catch history reviewed on the basis of one of the following: (a) an error in data entry; (b) a mistake
existing in the licensing data; or (c) a vessel or an associated licence-holder had been omitted from their catch
history.  Each licence-holder was provided with a yearly summary, their licensing records, and the value of the
rock lobster catch history they were to be assigned, together with an application form to have their catch history
reviewed.  They had 30 days to lodge an application for review.  The review process was undertaken by
departmental staff and each review application was considered by the Secretary of the Department.

This review process was then appealable to an independent Appeal Tribunal.  There were 18 applications
for review, the stated reasons included: data entry errors; omitted licences; the opposition to the allocation
mechanism; leasing arrangements; wrongly assigned catch history; missing vessels; and incorrect number of pots.
Of these, 4 review applications were successful and 14 were dismissed.  Four of these unsuccessful reviews were
taken to the Appeal Tribunal where two were conceded on legal grounds, one was resolved by mediation in favour
of the appellant, and one appeal was heard and rejected.

2.6 Administration of the allocation-process
2.6.1 Staff requirements

The allocation and review process was conducted by staff of the Department, the determination of each
licence-holder’s catch history was achieved in two months using three staff.  The four appeals lodged with the
Appeals Tribunal were prepared by a lawyer within the Government’s Office of the Director of Public
Prosecutions.
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2.6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

The allocation, review and appeal processes were conducted within the Department’s existing budget,
however the task required the re-assignment of two staff for the much of period.

2.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation-process
2.7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

The introduction of the ITQs using the allocation mechanism described has been highly successful and has
resulted in significant industry restructuring, and an increase in the biomass and egg production levels in the
fishery.

The industry restructuring objective recognised that the fishery was overcapitalised with too many vessels
and there were too many fishers in the fishery.  The allocation mechanism was designed in such a way that fishers
could sell off their allocated quota and leave the fishery, but still get a good return on their investment even if
they had not been catching large amounts of rock lobster.  Many older licence-holders took the opportunity to
retire and sold their licences and quota, receiving up to $A20 000 per quota unit.  The value of the access rights
have doubled since quota were introduced, from $A10 000 per rock lobster pot in late 1997 to the present value
of $A20 000 per unit.

However, a detriment to the ITQs system and the allocation mechanism, has been the loss of employment
for up to 60 lease-holder skippers and their deckhands.  Unfortunately many of these fishers have been unable to
continue to lease licences, because the licence they fished was owned by another fisher who now required the
additional quota.  Regardless of the restructuring option implemented, it would have resulted in a smaller fleet
and these people would still have been the first to leave the fishery.  These fishers received none of the rewards
of being able to sell quota, and invest the monies in other businesses or retirement.

The sustainability objective is being achieved much faster than was anticipated, with an estimated 11%
increase in statewide lobster biomass, a 5% increase in catch-rates statewide, and increased egg production by
rock lobsters in the northern part of the State after only one year.  However, there is some regional variation, with
some minor declines in some areas (Gardner 1999).

The objectives related to the allocation mechanism were largely met, despite the proposed allocation method
being amended by the Parliament.  The process for determining each allocation and issuing licences ran very
smoothly and was completed within seven months.  The equal-allocation component was finalised and completed
in three months, with the final catch history appeals being resolved four months later.  The legislation was passed
in November 1997 and the quota system began on 1 March 1998, with licence-holders able to commence fishing
on their pot-based quota units.

The legislation has been robust enough to deter any legal challenge.  The objective of recognising the
importance of the past access-rights and preserving their value has been achieved.  As a result those who have
sold their licences have made substantial gains.

2.7.2 Satisfaction of rights holders with the process

The introduction of the ITQs was an extremely contentious issue that divided the industry, local fishing
ports, friends and families.  The intensity and acrimonious nature of the debate took its toll of all concerned.  The
level of animosity increased over the period from 1993 to the end of 1997 as each side in the debate believed their
arguments were right and the other’s wrong.  Some fishers took the view that they would take every possible step
to ensure ITQs were not implemented.

The debate became intensely political.  The move to ITQs in the fishery was strongly influenced by a few
politicians on both sides of Parliament.  The entire process was conducted across the period of three successive
governments and was handled by four successive Ministers.  This lengthy timeframe concerned many and there
were increasing concerns that any meaningful decision would be too hard for the government to make.

The level of support for quota management was just over 50% in 1993 and remained at this level until the
months preceding the legislation being tabled in Parliament, when there was a dramatic increase in support
resulting in a petition being presented signed by 67% of the licence-holders.  Importantly, this support was from
a range of fishers with both low and high catch histories.  However, it is important to recognise that support or
opposition for the system was based on the allocation method and process, rather than the concept of quota
management. The amendments to the allocation mechanism went some way to appease the licence-holders with
large catch histories who were being disadvantaged.

The process of determining the catch histories in making the quota allocation was generally well received
by the licence-holders, as they could see that the review process and appeal process provided avenues to sort out
genuine problems in determining catch history. Two years after the introduction of the quota system the vast
majority of fishers are now satisfied with the system and are seeing benefits from it. However, there are still a
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few fishers opposed to the system.  The industry is beginning to put the allocation-process behind it and the
opposing factions are starting to come together, however, this process will take some years as the divisions in the
industry were deep.  The process of bringing the industry together has largely been about establishing trust and
re-establishing working relationships.

There are many in the industry who believe that the quota system has resulted in significant benefits by
allowing them to take more control of their fishing operations and choose the time and weather when they fish.
Many of the higher catchers are also satisfied with the system, even though they have had to buy additional quota.

2.7.3 Views of community groups

The recreational fishing community and the conservation groups are two stakeholder groups who have an
interest in the sustainable management of the rock lobster fishery, both are supportive of ITQs.  The recreational
fishing community see the direct benefits of a sustainable fishery as being improved catch-rates where the stock
is being rebuilt.  The conservation lobby is supportive of ITQs as they directly limit the catch.

Some of the coastal communities who are concerned about regional employment and the effects of
rationalising industries (like the fishing industry) expressed concern during the development of ITQs.  However,
their input or criticism was largely driven by the views of the fishers in their local community.

2.7.4 Hind-sight assessment

The restructuring of the rock lobster fishery has been very successful, however there have been a number of
social costs associated with fishers having to leave the fishery and the deep divisions that were generated within
industry.

One of the significant factors which worked against a smoother development phase was the length of time
taken between the Working Group releasing its two management options in March 1993, the decision to introduce
ITQs in August 1996, and the finalisation of the legislation in November 1997.  This lengthy period resulted in
the industry becoming more divided and polarised.  The time-frame was set through the political process, and
there was little that the industry could do to speed up the political decision-making process. The political reality
resulted in a lengthy process of gathering information, discussing options and trying to convince the industry to
support ITQs.

One of the key issues associated with the introduction of ITQs was the concern that the allocation method
would redistribute the wealth in the fishery.  This argument can be, and was, used by those supporting the equal
allocation method and those supporting recognition of past catches.  The difficulty with the argument lies in how
the wealth of the fishery is perceived.  Some believed the wealth of the fishery was tied solely to the existing
access rights, while others believed the wealth of the fishery was related to the amount of rock lobster a fisher
caught.  So the argument about wealth redistribution was used by both sides to convince the politicians that the
allocation mechanism was either fair or not.  This only acted to complicate the political process.

One of the lessons to be learnt from the allocation-process is that there needs to be some degree of balance
in the chosen allocation mechanisms, rather than favouring either end of the spectrum of views.  Even though the
final allocation mechanism took into account both the long-standing tradeable access right, and the fishers’past
catch history, it got no support from the industry when it was first proposed.  However, when the allocation
mechanism legislation was debated in Parliament, the political process sought such a compromise mechanism.

If the industry had been prepared to push for such an allocation mechanism it may have found there was less
political interest, and ITQs might have been introduced in mid-1997 or earlier.  In fact, if the industry had been
prepared to accept such a compromise allocation method, the decision to move to ITQs may have come in late
1994 and the system may have been able to commence in 1996.  There may be a lesson for industry in that holding
out for an allocation method that results in big winners and big losers, inevitably means the issue becomes
politically sensitive and lengthy delays can be the result, often producing a compromise that could have been
reached by the industry itself.

3. THE ABALONE FISHER Y
3.1 Intr oduction

Two species of abalone are harvested in Tasmania: blacklip abalone (Haliotis rubra) and greenlip abalone
(Haliotis laevigata) (McNee 1993a, 1993b).  Both species are mobile bottom dwellers that graze on drift
seaweeds and algae on rock surfaces.  They occur on rocky bottoms, mainly within the littoral zone from depths
of five to thirty metres, although they are taken from the shallows down to 40 metres.  Both blacklip and greenlip
abalone are distributed around Tasmania and across southern Australia on suitable rocky bottoms. Greenlip
abalone are patchy in their distribution. Greenlip abalone, in Tasmania, tend to frequent less complex and patchy
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reefs and are most abundant along
the north coast and around the
Bass Strait islands.  Blacklip
abalone occur on rocky reefs in
both exposed and sheltered
waters.  Their distribution is
variable but less patchy than
greenlip abalone (McNee 1993a,
1993b).

3.1.1 Commercial abalone 
fishery prior to 1985

Prior to 1963 the Tasmanian
abalone stocks were not
significantly fished. For the past
7500 years at least, Tasmanian
Aborigines have been harvesting
abalone (Jones 1971).  During the
nineteenth century there was
minor exploitation by Chinese
immigrants.  In the 1950s a
small-scale fishery was attempted
but was not a commercial
success.  By 1963, however,
modern diving equipment and the
identification of Asian markets
provided the basis of the modern
fishery (Harrison 1983, 1986b).
Catches rose rapidly from 1963 to
1971, then went through a cycle
of decline and recovery between 1972 and 1977 (see Figure 3).  From a low of 1450t in 1978, the fishery
expanded to a maximum of 4500t in 1984.  The abalone catch in 1984 from Tasmania was approximately 22%
of the world abalone catch (Harrison 1986b).

Figure 3
Annual landings of abalone in Tasmania
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Diver “gearing-up”
Credit: Tasmanian Agriculture and Fisheries Institute
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A minimum-size limit was the first management measure imposed on the fishery.  This was followed in 1965
by the introduction of a licence for commercial divers with a requirement for monthly catch returns.  Abalone had
to be landed alive, thereby preventing processing at sea, to assist with the enforcement of the new size-limit
restrictions.

The number of diving licences were limited to the 120 licences that were current in 1969, so as to prevent
excessive fishing.  In 1972 to encourage the exploitation of the abalone resources around the islands of the
Furneaux Group (off the north east of Tasmania), five special abalone licences where issued exclusively for the
use of residents of the Furneaux Group.  These special licensees were restricted to operating around the Furneaux
Group.  The 120 other “mainland licences” were prevented from diving around the Furneaux Group.

Between 1972 and 1985, additional changes were made to the regulations governing the commercial
abalone fishery, mainly involving progressive increases in the size of penalties.  Also during this time several
changes were made in how a commercial abalone diver’s licence could be transferred.

Under theFisheries Act 1959, personal licences i.e. a licence that authorised the holder to personally go
fishing) could not be transferred, thus several pseudo-transfer methods were developed for the commercial
abalone diver’s licence.  Initially, a diver if retiring from the fishery due to health reasons, could nominate his
replacement.  This was subsequently withdrawn and replaced with an unofficial system whereby a diver who
retires for any reason could nominate his replacement.

During the early 1980s abalone divers approached the government expressing concern regarding potential
overfishing of Tasmania’s abalone resource.  The industry and Government decided to implement a quota system
of management from 1985 onwards.

3.1.2 History of the commercial abalone fishery since 1985

During 1984, the industry and the Government agreed to introduce a total allowable catch (TAC) for the
commercial abalone fishery.  It was to be divided into 3500 equal quota units and each diver was to have had an
equal share of the units.  Thus the 125 divers were to have 28 units each.  The proposed total allowable catch was
to be 3500t or one tonne per abalone quota unit.

The abalone fishery was still divided into two parts, the mainland of Tasmania with 120 divers and the
Furneaux Group with five divers.  When the potential annual catch for the five Furneaux divers of 140t was
compared with the long-term average catch for the area, it was found to be 40t greater.  To keep the new catch
level within the long-term average it was agreed to decrease the allocation to the five Furneaux divers to only
20 units each.

In 1985 a total allowable catch of 3806t and a system of individual quotas (IQs) were introduced, being
3460 quota units at 1.1t each.  Each mainland diver was allocated 28 abalone quota units of which up to 12 units
could be transferred to another diver for the season, thereby allowing for limited transferability of the quota.  The
Furneaux Group divers received 20 quota units but they could only seasonally transfer their quota to other
Furneaux Group divers.

Industry and Government continued to have concerns that overfishing might be occurring and in the four
seasons from 1986 to 1989 they agreed to a series of reductions in the total allowable catch down to 2076t (Figure
3). The Tasmanian commercial abalone fishery was made a single fishery in 1990 when the division between the
mainland divers and the Furneaux Group divers was removed.  To put the five Furneaux divers on an equal basis
with the mainland divers, the Furneaux divers where each granted an additional eight quota units to bring their
level of access to 28 quota units. The 40 extra quota units brought the total allowable catch up to 2100t, where it
remained until 1997 when there was a 20% increase to 2520t.

In 1990, after pressure from the abalone industry, the Government conducted a review of the abalone
licensing system (DPI 1990).  A commercial abalone licence was then worth about $A1 000 000, which meant
that, without financial backing, it was beyond the means of most people to enter the fishery.  Most formal
financial institutions would not lend such money, when a commercial abalone licence was the sole, or main,
collateral.

As a result of the review, from the beginning of the 1991 quota year (which ran from 1 January to
31 December 1991) the commercial abalone licence was divided into two licences: authority to dive for abalone,
and to hold abalone quota units.  This system was a reflection of the changes that had already occurred in the
Tasmanian commercial abalone fishery where increasing numbers of divers were leasing their licences off former
divers, processors or other financiers.  The splitting of the entitlement allowed those arrangements to be officially
recognised.  Only the holder of a commercial abalone diving licence could dive from a fishing vessel to take
abalone for commercial purposes.  A diver needed to be authorised by the holder of an abalone quota unit to take
the abalone which the abalone quota unit represented.
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Holders of abalone quota units did
not need to be commercial abalone
divers and the number of units that could
be held by an individual or company
was unrestricted, in terms of both
minimum and maximum holdings.
Many of the commercial abalone divers
owned all or part of the 28 abalone quota
units originally attached to the licence.

Figure 4 shows the average beach
price for each three months since the
beginning of 1990.  During the early
1990s whilst the catches were stable (see
Figure 3) the value of the fishery began
to increase, reaching a peak in 1993
(beach prices reached $A55/kg during
October and November of that year).

During 1993 the Fisheries Act
1959 was amended to allow for the
transfer of personal licences such as
commercial abalone diving and abalone
quota licences.  Thus the management
arrangements for the commercial
abalone fishery could be called an
individual transferable quota (ITQ)
system.

In 1994, contracts (called Abalone Deed of Agreement) were introduced that increased the level of security
for quota holders and their financial backers, whilst potentially increasing the return paid to the Tasmanian
Government. These Deeds also provided a high level of financial and operational security.  Over 95% of quota
units are under such Deeds of Agreement, with the remaining units being under annual licences.  The Deed is for
ten years with an right of renewal, thus the Deeds are essentially for perpetuity.

In 1994, there was a decline in the beach price back to 1992 levels (Figure 4).  During 1995, the beach price
continued to fall, with some individual beach prices reaching as low as $A18/kg.  There has been an improvement
in the beach price during late 1995 and 1996 through to late 1999.

3.2 The nature of the harvesting rights
3.2.1 Overview

The nature of fishing rights in the Tasmanian commercial abalone fishery has undergone several changes
since the introduction of licences in 1965.  There are two main phases, prior to 1985 and afterwards.  The nature
of the rights since 1985 have undergone three changes with the introduction of separate licences for diving and
the quota, then transferability for both licences, and thirdly the introduction of the abalone Deed of Agreement.

3.2.2 Rights before 1985

The commercial abalone diver’s licence was an annual licence that authorised the holder to take, for sale,
an unlimited quantity of legal size abalone from Tasmanian waters.  There was no “official” right of transfer and
there was no legislative basis for renewal.  The Fisheries Act 1959, and its subordinate regulations, only referred
to issuing such licences.  The licences were subject to ministerial powers to revoke a licence if the holder
committed a serious offence.  There was, however, a common law expectation of renewal so that unless the
holder had committed a serious breach of the regulations or the management arrangements had been changed,
the holder would have his licence reissued.  It should be noted that only once did a Minister remove a licence
from a holder.

3.2.3 Rights after 1985

In 1985, a commercial abalone licence for a mainland diver comprised the right to 28 units of quota and the
right to dive to take these abalone.  The abalone quota units each provided a right to 1/3500th of the total
allowable catch.  At the beginning of each year a diver was issued his licence and 28 units of quota.  Each diver
was required to take at least 16 units and was allowed to temporally transfer up to 12 units.  Thus it was an
individual quota system without transferability.
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Unloading abalone at wharfside
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Figure 4
Quarterly beach price for the abalone fishery

The introduction of an individual quota system did not alter the basic nature of the commercial abalone
licences. It retained the common law expectation of re-issue and they could be terminated by ministerial
direction for serious breaches of the regulations.

In 1991 the nature of the commercial abalone licence was significantly altered when it was separated into
two entitlements, the authority to dive for the abalone, and a share of the abalone total allowable catch through
abalone quota units.  Both entitlements were in the form of two new annual licences. Again both new licences
maintained the central features of the earlier commercial abalone licence, as outlined above.

In 1993, both the diving and quota licences became transferable.  Since the transfer of abalone licences
was now formalised, they come under the powers of the Minister to refuse a transfer.  The grounds under which
the Minister could take such action included the circumstance where the current or future holder was facing
serious charges or had been convicted of such.  This increased the degree of property right by formalising the
trade in both licences.

The most significant alteration in the nature of the rights of the abalone quota licence occurred in 1994
with the introduction of the Abalone Deed of Agreement.  This contract provided holders of rights under a
Deed (that is people who hold abalone quota units under a Deed) with the right to take from State waters
abalone that are above the legal minimum size to the amount of 1/3500th of the total allowable catch for every
quota unit held by those people.

The Deed allowed for the transfer of all or some of the rights under a deed in accordance with Tasmanian
contract law.  The Deed moved the control of such transfer from the Minister to the holders of the rights.
However, the Secretary retained the right to say whether or not the potential holder was a “fit and proper
person”.

The Deed was for an initial ten year duration but with an ongoing right of renewal, thus the deed is
effectively for perpetuity. The Deed set out three reasons for which it (or the rights under it) could be
terminated:

i. non-payment of the fees
ii. the holder being convicted offences against the abalone fishery within any three-year period and
iii. the holder entering into an arrangement with a diver for the diver to pay the royalty.

For the first and third reasons, the deed stated that if the holder of rights under a deed corrected the matter
at hand, then the rights could not be terminated.  That is, if the holder later paid the royalties or terminated the
agreement with a diver, then there were no longer any grounds for the termination of the rights under a deed.
Such an option is not available for offences against the abalone fishery, however, in such a case the holder
could sell his or her rights, rather than having them terminated.
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The amendment to the Fisheries Act 1959that established the power for the Director to enter into a deed
also established a formal register of third party interests in quota units under a deed.  Any registered third party
interest was maintained even if the quota units were transferred to another party.

The increased security for quota holders, and their third parties, has been at a cost in terms of the flexibility
of possible management arrangements due to the wording of the abalone Deed of Agreement.  For example, the
deed is written in terms of a single fishery covering all abalone of the genus Haliotis.  Thus, any moves to zone
the fishery either in terms of area or species becomes very difficult.  Complex solutions are required because more
straight forward options are excluded by the deed.  For example, the greenlip abalone fishery has to be managed
as a part of the overall abalone fishery, with the total allowable catch for this fishery of 140t for the year 2000,
being divided equally between the 3500 abalone quota units.  Thus, each quota unit has 40 kg of greenlip abalone
as part of its allocation in 2000.  The alterative of separating-off the greenlip abalone fishery and allocating it to
those quota holders with some history was not available due to the wording of the deed.

3.3 Allocation method
3.3.1 Policy objectives

For the introduction of the individual quota system, the main policy objective was to limit the overall catch
of abalone. The secondary objectives were to provide equal access to the fishery for all participants and provide
the industry with an opportunity to plan their future diving operations.

The main objective in the separation of the diving authority from the quota units was to allow investment in
the fishery, via ownership of quota units, and to allow young divers to enter the fishery without extremely high
debt loads.  The secondary objective was to reflect changes that were already occurring within the commercial
fishery.

3.3.2 Process fordetermining the allocation

In both cases, the allocation method was determined through consultation with participants in the
commercial fishery.  For the introduction of the individual quota system, the commercial abalone industry held a
strong view that while individuals may have had different catch histories, they all had the same access rights.  For
the allocation of quota units, the Department and the industry agreed that it was for the industry participants to
agree on the individual allocations, rather than for the Government to be making decisions about the status of
competing claims.

3.3.3 Allocation method

For the introduction of the individual quota system, the allocation method used was for each holder of a
commercial abalone licence to receive an equal share of the total allowable catch.  The exception was for the five
Furneaux divers who received only 20 abalone quota units against the 28 quota units for each of the other 120
divers.  The reasons behind this difference were the restricted area and the lower catch available in the area
offered to these divers.

The allocation method for the separation of the authority to dive from the holding of abalone quota units
was through the agreement of the current holder of the commercial abalone licence.  That is, the Department
would only accept claims for quota units where the current holder of the licence agreed.

3.4 Appeals process

Under the Fisheries Act 1959there were no appeal provisions, however, as the introduction of the individual
quota system was on the basis of an equal share to each diver there was no requirement for appeals.  There had
been extensive consultation with the commercial industry prior to the introduction, which had given opportunities
for individuals to make their particular case to the Minister. With the separation of the quota from the diving
authority, the Department had adopted the position that any changes could only occur with the agreement of the
current holder, therefore, disputes had to be dealt with outside the Department.  The final option was for the
parties to take their dispute to the civil courts.

3.5 Evaluation of the allocation-process
3.5.1 Success in achieving policy objectives

The quota system has been successful in limiting the commercial catch of abalone, although it took several
years with reductions in the total allowable catch to reach a level of catch that was believed by the Department
and industry to be sustainable.  The fact that two subsequent increases in the total allowable catch could be
introduced, indicate that the abalone resources were in a healthy state because the quota system had been able to
limit the commercial catch.  The secondary objectives appear to have also been met.

In the separation of the diving and quota parts of the licence, the principal objective of allowing access of
investment in abalone fishery has been achieved.  This is indicated by the increase in the value of an abalone
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quota unit from $A30 000 in 1991 (when a unit was equal to 600kg of abalone and the beach price was $A22/kg)
to $A280 000 at the beginning of 2000 (when a unit equalled 780kg of abalone and the beach price was $A40/kg).

3.5.2 Satisfaction of participants

The participants in the commercial abalone fishery have gained from the various changes in the nature of
their property rights, through a stable fishery over the past twelve years following an initial few years to adjust
the total allowable catch.  They have also gained through the significant increase in the value of abalone quota
units.  Members of the industry, either through the industry association, the Tasmanian Abalone Council, or
individually have a strong commitment to the quota system.

3.5.3 Views of othergroups

Many groups have expressed concern at the rights of the commercial abalone fishery, mainly dealing with
the large incomes coming to quota-unit holders, compared to the poor return coming to the community via the
Government.  Most comments have occurred when the total allowable catch has been increased (at the end of
1996 and 1999).  

3.5.4 Hind-sight assessment

The main areas where improvements could have occurred are in the nature of the Deed of Agreement.  The
deed has a limiting effect on the management arrangements that can be introduced without overwhelming, if not
unanimous, agreement from holders of rights under deeds.  It would have been an improvement if the deed had
allowed for flexibility in management arrangements without reducing the rights of the holders.

The Deed was also introduced to allow for a reasonable recovery of a share of the resource rent available in
the commercial abalone fishery, however, the inflexible nature of the deed has meant that large proportions of the
resource rent, as indicated in the significant increase in the value of abalone quota units, have gone to the abalone
quota unit holders, with little passing to the community through fees to the Government.
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INITIAL ALLOCA TIONS OF QUOTA RIGHTS:
THE AUSTRALIAN SOUTHEAST TRAWL FISHERY STORY
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1. INTRODUCTION

The South East Trawl (SET) fishery is a multi-species fishery with a history of commercial exploitation since
1915 (Tilzey 1994).  It occurs off southeastern Australia from Sydney, New South Wales (NSW) southwestward to
Cape Jervis, South Australia including waters around Tasmania (Figure 1) in depths from 30 – 1200m.  The main
gears used are demersal otter trawls, followed by Danish seines (Geen, Brown and Pascoe 1991).  The fishery has
been described as extraordinarily complex by Smith and Smith (2001)2 who note its multi-species, multi-fleet/gear
character and that the species it exploits widely vary in their life histories and habitats.

The catch from this
fishery, although now
competing with rising
imports of frozen fish,
has supplied most of the
fresh fish to New South
Wales, Victorian and
Tasmanian markets since
the 1920s (Tilzey 2000).
More than 100
commercial species are
taken by the fishery, but
17 species or species
groups provide most
(>80%) of the catch and
are subject to total
allowable catch (TAC)
limits.

The development
of a fishery for gemfish
(Rexea solandri) during
the 1970s and early
1980s led to a large
expansion of the NSW
fleet with concomitant
implications for the
structure of the fishery
where many of the
participants were first or
second generation (Italian-origen) fishermen.  This was followed by an expansion of fishing effort southwards as an
orange roughy (Hoplostethus atlanticus) fishery developed off Tasmania which resulted in a further change to the
structure and dynamics of the fishery as vessels raced to get the right mixture of licence endorsements for efficient
operations in the fishery.

Whereas the fishery off NSW is a mixed species fishery, mainly targeting flathead (Neoplatycephalus
richardsoni) and jackass morwong (Nemadactylus macropterus) in shelf waters, and gemfish, pink ling (Genypterus
blacodes) and redfish (Centroberyx affinis) on continental-slope grounds further offshore (Geen, Brown and Pascoe
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Figure 1
Regulatory areas of the Southeast fisheries (trawl and non-trawl)

1 The views expressed in this article are those of the author and not those of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations.

2 These authors provide the introduction to Volume 54(4) of the journal Marine and FreshwaterResearch, which is dedicated
to papers relating to this fishery.



1991), the vast majority of the SETcatch now consists of blue grenadier (Macruronus novaezealandiae) and orange
roughy (Tilzey 1994, Kaufmann, Geen and Sen 1999).

From the mid-1970s onwards, eastern gemfish comprised the dominant SETcatch with annual landings between
3300 and 5500t during the period 1977 to 1988, but this fishery subsequently collapsed and has been virtually closed
since 1993.  A zero directed-fishery TAC is in effect. However, a bycatch of this species remains unavoidable and a
small “bycatch” TAC (150t in 2001) is allocated as ITQs.  As Tilzey (1994) notes, the reasons for this decline were
at that time unclear but it was recognized that overfishing was a problem.  The orange roughy fishery began in 1986
when 4200t were taken off western Tasmania. In 1989 a major spawning aggregation was discovered off eastern
Tasmania, which led to a peak in reported landings of 43900t in 1990. The orange roughy resource has since been
fished down and blue grenadier now comprises the major SETcatch.

In 1985 a halt was made to the issuance of new licences in an attempt to control the large amount of latent effort
in the fishery.  Despite this, from 1986 through 1989 the profitability of the demersal sector steadily worsened as
prices declined and operating costs rose. Thus, the fishery was characterised by increasing trawl-fishing capacity and
effort, leading to the overfishing of some species.  TACs were placed on the eastern gemfish and orange roughy
fisheries in 1988 and 1990, respectively. On 1 January 1992 TACs allocated as ITQs were introduced for the 17 major
species or species groups (see Table 1) in the fishery. Most of the TACs were based on historic catch levels rather than
yield estimates.  Although the number of active trawlers has decreased since ITQs were introduced, fishing effort has
significantly increased from 1992 to 2000.

Approximately 35500t were allocated under TACs in 2000, but as has been the case since the introduction of
ITQs, the actual catches for many species were below the TACs that had been set (Table 1).  Tilzey (2000) notes that
these shortfalls may reflect reduced fish abundance or catchability and other factors such as quota-availability,
impediments to quota-transfer, or marketing-barriers.  He further commented that several TACs are probably too high,
having remained at their initial (1992) levels, which were based on historic annual catch maxima.

Some quota species are also caught by methods other than trawl or Danish seine.  In 1998, global TACs
(encompassing both trawl and non-trawl sectors) were introduced for blue-eye trevalla (Hyperoglyphe antarctica),
ling and blue warehou (Seriolella brama).  The global TACs for blue warehou and blue-eye trevalla were considerably
higher than their previous values for the trawl fishery only.  In 2001 global TACs were applied to all quota species.
In acknowledgement of the different gear sectors active in the fishery, it is now known as the South East Fishery
(SEF)3.  Important species that are not included in the quota programme include oreos (Allocyttus spp. and Cyttus
spp.), black sharks (Dalatias licha) and king dory (Cyttus traversi) (Tilzey 2000).

The recent catch can be summarized as follows:

Marketing adds an additional 21% to the ex-vessel value (Tilzey 2000).  The value of the year 2000 catch is expected
to be about 9% greater that that of 1999 (Pers. comm. R.Tilzey, BRS, Australia).

2. MANAGEMENT OF THE FISHERY

Grieve and Richardson (2001) summarise the recent management of the fishery.  Prior to the mid-1980s the
Southeast  Trawl Fishery was lightly regulated with few management constraints. The initial reaction to the fleet 
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 1999 2000 

 tonnes $A million 

(ex-vessel value)  

tonnes 

Trawl quota species 27  261  56.7  26  157  

Trawl non-quota species 3  925  5.2  4061  

Noon-trawl quota species 901  3.4  899  

Non-trawl non-quota species 299  0.2  314  

3 While this fishery has been known as the South East Fishery since 1992 because of its mult-gear character; the original name
has been used here as the emphasis of this article is on the fishery’s early period.
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expansion  in the 1970s was to place a limit on maximum length (32m) with  three exceptions for existing larger
vessels4.  But, as the most efficient vessel  size was smaller than  this, it  had  little effect on reducing  fishing effort
(later, with the development of the fishery for deepwater species such as orange roughy, vessel size became more
important).  Rising costs, especially for fuel, and declining catch-rates prompted the industry to call for controls on
access to the fishery.

In 1985, the traditional area of the fishery off NSW and eastern Victoria was split into eastern “A” and “B”
management regions and separate vessel licences were required for each region. The rest of the fishery was classed
as developing and thus open to new entrants and was called the Southwest Sector. The resources are now managed
using a combination of individual transferable quotas, limited-entry, area-restrictions and some gear-restrictions
(Tilzey 2000).  Initially, few restrictions were placed on the developing deepwater fisheries (Geen, Brown and Pascoe
1991), a situation now much changed.

In 1986, a programme to manage fleet-capacity in the fishery was introduced.  A total of 24000 fishing-capacity
units5 was established for the fishery – these being based on vessel dimensions and engine power.  Should an operator
wish to increase the fishing power of a vessel or replace one with a larger vessel, he then had to buy capacity units
from those willing to sell (Coutts 1991).  A fleet total of 24086 units was in existence in 1985, but by 1991 this value
had increased to 24664, despite the provisions in the programme that were intended to lead to a reduction in total
fleet capacity (Tilzey 1994).

At that time, entry criteria were put in place to control which vessels would be part of the limited-entry scheme.
These criteria were based on commitment to the fishery during the 12-18 month period prior to the ministerial
announcement foreshadowing implementation of the limited-entry programme (Lilburn 1986).  The entry criteria for
the eastern A and B zones were related to the period immediately prior to June 1981, while the criteria for the rest of
the fishery were based on commitments prior to January 1984.

The option of managing the Southeast Trawl fishery using ITQs was first identified in 1988, along with three
other choices, all involving modifications to the existing system, e.g.changing the boat-replacement rules, changes to
fishing-sector boundaries, non-transferable individual quotas, and licence buy-backs. However, it was not possible
then for the working group evaluating the options to decide which of the choices would be best, and so a modelling-
exercise was undertaken.  Though there were important data limitations, modelling was based on assumptions that
fishermen have an investment horizon of five years and a discount rate of 20% (of which 10% reflects the risk and
uncertainty in the industry). The results of the analyses showed that the industry would earn the most profits if
managed using an ITQ system.  This system would also result in the greatest structural adjustments.

This development, during the mid-to-late 1980s, by the Federal Government of a management policy based on
fisheries economic theory and the emerging concepts of ecological sustainability  (Grieve and Richardson 2001)
resulted in a document titled “New Developments” (Anon 1989) which suggested that ITQs would lead to more
rational economic and sustainable outcomes for both the fishing operators and society.  And, it was the Southeast
Trawl fishery that was the first fishery to come under this new policy directive.  The three main objectives set out by
the Commonwealth government in this document were:

i. to ensure the conservation of fisheries resources and the environment which sustains these resources
ii. to maximize economic efficiency in the exploitation of those resources and
iii. to collect an appropriate charge from individual fishermen exploiting a community resources for private gain.

It is interesting that even as early as 1989, industry members, through a working group to consider further
options, had noted (e.g.Thomas 1991) their preference to include ITQs in the future management programme, at least
for gemfish, redfish and morwong. However, at that time industry felt too little was known about the developing
orange roughy fishery to predict whether ITQs would be appropriate for that fishery.

ITQs were introduced into the Southeast trawl fishery on 1 January 1992 (operators were informed in December
1991 of their allocations) two years after the decision was made to adopt this form of management.  The system was
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4 Grieve and Richardson (2001) report that this regulation was successfully challenged in the Federal Court on the basis that
restricting vessel length was contrary to the AFMA’s objective of pursuing maximum economic efficiency.

5 Hull units were calculated according to:
L x B x D X 0.6

2.83

where length (L), breadth (B) and depth (D) were measured in metres.  Engine units were measured by:
kW
3.5

where kWwas the maximum continuous  brake power at a water temperature of 25° - 27°C as recommended by the engine
manufacturer’s specifications.  (Tilzey 1994)



applied to 16 species or species groups for a total TAC of 31680t.  Of this, approximately 29000t were allocated by
the Australian Fisheries Service.  The remaining part of the TAC (5 - 10% held back in 1992) could theoretically be
used for scientific purposes or for additional allocations made by the Appeals Committee (Geen, Nielander and Meany
1993).  The ITQs are fully transferable between operators in the trawl fishery.  In the case of the trawl and non-trawl
gear sectors, inter-sector leasing of ling and blue warehou quota is permitted, but permanent sales of quota are not
(Kaufmann, Geen and Sen 1999).

At the time of the introduction of ITQs into the SE Fishery about 140 licences existed for this fishery.  By 1997
there were 108 active vessels although a further 42 permits were held by ‘fishermen’not active in the fishery.  During
1997, a Commonwealth Government adjustment scheme removed a further 27 permits.  Other operators also received
‘targeted financial assistance’for the “loss of asset value of fishing entitlements” in the change to ITQs from the  input
control regime.  (Grieve and Richardson 2001).  However, despite these potential effort withdrawals, fishing effort
during the period 1992 - 2000 has nearly doubled. (Pers. comm. R. Tilzey).  The recently developed Cascade Plateau
orange roughy fishery 200 km southeast of Tasmania was initially subject to a competitive TAC (1600t), although the
TAC was split into four quarters with an equal allocation of 400t in each three month period to spread fishing effort
across the year.  In the case of this orange roughy fishery, ITQ were not introduced until 1 April 2001.

3. ALLOCA TION OF QUOTAS
3.1 Intr oduction

The original policy objectives of the Australian Fisheries Service in undertaking the allocations in the way they
did were not explicitly articulated, even if the reasons for making the management change to a rights-based approach
were well documented.  This makes discussion of the allocation objectives, nearly a decade later, more difficult.  This
is not the case at present as the Authority’s goals are now well expressed.

Current Australian Fisheries Management Authority6 (AFMA) policy contains no social goals, rather it is
entirely concerned with achieving sustainable resource and economic objectives.  Thus allocation of quota should
seek to avoid or minimize redistribution of wealth; i.e. once the core resource objectives were obtained, its policies
should attempt to achieve a minimal level of resource distribution.  These concerns, to avoid or minimize the
redistribution of wealth, have been highlighted by an increased sensitivity concerning potential court challenges and
a wish to avoid this situation.  Thus, three criteria emerged in relation to quota allocation by AFMA, which influenced
their policy approach (AFMA1997):

i. the allocation criteria should be sensible and reasonable
ii. they should avoid redistribution of wealth and
iii. they should discourage legal challenge.

3.2 Process used in determining the original SETfishery allocations
3.2.1Catch history

Operators received an allocation based on verified records of their historical catch and investment in the fishery.
A vessel’s catch history was considered by the authorities to be attached to the vessel’s licence endorsement, which
permitted them to participate in the fishery.  If the endorsement was transferred, e.g.through a vessel sale, then the
catch history was considered to have been transferred with the endorsement unless there had been an explicit
agreement to the contrary.

In determining the catch histories, a decision was taken not to rely on logbooks, whose objectives were intended
to primarily be for the collection of scientific data.  Further, it was considered that these data were not reliable and
often did not indicate what the target species were, being completed after the fact. Rather, catch history was to be
based on certifiable catch revenue returns.

3.2.2 Investment in the fishery

An operator’s investment in the fishery was estimated on the basis of a measure of vessel-capacity that had been
used earlier in the management of the fishery.  It was based on the vessel’s cubic number7 and the vessel’s engine-
power.  In the case of the Danish-seine fleet, each vessel was deemed to have an equal “investment” value in the
fishery – so this factor only applied to trawlers.
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6 The Australian Fisheries Management Authority was formed as a statutory body with its own board in February 1992.  It operates
under new legislation and took over the functions of the then disbanded Australian Fisheries Service, which was a Division of
the Department of Primary Industries.

7 Length x breadth (beam) x depth.



3.3 Allocation formula

Initially, the allocation to a demersal trawler entitlement-holder was to be calculated by the formula:

where:

UI = number of individual quota-units of a species, expressed as a percentage of the units of the 
species available to the demersal-trawl vessels

á = catch history weighting factor - 80% for traditional species, 50% for newly-exploited 
species

1-α = boat unit weighting factor

C = catch

t = time

s = species

T = the set of years over which the catch was calculated.

The formula for Danish-seiners was similar but weighting factors of 70% and 30% were used respectively for
traditional and newly-exploited species.  However, as a consequence of a court challenge (see Sections 5 and 6 below)
the formula was changed.

For species caught by both the Danish-seine and demersal-trawl fisheries, the number of quota units was first
divided between these two gear sectors based on their historical catch.  Trawl operators were then allocated a share
based on a percentage of the total catch for each species by the fisherman.  This was estimated as the percentage of
the total catch of that species for each year using the five years during the period 1984-1989 inclusive.  These
percentages were then weighted and summed to determine the “historical” catch.  Extending the qualification period
back to 1984 meant that many operators who had left the inshore fishery, e.g.to participate in the developing offshore
orange roughy fishery in the southwest sector, would receive entitlements for a fishery that they no longer participated
in, though the allocation formula would correspondingly discount the entitlement they received, in relation to the time
they had been out of that fishery.  The catch histories for the operators’best four years were then averaged and
multiplied by 100 to produce the catch history data used in the calculations (Geen, Nielander and Meany 1993).

The relative weights given to historic-catch and investment differed between species.  For most demersal species
the historic-catch was given an 80% weighting for the trawl fishery and 70% for the Danish seine fishery.  For
deepwater species that were the targets of relatively new fisheries, such as orange roughy and blue grenadier, the
historic-catch was given a 50% weighting.

3.4 Administrative pr ocess

An ITQ Liaison Committee for overseeing the quota allocation-process was established in August 1990,
composed of industry and government members.  The committee met eight times from August 1990 until September
1991.  In addition, a committee formed of government members from state and Commonwealth levels was formed.
A Commonwealth Quota Implementation Team was also formed, which had the operational responsibility for
implementation of the programme.  Two rounds of port meetings were held in September and November-December
1990; these were well attended (Exel and Kaufmann 1997).

A number of complaints were expressed at the fishermen’s meetings, specifically about the consultation-process
and the allocation formula.  Some individuals in industry believed the consultation process to be perfunctory; there
were also complaints that the final management plan was available only one month before it would be implemented.
They noted that these consultations were not intended to debate whether (or not) ITQs should be introduced, but rather
how they should be introduced.  This did not engender a co-operative attitude from those in the industry that were
hostile to the idea (Exel and Kaufmann 1997).

3.5 The Cascade Plateau8 Orange Roughy Fishery

The quota allocation process in this orange roughy fishery occurred almost a decade after the initial allocation
(2001 versus 1992) and in the perspective of past successful Court challenges.  (The allocation came into effect on
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1 April 2001.)  No doubt as a consequence of the earlier legal experiences, the AFMA decided to use an
independent Allocation Advisory Panel (AAP) in an effort to distance itself from the allocation process and be
perceived to be neutral in regards to the ultimate decision on how allocations should be determined.

Thus, the AFMA outlined the general principles that were to be used in the allocation process and the AAP
would be responsible for recommending the method to be used.  In this way, it was hoped that the allocation
process would (a) be an improvement over previous attempts to allocate rights, (b) would be separated from the
AFMA, which was responsible for day-to-day management and (c), would stand a better chance of being upheld
should it be subject to legal challenge.

At the time of the allocation, 14 boats had a catch history for orange roughy, but 110 boats were legally
eligible to participate in the orange roughy fishery (i.e. they possessed a SEF trawl or Danish seine licence).
However most vessels were of designs that were unsuitable for fishing in the open ocean environment of the
Cascade Plateau area and, or, used inappropriate gear - the case for the Danish seine vessels.

The AAP decided that because ‘in theory’these vessels could participate in the orange roughy fishery, all
vessels legally eligible to fish should get an allocation and that the amount should be equal for all potential
participants, i.e. each licence holder would receive an amount equal to the TAC divided by 124, the number of
boats licensed in the SEF at that time.  However, this view was not shared by the Board of the AFMA who
modified the allocation so that only 50% of the TAC (i.e. 1600t ÷ 2 = 800t) was allocated to vessels with a catch
history and the other 50% to the remaining SEF vessels.  Their reasoning in doing this was that the licence values
of all (124) vessels in the fleet partially reflected their right to exploit fish resources of the Cascade Plateau region
even if they chose not to do so.

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND VERIFICA TION OF THE CATCH-HIST ORY

The catch-history of each licence-holder was collected by the Australian Fisheries Service and verified.
Individual fishermen were visited at least once to evidence and to verify their catch record for the period 1984-
1989.  The AFS accepted the following types of documents as evidence of past catches:

i. statements from a fishermen’s co-operative
ii. landing documents from the fisherman’s co-operative
iii. certified statements from fish-marketing authorities
iv. invoices, receipts, sales documents, carriers’consignment notices and
v. company financial records and tax returns.

These data were subject to random audits and such checks were extended to the information supplied by
processors and other providers of data.  Commonwealth logbook data were also accepted but, were subject to a
15% discount (it is not clear from available documentation why this was done).  Personal fishing diaries were
also accepted and were treated in the same manner (Geen, Nielander and Meany 1993).  Studies were
commissioned to examine the veracity of the current logbook data (e.g. Carterand Smith1991).  In the cases of
vessels that were disabled, an “imputation” procedure was undertaken to determine an equivalent catch that could
be used for quota allocation purposes.

5. THE APPEALS PROCESS

Because of the dissatisfaction in the industry regarding the allocation-process, at a request from the political
level, a Review Committee was established.  There were also several formal appeals: (a) to the internal review
process of the AFMA; (b) to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, an independent body that hears appeals against
Commonwealth administrative decisions; (c) an application to the federal court to overturn the management plan.

AFMA (1997) notes that when the allocation system is contained in a Statutory Management Plan, any
appeals would be considered by the Statutory Fishing Rights Allocation Review Panel (SFRARP) established
under AFMA legislation.  The allocation system would initially appear in the draft Management Plan, which is
subject to extensive consultation arrangements, consideration of submissions, determination by AFMA and
acceptance by the Minister.  Those not satisfied by a decision of the SFRARPmay appeal to the Federal Court
on points of law.  Where the allocation is effected through conditions on Fishing Permits, the allocation system
will be appellable through the internal review, AAT and Federal Court process.

An AFMA review was also undertaken of the allocation methodology (Exel and Kaufmann 1997).  The
Review Committee concluded that the industry was not adequately consulted on either the allocation process or
the allocation formula. In the defence of the Australian Fisheries Service, they had been constrained by a deadline
for programme implementation, which the Review Committee found was an impediment to adequate
consultation.
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6. DISCUSSION
6.1 The Federal Court Appeals

The least desirable outcome for an administration attempting to implement an ITQ management-system is to
have the programme challenged in court, and alas, this happened with the Southeast Trawl fishery: two companies
applied to the courts contesting the quota-allocation.  In the first of these (Austral Fisheries Pty Ltd v Minister for
Primary Industry and Energy, 37 FCR 463), Austral Fisheries challenged the formula used to determine its orange
roughy allocation.  Austral Fisheries asserted that the allocation formula contained a statistical fallacy, produced an
irrational result, and was therefore ultra viresby virtue of its manifest unreasonableness.  Austral Fisheries maintained
that the catch-history should have been computed by summing an individual’s catch over the relevant time period and
then dividing this sum by the total catch by the industry.

Austral Fisheries were successful in their case, and Exel and Kaufmann (1997) report that: the “Federal Court
found, in their September 1992 decision, the allocation formula to be ‘capricious and irrational’and declared the
paragraph in the management plan containing the formulate to be void.  Kaufmann and Geen (1998) note that the
judge found no reason for adopting the formulae that were used.  He stated “When, as here, it produces such an absurd
result, doubling quota formulae, and giving him 18% of the TAC whilst reducing everybody else’s, there is
justification for judicial intervention to redress an understandable sense of injustice.”

This judgement was appealed by the government (Minister for Primary Industries and Energy v Austral
Fisheries Pty Ltd) but the Federal Court, in a February 1993 decision, dismissed the appeal.  In doing so, it was stated
that:

“In substance, the Judge held that the relevant provisions of the plan were capricious and irrational, such
that no reasonable person could ever have devised it.  This was an extreme conclusion, but it was justified
on the expert witness of Dr Nicholls.  We are not persuaded that, in principle, his Honour was wrong in
the conclusion.  In the absence of evidence, or a process of reasoning to propound any rational basis to
warrant the adoption of a statistically flawed formula for the calculation of the catch history over the five
year period, it was we think, reasonably open to his Honour to conclude that the relevant provisions for the
plan were beyond power and thus void.  No case for interfering with that conclusion has, in our view, been
made out.”  (Beaument and Hill – cited in Kaufmann, Geen and Sen 1999.)

The second court case (La Macchia and Others v Simon Crean, Minister for Primary Industries and Energy;
and AFMAv Musumeci and Others) was brought by a group of companies challenging their gemfish allocations, who
had appealed on the same basis as Austral Fisheries and with the same result.  In this case Kaufmann, Geen and Sen
cite the following outcome of the initial decision, in March 1994:

“Where a statute provides for an allocation of a scarce resource amongst participants in the relevant
industry, in general, and failing some clear indication to the contrary, the statute should be understood as
authorising a method of allocation in accordance with some intelligible principle appropriate to achieve a
reasonable division as between these participants.  On the expert evidence before me, the principle upon
which the method here in question was selected is not intelligible (and if there was some intelligible basis
the respondents were in a position to prove it in detail, so that I am entitled to give full weight in the
inferences arising from the evidence of Dr Nichols (Burette J.)”.

The allocation formula was then changed so that an operator’s catch-history was calculated by summing his
catch over the qualifying period.  Thus, as a result of this and the earlier review, the allocation formula was changed
in October 1992 in such a way that each operator’s share was calculated over the entire qualifying period as a simple
average, and not as an average of the averages in each of the qualifying years.

In the new reformulation, the AFMA adopted a “winners - no losers” approach, which applied for the remainder
of the first quota year, and in the subsequent year with no adjustment for “losers”.  Despite this, Exel and Kaufann
(1997) report that many operators remained dissatisfied with the allocations they had received and that legal battles
at that time (1999) were still continuing.  This matter became the subject of a review by the Australian Senate of
Commonwealth fisheries legislation.  They found convincing evidence that the allocation formula was seriously
flawed from the beginning and that as a consequence, problems in establishing an effective management regime
would continue unless they were resolved.

As a result of the continuing dissatisfaction with the programme, in 1995 the Commonwealth Government
introduced a limited buyout programme with quota recovered by the buyout redistributed among the remaining quota
holders.  This redistribution was focussed on the inshore fishermen, who were most vocal in expressing their
dissatisfaction with the programme.    The rational for this use of government funding was that the government should
accept some responsibility for allowing excess fishing capacity to develop in the fishery during the previous
regulatory regime.  This adjustment helped mitigate dissatisfaction on the part of many of the quota holders, not
withstanding the (then pending) administrative court appeals. 
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An important consequence of the continuing legal challenges and expressions of dissatisfaction by the
industry was that permanent legal transfer of quotas was unable to take place until January 1994.  This would
have, of course, negated many of the initial benefits that were anticipated to follow from the introduction of the
programme.

It is germane to note the comments by Kaufmann, Geen and Sen (1999) on the basis for the success of the
initial litigants and the failure of the government’s appeals.  They note that the government lost because the
industry was able to show that taking the average of unweighted-means, gives a different result to the average of
weighted-means, and in doing so favours those who had the greatest share of the catch when the total catch was
least.  Of course, if the operators took a constant share or fraction of the catch in each year of the qualification
period, these two means would be the same9.

Kaufmann, Geen and Sen (op. cit.) argue that method used was not unjust if it is desired that the quota
allocation policy should recognize the “investment” that the 1st operator may have put into the fishery.  For
example, he may have been the only operator in the first year, or may have assigned five boats to the fishery,
while the 2nd operator, if present at all, may have assigned only one boat to the fishery.  Thus the allocation to 1st

operator should acknowledge the greater risk he took in developing the fishery and that should justifiably be
rewarded, if investment in the fishery is one of the criteria to be used in the allocation of quotas.  Kaufmann, Geen
and Sen concluded that there might have been a failure to argue the government’s case appropriately in the
courts10.

In fact, one view that has been expressed is that the original formula initially used by the Australian Fisheries
Service, was deliberately intended to reward the pioneers in the fishery by giving an extra weighting to their
allocation.  As is known, the expert witness for the fishing industry was successful in convincing the judge of the
view that the results from the AFS’s method were not fair as they were not weighted by the annual landings.
However, for whatever reason, the AFMA did not call a statistical expert to argue the counter case for their
selection of the original formula.  Not did they give evidence to the effect that they intended to give a
disproportionate weighting to the allocations to the pioneer fishermen, who established the fishery. Indeed,
apparently the counsel for the industry expected this justification to be made by AFMA.  Thus, in its absence, it
was left open for the judge to make the decision he did.

In the aftermath of the Court rejection of AFMA’s allocation it was decided that none of those who had
received quota would suffer a reduction in their allocation; rather those who would gain under the new formula
would be given additional formula, a process that became known as the “no losers” principle.  The additional
quota was taken from a 10% TAC quota reserve that was purportedly established for scientific purposes.  This
principle was adopted only for the first year; in the following year, the new quota formula was applied. 
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9 This is easily demonstrated by a simplified example, as shown in the table below which gives an example of differences between
the average catches as calculated using weighted as unweighted means

The simple average for the 1st operator is

80% + 40% / (80% + 40% + 20% + 60%) =  60%                                                                                               (1)

And for the 2nd operator is the average is

20% + 60% / (80% + 40% + 20% + 60%) =  40%                                                                                               (2)

But if the catches are totalled for the two years, then for the 1stoperator, the average will be

2000 + 2000 / (2000 + 500 + 2000 + 3000)

= 4000 / 7500  =  53.33%
The 2nd operator would then receive 46.66% of the quota - significantly more than with method (1).

10 Any person who has been a scientific expert-witnesses in court, will know the unpredictable way technical facts can be
interpreted by judges, and the obfuscation and un-scientific ways that scientific testimony can be challenged.  Above all is the
frequent lack of understanding of the scientific issues by those responsible for making the critical decisions.

Year Catch Total  
 Operator 1 Operator 2  
 tonnes average tonnes average tonnes 

1st 2 000 80%   500 20% 2 500t 
2nd 2 000 40% 3 000 60% 5 000 



6.2 Social equity and policy effectiveness

Geen, Nielander and Meany (economists employed either by the Department of Primary Industries or the
AFMA), in their 1993 account, published contemporaneously with the introduction of ITQs into the Southeast
Trawl Fishery, noted that one objective of quota-allocation in Australia was usually to achieve an equitable
distribution of the available catch.  They acknowledged that failure to achieve a distribution that was perceived
as equitable by the fishermen, would result in their loss of support for the scheme and possible subsequent lack
of compliance with the new regulations.  They perceived that this would result in increased management-costs
and loss of the potential efficiency-gains to be obtained from ITQ management-systems.

Another concern of an internal review, noted at that time by Geen, Brown and Pascoe (1991), was that the
allocation formula should not allow operators who took large shares of the total harvest during the developmental
phase of a fishery to gain permanent large shares through the subsequent allocation-process. In Geen, Nieland and
Meany’s 1993 article, they had noted that the industry was dissatisfied with the allocation-process (a phenomenon
consistently found in most quota allocation-procedures) and that effort was intended then, to make the allocation
more equitable and reflect as much as possible the current pattern of fishing operations.  This may imply that a
period of six years, as the basis for establishing a catch-history record, was considered by many in the industry
to be too long, given the rate of change in the participants and the nature of their fishing operations.  Geen,
Nieland and Meany (op. cit.) also noted that 15% discount factor applied to data on landings derived from
logbooks, was to be discontinued.

Geen, Nieland and Meany (1993) also noted that the management plan, when introduced, did not extend to
other gear-types harvesting the same species as those included in the sixteen quota species taken by the southeast
trawl fishery.  This they predicted would be a management deficiency that would need addressing in the future,
as has been the case.

Exel and Kaufmann (1997) noted too that the allocation-process had been subject to much criticism and that
two years after the introduction of ITQs, dissatisfaction was sufficient to continue to jeopardize the acceptance of
the management regime.  They also noted that although ITQs were not introduced until almost two years after the
decision had been taken to implement this management approach, they believed that preparation for the
management-change had been incomplete.  They believed that consultation with the industry had been inadequate
and ineffective, and perhaps, was part of the reason that certain sectors of the industry remained opposed to ITQs
up until the time this management system was implemented.

The issue of the short time that was available for the implementation of the new ITQ regime had arised as
the Commonwealth Minister for Primary Industries (which had the mandate for fisheries), the Hon. John Kerin,
wanted the ITQ scheme to be in place by 1 January 1992 prior to the creation of the new Australian Fisheries
Management Authority.  However, the industry argued strongly that implementation should be deferred to allow
time to development the required management activities and the allocation protocols, if the ITQ scheme was to
be successful once implemented - sentiments that proved to be prescient.  In the end, those responsible for the
allocation process, the Quota Implementation Team of the Australian Fisheries Service, had only some four
months to develop the allocation process.  

Not surprisingly , accurate determination of what a vessel’s catch history was, once the decision not to use
logbooks had been taken, was difficult.  This gave rise to another source of antipathy towards the programme.
Not unexpectly, where ex-vessel fish sales had, as a practice, been unreported to avoid tax payments, fishermen
were consequently penalized in terms of having a lower verifiable catch (i.e. from their sales records) than their
actual catch.  A consequence of this was less acceptance of the new programme, at a time when the AFMA was
attempting to achieve the opposite.

Exel and Kaufmann also highlighted the problem of uncertainty in establishing appropriate TACs: they
believed that in the case of the Southeast Trawl Fishery, this process was rushed. Most TACs were set on past
average catch-levels over the period 1986 – 1991, rather than being determined from a formal analysis of the
dynamics of the fishery.  No formal stock-assessment process was established prior to the commencement of
the ITQ management-system and no funds were made available to undertake stock-assessment. Exel and
Kaufmann concluded that the cost of stock-assessment, the impact of ITQs on the usefulness of catch and effort
data, high-grading, and other stock-assessment issues should have been more fully considered prior to
introducing ITQs.

Exel and Kaufmann (1997) also raised the issue of “over-quota“ fishing.  This they found to be exacerbated
by:

i. the freeze on the permanent transfer of quota
ii. the lack of a formal lease-market
iii. the high leasing-transaction costs and
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iv. the permission given to fishermen (during 15 days after the end of each month) when they are allowed to
obtain extra quota-units to cover any landings made in excess of their initial quota.

Exel and Kaufmann (1997) came to several strongly held conclusions: they believed that broad-based
industry acceptance of ITQs, and industry partnership in the implementation-process are the most important
prerequisites to the development of a successful ITQ regime.  They asserted that it is better to continue to manage
with dysfunctional input-controls, than to introduce ITQs in a fishery where the industry is strongly opposed to
the regime.  They concluded that even if support is given by the industry, equitable quota-allocation can be
difficult to achieve, and appeals are likely to continue for a longer period than first anticipated.  The issue of
appeals should be given attention prior to the implementation of the ITQ management-system and rights of appeal
should be constrained to a predetermined time-period if at all possible.  As well, quota should be set aside to
handle successful appeals.

Not surprisingly, Exel and Kaufmann (1997) believed that “the allocation of quota in ITQ fisheries is
notoriously tricky”.  They noted that if possible, fisheries managers should have no decision-making involvement
in the allocation-formula or allocation-process, though they may be called upon to make suggestions.  Further,
they believed that being a fisheries manager provides no comparative advantage in quota-allocation decision-
making, and that there are at least three good reasons for keeping the fisheries management organization out of
the decision-making involved in the allocation of quotas:

i. because of the intimate involvement in the fishery, managers tend to have subjective preferences about who
deserves quota

ii. for this reason, industry believes that the administration is biased and
iii. long after the allocation is complete, any perceived inequities in the quota-allocation will make it difficult

for managers to work with the industry.

For these reasons, they believed that the establishment of an independent allocation-body is preferable to
encumbering the management body with allocation decisions.

Exel and Kaufmann offer a further caution: they note that rights-based fisheries management-regimes are
often introduced into fisheries that are suffering some form of management crisis (such as over-exploitation or
difficulties of excess fleet fishing-capacity).  As a result there is (they claim) a false sense of urgency related to
the introduction of ITQs, and that bureaucratic imperatives often take precedence over operational realities, e.g.
determining acceptable allocations and establishing an effective monitoring and surveillance system.  The lesson
they drew from the experience in the Southeast Trawl fishery was that it was extremely difficult to correct
mistakes that arise from the premature and insufficiently planned introduction of any new management-regime.
After ITQs were introduced, new vested interests were created and some previously available management
options become foreclosed.

Another conclusion to be drawn is the importance of appropriate consideration of historical and social
factors when quota rights are to be assigned, in effect, indefinitely. There was a considerable mixture in the
traditions of participation in the original SETfishery.  On one hand there were third-generation fishermen who
had developed the fishery, mainly based on tiger flathead and other inshore species; on the other hand, many
fishermen were recent participants attracted by the high catches and prices that could be obtained for gemfish.
Not surprisingly, different participants had different views as to what was fair and what was not.  Yet further, in
the three years prior to ITQs originally being implemented, the orange roughy ‘boom’saw many new entrants
into the fishery contributing to a significant and concurrent change in the social traditions of the fishery and
changes in who were the relative beneficiaries of the resources managed under a single management plan. 

The allocation procedure suffered, in the views of others, another defect.  Among the recipients of quota,
some had similar sized boats that were not active during the period used for determining the catch history.  In
these cases, their quota entitlement was based on the catch history of other boats that many believed had above
average fishing performance.  Thus, the boats whose shared was “imputed” received more quota through this
process than many boats that had an actual catch history.

There is no doubt that the circumstances under which ITQs were introduced in this fishery were extremely
complex.  First, insufficient biological information existed on which to confidently set appropriate TACs.  Neither
did the required assessment and management institutions exist for the provision of fully satisfactory resource
management advice.  Second, as noted earlier, the fishery itself was complex, involving a variety  of gears and
industry sectors, each with different fishing traditions.  Third, many of the resources were (and still are) subject
to more than one regulatory agency.  Forth, the management agencies of the Commonwealth government with
the mandate for fishery management were themselves being reorganized and being provided with new enabling
legislation.  Fifth, the South East Trawl fishery was one of the first in Australia in which ITQs were being
introduced as a management approach, indeed, globally, this was still a relatively new management approach with
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only limited institutional experience.  Sixth, there was a political exigency to move ahead quickly with the
introduction of this management approach.

When taken in this perspective, the difficulty in achieving success is more understandable.  And, the views
of some fishermen, as reported by Aslin, Connor and Fisher (2001) are hardly surprising.  These authors note that
some fishermen in this fishery felt “they were diddled out of something” and that the allocation process “was a
real stuff up”.  In this context, a positive outcome of the allocation process is that considerable efforts have been
put into understanding the social impacts and management dynamics that were involved and appraising past
policies and management practices (e.g. the study by Aslin, Connor and Fisher).  Further, it is apparent that
AFMA staff are well aware of the difficulties and problems encountered in this process and the ways in which
improvements can be made.

6.3 Cascade Orange Roughy

It is noteworthy, that despite the efforts of the AFMA to devise what they hoped would be an impartial
formula for the assigning of vessel quotas in the Cascade orange roughy fishery by devolving this responsibility
to an independent committee, they were dissatisfied with the outcome to the extent that they modified the AAP’s
recommendation. It can be assumed that they thought it unfair that those who had recently invested in the fishery
(and thus be subject to the current associated commercial risks) should not be recognized for their commitment.
This action was consistent with their mandate as the AAP were an advisory body with no management authority;
this lay entirely with the AFMA.  Thus AFMA were entitled to reject the view of the AAP that allocations should
be based entirely on catch history as being (politically?) unfeasible in entirely ignoring current investment in the
fishery.  In the event, their action was seen by most as being sound.  What the views of AFMA were regarding
the many vessels that would have received orange roughy quota although they would be physically incapable of
harvesting the entitlement they had received remains unknown.  

Despite Exel and
Kaufman’s views noted
above, and what would
seem to have been the
AFMA’s best
intentions, and their use
of an independent
allocation body, they
were still unsuccessful
in avoiding court
challenges over the
allocation process with
five of the Cascade
operators mounting a
legal challenge to the
decision.  In effect
AFMA appeared to
have had an “each way
bet” which ended in
satisfying few in the
fishery. For example, it
has been observed that
most Danish seine
operators professed to
be embarrassed at
receiving orange
roughy quota and
sympathised with the
Cascade operators.

6.4 Subsequent AFMA Policy Developments

As FERM (1997) has noted, its is important that the AFMA demonstrate that it had considered the
implications on fishing concession holders of re-allocations and that it had acted consistently with its legislated
objectives if is to avoid having its re-allocations being viewed as capricious and, or, irrational.  In a Fisheries
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The Cape Hood, seen here undergoing engine trials in Hobart harbour,
October 2001, is an example of vessels entering the orange roughy fishery off

Tasmania. One of fourin its class, she was built in 1975 in Pictou, Nova Scotia,
for use in the Canadian northern cod fishery. The 45.9m, 2400 BHP, 189 GRT
vessel was originally owned by H.B. Nickersons of North Sydney, N.S., Canada



Management Paper, AFMA (1997) note that its supporting legislation, regulations and objectives11 provide no
specific guidance on the allocation of fishing concessions when management arrangements are changed.
However, AFMA does believe that the Authority’s objectives do provide guidance for undertaking allocation of
fishing rights.

AFMA (1997) note that it is “the fishing concessions that exist in a fishery at the time that the management
arrangements are proposed to change, are the ones that will be taken into account under any allocation of
concessions required by the move from one management regime to another”.  They also note that they anticipate
circumstances where it will not be possible to achieve an equivalent translation of the fishing concession when
changing management regimes and that in these situations it will be impossible to avoid having some impact on
the economic positions of the individual operators.

Thus, AFMA (1997) note that in making any management changes they will ensure that:

i. “such changes are consistent with and support the pursuit of AFMA’s legislative objectives; and
ii. any differential economic impacts of allocations on individual fishing concession holders are minimized

unless there are reasons, justifiable with respect to AFMA’s legislative objectives, that dictate otherwise.”

AFMA (1997) holds the view that “operators will have greater confidence in allocation outcomes where they
result from an independent assessment of the fishery and individual circumstances.”  For this, AFMA deems it
necessary that the recommended basis of any allocation be done at “arms length” from AFMA and the AFMA
board.  AFMA policy is to use an independent Allocation Advisory Panel (AAP) though the allocation is
ultimately done in accord with the its responsibilities under Section 7 of the Fisheries Administration Act (1991).
The AAP may consist of up to three members, one of whom is to be a qualified member of the legal profession,
such as a retired judge.  

The AFMA requires that the AAP advise it on:

i. the most appropriate basis for allocation of fishing concessions in a fishery or between fisheries
(intersectoral allocation) in accordance with the policy guidelines in AFMA (1997)  and

ii. to identify and include in that allocation system any exceptional circumstances wwhich the AAP considers
should be taken into account.
The AAP should

i. “consult with relevant parties and any persons or organizations with appropriate knowledge or experience
ii. identify the data necessary to support the allocation system as determined above and the most cost effective

and appropriate methods of collection and verification of that data
ii. explain and justify the recommended allocation system to the AFMA Board and to the relevant Marine

Advisory Councils or CCs
iii. provide advise for the AFMA officers appearing as witnesses before tribunals or courts in any challenge to

the recommended allocation system implemented; and
iv. maintain full records of all activities undertaken by the Panel.”

AFMA policy (AFMA 1977) stresses consultation and explicit guidelines are offered in relation to this
process. The AAP in addition to consulting fishermen, may, if they wish, also consult with “any person/s or
organizations with appropriate knowledge, experience or expertise as appropriate”. Where necessary the AAP
may obtain advice from relevant legal, economic or statistical experts. Appropriate funding is to be made
available by the AFMA for the AAP’s activities.

6.5 Administrative challenges

It was since been recognized that specialized legal expertise and logistical support (e.g. in the way of
appropriate databases and data to support trial evaluation of different allocation options) would have greatly
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11 AFMA (1997) lists its functional objectives as:

i. implementing efficient and cost-effective fisheries management on behalf of the Commonwealth (the cost effectiveness
objective)

ii. ensuring that the exploitation of fisheries resources and the carrying on of any related activities are conducted in a manner
consistent with the principles of ecologically sustainable development and the exercise of the precautionary principle, in
particular the need to have regard to the impact of fishing activities on non-target species, and the long term sustainability of
the marine environment (the ESD objective); and

iii. maximizing economic efficiency in the exploitation of fisheries resources (the economic efficiency objective); and
iv. ensuring accountability to the fishing industry and to the Australian community in the Authority’s management of the

fisheries resources (the accountability objective); and
v. achieving government targets in relation to the recovery of the costs of the Authority.



improved the draft plan for the programme that was produced.  These were not available, and, to comply with
deadlines somewhat self-imposed by the Service, a plan was hastened by the Project Implementation Team to the
Minister, with, as could expected, various imperfections.  As a consequence of the work load and the time
available, it was not until late September/early October that industry members received by envelope notification
of what their allocation would be for the following season.  Until then, it had not even been possible to confirm
that the conversion in the management process would occur.  None of this was helped by the subsequent
discovery of a fault in the software used in determining the allocations that resulted in some boats having the
catch histories switched in a haphazard manner.  And on 23 December, the decision was taken to proceed with
the programme, despite the recognition that some vessels had catch histories that had been incorrectly assigned.

As happens in any management change, the risk of industry frustration existed, and in this case there was
the view among many of the operators that their views had neither been properly considered nor had they been
genuinely consulted.  That such concerns existed would have been normal.  Under the input control programme
(the VCUs were assigned in 1988), and as the fishery for gemfish developed and later that for orange roughy, the
value of VCUs had risen from A$600 to a high of A$4000 per VCU.  Thus a vessel assigned 750 VCUs would
have had an implied value of A$3 000 000.  Naturally, operators were anxious as to how this imputed input-
control value would by re-valued as an output-control ITQ asset.  After the change, many boats were no longer
economic, though in their exit
from the fishery their owners
were able to sell their quota
holdings.

As Exel and Kaufmann
(1997) note, the length of time
following the beginning of
active management of the
Southeast Trawl Fishery to the
introduction of ITQ-
management was, relative to
many other fisheries, extremely
short.  Area management had
been introduced in 1985 and
input controls in 1986.  By 1
July 1990, the AFS had formed
a quota implementation team
who had to work in an
industry-government environ-
ment of what had been
described as a traditional
command-control model -
government regulated and
industry complied.  To be fair
to AFS, this management
model was normal not only for the management regimes found in Australia, but represented a common
government-industry negotiating situation of that era - mutual suspicion, traditional bureaucratic control and an
adversarial win-loose, or ‘zero-sum’, mentality to negotiations.  Where a truly consultative approach was needed,
time had not existed to allow for the, subsequently achieved, co-operative approach to management.  To these
difficulties must be added those arising from the complexity of the fishery - the many gear sectors, the mixture
of backgrounds of the participants, the relatively rapidly evolving nature of the fishery, plus the decision to
encompass 16 species in the programme despite the lack of institutional expertise that would be needed to
accurately determine appropriate TACs based on good stock assessments.

As if these difficulties were not enough, in the middle of this fundamental change in management approach,
the AFS was restructured; all staff were required to re-apply for their positions (not all were rehired) and the new
organization, AFMA, came into being in November 1991.  The new Authority was to function with a then,
relatively new, industry-government co-management approach.  Thus, in looking back at the administrative
change, it might be claimed that the new management regime is testament to the robustness of an ITQ
management approach that the process weathered its birthing difficulties.  Now, it can be claimed that the ITQ
management regime is reasonably widely accepted by the fisheries’participants for there is little, if any,
indication that any of the South East Fisheries’participants wish to return to the former management regime.  But
certainly, this fishery offers a host of lessons for the prudent administrator facing the step of turning to a
transferable-quota management approach.
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The Crianda, 18.2m LOA, 440hp, 60GT, shown above in Victoria Dock, Hobart,
was completed in 1980 in Melbourne, Victoria. It is typical of the trawlers

targeting “anvthing that swims” in the South East Fishery for market species.
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INITIAL ALLOCA TION OF UNITISA TION (BOAT/ENGINE UNITS) AS HARVESTING RIGHTS
IN AUSTRALIA ’S NORTHERN PRAWN FISHERY

A.E.  Jarrett
Pro-Fish Pty Ltd

8 Harwood Close, Cairns QLD 4870, Australia
<annie.jarrett@internetnorth.com.au>

1. FISHERY OVERVIEW

The Northern Prawn Fishery (NPF) is Australia’s most valuable Commonwealth fishery managed by the
Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA), a statutory authority appointed by the Federal Government
to manage Commonwealth fisheries on its behalf. 

The fishery is located off the northern coast of Australia between Cape York in the east and Cape
Londonderry in the west (Figure 1).  Under the Offshore Constitutional Settlement (OCS) arrangements with
Queensland, Northern Territory and Western Australia, the fishery extends from the edge of Australia’s fishing
zone (AFZ) to the limit of low water on the shore and covers an area of approximately 800 000km2 of ocean,
although only approximately 15% of the area is fished.

Figure 1
The Australian Northern Prawn Fishery Area

The NPF is currently managed under the Northern Prawn Fishery Management Plan 1995 (NFPPlan) and
is a limited-entry, input-controlled fishery.  The current inputs regulated under the Plan are the number of trawlers
that may fish in the fishery, the size of the trawler used for fishing, and the power of its main engine.

Entry to the fishery is authorised through the holding of Statutory Fishing Rights (SFRs) defined under the
Fisheries Management Act 1991,and the SFRs are recognised as being a form of property right created by statute.
TheNFPPlan of 1995 provides for the granting of two classes of SFRs: Class-ASFRs are based on the vessel-
size and engine-power of participating boats, and are further divided into the categories of: “active”, “surplus”
and “suspended”, on the basis of their historical and current status. Class-B SFRs limit the number of boats in the
NPF.

Under the NFPPlan, a trawler used by a concession holder to operate in the fishery must be nominated
against one Class-B SFR, and against a threshold number of Class-ASFRs, which is known as the “applicable
number of Class-ASFRs”. These are calculated from: the sum of the underdeck hull volume, and the maximum
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continuous rated power of the main engine in the boat, expressed in kilowatts. The Plan limits the total number
of Class-B SFRs to 133 (note: there are currently only 132 Class-B SFRs in the fishery, as one has been cancelled
since the Plan came into force), and the total number of Class-ASFRs to 53 844.  All SFRs in the fishery are fully
transferable and may be bought, sold or leased. 

The Plan provides the objectives to be pursued in managing the fishery, the measures by which the
objectives will be pursued, and the performance criteria by which management of the fishery can be assessed.
The objectives in the Plan parallel the AFMA’s legislative objectives as set out in Section 3 of the Fisheries
Management Act 1991 and include, but are not limited to, objectives relating to ecological sustainable
development of fish resources, the precautionary principle, and the economic efficiency of the fishery.

The Plan also provides for the making of Fishery Directions that prohibit holders
or operators from specified activities. Directions are a flexible management tool that
obviate the need to amend legislation, and are currently used in the NPF to establish:

i. permanent trawl closures around nursery areas and sensitive habitats 
ii. seasonal closures that: prevent overfishing of small prawns, protect spawning

prawns, and more recently, reduce fishing effort
iii. daylight-trawl bans to protect tiger prawns during the tiger prawn season
iv. vessel-movement bans in certain areas and times to prevent disturbance of

banana prawn aggregations 
v. requirements to have fishing gear (trawl nets and doors) fitted with

tamper-proof seals when boats are on the fishing grounds during closed
seasons (for compliance purposes)

vi. specific areas and times that are exempt from closures for the purposes of
trawling-trials

vii. bycatch limits determined under Memorandums of Understanding
between the Commonwealth and State governments and

viii. prawn-net restrictions limiting operators to single or dual net rigs and
specifying the dimensions for try-nets.1

The target commercial catch includes white banana (Penaeus merguiensis), Indian banana (Penaeus
indicus), brown tiger (Penaeus esculentus), grooved tiger (Penaeus semisulcatus), giant tiger (Penaeus
monodon), blue endeavour (Metapenaeus endeavour), red endeavour (Metapenaeus ensis), western king
(Penaeus latisulcatus) and red spot king prawns (Penaeus longistylus).

The annual gross value of production ranges between $A100 million and $A150 million.  The long-term
annual sustainable yield is projected at about 4000t of banana prawns and about 4000t of mixed species of tiger,
king, and endeavour prawns, of which the majority are tiger prawns.

2. HISTORY OF THE FISHERY DEVELOPMENT

Prawn fishing began in the NPF in the 1950s when banana prawns were discovered in the Gulf of
Carpentaria (Figure 1) in remote Northern Australia.  This discovery created interest in both fishing and scientific
communities, and proposals to undertake formal exploratory fishing surveys were first discussed in the late 1950s
and early 1960s.  Exploration was undertaken by private companies in the late 1950s as a result of Government
concerns that the Queensland East Coast and Northern New South Wales prawn fisheries were becoming over-
capitalised and over-exploited, it was agreed that new fishing grounds needed to be found.  However these
surveys did not yield encouraging catches of prawns.  The first formal prawn survey of the Southern Gulf of
Carpentaria region commenced in 1963.  As result of collaborative efforts by industry and the CSIRO, a
commercial prawn fishery was established there by the late 1960s. The main species caught at that time were
banana prawns, but the fishery was slow to develop due to the remoteness of the area and lack of infrastructure.

The fishery expanded beyond the Southern Gulf of Carpentaria during the 1960s, and the first banana
prawns caught in Joseph Bonaparte Gulf were recorded by a Japanese research vessel in 1967. In the same year
the Department of Fisheries and Fauna of Western Australia undertook surveys from Broome to King Sound, but
with little result. Between 1968 and 1972 surveys were conducted in the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf, Kimberley and
Vanderlin Islands regions (Figure 1).
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1 A try-net is a small sampling net used to determine the abundance of prawns or a fishing ground. Based on the try-net catch
results, the main trawl may or may not be deployed. 



There is no formal documentation on the number of boats fishing in the NPF in the mid- to late-1960s.
However records exist indicating that at least 65 boats landed product in 1968. During this period the majority of
the fleet were small wooden trawlers with ice boxes or brine tanks under the sorting tray. However a number of
trawlers owned by the Japanese and Chinese from Taiwan were fishing in the NPF in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
These foreign-owned trawlers generally supplied motherships operating in the NPF and were able to fish 24 hours
a day, whereas the local small wooden trawlers had to return to port at frequent intervals to unload, refuel and obtain
stores and supplies. 

Interest in the fishery escalated in 1974 when, as a result of huge monsoonal rains, in excess of 12 500t of
banana prawns were caught. This bumper season, coupled with the open-door policy of the government of the day,
which was intent on developing Northern Australia and increasing industry interest, resulted in vessel numbers and
fishing effort rising at an alarming rate over the next couple of years. At this time it was an open-access fishery, with
no input- or output-controls in place. Large catches of tiger prawns were also being recorded at this time and the
negative impact on the stocks was inevitable.

During the 1960s, fishing gear was limited to a single otter trawl net towed off the stern, but by the early 1970s
most vessels were towing double-rigs, known as twin gear, with on each side of the vessel, a net towed from a boom.
This dramatically improved prawn catches.

Due to the remote location of the fishery it was inevitable that larger, purpose-built trawlers with considerable
freezer capacity would need to be built if the fishery were to expand.  The first Australian freezer vessels entered the
fishery in 1970 and by the end of that decade more than 120 new freezer vessels had been built. These vessels were
the most technologically advanced trawlers of the time, having the latest electronic fish-finding equipment, lazy line
winches2, snap freezers, prawn sorting conveyors, Kort nozzles and controlled-pitch propellers. By the mid 1980s
no wet boats (those that held prawns in ice or chilled brine only) remained in the fishery (Figure 2). The rapid
increase in the number of new purpose-built freezer vessels was partly due to the introduction of the Government’s
shipbuilding subsidy3 which was designed to maintain a viable Australian shipbuilding industry and to assist
Australian shipbuilders to compete internationally.

Figure 2
Type of boats (wet or freezer) in the Northern Prawn Fishery from 1970 to 1992

The arrival of the freezer-boats caused the fishery to expand, with additional grounds explored in areas
further west along the Arnhem Land coast and beyond. With the expansion in fishing grounds came a
diversification in the species caught, and tiger prawns became an increasingly important part of the catch. Unlike
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3 A direct government subsidy of approximately 20% of the construction cost of the trawler was paid to the shipbuilder to offset
the cost to the buyer, which allowed trawlers to be upgraded to 150 gross construction tons and approximately 23m in length.



the itinerant East Coast wet boats that would usually only travel to the Gulf for the banana season earlier in the
year, and then return to the East Coast of Queensland prawn fisheries, the freezer-boats spent most of the year
committed to the Northern Prawn Fishery.  Prior to the introduction of freezer-boats in the fishery, vessels spent
only 11% of their available fishing year in the NPF. In 1990 this had risen to 80%  (Figure 3).

Figure 3
Maximum days available to fish in the Northern Prawn Fishery,
and average days fished by the fleet, between 1970 and 1992

Fishing effort and capacity continued to escalate in the fishery throughout the 1970s with no controls on the
numbers or size of vessels in the fishery. It was not until 1977 that regulations to control effort and capacity were
considered, and a moratorium was placed on new vessels entering the fishery (discussed under Section 3).

3.      THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHT

The first formal advisory committee - NORPAC4 - formed to provide advice to the Government on
management of the Northern Prawn Fishery was established by the Government in 1977, and for the first time
provided for formal industry participation in the fisheries management process. It was at the behest of industry
members of NORPAC that, in response to concerns about the increases in vessel numbers and the resultant fishing
effort, a moratorium was introduced on new vessels entering the fishery, and limited entry was introduced into
the NPF in 1977 through a three-year moratorium on licences as part of an interim management plan.

The effect of the limited entry policy was to provide the participants in the fishery with exclusive
commercial access to the NPF. It was not recognised at the time, but this was the first step in the establishment
of property rights in the NPF. The limited-entry policy would remain the only access right in the fishery until
1984.

However, as a result of liberal entry criteria, the limited-entry policy did not slow entry to the fishery and a
total of 292 ‘endorsements’were issued, compared with the 145 trawlers which had fished the year before.
Endorsements were transferable and, due to a liberal boat-replacement policy, entitlements were transferred to
larger purpose-built trawlers committed to the NPF, thus resulting in considerable expansion of fishing capacity.

The failure of the limited-entry policy to control the expansion of fishing capacity and effort resulted in a
proposal by the Government to revise the fishing capacity by introducing a ‘unitisation’system for the rating of
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each vessel, and to constrain increases in fishing capacity through restrictions on boat-replacement.  The proposal
to ‘unitise’vessels had been first mooted in 1979, although at that time it was proposed that the units be based on
hull size only. Whilst the initiative had wide consideration, and some acceptance by industry, it was abandoned. 

The expanding effort and capacity in the fishery was further exacerbated by a decision taken in 1980 to
allow, without penalty, boats below the size that attracted a shipbuilding subsidy, to be replaced with vessels
qualifying for construction subsidies (150 gross construction tons and about 23m in length), with such vessels
over the subsidy-size being replaced on a one-for-one basis.  This decision was taken as a concession to owners
of small-boats whose vessels had not qualified for the shipbuilding subsidy. This proved to be retrograde step as
it resulted in wide-scale boat-replacement, thus substantial increases in vessel size and capacity, to the detriment
of the biological and economic sustainability of the fishery.

In 1981/82 an industry/government working group was established to review management arrangements in
the NPF. This working group produced several recommendations, one of which was that a management advisory
committee should be established to advise on NPF management, and another was that this committee should
report to the Minister for Fisheries, rather than to the existing Northern Fisheries Committee (made up of
Directors of Fisheries from the State and Territory governments).

As a result NORPAC was disbanded and the Northern Prawn Fishery Management Advisory Committee
(NORMAC) was established.The working group also considered a number of options for addressing the over-
exploitation of prawn stocks and the over-capacity in the fishery. These included, but were not limited to: the
proposal to unitise (measure and control fishing capacity) the fishery, the possible introduction of a buy-back
scheme, a more stringent boat-replacement policy, and area-closures to protect prawn stocks.  In reviewing the
unitisation proposal, NORMAC and industry were of the view that, if introduced, to be effective such a system
must include both hull-size and engine-power constraints, and must be capable of being controlled and enforced.

F o l l o w i n g
two years of
discussion and
negotiation on the
proposal, the NPF
‘ u n i t i s a t i o n ’
scheme was
introduced in
1984, with each
vessel being
allocated a Class-B
unit (the right to
fish) and a number
of Class-Aunits (a
‘capacity’ factor
based on a
combination of
hull-volume and
engine-power). As
a result of agreement by industry at the timethat the minimum size trawler to qualify for the shipbuilding subsidy
should be 375 Class-Aunits, all vessels with an actual measure of less than 375 Class-Aunits were in fact
allocated a minimum of 375 Class-Aunits.  This concession was granted on grounds of equity, because of the
number of operators who had already taken advantage of the shipbuilding subsidy to significantly upgrade to
boats of subsidy-size. Concessional units (being the difference between the number of Class-Aunits determined
by hull-size and engine-power rating of each small trawler, and the minimum allocation of 375 Class-Aunits),
were called “suspense” Class-Aunits.5

The total number of class B-units was determined by the number of boats licenced to operate in the fishery,
which was fixed with the introduction of limited-entry in 1977, with revised limited-entry criteria confirmed in
1980.  In total, 133 269 Class-Aand 302 Class-B6 units were granted.  All units of Class-Aand Class-B were/are
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5 Units which are between the number of active units (determined by the formula) and the total of 375 issued to ‘small’
operators are called ‘suspense units’as they are held in suspense. They are not transferable to other operators and if they
become activated (by increasing the horsepower or being allocated to a vessel bigger than the active units), they become
‘active units’.

6 This included 10 Class C units: under  which 10 trawlers were allowed to operate only in the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf.

Typical Northern Prawn Fishery Trawler



transferable, and remain the “currency” in the fishery today.  Transferability of Class-Aunits allowed fishers to
use any size boat they chose, provided that the requisite number of Class-Aunits was attached to each boat and
that the existing total pool of Class-Aunits did not increase. These units in the NPF quickly achieved a market
value, and financial institutions accepted them as collateral against loans. This resulted in the units quickly being
accepted as the ‘currency’and as the property rights in the fishery, and they also became the basis on which
additional constraints were imposed, to offset continual increases in fishing effort.

In 1985 a voluntary buy-back scheme was implemented to remove the excess capacity-units, in response to
concerns that stocks were being overfished and that the fishery was over-capitalised.  The buy-back was industry-
funded by a Voluntary Adjustment Scheme (VAS) loan, and supported by a Government guarantee.  At around
this time, a ‘user-pays’ policy was adopted by the Government, that required industry to pay levies for the
government’s costs in management and research on the fishery. Levies, including those to fund the buy-back
scheme, were calculated based on the number of Class-Aunits held.  There were a total of 133 269 Class-Aunits
and 292 active Class-B units attached to vessels in the fishery.

A more restrictive boat-replacement policy was implemented in 1987, requiring any owner who decided to
voluntarily replace a boat of any size to forfeit one extra Class-B unit. For vessels measuring over 375 units, an
equal number of Class-Aunits to the total Class unit holding of the replacement boat also had to be forfeited. 

In 1987 gear restrictions were implemented to reduce fishing effort. Whilst not directly proportional to the
units held, an arbitrary two-tiered gear restriction was imposed on vessels, based on whether the vessels were
under- or over-375 units.  Boats rated as under 375 Class-Aunits were restricted to towing a maximum of twin
9-fathom nets, and boats rated larger than 375 Class-Aunits were restricted to towing a maximum of twin 14-
fathom nets.

In 1990 NORMAC agreed to a further reduction in Class-Aunits so as to achieve a limit of 54 000 Class-
A units by the beginning of the 1993 prawn season. This was to be achieved by an accelerated buy-back scheme,
and a compulsory, across-the-board proportionate surrender (forfeiture) of Class-Aunits in 1993 so as to achieve
this target (if necessary).  At the end of 1992 the target was not reached, and on 1 April 1993, 30.76% of the
remaining Class-Aunits were compulsorily cancelled, in accordance with the surrender provisions contained in
the NPF Management Plan.

After the establishment of the AFMA and its enacting legislation, a new NPF Management Plan was
established in 1995 under the Fisheries Management Act 1991, to replace the Plan which had been in place under
the Fisheries Act 1952.  The fishing rights granted under the 1952 Act through the NPF Management Plan, being
the Class-Aand Class-B units, were automatically rolled over into the new Plan, and became A-Class and B-Class
Statutory Fishing Rights (SFRs). This meant that each operator was given the equivalent number of A-Class and
B-Class rights under the new Plan, as they held under the previous Plan. 

However the SFRs established under the Fisheries Management Act 1991were considered to have more
security than the rights which existed under the Fisheries Act 1952, being a form of property rights established
by statute; having a life of at least ten years; being automatically ‘rolled over’ if the NPF management plan is
revoked and a new plan is implemented in the fishery; and with compensation that may be payable if the rights
are acquired on unjust terms. It is worth noting that the rights issued under the 1952 Act: were issued for a period
of 12 months; were renewable at the government’s/Minister’s discretion; had no on-going tenure and no provision
for compensation.

In my view, the implementation of management measures based on Class-Aunits, including the allocation of
Statutory Fishing Rights under the Fisheries Management Act 1991, has firmly entrenched the Class-Aunits allocated
under the NPF unitisation scheme, as the ‘currency’and property rights in the NPF.  This premise is generally accepted
by NPF industry, by financial institutions, the Australian Fisheries Management Authority and the Courts.

4. THE METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
4.1 Policy objectives

The main policy objective behind the NPF unitisation system was to provide a system of management which
would allow fishing capacity to be measured and controlled, in order to avoid over-exploitation of stocks and
over-capitalisation in the fishery. It was considered at the time that boat-size and engine-power were a reasonable
measure of fishing capacity. The concessional units7 awarded to the owners of small vessels were not a matter of
policy and had little to do with the benefits of the vessel unitisation system as a capacity-controlling measure.
These concessions were agreed to through industry negotiation, in compensation for the fact that the smaller
vessels were not eligible for the shipbuilding subsidy.
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Whilst some
rationalisation of the
fleet was desirable
through the boat-
replacement policy, the
unitisation policy was
not based on the need, or
desire, for any
distributional change
within the overall fleet
structure.

4.2 Process used for
determining
allocation

The introduction of
unitisation in the NPF
occurred in 1984 at a
time when few
Australian fisheries had
rights-based manag-
ement. At that time
management of fisheries
was generally carried
out by government departments and/or bureaucracies, with little input from the fishing industry or other
stakeholders. As a result, the development of the unitisation system was carried out by employees of the
Australian Fisheries Service, a Federal Government department.  However, considerable consultation took place
with NORMAC and the NPF industry prior to the implementation of the system. In addition, NORMAC,
government, and industry representatives consulted with boat-builders and engine-manufacturers to determine an
appropriate formula that would allow the inclusion of both boat-size and engine-power in the unitisation system,
and provide for a system of controls which would not be easily open to manipulation, and which could be policed. 

At the time of implementation the Offshore Constitutional Settlement8 had not been signed and various areas
of the fishery were under either State or federal jurisdiction, which required fishers to have both State and federal
fishing licences to participate in the fishery.  This needed the involvement of both State and federal fisheries
management agencies in the consultation and implementation phases of the unitisation scheme, because the State
fishing licences had to reflect the same management arrangements as the federal fishing licences.

4.3 Allocation method chosen

As no previous rights existed in the fishery, other than the limited-entry right to access the fishery, it was
not necessary to take account of any pre-existing rights in the unitisation allocation-process.  The allocation
method for Class-B units was to allocate one to each licenced vessel. The allocation of Class-Acapacity units was
according to a formula based on a combination of underdeck volume (tonnage) and engine-power, which would
apply to each vessel licensed for the fishery:

No. of Capacity Units  =  Length (m) x Breadth (m) x Depth (m)  x  0.2120141(engine-power in kW)(1)

This formula enabled each vessel to be allocated a total number of Class-Aunits. No vessel could access
the fishery unless it had one Class-B unit (the right to fish) and the requisite number of Class-Aunits attached
to it. Boat-replacement was allowed, however a boat could only replace a vessel of the same or lower rating (of
Class-Aunits), unless the operator purchased additional units from the total pool of Class-Aunits.

In the cases where there was no particular trawler attached to a licence, the allocation was based on the
licence details (boat length and engine-power) applicable to the previous boat to which the licence was attached.

5. DATA USED IN ALLOCA TION PROCESS

As the allocation was based on vessel specifications, rather than catch history or fishing time, A-class units
were allocated upon verification of:
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Processing tigerprawns (Penaeus spp.) aboard a Northern Prawn Fishery trawler

8 This was a jurisdictional control agreement between federal, state and territory governments giving the federal government
responsibility for managing the NPF (and other fisheries). 



i. vessel licence information (including vessel-size and engine-power where applicable)
ii. survey documents verifying vessel-size
iii. boat plans
iv. independent measurement of vessel-size by appointed naval architects or ship surveyors
v. engine manufacturer’s documentation on engine-power and 
vi. engine checks by compliance officers.

It was considered that the data used in the allocation-process was generally reliable and were verifiable where any
uncertainty existed.

6. APPEALS PROCESS

At the time of allocation, the only appeals process which existed was an internal (departmental)
arrangement, although decisions taken by fisheries management agencies could be challenged through the legal
system. To the best of my knowledge, no internal formal appeals were lodged when units were allocated although
many ‘special case’letters were lodged, with government making some subsequent adjustments to the unit
packages. There is no record of any legal appeal being lodged through the judicial process.

It is considered that this may be because there were a number of means (as described above) through which
operators could verify their vessel-size and engine-power ratings which, at the time, were not easily manipulated
and therefore the allocation of units was relatively straightforward. 

It should also be noted that an intensive process of consultation and negotiation was undertaken in
developing the unitisation formula, and that the allocation formula was applied consistently across all operators
– i.e. all Class-Aunits were based on existing hull-size and engine-power at the date of the scheme being
introduced. From a philosophical point of view the lack of appeals could have been due to the fact that, at the
time, Australian fishers were not litigious in their approach to management, and appeals on fisheries issues were
the exception, not the rule. 

7. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS

There is no evidence to suggest that any special staffing arrangements or funding allocations were made in
order to develop and implement the NPF unitisation system. Given the multi-jurisdictional arrangements that
existed at the time, and the fact that there was no cost-recovery system in place, the costs of the process would
have been subsumed into the budgets of the federal and state fisheries management agencies. The process of
documenting unit allocations on vessel licences was undertaken by the relevant fisheries management agencies.

8. EVALUA TION OF INITIAL ALLOCA TION
8.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives 

At the time the unitisation system was implemented in the NPF (1984) the capacity formula given in
Section 4.3 above was generally considered to be a reasonable measure of fishing capacity, and therefore an
acceptable input-control mechanism for restricting and controlling fishing capacity. In its initial stages the
unitisation system was relatively effective in controlling fishing capacity as it both restricted the number of
vessels in the fishery, and restricted to a reasonable degree the catching and processing capacity of vessels
through limitation of vessel-size and engine-power.

The unitisation system was also effective in that it achieved some reduction in capacity and effort in its
application through the boat-replacement policy (based on Class-Aand Class-B units) as it resulted in a certain
number of Class-Aand Class-B units being forfeited as new boats were built.  However over time the two-for-
one boat-replacement policy proved to be ineffective: few new boats were built due to the cost constraints of
having to forfeit Class-Aand Class-B units, and this resulted in an aging, inefficient and uneconomical fleet
operating in the fishery. 

The unitisation system also served as a useful, and to some degree successful, means on which to base the
NPF buy-back scheme which commenced in 1985.  Between 1985 and 1993, approximately 60 000 Class-Aunits
were removed from the fishery, mostly through the buy-back scheme.  However the buy-back scheme did not
achieve the target set, and a compulsory cancellation of approximately 30% of the Class-Aunits was then
required in order to reduce the fishery to the target of approximately only 54 000 Class-Aunits.

In addition, the unitisation system has been proved to be an effective and legally defensible basis on which
to implement the compulsory surrender of Class-Aunits (which occurred in 1993 so as to reduce fleet fishing
capacity and improve economic efficiency in the fishery). On 1 April 1993, 30.76% of the Class-Aunits were
compulsorily cancelled in accordance with the surrender provisions contained in the Northern Prawn Fishery
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Management Plan, resulting in a reduction in the number of Class-Aunits from 72 218 to 53 844, and the number
of active fishing vessels in the NPF fell from 171 in 1992, to 124 in 1993.

However, over time, the unitisation system in the NPF has proven to be ineffective, and it is now considered
by many to be severely flawed as a means of controlling fishing effort and capacity.  Advances in technology,
including innovations in vessel design and engine configurations, have resulted in the unitisation rules in the NPF
being manipulated in many instances.  The inability of legislators to practically and cost-effectively enforce boat-
size and engine-power rules, particularly at sea, has resulted in considerable uncontrolled effort-creep9 in the
NPF.10 With design innovation, technological changes, and clever manipulation of the unitisation rules, the
trawlers built today for the NPF have more fishing power than most of the vessels of older design and
construction, and yet are rated as having considerably less Class-Aunits.

The current unitisation system is not a flexible system. As a result it is difficult to implement effective
management controls through the system when it is required to balance effort and sustainability, and not to
impede the economic efficiency of the fishery. Whilst effective in reducing fleet fishing-capacity in terms of
vessel numbers, draconian measures such as compulsory surrender of Class-Aunits do not give operators the
flexibility to adjust their fishing operations in an orderly manner, because operators are unable to fish without the
requisite number of Class-Aunits. Such measures also result in severe financial hardship, dislocation of operators
and often result in costly and disruptive legal challenges.

As a result of the deficiencies that have been identified in the unitisation system, the NPF is currently in the
process of converting the existing harvesting rights (A-Class SFRs) to a different type of input-control harvesting
right, based on fishing gear. It is important to note that under legislation regarding the AFMA and in accordance
with legal advice from the Australian Attorney General’s Department, to be legally defensible and to ensure that
there is no redistribution of wealth (change in the value of the existing fishing property right) between operators
in the fishery, the transition to the new rights must be based on the existing rights (the A-Class SFRs) and must
be as directly proportional to those rights as possible. 

8.2 Satisfaction of rights holders with the process

As stated above, at the time the unitisation system was implemented it was considered to be an effective
method of controlling fishing capacity and effort, and it generally had the support of most operators as a useful
control mechanism for the NPF.

The intensive negotiation and consultation processes surrounding the development of the rating-formula,
and the verification means available to operators in the allocation-process, resulted in NPF operators generally
accepting, when it was initially introduced, the constraints of the unitisation system on their fishing operations.

8.3 Views of othercommunity groups

At the time the unitisation system was introduced the only stakeholders involved in the consultation process
were the government and industry interests.

8.4 Hind-sight assessment

It is fair to say that at the time of its implementation, the unitisation system was considered to be a legitimate
and relatively effective method of controlling fishing effort and capacity. It was not possible to predict the
advances in technology, vessel design, and engine configuration which have resulted in wide-scale uncontrolled
effort-creep in the fishery since unitisation was implemented.

In the current climate, where the system is open to manipulation as a result of innovations in vessel and
engine configurations, many NPF operators now hold the view the system is defective and must be abandoned.
These views are based on a number of factors including:

i. Inequities arising from the fact that in some instances the system has been manipulated, whereas in others
it has not. This is a costly exercise in terms of both catch/income constraints and management levies for
those operators who have not manipulated the system. 
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9 Increases in effective fishing effort resulting from new technology and other efficiencies, from improvements in catching
capacity such as new technology and skills.

10 There have been many innovations over the years in response to the policy of unitization; vessels built prior to this had no
reasons to compromise any of their design variables.  After the introduction of this policy, responses such as ‘tonnage
wells’ and ‘stepped-down accommodation’(which were not included in the overall design) were introduced so that a bigger
boat could have the same number of capacity units.  One of the biggest changes is that engines with the same rating can
have a greater output, e.g.by changing injectors and fuel settings after the motor is installed, can increase the horsepower
without the motor being re-unitised.  Also engine manufacturers changed the relative horsepower value without affecting
the ‘rating’of motors by, for instance, setting the maximum continuous rating at lower levels than they were previously
set. This allows operators to increase horsepower by increasing engine revolutions.



ii. As a result of manipulations of the current system, not all operators are towing the same length of headrope
(net size)  per Class-Aunit.

iii. Studies show that Class-Aunits are not a good measure of fishing effort, and that effort-creep, which cannot
easily be controlled through the current system, is occurring in the fishery.

iv. The unitisation system is not flexible or easily adjustable when measures to balance effort and sustainability
are required.

Today, where the effects of technology and other factors contributing to effort-creep can be reasonably
quantified, managers of input-control fisheries such as the NPF, must seek to identify and implement a system of
management which is a better analogue for fishing effort – enforceable, flexible and adjustable when restructuring
is required. A determining factor in identifying the most appropriate system would be its ability to predict with
some certainty the appropriate level of effort, or the level of catches required to maintain a sustainable resource.
This may disqualify individual transferable quotas (ITQs) or global totally allowable catch (TACs) as was the
case in the NPF.
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THE INTRODUCTION OF INDIVIDUAL TRANSFERABLE QUOTAS INTO
THE AUSTRALIAN SECT OR OF THE SOUTHERN BLUEFIN TUNA FISHERY

F. Meany
225 Stevenson St, Torrens A.C.T., 2607 Australia

<ameny@dynamite.com.au>

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Distribution and life histor y

Southern bluefin tuna (Thunnus maccoyii) is a highly migratory species, apparently forming a single stock, with
a single spawning area, although as mature fish they probably have a circumpolar distribution between latitudes 30º
and 50º South.  Figure 1 shows the geographical range of the different life-history stages of this species.

Figure 1
Map showing distribution of the different life-history stages of Southern Blue Fin Tuna

Map credit: Bureau of Rural Sciences, Australia
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Spawning occurs between the months of September to March in the Indian Ocean in an area generally south
of Java, between latitudes 7º and 20º South.  Juvenile fish migrate down the west coast of Australia with one to
three year-old fish (35-75cm) appearing in surface schools off the southwest coast of the continent.  Further east
along the southern coast of the continent larger two to six year-old fish (50-120cm) occur in surface schools.
While immature fish are generally associated with coastal and continental-shelf waters, some apparently move
offshore into the waters of the West Wind Drift (40-45º S) from about 3 years of age, and have been caught as far
west as South Africa.

Southern bluefin tuna (SBT) mature at lengths of about 120-130cm and 7-8 years of age.  Mature fish lead
an oceanic pelagic existence.  Whether individual fish spawn annually or at less frequent intervals is unknown.
Southern bluefin tuna live for at least 20 years reaching 200kg in weight and 200cm fork length (Kailola et al.
1993).

1.2 The Fishery

A seasonal commercial (troll) fishery from September to December, targeting surface schools of juvenile
southern bluefin developed off south-east Australia in the mid-1930s.  Fish caught were destined for canning.  A
similar fishery developed off South Australia a few years later with a fishing season from February to April.

The fishery received a major boost in the early 1950s with the introduction of the pole-and-live-bait fishing
method.  In the late 1970s this method was extended to waters off southern Western Australia.  In the mid-1970s
the introduction of purse seining gave a further boost to the fishery off New South Wales and South Australia.

The Japanese fishery for Southern bluefin tuna using drifting longlines commenced in the spawning areas
south of Java by the late 1960s, and then extended from east of New Zealand across the southern Indian Ocean
into the South Atlantic (Kailola et al. 1993).

1.3 Markets

The Australian fishery for SBTinitially aimed at satisfying the domestic market for canned tuna.  As such
it was considered a relatively low-value species.  By contrast the Japanese fishery was directed at supplying the
premium sashimi market for which it is reportedly the preferred species.

Early attempts by Australian fishers to penetrate the Japanese market proved unsuccessful, apparently
because of the poor selection of fish and inappropriate handling.  However, following the declaration of the
Australian 200nm  fishing zone (the AFZ) in 1979, which reduced Japanese access to some traditional fishing
grounds, Japanese interests worked with Australian fishers to overcome these difficulties.  Almost all Australian
produced southern bluefin is now air-freighted to Japan for the sashimi market.

1.4 Catches

Table 1 shows the annual catch of southern bluefin tuna by major fishing nation since 1960. The Japanese
catch peaked at 77 500t in 1961 but by 1980, despite increasing fishing effort, this had declined to less than 
30 000t per annum.  The Australian catch peaked at 21 500t in 1982.  However, this catch figure by itself told
only part of the story.  The fishery off Western Australia targeting mainly one to three year old fish had provided
most of the growth in the Australian fishery in  the late 1970s.  The actual number of fish taken by the Australian
sector was increasing much more rapidly than the total Australian catch.  This is illustrated by a comparison of
catches for the years between 1974 and 1980: while the total weight of catches taken in each of these years was
comparable, the number of fish in the 1980 catch was some 55% higher than in the earlier year.  At the same time
the number of surface schools appearing off the Australian east coast had dramatically declined, and by the early
1980s their appearance in this area had all but ceased.

1.5 Scientific assessment

Annual trilateral meetings of research scientists from Japan, Australia and New Zealand have been held
since 1982.  The major conclusions of these meetings has been that there has been a major decline in the size of
the parental stock of SBTsince the 1950s.  In 1984 scientists from the three countries agreed that between 1967
and 1975 the spawning stock had been reduced to about 210 000t, or to about 25% of the virgin biomass.  The
biomass appeared to have stabilised at this level until about 1980.  Scientists believed that the increased catch of
small fish after that date had reduced the number of fish surviving to spawn.  This had been reflected in a
reduction in the number of mid-sized fish in the Japanese and New Zealand catches (Anon. 1984). A global total
allowable catch (TAC) was agreed between Australia, Japan and New Zealand in 1985 in response to this advice.
For that year the global TAC was 38 650t.  This was reduced progressively to 11 750t in 1989. This global TAC
was in 1989 divided between the three nations as national TACs under a trilateral agreement as follows: Japan
6065t; Australia 5265t; and New Zealand 420t.  Each nation is responsible for managing its own national TAC.
This paper deals only with the arrangements made by Australia to manage its national TAC.
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Table 1
Catches of southern bluefin tuna, by country, fish numbers and weight, 1960 to 1986

Source: Geen and Nayar (1989).

It should be noted that these management arrangements are complicated by the fact that much of this fishery is
in international waters and arrangements made under the trilateral agreement are not binding on other nations, which
are free to expand their activities in the fishery on the high-seas.

1.6 Management of the Australian sectorof the southern bluefin tuna fishery

The Australian sector of the southern bluefin fishery remained largely unregulated until the early 1980s.
Restrictions on the number of purse-seine vessels licensed to operate had been in force since the mid-1970s.   While
justified on the basis of uncertainty about the state of the resource, these restrictions were also designed to satisfy
complaints from the pole-and-live-bait sector about ‘unfair’ competition from purse-seiners. 

Reaching decisions with respect to the management of this fishery was complicated by the fact that the
Australian Commonwealth and three state governments (New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia)
were directly involved (the Commonwealth government had jurisdiction outside the three mile Territorial Sea and the
individual states within that limit).1 The industry in each area also had its own characteristics and was targeting fish
of different ages. 

To further complicate the position, until Australia declared its 200nm Fishing Zone on 1 November 1979, it had
no control over foreign fishing outside its 12nm fishing zone.  It was politically difficult to impose restrictions on
Australian fishers when no similar restrictions could be imposed on Japanese and other fishers operating on the same
fishing grounds.
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 Australia Japan New Zealand Total  
Year  Number Tonnes Number Tonnes Number Tonnes Number Tonnes 
 (Ô000) (Ô000) (Ô000) (Ô000) (Ô000) (Ô000) (Ô000) (Ô000) 
1960 259 3 545 1 188 75 672   1 447 79 217 
1961 282 3 678 1 209 77 491   1 491 81 169 
1962 335 4 636 675 40 852   1 010 45 488 
1963 427 6 199 1 009 59 200   1 436 65 399 
1964 693 6 832 743 42 718   1 436 49 550 
1965 448 6 876 721 40 595   1 169 47 503 
1966 588 8 008 683 39 607   1 271 47 615 
1967 546 6 357 931 59 068   1477 65 443 
1968 917 8 737 828 49 482   1 745 58 219 
1969 1 151 8 679 844 49 644   1 995 58 323 
1970 956 7 097 699 40 622   1 655 47 719 
1971 846 6 969 697 38 120   1 543 45 089 
1972 1 010 12 397 806 39 604   1 816 52 001 
1973 847 9 890 651 31 205   1 498 41 095 
1974 1 193 12 672 672 33 924   1 865 46 596 
1975 1 132 8 833 441 24 118   1 573 32951 
1976 996 8 383 634 33 714   1 630 42 097 
1977 1 352 12 569 536 29 595   1 888 42 164 
1978 1 293 12 190 451 22 974   1 744 35 164 
1979 1 383 10 783 520 17 715   1 904 38 498 
1980 1 619 11 195 586 33 364 1 130 2 206 44 689 
1981 1 482 16 843 477 28 056 2 173 1 961 45 072 
1982 2 368 21 501 331 20 809 4 208 2 703 42 518 
1983 2 063 17 695 424 24 735 1 112 2 488 42 542 
1984 1 447 13 411 365 23 323 1 86 1 813 36 820 
1985 973 12 589 304 20 393 1 99 1 283 33 088 
1986 999 12 531 213 15 522 1 83 1 213 28 136 

1 Note that: subsequent to the introduction of the management measures described in this paper, a legal regime called the Offshore
Constitutional Settlement (OCS) was negotiated between the Commonwealth Government and the various state governments.
Under this OCS, agreements can be made with respect to specific fisheries that allow either the Commonwealth or a state
government to manage the fishery from low water mark to the outer edge of the AFZ.  Under agreements enabled by the OCS,
the Commonwealth Government now has sole responsibility for managing the SBTfishery.



2. THE NATURE OF THE HAR VESTING RIGHT

The individual transferable quota (ITQ) management-arrangements introduced into the southern bluefin
fishery in 1984 was designed to be a fully operational system of transferable fishing rights.  The main components
of the management regime were given legal force through the Southern Bluefin Tuna Management Plan, made
under the Fisheries Act 1952.  The basis of management was that each fisher had to hold a Commonwealth
Fishing Boat Licence (CFBL) to which a certain number of quota units were assigned.  As tuna were caught the
equivalent number of quota units were subtracted from those assigned to the CFBL.  Once all the quota assigned
to a licence had been caught the holder had to either acquire more quota or cease fishing.

In 1984 14 500 quota units were granted (i.e. in that year each quota unit was equal to one kilogram of
catch).  There are still 14 500 quota units but as the Australian TAC has been reduced so has the weight-value of
each quota unit.  The catch allowed for each quota unit each year is calculated by dividing the total allowable
catch (TAC) in kilograms by the total number of quota units. 

The Fisheries Act 1952made no provision for the leasing of quota, nor did it provide for the recording of
third party interests (for example, where quota was used as security).  Leasing was dealt with administratively by
formally transferring the quota units to the lessee at the beginning of the leasing period, and then formally
transferring the quota units back to the lessor the end of the season.  Third party interests were also recorded
administratively, with an undertaking to advise the third party before any further dealings with the quota units
concerned would be processed.  There were, and are, no limits on who could own quota, or the minimum or
maximum quantity of quota an individual or company can hold. 

3. THE METHOD OF ALLOCA TION
3.1 Policy objectives

Scientific advice clearly indicated that the level of catch from the southern bluefin fishery in the early 1980s
was not sustainable (Majkowskiand Caton1984, Hampton andMajkowski 1986). Two main factors contributed
to this: first, the level of total catch (by weight); second, the high number of small fish being taken, especially in
the Western Australian sector of the fishery. 

To safeguard the future of the fishery a substantial reduction in catch was clearly essential.  It was also
evident that a reduction in catch of the magnitude required was likely to lead to on-going enforcement
difficulties and continuing economic hardship unless a significant reduction in the size of the fishing fleet
could also be achieved.  In addition, any measures introduced had to address the problem of targeting one and
two year-old fish.

The policy objectives from a biological perspective were therefore: (a) to achieve a significant reduction in
total catch and a diversion of fishing effort away from one and two year-old fish; and (b) from a socio-economic
perspective, to achieve a substantial fleet reduction while minimising social dislocation and hardship.

3.2 Process used in determining allocation

Because of the divided responsibility for managing the southern bluefin fishery that existed at the time, and
in response to the disturbing scientific advice coming from the 1982 trilateral scientific meeting, a Tuna Task
Force (TTF) was established to consider and recommend future management options.  The TTF comprised
scientists, industry representatives, plus officers from the Commonwealth government and the state governments
of New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia, with a chairman from Tasmania (which was not
directly involved with the southern bluefin fishery).

Following a series of port meetings with fishers the TTF issued a draft ‘plan of management’in July 1983.
The draft plan contained 14 recommendations, the most important of which include the use of catch-quotas,
minimum limits on fish-size, limited-entry and further limits on purse-seine operations (Anon. 1983)  It was
proposed that the plan should come into effect at the beginning of the 1983-84 fishing season (on 1 October
1993).  Because of difficulties in reaching agreement on all aspects, this target was not achieved.  

In view of the failure to reach an agreement in time, a national TAC of 21 000t was set for 1983-84.  This
was allocated as follows: 4000t (a reduction of 28%) for the Western Australia sector (west of 127º E); and
15 000t (a 2% reduction) for eastern sector (New South Wales and South Australia).  Of the latter, 10 000t was
allocated for poling/trolling and 5000t for purse-seining.  Two thousand tonnes were held in reserve for ‘special
use’in both sectors (Media Release of 23/9/83 and Ministerial letter to fishers of 13 October 1983).  A minimum
size-limit of 54cm for tuna was also imposed.

In early 1984 a further discussion paper, prepared by the Australian Fisheries Service at the request of the
TTF, was released for consideration by industry.  This discussion paper proposed a move to individual
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transferable quotas (ITQs), removal of the minimum size-limits for tuna, and the freedom to trade quota
regardless of fishing area or catching method (Anon. 1984).

At the same time, and to assist with the implementation of whatever arrangements might be finally agreed,
a register of boats that had operated in the tuna fishery between 1 April 1980 and 31 October 1983 was compiled.
“The boat register is designed to provide boat, catch and investment information to assist in the development of
management arrangements to apply in the fishery beyond the 1983-84 season. ... tuna boat operators, who
because of genuine reasons have not used their boats in the fishery during the period but can demonstrate special
circumstances and significant commitment to the fishery, will also be considered for inclusion on the boat
register” (Anon. 1984).

Simultaneously with the work of the TTF and the compilation of the register, a review of the SBTfishery
was undertaken by the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC).2 The genesis of this review was a claim by fish-
canners in 1983 that imports of canned tuna were having an adverse impact on the Australian fish canning
industry.  The inquiry was widened somewhat to include aspects of SBTmanagement.   The terms of reference
specified by the Commonwealth Government for the IAC on 30 November 1983 required it to inquire into and
report on:

i. whether adjustment assistance should be extended to the catching and processing sectors of the southern
bluefin tuna (SBT) fishery and, if so, the nature, extent and duration of such assistance

ii. changes to the management programme necessary to facilitate conservation of the resource and efficient
development of the SBTindustry and

iii. in the light of recommendations on the above, what changes, if any, should be made to the arrangements
which apply to the importation of tuna for subsequent processing.

The IAC’s draft report was released in March 1984. It recommended terminating the competitive quota
arrangements for the Australian fishery and replacing it with a TAC of about 10 000t (including a western sector
quota of 1000t), and a management system using ITQs.  It also recommended that the cost of managing the
fishery be recovered from fishers with each fisher contributing in proportion to the amount of quota held (Anon.
1984).

After considering submissions made in response to its draft report the IAC released its final report on
28June 1984.  This report recommended a 14 000t Australian TAC for 1984-85 (including 1000t for the Western
Australian sector).  It also recommended a move to ITQs but that no adjustment assistance be paid to either the
catching or canning sectors.  It also recommended that the embargo on the importation of tuna for canning be
lifted.  It further drew attention to the need for both Australia and Japan to take complementary action
(IAC 1984).

3.3 Allocation method chosen

Following consideration of the various issues, the Commonwealth, New South Wales, South Australian and
Western Australian governments agreed on the following arrangements to come into effect from 1 October 1984:

i. a TAC of 14 500t for the Australian fishery to be allocated as ITQs
ii. individual fishers to be allocated ITQs based on a formula incorporating the highest annual catch in the

three years from 1 October 1980 to 30 September 1983 and the current market-value of the boat (75% of
the quota was allocated on catch history and 25% on capital investment)

iii. no size-limit to apply to fish from the fishery
iv. a two month closure March/April to apply in the western part of the fishery
v. a ban on fishing north of the 34º South parallel off the Australian west coast and
vi. individual ITQs to be proportional to the TAC set in each subsequent year (Anon. 1984).

The decision not to impose a minimum size-limit or to set a separate quota for the western sector was partly
the result of a political compromise so as to secure the Western Australian government’s support for the
arrangements.  More important was the advice from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation relating to alleged widespread dumping of undersized (under 54cm) SBTin the 1983 season.  In
some cases dumping of up to 75% of catch was alleged.  Because many schools of SBTwere of mixed size,
such dumping would create future problems with statistical interpretation (CSIRO letter of 22 March 1984, File
F84-85). 

The two-month closure and the ban on fishing north of 34º South were designed to restrict the targeting of
small fish.  It was believed that because small tuna attracted a lower price, quota-trading would lead Western
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Australian-based fishers to sell quota to other areas.  In view of this, it was argued, imposing differential rules
on Western Australian fishers was unnecessary, discriminatory and probably counter productive.

It was also agreed that as the TAC was to be set at a level designed to protect the SBTstock, it was
unnecessary for management to attempt to prescribe the fishing methods used.  This would best be determined
by economic forces.  No further restrictions were therefore placed on purse-seine boats.  It was further agreed
that fishers using troll-lines, long-lines, drop-lines, etc, and taking SBTas a bycatch, would be permitted to do
so provided the catch-per-boat did not exceed 5 tonnes. A fisher who took more than 5 tonnes would have to
acquire quota from a quota-holder.  This again was a political compromise designed to satisfy the concern by
some States that the measures proposed might inadvertently cause unintended disruption to the operations of
relatively small-scale diversified fishers.

To be eligible to be allocated SBTquota a fisher had to meet one of the following criteria.

I. The current holder of a CFBLwho was the licensee of a boat that took at least 15t of SBTin any one season in
the period 1 October 1980 and 30 September 1983.  

II. A person who would have qualified under (I) above but who sold or otherwise disposed of the boat, but who
could demonstrate that contracts had been signed and monies paid before 7 September 1984 for the purpose of
acquiring another boat for the fishery. 

III. A SBTfisher who purchased a boat before 6 July 1984 with the express purpose of entering the SBTfishery and
who worked in the fishery for at least two complete fishing seasons in the qualifying period on a boat that took
at least 15t of SBTin at least one season (Anon. 1984).

Those who satisfied one of the above criteria were allocated quota units on the following bases.

i. 75% of the quota units was allocated according to the best catch taken by a boat in a fishing year in the period
1980-81 to 1982-83.  The catch of each fisher (in that fisher’s best year) was calculated as a proportion of the
total catch taken by all qualifying fishers in his/her best year.  This fraction was then multiplied by 0.75 x 14
500.

ii. 25% of the quota was allocated according to each qualifying fisher’s investment in the fishery.  This again was
calculated as a proportion of the value of the individual boat as a proportion of the value of all qualifying boats.
This fraction was than multiplied by 0.25 x 14 500. 

iii. These two above amounts (i and ii) were then summed to give each individual’s allocation of quota units, and
their actual quota allocation for 1984-85 (Geen, Neilander and Meany 1993).

Under this formula fishers who qualified under criterion II or III were allocated quota on the basis of investment in
the fishery only.

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS

The compilation of data sets for the SBTfishery was relatively simple, compared to most fisheries.  This was
primarily because only one species was involved and although the fishery covered a wide geographic area, there were
relatively few market outlets.  Fish was mostly sold either to a small number (four or five) of canneries, or were
exported to Japan.  Very little was sold on the domestic fresh fish market.  The data sources used to determine
individual catch histories were therefore fishing logbooks, sales documents from canneries and export documentation
(Geen, Neilander and Meany 1993).

To ensure consistency in the valuation of boats, a marine surveyor was contracted to independently assess each
boat that satisfied the entry criteria.  The valuation included fishing gear and navigation equipment (Geen, Neilander
and Meany 1993).

5. APPEALS PROCESS

A panel of government officials, the Southern Bluefin Tuna Review Panel, was established to consider appeals
over quota-allocations.  The chair of this panel was an officer of the Commonwealth government.  The other three
panel members were officials from the South Australian, Western Australian and New South Wales fishery
departments.  It was agreed that no panel member could have had previous involvement in management of the SBT
fishery.

The Panel visited fishing ports to allow appellants to personally present their cases. The Panel considered a
total of 53 appeals in December 1984 and appellants were advised of the outcome in February 1985.  As a result
of the Panel’s review, recommendations were made that two additional Western Australian fishers be allocated
quota and that six applicants should have their quota allocation increased.  The Panel’s task was to consider only
whether the formula for allocating quota had been properly applied in each case.  It could not review the
allocation formula itself.
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Many of the appellants sought additional quota because they considered that their initial quota-allocation was
insufficient for their commercial viability.  This was not an issue that the Panel could take into consideration and
was largely a result of the reduction in total catch (as represented by the TAC) rather than from the allocation formula
itself.  The instances where the Panel recommended additional allocations were mostly those where fishers were able
to provide evidence of catches not previously considered.

Applicants who were disatisfied with outcome of the Panel’s review also had the right of appeal to the
Administration Appeals Tribunal (AAT).3 A total of 24 appeals were made to the AAT.  Following consideration of
each of these appeals the AAT approved either the allocation of quota or, the allocation of additional quota, in five
cases (Geen, Neilander and Meany 1993).

6. ADMINISTRA TION OF THE ALLOCA TION PROCESS
6.1 Staff requirements

As previously noted an independent marine surveyor was employed to assess the boat values used in the quota-
allocation formula.  The use of an independent valuer was primarily to avoid any possible claim of bias that may
have arisen had a person in government employment been used.

Apart from this, the personnel who undertook the project were provided from existing staff resources.  To an
extent this was facilitated by the fact that several governments were involved, so that the work involved was spread
over a relatively large staffing base. However, the involvement of many different governments, each with slightly
different regional objectives, also added to the complexity of the task.

Different staff, with different skills, were used at each stage of the implementation process.  The TTF which
was set up to make the initial recommendations, comprised relatively senior officers who worked part-time on this
project in addition to their other responsibilities.  The two-person secretariat to the TTF was, however, committed
full-time to this project for its duration.

The officers who compiled the catch-histories used in the initial quota-allocation were seconded from other
duties in their respective departments for the duration of their task, as were the officers who comprised the Southern
Bluefin Tuna Review Panel.  In view of the time that has elapsed since the initial quota-allocation was made it is not
feasible now to make an estimate of the total manpower involved.

6.2 Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

Funding for this project was provided from within existing budget resources.  Each of the different departments
involved (state and Commonwealth) was responsible for funding its own part in this project.  As none of the
organisations involved were using programme-budgeting when ITQs were introduced into the Australian sector of
the SBTfishery, it is impossible to identify the actual expenditure involved.

The Commonwealth government met the full cost of the marine surveyor used to value the boats, and also the
cost of industry participation in the TTF.  This latter payment was, however, limited to out-of-pocket expenses (travel
and accommodation).  Industry members of the TTF did not receive payment from government for the time devoted
to this activity.  It is, however, probable that some of these industry members received some compensation from their
industry organisation for the time devoted to this activity. 

7. EVALUATION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCA TION PROCESS
7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

It is difficult to differentiate between the impact of introducing ITQs into the Australian sector of the SBT
fishery as an exercise in creating transferable harvesting rights, and the impact on the fishery of the TAC reductions
which were happening at the same time. 

At the first meeting, in February 1985, of the industry/government Southern Tuna Management Advisory
Committee (to a large extent the same individuals who had been members of the TTF) it was reported that the system
was working well and that there had been a significant increase in the average size of fish taken.  There had also
been an increase in the amount of catch sold on the Japanese sashimi market.  

The Committee was also advised that 143 boats had initially been allocated quota, but that after ITQ transfers
only 85 remained. A total of 6750t of quota about (46%) had been transferred.  Most of these transfers were
associated with intra-state transfers, which largely represented consolidation of quota-holdings.  However, a
significant number represented transfers to South Australian fishers from fishers in other states as Table 2 illustrates.
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Of particular interest was that 37% of the initial allocation to Western Australian fishers had already been
transferred.   It should be noted that these figures include only ‘permanent’transfers of quota (i.e. quota that had
been sold).  The table does not include seasonal transfers (i.e. leased quota), which were reportedly of similar
magnitude (Anon. 1985).

Table 2
Comparison of SBTQuota holdings October 1984 and February 1985

Source: Anon. 1985

Three principal factors appear to have driven this rapid change in quota holdings:

i. the reduction from a total catch from 21 500t for the year 1982 to an TAC of about 14 500t in 1984
ii. the continued absence of surface schools of 3-4 year-old SBTfrom NSWwaters (these schools were still

present in the 1980-81 and 1981-82 seasons, so that the fishers involved qualified for quota-allocation, but
with the continued absence of surface schools many of the holders elected to sell or lease this quota) and

iii. in the Western Australian sector the reduced individual allocation associated with the lower TAC was
compounded by the price differential between fish for canning, and what South Australian fishers could get
for larger sashimi-quality fish.  As a result the price South Australian fishers were prepared to pay for quota
was attractive to Western Australian fishers.

7.2 Satisfaction of rights-holders with the process

As a general rule it is probably true that most rights-holders were disappointed with their initial allocation
of SBTquota.  This was because most failed to differentiate between the impact of the allocation formula itself
and the reduction in the TAC that occurred at the same time.  This TAC reduction, which continued after the
introduction of ITQs (the TAC for the Australian sector of the fishery is now 5265t), was essential for the long-
term survival of the commercial fishery.  This catch reduction would inevitably have resulted in hardship for
many in the fishery, irrespective of whether ITQs or some other management mechanism was used.  Regardless
of this, most fishers appeared to ignore the inevitable consequences of the reduction in the TAC, and tended to
place all the blame for dislocation to their fishing activity that followed their introduction, on the ITQ-system.

The reduction in the TAC meant that all fishers suffered a reduction from their historic catch-levels.  For
some this meant having to buy additional quota to remain viable. For others, it meant having to sell quota and
cease tuna fishing.  It might be noted that many fishers, particularly those in New South Wales and Western
Australia, were only part-time tuna fishers.  The sale of tuna quota by these fishers meant that they were not
forced to leave the fishing industry but could continue to fish by targeting other species.

Although tuna fishing may have been only a seasonal operation for these fishers, it did bring in vital income.
In many cases the loss of this income meant that a previously marginal operation became sub-marginal.  It also
meant that, at least in New South Wales and Western Australia, it is likely that additional fishing pressure was
placed on other fish-stocks, many of which were at, or near, full exploitation.  It should be noted that this
additional fishing effort would come not only from boats from which SBTquota had been sold, but also from
boats that had retained their quota allocation, although because of the reduced TAC were obliged to then take less
Southern bluefin tuna.  This is another instance where it is not possible to separate the impact of introducing ITQs
from that associated with a reduction in  the TAC.

If this diversion of effort onto species in other fisheries did in fact occur, it would mean that part of the costs
associated with the adjustment process were carried by fisheries other than the SBT.  It would also mean that
fishers, operating in those fisheries that did not have tuna quota, suffered reduced catches and loss of income
because of increased fishing effort by ex-SBTfishers.  This would mean that these other fisheries subsidised the
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State Quota allocation Quota holdings 
 as at October 1984 as at 15 February 1985 
 Tonnes  Boats Tonnes  Boats 

South Australia  9 281  41  11 156  27  
     
Western  2 878  75  1 832  47  

Australia     
New South 1 875  26  1 196  11  
          Wales      
Victoria 150  1  -  -  
     
Total 14 184  143  14 184  85  



adjustment in the tuna fishery.  The rate of adjustment in the SBTfishery was much greater than that experienced in
other fisheries when ITQs were first introduced, for example in New Zealand, or in the trawl sector of the Australian
South-East Fishery.  In these fisheries the rate of adjustment appeared to be much better aligned with the rate that
the fishing boats became obselete.

It is also true that many fishers considered that the allocation formula was based on the wrong years.  New
South Wales fishers considered the allocation formula should have used a greater range of years (which would have
favoured them) while Western Australian fishers would have preferred a formula biased towards the later years. All
sectors of the fishery were unhappy with their quota-allocation. This dissatisfaction was not, however, necessarily
related to the allocation process itself, but was the inevitable result in the concurrent reduction in the TAC. 

7.3 Views of othercommunity groups

Apart from some local concern relating to potential loss of employment, there appears to have been limited
community interest in the introduction of ITQs.  Even the concern about reduced employment appears to have been
related more to the reduction in the TAC and its likely impact on employment in fish-canning rather than in the
fishing industry itself. 

Conservation groups did not appear to have realised how bad the stock situation in the fishery had become, and
there is no record of their being an active party to the debate on this issue. Neither was there apparently any interest
in this issue on the part of the wider public, either because of the loss of public right to enter the commercial fishery,
which ceased when the fishery became limited-entry or, with respect to the public benefit associated with the
establishment more secure, tradable harvesting rights.

7.4 Hind-sight assessment

Considering the rapidly deteriorating situation with SBTstocks in the early 1980s it is evident that decisive
action had to be taken if a viable commercial fishery was to be maintained.   This had to involve a significant
reduction in total catch and a diversion of catching away from one and two year-old fish.  The setting of the TAC
achieved the first of these objectives, while the fortuitous circumstance of the large price differential between small
and larger tuna provided the incentive for Western Australian fishers to benefit from the market and to sell much of
their quota, thereby significantly reducing the catch of small fish.

The biggest problem with introducing ITQs, as it is with most significant changes to the management of any
fishery, is getting a reasonably acceptable formula for making individual allocations.  In the case of the SBTfishery
this difficulty was compounded by the fact that the introduction of ITQs was accompanied by a TAC that represented
a substantial reduction in the annual catch taken in the proceeding few years.  No matter what allocation formula
was chosen, the individual fishers were faced with a significant reduction from their previous levels of catch. 

The fact that this is a single-species fishery, with a few well defined market outlets, made the SBTfishery well
suited to the use ITQs.  This applied both to the ready availability of market records on which to make the initial
quota allocations and, just as important, to the monitoring of catches against quota-holdings after ITQs were
introduced.

In summary, given the circumstances in this fishery and even with the benefit of perfect hind-sight, it would
seem that in just about all respects the fisheries managers, in cooperation with scientists and the fishers themselves,
for once got all aspects as about as right as they could have reasonably hoped, in making the transition in the method
of management.  It may have helped if greater attention had been paid to explaining the impact of the quota-
allocation separately from the issue of TAC-reduction.  It is, however, likely that most fishers would have noted only
their actual quota-allocation.  The detail of how this was arrived at, and the wider issues involved would probably
have received limited attention.

The introduction of ITQs has certainly assisted in the further adjustments to the fishery which have resulted
from subsequent TAC reductions.  Fishers have now adjusted completely to the system, so that these subsequent
TAC reductions were handled entirely through the market place and without the need for further intervention by
managers.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 Introduction

In 1986 New Zealand introduced management by individual transferable quota (ITQ) for 26 of the country’s
most economically-significant fishery species. The system has since been expanded and extensively modified,
and remains the most comprehensive and perhaps most robust example of ITQ management in the world today.
The system was born of dual motivations: (a) concern for the stress on stocks being imposed by rapidly expanding
effort in the inshore fin-fisheries; and (b), the desire for a mechanism to allow the domestic industry to capture
rents and build capacity in the deep-water sector, dominated in the past by foreign fleets.

This paper summarises the policies and processes encompassing the initial allocation of ITQ fishing rights
in New Zealand.  Both primary data and existing published sources have been used in compiling this account.
Although a reasonable volume of published material exists on the New Zealand quota-management system, much
of this is only generally descriptive of the policy process, focusing more on accounts of system features and, more
rarely, on outcomes. This paper assembles existing material on the establishment of the system, reconciles some
of the disparity in these accounts, adds supplementary data where useful, and provides some analysis and
commentary on the processes and outcomes of the allocation of ITQ in New Zealand.

The following (Section 1.2) gives some background to the fisheries and a synopsis of management history
leading up to the adoption of the quota system.  Section 2 then outlines the nature of the ITQ harvesting right
implemented in New Zealand.  Section 3 deals with the method used in allocation of quota, discusses the
objectives of the allocation process, the consultative and policy process by which that method was determined
and the method itself.  Section 4 deals with the data and computational issues for quota allocation, and Section 5
with the appeals processes for addressing the concerns of fishers with regard to their entitlements.  Section 6
touches on the administrative resources required to manage and implement the allocation process, and Section 7
provides a brief evaluation of the process and outcomes. The final Section (8) reflects on the general issues raised
by the case study.

1.2 New Zealand fisheries management – Life before quota

New Zealand is an island nation in the South-west Pacific. It was settled by Polynesians (the Maori) from
about 800 AD, and by Europeans from the late 18th Century.  Fishery resources have always been significant as
a food source and as trade goods, but are only moderately abundant in international terms. The estimated
maximum sustainable yield for the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of 4.1million km2 is something over half a
million tonnes, with about one third of the zone fishable by modern ‘industrial’ demersal methods.  Early
Europeans were attracted to the exploitation of seal and whale populations, but these resources were well depleted
by 1900. The first government regulation of commercial fishing came with the passing of the Fisheries Act 1908,
and active policies encouraging judicious exploitation were adopted in 1914 following advice from a Canadian
consulting academic, Professor E.E. Prince (Riley 1982).

Foreign fishing began in New Zealand’s coastal waters in the 1950s, when Japanese vessels first appeared
outside the three-mile Territorial Sea. At this time domestic fishing had been under a conservative management
strategy since the 1920s, and a strict licensing authority regime since 1945, based on concern for conservation of
fish stocks.  Entry was limited, gear controlled, area and seasonal closures were used, fish and mesh size minima
imposed, and ports for operation and landing of fish were fixed for each boat (Riley 1982). The appearance of
large foreign vessels only three miles off the shore prompted the government to commission a Parliamentary
Select Committee inquiry into the fishing industry in 1961 (AJHR 1962).  Either this new foreign effort would
soon destroy New Zealand fish stocks, or the domestic industry was being denied use of a valuable resource
without cause. The inquiry resulted in a new policy to expand and develop the local fleet to compete with the
visitors for economic benefits from the fisheries resources.  In 1963 the previously restrictive licensing policies
were overturned, opening domestic access to all-comers, and a period of government subsidy and unconstrained
growth took place through to the 1980s.

In 1965 New Zealand extended its management jurisdiction to twelve nautical miles, and by 1970 had
moved the Japanese long-liners out of this zone (Sharp 1997).  Between 1967 and 1977, the domestic fleet
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expanded from 2161 fishing vessels to 5178, encouraged by government tax and loan concessions, with the
highest growth in vessel classes under 12m (163%) and over 21m (122%) in length.  Landings consequently grew
rapidly in both the inshore and the deepwater sectors.  More than 100 species were fished commercially using a
large number of gear types and methods.  However foreign catches grew more quickly, and by 1977 90% of the
476 000t known demersal finfish catch from the EEZ area was being taken by foreign vessels, mainly from Japan,
Korea and the Soviet Union (Sharp 1997).

Responsibility for the management of New Zealand’s fisheries lay with the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries (MAF).1 Initially, following the declaration of the EEZ, the fisheries outside the twelve-mile limit were
managed separately from the inner zone, now the Territorial Sea. Total allowable catches (TACs) were struck for
the deeper-water species, and these were allocated preferentially to the domestic industry, and only then to the
foreign fleets under licence and government bilateral agreements. The policies offered the foreign fleets less of
the prime species and areas than they had been fishing, changing the economic balance and resulting in a much
reduced total catch for the next few years (OECD 1997).

Government policies also provided incentives for domestic companies to invest in onshore processing plants
and vessels for deepwater fishing, but the main initial domestic involvement in deep-water fishing was developed
through joint ventures with foreign companies and foreign vessel charter.  Joint ventures brought local crew onto
the big vessels and direct involvement of domestic companies in the management of fishing operations and
marketing, paving the way for further domestic expansion. Foreign vessels began delivering large catches to
onshore processing.  By about 1982 local companies had learnt what they needed to know from joint ventures,
and arrangements with foreign vessels moved towards simpler contracts in order to charter fishing capacity to
catch against domestic company quotas.  Foreign vessel charter has remained an important part of deepwater
fishing in New Zealand since that time, gradually diminishing as domestic companies have invested in large
freezer trawlers.  Both arrangements brought greatly increased cash flow to the domestic industry, foreign
exchange from exports, and employment in processing.

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s the New Zealand Government had been providing financial assistance to
accelerate development of the fishing industry. This increased with the declaration of the EEZ.  Concessionary
loans were provided for buying and building vessels and establishing and expanding shore-based processing
facilities, and suspensory loans were granted for developing export markets and vessel construction (NZDoS
1983).  In addition, import duty exemptions were made for purchase of vessels from outside New Zealand, and
other favourable tax treatments were applied to the industry.  Figure 1 shows the dramatic increase in numbers of
larger vessel and in tonnage of the domestic fleet after 1976.   Both  the  number  of  24-33m  vessels and  their
total capacity increased by nearly 500% in the decade leading up to implementation of the quota system in 1986,
while the number of vessels over 33m in length increased by an order of magnitude.  Some of these large vessels,
imported under duty concessions to increase domestic participation in the deep-water species, had also been
fishing inshore, increasing pressure on stocks (Riley 1982, Martin 1984).

It was at this time that the inshore fisheries began showing signs of stress, and management gradually moved
into crisis mode.  New powers to declare controlled fisheries were introduced in 1977 and a moratorium on
issuing new scallop and rock lobster permits followed in 1978. Alarming fluctuations in catches of the most
economically important inshore species: snapper (Pagrus auratus), and rapidly increasing catches of vulnerable
species of sharks and gropers, brought a total moratorium on the issue of new fishing permits in 1982. These fish
stocks were believed to be already over-fished and a review of inshore management provisions was initiated
under the auspices of the newly constituted National Fisheries Management Advisory Committee (NAFMAC).
Figure 2 shows the long-term trend in the snapper catch, which had been at high levels since the mid-1960s and
underwent abrupt fluctuations under increasing fishing effort in the late 1970s before declining sharply. As the
most valuable export species and most popular domestic eating fish and recreational catch, the crash of the
snapper catch caused grave concern.  Figure 3 indicates trends for most of the other significant inshore finfish
species, indicating that the catch of these more than doubled between 1975 and 1984.

Both management and industry had recognised that there were economic as well as stock problems in the
inshore fisheries (Riley 1982).  Five per cent of the fleet was taking two thirds of the catch, and there were large
numbers of part-time operators.  From a total of 5184 licensed vessels in 1978, 2942 are reported to have earned
less than $NZ500 from fishing (National Research Advisory Council 1980, cited in Wallace 1997).  In August
1983 the NAFMAC produced a discussion paper, “Future policy for the inshore fishery,” in which they estimated
that the inshore fleet was overcapitalised by about $NZ28 million (NAFMAC 1983). The surplus capacity was
mainly concentrated on the north-east coast of the North Island.
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Figure 1
Domestic fleet – Numbers and capacity of large length classes 1974 to 1998

Data sources: King 1985; FSU data; QMS data.

Figure 2
NZ reported domestic catch for snapper (Pagrus auratus) 1960-s1986
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Figure 3
Catch histories for selected NZ inshore finfish species: 1974-1986 (snapper and red cod excluded)

Data source: New Zealand Official Yearbook – various volumes.

The NAFMAC document identified that there were poor, and in some cases negative, returns to larger
vessels fishing inshore, and this was taken as a further indication of over-fishing of stocks (Sharp 1997), but this
is not the whole story.  From 1975 until the late 1980s New Zealand had one of the highest inflation rates in the
OECD. At the beginning of the 1980s, official interest rates rose to 18% before being constrained by regulation.
The industry was investing heavily in larger vessels and processing facilities at this time, with associated high
finance costs, thus it faced inflation-driven cost increases particularly for fuel, and a rapidly declining real price
of export fish to 1981 (see Figure 4). The economics of fishing were bound to be tough regardless of the state of
stocks.  In fact, the general economic conditions squeezing the larger operators may have made a substantial
contribution to the crisis for the inshore, as vessels increased their fishing effort to make businesses profitable.

Also in 1983, the first comprehensive rewrite of New Zealand fisheries legislation since 1908 was passed
into law, the Fisheries Act 1983, creating a new management framework.  Despite discussion of quota schemes
in policy circles since 1980 (Muse and Schelle 1988), the new Act was based around establishing formal regional
fishery management planning, extending the controlled fishery framework, and establishing a special licensing
authority for close regulation of fisheries. The planning framework included the division of the EEZ into 10
Fisheries Management Areas (FMAs), and the institution of a process for the establishment of Fisheries
Management Plans (FMPs). The preparation of plans was to be a consultative process to be run by the Ministry’s
regional offices, using networks of local Port Liaison Committees, and a Fisheries Management Advisory
Committee (FMAC) for each regional plan.

Some administrative innovations in the Act were to prove particularly fateful. A new definition of the term
“commercial fisherman” in the interpretation section of the Act had the effect of permanently excluding 1500-
1800 part-time fishers from renewing their licences. To be eligible for a commercial fishing permit, an operator’s
reported catch during 1982 had to indicate that fishing was essentially a full-time occupation, contributing at least
80% or $NZ10 000 of income.2 This was perceived as inequitable, particularly by Maori (Waitangi Tribunal
1992:219)3, but also later by the Ministry itself, the part timer exclusion had negligible impact on landings4 – a
result acknowledged by the Ministry at the time as expected (MAF 1984).  Full-time fishers argued that if they
were to have their effort cut back, this should only happen after the part-timers had been eliminated (Belgrave
1983). A key rationale for the policy, at least in retrospect, was to prevent expansion of effort through the full-
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2 At this time, average incomes over all sectors in Northland fishing towns was approximately $NZ11 000 (Fairgray 1985).
3 The exclusion of part-timers was cited as a breach of the Treaty of Waitangi in the Ngai Tahu Sea Fisheries Claim.
4 Figures from the National Fisheries Advisory Council (1983) published in Sharp (1997) suggest that less than 2% of catch

was being taken by this number of the least productive boats.



time deployment of these under-used permits. This was to help curtail the over-exploitation of fish stocks and to
protect the livelihood of those who were wholly, or substantially, reliant on the commercial fishery (Dobson
1988). The move certainly reduced administrative loads and the size of the group of fishers to be dealt with in
the later implementation of quota.

Figure 4
Mean value of New Zealand seafood exports 1969-95

Data source: New Zealand Official Yearbook – various volumes.

Figure 5 shows the expansion in numbers of small boats in the late 1970s and the sharp reduction subsequent
to the 1983 legislation.5 The underlying area plot shows the minimal effect on the capacity of the inshore
domestic fleet (under 33m length), with increasing numbers of the larger vessels more than compensating for the
capacity lost through exclusion of small boats.  Figure 6 shows the long-term fate of small-boat capacity, with the
line plot indicating again the close matching of expanding capacity in larger classes filling the gap as small boats
exited. Total numbers and capacity of vessels in the intermediate sizes (12 to 24m) have not varied more than
10% from the early 1970s to the late 1990s. This core capacity of the inshore fleet comprises about 560 vessels
with a total capacity of 20 000 gross registered tons (GRT).

Section 89(g) of the 1983 Act provided for regulations to be promulgated prescribing TACs and empowering
the Minister to allocate quota in a discretionary manner to any specified commercial fishers. This was the
statutory basis of what was to become the pilot program for quota management in New Zealand.  It was put to
work immediately for its intended purpose in the deep-water sector, where nine commercial entities, including
two consortia, were allocated enterprise quotas for seven species. The significant and increasing magnitude and
value of the pelagic and deep-water catch taken by the domestic fleet can be seen in Figures 7 and 8.  Catch of
inshore finfish species in 1983/4 contributed around 56 000t, i.e. less than half of the total finfish shown.6

Meanwhile the NAFMAC was developing a range of options for management of the inshore fisheries under
the new FMP framework.  ITQs were an option included from the beginning, and, through an extensive
consultative process lasting nearly two years, much of the fishing industry became convinced that this was the
path management should take.  By mid-1985 the government had made its decisions and the Fisheries
Amendment Act 1986 brought the Quota Management System into force on 1 October 1986.
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5 The range of data sources available covering the transition period between 1982 and 1987 show considerable discrepancies.
Some data show a more gradual reduction in vessel registrations in 1983-85 than is illustrated in Figure 1.  Prior to the
exclusion of part-timers fishermen the total number of small boats was starting to decline, but the net loss from exclusions
was still around 2000 boats. The dip in the capacity plot in 1983 is split about equally between vessels under, and over,
12m in length, with the rebound, sustained past 1986, due entirely to larger boats.

6 See Figures 9, 10 and 11 in Section 7 for further detail on inshore catches.



Figure 5
New Zealand domestic fleet capacity: vessels less than 33m length – 1974 to 1998

Data sources: King 1985; FSU data; QMS data.

Figure 6
New Zealand small boat sector: Capacity (GRT), and proportion of inshore fleet capacity – 1974 to 1998

Data sources: King 1985; FSU data; QMS data.  Photograph: Bonnie McCay.
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Figure 7
Landings by New Zealand domestic fleet 1969 to 1985

Data source: New Zealand Official Yearbook, various volumes.

Figure 8
Landed value of New Zealand domestic catch - 1969 to 1982

Data source: New Zealand Official Yearbook, various volumes.
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A significant issue in the lead up to the introduction of ITQs in New Zealand was the change of government
in 1984. This ended a long period of intensive economic regulation, and signalled the beginning of one of the
most rapid and intense periods of market-oriented regulatory reform experienced anywhere in the world. This
was the perfect political climate for the introduction of ITQs, and was coincident with a high level of concern,
within both industry and the regulatory agency, to see changes in the management framework to protect failing
inshore stocks and build investment in the deep-water sector.

2. THE NATURE OF THE HARVESTING RIGHT

The basis of the legal right to engage in commercial fishing in New Zealand before the introduction of quota
management was, and remains today, a fishing permit issued by the government department responsible for
fisheries management – then the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF or the Ministry), reformed as the
Ministry of Fisheries (MFish) in 1994.  Permits were issued pursuant to the Fisheries Act 1908, replaced by the
Fisheries Act 1983, and were subject, in addition, to attached conditions such as area, method and quantity
restrictions (required to be substantially the same for all permits of a given class) and to regulations promulgated
under the Act.  Permits could be legally issued for up to five years but have always been made renewable annually
and had never been tradable.  From 1963 to 1982 (1978 for rock lobster and scallops) there was no restriction on
the number of permits available, and hence there was no need for trade. The system was that of regulated open-
access.  From March 1982 there was a moratorium on the issue of new permits for the inshore finfish fisheries.
The provisions of the 1983 Act regarding the definition of a “commercial fisherman”, which excluded part-timers,
demonstrated that the permit did not comprise a secure ongoing right to fisheries access, despite the expectation
of annual renewal.

During 1983 the deep-water enterprise allocation scheme was also put in place. This program was applied
to seven species or species groups7 of finfish caught in quantity mainly in the greater EEZ outside the 12 mile
Territorial Sea8. The domestic portion of the TAC for each of these species was allocated as quota to the seven
largest companies and two consortia of smaller companies fishing for them. A further amount was to be fished
by “others” (mainly owner-operators) as a competitive TAC.  Modelled on the then recently-established
Enterprise Allocation program for offshore trawlers in Atlantic Canada, the quotas applied to the company, not to
the vessel or individual, and were initially valid for ten years.  Companies were free to catch their allocation in
any way they wished, including joint ventures and foreign vessel charter arrangements. These quotas were
transferable with the administrative collaboration of the Ministry, although there was no statutory basis for
transferability. This system served as a precursor to the more generalised quota system, giving MAF staff
valuable experience with setting TACs and dealing with changes in quota ownership, and the industry a taste for
secure quantified access rights (MAF 1982; Clark and Duncan 1986). The same companies were major players
in the inshore fisheries and their experience with the deep-water allocations made them firm advocates for
development of the ITQ system.

On the introduction of the quota management system (QMS) in October 1986, a new right was created: the
individual transferable quota (ITQ). ITQ was to be a perpetual right to a part of the fish harvest, designated in
metric tonnes for a particular species or species group to be taken annually from a specified quota management
area (QMA).  Each QMA comprised one or more Fishery Management Areas (FMAs), based on the
understanding of biological stock distributions at the time (see Figures 9 and 10 for an example).  So each species
was split into one to ten quota stocks nationally. The 26 species or species groups initially introduced formed
153 stocks, and comprised 83% by weight of all finfish taken in the commercial fishery in 1985 (Boyd and
Dewees 1992). These rights were allocated free of charge to existing participants in the fisheries.  Free
transferability and lease was subject to reporting of all transactions, and transaction prices, to the Ministry, and
to aggregation limits of 20% for inshore or 35% for deep-water stocks.  Only New Zealand residents, or
companies at least 75% New Zealand owned, could own or hold quota. The ITQ allocated rights to utilise the
resources, but the fishing permit remained as the right of access.  Under the QMS legislation, a fishing permit
was to be granted to anyone who fulfilled the minimum quota holdings requirement of five tonnes for finfish. The
enterprise allocation system that had been in use for deepwater species since 1983 was unified with the new QMS,
with enterprise quota being converted directly into ITQ.

The rhetoric of  ITQs  at the time of the introduction  referred to them as exclusive and  perpetual property
rights (for example see MAF 1984:9).   However they were not referred  to directly as  property in  the Fisheries
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7 In the deep-water fisheries three oreo species are managed as a group – that is subject to the same quota (see Appendix 1).  In
the inshore fisheries, eight species of flounder and sole are managed as the species group flatfish, and two groper species as
hapuku/bass.

8 These were the deep-water orange roughy and oreo species, hoki, hake, ling, barracouta and silver warehou. See Appendix 1
for a listing of species common and scientific names, quota codes and Total Allowable Commercial Catch (TACC).



Figure 9
New Zealand Exclusive Economic Zone, showing the 10 fisheries management areas

Figure 10
An example of quota management areas (elephant fish)
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Amendment Act 1986, but were characterised by the attributes and conditions imposed by Section 10 of the
amendment that created a new Part IIA in the principal Act.  Key among these, ITQs were:

i. a right to take fish of a nominated species in a specified Quota Management Area in the amount shown in
the quota, on an annual basis

ii. allocation in perpetuity
iii. expressed in absolute weights of whole fish measured in metric tonnes
iv. subject to minimum holdings (weights) before fishing is allowed, and maximum holdings (percentage of

total)
v. able to be freely transferred by sale or lease and
vi. fully compensable in the event of TAC reductions.

Responsibilities attached to quota ownership included legal obligations to:

i. land all catch of quota species, unless under minimum legal size
ii. submit monthly quota monitoring reports, in addition to completing catch and landing returns and catch-

effort logs and 
iii. pay resource rentals on all quota held whether caught or not.

These characteristics establish the character of the ITQ as private property in the right to harvest fish from
a given stock – not in the fish stocks themselves – and a clear understanding of this character has become
generalised in New Zealand since 1986. There was no legal impediment to the use of ITQ as security for bank
loans, but the Ministry did not make provision for the registration of liens or caveats against the title to ownership
and this in many cases prevented such use.

The nature of the ITQ right underwent a major change in 1990. The original specification of ITQ in tonnes
of fish required the government to enter the quota market to buy or sell quota when it wanted to alter the total
allowable catch (TAC). When faced with potential for stock collapse in orange roughy and the need to reduce
this valuable quota by large percentages, the system was changed so that ITQ were denominated as a percentage
of the TAC, rather than as a specific tonnage. Adjustment then implied merely the automatic pro rata adjustment
of all ITQ holdings at the beginning of each season to match the TAC.

The two systems have different effects on who bears the burden of uncertainty in fisheries management.  In
the initial system the government incurred all of the consequences of the uncertainties surrounding stock
assessments, species biology, environmental change, impacts of fishing practices and so on, that in other
commercial areas are borne by the industry.  In the proportional system the industry faces the uncertainty. This
may have consequences for levels of investment, but should also improve incentives for industry to invest in
supporting science and management information in order to reduce uncertainties concerning stock size and
dynamics, and therefore future TAC levels. This new industry interest in research reinforced the need for industry
and management to engage in policy dialogue and may thereby produce more coherent management policies.

Arguably, the proportional system implies something closer to ownership rights to the fish stock, as quota
owners are able to capture any changes in the value of the whole stock.  If new information reveals stocks to be
larger or more productive than previously thought or restraint leads to stock size increase in previously overfished
stocks, the value of an individual holding increases accordingly. The ability for someone to capture changes in
asset value is a significant test of ownership applied by law courts.  Under the original New Zealand system of
tonnage-designated quotas, the government captured such changes in value.

The other key issue in the nature of ITQ rights in New Zealand has been the presumption of Crown (state)
ownership of the resource, and thereby an ability of the Government to create exclusive rights of access. The
indigenous people of New Zealand, the Maori, challenged this presumption immediately following the Cabinet
decisions in May 1985 to implement the quota system. The challenge was eventually successful in achieving
recognition that the quota system as initially conceived contravened both the Treaty of Waitangi and the Fisheries
Act 1983 itself. Two High Court injunctions were granted in late 1987 preventing further implementation of the
system pending negotiations between the parties, but not before the major allocations of quota were completed.
The issue of Maori commercial fishing rights was not finally settled until 1992.  In the interim, the only additional
species added to the QMS was rock lobster (and the associated packhorse-cray) in 1990.  By agreement among
the parties, rock lobster quota was limited in term to 25 years, but was subsequently converted to a perpetual right
following the final settlement of Maori claims.9
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9 For details of Maori claims to fishery resources and the settlements reached see (Waitangi Tribunal 1988; Memon and
Cullen 1992; Waitangi Tribunal 1992; Munro 1994; Wickliffe 1995; Hooper and Lynch 2000).



3. THE METHOD OF ALLOCATION
3.1 Policy objectives

As is usually the case with fisheries management, there was a multiplicity of objectives sought by the
introduction of the ITQ system in New Zealand. The unification of the deep-water and inshore management
systems was an objective in itself, but the aims for the two sectors were far apart.

Two major objectives for the introduction of the QMS in the inshore fisheries were to provide a viable means
to halt effort expansion, to reduce catches immediately so as to allow over-fished stocks to recover and to promote
rationalisation of the over-capitalised fleet. The strategy adopted in allocating ITQs reflected both the economic
logic by which the system had been advocated, and the need to gain and maintain the support of fishers for the
management system. That catch reductions would be compensated by government was a principle agreed early
in the discussion of quota management. The Government’s condition for providing compensation was that
reductions in fishing pressure were to be binding and permanent.  Compensation reinforced the concept that quota
represented an explicit quantified property right and implied a discipline on the regulator to fully justify cuts
before acting.  It also offered a means by which fishers could determine themselves who would contribute to the
reduction of effort, and provide a dignified exit from the fishery for those who chose to retire.

For the government’s part, they had one eye on the future, particularly of the deep-water fisheries, where
this principle would pay a handsome dividend: they would be able to tender large quantities of quota to the
industry as domestic capacity expanded. The goals for the deep-water fisheries were the rational development
and “New Zealandisation” of harvesting without getting into the trap of over-capitalisation, and for the
government to realise revenues through quota auction sales and resource rentals.  It was this combination of
outcomes, which  would allow the government to cover compensation costs for inshore restructuring by selling
quota for the deep-water species, that drove the choice of tonnage-based quota. The original deep-water
enterprise allocations had been proportional, but were switched to fixed tonnages for the introduction of the more
comprehensive QMS (Clark et al. 1988).

For the inshore fisheries, the policy discussion document published by the new Government in September
1984 listed the following objectives and aims:

“The objectives of [the ITQ policy] are:
i. to achieve the long-term continuing maximum economic benefits from the resources;
ii. to preserve a satisfactory recreational fishery.”  (MAF 1984:6)

“Aims of proposed policy:
i. to rebuild fish stocks to their former levels;
ii. to ensure that catches are limited to levels that can be sustained over the long term;
iii. to ensure that these catches are harvested efficiently with the maximum benefit to fishermen and the

nation;
iv. to allocate each entitlement equitably based on fishermen’s current commitment to the industry;
v. to manage the fisheries so that fishermen retain maximum security of access to fish and flexibility of

harvesting;
vi. to integrate the ITQ system of the inshore and deepwater fisheries;
vii. to develop a management framework that can administered regionally in each fisheries management area; 
viii. to financially assist the harvesting sector to restructure its operations to achieve the above aims;
ix. to enhance the recreational fishery.”  (MAF 1984:10)

The main objectives of this generic list distil down to stock conservation, economic efficiency and
equitable allocation. The overall economic allocation objective of the ITQ policy was to maximise the net
economic return to the nation (Annala 1996).  On the other hand, the objectives of the initial allocation process
were to ensure that entitlements were equitably based on fishermen’s commitment to the industry at that time,
and to financially assist the harvesting sector to restructure its operations to achieve the overall economic
allocation objective.

At the operational level the objectives for the allocation process boiled down to putting in place the ITQ
system while maintaining and enhancing the support of fishers. This was constrained by a requirement for catch
reductions in what were believed to be threatened inshore stocks and a limited budget for compensation.

3.2 Process used in determining the allocation method

The management planning structure and process mandated in the Fisheries Act 1983 established a
framework for Ministry consultation with the industry and other interest groups at the regional (FMP) level. This
comprised a network of local Port Liaison Committees and regional Fishery Management Advisory Committees
(FMACs) to work with MAF staff in each regional centre to build the fisheries plans.  In addition, a National
Fisheries Management Advisory Committee (NAFMAC) was established to advise on national policies, with
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representation from all industry sectors including processors, fishers, share-fishers, the New Zealand Fishing
Industry Board (FIB) and government.

The NAFMAC, supported by MAF and FIB staff, reviewed the state of the inshore fisheries and released a
detailed discussion document in August 1983 (NAFMAC 1983). This set out an analysis of the problems – over-
exploitation of stocks and overcapitalisation, and supplied a detailed account of the state of the fisheries, divided
into 14 regions, of industry structure, and proposed a range of policy alternatives including ITQs.

In September twelve Port Liaison consultative meetings were held by the NAFMAC around the country for
discussion of the review.  Some 1500 people including 900 full-time fishers attended these meetings.  Discussion
revolved around: MAF resource yield estimates and the degree of their correspondence with fisher perceptions;
a means of immediate effort reduction including removal of part-timers fisheries and cancellation of ‘sleeper
permits’ and unused method endorsements; and long-term management policies. There was general consensus
on the need to stop inshore effort expanding, and that the moratorium on permits and further species
endorsements of existing permits should be maintained.  Fishers viewed ITQs as having merit but were sceptical
of the ability of the Ministry to monitor compliance with such a system, and feared increased dominance of large
companies through concentration of quota ownership (Cooper 1983). At this stage quotas were one  of a range
of options being considered, all of which were viewed as potentially working within the FMP framework.
Following these discussions with industry and further review by MAF and FIB staff, the NAFMAC made their
report to the Minister of Fisheries in late 1983 (Belgrave 1983).

The NAFMAC documents included both interim and long-run yield estimates (prospective TAC levels)
produced by the Ministry for inshore species. The interim estimates represented major reductions for some
species of high economic importance thought to be over-fished.  MAF scientists reviewed the figures again in
April 1984. This review attempted to define natural stock boundaries for the quota system, and attempted to
separate the issues of long-term sustainable yield, from the management problem of how to get there by setting
lower interim TACs (McKoy 1986). Two further reviews were carried out in March 1985 and 1986 before final
TACs were set. These assessment reviews were the precursors to the annual stock assessment rounds later carried
out by the Ministry as part of the QMS.

In the meantime, the New Zealand Government was heading for a fiscal crisis, culminating with Prime
Minister Muldoon calling a snap election in July 1984.  Policy decision-making had gone into recess to the
frustration of the fishing industry (Martin 1984).  However, the Government changed with the election. The new
Cabinet had a reformist economic agenda and accepted the policy recommendations of MAF and NAFMAC
quickly, publishing a proposal in September 1984 setting out policy for the quota management system, more or
less in the form it would be implemented two years later (MAF 1984).  Consultation meetings with industry
continued. A two-month tour by several teams of MAF and FIB staff in early 1985 put the proposals to
commercial fishers through a country-wide series of some 65 public meetings (Muse and Schelle 1988). Two
“mini-summit” meetings were held between industry leaders and the Minister of Fisheries, and the Federation of
Commercial Fishermen conducted a referendum of all licensed fishers in March 1985 before approving the policy
in principle (Anon. 1985).  Final proposals were aired at an industry conference, before Cabinet approved the
quota system policies in May 1985 including the allocation process.

Conspicuously absent from the process to this point was effective consultation with Maori. Although Maori
had mandated representation within the FMP liaison network, no systematic attempt was made to consult with
established Maori decision making and information networks by, for example, seeking MAF representation. A
two-day National Fisheries Hui (meeting) – Te Runanga a Tangaroa – was held in October 1985, well after
decisions were finalised, but this did not directly address commercial fishing issues or the quota system. Maori
fisheries interests were conceived generally as non-commercial “traditional” fishing along with cultural and
spiritual values. They were therefore not seen by the Government as in conflict with the incipient QMS (e.g. the
speech by Ken Shirley MP, reported in Cooper 1987:17).

3.3 Allocation method chosen

The basic principle of both allocation schemes was that quota entitlements should reflect established
commitment to the fishery.  For the deep-water fishery in 1983, catch levels were combined with the companies’
degree of investment in on-shore processing, employment and fishing capital to determine commitment.
Allocations of quota were only to be made where this commitment would provide at least 2000t per company.
The smaller operators were allowed to combine into consortia to achieve this level and attract allocations. The
remaining smaller participants were to continue to fish under competitive TACs comprising more than the sum
of their historical catches, to allow for further development by these operators.  Investment in vessels was
assessed separately for mid-depth and deep-water quotas, with vessels less than 30m in length excluded from the
assessment for deep-water species such as orange roughy, as they are unable to fish at the required depths (Muse
and Schelle 1988).
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In the inshore allocations, the primary criterion for judging commitment was to be catch history over the
three years 1982-84. The need to reduce catch levels of some stressed inshore species had been openly
discussed in all the consultation meetings from 1983 and was accepted by the key parties. The government was
committed  to  compensate  reductions  and  proposed  to  finance  a  quota  buy-back   scheme.    The  allocation 
proceeded in a series of steps,
firstly assessing catch histories,
followed by a buy-back tender
round, and thirdly administ-
rative adjustments were made
to match quota holdings to
TACs. Appeals were provided
for at two stages of the
allocation process.

The catch history
assessment step entailed an
initial appraisal by the Ministry
of landings records for the
three qualifying years, and the
reporting of these to each fisher
in mid-1985. They were then
asked to choose two of these
three years to be used to
establish their quota
entitlements, and were able to request an administrative review if the figures were believed to be inaccurate or
unrepresent their usual fishing activity. The reviews were undertaken by six regional objections committees
coordinated by a national overview committee. These committees provided the Director General of MAF with
recommendations for changes to assessments. 
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Following the reviews, final averaged best-two-of-three-year catch histories were calculated and notified to
fishers in April 1986 as Provisional Maximum ITQ (PMITQ) for each fish quota stock.  Fishers also received
notice of their Guaranteed Minimum ITQ (GMITQ), which represented the amount of quota they would be
allocated if the proposed new lowered TAC for that stock was split proportionally across all the assessed catch
histories. That is, if the TAC for a stock were to be set at say 60% of the total of all PMITQ, then each individual’s
GMITQ would be 60% of their PMITQ.  Each fisher then knew they would eventually be allocated an amount of
quota that was between these two figures.

The proposed TACs for some inshore species required a large reduction in catches, with cuts varying by area
and species (see Table 1 aggregates by species).  In the Auckland Fisheries Management Area the overall average
of proposed reductions was 28%, with individual species reductions of up to 64% (Fairgray 1986).

Table 1
Aggregate catch reductions proposed for inshore species in 1984 policy proposal

Data source: MAF 1984: page 28.
Catches include those by domestic, foreign charter and foreign licensed vessels.
TBD = To Be Decided.

In addition, the totals of PMITQ for many species were appreciably higher than the actual catch in any of
the years immediately preceding the quota system, due to the averaging of best years, declining catches in some
stocks and extenuating circumstances accepted in the reviews.10 Table 2 shows the prior catches, total of PMITQ
and new TAC levels for species suffering the main reductions. 

To adjust allocations down to the new TAC levels, a quota buy-back scheme was used. This was part
carrot and part stick. The stick was the threat of uncompensated administrative pro rata reductions of quota –
potentially down to GMITQ levels – if carrots were not taken up voluntarily. The carrots comprised an
opportunity to tender to have part or all of a PMITQ bought back by the government.  Each fisher was invited to
submit bids of amounts that they would be prepared to accept as compensation for giving up a specified package
of quota. Effectively this invited operators to cash out of the fishery, or to adjust their catch mix by selling down
depleted stocks, at an agreed price, and from a higher level of quota than they would otherwise end up holding.

The Government had a budget limitation on compensation and a heuristic algorithm was to be used to
optimise clearing prices for each stock in the tender round, with all fishers tendering up to the clearing price paid
at this rate for giving up PMITQ (Clark and Duncan 1986).  However, bids by fishers were too high to fulfil the
objectives within budget. At bid prices, $NZ100m would have achieved only 60% of the required reductions
(Muse and Schelle 1988).  Following some attempts at valuation of the critical stocks with the aid of a
bioeconomic model (Geen 1987), the government set clearing prices for the tender round so as to attain about
25% of required cuts. A second chance was then offered all remaining fishers to sell further PMITQ back to the
government, or be faced with administrative cuts. This time the offer was at a fixed price set about 20% below
the prices paid in the first round. A strong response was received, but all TACs were not yet satisfied (Clark and
Duncan 1986; Clark et al. 1988). A total of 15 800t of quota had been bought back out of a target reduction of
21500t, at a cost of $NZ42.5 million, of which 85% was paid out for four of the 19 species (see Table 2). 
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1.     INTRODUCTION

In 1995 the federally-managed commercial longline fisheries for Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis)
and sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria) in the U.S. North Pacific moved from open-access management with limits
on the Total Allowable Catch (TAC), to management systems with individual fishing quotas (IFQs). At that time,
the halibut fisheries had the greatest number of participants of any fishery managed with individual quotas. This
is the first of two papers that examine the IFQ system in the U.S. North Pacific halibut and sablefish fisheries.
This paper discusses the circumstances leading up to the IFQ programme, the development of the IFQ
programme, and the initial allocation of interests in the fisheries under the programme. The second paper (Hartley
and Fina 2001) provides a more quantitative examination of effects of the IFQ programme, including
participation levels, fleet consolidation, and other changes that have resulted from the programmes. 

The transition from open-access to IFQs was a long, arduous process marked by periods of progress,
followed by periods of retreat, eventually leading to approval and implementation of an effective programme. As
one might expect, the division of interests in a fishery after several years of open-access management is highly
controversial. To develop an understanding of the subtleties of the IFQ programme, it is necessary follow a path
similar to the path of the IFQ policymakers — taking several steps forward, then stepping back for a fresh
perspective. The complexities of the open-access and IFQ management regimes and the, at times, conflicting
goals and objectives of the involved policymakers complicate the task of describing programme processes and
results. To aid readers in keeping important contextual information in mind as new concepts or data are
introduced, this document is repetitive at times. 

Figure 1
Pacific halibut fishery regulatory areas

(Source: International Pacific Halibut Commission)
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2.     BACKGROUND – THE PRE-IFQ FISHERY
2.1    A brief  history of the halibut fishery

Alaska halibut and sablefish fisheries are regulated by similar IFQ programmes that were developed by a
single process. The fisheries differ both historically and in the manner of prosecution but, in general, have a high
degree of similarity. This section describes the two fisheries before IFQ programme implementation. 

Halibut are fished exclusively
with hook-and-line gear.1 Because
halibut can be harvested in waters as
shallow as 90 feet, the fishery can
generally be prosecuted close to shore
in small boats, including skiffs.
Before settlement of the Pacific
Northwest by Europeans, Native
Americans fished for halibut with
large canoes using hook-and-line
methods (IPHC 1987).

The Pacific halibut fishery
developed into a commercial fishery
in Washington and British Columbia
in the 1880s by fishers who fished
from dories, which were transported
by larger vessels to and from halibut
fishing grounds. In the 1920s, the
fishery changed substantially with the
introduction of diesel-powered
vessels and mechanical longline gear
and expanded to the Gulf of Alaska.
Stock declines in the 1920s prompted
the first regulation of harvests, a three-
month closing intended to protect
spawning. Regulation was instituted
by the Halibut Convention of 1923
between the U.S. and Canada, the
same convention that established the
International Fisheries Commission,
the predecessor to the IPHC, which
currently provides biological
management of the Pacific halibut
fishery (IPHC 1987). 

As early as the 1930s, the
fishery was developing as a part-time
fishery and a substitute fishery for
vessels that participated in other
fisheries. Vessels with trawls and
purse seines were adapted to fish
halibut with longlines. During the 1930s and 1940s, several small salmon trollers and gillnetters entered the
fishery, targeting halibut during slow salmon seasons. By the 1960s, halibut stocks were thought to be in decline,
prompting the IPHC to lower catch limits. In the 1970s, increases in the price of halibut, together with
implementation of limited entry programmes in the salmon fisheries, stimulated greater entry of small vessels
to the halibut fishery. During the 1980s, the fishery experienced an influx of many larger vessels from crab
fisheries as crab stocks declined (IPHC 1987). The obvious implication from this history is that, for much of its
existence, the commercial Pacific halibut fishery has been a supplemental fishery, attracting vessels from other
fisheries during slow seasons or periods of stock declines. The attractiveness of the fishery as a supplemental
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Typical Pacific halibut longlining fishing vessel
(Credit: International Pacific Halibut Commission)

1 The halibut fishery is primarily a longline fishery, but other hook-and-line methods are used.



fishery is enhanced by the relatively small amount of specialized gear required for entry and the innate
vulnerability of the species to capture.

Over the second half of the 20th century, increasing numbers of vessels participating in the halibut fishery
necessitated shorter and shorter seasons, even in periods when the TAC of halibut remained steady or increased.
Short seasons for halibut limited fishers’ability to target halibut full-time. By the time that the individual fishery
quota (IFQ) programme was instituted, the season in many regulatory areas had been reduced to 24-hour periods
(Pautzke and Oliver 1997). The inability of halibut fishers to earn their total income from the halibut fishery is
reflected in catch statistics from the fishery. Between 1984 and 1990, an average of 3275 unique vessel owners
participated, and an average of 70% of all vessel owners who made landings of halibut also made landings of
other species. During the same years, less than 25% of the total revenue earned by vessel owners with halibut
landings was attributed to halibut. 

Traditional measures of fishing capacity can be inappropriate when applied to a supplemental fishery.
Before IFQs, the halibut TAC would have been harvested in a matter of days. This should not be taken to indicate
overcapacity in the halibut fishery because most of the fleet resources employed were also used in other fisheries
when not targeting halibut.

2.2   A brief histor y of the sablefish fishery

The sablefish fishery tends to be farther offshore than the halibut fishery. Sablefish typically are caught in
waters 400 to 1000m deep, on the slope of the continental shelf or in areas with deep underwater canyons.
Sablefish are harvested with longlines, pots and trawls.2 Because the fishery is prosecuted in deeper waters, often
farther offshore, relatively large boats are needed, and therefore competition was, and is, less intense in the
sablefish fishery than in the halibut fishery (Pautzke and Oliver 1997).3 Figure 2 shows the regulatory areas for
sablefish in the Alaskan Canadian Region.

Before 1976 (when Exclusive Economic Zone [EEZ] waters were extended to the current 200 nautical mile
limit), the Alaska sablefish fishery was dominated by foreign fleets. Although the foreign fleets declined after
1976, foreign vessels continued to lead in Alaska sablefish harvests until the mid-1980s. By 1987, foreign
harvests had ended and U.S. harvests surged to a level that equaled the historic maxima of the foreign fleet
(Pautzke and Oliver 1997). Between 1981 and 1988 the U.S. fleet targeting sablefish grew more than tenfold.
Most new entrants came from the Alaska salmon fleet and found that they could supplement their incomes by
participating in longline fisheries. As with halibut, the sablefish fishery does not have a long history as a full-time
fishery supporting a tenured fleet. Unlike halibut fishers, however, a few fishers have made a living targeting
sablefish. Most of these fishers operate vessels 60 feet or more in length, enabling them to fish in less-sheltered
areas, particularly the Aleutian Islands and the Bering Sea.4

Examining the activity of sablefish fishers in other fisheries demonstrates the reliance of sablefish fishers
on other fisheries. From 1985 to 1990, at least 95% of vessels with sablefish landings had commercial landings
of other species and, on average, generated 65% of their income from these other fisheries. While data indicate
that the typical sablefish fisher relied more heavily on sablefish than the typical halibut fisher relied on halibut,
sablefish fishers were clearly active in other fisheries.

The composition of the sablefish fleet was also somewhat different from the halibut fleet, with sablefish
vessels tending to be larger on average than halibut vessels. During the years from 1985 to 1990, the number of
active sablefish vessels increased from 371 to more than 800. Between 1985 and 1990, an average of more than
20% of the sablefish fleet consisted of catcher vessels greater than 60 feet in length, compared to an average of
5% in the halibut fleet. In addition, an average of 2.5% of the sablefish fleet consisted of freezer vessels. During
the same years, catcher vessels greater than 60 feet in length and freezer vessels harvested a combined average
of 53% of the total sablefish harvest, compared to 28.5% for classes in halibut.
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2 The trawl fishery is granted a portion of the sablefish TAC in the Aleutian Islands and the Bering Sea and are subject to
separate regulation. The pot fishery is permitted only in the Aleutian Islands and the Bering Sea. The use of pots, however,
is regulated by the fixed-gear management programme.

3 In Southeast Alaska, particularly in the Alexander Archipelago, deep canyons are found in well-protected areas which allow
small vessels to participate in the sablefish fishery. In these areas, fishers with smaller vessels target sablefish for a short
portion of the year to supplement their income from salmon and herring fisheries.

4 Vessels more than 60 feet in length are prohibited from fishing salmon, limiting alternative fisheries in which some of the
large sablefish vessels are able to participate.



Figure 2
Sablefish regulatory areas

2.3 Halibut and sablefish fisheries management 
2.3.1 Management institutions 

In 1976 the Fishery Conservation and Management Act (now known as the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation Act) established the current management regime for fisheries in U.S. EEZ waters (waters between
3 and 200nm of the coast). The regime described in the Act called for creation of the North Pacific Fisheries
Management Council (NPFMC)5 which has the mandate to make management recommendations to the U.S.
Secretary of Commerce. Measures approved by the Secretary become binding regulations that are implemented
by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS).6 Management of sablefish and halibut fixed-gear fisheries in
EEZ waters is conducted by this regime.7 While both fisheries are managed by NMFS and NPFMC, halibut TACs
are determined by the IPHC, a commission created by a treaty between the U.S. and Canada to coordinate
regulation of the North American Pacific halibut fishery (Pautzke and Oliver 1997). 
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5 The NPFMC is composed of a panel of 11 voting members (six from Alaska, four from Washington, and one from Oregon)
and four non-voting members. Voting members represent the fishing industry, fish processors, and federal, state and local
agencies (Pautzke and Oliver 1997).

6 NMFS is an agency of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) under the U.S. Department of
Commerce.

7 Since its creation, NPFMC has had jurisdiction of sablefish. Halibut came under its jurisdiction only after the resolution of
treaty issues with Canada in 1982. Halibut is managed jointly by NMFS and IPHC. In general, the IPHC is charged with
monitoring stocks and setting overall catch limits. Allocation of catch limits within the three separate jurisdictions (Alaska,
British Columbia, and the Pacific U.S.) is handled by the respective agencies responsible for management in those areas.
In Alaska, NMFS and NPFMC determine catch allocations. These agencies were responsible for developing the IFQ
programme.



2.3.2 Management priorto the IFQ programme

Before 1995,
when IFQ8 systems in
the fixed-gear halibut
and sablefish fisheries
off Alaska were
instituted, both
fisheries were subject
to a common-property
regime in which the
total catch was
controlled using TAC
limits and seasonal
limitations. Vessel
registration and
fishing permits, the
only requirements to
participate in the
fisheries, were not
limited and were
available for nominal
fees. Consequently,
entry was essentially
cost-free to fishers
equipped and active in other fisheries. To better manage harvests and avoid local depletion, both fisheries are
separated into regulatory areas. The boundaries of the regulatory areas differ for the two species. TACs were set
for each species in each respective regulatory area. Under this management arrangement, both fisheries were
fished intensively, and the fishing seasons became progressively shorter (Pautzke and Oliver 1997). As early as
the 1950s, participation and effort in the halibut fishery had reached levels that required abbreviated seasons in
some areas. In the Gulf of Alaska (GOA), the halibut season lasted less than 2 months; in Southeast Alaska, it
lasted less than 1 month (IPHC 1987). Short season lengths notwithstanding, both fisheries drew progressively
greater numbers of fishers. This trend was aided by the timing of seasons, which were scheduled to limit conflict
with seasons for other species, thus minimizing the opportunity cost of entering the fisheries (NPFMC 1989).

For the halibut fishery, IPHC managers set TACs and season opening dates for each regulatory area.
Before the influx of effort in the early 1980s, the IPHC would monitor catch within the season and close the
fishery when it appeared likely that the TAC would be harvested. As effort increased, managers found that they
were unable to adequately monitor in-season catches – the harvest would exceed TACs before the catch could
be counted. In an attempt to reduce the chance of overharvest of the TAC in an area, multiple seasons with
fixed opening and closing dates were scheduled. Later seasons were conditional on remaining allowable catch.
By the late 1980s – with several thousands of vessels participating each year – the first opening in some areas
would last only 24 hours! Later openings (if uncaught quota remained) might be shorter or might be regulated
with individual trip limits.

Because sablefish are targeted primarily in deeper waters, the extension of EEZ waters in 1976 first brought
the fishery under U.S. government management. The U.S. fleet’s interest in the fishery grew enormously
thereafter, particularly in the mid-1980s. As happened in the halibut fishery earlier, season-lengths shortened
dramatically. In 1990, the season in the Eastern Gulf of Alaska was limited to 20 days, having been 180 days only
six years earlier. The 1990 season in the Central Gulf of Alaska was limited to 60 days, having been 254 days
six years earlier! (Pautzke and Oliver 1997).

In the sablefish fishery, managers at NMFS set a season-opening date in the spring that was common to most
regulatory areas in the GOA. Managers then monitored the catch as it progressed and closed each area as the TAC
was harvested. Seasons were shortest where effort was highest. Seasons in Southeast and Southcentral Alaska
might last only one or two weeks before the TAC was taken, while in the Aleutian Islands (characterized by sparse
populations and relatively dangerous fishing conditions), seasons might last much of the rest of the year. Fishing
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Catch and gearretrieval, Pacific halibut
(Credit: International Pacific Halibut Commission)

8 The term “IFQ,” as used in the Alaska sablefish and halibut fisheries, is generally analogous to the more broadly used term
Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQ) — “fishing” was substituted for “transferable” because during the development of
the programme, it was uncertain whether the individual quotas would actually be transferable.



effort generally flowed in a westerly direction from more populous and sheltered areas in Southeastern Alaska
toward less populous areas where sablefish were found in increasingly open seas. Owners of larger vessels often
would begin the year fishing in the Southeast when the season opened and fish there until the TAC was taken.
They would then move westward into the Central Gulf until that fishery closed. This progression would continue
westward into the Western Gulf and finally into the Aleutians and the Bering Sea. Owners of smaller vessels
(more likely to be residents of Alaska) would more typically start the year fishing in the areas nearest their
residences until those areas closed. Larger vessels would move to other areas to fish sablefish; smaller vessels
would generally begin to prepare for summer salmon fisheries.

Regulation by TAC and season limitations had several shortcomings. 

i. Safety was often compromised by fishers who would fish the short (sometimes single-day) season regardless
of weather. This problem was especially prominent in the halibut fishery in which many fishers use small
vessels, including skiffs (NMFS 1994).

ii. TAC management was imprecise. In the halibut fishery, seasonal limitations proved to be a crude tool for
achieving a prescribed TAC. In short seasons, particularly those with only a single-day opening which
became characteristic in the halibut fishery, over-harvesting (or under-harvesting) could not be predicted,
because individual fishers generally were permitted unlimited catch during the season.

iii. The fisheries had excess fishing capacity in the sense that the total TAC could be harvested faster than the
management agency could monitor the catch (NMFS 1994). Further, as fishers entered fisheries and seasons
were shortened, fishers overequipped their vessels with redundant gear to limit downtime. By 1990, an
estimated $3 million worth of gear was redundant in the halibut fishery (NPFMC 1992b).

iv. Gear losses were excessive. To maximize catch in the single-day season, fishers typically would set more
lines than they could retrieve in the allowable time. Maximum revenues were realized by fishers who always
had a line to haul. At the end of the fishing period, fishers were prohibited from retrieving any additional
gear, so they would simply abandon all lines they had not retrieved.9 Gear losses were estimated to be up to
25% of the gear set in some seasons (NPFMC 1992b). 

v. Over-harvesting was compounded by losses resulting from abandoned gear. Abandoned gear contributed
substantially to population declines because its contribution to fishing mortality was more persistent than
retrieved gear and might go through multiple cycles, as the first-caught fish would become bait for later
catch. In 1990 and 1991, ‘deadloss’was estimated at 2 million pounds and 2.5 million pounds, respectively.
The ex-vessel value10 of the lost catch was estimated to be between $2.4 million and $4 million per year
(NPFMC 1992b).

vi. Higher-value fresh fish would be available only for a brief time after the short season. Most of the fish
caught during short seasons was frozen for later use. Quality also suffered as the rush to maximize catch in
the short season led to poor handling and storage of some catch (NMFS 1994).

These problems were generally much more severe in the halibut fishery than in the sablefish fishery.
Participants and managers of the sablefish fishery, however, could see that trends from the halibut fishery were
developing in the sablefish fishery. This was particularly true in Southeastern Alaska where a greater coastal
population had better access to sablefish because of the relatively sheltered waters in that area.

The IFQ programme was developed to address these problems. Industry and fishery managers alike
recognized the need for a change. The process of change proved to be long and controversial. 

3.     IFQ PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

In the 1995 fishing season, after several years of in-depth social and economic analysis, discussion,
negotiation, public meetings, comment periods, regulatory development, and implementation processes, the IFQ
programme was instituted in the halibut and sablefish fisheries. Development of IFQ programmes for sablefish
and halibut cannot be separated. Throughout the process, attention and programme development shifted between
the two fisheries with changes in political pressures. 

Problems developed first in the halibut fishery. In the late 1970s, NPFMC began considering limited entry
options to protect the halibut fishery. By 1983 the severity of the threat to the fishery compelled the NPFMC to
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9 Abandoned gear could be retrieved with permission from the regulatory agencies after the season ended and all fish were
offloaded. Any fish remaining on the gear that was retrieved had to be discarded at sea.

10 Ex-vessel value is the value of landed, raw fish delivered by a fisher.



recommend a moratorium on entry. The moratorium, however, was not approved by the Secretary of Commerce,
who favored a more thorough limited-entry programme (Pautzke and Oliver 1997). This rejection of the
moratorium slowed development of management strategies for the halibut fishery, and the NPFMC’s efforts to
develop a new management regime for halibut waned.

Development of the sablefish fishery lagged slightly behind that of the halibut fishery. Yet, as momentum
to develop new management procedures for halibut declined, similar management issues arose in the smaller
sablefish fishery. In the mid-1980s, the NPFMC decided to focus on programme development in the sablefish
fishery. By 1987 the short, intense seasons and gear conflicts in the sablefish fishery had begun to resemble those
of the halibut fishery (NMFS 1995, Pautzke and Oliver 1997). In the same year, the NPFMC adopted a
commitment to develop and analyze licence limitation and transferable quota systems for sablefish management.
By 1988 workshops were held to obtain further input from the industry and public on management alternatives.
In early 1988 the NPFMC directed its staff to develop and evaluate various different management regimes for the
sablefish fishery, including continued open-access, licence limitations, the IFQ system, and hybrids that
intertwined these three different management systems. The environmental impact statement developed in
pursuance of the resolution for the sablefish fishery was revised to include an IFQ management scheme and was
distributed for public review in May 1991 (NMFS 1994).

Because many fishers had been active in both halibut and sablefish fisheries, the NPFMC decided to use the
sablefish IFQ programme as a prototype for developing a similar programme in the larger halibut fishery. It was
believed that simultaneous implementation would decrease obstacles and reduce resistance to the programme in
the halibut fishery. In 1991, an environmental impact statement incorporating an IFQ programme was also
developed for halibut, bringing management development for the two fisheries to an even plane (NMFS 1995).

In September 1991, the NPFMC provisionally recommended IFQ management for both the sablefish and
halibut fisheries. After an additional round of analysis and public comment the final recommendation of NPFMC
was issued late in 1992 and approved by the Secretary of Commerce in January 1993. Applications for initial
allocations were collected and processed in 1994. Fishing under the IFQ management system began with the
opening of the 1995 season in March of that year (NMFS 1995).

The NPFMC and the NMFS had developed the IFQ programme over the course of more than 15 years. They
had held numerous public meetings and considered several alternative management regimes and several different
types of allocation schemes before the IFQ programmes were approved and finally implemented in 1995. 

4. THE IFQ PROGRAMME AND INITIAL ALLOCA TION
4.1 Intr oduction

The IFQ system substantially changed rights in the fisheries. At the commencement of the programme, the
NMFS issued quota shares (QS) to fishers for each regulatory area of each fishery. At the beginning of each
season, the TAC for each regulatory area of each fishery is determined.11 The holder of quota shares is entitled to
a portion of the annual TAC in the applicable regulatory area. This annual allotment is referred to as the fisher’s
IFQ and is the weight12 of the fisher’s permitted catch for the year. The amount of IFQs is equal to the area TAC
multiplied by the fisher’s quota shares, divided by the total quota shares issued in the area (the quota share pool).
IFQs may be fished at any time during open season. Under the IFQ programme, an extended season, which begins
March 15 and ends November15, was established. Unused IFQ cannot be retained for use in a future year. On
the other hand, recognizing that unintentional overages can occur, over-harvests of up to 10% of a fisher’s IFQ
are addressed by a reduction in the following year’s IFQ without penalty. Fishers with ‘overages’in excess of
10% are subject to enforcement sanctions, including confiscation of harvests (NMFS 1995).

Holders of quota shares may sell their rights13. Several restrictions on the sale of quota shares were adopted
to avoid excessive consolidation and other changes in the character of the fishing fleet. Although the system
creates a property right in the fishery, to avoid costly litigation in the event that the management programme is
changed, the programme does not create a permanent interest in the fishery. Quota shares remain valid
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11 The sablefish TAC is determined by the NPFMC, subject to approval by the Secretary of Commerce. The halibut TAC is
determined by the IPHC.

12 Halibut traditionally have been landed in a headed-and-gutted form. Halibut TACs and IFQs are set in terms of headed-
and-gutted weight. Sablefish TACs and IFQs are set in terms of round weight (NMFS 1995).

13 The right to sell IFQs (properly considered a lease of quota shares) was initially limited and, after 1997, was prohibited
for shares designated for use on catcher vessels. The lease of quota shares is allowed on freezer vessels (NMFS 1995).



indefinitely; however, if the programme is discontinued, the quota shares holders will not be entitled to
compensation (NMFS 1995).

Fundamental to an IFQ programme is the initial issuance of quota shares in the fishery. Fishers who have
issued quota shares receive a right to harvest a predetermined fraction of the TAC. This initial allocation
influences both the distribution of wealth among fishers and the character of the fishery. The importance of the
initial allocation did increase because of restrictions on transferability of quota shares. This section examines
policy objectives of the initial allocation and the method by which the allocation was determined.

4.2 Policy objectives of the initial allocation of quota shares

Several key policy objectives guided the initial allocation of quota shares. Some of the major objectives
were as follows:
i. to preserve the character of the fleet
ii. to limit and discourage corporate ownership of the fisheries
iii. to reward active participants in the fisheries
iv. to reward long-time participants over relative newcomers to the fisheries
v. to reward those who invested in the fisheries by purchasing vessels, over those who simply worked in the

fisheries as crew
vi. to limit windfalls to fishers receiving quota shares, regardless of federal policies precluding any charge for

quota shares distributed in the initial allocation and
vii. to discourage speculative entry into the fishery.

The initial allocation recommended by the NPFMC embodied these objectives, specifically the overriding
theme of preserving the size and character of the fleet (NMFS 1994). Rewarding current participants with quota
shares served this objective. By 1990 it was apparent that, in the future, entry to the fishery would need to be
limited in some manner. Consequently, the NPFMC decided that activity after 1990 would not be used in
determining the initial allocation of quota shares to prevent fishers from entering the fishery simply to obtain
quota shares, in essence, gaining a property right in the fishery (NMFS 1995, Pautzke and Oliver 1997).

At the time of programme development, the Magnuson-Stevens Act prohibited any charge on issuance of
quota shares. The absence of a charge had the added effects of helping to meet the objective of preserving fleet
character and avoiding opposition to the programme. Requiring payment for the initial allocation might have
excluded some traditional participants from the fleet simply because of their inability to afford quota shares. Sale
of the initial allocation might have allowed corporations, banks, or owners of large industrial vessels, to purchase
a large part of the initial allocation. Not charging for quota shares, however, created potential windfalls profits to
quota recipients.

To limit the windfall gains, the NPFMC used a broad, inclusive policy that provided an initial allocation to
many more fishers than had participated in any given year. The programme issued quota shares to all vessel
owners active in the fisheries from 1988 through 1990. Eligible fishers received quota shares equal to their
harvests over an even longer period — for halibut, vessel owners were allowed to submit the best records for 5
of the past 7 years back to 1984; for sablefish, vessel owners used the best 5 of 6 years back to 1985.14

An ancillary goal of the broad-based initial allocation was to allow fishers to determine the extent of their
activity in the fishery. Fishers could choose to exit the fishery by selling quota shares, increase activity in the
fishery by purchasing additional quota shares or IFQs, or simply fish their initial allocations. With a broad-based
allocation of initial shares, market conditions would be more likely to determine activity in the fishery.

One limiting factor in the initial allocation was that only vessel owners and fishers leasing vessels were
allocated quota shares. Crews were not granted shares (NMFS 1994). The objective of this rule was to reward
boat owners, who had invested in the fisheries. Operators who could demonstrate a leasehold interest in vessels
were also thought to have invested sufficiently in the fishery to entitle them to quota shares.15 Omitting
crewmembers from the initial allocation also made the process workable. Further, unlike the case for data for vessels
and vessel owners, no official data were available to verify past participation of crewmembers in the fishery.
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14 Part of the rationale for considering several years was to avoid excluding from the fisheries fishers that typically
participated but could not participate for a year or two due to illness or other uncontrollable circumstances (NMFS 1994,
Pautzke and Oliver 1997).

15 Records such as licence purchase, tax records showing deductions of lease and crew payments, and other similar
documents could be used to show that a vessel was being operated under a lease.



A few adjustments were made to quota shares allocations in determining the final issuance. In regulatory
areas in the Aleutian Islands and Bering Sea, the allocations were reduced to develop a Community Development
Quota (CDQ) programme. The CDQ programme was designed to assist area communities by allocating them
portions of the TAC. Historically, these communities have reaped little reward from the fisheries because of a lack
of economic capital. By allocating portions of the TAC to the communities, it was hoped that they would become
active participants in the fisheries. Fishers who had been denied quota shares to accommodate the CDQ
programme were granted a proportional amount of quota shares in regulatory areas that did not have CDQ
programmes, and there were proportional decreases in the quota shares of all other fishers in those areas (NMFS
1994).

While a major policy objective in the initial issuance was to reward active fishers, the NPFMC also sought
to minimize complaints. This goal was pursued by using a cost-free, broad-based system for issuing quota shares
and by developing the initial allocation rules through a public process.

4.3 Method of initial allocation

The initial allocation of quota shares was based on the historical activity in the fisheries. Vessel owners16

with any landings of halibut or sablefish in 1988, 1989 or 1990 were eligible to receive quota shares for the
applicable fishery. For halibut, one quota share was issued for each pound of halibut landings in the fisher’s best
five of the seven years from 1984 to 1990 inclusive. Similarly, for sablefish, a fisher’s quota share allocation
equaled the fisher’s total pounds of sablefish landings in the best five of the six years from 1985 to 1990 inclusive.
The decision to use multiple years to determine eligibility and quota shares allotments was made to accommodate
fishers who had been unable to fish for one or more years because of unexpected circumstances, such as illness
or the Exxon Valdezoil spill.17 Because quota shares entitle the holder to a portion of the annual TAC, the system
allows annual management of total harvest levels without re-issuing quota shares (NMFS 1994, NMFS 1995).

4.4 Implementation of the initial allocation

Once the policy decisions had been made, the job of implementing the programme (including the initial
allocation) was turned over to the NMFS. The NMFS developed a separate division, the Restricted Access
Management (RAM) Division, to administer the programme, including the initial allocation. At onset, this RAM
office staff comprised nine persons, two transferred from other divisions of the NMFS, and seven newly hired.
The office was understaffed during initial allocation and has since grown to 18 persons. The growth is attributable
to fulfillment of staff requirements, expansion of duties outside the IFQ programme, and replacement of contract
consultants with in-house employees. Currently, IFQ programme management comprises 80% of RAM duties
(Gharrett 2000).

Substantial funding was required at the outset — an estimated $2 million was spent initiating the IFQ
programme. Changes as the programme was developed required significant expenditures in the first few years,
but in the past few years, spending has leveled. The budget for the RAM office in fiscal year 2000, $1.1 million
for IFQ programmes, is a reasonable estimate of yearly administration costs (Gharrett 2000). An additional $2.3
million is spent on enforcement of the IFQ each year, or approximately 1.8% of the total ex-vessel value (Smith
2001).

The programme was initially funded through direct budgeting from the NMFS. Beginning in the 2001
season, a cost-recovery fee programme will be implemented, which is expected to cover the majority of the costs
of programme administration. The cost-recovery programme permits RAM to charge fishers a fee of up to 3% of
the ex-vessel value of IFQ landings. Total fee collections cannot exceed the annual cost of programme
management and enforcement. Programme management and enforcement may not be fully funded by the cost-
recovery programme because 25% of the fees collected is set aside to fund a loan programme for fishers wishing
to enter IFQ fisheries, and owners of small vessels wishing to increase their quota shares (NMFS 2000a).
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16 “Vessel owners” includes fishers operating a vessel under lease. Partners and corporations were also eligible for quota
shares. Former owners of dissolved partnerships and corporations were entitled to quota shares proportional to their
interest in the venture.

17 The decision to use multiple-year qualification criteria also eliminated the need to allow appeals based on hardships.
Fishers that had been unable to participate for three consecutive years in the fishery were deemed not to be active
participants.



Development of the cost-recovery programme has added substantially to this year’s budget for the RAM office
(Gharrett 2000).18

Because the initial allocations were based simply on historical landings and vessel ownership in the two
fisheries, the allocation was, for the most part, a largely book-keeping exercise. To determine eligibility for quota
shares, the NMFS required a record of ownership and catch of all vessels active in the halibut and sablefish
fishery for each year from 1984 to 1990. This record would be sufficient for determining both entitlement and
quantities of the initial allocation. During those years, vessel owners had been legally obliged to report their catch
to the NMFS19, which used the data to determine season-lengths and otherwise manage the fisheries.
Consequently, the NMFS had most of the necessary data.20

In general, the quality of catch data was good. Ownership data were less complete and less accurate because
owners were under no obligation to report many of the details of vessel ownership or vessel lease interests.21

Although this was time-consuming, data organization for determining quota shares allocations did not pose
substantive problems. Beginning in the late 1980s, the NPFMC staff organized the data for the halibut and
sablefish fisheries to analyze different management alternatives. Once the decision to proceed with the system
had been approved by the Secretary of Commerce in January 1993, the NMFS began to finalize data for the initial
allocation. By January 1994, slightly less than one year later, the NMFS had produced preliminary estimates of
initial allocations for all fishers. 

Once the data had been fully organized, the NMFS prepared individual applications for each vessel owner
qualified to receive quota shares. The preprinted applications, which included a report of relevant catch and
ownership data, were mailed to each qualified vessel owner. Those who did not receive an application by a certain
date, but who thought they were entitled to initial quota shares, were asked to call the NMFS to request an
application. The development of the programme and its progress toward implementation were public knowledge
as they were reported by both trade journals and the popular press. Because fishers were involved in the process
from the onset, few if any, failed to obtain quota shares because of lack of knowledge of the need to apply.

The NMFS required vessel owners to verify the data in the applications and to submit the applications within
a 6-month period that began 17 January and ended 15 July 1994. Owners were entitled to correct or dispute
existing records, if needed. The NMFS reviewed each returned application for any data discrepancies.
Applications returned without change were forwarded to the NMFS technical reviewers. If an application was
corrected or disputed by the vessel owner, the NMFS requested documentation supporting the change, such as
fish tickets, leases or ownership documentation. The owner was required to resubmit the application with
supporting documentation within 90 days. On receipt of the application and supporting documentation, the
application materials were passed on for technical review (NMFS 1994). Within 45 days of receipt of the
application (and supporting documentation when applicable) the NMFS technical reviewers were required to
process the application and notify the vessel owner of the quota shares entitlement.22 This completed the technical
review process and issuance of quota shares began in November 1994. Any vessel owner who disagreed with the
quota shares determination of the technical review could file an appeal (NMFS 1994). 

The appeals process began with issuance of the first quota shares. Appeals were heard by the hearing officer
from the parent agency of NMFS – NOAA(the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, under the
Department of Commerce). Administrative appeals consisted of a review of the pertinent documentation
(primarily fish tickets, ownership records, and leases) and hearings.23 Hearing officers were required to issue
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18 At the onset of the programme, collection of fees from IFQ holders was not permitted by the Magnuson-Stevens Act. The
fee collection programme was authorized by changes to the act by the U.S. Congress on 11 October 1996, after the IFQ
programme had been implemented.

19 Actual data were usually collected by ADF&G and the IPHC and forwarded to the NMFS.
20 The greatest information shortcoming was the absence of good records related to leasehold interests. Other problems were

related to divorced couples, deceased vessel owners and dissolved corporations and partnerships.
21 The vessel registration required to participate in the fisheries in Alaska did not (and still does not) require a full disclosure

of all owners with an interest in the vessel, nor was there any requirement for leaseholders to report their use of a given
vessel. The lack of detailed reporting on ownership meant that available data were too imprecise to support determination
of allocations in all situations, particularly cases in which partial ownership levels changed over the relevant catch history
period.

22 NMFS refers to this decision as an “Initial Administrative Determination”.
23 Appeals were allowed only on questions of fact. Appeals claiming that hardships had prevented persons from participating

were not allowed — a conscious decision of the NPFMC, which believed that it had provided for hardships by allowing
persons to qualify if they had participated at all in 1988, 1989 or 1990.



written opinions. An owner dissatisfied with the hearing officer’s decision was entitled to appeal to the federal
court system within 30 days of the decision. In the interest of fairness, a vessel owner who had appealed the
initial allocation and had an appeal pending when fishing under the programme began, was permitted to fish
IFQs from any undisputed quota shares while theappeal was pending.24 Therefore, a vessel owner who had
received 1000 quota shares but thought that he was entitled to 1500, would be permitted to fish the IFQs resulting
from the 1000 quota shares allocation during the appeal concerning the additional 500 quota shares (NMFS
1994). Because all quota shares allocations were determined based on historical catch, all initial allocation
decisions were made at commencement of the programme – quota shares could be redistributed by sales, but the
number of quota shares in the quota shares pool was generally fixed.25

Approximately 9000 applications for quota shares were filed. Of those applications, approximately 1100
were determined to be ineligible. An additional 650 applicants disputed the allocation as determined by the NMFS
data. Table 1 shows the reasons and number of appeals to the NMFS initial allocation determinations. Only
179 applicants – fewer than 3% of all applicants – appealed the decision made in the technical review. More than
half of the appeals challenged determinations of eligibility for quota shares or challenged vessel ownership or
lease interest conflicts. Only 10 cases among the appeals heard by the NMFS have been subsequently appealed
to the federal court system (NMFS 2000a).

Fishing under the programme began in March 1995, when the new season began. Thus in a 28-month period,
from November 1993, when the final rules were published, to March 1995, the initial allocation was decided
(with the exception of pending appeals), and fishing under the programme began.

Table 1
Appeals of initial allocations as determined by the NMFS

Source: NMFS 2000.

4.5 Success of the initial allocation

The initial allocation process by itself cannot assure that the goals of any trading programme are met
because many of the goals pertain to the operation of the fishery after that allocation. Transfers of IFQs and quota
shares after the initial allocation can drastically alter the distribution of interests, erasing the success of a well-
crafted initial allocation. An initial allocation, however, can either be an obstacle to achieving goals of the system
or can set the stage for attaining those goals. The initial allocation in the halibut and sablefish IFQ programme
generally laid a solid foundation toward success of the programme and achievement of programme goals.

Two goals were substantially attained by the initial allocation. First, the initial allocation sought to maintain
the character of the existing fleet. This goal included a strong desire to protect small fishers from being forced
from the fishery by large fishing interests (NMFS 1994, NMFS 1995). The programme achieved this purpose in
two ways. First, fishers were granted quota shares based on fishery participation over several years. This rule
dispersed interests in the fishery among many more fishers than had participated in any single year. Second, no
payment was required to receive quota shares under the programme. Although such payments were not legal at
the time under the Magnuson Stevens Act, had they been required, larger vessels might have been able to exclude
smaller vessels from the programme at its onset. 
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Reason for IFQ appeal Number of appeals % 
Basic eligibility for quota share issuance  48 26.81 
Ownership/l ease conflicts  42 23.46 
Untimely applications  36 20.11 
Additional qualifying pounds  20 11.17 
Successor -in-interest determinations  13 7.26 
Vessel category determinations  8 4.46 
Challenge to IFQ regulations  7 3.91 
Miscellaneous/other reasons  5 2.79 
Total            179 

24 The issuance of IFQs takes place every year on 31 January. Quota shares under appeal on 31 January generally are not
included in the IFQ issuance for the year.

25 Minor changes to the quota shares pool have occurred as a result of enforcement actions (which may remove shares) and
the settlement of appeals (which may increase shares).



A second goal was to disburse the windfall profits created by giving fishers quota shares free of charge. This
was accomplished by considering fishing activity over several years, which brought more fishers into the
programme. The NPFMC knew that the fleet would consolidate in time, but the goal was to let that consolidation
occur through the market rather than in the initial allocation. With a widely-disbursed initial allocation, windfalls
were minimized and the market was left to respond, with fishers deciding whether to remain in the fishery or
leave (NPFMC 1992b). 

A third goal was pursued through a separate avenue. The NPFMC sought to develop a system for the benefit
of the small communities in the Aleutian Islands and on the Bering Sea that have traditionally been unable to
participate in the fisheries. The CDQ programme was developed for this purpose. In regulatory areas in the
Aleutian Islands and the Bering Sea, between 20 and 100% of the quota shares was set aside for this programme.
Fishers denied shares by the CDQ allocation were compensated with shares in other regulatory areas (NMFS
1994). CDQ shares are nontransferable, but the communities can hire fishers to fish their quota. Communities
granted these shares have handled their shares in one of two ways. Some have sold the annual harvest rights to
fishers, and although this approach is not what policymakers had initially hoped would happen, transfers of
annual fishing rights for royalties have proven an effective source of income for some communities. Other
communities have developed their own fishing sector and have benefited from both revenue created and jobs
generated by the CDQ programme.

4.6 Satisfaction of rights holders and others with initial allocation

At the time that the IFQ programme was implemented, many fishers were wary of its potential impacts on
their fishing. After initial trepidation subsided, fishers in general seemed satisfied with the programme and its
initial allocation process.26 The most satisfied were those fishers who were historically the most active in the
longline fisheries. These fishers received the largest allocations because quota shares were issued in proportion
to activity in the fishery. A few groups, however, were dissatisfied with the initial allocation: fishers who were
given small quotas because of scant participation history, crewmembers, and fishers active between 1991 and
1994 but not in the qualifying years before 1991. 

A significant number of fishers who had limited history in the fisheries felt that their quota shares were not
sufficient to support their continuing in the fishery. In a survey of sablefish quota shares holders, 20% expressed
the opinion that their quota shares were insufficient to fish economically. Approximately 10% believed that their
allocation was not fair (Knapp and Hull 1996a). As expected, these criticisms came mainly from quota share-
holders who received small initial allocations. Most had participated in the fishery for only a year or two. Since
a fisher’s initial allocation was based on activity in the fishery over a five-year period, those participants whose
initial allocations were supported by only one year’s catch ended up with approximately 20% of a single year’s
catch. By using many years of activity to determine the initial allocation, the programme had the effect of diluting
the shares so that shareholders with limited catch histories could not fish economically. Many such shareholders
sold their quota shares and left the programme after the first few years. 

Crewmembers were left out of the initial allocation for two reasons: one based on practicality, and one based
on principle. Unlike vessel-owners, crewmembers historically had not reported their fishery participation to the
NMFS. Evaluating the credibility of crewmember-participation reports would not be feasible, and therefore using
historical catch to determine the initial allocation was impracticable. In principle, the initial allocation was
intended to reward those who had invested in the fishery. While crewmembers had invested time, for which they
had been paid, only vessel-owners and lessees had put monetary investments at risk to participate.27

Fishers active between 1991 and 1994, but not before 1991, were excluded from receiving an initial
allocation. These fishers represented a substantial part of both the halibut and sablefish fisheries in the years
immediately before the IFQ system was initiated in 1995. More than 25% of the sablefish and more than 17% of
the halibut (by weight) harvested in these years had been caught by fishers who received no initial allocation.28

The 1990 cutoff date was used to prevent fishers from entering the fishery simply to obtain a valuable interest in
the fishery once it had been decided that entry would be limited in the future.29 Although these fishers were
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26 In a survey of sablefish quota shares holders in the first year, 17% said the programme had “no positive effects.” In the
same survey, 23% said the programme had “no negative effects” (Knapp and Hull 1996a).

27 Partially to appease crewmembers who had not received an initial allocation, the system created a transfer preference for
crewmembers who had been active in any U.S. commercial fishery for at least 150 days.

28 These entry rates were similar to entry rates in the years before 1991.
29 As with crew, these fishers would be permitted to buy quota shares to enter the fishery if they met the 150-day threshold.



dissatisfied with the initial allocation, the overall response was that it was fair. Because allocation was based
strictly on historical activity, fishers who received small initial allocations were deprived of the argument that
they deserved an interest in the fishery over others. In addition, the transferability of quota shares allowed those
who desired to increase their activity the right to purchase into the fishery to make up for the absence of an initial
allocation. While doing so would be costly, the ability to increase one’s interest in the fishery provided a remedy
for those who desired to do so.

4.7 Alternatives to the initial allocation

Some criticisms of the initial allocation were leveled by a few dissatisfied groups. Some fishers and crew
were dissatisfied with being omitted. Other fishers were dissatisfied with the size of their initial allocation,
arguing that it was too small to fish economically. Alternative allocation methods were considered and rejected.
While each of these alternatives would have increased the proportion of the harvest that qualifiers with minimal
participation records would have received, each alternative also had shortcomings. Among the alternatives that
might have addressed some of the concerns of fishers and crew were the following which would:

i. require a minimum catch to qualify for an initial allocation
ii. require multiple years of fishery participation to be entitled to shares
iii. provide a minimum number of quota shares to all fishers who qualify for the programme and
iv. base distribution strictly on whether an owner (and possibly crew) had participated in the fishery during a

period of years. Each year of participation would have been worth a fixed number of quota shares (1000,
for example) regardless of the participant’s actual catch during those years.30

The first two alternatives would have reduced the initial number of qualified vessel owners, thereby
increasing the proportion of the annual harvest (IFQs) to which each qualifier would have been entitled. These
two alternatives were rejected because they would have eliminated some vessel owners with a history of fishery
participation, whilst the minimum standards and additional qualification criteria might have been seen as
arbitrary. In addition, because anyone receiving an initial allocation would have the right to purchase or sell quota
shares, the programme was thought to provide an option for any fishers who believed they had received an initial
allocation that could not be fished economically. In the end, the initial allocation was designed as a broadly
inclusive programme that provided an initial allocation to as many fishers as showed activity in the fishery in the
past.

The third and fourth alternatives might have reduced the number of fishers who received entitlements that
were uneconomic to fish, but both represented a move away from allocation of quota shares based on actual catch
history in the fishery. If the allocation had provided a minimum number of quota shares to all qualifiers regardless
of catch (the third alternative), then the quota shares of qualifiers who had exceeded the minimum would have
been diluted — an outcome that was politically unacceptable and raised questions of fairness. The fourth
alternative also would have raised contentious issues of fairness. A vessel owner who landed only 100lb in a year
would receive the same allocation as a vessel owner who landed 10 000lb in the same year. 

Any method of initial allocation of harvest right can be expected to generate controversy. The system that
was chosen was based on historical catches in the fishery and did not include criteria that might have appeared
arbitrary or artificial. The system used was deemed the best available and the least controversial because it relied
on the most comprehensive data for fisheries participation. Furthermore, data that would be used were “official”
and had been required for the programme implementation. Use of these data reduced the risk that fraudulent
information would be used to obtain shares. Despite the benefits of fairness, the method used for the initial
allocation was found to be data intensive, costly and time consuming to implement.31

5.     CONCLUSION

The initial allocation of shares of an IFQ programme cannot ensure the success of the programme. Trading
of shares after the initial distribution can thwart efforts to achieve programme goals, despite the best-defined
initial allocation. The initial allocation, however, can start a programme toward success by defining the character
of the fishery for the first few years while the trading system develops, and by facilitating acceptance of the
programme by fishers. 
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30 One advantage of a system based exclusively on participation (rather than on catch) is that it is less data intensive.
31 In addition, fishers in Alaska have come to believe that historical catch will be used if and when IFQs or similar systems

are enacted in other fisheries. This belief has had the unintended consequence of assigning value to catch history of vessels.
Now when vessels are bought and sold, the catch history of a vessel is considered. Vessels with more historical catch garner
higher prices than similar vessels with less catch history.



The initial allocation of IFQs in the halibut and sablefish fisheries served several defined objectives. By
distributing shares based on historical catch, the allocation preserved the character of the fleet. The broad
distribution of shares limited the windfalls created by the distribution of shares at no cost. Although the quantity
of shares received by a fisher was reduced, the broadly inclusive initial allocation had the effect of limiting the
dissatisfaction of excluded fishers. Once active in the fishery, fishers could trade shares in the market to
determine their level participation. By allocating shares only to vessel owners, the initial allocation rewarded
those who had invested to participate in the fishery. Clearly, the initial allocation served these specific
programme goals.

Most fishers believed that the process by which the programme (and the initial allocation) were
determined, fairly considered the opinions of all interests. Open meetings and comment periods ensured that all
opinions were heard and evaluated. The initial allocation carefully defined programme goals, tailored the rules
governing the initial allocation to achieve those goals, and strictly adhered to those rules. The process by which
the programme was developed, and the well-defined rules for the initial allocation, created a foundation of
support for the programme on which to build future success. The overall goal of the IFQ programme was to
create a safe, productive, profitable fishery. This goal could not be accomplished without acceptance of the
programme by its participants. The initial allocation developed the support for the programme necessary for its
success.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quota management has been introduced in a number of commercial fisheries on the Pacific coast of
Canada.  The purpose of this document is to examine how individual allocations were initially established
in these fisheries.  The commercial fisheries to be discussed are: halibut, sablefish, geoduck clam, herring
spawn-on-kelp, roe herring, groundfish trawl, red and green sea urchin, and sea cucumber.

For each fishery, a brief description of the events
leading up to quota-based management is given.  A
discussion of the nature of resource access both before
and after the allocation follows.  The method of
allocation chosen is then detailed, as well as any
computational processes or data required.  The process
of appeal of any individual harvesting allocation
assigned, if applicable, is described and the
administrative requirements of the allocation process
outlined.  The discussion concludes with an evaluation
of the initial allocation process.

Each of the eight fisheries is examined separately.
Given the diverse nature of these fisheries, information
on each aspect is not always available, however, the
presentation attempts to include the  points outlined
above,  wherever possible.

It is important to recognize that, in Canada, fishing privileges are granted, and fisheries resources are
allocated, at the discretion of the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans.  Under Section 7 of the Fisheries Act, the
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans has absolute discretion in the issuance of licences.  Therefore, when
considering rights-based fisheries management in Canada, it is should be noted that resource access is a
privilege granted by the Minister, not a property right.  Quota-based management has been introduced within
the context of using existing fishery regulations and legislation. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans also
recognized that by removing the need to race for the fish, commercial fishers could concentrate on product
quality and maximizing the value of their catch.

In regard to the documentation of the success in achieving the initial policy objectives of the quota
allocation process, little information is readily available. Nor, does any analyses appear to have been done as to
the satisfaction of licence holders with the initial allocation process. This is also the case for review of the views
of community groups in respect to their reaction to the manner of quota allocation. Thus, not surprisingly, much
may yet be done to determine, in hindsight, how well this process was undertaken and the views of the
respective stakeholders.

2. CANADA’S PACIFIC COAST HALIBUT FISHERY
2.1 Intr oduction

The Pacific commercial halibut fishery started in the late 1880s.  As the halibut fleet grew and
overfishing became apparent, the industry asked the Canadian and United States governments for
international management of the halibut resource. Under a Convention signed in 1924 the Canadian and
United States governments formed the International Fisheries Commission (IFC) to manage the Pacific
halibut resource.  In 1953 the Convention was modified and the IFC became the International Pacific Halibut
Commission (IPHC).  Today the IPHC performs assessments and basic research on the Pacific halibut stocks,
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sets total allowable catches (TACs) by fishing area, and determines regulatory measures almost exclusively
related to conservation issues (Casey et al.1995).

As discussed in Gislason (2000), halibut catches in both Canadian and US waters declined in the 1960s and
the early 1970s due to a combination of factors, including poor recruitment and increased halibut bycatch by
trawlers.  Many Canadian halibut longline vessels were retrofitted to participate in the BC salmon fishery using
seine gear.  By 1974 the combined Canada-US catch had declined to less than one-third of the average catches in
the early 1960s.

In 1977 both Canada and the US extended their coastal jurisdiction to 200 nautical miles.  As a result, in
1979 the 1953 Halibut Convention was modified to prevent Canadian halibut vessels from fishing in US waters
and US vessels from fishing in Canadian waters.  The 1979 Convention modification also empowered the
individual governments to impose fishing regulations on their own halibut fleets.  In the same year Canada
imposed limited-entry on the halibut fleet and 435 vessels qualified to receive a commercial halibut (or Category
“L”) licence.

Over the next decade the catching power of the fleet increased remarkably.  For example, in 1980, the
commercial fleet took 65 days to catch 5.7 million pounds of halibut.  Technological advances such as snap-on
gear and automatic baiting machines improved the efficiency of the fleet enormously.  Subsequently, in 1990, it
took only a six-day fishing season for the fleet to catch 8.5 million pounds of halibut.  Admittedly, halibut were
more abundant in the early 1990s; however, the fleet took only one-tenth the time to catch almost 50% more
halibut than it had a decade earlier (DFO 1999a).  Even as the amount of catch rose, the time needed to catch the
fish declined dramatically.

In the past the management of the British Columbia halibut fishery was based on three main elements:  (a)
limited entry, (b) a total allowable catch (TAC) set for each year and, (c) a fishery closure when the TAC was
reached.  This management regime proved ineffective at controlling fishing effort.  The TAC was often exceeded
and the ensuing race for the fish resulted in short fishing seasons, unsafe harvesting conditions, large quantities
of bycatch being wasted, poor product quality, gluts in supply and low landed-prices.  The halibut fleet was
experiencing all the problems normally observed in a fishery  under traditional common-pool resource
management.

Between 1980 and 1991 the number of active halibut vessels ranged from 300 to 435 and averaged about
365 per year.  In the years prior to 1991, approximately 1600 people were employed in the harvesting of halibut
each year.  Figure 1 displays the catch in tonnes (dressed, head-off) and the real, inflation-adjusted landed value
over the past two decades.

In 1989 a small group of halibut licence-holders approached Fisheries and Oceans Canada for assistance in
developing an individual quota (IQ) programme. As a result, an Individual Vessel Quota (IVQ) system was
implemented in the halibut fishery in 1991 on a two-year trial basis with extensive input from industry
participants.  During the trial period the IVQ system proved successful at meeting conservation objectives and
improving the economic viability of the fleet. The IVQ programme remains in place today.

Figure 1
Halibut annual catch vs. landed value (1980 – 1999)
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IVQ management has significantly increased the accuracy of the reported halibut catch.  Commercial fishers
complete logbooks that document location and catch, as well as pay for an independent dockside monitoring
programme to count and weigh all halibut landed. Commercial halibut landings are only permitted at designated
landing ports.  Between 1979 and 1990 the halibut fleet exceeded the TAC in every season except 1980.  Since
IVQs were introduced in 1991 the commercial catch has been below the TAC in each year except 1999 when the
fleet exceeded its target by 0.9%.

The economic performance of the halibut fishery improved dramatically after the introduction of IVQs.  As
illustrated in Figure 2, the halibut season is now open for nine months as compared to just six days in 1990.  Net
revenues have increased as commercial fishers have altered their fishing patterns to meet market demand, land a
better quality product and reduce operating costs.  Further, the number of active vessels has decreased, reducing
fleet crew payments and fixed costs.

Figure 2
Halibut fishery season length

1980 - 1999

Reductions in employment have occurred as crew size has declined slightly and the number of active
vessels has decreased through “quota stacking,” i.e. fishing more than one IVQ from a single vessel. Figure 3
shows fleet size over the past 20 years.  Approximately 950 people are now employed in the harvesting of
halibut.

The level of enforcement has increased under IVQ management as quota-holders pay for a dockside-
monitoring programme and for fishery officers specifically assigned to the halibut fishery.  This contribution
provides for enforcement above previous levels.  While the DFO has experienced an increase in departmental
costs as a result of the IVQ programme, halibut quota-holders are required to pay all the incremental costs
associated with management, monitoring, and enforcement of the IVQ programme.  This includes contracted
services, salaries, benefits, overtime, travel, computer programming, vehicle leases, fishery officer relocations,
and other operations, and equipment purchases.

The money is collected as fee paid in advance during licence issuance; a $Can250 administration fee and
a variable fee per pound of quota.  The net effect has been no additional costs to the federal government.

Prior to IVQ management it has been estimated that approximately $Can50 000 was spent on managing
the halibut fishery and revenues from halibut licence fees were a mere $Can4350 annually.  Today the halibut
fleet pays almost $Can2.3 million annually to Fisheries and Oceans Canada; $Can1.0 million to cover the
direct costs of managing the fishery and another $Can1.3 million in licence fees for the privilege of accessing
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the halibut resource.  IVQ management has provided an excellent opportunity to capture some of the resource
rents as well as pay for management costs.

Figure 3
Number of active halibut vessels

1980 - 1999

2.2 The nature of the harvesting right

Commercial halibut licences (Category “L”) are vessel-based; the owner of the vessel controls the
licence.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada issues the licences on an annual basis.  The halibut fishery is managed
under a limited-entry licensing regime. Prior to 1991, a halibut licence could not be separated from any other
commercial fishing licences attached to the vessel.  All licences attached to a single vessel were considered
“married” and had to be transferred together.

During the trial period of the halibut IVQ programme no changes were made to the transferability rules
for licences and quotas were not transferable.  For 1993, after extensive consultation with industry, each initial
halibut quota was split into two equal shares and the temporary transfer of quota shares and/or licences was
permitted.  To prevent consolidation of quotas in a few hands, a maximum of four quota shares could be held
or fished by a licensed halibut vessel.

In 1994 the above quota transferability rules were kept, but provisions were made to allow halibut
licences to be separated from any combination of “married” licences and permanently or temporarily
transferred to another licensed vessel of any shorter length, or even one upto 10 feet longer.  These regulations
remained in effect from 1994 to 1998.

In 1999, both permanent and temporary quota transfers were permitted.  Licences could be transferred to
another licensed vessel of a shorter length, or up to 25 feet longer.  Quota shares were dropped and IVQ could
be traded on a per pound basis to another licenced halibut vessel.  Quota that had already been caught could
not be transferred.  No one vessel could hold more than 1% of the TAC (unless it had fished greater than this
amount from 1993 to 1998).  Further, each “L” licensed vessel was required to hold a minimum amount of
permanent IVQ (0.01149% of the TAC in 1999).  This minimum could be temporarily transferred during the
year (Gislason 2000).

2.3 The method of allocation
2.3.1Policy objectives

There were no specific Fisheries and Oceans Canada policy objectives for the initial allocation
formula.  Generally, the government’s objectives focused more on issues related to resource conservation
and sound fisheries management.  The move to IVQ management in the halibut fishery was largely an
industry initiative.
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While industry advisors established four important guidelines to help them design the halibut IVQ
programme, only one of these guidelines touched on the issue of the initial allocation of quota.  Specifically,
industry advisors felt that “the programme should not, if possible, disenfranchise participants historically active
in the halibut fishery.” (DFO 1995).  Industry advisors went on to express concern about the distribution of
income under IVQ management.

The initial allocation formula of an individual quota programme has the potential to affect individual
commercial fishers if it results in a redistribution of wealth among the fleet.  An initial allocation formula that
results in a major change in the relative economic position of individual operators could “disenfranchise
participants historically active in the halibut fishery”.  Given this stated objective it is of little surprise that the
halibut industry eventually chose an initial allocation formula heavily weighted toward historical landings in the
fishery.

2.3.2Process used in determining initial allocations

After two industry meetings in 1989, a survey was distributed to halibut licence-holders.  Eighty-two percent
of the 435 licence-holders responded and 77% stated they supported the IQ concept.  Fisheries and Oceans
Canada firmly believed that, if the halibut IQ initiative was to move forward, it would be necessary to establish
a formal advisory board comprised of licence-holders, processors, First Nations and union representatives.  The
Halibut Advisory Board (HAB) was established using a selection process suggested by industry.

In January 1990, the first HAB meeting was held and lasted four days.  The focus of the meeting was the
initial allocation of quotas.  At one point 17 different proposals were on the table.  Proposals included equal
shares, pounds per foot of vessel length, auctions, historical performance and shares based on the number of crew.
By the fourth day HAB members had negotiated down to two basic allocation formulas and eventually agreed on
an initial allocation formula.  Only one of the 18 licence-holder representatives opposed the compromise position.

2.3.3Initial allocation formula chosen

Under the initial allocation formula, each halibut vessel received a percentage of the annual TAC.  Seventy
percent of the initial allocation was based on the vessel’s historical catch between 1986 and 1989.  Thirty percent
of the vessel’s initial allocation was based on the vessel’s overall length.

The catch history used was based on the one best catch year, adjusted for variations in the annual total catch,
during 1986 to 1989.  The catch had to be attributable to the current owner of the halibut licence regardless of
what vessel fished the licence during that period.  If the current vessel owner acquired the licence after the start
of the 1989 halibut fishery, then the historical allocation was based on the previous owner’s catch history during
the 1986-1989 period.  The catch history share was determined by dividing a commercial fisher’s best adjusted-
catch year by the total of the best adjusted-catches for the entire fleet.  The resulting percentage was then
multiplied by 70% of the annual TAC.

To determine the length-factor in the initial allocation formula, the vessel’s overall length was divided by
the total length of all vessels with halibut licences.  This percentage was then multiplied by 30% of the annual
TAC.

2.4 Data requirements and computational process

The information required to develop an allocation formula was readily available from Fisheries and Oceans
Canada databases.  DFO sales-slip data were used to determine the catch history portion of the initial allocation
formula.  Vessel length had been previously collected as part of the DFO licensing requirements and, at that time,
had been determined by a certified marine surveyor.

Fisheries and Oceans Canada provided each halibut fisher with the catch history on file for their licence and
the necessary information about their vessel.  Licence-holders were also provided with the initial IVQ for their
vessel for the upcoming season.  In the event of a disagreement with the data presented, fishermen were
encouraged to contact the DFO.  Halibut fishers were required to provide documentation proving an error had
been made.  In such cases, the error was corrected.  In cases where there was some question as to the validity of
the error, or if there was an objection to the process used, an appeal process was established.

2.5 Appeals process

The Pacific Region Halibut Quota Review Board (PRHQRB) was established in February 1991 to hear
appeals by halibut licence-holders regarding the IVQ share allocated to their licence.  The Board was directed to
consider individual circumstances, assess to the best of their ability whether or not an individual halibut licence-
holder had been unfairly treated by the implementation of the halibut IVQ programme, and recommend to the
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans whether or not the quota should be increased, and, if so, by how much.  The
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terms of reference of the PRHQRB did not include considering changes to the halibut IVQ initial allocation
formula or the halibut IVQ proposal.

In 1991, the Board held hearings for six weeks from the beginning of March to the middle of April.
Licence-holders were required to submit, in writing, the important points of their appeals as well as copies of
all supporting documentation.  Licence-holders could appear in person, make a written submission or have
someone represent them to the Board.  The Board would hear the appeal and then make a recommendation to
the Minster of Fisheries and Oceans.  The decision of the Minister would be final.

Out of 435 halibut licences, there were sixty-three appeals for increases in the individual vessel quota
assigned to a halibut licence.  Based on the recommendations of the review board, the Minister of Fisheries
and Oceans accepted thirty appeals and changed the IVQ allocations of all licences.  There was an opportunity
for halibut fishers to request a second appeal if they had new information to be considered.  Only two halibut
fishers considered this option and both were unsuccessful.

Despite this appeal process, a small group of nine halibut licence-holders felt they had been
disenfranchised by the initial IVQ formula and, in 1996, challenged the decision in the courts (Carpenter
Fishing Corporation et al. v. Her Majesty the Queen et al.).  These fishermen were successful in the initial case
against Fisheries and Oceans Canada.  However, an appeal court overturned the decision stating that, under the
law, the Minister of Fisheries has absolute discretion in the allocation of Canada’s fisheries resources (Federal
Court of Appeal 1996).

2.6 Administration of the allocation process
2.6.1Staff requirements

The majority of the work to determine the initial allocation formula was performed by industry advisors
on the Halibut Advisory Board.  DFO staff helped provide the forum and process for industry to discuss IVQs
and the initial allocation formula.  Departmental staff also assisted with technical advice when required.

With respect to the appeals process, the Pacific Region Halibut Quota Review Board was comprised of
five members from the private sector.  All members were respected individuals known in the commercial
fishing industry.  All had experience in halibut and other fisheries.  None of the members had a direct
involvement in the halibut fishery at the time of the appeal process. There was a sixth ex-officiomember of the
review board from Fisheries and Oceans Canada.  This individual served as technical advisor and liaison to the
Board, but did not participate in the decision-making process.

2.6.2Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

The quota review process required additional funds above and beyond those available to the Pacific
Region Groundfish Management Unit.  Existing funds in the Pacific Region budget of Fisheries and Oceans
Canada were allocated to establish and administer the process.  However, any incremental costs of operating
the IVQ programme are borne by the halibut licence-holders.

2.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process
2.7.1Success in achieving initial policy objectives

While Fisheries and Oceans Canada had no explicit policy objectives outside resource conservation and
management, it appears the initial allocation formula was successful at meeting the stated industry objective
of not disenfranchising participants historically active in the halibut fishery.  Only 14.5% of the halibut licence-
holders appealed the initial allocation formula, indicating that the majority of the fleet did not feel they were
unfairly treated.

2.7.2Satisfaction of quota-holders with the process

There is no specific documentation available that records rights holders’satisfaction with the allocation
process.  However in December 1992, halibut licence-holders were asked to vote on whether to continue the
Pacific halibut IVQ programme.  Ninety-one percent of those responding voted in favour of continuing with
the programme.  This overwhelmingly favourable response, combined with the fact only a few appeals of the
allocation formula were requested at the outset, seems to indicate licence-holders were satisfied with the
process and the outcome.

2.7.3Views of othercommunity groups

There is no specific documentation available relating to the views of other stakeholder groups on the
initial allocation process of halibut IVQs.  However, a common criticism of individual quotas is that it
concentrates fishing privileges in the hands of a few individuals.  Many groups feel individual quotas
“privatize” the resource and restrict broad access to a publicly owned resource.  Many coastal communities
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would like to see fish allocated as community development quota, or CDQ, and used to improve regional
economic opportunities (Turris 2000).

Individual quota management has also been criticized for the detrimental effects it has on employment
levels in a fishery.  IQs generally lead to a smaller fishing fleet and, therefore, reduced employment levels in
the fishery.  Admittedly, there are fewer people employed in the harvesting of halibut; however, crew members
still employed in the fishery are generally working a longer season and earning higher incomes.

Another common criticism of halibut IQ management is the “windfall profits” that accrue to quota
holders as increased profitability in the fishery translates into higher market values for quotas.  However, this
criticism can also be directed at some non-IQ, limited-entry fisheries.  A limited-entry, commercial fishing
licence has market value based on the expected earnings from the fishery.  The greater these expected earnings,
the more valuable the fishing privilege.  Regardless of the management regime employed, it can be difficult
for new entrants to enter a fishery if the costs of fishing privileges are prohibitive.

2.7.4Hind-sight assessment

The initial allocation formula for IVQs in the halibut fleet was accomplished through negotiations among
industry representatives at the first HAB meeting.  The process lacked transparency, which was of particular
concern to those licence-holders not in the room.  A closed-door process can be attacked as being potentially
based on vested interests rather than clear principles (Kaufmann and Geen 1998).  In the case of halibut, this
concern resulted in a counter-productive court case that pitted commercial fishers against one another as well
as commercial fishers against the Department of Fish and Ocean.  In retrospect it may have been more
beneficial to use an independent arbitrator to determine initial allocations in the halibut IVQ programme.  The
process would thus have seen to be more impartial and would have been less open to criticism.

Quota allocation is always a contentious issue.  Independent advisors/arbitrators can provide advice to the
Minister on the most appropriate allocation system within a defined fishery, or between defined fisheries
(intersectoral allocation).  These individuals are simply advisory; the Minister still makes the final decision in
relation to allocation.  Where necessary, advisors/arbitrators can obtain advice or input from relevant legal,
economic or statistical experts.

Since quotas were introduced in the halibut fishery in 1991, Fisheries and Oceans Canada has started to
use independent advice on allocations of fishing resources on the Pacific coast.  For example, the Canadian
government used an independent arbitrator to recommend allocation arrangements between the groundfish
trawl, and the hook-and-line fleets.  At the same time the arbitrator provided advice on the initial allocation
formula for the groundfish trawl IVQ programme.

2.8 Discussion

The IVQ programme has successfully involved vessel owners more closely in the management of the
resource from which they derive their livelihood and a co-operative approach has evolved in the commercial
halibut fishery.  Halibut licence-holders have recently formed the Pacific Halibut Management Association
of B.C. (PHMA) through which halibut fishers would like to enter formal co-management arrangements
with Fisheries and Oceans Canada, and assume greater responsibility for the day-to-day operations of the
fishery.

3. CANADA’S PACIFIC COAST GEODUCK CLAM FISHER Y
3.1 Intr oduction

Heizer (2000) provides an excellent history and description of the commercial geoduck (Panopea
abrupta) fishery in British Columbia.  Geoduck clams can be found on the west coast of North America from
Alaska to the Gulf of California.  They are found from the intertidal zone to depths of at least 110 m, buried
up to one metre deep in soft substrates ranging from mud to pea gravel.  Once dug in, they remain in the same
spot for the duration of their lifespan, which is well over 100 years.

Recruitment to the fishery begins at age four and by age 12 geoducks are fully available for harvest.
Juveniles can be harvested at any age but are not marketable.  Geoducks are harvested commercially by divers
using high pressure water delivered through a nozzle (known as a “stinger”) which loosens the substrate around
the clam and allows the diver to lift the clams out alive (DFO 2000).

Canada’s Pacific geoduck fishery began in 1976.  In 1983 the fishery came under a limited-entry licensing
programme. Following several licence appeals, 55 geoduck (Category “G”) licences were issued. Between
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1976 and 1987 the average landed price for geoduck rose and the number of active vessels increased.  By the
late 1980s all 55 “G” licences were active.

The management system of limited-entry with area and season restrictions had led to an unsafe and costly
fishery.  The derby-style fishery made it difficult for fishers to land a quality product, and, as a result, geoduck
prices were depressed.  The management system put increasing pressure on the geoduck resource and conflicted
with Fisheries and Ocean Canada’s conservation objectives; area quotas were consistently exceeded.  Figure 4
compares coastwide geoduck landings and allowable catches.

At the request of the industry, IVQ management, combined with area licensing was introduced into the
geoduck fishery for 1989 and 1990 on a trial basis.  The coast was divided into three licence areas, the North
Coast, the West Coast of Vancouver Island, and waters inside Vancouver Island.

Figure 4
Geoduck annual catch vs. TAC

1982 - 1999

The commercial licence year is now from January 1 to December 31.  The location of the fishery and
schedule of openings and closings varies from year to year.  The season runs year round until all quotas are taken
with sub-areas opening at different times.  Commercial fishery openings are scheduled to allow for a year-round
supply of geoducks to the market (DFO 2000).  Prior to 1989 landings tended to be concentrated in May and June,
but since 1989 geoducks have been landed throughout the year; however, peak landings occur between March
and July.

Landed prices for commercially caught geoducks have increased as a result of the introduction of the IVQ
programme.  Commercial fishers have concentrated on better servicing the market as well as developing new
markets.  The increases were primarily due to premium prices paid for live geoducks in the port of Hong Kong
and the Peoples Republic of China.  Traditionally, only 40% of all geoducks sold in the wholesale market had
been as live product.  Prior to IVQ management most of the product was frozen.  IVQ management has allowed
for slower, more even production and the development of live markets.  More than 80% of all geoduck are now
sold into live markets.  The effect on landed price, in inflation-adjusted terms, is shown in Figure 5.

Geoducks have the highest commercial value among Pacific Region shellfish fisheries with a total annual value
of approximately $Can33 million in 1999.  Recently the landed value has dropped for two reasons: prices for most
fish and  shellfish exported to Asia have declined; and the continuing  market presence of large quantities of  product
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Figure 5
Geoduck landed prices

1982 - 1999

from Washington State has affected the market value for BC geoducks (DFO 2000).  Figure 6 shows Canada’s
geoduck catch in tonnes and the real, inflation-adjusted landed value over time.

Some rationalization of the geoduck fleet has occurred under IVQ management.  For example, 45 licensed
vessels were active in 1990 while 46 licensed vessels were active in 1992.  In 1994 there had been a reduction
as 44 vessels reported geoduck landings.  By 1997 the geoduck fleet was made up of 42 active vessels.  The
reduction in fleet size has led to an associated decrease in the number of crew jobs.  There were approximately
200 people employed in the harvesting of geoduck clams before IVQ management was introduced in 1989.  In
1997 approximately 120 people were employed in the
geoduck fishery.

Today, control and monitoring of the commercial
fishery is achieved largely through the catch monitoring and
validation programme.  Commercial fishers contract with a
third party to validate all landings of geoduck at the first
point of landing.  Vessels are required to notify the validation
company prior to engaging in fishing, and prior to landing
clams.  Each vessel must also carry and fill out a Validation
and Harvest Logbook with details of harvest activity (DFO
2000).  The industry has also chartered a patrol vessel to act
as an on-grounds monitor in the more remote North Coast
area.

There has been a significant increase in stakeholder involvement in the geoduck fishery under IVQ
management.  All geoduck licence-holders are members of the Underwater Harvesters’Association (UHA).
The UHAtakes an active role in the management of the geoduck fishery.  In addition to the monitoring and
validation programme, industry members fund research, water quality testing, and bed seeding programmes.
For example, the UHAhas embarked on a geoduck “enhancement” programme, which involves seeding
several sites along the coast of British Columbia.  Industry also offsets the salary of one full-time management
biologist for Fisheries and Oceans Canada (FOC).
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Figure 6
Geoduck annual catch vs. landed value

1982 - 1999

The aggregate value of these management expenditures was approximately $Can1.2 million in 1999 (DFO
2000).  The UHAfunds these programmes through fees to association members and a collaborative agreement
with FOC.

3.2 The nature of the harvesting right

Commercial geoduck licences (Category “G”) are vessel-based; the owner of the vessel controls the licence.
FOC issues the licences on an annual basis.  The geoduck fishery is managed under a limited-entry licensing
regime.  Prior to 1989, geoduck licences could be transferred to another commercially licenced fishing vessel.
However, the licence could not be separated from any other commercial fishing licences attached to the original
vessel.  All licences attached to a single vessel were considered “married” and had to be transferred together.

All geoduck licences had a maximum vessel-length established in 1989.  If the replacement vessel is
unlicensed, then it may not exceed the maximum vessel-length recorded on the licence.  Licences can be
transferred, and more than one category “G” licence, up to a maximum of three, can be fished by a single vessel.
Thus, licences may be stacked and fewer than 55 vessels can be active in the fishery.

In 1991 a survey of licence-holders indicated that more than half of the respondents felt that quota
transferability should be more flexible.  Frequent comments included:  “allow transfer of partial quota”.  Current
regulations do not allow for transfers of shares of quotas.  Licences, and the associated IVQ, cannot be divided
and transferred in smaller quantities.

3.3 The method of allocation
3.3.1Policy objectives

There were no explicit policy objectives for the initial allocation of geoduck quotas.  However Fisheries and
Oceans Canada was becoming increasingly concerned about conservation objectives as area quotas, and therefore
the TAC, were being consistently exceeded.  Industry felt that IQ management had the potential to reduce
operating costs, increase revenues, reduce risk and improve safety in the fishery.

3.3.2Process used in determining initial allocations

As with many of Canada’s Pacific IQ programmes, the move to quota management in the geoduck fishery
was largely an industry initiative.  In the spring of 1988 industry representatives presented the DFO with a
proposal recommending Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs) for the geoduck fishery.  Several meetings were
held among Fisheries and Oceans Canada, industry participants and the Geoduck Sectoral Committee to discuss
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the proposal.  The Geoduck Sectoral Committee is the advisory body that the DFO works with to design
management and fishing plans for the commercial fishery.

Due to enforcement concerns, Fisheries and Oceans Canada suggested combining the proposed ITQ
programme with area licensing.  The initial proposal was modified.  Approximately 80% of geoduck licence-
holders supported the new management approach.  An IVQ programme was introduced into the geoduck
fishery for 1989 and 1990 on a trial basis.  Due to enforcement concerns and the costs for Fisheries and
Oceans Canada to move to IVQs, the industry was required to develop and fund the catch-monitoring and
validation programme that is still in place today.

3.3.3Initial allocation formula chosen

Each geoduck licence (“G” licence) is granted an equal share or 1/55 of the coastwide TAC.  The TAC
is divided over three areas:  North Coast, West Coast, and the Gulf.  Each year, prior to the fishing season,
licence-holders must choose the area they wish to fish in, and may only select one area.  The number of
licences fishing each area may change annually according to the proportion of the total quota assigned to each
area.

3.4 Data requirements and computational process

Little or no data were used in the allocation procedures.  The majority of industry agreed to equal sharing
of the TAC as the best way to allocate quota.  These equal sharing arrangements removed the need to gather
data and perform any calculations.

3.5 Appeals process

No appeal process was established to deal with geoduck licence-holders who disagreed with the
allocation formula or felt they were affected by extenuating circumstances.

3.6 Administration of the allocation process
3.6.1Staff r equirements

The move to IVQ management was largely an initiative taken on by the licence-holders themselves.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada provided the forum for discussion and made staff available to provide technical
advice and help in programme design.

3.6.2Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

While the process to move to IVQ management and determine an initial allocation formula may have
resulted in some additional expenses for the Department, existing budget sources covered these costs.
Further, most incremental FOC costs resulting from the operation of the geoduck IVQ programme are borne
by the licence-holders.

3.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process
3.7.1Success in achieving initial policy objectives

Fisheries and Oceans Canada saw individual quota management as a possible way of better controlling
geoduck harvests.  Since quotas were introduced, catches in excess of the TAC have been trivial, usually far
less than 1%.  Industry participants have achieved many of their objectives as the fishery is now more orderly
and safer, and the revenues generated from geoduck harvesting have increased.

3.7.2Satisfaction of quota-holders with the process

There is little information readily available about licence-holders’satisfaction with the initial allocation
process.  However, 80% of the licence-holders voted for IVQ management in 1989; this would indicate a high
degree of support for many aspects of the programme.  Further, the programme has continued beyond the trial
period indicating ongoing licence-holder support for the pilot IVQ regime and allocation formula currently
in place.

3.7.3Views of othercommunity groups

There is no documentation readily available on the views of other community groups with respect to the
initial allocation of geoduck IVQ.  However, given that the number of active vessels has declined under IVQ
management, there are less divers employed in the geoduck fishery.  These displaced individuals may feel
disenfranchised by the IVQ programme.

3.7.4Hind-sight assessment

There is little information or data readily available to provide a basis for comment on the initial
allocation process. However, further consideration may have been given to the issue of quota transferability.
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Current regulations do not allow licences, and the associated IVQ, to be divided and transferred in smaller
quantities.  Therefore, individuals wishing to enter the fishery must acquire a geoduck licence and a full IVQ.
Such an acquisition can be quite costly and serve as a barrier to entry into the fishery.  Alternatively if new
entrants could acquire a geoduck licence with a smaller IVQ attached they could enter the fishery for a lower
initial expense and then build up their quota holdings over time.  Admittedly such a transferability option may
not be feasible given the area licensing and other management requirements of the geoduck fishery.

3.8 Discussion

Since 1989 the geoduck TAC has been reduced.  Under IVQ management, a more conservative management
approach has been taken in the geoduck fishery.  Both government and industry are now working together to
better manage the geoduck resource.  The industry is involved in science and research projects and works closely
with government officials to manage the fishery on a co-operative basis.

4. CANADA’S PACIFIC COAST GROUNDFISH TRAWL FISHERY
4.1 Intr oduction

Turris (2000) provides an excellent chronology of changes in the management of the groundfish trawl
fishery.  The groundfish trawl fishery has operated off the Pacific coast of Canada for over 50 years.  Much of
the catch and effort was from foreign fishing vessels prior to extended jurisdiction in 1977.  In 1976, limited entry
was introduced and 142 Canadian fishing vessels received a commercial groundfish trawl (or Category “T”)
licence.

The newly-licenced Canadian trawl fleet was made up of vessels ranging from 35 to 150 feet in length,
however, less than half the vessels were active in the late 1970s.  Figure 7 shows the average active vessels over
the past 15 years. Approximately 110 vessels were active in the groundfish trawl fishery in 1996 (Gislason 1998).
The average crew size in the groundfish trawl fleet, including the skipper, is approximately 3.5 persons per vessel.

Figure 7
Average active groundfish trawl vessels

1983 - 1999

Prior  to 1980 fishing effort in the trawl fishery was fairly unrestricted and few groundfish species were
under any form of catch limit.  In 1980 Fisheries and Oceans Canada (FOC) introduced a groundfish trawl fishery
management plan that identified some mesh-size restrictions and set total allowable catches (TACs) for a limited
number of species (Turris 2000).  Figure 8 shows landings and the inflation-adjusted landed value for the trawl
fleet since 1982.
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Figure 8
Groundfish trawl annual catch vs. landed value

1982 – 1998

As in other limited-entry fisheries, effort began to increase as vessel owners invested heavily in their fishing
operations to stay competitive in the race for the fish.  Catching capacity increased as vessels used more engine-
power, effective gear, new fish-finding electronics, improved hydrographic charts and stern trawls instead of side
trawls (Turris 2000).  As a result of the increased catching capacity the TACs for many species were reached
before the end of the year.

Increasingly complex management plans were designed in an effort to keep the fishery open year round.
Trip limits and monthly limits were implemented in an attempt to distribute effort and catch throughout the year.
Despite these measures, fishing effort continued to increase.  Trip limits were reduced and at-sea discarding and
misreporting of catch worsened (Turris 2000).  The situation was exacerbated as the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans began to place catch-limits on previously unrestricted species.  By 1995 the catching capacity of the fleet
had increased so dramatically that is was becoming very difficult to stay within annual TACs.

Although unprecedented, the groundfish trawl fishery closed for the first time in September 1995 due to
significant catches in excess of the TAC.  The fishery re-opened in 1996 with numerous new regulations,
including 100% at-sea observer coverage for all bottom trawl trips, 100% dockside monitoring of landed catches
and new species- and stock-specific catch-limits (Turris 2000).  These new regulations imposed significant costs
on the industry while the fishery was already struggling financially because of low landed prices and shrinking
markets.

The existing management structure left industry with little flexibility to improve returns from the fishery.
The groundfish trawl industry recognized that significant change had to occur if their fishery was to survive
economically in the future.  In early 1996, the DFO and industry began to discuss changes to the management of
the groundfish trawl fishery (Turris 2000).  The consultative process was initiated with the distribution of a
discussion paper that gave background information on the fishery and listed six long-term management options
under consideration.

In July 1996 four public meetings were held to solicit advice from interested stakeholders.  Written
submissions were also accepted.  A survey was widely distributed to industry stakeholders, environmental
organizations and coastal community representatives to encourage input on the issue.  Individuals were also
encouraged to express their views to a Groundfish Trawl Advisory Committee (GTAC) representative.  GTAC is
the advisory body that the DFO works with to design management and fishing plans for the groundfish trawl
fishery.
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Individual vessel quotas (IVQs) were considered for the groundfish trawl industry.  A subcommittee of
GTAC, the Groundfish Special Industry Committee (GSIC), was formed to negotiate IVQ programme details
such as transferability, species-caps and holdings-caps.  After 14 months of consultation and difficult
negotiations, IVQs were introduced into the groundfish trawl fishery.

Turris (2000) provides a complete overview of the groundfish trawl IVQ programme.  The fishery is now
open from 1 April through 31 March.  While fishers are free to fish at any time during the open season, trawl
vessels are subject to various restrictions.  For all bottom trawl trips, all vessels must carry an at-sea observer
to estimate location, towing time, catch, discards and collect biological samples.  All trawl landings are
weighed and validated at the dock by an independent contractor certified by Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
Vessels are also subject to quota and species-caps to limit quota concentration and fleet rationalization.  If a
vessel exceeds a species IVQ by more than the permitted amount, the vessel is restricted to mid-water trawling
in that area for the remainder of the year.  Alternatively, the vessel can acquire additional quota for that species
and continue fishing.

The groundfish trawl IVQ programme is by far the most complex of all individual quota fisheries on
Canada’s Pacific Coast.  There are over 55 groundfish species under quota and various transferability and
fishing rules exist.  Despite these complexities, the groundfish trawl IVQ programme has proven very
successful.  Catch limits are not being exceeded, the industry is becoming profitable and the programme’s
social benefit objectives are, for the most part, being realized.

4.2 The nature of the harvesting right

Commercial groundfish trawl licences (Category “T”) are vessel-based; the owner of the vessel controls
the licence.  The groundfish trawl fishery is managed under a limited-entry licensing regime.  Fisheries and
Oceans Canada issues the licences on an annual basis.  Prior to the 1999/2000 fishing season, a groundfish
trawl licence could not be separated from any other commercial fishing licences attached to the vessel.  All
vessel licences had to be transferred together to a vessel of equal or less length.

Beginning in 1999/2000, vessels licensed only for the groundfish trawl fishery were permitted to move
their single “T” licence (the vessel does not have any other commercial fishing licences attached to it).  The
licence can be moved to a vessel of equal or less length.  It is important to note that this new rule does not
apply to any vessel holding multiple vessel-based licences.

Groundfish trawl IVQ can only be transferred between Category “T” licensed vessels.  All quota transfers
must be registered and approved by FOC.  Unlimited transfers of quota are permitted subject to species- and
holdings-caps designed to prevent excessive quota concentration.  There are no temporary quota transfers;
FOC considers all groundfish trawl IVQ transfers permanent.  However, lease arrangements between licence-
holders do result in short-term or annual transfers.

The minimum quantity of IVQ that can be transferred is one pound, measured as a percentage of the TAC
(DFO 1997).

4.3 The method of allocation
4.3.1Policy objectives

When the groundfish trawl IVQ programme was being designed, explicit conservation, economic and
social objectives were determined.  The allocation formula for the groundfish trawl IVQ programme contained
specific social objectives with respect to the distribution of benefits arising from the new management regime.
The specific objectives were to: (a) maintain existing processing capability; (b) stabilize groundfish industry
employment; (c) encourage economic development in coastal communities; (d) allow fair treatment of crews
(earnings and working conditions); (e) allow for a controlled rationalization to an economically viable fleet
level (in the range of 60 – 80 active vessels); and (f) avoid the pitfalls associated with leasing and quota
concentration.

As a result of these objectives, the initial allocation of IVQ in the groundfish trawl fishery was designed
to influence the way in which any economic benefits arising from the management change were divided.  The
initial allocation was also designed to control the pace of the change that could result from such a radical shift
in the management of the fishery.

4.3.2 Process used in determining initial allocations

The determination of the initial allocation formula for the groundfish trawl fishery was turned over to an
independent arbitrator, a retired Supreme Court justice.  This arbitrator received hundreds of recommendations
through the mail, as well as from numerous industry and public meetings held throughout the province between
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January and December 1996. His recommendations were submitted to the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans in
January 1997, were accepted and incorporated into the groundfish trawl IVQ programme.

4.3.3Initial allocation formula chosen

As outlined in Turris (2000), the groundfish trawl commercial TAC is allocated to three different quotas:
vessel owner IVQs (80%), Groundfish Development Quota (10%), and Code of Conduct Quota (10%).

Each year, 80% of the TAC is allocated to the groundfish trawl fleet and each licenced vessel’s initial quota
was based on 1986 to 1989 catch history (70%) and vessel length (30%).  The Minister allocates the remaining
10% Groundfish Development Quota (GDQ) and the 10% Code of Conduct Quota (CCQ) based on advice
received from the Groundfish Development Authority (GDA).

The GDAwas established solely to provide advice on groundfish trawl allocations.  The GDAhas seven
voting members and a number of non-voting, ex-officio participants to provide background information and
expertise necessary for the GDAprocess.  The purpose of the GDAis to aid regional development, attain market
and employment objectives, support sustainable fishing practices and ensure fair treatment of crews and safe
vessel operation.

GDQ proposals are submitted jointly to the GDAby a group of vessel owners and a processor.  Proposals
are evaluated and ranked based on the extent to which the proposal contributes to the achievement of GDA
objectives, the total IVQ commitment of proponents, the processing history of the applicant and evidence of
adherence to previously submitted plans (Turris 2000).  The rating assigned determines the amount of GDQ the
proposal receives and the allocation is added to the IVQ of the licenced vessels that made the proposal.  GDQ
cannot be transferred.

CCQ are used to provide an incentive to help ensure that crew members are treated fairly and equitably
under the IVQ programme.  The 10% CCQ is allocated to each vessel in proportion to the vessel’s IVQ holdings
(Turris 2000).  Any complaints of poor treatment of crew are made to the GDA.  The GDAreviews all available
information and make recommendations to the Minister on whether or not to hold back some, or all, of the CCQ
of the vessel involved in the claim.  CCQ is subject to the same transferability rules as IVQ.

4.4 Data requirements and computational process

Data was required to calculate the 80% portion of the TAC allocated to each groundfish trawl licenced
vessel.  Catch history (70%) and vessel length (30%) data were required.  The information required was readily
available from databases held by Fisheries and Oceans Canada.  DFO sales slip data were used to determine the
catch history portion of the initial allocation formula.  Vessel length had been previously collected as part of DFO
licensing requirements and, at that time, had been determined by a certified marine surveyor.

4.5 Appeals process

An appeals process was established for groundfish trawl licence-holders that were in disagreement with the
catch history, vessel length information or IVQ allocated to the vessel’s trawl licence.  A special panel of the
DFO’s Pacific Region Licence Appeal Board (PRLAB) heard the groundfish trawl IVQ appeals1.  The Groundfish
Panel of PRLAB was established in July 1997 to hear the appeals generated by the trawl IVQ programme.

If an appellant claimed additional landings during the years used under the allocation formula, these
landings had to be substantiated by way of fish slips or log records, hail records, dock tallies, affidavits from
buyers or income tax records.  If an appellant was claiming extenuating circumstances during the years used
under the initial allocation formula, these conditions or events must have directly affected their ability to fish
groundfish or hake in the relevant years (such as health problems, vessel breakdown, personal hardship, licence
transfers).

Forty-five licence-holders appealed for an increased groundfish trawl IVQ allocation. The Panel
recommended the Minister approve seventeen of the appeals.  The additional information generated from these
seventeen successful appeals was incorporated into the initial allocation methodology and new IVQ allocations
were determined. To accommodate these increases, initial allocations were slightly reduced across the fleet.
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4.6 Administration of the allocation process
4.6.1Staff requirements

An independent arbitrator determined the initial allocation formula.  A consultant was hired to assist the
arbitrator with meetings and help provide background information.  Staff of Fisheries and Oceans Canada
prepared discussion papers, assisted with the industry and public meetings and provided technical advice when
requested.

4.6.2Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

Additional funding above the budget of the groundfish trawl programme was required to pay for the
independent arbitrator, plus industry and stakeholder meetings.  These funds came from the existing FOC –
Pacific Region Fisheries Management Branch budget.

4.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process
4.7.1 Success in achieving initial policy objectives

As outlined above, specific objectives were set when IVQ management was considered for the groundfish
trawl fishery.  Through the allocation of the TAC, the groundfish trawl IVQ programme attempts to meet these
objectives by influencing the way in which economic and other benefits derived from the fishery are divided.
The decisions and activities of quota holders can directly impact crews, shoreworkers and coastal communities
(Groundfish Special Industry Committee 1999).

A 1999 evaluation of the groundfish trawl IVQ programme indicated that many of the social objectives
are being met.  Specifically, the programme appears to have led to increased stability in the processing sector.
Further, more groundfish is being landed in coastal communities, although evidence regarding final processing
location is inconclusive.

The GDAgives influence to non-vessel/quota-owning interests as it creates the potential for vessels to
lose 10% of their individual allocation and, therefore, encourages vessel owners to treat their crews fairly.
However, as discussed in the 1999 evaluation of the trawl IVQ programme, the incentives of the CCQ are
inherently flawed.  The successful filing of a claim with the GDAwill ultimately result in less IVQ for the
crewman’s vessel and this may inhibit the filing of complaints (Groundfish Special Industry Committee 1999).

While the GDAencourages more broad distribution of the benefits derived from the fishery, the holdings-
caps permit some rationalization of the fleet but place a limit on quota concentration.  While there are
technically no temporary transfers of groundfish trawl IVQ due to the current transferability provisions, quota-
leasing has occurred and resulted in short-term or annual transfers (Turris 2000).  However, this is not beyond
what was deemed acceptable when the programme was initially designed (Groundfish Special Industry
Committee 1999).

4.7.2Satisfaction of quotas-holders with the process

While there is a general consensus in the industry that the IVQ programme moved the groundfish trawl
fishery in the right directions, some vessel owners feel disenfranchized by the allocation process.  For example,
vessel owners who entered the fishery after the period used to determine the catch history portion of IVQ
allocations (1986 to 1989) were unhappy with the years chosen.  Owners of small vessels felt the allocation
formula favored the larger boats and did not recognize that some operators deliver small amounts of fish to
focus on quality rather than quantity (Turris 2000).  According to Turris (2000), many licence-holders are
unhappy about the GDQ programme and believe that processing companies and communities use it to lever
additional IVQ from independent operators.  These licence-holders feel that the GDQ programme restricts
healthy competition and results in lower prices.

4.7.3Views of othercommunity groups

Even though individual quotas are not legally considered property in Canada, many groups feel they
privatize the resource and restrict broad access and utilization to a publicly owned resource.  Many coastal
communities would like to see fish allocated as community development quota and used to improve local
economic opportunities (Turris 2000).  In the groundfish trawl IVQ programme, crews, shore-workers and
coastal communities have a say in the allocation of the resource through the GDA.

4.7.4Hind-sight assessment

By 1996, when discussions on IVQ management for the trawl fishery began, Fisheries and Oceans
Canada had already implemented a number of individual quota programmes on Canada’s Pacific coast.  A
number of lessons had been learned and the valuable experience gained was used in the design of the
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groundfish trawl IVQ programme.  For example, the government used an independent arbitrator to increase the
transparency of the often contentious initial allocation process.  Further, the external groups (non-vessel
owning interests), that could be affected by a change in the management of the groundfish trawl fishery, had a
much greater role in the programme design and the initial allocation processes.  While there is still criticism
directed at the groundfish trawl IVQ programme, FOC has mitigated many of the more serious concerns normally
associated with IVQ management on Canada’s West Coast by making the process of change more inclusive.

4.8 Discussion

IVQ management may help improve the health of many groundfish stocks.  According to Turris (2000) IVQ
management has focused the attention of licence-holders on sustaining groundfish stocks.  Industry has
established the Canadian Groundfish Research and Conservation Society (CGRCS) to deal with the lack of
research and assessment resources dedicated to the fishery.  The CGRCS provides financial and human resources
to improve groundfish stock assessments.  The Society also conducts surveys and research, collects biological
information and employs technicians, researchers and scientists to work co-operatively with FOC staff.

5. CANADA’S  PACIFIC COAST SABLEFISH FISHERY
5.1 Intr oduction

Prior to 1977, when Canada extended its coastal jurisdiction to 200 nautical miles, the Japanese distant water
fleet targeted Pacific sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria) off Canada’s west coast.  In the late 1970s several Canadian
fishermen started a directed sablefish fishery to pursue markets in Japan (Turris 2000).  A limited-entry sablefish
fishery was established in 1981 as a means of controlling and limiting the increased fishing effort directed
towards the sablefish resource.  Forty-eight vessels received commercial sablefish (or Category ”K”) licences and
were restricted to either longline or trap fishing gear.

Sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria)

Between 1981 and 1989 the number of active sablefish vessels ranged from 22 to 48, although almost all
licences were active by the end of the period.  In 1988 approximately 550 people were employed in the harvesting
of sablefish.  Figure 9 displays the catch in tonnes and the inflation-adjusted landed value over the past two
decades.

The fishery was managed by season length.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada (FOC) would close the fishery
when it was estimated the Total Allowable Catch (TAC) had been taken.  As illustrated in Figure 10, there was a
steady decline in the number of fishing days as effort increased and the race for the fish began.

As early as 1984, it was apparent that there were problems in the sablefish fishery.  Various new
management concepts were discussed in great length with the Sablefish Advisory Committee (SAC), a DFO
industry board that provided (and still provides) advice on management of the sablefish fishery.  Due to
differences in ideologies, vessel size and investments in gear, the fleet would not support the use of individual
quotas (IQs) in the fishery.

The fishing power of the fleet increased as sablefish fishers invested heavily in their operations to enable
them to catch the fish as quickly as possible.  The impacts of this were numerous, yet predictable:

i. commercial fishers received lower landed-prices due to poor fish-quality
ii. vessel owners were unable to service the lucrative Japanese markets during the most opportune period due

to the shortness and timing of the fishery openings
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iii. fishing costs continued to increase as fishermen tried to maintain their share of the catch with on-going gear
and vessel improvements

iv. commercial fishers, under pressure to fish in bad weather and to overload their vessels with gear and crew,
often compromised safety and

v. slight miscalculations in the efficiency of the fleet by fisheries managers lead to catches in excess of the TAC
in every year from 1981 to 1989.

Figure 9
Sablefish annual catch vs. landed value

1981 - 1999

Figure 10
Sablefish fishery season length

1981 - 1999
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The Department of Fisheries and Oceans was also concerned about monitoring and enforcement of the
sablefish fishery.  There were rumours of operators fishing outside of the season and other commercial users
(groundfish trawlers and longliners) illegally landing sablefish throughout the year (Turris 2000).  Due to the
cost of monitoring and enforcement, budget cuts and departmental priorities, the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans lacked the resources to effectively monitor sablefish landings.

When the sablefish fishery was projected to be open for no more than eight days in 1990, the Pacific
Blackcod Fishermen’s Association (an organization of sablefish licence-holders) approached the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans in October 1989, recommending that an IQ programme be developed for the sablefish
fishery for 1990 An Individual Vessel Quota (IVQ) programme was implemented in the sablefish fishery in
1990 for a two-year trial period.

The trial IVQ programme proved very successful.  The programme was extended and continues today.
Since the introduction of IVQs, catches have been within 0.5% of TAC, and in some years the fleet has landed
less than the allowable catch.  All landings are verified through an independent dockside-monitoring
programme paid for by the sablefish fishers. Catches are also monitored through mandatory logbooks, sales-
slip information and restricted offloading locations.

The sablefish fishery is now open from 1 January to 31 December and licenced vessels are permitted to
fish at any time but must “hail-out” prior to proceedings to the fishing grounds and “hail-in” prior to landing
(Turris 2000).  Prior to IVQ management, most landings of sablefish occurred between March and September.
Since 1990 landings have occurred year round, but a significant proportion occur between September and
March to take advantage of greater market demand.

The number of active sablefish vessels has declined since IVQs were introduced.  In 1998, 24 Category
“K” licenced vessels reported sablefish landings.  The reduction in fleet size has obviously led to a decline in
the number of crew jobs.  However, total earnings for crews increased from $Can6.4 million in 1988 to
$Can7.4 million in 1991 and $Can7.0 million in 1994.  The average earnings per crew member increased from
about $Can12 000 before IVQs to $Can33000 in 1991, and $Can46 500 in 1994.

The biggest change in sablefish fishery regulations arose from the port-offloading validation and quota-
monitoring programme, operated independently of the DFO by a third-party contractor.  To further increase
enforcement, one additional fishery officer person-year has been dedicated to the sablefish fishery.  Licence-
holders pay for both these initiatives.  In fact, as in the halibut fishery, sablefish licence-holders are required
to pay all the incremental costs associated with management, monitoring, and enforcement of the IVQ
programme.  The net effect has been no additional costs to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

Stakeholder involvement has increased significantly under IVQ management.  Through the Pacific
Blackcod Fishermen’s Association, licence-holders are taking an active role in the management of their fishery
and the sablefish resource.  The Association works closely with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans staff
on the development of management plans and has hired scientific staff to work with government biologists on
stock assessments and other research.

5.2 The nature of the harvesting right

Commercial sablefish licences (Category “K”) are vessel-based; the owner of the vessel controls the
licence.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada issues the licences on an annual basis.  The sablefish fishery is managed
under a limited-entry licensing regime.

Prior to 1989, a sablefish licence could not be separated from any other commercial fishing licences
attached to the vessel.  All licences attached to the vessel had to be transferred together.  Today a sablefish
licence can be permanently or temporarily separated, and be transferred from any combination of licences on
a vessel as long as it is placed on another commercially licenced fishing vessel (of any length) that does not
already have a Category “K” licence.

Since 1989, only temporary (annual) transfers of quotas have been permitted between “K” licensed
vessels.  Initially, each sablefish licence was assigned a “quota block”, determined by the initial allocation
formula, and vessel owners were permitted to trade quota blocks.  Once a quota block had landings against it,
it could not be transferred.  In 1993 each quota block was broken into smaller quota shares that could be
transferred.  Once a quota share had landings against it, the remainder of that share could not be transferred.
In 1995, quota shares were dropped and sablefish IVQ could be traded on a per pound basis.  This practice
remains in place today.
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5.3 The method of allocation
5.3.1Policy objectives

There were no explicit policy objectives for the initial allocation of quota.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
in general, wanted an alternative management strategy for the sablefish fishery to be able to better control
harvests and meet conservation objectives.

5.3.2Process used in determining initial allocations

As stated above, the Pacific Coast Blackcod Fishermen’s Association made a recommendation to move
to IQ management.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada then consulted with the Sablefish Advisory Committee
(SAC), an industry advisory body made up of eight licence-holders and a processing company representative.
After several meetings to develop the initial allocation formula and design the IVQ system, the DFO
distributed a discussion paper outlining the concept of IQs, each sablefish vessel owner’s IVQ allocation, and
the details of a two-year trial programme.

Sablefish fishers were asked to vote on the proposed IVQ programme (Turris 2000).  More than 95%
supported the proposal.  Individual quotas were introduced in the sablefish fishery a mere nine months after
the initial request from industry.

5.3.3Initial allocation formula chosen

Each vessel in the sablefish fleet was allocated an individual quota using a set formula.  The formula
calculates 70% of the quota based on historical catch and 30% of the quota on the licensed vessel’s overall
length. Historic catch was determined by taking each licence’s best catch in either 1988 or 1989.  This number
was then divided by the total of all sablefish vessel highest landings in either 1988 or 1989, and then multiplied
by 70% of the 1990 TAC.  Overall length was determined for each individual vessel by a certified marine
surveyor and then divided by the total length for the fleet.  This number was then multiplied by 30% of the
1990 TAC.

5.4 Data requirements and computational process

The information required was readily available from Fisheries and Oceans Canada databases.  DFO sales-
slip data was used to determine the catch history portion of the initial allocation formula.  Vessel length had
been previously collected as part of DFO licensing requirements and, at that time, had been determined by a
certified marine surveyor.

In the discussion paper sent to vessel owners, Fisheries and Oceans Canada provided each sablefish fisher
with the catch history on file for their licence and the necessary information about their vessel.  Licence-
holders were also provided with the initial IVQ for their vessel for the upcoming season.  In the event of a
disagreement with the data presented, fishermen were encouraged to contact Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
Fishers were required to provide documentation proving an error had been made.

5.5 Appeals process

No appeal process was established to deal with sablefish fishers who disagreed with the allocation
formula or felt they were affected by extenuating circumstances.  The Department only considered the
discrepancies between sales-slip records or overall vessel-length measurements.

5.6 Administration of the allocation process
5.6.1Staff requirements

The move to IVQ management in the sablefish fishery was largely an industry initiative.  Fisheries and
Oceans Canada provided the forum for discussion and made staff available to provide technical advice, aid in
programme design and calculate initial allocations based on the formula derived by SAC.

5.6.2Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

While the process to move to IVQ management and determine an initial allocation formula may have
resulted in some additional expenses for the Department, existing budget sources covered these costs.  Any
incremental costs resulting from the operation of the sablefish IVQ programme were borne by the licence-
holders.

5.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process
5.7.1Success in achieving initial policy objectives

While there were no explicit policies for the initial allocation process, Fisheries and Oceans Canada saw
individual quota management as a possible way to achieve an orderly harvest of the sablefish resource.
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Catches have been within 0.5% of TAC since the introduction of IVQ.  In some years the fleet has landed less
than their total allowable catch.

5.7.2Satisfaction of quota-holders with the process

There is little information readily available about licence-holders’satisfaction with the initial allocation
process.  The fact that an overwhelming majority of licence-holders voted in favor of the proposed initial IVQ
allocation formula in 1989 would suggest licence-holders were not displeased with the process.  Today the
majority of the remaining industry participants are satisfied with the move to IVQs in the sablefish fishery
(Turris 2000).

5.7.3Views of othercommunity groups

There is no information readily available on crew opinions on the initial allocation process.  Turris (2000)
discusses the views of crew members with respect to the move to IVQ management.  As the number of active
sablefish vessels has declined under IVQ management, there has also been a corresponding decline in crew
employment.  However, those crew members remaining have more stable employment and are better paid.
Crew members are often unhappy about having to absorb the costs of quota leasing through reduced crew
shares.  In some instances, crew members are paid a daily rate rather than a share.

5.7.4Hind-sight assessment

With respect to the initial allocation process, a more independent and transparent process may have been
preferable.  However, given the overwhelming support the IVQ proposal received, this criticism is moot. As
illustrated by Turris (2000), more thought could have been given to the issues of temporary versuspermanent
transferability of quotas.  Only temporary (annual) quota transfers are permitted in the sablefish fishery.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada was only willing to allow temporary transfers when the programme was first
introduced.  This led to a considerable amount of leasing between licence-holders, and this practice has become
entrenched in the industry.  If transferability had been more thoroughly analyzed prior to programme
implementation, some of the criticisms regarding “armchair” fishing, leasing costs being passed onto crews,
and high lease rates, etc. may have been mitigated (Turris 2000).

5.8 Discussion

There is greater industry involvement in the research, assessment, monitoring and administration of the
sablefish fishery as a direct result of the IVQ programme (Turris 2000). The Pacific Blackcod Fishermen’s
Association, which represents sablefish fishers, funds all management costs of the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans through cost-recovery mechanisms and employs independent researchers, scientists and fishery
managers to help manage the resource.

6. CANADA’S PACIFIC COAST ROE HERRING FISHER Y
6.1 Intr oduction

The fishery for roe herring (Clupea pallasi) is by far the largest user of the herring resource:  on average
it uses approximately 80% of the harvestable surplus each year.  Prior to 1998 the roe herring fishery by both
seine and gillnet vessels, was an intensely competitive, frantic race, timed precisely to catch female herring
just before they spawn when their roe yield is highest. 

Canada’s Pacific roe herring fishery began in 1972 when herring stocks had recovered from a collapse in
the 1960s and the lucrative Japanese market for roe became accessible to Canadian producers.  A new
commercial fishery was started to harvest herring for its roe.  Figure 11 shows the catches and inflation-
adjusted landed values for the roe herring fishery.  The history and evolution of roe herring management are
described below.

Limited entry: In 1974 steps were taken to control the rapid expansion of the roe herring fleet by restricting
future access to the fishery to those who obtained licences that year.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada now issues
252 seine licences and 1301 gillnet licences annually.

Effort controls: Since the fishery began, the fishing effort of the roe herring fleet has been controlled through
a variety of input controls such as numerous restrictions on gear (e.g.net length) and effort (e.g.time and area
openings and closures).

Area licensing:  In 1981 area-licensing was introduced to restrict excessive participation in each roe herring
opening.  Prior to 1981 a roe herring licence entitled the holder to participate in all openings on the coast of
British Columbia.  The majority of the herring fleet would move from opening to opening, and fisheries
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managers faced increasing difficulty restricting the catch.  Under area licensing, the coast is divided into five
geographic areas and each licence is eligible to fish in only one area.  This significantly reduces the number of
vessels participating in each opening.

Multiple area licensing: Given the timing of the fishery in each area, it is possible for a vessel to fish more than
one area in a single season provided that the vessel is able to obtain a separate licence for each area.  This practice
of a vessel fishing more than one area, referred to as multiple licensing, reduced the number of active vessels
participating in the fishery.  As the number of active vessels declined, so did employment in the fishery.

Double or triple licensing: In some instances the Department of Fisheries and Oceans has required that a vessel
have at least two roe herring licences to be eligible to fish in a specific area.  The objective of this double-licence
requirement was to give managers better control over a fishery, by reducing the size of the fleet.  This practice
started in 1985 and was used increasingly over time.  In 1997 double-licensing was required for all areas except
the Central Coast gillnet fishery.  This also reduced employment levels in the fishery.

Figure 11
Roe herring annual catch vs. landed value

1972 - 1999

Thus, as noted above, management of the Pacific roe herring fishery evolved steadily over the past 25 years
with considerable input from participants in the fishery.  Unfortunately, the fishing power of the fleet grew and
these measures proved incapable of controlling the harvest.  Area target-catches were often exceeded, particularly
by the seine fleet.

By 1997 due to multiple area and double/triple licensing requirements, the fleet had been reduced to
approximately 105 active seine vessels and 415 active gillnet vessels.  The average crew for a seine vessel was
six people including the skipper.  Gillnet vessels had an average crew of four persons, including the skipper
(Gislason 1998).

Two significant events occurred in 1997 that led to major change in the roe herring fishery.  First, roe herring
prices collapsed.  The weakness of the Japanese economy and changing tastes in that country hurt market returns.
Landed prices dropped by more than one third.  Second, the seine fleet exceeded its target catch by over 100% in
one management area and by more than 70% in another.  The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans declared this
unacceptable and announced that change must occur in the roe herring fishery.

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans announced that, by the 1998 roe herring season, the government
intended to have the necessary measures in place that would ensure area target-catches were not exceeded.  Strict
management measures, unprecedented in the fishery’s history, were announced for 1998.  The DFO recognized
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that such measures could have profound impacts on roe herring fishery participants, and industry was given the
opportunity to develop an acceptable alternative management strategy for the future.

After extensive industry and stakeholder consultation, a trial ‘pool’fishery plan was tested in all seine
fisheries and in three small gillnet fisheries in 1998.  Under the new pool fishery plan, vessels were grouped
together or “pooled”.  Each licence was granted an equal share of the target-catch in the fishing area chosen for
1998.  Each group of fishers or “pool” could catch the total amount of herring designated to the licences in the
pool.

Any catch estimated to be in excess of an individual vessel’s authorized amount was transferred, in order of
priority, to other vessels within the pool, to other pools in the management area, and, where total catch exceeded
the target, to test fishing vessels, or the excess catch was allocated to an industry-run society, sold and the funds
used for research purposes.  Catch weights were validated at the point of landing and this weight was measured
against the licence catch share.  Vessel pooling continued in the 1999 and 2000 roe herring fisheries.

6.2 The nature of the harvesting right

Roe herring licences are issued to the person, rather than to the vessel.  Initially roe herring licences were
non-transferable.  However, since some roe herring licences were issued to companies and selling the company
could effectively transfer control over the licence.  Also, in the 1970s, the non-transferability rule was relaxed
when the Minister began to approve the transfer of roe herring licences to deceased licensee’s spouses or next of
kin.

Once the holder/operator restriction was dropped in 1979, other ways of legally circumventing the non-
transferability rule were found, e.g. leases and trust holdings.  Leasing became a common practice and licences
were changing hands, though at some inconvenience and cost.  In 1990, after consultation with the Herring
Industry Advisory Board (HIAB), transferability was recognized as roe herring licencees were able to relinquish
their licence eligibility and nominate another individual for that eligibility.  HIAB is the advisory body that the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans works with to design management and fishing plans for the commercial
herring fisheries.

After vessel-pooling was introduced, an allocation of herring was attached to each licence.  While the
licence can still be transferred, the entire allocation moves with the licence and cannot be separated or split into
shares.  Under vessel-pooling a maximum of two licences can be placed on a single vessel.  Prior to vessel-
pooling there was no limit on the number of licences that could be placed on a vessel.  In fact, the former multiple
area and double/triple licensing requirements often forced vessels to hold more than one licence for the season.

6.3 The method of allocation
6.3.1Policy objectives

A number of objectives and guiding principles were listed in a discussion paper that focused on alternative
management strategies for the roe herring fishery.  However there were no explicit objectives, from either
government or industry that dealt specifically with the individual allocation of the herring resource. The industry
outlined the importance of meeting the overall gear catch shares (55% to the seine fleet and 45% to the gillnet
fleet), but there were no explicit objectives related the issue of individual allocations.

When vessel-pooling was introduced, the industry recommended that a maximum of two licences be
permitted to be “stacked” on a single vessel for the fishing season.  This was done to protect employment in the
fishery and avoid concentration of fishing opportunity.  Industry also introduced the limitation in an attempt to
control the demand for roe herring licence leases and keep leasing costs low.

6.3.2Process used in determining initial allocations

After the DFO announced the need for changes to the roe herring fishery, a small government-industry
working group was established to discuss the feasibility of different management options.  Meetings were held in
May and June 1997. In August a discussion paper based on the outcome of the working group meetings was sent
to all roe herring licence-holders on record, Aboriginal bands and other interested stakeholders.  Objectives and
guiding principles were outlined and a number of alternative management options were considered.

Broad consultation was then undertaken through three industry meetings open to the public during
September.  Written submissions were also accepted.  The Department hired an independent facilitator to chair
the industry meetings and report on the results and written submissions.  The advice received from the public
process was carried to the HIAB meeting in October for review and to provide guidance for the development of
management options for the 1998 roe herring fishery.  At the meeting, the Department re-iterated its position on
catches in excess of targets and re-stated management requirements for future roe herring fisheries.
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The HIAB caucus met and industry members emerged with recommendations for the 1998 roe herring
season.  While support was not unanimous, the majority of HIAB members felt their organizations could accept
the recommendations.  Specifically, “pool” fisheries were recommended for the seine fleet on a coastwide
basis.  Gillnet representatives indicated they wanted to try some form of pool fishery on a pilot programme
basis. The HIAB representatives recommended target catches be allocated on an equal basis among the
licences in an area.

6.3.3Initial allocation formula chosen

The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans accepted the HIAB recommendation for equal allocations of the
herring target-catches, which are divided equally among the licences eligible to fish in each management area.
Licences and the associated quota cannot be divided and transferred in smaller quantities.

6.4 Data requirements and computational process

As part of the annual stock assessment, Fisheries and Oceans Canada determines target-catches by
management area.  Once the target-catches are announced, roe herring licence-holders are given a deadline in
which they must designate a management area for their licence(s) for the upcoming season.  Roe herring fishers
can change management areas if an area is over-subscribed.  Once the deadline passes the target-catch is
divided by the number of licences designated to the area and allocations are determined for the season.

The practice of choosing management areas was in place for many years prior to the introduction of
pooling.  The only change resulting from vessel-pooling is that an allocation is now granted to each licence.
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans had to develop a new computer programme to document the catch on
the fishing grounds to ensure pool allocations were being complied with, and that area target-catches were not
being exceeded.

6.5 Appeals process

To date there has been no appeals process.  A group of roe herring seine licence-holders has expressed
dissatisfaction with the allocation formula and have requested an appeals process.  The Department of
Fisheries and Oceans is currently considering the request of this group.

6.6 Administration of the allocation process
6.6.1Staff requirements

To date, there has been no separate allocation process for the roe herring fishery.  The process described
in this paper was undertaken to discuss management change in the roe herring fishery.  The DFO staff
conducted the working group meetings, prepared the discussion paper, which was sent to all stakeholders and
provided technical advice.  An independent facilitator was hired to chair the stakeholder meetings, review
written briefs and prepare a report summarizing the advice received.

6.6.2Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

Additional funding above the budget of the herring programme was required to pay for the independent
facilitator and the three stakeholder meetings held in September.  These funds came from the existing
Department of Fisheries and Oceans – Pacific Region Fisheries Management Branch budget.

6.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process
6.7.1Success in achieving initial policy objectives

As stated above, there were no explicit objectives that dealt with the allocation of the herring resource.
The main objective was to design a management regime that would ensure the gillnet and seine roe herring
fleets harvests adhered to area target-catches.  As a result of this management change in 1998 and 1999, catches
in the seine fisheries were 5% over the target, as compared to a long-term average catch overage of 20%.  The
gillnet fleet was below its target-catch for 1998.  Roe herring fisheries managers believe that vessel-pooling
gives them greater control over the fleet and, therefore, increases their ability to manage to the target-catches.

6.7.2Satisfaction of rights-holders with the process

While this does not directly focus on the allocation process, after the 1998 season, the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans held a review of the roe herring fishery and vessel-pooling.  A survey was sent to all roe
herring licence-holders as well as to First Nations and other interested stakeholders.  An independent
consultant was hired to review the 1998 roe herring season and compile the survey results.  Of the surveys
received, 85% of the gillnet responses and 88% of the seine responses indicated that the pool experiment was
a success and should be continued in 1999.
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However, a group of seine licence-holders has expressed dissatisfaction with the process of allocation.
These licence-holders feel strongly that they have been unfairly treated by the equal allocation formula in the
roe herring seine fishery, as it fails to take into account historic participation and investment in the fishery.
They would like the Department of Fisheries and Oceans to appoint an independent arbitrator to rule on the
allocation formula.

6.7.3Views of othercommunity groups

No information is readily available on the views of other community groups on the initial allocation
process.  Officials of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans indicate that many First Nations, recreational
fishing groups and environmental organizations have expressed some support for the vessel-pooling
management regime as it affords fisheries managers greater control over the roe herring fleet.

6.7.4Hind-sight assessment

A change in the management regime can have different impacts on individual operators in a commercial
fishery.  A group of seine licence-holders feels they have been disenfranchised by the management change in
the roe herring fishery, specifically by the initial allocation formula.  They feel the equal sharing arrangement
does not take into account their past participation in the fishery or the significant investments they made in
vessels and gear.

When regulatory bodies consider changes to the management of a fishery, they should carefully consider
how the options being discussed could affect relative economic positions within the fleet.  More importantly,
this sentiment should be explicitly documented as an objective of the process.  Specifically, efforts should be
made to minimize a redistribution of wealth within the fleet due to a change in the management of the fishery.

6.8 Discussion

Results from the review of the 1998 season indicate that there are other economic benefits to vessel-
pooling.  Specifically, many roe herring fishers cited lower operating costs under pool fishery management.
As they no longer had to race for the fish, licence-holders could concentrate on quality and keeping costs low
to improve profits.  Roe herring processors also noticed a reduction in operating costs after vessel-pooling was
introduced, specifically from reduced tendering (the vessels that take the catch to processors’facilities) and
packing expenses.  Many of these cost savings can be attributed to a more orderly harvest and delivery of fish.

Most importantly, safety has improved under vessel-pooling.  Historically, the roe herring fishery has
been a frantic race for the fish.  There have been cases of vessels sinking from collisions or overloading of the
vessel.  Lives have been lost.  According to survey results the majority of the roe herring fleet believes that the
fishery is safer under pool fishery management.

7. CANADA’S PACIFIC COAST HERRING SPAWN-ON-KELP FISHERY
7.1 Intr oduction

Pacific herring (Clupea pallasi) are the most abundant fish species on Canada’s west coast.  Herring are
short-lived (usually less than age 8) and, as a result, individual year-classes contribute to the fishable
population for only a few years.  Herring populations can fluctuate markedly from one year to the next
depending on the number of fish entering the spawning population.  Pacific herring spawn during March and
April in coastal areas.

Herring are harvested in a number of different fisheries.  The focus of this paper is the herring spawn-on-
kelp fishery.  Natives living along the B.C. coast have traditionally harvested herring spawn deposited on
marine plants and hemlock boughs that grew near the low tide mark.  This Native food-product was adapted
to the Japanese market.  Japan began importing spawn-on-kelp (SOK) from Alaska in the early 1960s.  Japan
is essentially the only market for spawn-on-kelp.

In 1971 the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) issued an experimental permit to
produce SOK in the Queen Charlotte Islands off the northern part of Canada’s Pacific coast.  A second permit
followed in 1974.  The commercial herring SOK fishery started in 1975 with the issuance of 13 Category “J”
licences and has expanded in stages over the years.  There are currently 46 “J” licences issued each year.

The SOK fishery has operated under an individual quota (IQ) system since its inception.  From the start
of the fishery, each licence-holder was authorized to produce a set (and equal) amount of SOK product.  It is
important to distinguish between the harvestable resource (herring) and the market product (SOK).  In the SOK
fishery, the IQ is based on the quantity of SOK produced, not the amount of herring used.
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Therefore, the total quota for the SOK fishery is determined by the number of licences issued each year.
Since 1978, each licence-holder has had an individual quota of 7257.6kg of product, with the exception of 1986
when only 5443.2kg could be produced (due to concerns over herring stocks).

There are two basic methods of producing spawn-on-kelp product; closed ponding and open ponding.
Closed ponding requires the temporary capture and impoundment of herring.  It is the most common method used
in the SOK fishery and produces the highest quality product.  Log frames are constructed to suspend harvested
kelp and placed in the impoundment or pond site.  Most operators use the same log frames year to year, beaching
them near the area of operation between seasons.  Herring are seined close to the impoundment, slowly brought
to the pond and released into it.  After herring deposit a sufficient amount of roe on the suspended kelp they are
released and the product, both the spawn and the kelp, is harvested (ARAConsulting Group Inc. 1993).

Methods of open ponding are identical to those for closed ponding, except that the herring are not captured
and impounded, rather the log frame containing the suspended kelp is moved close to an area of natural spawning
(ARA Consulting Group Inc. 1993).

Figure 12 shows SOK landings in tonnes and landed values in inflation-adjusted terms.  The herring SOK
has traditionally been one of the more lucrative commercial fisheries on the Pacific coast of Canada.  However,
over the past two years there has been a significant decline in the landed value of the fishery.  Much of this decline
can be attributed to the downturn of the Japanese economy and a major shift in the marketing of spawn-on-kelp
in Japan.Spawn-on-kelp has traditionally been sold as a luxury product in sushi-bars.  When economic conditions
in Japan are depressed, the high-priced end of the market is quickly saturated.  Industry sources indicate that the
Japanese are now trying to sell spawn-on-kelp as a consumer item at a lower price for home consumption.

Increased supply may also have negatively affected SOK prices in recent years. The DFO issued four new
SOK permits in 1997 and an additional three new SOK permits in 1998.  It is likely the increased supply put
additional downward pressure on landed prices.  The combined result has been lower landed prices paid to
Canadian SOK operators.  A time series of inflation-adjusted landed prices is shown in Figure 13.

In most years, all SOK licences are actively fished.  Each spawn-on-kelp operation can employ between five
and twelve people, although the average crew size per operation is six.  There are designated landing sites and
port validation of landed product in this fishery.  Licence-holders began to pay for on-ground and plant
monitoring programs to increase enforcement and improve compliance in the fishery in 1996.

SOK licence-holders take an active role in the management of their fishery.  The Spawn-on-Kelp Owners
Association (SOKOA) represents licence-holders in advisory sessions with the DFO.  In addition, one spawn-on-
kelp licence-holder sits on the Herring Industry Advisory Board (HIAB).  HIAB is the advisory body that the
DFO works with to design management and fishing plans for the commercial herring fisheries.

7.2 The nature of the harvesting right

SOK (or Category “J”) licences are personal licences and are not vessel-based.  They are issued to an
individual or Aboriginal band and the licence and associated quota are not transferable.  IQ cannot be separated
from a SOK licence and transferred.  When “J” licences were first issued, they were made non-transferable with
the intent that the licence would revert back to DFO when the licence-holder decided to retire from the
commercial fishery.  At this point DFO could decide whether or not to re-issue the licence, and to whom.

In the SOK fishery there have been since 1975 four transfers by Ministerial appeal due to the death of the
licence-holder.  Some SOK licence-holders want to leave the fishery.  They would like the DFO to implement
policy changes that would allow them to somehow “transfer” their licences legitimately instead of having them
revert back to the DFO.  There is evidence to suggest that licence lease agreements are starting to occur in this
commercial fishery as SOK operator attempt to “transfer” their fishing privilege.

7.3 The method of allocation
7.3.1Policy objectives

In many cases the SOK fishery has been used to promote economic development opportunities within
Aboriginal communities.  Of the 46 SOK licences issued each year, 24 are held by Aboriginal Bands, 13 are held
by Native individuals, and nine are held by non-Native individuals.
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Figure 12
SOK annual catch vs. landed value

1975 - 1999

Figure 13
SOK landed prices

1975 - 1999
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7.3.2Process used in determining initial allocations

The selection process for the initial allocation of SOK licences considered factors such as previous
experience in the handling and ponding of herring.  Preference was given to fishers and natives living in remote
areas of the coast.  Readers are reminded that the SOK fishery is sometimes used to promote economic
development in Aboriginal communities.

Those individuals that qualified for a Category “J” SOK permit had to surrender a roe herring seine
licence.  In later years, Aboriginal Bands receiving new SOK licences were required to surrender either one
roe herring seine licence or six roe herring gillnet licences.  This was done to avoid putting additional
harvesting pressure on the herring resource and to compensate roe herring fishers for the re-allocation of
herring to a new user group.

7.3.3Initial allocation formula chosen

Each licence is permitted to land 7257.6kg of SOK product in a given year.

7.4 Data requirements and computational process

In order to attach an initial IQ of SOK production to each licence, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
had to determine the impacts of a SOK operation on the herring resource.  After accounting for herring mortalities
in the ponding operation and the impacts on the biomass as a result of the removal of the spawn, the amount of
herring required to produce 7257.6kg of SOK product was calculated.  Commercial fishers were required to
surrender a roe herring seine licence to receive their SOK permit to ensure no additional pressure was put on the
already fully subscribed herring resource.

7.5 Appeals process

There was no appeals process  as the SOK fishery has always been managed as an IQ fishery.

7.6 Administration of the allocation process
7.6.1Staff requirements

Fisheries and Oceans science staff were required to determine how much herring had to be attributed to a
SOK operation to ensure the new SOK fishery did not negatively impact the resource.

7.6.2Additional pr ogramme funding requirements

Funding of the management costs of the commercial SOK fishery is covered by the budget of the regional
DFO fisheries management branch.  Monitoring costs paid for by industry vary between $Can150 000 and
$Can200 000 each year.

7.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process
7.7.1Success in achieving initial policy objectives

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans has used the SOK fishery to create economic development
opportunities for some Aboriginal bands.  Generally speaking, the fishery has historically generated positive
employment and income benefits for the Bands involved in the fishery.  However, some Bands have not been as
successful as others in the SOK fishery.

7.7.2Satisfaction of quota-holders with the process

There is little information readily available about operators’satisfaction with the allocation of licences in
the SOK fishery.  Some existing licence-holders are critical of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans for
continuing to issue new permits and increasing the supply of SOK.  They feel this depresses SOK prices and,
therefore, has a negative impact on their revenues.  These licence-holders would rather the DFO purchase existing
SOK licences and then transfer these fishing privileges to Native Bands.  They feel this practice would create less
of a disruption in the SOK market.

7.7.3Views of othercommunity groups

There is little information readily available on the views of other community groups. However, FOC
officials indicate that those Aboriginal Bands that did not receive a SOK licence are dissatisfied with the
allocation process for licences (and, therefore, quota).
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7.7.4 Hind sight assessment

As stated earlier there are two methods of producing spawn-on-kelp product; closed ponding and open
ponding.  For closed pond operations, 90.7t of herring must be allocated to account for herring mortality and
removal from the biomass.  However, as open pond techniques result in less herring mortality only 31.8 tonnes
of herring must be allocated to the operation.  Despite this substantial difference in the use of herring both open
and closed pond operations receive the same IQ of SOK product.  In retrospect, it may have been preferable
to link SOK IQs to the amount of herring actually used in production.  This may encourage SOK operators to
adopt harvesting methods that have the least impact on the herring resource.

8. CANADA’S PACIFIC COAST SEA CUCUMBER FISHERY
8.1 Intr oduction

This section is based on information from Fisheries and Oceans Canada’s Sea Cucumber Management
Plan (1999/2000) and Stock Status Report C6-10 (1999).

Canada’s Pacific coast giant red sea cucumber (Parastichopus californicus) fishery is managed under a
precautionary regime as little is known of the biology and abundance of the species.  There are no size limits
for sea cucumbers.  Divers harvest sea cucumbers by hand in the commercial fishery.  Marketable products
include frozen muscle strips and dried skins. These products are exported to the port of Hong Kong, the Taiwan
province of China, the mainland of the Peoples’Republic of China, and to the Republic of Korea, as well as
to Canada and the U.S.

The fishery is relatively small.  There are eight buyers and registered processors involved in the
commercial sea cucumber industry.  Under the current management regime, the fishery generally lasts three
weeks and occurs during October when product quality is higher and weather conditions are still favorable.
Figure 14 gives sea cucumber landings (in round weight) and the inflation-adjusted landed value.  Little
information on employment is currently available; however, for 1999, there were 39 active vessels employing
69 divers.

Figure 14
Sea cucumber annual catch vs. landed value

1983 - 1998

Sea cucumbers were first harvested commercially in Canada in 1971.  A scientific fishery then occurred in
southern waters during the early 1980s.  During this time markets were established for the product.  There was a
rapid escalation in effort during the 1980s that led to conservation concerns.  In an attempt to control effort and
alleviate conservation concerns, fishing times were reduced and a precautionary total allowable catch (TAC) was
introduced.  Increasing effort was still a concern for the Department of Fisheries and Oceans and in 1991 limited
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entry licensing was introduced into the sea cucumber fishery.  A total of 85 Category “Z-D” licences were issued.
Figure 15 shows the number of active vessels in the sea cucumber fishery from 1980 to 1998.

Figure 15
Number of active sea cucumber vessels

1983 - 1998

Despite these measures, it was becoming increasingly difficult to comply with area quotas and the TAC was
often exceeded.  The short duration of the fishery enticed some commercial fishers to “stock pile” sea cucumbers
underwater prior to the fishery opening and then land them once the season began.  The pace of the fishery was
also creating dangerous fishing conditions.  In 1995, FOC implemented an individual quota (IQ) programme for
the sea cucumber fishery as a two-year pilot.  The sea cucumber programme is modeled after the geoduck clam
IVQ management regime.

Currently the fishery is administered under an adaptive management plan that sets a precautionary TAC and
leaves part of the coast closed to harvesting.  Five licence areas have been designated for the sea cucumber
fishery.  Licence-holders are required to select one licence area in which to fish. For over-subscribed areas, a
process of voluntary area selection and lottery draw is used to determine the final licence area selection.  Prior to
fishing, licence-holders may jointly exchange licence areas.  The Pacific Sea Cucumber Harvesters Association
(PSCHA), an industry organization representing sea cucumber licence-holders, is responsible for ensuring that
the area selection process is completed prior to the fishery opening.

The PSCHAhas contracted a service bureau to weigh and validate the catch at the first point of landing.
Fishermen are required to report to the service bureau before they begin fishing operations and prior to landing
harvested sea cucumbers.  This catch-monitoring and validation programme was a requirement of IVQ
management in the sea cucumber fishery.

8.2 The nature of the harvesting right

The sea cucumber fishery is managed under a limited-entry licensing regime.  A Category “ZD” licence is
required to harvest sea cucumbers.  The licences are issued to individuals and are not vessel-based, however, they
must be designated to a commercial fishing vessel each season.

Prior to quota management, sea cucumber licences were not transferable.  Under IVQ management, licences
were made transferable and vessel length restrictions do not apply.  A maximum of three active “Z-D” licences
may be designated to any one vessel.  Current regulations do not allow licences, and the associated IVQ, to be
divided and transferred in smaller quantities.
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8.3 The method of allocation
8.3.1Policy objectives

There do not appear to have been any explicit policy objectives for the initial allocation of quota in the
sea cucumber fishery.  While there is little information available on this aspect of programme implementation,
it appears that the Department of Fisheries and Oceans believed moving to IQ management would help acquire
a better understanding of the resource and enable the Department to better meet conservation objectives.
Industry had expressed a willingness to spend their own time and money to improve knowledge and
management of the resource. Further, based on comments in the management plan for the fishery, the move to
individual quota management appears to have been in response to conservation concerns and to move the
fishery away from a “race for the fish”.  

8.3.2Process used in determining initial allocations

There is little information available on this aspect of programme implementation.  The move to IVQ
management was mainly an industry-driven process and was discussed internally prior to approaching the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

8.3.3Initial allocation formula chosen

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans approved individual quota management for the green sea urchin,
red sea urchin and sea cucumber fisheries at the same time.  At that time the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans
directed that 2% of the total allowable catch (TAC) in each fishery would be reserved for First Nations while
the remaining 98% would be split equally among the licences in the commercial fishery.

The annual TAC is set based on surveys and assessments.  In 1999, the TAC was divided over four of the
five licence areas.  Each sea cucumber (“Z-D” licence) is granted an equal share or 1/85th of the annual
commercial TAC.  Prior to each fishing season, licence-holders must choose the area they wish to fish.  The
number of licences fishing each area may change annually according to the proportion of the total quota
assigned to each area.

8.4 Data requirements and computational process

Little or no fishery data were required for the allocation procedures.  The equal-sharing arrangements
removed the need to gather data and perform any calculations.

8.5 Appeals process

No appeals process was established to deal with sea cucumber licence-holders who disagreed with the
allocation formula or felt they were affected by extenuating circumstances.

8.6 Evaluation of the initial allocation process

There is little information available on the success in achieving initial policy objectives or about licence-
holders’satisfaction with the initial allocation process. And, there is no data readily available on the views of
other community groups with respect to the initial allocation of sea cucumber quotas or hind-sight assessment
information or data to enable an evaluation on the initial allocation process.

8.7 Discussion

Under IQ management, industry is taking a more active role in the management of the resource.  The
Department holds a collaborative agreement with the Pacific Sea Cucumber Harvesters Association (PSCHA)
for catch validation and biological sampling. The PSCHAalso funds research and management programs
through fees to association members.   This includes stock assessment surveys, biological research surveys, a
catch validation programme and a biologist hired to co-ordinate research with the Department. Association fees
in 1998 were $Can825 per licence.

9. CANADA’S PACIFIC COAST RED SEA URCHIN FISHER Y
9.1 Intr oduction

This section is based on information from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Red Sea Urchin
Management Plan (DFO 1999/2000) and Stock Status Report C6-09 (DFO 1999).

The red sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus franciscanus) is one of three sea urchin species historically fished
in British Columbia waters.  Red sea urchins are harvested for their roe. The roe is extracted and processed in
shore-based plants.  The red sea urchin roe is marketed almost exclusively in Japan, where it is sold as ‘uni’;
however, a smaller market is developing in other Asian countries and in North America.
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To ensure a quality product and a steady supply to markets, fishing times are determined by the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans in consultation with sea urchin processors and the Pacific Urchin Harvesters Association
(PUHA), an organization of red sea urchin licence-holders.  Figure 16 shows commercial landings and the
inflation-adjusted landed value for the commercial red sea urchin fishery.  Information on employment is
currently unavailable.

Figure 16
Red sea urchin annual catch vs.landed value

1988 - 1998

The commercial dive fishery for red sea urchins began in the late 1970s.  It has grown rapidly since 1982.
The red sea urchin “Z-C” licence category was established in 1983.  The number of licences peaked at 240 in
1989, although only 109 were actively fished.  Licence-limitation was introduced in 1991 in an attempt to
control fishing effort and 102 Category “Z-C” limited-entry licences were issued.  By 1994, licence appeals
had increased the number of licences to 110, although only 89 vessels were active that year.

In 1994 the PUHAimplemented a voluntary individual quota (IQ) programme that the industry had
developed. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans adjusted the management plane to facilitate the voluntary
programme.  The programme was modeled after the geoduck IVQ management regime and included area
licensing.  The coast was divided into two licence areas, the North Coast and the South Coast.  Dockside
monitoring was introduced and the PUHAcontracted an independent company to perform catch validations to
ensure compliance with the individual quotas.  Industry continued to run and manage their fishery under a
voluntary individual quota system for two years while the DFO considered such a change in the fishery.

Mr M. Featherstone (pers. comm., Pacific Urchin Harvesters Association) reported that in the first season
in 1994, there was one opening in January which lasted only a few days. Prices started out “ok” but as soon as
the second day’s harvest arrived at the plants the price dropped, the market was flooded and the plants could
not process all the product. The industry had set up to fish 1 million pounds per month on the North Coast, but
it was all landed in the first few days, then everyone had to sit till the start of the next month.  There was a
very poor price paid as well!  It looked as if the same thing would happen on the second opening but the
fishermen decided not to go out until a better plan was reached – all the fishermen “just tied up and booked a
meeting room at the Moby Dick Hotel in Prince Rupert”.  At the meeting a quota system was proposed and
while there was a lot of debate and some people though it would not work, after three days, the details were
hammered out and phone calls were made to all the licence-holders who were not represented in order to figure
out the split of the catch, validation of the system, costs, etc.

Mr Featherstone has recalled that it was amazing that it all came together.  Management fees were
collected by D&D Pacific, a company hired to monitor and validate landings of red sea urchins by the
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commercial fishers through an industry-funded program.  It was a totally grass-roots endeavour by the
fishermen and independent of DFO.  Further, everyone played by the rules, as there would have been no legal
recourse if someone decided to just keep fishing. There was unanimous acceptance, although by some
grudgingly.  The participants in this fishery had an advantage in that many of the participants were involved,
or associated with the geoduck fishery (see Heizer 2000) and knew the basics of such management systems.
The Association had also organized a workshop to discuss options for the management of the fishery in the fall
of 1993.  Mr David Smith (Ministry of Fisheries, Province of British Columbia) helped with the funding and
getting it together. Quotas were discussed at length at the workshop, so the idea of IQs was not all that foreign
to the different fishermen.

In 1996 DFO sanctioned the programme as a two-year pilot initiative.  Under the DFO pilot IQ
programme, red sea urchin licences are assigned to either the South Coast area or the North Coast area.  Two
percent of the harvest  was reserved for Section 352 - Aboriginal food, social and ceremonial requirements, and
other quota put aside for industry-funded surveys, etc., all of which became part of the pilot programme. The
PUHA remains responsible for developing and implementing the third-party catch monitoring and validation
programme to ensure that area quotas and IQs are not exceeded.  Industry also contracts an on-grounds monitor
to assist in the management of the fishery for areas above the mid-point of the coast of British Columbia.

Annual changes to the TAC are made based on surveys and updated assessments.  There is a minimum
size limit for red sea urchins.  All commercial fishing vessels harvesting red sea urchins must be in possession
of a logbook approved by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans.  Prior to fishing, the vessel master must
confirm the remaining vessel quota from the catch validation logbook.

9.2 The nature of the harvesting right

The red sea urchin fishery is managed under a limited-entry licensing regime.  A Category “ZC” licence
is required to harvest red sea urchins.  The licences are issued to individuals and are not vessel-based, however,
they must be designated to a commercial fishing vessel each season.

Prior to quota management red sea urchin licences were not transferable. Under IVQ management,
licences were made transferable and vessel length restrictions did not apply.  A maximum of three active “Z-
C” licences may be designated to any one vessel.  Current regulations do not allow licences, and the associated
IVQ, to be divided and transferred in smaller quantities.

9.3 The method of allocation
9.3.1Policy objectives

There do not appear to have been any explicit policy objectives for the initial allocation of quota in the
red sea urchin fishery.  While there is little information available on this aspect of programme implementation,
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it appears the Department of Fisheries and Oceans believed that moving to IQ management would help acquire
a better understanding of the resource and enable the Department to better meet conservation objectives.  The
industry members themselves had expressed a willingness to spend their own time and money to improve
knowledge and management of the resource. 

9.3.2Process used in determining initial allocations

Little information appears available on how the programme was implemented.  The Department of
Fisheries and Oceans sanctioned individual quotas in the red sea urchin fishery two years after industry
introduced their voluntary programme.  Mr Featherstone (Pacific Urchin Harvesters Association) reports that
the quota’s were split equally “just to keep it simple”. The North and South Areas were selected and the quotas
divided between licences by area. Under the Voluntary IQ the North and South Coasts had different harvest
amounts.

9.3.3Initial allocation formula chosen

Fisheries and Oceans Canada approved individual quota management for the green sea urchin, red sea
urchin and sea cucumber fisheries at the same time.  At that time the Minister directed that 2% of the total
allowable catch (TAC) in each fishery would be reserved for First Nations while the remaining 98% would be
split equally among the licences in the commercial fishery.

Each red sea urchin (“Z-C” licence) is granted an equal share or 1/110th of the annual commercial TAC.
The TAC is divided over two areas: North Coast and South Coast.  Each year, prior to the fishing season,
licence-holders must choose the area they wish to fish.  The number of licences fishing each area may change
annually according to the proportion of the total quota assigned to each area.  Licence area selection is
facilitated by the PUHA.

9.4 Data requirements and computational process

Little or no data was used in the allocation procedures.  Industry agreed an equal sharing of the TAC was
the best way to allocate quota under the voluntary plan.  Under the direction of the Minister, Fisheries and
Oceans Canada adopted this allocation formula when it officially sanctioned individual quota management in
the red sea urchin fishery. The equal sharing arrangements removed the need to gather data and perform any
calculations for the allocation process.

9.5 Appeals process

Red sea urchin licence-holders voluntarily implemented an equal allocation individual quota programme.
Therefore, when the Ministry officially sanctioned the programme, there was little need for an appeals process.
Therefore, no appeal process was established to deal with red sea urchin licence-holders who disagreed with
the allocation formula or felt they were affected by extenuating circumstances.  The IVQ programme was
modeled after the geoduck fishery that had demonstrated considerable success with individual quota
management.

9.6 Administration of the allocation process

The move to IVQ management in the red sea urchin fishery was a decision by the industry.  Licence-
holders determined the allocation formula through internal discussions and with Fisheries and Oceans Canada
officials. Thus there were few demands on the Department.

As the licence-holders voluntarily introduced IQ management into their fishery and designed the sharing
arrangement, it is unlikely that significant Departmental was required in the allocation process.

9.7 Evaluation of the initial allocation process

There is little information readily available on the success in achieving initial policy objectives regarding
this aspect of programme implementation. Nor is information available about licence-holders’satisfaction with
the initial allocation process.  However, given the industry’s voluntarily agreed to accept IQ management and
equal allocations, it is likely most licence-holders feel the process to formally institutionalize individual quotas
was adequate.

There is no data readily available on the views of other community groups with respect to the initial
allocation of red sea urchin quotas.

It is noteworthy that immediately after the start of the programme, the price for urchins started to climb
and $Can1.00/lb became the norm; this gave the programme a lot of positive reinforcement (pers. comm.,
M. Featherstone, Pacific Urchin Harvesters Association).
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9.8 Discussion

The fishery is currently managed on a precautionary basis.  Scientific research and joint industry, First
Nations, and Fisheries and Oceans Canada stock assessment surveys are underway to move the red sea urchin
fishery to a more biologically sustainable harvest level.

Fisheries and Oceans Canada holds a collaborative agreement with the PUHAfor catch validation and
biological sampling.  The PUHA funds research and management activities by collecting fees from its
members.  This includes stock assessment surveys, biological research surveys and a catch validation
programme.  Further, the PUHAalso pays for a biologist to co-ordinate research with Fisheries and Oceans
Canada as well as a charter patrolman to monitor and guide the harvest in the North Coast region for eight
months of the year.  Association fees in 1999/2000 were approximately $Can5320 per licence.  But of
particular note is that the fishermen are satisfied to have implemented this quota system, that they believe it is
working well and that it is improving with each year.

It is of interest that intially, it has been reported, that the DFO would not support the programme after the
first year, and it was not until later in the second year that DFO decided to adopt it.  It has also been noted that
one possible concern was that the system would potentially make licences more valuable. This would provide
windfall profits to fishermen and could cost the Department more money in the future, because it was planning
a buy-back of quota for redistribution to Native groups.

10. CANADA’S PACIFIC COAST GREEN SEA URCHIN FISHER Y
10.1 Intr oduction

This section is based on information from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans’Green Sea Urchin
Management Plan (June 1/99 to May 31/99) (DFO 1999b) and Stock Status Report C6-11 (DFO 1999c).

Green sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) occur in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.  They
are generally found in intertidal zones at depths of more than 140m.  Divers harvest the green sea urchins live
for their roe and the product is shipped whole and alive to Japan.  The fishery generally occurs in winter, when
roe quality and quantity are the highest and market prices are the best.  Due to better roe quality and proximity
to processing plants, the majority of landings have come from southern B.C. waters.

The fishery is relatively small.  Since 1996 the green sea urchin commercial fishery has been restricted
to areas with a known catch history.  In 1998/99, total landings were 156t with a landed value of almost
$Can1.0 million.  Figure 17 shows total landings and inflation-adjusted landed value from 1988 to 1998.
Information on employment is currently unavailable.

The fishery began in 1987.  The green sea urchin fishery was managed by a minimum size limit of 55mm
and by time- and area-openings.  Effort began to increase steadily and in 1991 the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans limited entry to the fishery in an attempt to control effort.  Forty-nine green sea urchin licences were
issued.  Despite licence-limitation effort remained high.  Landings peaked in 1992 when 49 vessels reported
1042t for a landed value of $Can4.4 million.  Figure 18 shows the inflation-adjusted landed prices for the green
sea urchin fishery.

Beginning in 1995, a two-year pilot programme of individual quotas (IQ’s) and area licensing were
implemented in the green sea urchin fishery.  The programme was modeled after the geoduck IVQ system.
Under the pilot programme, an industry funded catch validation and monitoring programme was put in place
to ensure monitoring of quotas and recovery of accurate catch data.  Today, the management system consists
of precautionary area quotas and closures, a minimum size limit and individual vessel quotas.

Under the IVQ programme, vessel masters are required to notify an industry-funded contractor at least
24 hours prior to harvesting, changing fishing areas and landing green sea urchins.  All catches must be landed
at a designated landing port.  Industry-funded dock side validators weigh and validate all catches and perform
biological sampling of green sea urchins landed from each vessel off-load.  Catches are also recorded in
mandatory logbooks maintained by the vessel master.

10.2 The nature of the harvesting right

The green sea urchin fishery is managed under a limited-entry licensing regime.  Green sea urchin
(Category “Z-A”) licences are issued to individuals and are not vessel-based, however, they must be designated
to a commercial fishing vessel each season.
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Figure 17
Green sea urchin annual catch vs. landed value

1988 - 1998

Figure 18
Green sea urchin landed prices

1988 – 1998
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Prior to quota management green sea urchin licences were not transferable.  Licence transferability was
not permitted during the first two years of the pilot quota programme.  Vessel length restrictions did not apply.
In 1999, licences were made transferable.  A maximum of three active “Z-A” licences may be designated to
any one vessel at one time.  Current regulations do not allow licences, and the associated IVQ, to be divided
and transferred in smaller quantities.

10.3 The method of allocation
10.3.1 Policy objectives

There do not appear to have been any explicit policy objectives for the initial allocation of quota in the
green sea urchin fishery.  While there is little information available on this aspect of programme
implementation, it appears Fisheries and Oceans Canada believed moving to IQ management would help
acquire a better understanding of the resource and enable the Department to better meet conservation
objectives.  Industry had expressed a willingness to spend their own time and money to improve knowledge
and management of the resource.

10.3.2 Process used in determining initial allocations

There is little information available on this aspect of programme implementation.  For the green sea
urchin fishery, it appears that the move to IVQ management was largely an industry-driven process.  An
industry organization approached FOC with a proposal for quota management in the fishery and supported
equal allocations.  The industry association had discussed the idea internally and the proposal had the support
of the industry.  Green seas urchin licence-holders had noted the success of the geoduck IVQ programme and
modeled their proposal after that system. After some deliberation, Fisheries and Oceans Canada implemented
IVQ management in the green sea urchin fishery.

10.3.3 Initial allocation formula chosen

Fisheries and Oceans Canada approved individual quota management for the green sea urchin, red sea
urchin and sea cucumber fisheries at the same time.  At that time the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans directed
that 2% of the total allowable catch (TAC) in each fishery would be reserved for First Nations while the
remaining 98% would be split equally among the licences in the commercial fishery.

Each green sea urchin (“Z-A” licence) is granted an equal share or 1/49th of the annual coastwide TAC.
The TAC is divided over two areas: North Coast, South Coast.  Each year, prior to the fishing season, licence-
holders must choose the area they wish to fish.  The number of licences fishing each area may change annually
according to the proportion of the total quota assigned to each area.

Currently the TAC is allocated in South Coast areas.  Opportunities to harvest in other areas of the coast
are available under scientific harvest protocols.  After careful review, additional TAC may be determined
through this process.

10.4 Data requirements and computational process

Little or no data were used in the allocation procedures.  The majority of industry agreed equal-sharing
of the TAC was the best way to allocate quota.  These equal-sharing arrangements removed the need to gather
data on past fishing activity or perform any calculations.

10.5 Appeals process

No appeal process was established to deal with green sea urchin licence-holders who disagreed with the
allocation formula or felt they were affected by extenuating circumstances.

10.6 Administration of the allocation process
10.6.1 Staff requirements

The move to IVQ management was largely an initiative taken up by the green sea urchin licence-holders.
Aside from the industry proposal, it does not appear that there was a formal process to discuss the
implementation of IVQ management in this fishery.  The directive from the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans
Canada was discussed at the Green Sea Urchin Sectoral Committee.  However, there is little information
readily available on this aspect of programme implementation.

10.7 Discussion

Industry and government are working together to encourage the development of this fishery in a
scientifically based manner.  DFO, in consultation with the West Coast Green Sea Urchin Association, have
developed an exploratory fishing protocol to allow expanded commercial harvest while collecting data to
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improve the understanding of the resource.  Industry also contributes to the management of the fishery by
funding stock surveys and the catch validation and monitoring programme.

IVQ management of this fishery has resulted in a better managed, more rational and safer fishery that
achieves the conservation objectives set by Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The deepwater Patagonian toothfish (Dissostichus eleginoides)1 is a long-lived fish species (up to 55 years
of age) with a low fecundity rate and slow growth, reaching its first sexual maturity at 5-8 years of age and full
maturity between years 9-12. The Chilean Patagonian toothfish fishery is conducted by two commercial fleets:
a small-scale fleet, and a fleet of larger industrial vessels. These fleets operate in two different, but adjacent, areas
off the Chilean coast (Figure 1).

Lemaitre et al. (1991) reports that the commercial fishery was initiated by the small-scale fishing fleet
operating in waters of central Chile during the 1970s, and rapidly expanded to the south of the country due to the
existence of fishing grounds with higher yields in that region. At present the small-scale fishery operates from
the northern border of the country in Region I (18º15’S)
to Region XI (47ºS).  Its southern border is the limit of the
fishing area reserved for the large-scale Patagonian
toothfish fishery (Under-Secretariat for Fisheries 1999).

Landings of Patagonian toothfish by the small-scale
(artisanal) sector have continuously increased since the
beginning of the fishery and reached approximately 6000t
in 1986.  Since then, the annual landings by this small-
scale sector have fluctuated between 3300t and 5600t with
a slight decreasing tendency towards the end of the 1990s
(Figure 2). At present the official number of small-scale
fishing boats operating in the fishery is approximately
120. They generate employment for approximately 900
fishermen and 400 people on shore (SERNAPESCA
1999).

The industrial or large-scale, deep-water Patagonian
toothfish fishery began in 1991 as a fishery that was
managed under the RFID system (“Regime for Fisheries
under Initial Development”) [Pesquerías en Régimen de
Desarrollo Incipiente] as defined by the Chilean Fisheries
Act of 1991. The fishing area reserved for the large-scale
fishery is shown in Figure 3. 

The northern limit of this fishing area is the parallel
47ºS, and the southern limit is the parallel 57ºS. The
eastern boundary of the fishing area is the “straight
baseline” 2 and the western boundary is the line drawn
parallel and 70 nautical miles west of the baseline.
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1 The Chilean common name for this species is Bacalao de profundidad which is sometimes translated as “cod”. Another
common name in Spanish is Austromerluza negra.

2 The “straight baseline” is the hypothetical straight line drawn between the most seaward points of the coastal of the country,
which is used as a geographical reference for fisheries management purposes.

Figure 1
Geographical location of the two sectors

of the toothfish fishery



Figure 2
Landings of Chilean Deep Water Patagonian toothfish 1980 – 1999

The large-scale fishing fleet is comprised of 13 factory-
vessels and 2 freezer-vessels. The entire fleet uses
deepwater long-lines. Each of these vessels may fish, on
average, a total of 10 000 hooks per set and the fleet operates
some seven months a year in Chilean waters (January to
May, and September to December).  For the rest of the year
(May to August) they operate in international waters. The
large-scale fleet redirects its fishing effort to hake
(Merluccius australis) from the beginning of January to
mid-March of every year. This large-scale fishery employs
a total of 520 fishermen plus another 150 personnel ashore.

It is important to note that the large-scale fishing
vessels not only operate in the reserved area depicted in
Figure 3, but also outside the Chilean Extended Economic
Zone (EEZ): off the coast of Argentinean Patagonia, the
Malvinas or Falkland Islands, Southern Georgia and
Kerguelén (Under-Secretariat for Fisheries 1999).

Landings of Chilean Patagonian toothfish by the
industrial or large-scale sector started in 1991 and they
comprised catches taken both inside the Defined Fishery
Area and outside the Chilean EEZ (here referred to as
international waters).  Peak landings of approximately
25 000t were obtained in 1991, after which landings by the
large-scale sector have steadily decreased reaching a
minimum in 1995 of approximately 5900t (Figure 2).3 From
1997 to 1999 a moderate recovery was observed in large-
scale landings, reaching approximately 13 000t in 1999 (Figure 2).
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3 This peak in landings was generated through research fishing in 1992, which produced large catches.

Figure 3
Geographical location of the large-scale

Chilean Deep Water Cod



The total landings of the large-scale sector correspond to captures taken in international waters as well as in
the Chilean Fishery Unit area (internal-EEZ between 47ºS and 57ºS).  Landings taken in international waters have
represented, on average, approximately 40% of total landings by the large-scale sector.  Figure 4 shows that a
peak was landed in 1992, which was mainly due to captures from international waters (approximately 16 800t).
Afterwards, there was a dramatic drop in landings from international waters (85% decrease) between the years
1992 and 1994.  From 1995 onwards, landings of Patagonian toothfish from international waters experienced a
moderate increase, reaching approximately 5200t in 1999.

Figure 4
Large-scale landings of Chilean Deep Water Patagonian toothfish 1980 – 1999

Figure 4 also shows that the landings of Patagonian toothfish from the Chilean EEZ Fishery Unit [zone]
followed a similar but lagging pattern to the landings from international waters. The peak for landings in the
Chilean area was in 1994 (approximately 12 000t) with an 84% drop in 1996 when only 1992t of Patagonian
toothfish were landed. Thereafter, the landings experienced a moderate increase, ranging around 4400t per year.

Even though the fishing-effort in the large-scale sector increased by 100% from 1991 to 1998 (from
approximately 4.0 million hooks per year in 1991 to 8.4 million hooks per year in 1998), the size of the fleet
remained at around 15 vessels, after a drop of 58% in 1993.  Simultaneously, the average yield per vessel (catch-
per-unit-effort) decreased by 60%, falling from approximately 1.0 kg per hook in 1991 to 0.451 kg per hook in
1998.

Approximately 99% of Patagonian toothfish landings are directed to processing and export markets. The
statistics on Chilean seafood exports (Figure 5) show that the annual exports of Patagonian toothfish averaged
approximately 15 000t during the period 1992 to 1999, 87% of it as frozen products.  Patagonian toothfish export
volumes showed an overall decreasing trend during this period, either as total volume of exports or frozen
products.  In fact, from 1992 to 1999 the total volume of Chilean Patagonian toothfish decreased by 14%, from
approximately 13 780t in 1992 to 11 860t in 1999.

Nonetheless, during the same period, the annual export value showed an impressive 80% increase: rising
from approximately $US57 million in 1992 to $US104.5 million in 1999 (Figure 6). This increase was due to a
strong increase in unit price, which grew 110% during this period, climbing from $US4200/t in 1992 to
US$8800/t in 1999 (Figure 7).

Japan is the most important foreign market for the toothfish fishery, taking 58% of the total volume of
Chilean Patagonian toothfish exports.  Frozen products represented approximately 82% of the FOB export value
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to Japan in 1998. The USA is the second most important foreign market for Chilean Patagonian toothfish exports,
taking 27% of total export volume.  Fresh refrigerated products represent 99.3% of the FOB export value in this
market (Fisheries Export Statistics, unpublished data from the Customs Service of Chile and SERNAPESCA, the
National Fisheries Institute, 1993 to 2000).

Figure 5
Export volume (tonnes) of Chilean Patagonian toothfish, period 1992-1999

Figure 6
Export value (FOB US$) of Chilean Patagonian toothfish, Period 1992-1999
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2. THE NATURE OF THE HARVESTING RIGHT

As noted, from the legal, institutional and management perspective, the Chilean Patagonian toothfish fishery
can be clearly divided into two types of activities operating under different management schemes: the small-scale
fishery [Pesqueria Artesanal de Bacalao de profundidad] and the large-scale fishery [Pesqueria Industrial de
Bacalao de profundidad].

The small-scale fishery is conducted north of the parallel 47ºS, and its two most important management
regulations are: limits on boat-size (18m of overall length; MINECOM DS 43 and 439 of 1986), and gear
restrictions (only deep water long-lines may be used with a limit of 12 000 hooks per cast; MINECOM DS 439
1986).  No use- or property-rights are applied in this fishery, and it has been conducted under a quasi-open-access
regime since its beginning.  It is defined as quasi-open-access, because although almost anyone may enter the
fishery, in order to do so, the small-scale fisherman and the boat must be registered in the “National Registry of
Small-scale Fishermen” (or Non-industrial Registry).4 In 1999 this National Registry reported a total of 12 356
fishermen targeting the Chilean stock of deepwater Patagonian toothfish.

Figure 7
Apparent price (FOB US$/tonne) of Chilean Patagonian toothfish, period 1992-1999

Fishing pressure by the small-scale sector on the Chilean stock of Patagonian toothfish increased steadily
over time, stimulated by increasing national exports to international markets, triggered by both increasing
international demand and a government policy directed at strengthening the national economy through exports.
This trend continued until 1986 when limits on boat-size and number of hooks-per-cast were enacted (Decree
No. 439, 1986). These limits were triggered by the decreasing yields observed by the small-scale fishermen, due
both to the effect of their increased fishing-power and fishing-effort on the stock’s abundance, and to the new and
increasing redirection of fishing effort by the large-scale fleet, from hake to Patagonian toothfish (pers. comm.,
F. Ponce, Chilean Under-Secretariat for Fisheries)

At the same time, the Fisheries and Aquaculture Act 1991 had just been enacted, which included a number
of new regulatory measures applicable to Chilean fisheries.  Consequently, the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries
(USF) decided to officially include the large-scale Patagonian toothfish fishery within one of the newly-created
access-regimes, namely the ““Regime for Fisheries under Initial Development” (RFID) [Pesquerías en Régimen
de Desarrollo Incipiente] (MINECOM DS 328, 1992), and in this way he established incentives leading to the
achievement of a sustainable industrial Patagonian toothfish fishery.

Article 40 of the Chilean Fisheries and Aquaculture Act [Ley General de Pesca y Acuicultura de 1991] states
that in a fishery under this type of management regime, an annual total allowable catch (TAC) must be calculated
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authorized to conduct small-scale fishing activities in Chilean waters.



by the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries and distributed among the eligible fishing companies or operators.  In the
large-scale Patagonian toothfish fishery, fishing- or harvesting-rights are allocated to fishing companies, and
under the Chilean legislation are known as “Extra Fishing Permits” (EFPs) [Permisos Extraordinarios de Pesca].
These fishing-rights are divisible, transferable once a year, and can be leased or freely-lent (Article 31, 2nd
Paragraph, Fisheries Act 1991).  Even though this Act does not explicitly state it, under Chilean legislation these
fishing-rights may also be banked.

Other regulations applying to both the small-scale and the large-scale Patagonian toothfish fisheries are:

i. The establishment of a seasonal closure from 1 June to 31 August of every year between the parallels 53ºS
and 57ºS (DS No. 273).

ii. Only trotlines or long-lines may be used to harvest Patagonian toothfish (Under-Secretariat for Fisheries,
Res. 1249, 1992).

iii. Patagonian toothfish harvested as by-catch between the parallels 41º28,6’S and 57º00’S, may constitute
only 2% in weight of the total harvest of southern hake or kingclip (MINECOM, DS No. 679, 1993).

3. THE METHOD OF ALLOCATION

Articles 39 and 40 of the Chilean Fisheries Act 1991 state that, once a fishery has been specified under the
RFID regulations, the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries is required to calculate an annual TAC which is to be
allocated among fishing companies or operators by means of a public auction.  Successful bidders will be issued
an Extraordinary Fishing Permit (EFP) stating their right to harvest
annually, for a 10-year period, a maximum amount of fish equivalent to
the result of multiplying the corresponding TAC by the fraction that was
awarded (i.e. the fraction of the TAC won in the auction by each
bidder). These EFPs take effect as of the calendar year following the
date that the auction was conducted.

To ensure the liquidity of the fishing-rights under the RFID
management system, the duration of the fishing-rights auctioned and
awarded varies depends on whether the auction process is a ‘First-Time
Auction’ [Primera subasta] or an ‘Ordinary Annual Auction’ [Subasta
Annual Ordinaria]. Also, the duration of fishing-rights vary if a Special
Auction [Subasta Especial] is required for the reallocation of EFPs.5

Therefore, under the RFID management system, EFPs auctioned
for the first time have a designed initial lifetime of 10 years.  But, the
total number of EFPs that any particular operator may be awarded under
this arrangement decreases by 10% each year.6 Thus, as of the second
year of the RFID management system, only 10% of the TAC will be
auctioned every year by means of Ordinary Annual Auctions.

Fishing-rights or EFPs awarded at an Ordinary Annual Auction
will have a lifetime of 10 years, but their amounts do not vary during
their lifetime.  Ordinary Annual Auctions are conducted starting from
the second year that the RFID management system was set up.

Special Auctions are conducted once a year, but they only involve
those EFPs that are to be re-allocated, due to the failure of their holders
to comply with the regulations of the fishery, or with the payment of the
rent (which is paid in annuities).  During a Special Auction the fishing-
rights awarded will have a lifetime equivalent to the remaining lifetime
that the EFP had at the moment its previous owner failed to comply and
lost possession.

Under the RFID management system, if at the time the system was put into effect there were fishing
companies (or vessel-owners) holding valid fishing-authorizations for this particular fishery, they were entitled to
continue their fishing activity as usual for an additional 3-year period.  Upon expiry of this 3-year period, these
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A Patagonian toothfish
(Bacalão de profundidad)
being brought on board

5 Re-allocation of Extraordinary Fishing Permits (EFPs) is required whenever a fishermen or operator fails to abide with the
regulations of the fishery, or with the payment for its fishing-rights.
6 That is, the first time successful bidders will be issued Extraordinary Fishing Permits (EFPs) with a variable coefficient. This
variable coefficient will decrease by 10% each year until the expiry of the lifetime of the share awarded. Thus, the owner of
these first-time fishing rights will have in the first year, the right to fish 100% of the share awarded, 90% of it the second year,
80% of it the third year and so on, until the lifetime of the first-time fishing rights expires.



fishing companies would be issued EFPs that note their right to harvest an amount of fish (expressed in tonnes)
equivalent to a percentage of the corresponding TAC, calculated by dividing their average annual harvest by the
average TAC during the previous 3-year period. These EFPs have a lifetime of 10 years, and their sum is equal
to 10% of the TAC.

Therefore, if there are valid fishing-authorizations at the time that the RFID system came into effect, the
Under-Secretariat for Fisheries can award only 90% of the TAC during the first public auction.  Otherwise, the
Under-Secretariat for Fisheries must award the complete TAC at the First-Time Auction.

Additional regulations governing the auction of EFPs and the allocation system are as follows.

i. Only fishing companies or vessel-owners duly registered in the National Industrial Fishing Registry are
eligible to bid in the public auction.7

ii. To be eligible to register in this special Registry, fishing companies or vessel-owners must present
documents showing their legal property-rights or use-rights over the fishing vessel(s) that they designate to
use the EFPs issued. Also, they must present documents describing the technical characteristics and the
legal status of those fishing vessels.

iii. Bidders must present financial deposits as evidence of their bona fide commitment to bid in the public
auction.

iv. No bidder may be awarded more than 50% of the TAC to be auctioned.
v. The National Fisheries Service will open a Register of the EFPs for each fishery managed under the RFID

system. This Register will record all EFPs issued against the TAC percentages awarded by auction, as well
as all subsequent EFPs awarded following the division, transference or transmission, lease or free-lending
of the rights.

Three aspects should be highlighted regarding the process followed in designing and implementing the
rights-allocation system: first, although no explicit policy objectives were set, the allocation-system designed by
the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries aims at providing equal opportunity among bidders, and to avoid a monopoly
in the market for fishing-rights in a fishery under a RFID management system. This system may also be seen as
a way of preventing, or minimizing, complaints and conflicts among stakeholders.  Second, since the fishery
where the fishing-rights were allocated was new, no change in the fishery’s structure or distribution was intended.
Third, the allocation-system was designed by a small number of senior officers in the Under-Secretariat for
Fisheries, and few changes have been made to what was originally proposed.

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS
4.1 Data requirements

The process of allocating fishing-rights requires the computation of at least three indicators to be taken into
consideration by bidders. These are: the Floor Price [Precio Piso], the Bid Warranty [Garantia de Seriedad] and
the Annuity Payment [Anualidades] 8 on every allocation awarded.

The Decree No. 97 of 1996 containing the “Regulations for the Auction of Extraordinary Fishing Permits”
lists the following data as the information required by auctioneers and bidders.

i. The amount (tonnes) of the TAC determined by the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries.
ii. A Floor Price.
iii. The Penalty Amount [Valor de Sanción] used to calculate the Bid Warranty which is to be deposited with

the Under-Secretariat before the auction takes place.
iv. A Chilean monetary-converter labelled ‘Monthly Tax Unit’ [Unidad Tributaria Mensual] which

approximates nominal monetary-values to real monetary-values.9
v. The number and type of allocations to be auctioned at a First-Time Auction, expressed as 10%, 5%, 2% and

1% of the TAC.  If no original fishing-rights exist a total of 26 allocations would be auctioned.  If any
original fishing-rights exist, a total of 25 allocations would be auctioned. Table 1 shows the number of
allocations per category in both cases.

vi. A number of fixed parameters used in the computation process for one or more of the previous indicators.
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7 The National Industrial Fishing Registry is a record kept by the National Fisheries Service containing a list of people
authorized to conduct industrial or large-scale fishing activities.
8 Note – this payment is equal to the bid for the entire 10 year period divided by 10 – there is no allowance for any interest
that may be due.
9 A real monetary-value or real price is an indicator that has been corrected to reflect the change in the value of money over
time due to economic inflation or deflation.



4.2 Computational process

The regulations for the allocation of fishing-rights (Decree No. 97, 1996) describe the conditions and
computational process for the Annuity Payment and the Bid Warranty. The conditions and computational process
for the calculation of the Floor Price are not described in these Regulations.  Nonetheless, the officials of the
Under-Secretariat for Fisheries use several methods for the calculation of these indicators.

4.2.1 Annuity calculation

The Annuity corresponds to an annual payment [Anualidades] which bidders must make for the allocations
that are awarded. This amount varies over time, depending on the remaining lifetime of each particular
allocation, and its computation varies depending on the existence of historical fishing-rights and on the type of
auction taking place (e.g. First-Time Auction, Ordinary Annual Auction, or Special Auction). The mathematical
formulae used in these calculations are given in Appendix I, Section 1.3.

Table 1
The distribution of portions for auction at a First-Time Auction regarding the Fishing Unit (zone), 

and considering the existence or not, of original fishing-rights

Source: Elaborated from Decree No. 97, 1996.

Decree No. 97 of 1996 describes the following conditions and computational processes for the calculation
of the annuity payments in the case of an Ordinary Annual Auction (Article 16), a First-Time Auction (Article 21)
and a Special Auction (Article 25):

• Article 16: the total amount of every bid awarded, expressed in Monthly Tax Units will be divided in ten
equal amounts that must be paid in advance in December every year.

• Article 21: for all payment purposes, the total amount of every allotment awarded will be divided by a factor
of 55, and the quotient will be multiplied respectively by 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 (i.e. totalling 55).

• Article 25: (when re-allocating fishing-rights) for all payment purposes, the total amount of every allotment
awarded will be divided by as many annuities as number of years of remaining lifetime as the allocated
fishing-right.

Nevertheless, if these cuts are of a variable coefficient, the annuity calculation varies. Thus, each annuity
will be calculated by dividing the total amount of the lot awarded by a factor equal to one-half multiplied by
n (n + 1).  In this case, “n” is the number of remaining years of effective operation of these fishing-rights.  Finally,
the annuity is calculated by multiplying the result of the first operation by each one of the remaining years of
effective operation of the fishing-right, corresponding to its payment date.

The effect of existing historic fishing-rights at the time of a First-Time Auction is that, for a period of three
years, only a 90% of the TAC may be allocated by auction among fishing companies.  Otherwise, no differences
exist in the calculation process for the payment of fishing-rights awarded.

4.2.2 Floor Price
The Floor Price is the minimum amount determined by officials of the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries that any

particular bidder may bid for any particular lot to be auctioned. The calculation process for this indicator does
not depend on the existence of historical fishing-rights.  Nonetheless, the specific computation process to be used
depends on whether the auction taking place is a First Time Auction, an Ordinary Annual Auction or a Special
Auction. The mathematical formulae used for these calculations are shown in Appendix I, Section 2.

4.2.3 First-Time Auction

The Floor Price set for a First-Time Auction may be calculated using several criteria. Among the most
common indicators used are the following costs related to the management of the fishery:

i. research and monitoring costs
ii. administrative costs generated by the management of the fishery
iii. value of the fish products to be generated by the fishery and
iv. penalty amount related to operation of the fishery.
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The most common criterion used by the Chilean Under-Secretariat for Fisheries in a First-Time Auction is the
Penalty Amount.

4.2.4 Ordinary Annual Auctions

In an Ordinary Annual Auction the Floor Price is calculated by officials in the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries,
as directly related to the proportional change in the estimated TAC from previous years to the present period.  For
example, if the TAC (expressed in tonnes) increases by 10%, the Floor Price will also increase by 10% in the
Monthly Tax Unit.

4.2.5 Special Auctions

In calculating the Floor Price for a Special Auction the officials in the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries consider
the Floor Price from the previous period (year), and the expectancy of cuts to be made in the harvest, based on
their remaining lifetime at the moment of the Special Auction.

The above is based on the fact that the harvest-expectancy of any allocation varies over time.  Further, the size
of the variation in the harvest-expectancy of a specific allocation awarded at a Special Auction depends on
whether it was originally awarded in a First-Time Auction or in an Ordinary Annual Auction. Thus, portions
originally awarded in a First Time Auction are seen as having a decreasing harvest-expectancy, while portions
awarded in an Ordinary Annual Auction have a constant harvest-expectancy.

4.2.6 Bid Warranty

The “Bid Warranty” is an
indemnity in favor of the
Management Agency and intended to
ensure the intention and commitment
of any particular bidder to honor the
payment due for any allocations
awarded. This payment may be
presented in cash or as a bankable
document. The amount of this
payment does not depend on the
existence of historical fishing-rights.

According to Article 12 of the
Regulations governing this allocation
system (Decree No. 97 of 1996) the
sum of money to be deposited with
the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries as
a “Bid Warranty” for any allocations
that an individual hopes to be
awarded, is calculated by multiplying
the percentage of the portion to be
awarded by the TAC to be auctioned,
the Penalty Amount for the resource, the Monthly Tax Unit for the date of the auction, and a Fixed Coefficient to
be established in the terms of reference for that particular auction. The mathematical formulae used in these
calculations are shown in Appendix I, Section 3.

4.3 Potential problems with data and data-analysis

According to the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries there have been no problems of data quality, availability or
analysis that have hindered the allocation-process for fishing-rights or Extra Fishing Permits (EFPs). The
Department responsible for data collection and analysis is the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries.  No external
technical assistance has been needed to perform the computational processes required to calculate the variables
used in the auction process.

5. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ALLOCATION PROCESS AND APPEALS

According to the Fisheries Act, all fishing-rights are allocated by the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries.  Only
the auction process in itself requires outside technical assistance - a professional and registered auctioneer is hired
especially for this. The auction process must be directed and overseen by the Under-Secretary for Fisheries in
person, with a small team of assistants.  It is also important to stress that the allocation and management processes
for the fishery units/zones under the RFID system have been conducted within the existing budget of the Under-
Secretariat for Fisheries: no additional or special funds have been necessary to date. Finally, the Regulations
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regarding the fishing-rights allocation-process (Decree No. 97, 1996) do not explicitly state any conditions or
processes for anyone to appeal the process regarding the allocations received, and no legal appeals have occurred
to date in this fishery.

6. EVALUATION OF THE INITIAL ALLOCATION PROCESS

Three aspects should be considered in evaluating the initial allocation-process in this fishery: (a) the level
of success in achieving initial policy objectives; (b) the satisfaction of rights-holders with the system and the
process in place; and (c) the views of other community groups.

6.1   Level of success in achieving initial policy objectives
Officials of the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries feel that at present there is not sufficient scientific or

practical evidence to show whether (or not) the Chilean Patagonian toothfish fishery has yet reached sustainable
levels.  However, they are convinced that the RFID management system has turned this fishery in one of the best-
regulated fisheries in the country.

6.2    Satisfaction of rights-holders with the system and the process now in place

The level of satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) of rights-holders with respect to fishing-rights and the
allocation-process set up in this fishery was determined through interviews by telephone with three important
fishing-company managers. The landings by these three companies surveyed represent approximately 77% of the
present TAC.

The extent of the rights-holders’ satisfaction was surveyed with respect to three specific aspects of the
system: (a) the allocation mechanism and process in itself; (b) the economic output of the activity; and (c) the
efficiency of the enforcement system in place for the fishery. Those interviewed were asked to consider their
initial and present perception of this system.

6.2.1 The allocation mechanism and process

The general perception was that system in place has been adequate, but that it now requires some
improvements. The system was perceived as adequate for three main reasons: first, there was general agreement
that payment for fishing-rights brings a clear sense of ownership (even though temporary) over the portion of the
resource available for harvest. This applies not only to the quota-holder, but most importantly, also to third parties
or operators.  Second, the system gives fishing companies, or operators, the freedom to regulate their activities
over time, according to their own efficiency-criteria, by allowing them to focus their fishing during those periods
of the year when fish are abundant, and operating costs and market prices are most favorable (i.e they can
generate the largest net-benefit). Third, the lifetime of ten years attributed to the fishing-rights is considered by
the fishing operators to be an adequate time-horizon for economic and financial planning, as well as being
consistent with a medium- to long-term commitment towards resource (stock) sustainability.

The system is also considered to be capable of improvement, based on the grounds of equity and efficiency.
Desired improvements on the grounds of equity relate to the initial-allocation mechanisms, and to the maximum
percentage of the TAC that a single operator or fishing company may hold over time.

The initial-allocation system for the fishing unit/zone [Unidad de Pesqueria] is based on the existence of
historical-rights corresponding to 10% of the TAC that was to be allocated among fishing companies or operators
holding valid fishing-permits at the time the RFID system was set up. This system is perceived as unfair because
some operators obtained fishing-rights for free, which they could sell at any time, thus capturing benefits for no
cost.

Furthermore, some respondents stressed the need for mechanisms to regulate the percentage of the TAC that
a fishing company or operator may hold, but based on their differences in operational capacity.  Some operators
are able to operate on fishing grounds both inside and outside the Chilean EEZ, while other smaller companies
can only operate within the Chilean fishing areas.  Some argue that the larger operators have better opportunities
to obtain their harvest-quota than do those who can only operate inside the fishing units/zones. Thus, there is the
perception that the smaller operators should have had a preference with respect to the percentage of the TAC that
they may hold and in this way, the differences in harvest-opportunities would be more balanced.

Desired improvements on the grounds of efficiency are aimed at improving the present method of quota-
allocations, specifically, with respect to the open-bid system, the level of the Bid Warranty required, and the
virtual lack of any barriers to quitting the fishery.

The perceived problem is that with the present operating situation, the open-bid system tends to raise the
prices paid for fishing-rights beyond the actual value of the resource.  It is claimed that the allocation-system
creates incentives for fishing operators to enter the fishery and excessively exploit the resources in the short-term.
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This argument is based on the fact that the present low level of the Bid Warranty (which is initially set based upon
the Penalty Amount), and the non-existence of barriers to quitting the fishery, stimulate a rise in the prices that
are bid. Thus, a proposed improvement would be to use a system of secret bidding, to raise the value of the Bid
Warranty, and to introduce some penalties (presumably economic) for quitting the fishery before the expiry of the
lifetime of the fishing-rights that have been awarded.

6.2.2 The economic output of fishing activity

One general perception among those interviewed was that the RFID system results in better economic
outputs, than under a global-quota or a competitive TAC (Total Allowable Catch) system.  Support for this view
is that the system of individual fishing-rights creates incentives to regulate fishing-effort and fishing-harvest
throughout the year. Thus, the fishing companies or operators are able to direct their fishing effort to those
periods of the year when fishing-effort is most profitable (i.e. when costs are minimal and/or net-benefits are
maximized).

In contrast, under a system of global-quotas there are incentives to exert as much fishing-effort as possible
in the shortest possible time, so as to harvest as much as possible of the common quota (i.e. gold-rush behavior).
These conditions lead in turn to fishing-costs that are higher than desirable (although not all the operators share
this view, nor do they perceive any difference between a system of individual catch-quotas and a system with
global-quota).

6.2.3 Efficiency of the enforcement system

There were different perceptions about the efficiency of enforcement in the fishery, ranging from those who
believed that there are no enforcement problems, to those who believed that there is mis-reporting with respect
to the quantities of catches at sea (factory-vessels) and the location of harvesting operations (catches outside the
limits of the fishing-area). At the same time, there was agreement that, in spite of the fact that the personnel of
the National Fisheries Service make their best effort to conduct enforcement, this Service suffers a lack of proper
infrastructure and equipment, as well as a shortage of personnel in its regional offices.

There was also a recognition that the new regulation regarding the mandatory use of a Vessel Monitoring
System (VMS) for marking the position of every vessel at any time, should correct the problem of harvesting
operations taking place outside the limits of the fishing-areas.

Some operators argue that the observed differences in the declarations of on-board production, is a minor
problem originating from the existing working conditions at sea, and the lack of precision of the instruments in
use. This problem is however believed to be corrected at the time of the landings, when it is necessary to check
the catches and provide production statistics. 

There is a general perception that enforcement is a key factor for the RFID system to be successful.  Some
operators expressed the need for a stronger link between the collection of scientific data, and enforcement
activities, especially, with respect to the determination of the annual TAC values (e.g. consideration of the effect
of large marine mammals on catches and available biomass).

6.3    Views of other community groups
There was a general perception among many members of the small-scale fisheries sector that the system of

allocating individual harvest-quotas (transferable or not) has been devised so as to favor the larger and richer
operators, because the system is viewed as a continuation of the privatization of the country’s natural resources
that mainly occurred in the mid-1970s and through the 1980s.

7. DISCUSSION

Four aspects relating to the implementation of the RFID management system merit comment: (a) its ability
to preclude monopoly; (b) consideration of the economic value of the natural resource; (c) the computational
process of the Floor Price used for auction purposes; and (d) general equity issues.

7.1 Ability to preclude monopoly

The fishing-rights allocation-system presently in use ensures that no operator can have access to more than
50% of the TAC through successful bids at auctions (First-Time Auction or Ordinary Annual Auction).
Nonetheless, this limit in itself may not be completely effective in precluding the development of a monopoly
and concentration of capital among the fishing units, because it is possible for an operator to hold more than
50% of the TAC by acquiring fishing-rights at a Special Auction or through market transactions by lease or sale.
During the time that the RFID management system has been in effect in the Patagonian toothfish fishery, a
significant quantity of fishing rights (EFPs) have been transferred internally by means of sale, rental or free-
loans.
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The request by operators for a mechanism to regulate the maximum amount of the TAC that any company
may hold at a time, is consistent with the above situation.  However in this context, it is important to note that the
government, private companies or individuals could already take action against a monopoly of this type in the
fishery by resorting to the Anti-Monopoly Law (SD 219.610 of 1999).

7.2 Proper consideration of economic value of natural resources

As presently implemented the RFID management system in effect in the Chilean Patagonian toothfish
fishery does not ensure the sustainability of the fishery under any particular conditions of economic or social
efficiency.  On the one hand, there is scientific evidence that the targeted stock under consideration is affected by
migration (both in and out) and therefore that the stock is not only affected by the fishing-effort of the large-scale
fleet - there is more than one fleet exerting fishing pressure on same fishery resource: - the small-scale fleet; the
large-scale fleet; and the international fleets operating in international waters. These fleets all operate under
different management regimes, and therefore there is no coordinated constraint on the harvesting of the resource.
This may outweigh any positive impact that the RFID system may have on the stock abundance over time. This
constraint may negatively affect the efficiency of the RFID system in preventing resource-rent dissipation and
thus preventing a better distribution of the potential benefits (rents) to society from the exploitation of this
resource.

On the other hand, the present mechanisms in the RFID procedures for the way in which fishing-rights (i.e.
Extra Fishing Permits) are awarded to fishing companies, do not necessarily reflect the real economic value, or
the opportunity-cost of the resource to society.

This assertion implies a normative concept, i.e. that fisheries management should aim at ensuring the best
possible use of the fisheries resources over time from a social and economic point of view, consistent with
ensuring the sustainability of the resource. This implies an objective for fisheries economists and natural resource
economists: that of managing fisheries to achieve a fishing-capacity (capital, fishing effort and harvest) that
maximizes the present net-value in the flow of benefits to be accrued by society from the fishery over time. To
do otherwise, would mean forgoing benefits and thus overlook the real opportunity-cost of fishery resources to
society.

In this context, in the system for allocation of individual fishing-rights through auctions, it is expected
that society will set limits on harvest-levels (i.e. TACs) so as to achieve the maximum net-benefits.  It is also
expected that society will recover resource opportunity costs through the requirement of payment for fishing
rights awarded to interested parties (i.e. fishing companies, operators and/or simply fishermen).  One way
of ensuring that payments for fishing-rights properly capture the opportunity-cost of the resource is to set
the minimum bidding amount equal to the value of that opportunity-cost.  Nonetheless, to do this requires
an estimate of this value in advance through an ex ante bio-economic evaluation.  Such calculations require
a number of assumptions and approximations to actual conditions (resources, markets, social conditions,
etc.).

One should high-light two aspects of the present RFID system that may generate problems that could
prevent the best possible use of the resource of Patagonian toothfish. The first one is that at present the harvest-
level, or TAC, is set according to biological criteria that will not necessarily lead to the maximization of net-
benefits over time. The second is that at present the minimum bid for fishing-rights, or the Floor Price, is set
equal to the Penalty Amount for this resource, which is determined using different criteria to those used for the
opportunity-cost of the resource.

Therefore, proper adjustments should be made in the present RFID management system so as to better
consider the economic value of the resource if a sustainable, economic and socially efficient fishery is desired.
Members of the fishing industry claim that higher minimum values for the Bid Warranties, and the introduction
of some penalty mechanisms for quitting the fishery, would improve this situation.

7.3 Computational process for the Floor Price

In addition to the problems mentioned above, the computational process for adjusting the value of the Floor
Price over time seems to be inconsistent for reflecting the changes in the value of a relatively scarce natural
resource over time.  In fact, the computational process for the Floor Price in an Ordinary Annual Auction or a
Special Auction implies a direct relationship between the amount of fish to be allocated (i.e. the variation in the
volume of fish in the TAC considered over time) and the variation of the Floor Price. That is, if the TAC and the
amount of fish to be allocated increase, the Floor Price also increases.  On the contrary, if the TAC and the amount
of fish to be allocated decrease, the Floor Price decreases. 

Clearly, this is opposite to the behavior of prices related to the supply and demand of scarce commodities
under normal market conditions. Thus, the mechanism used to calculate the Floor Price for auction purposes
should be adjusted to properly reflect the behavior of the economic value of scarce resources over time.
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Otherwise society, represented by its Government, is forgoing revenues and benefits which could be obtained
from the efficient use of its natural resources.

Finally, it is important to bear in mind, that the proper setting of a Floor Price to values reflecting the
opportunity-cost of the resource (i.e. its value in the water) may play the central role in determining the
appropriate rental to be paid by rights-holders, if proper adjustment of possible inequities is to be achieved. 

7.4 General equity issues

Although efficiency objectives and criteria are central to fisheries management if the achievement of
sustainable development is desired, equity objectives and criteria are also important to consider when designing
and implementing systems of individual transferable quotas (ITQs).  One relevant issue in designing initial-
allocation mechanisms is the financial and economic capacity of a sector, such as the small-scale or artisanal
fisheries sector. Another relevant issue in any particular fishery is the potential concentration of capital and
economic power that can arise from the existence of a system of ITQs, which may lead to a monopoly if there
are no restrictions on the concentration of harvesting-rights by a single operator. The real social impact of these
issues will depend on what a country and/or a society considers to be an equitable situation.
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Appendix I
Computational process for relevant auction indicators.

1. ANNUITY CALCULATION

To calculate the Annuity Payments (AP) to be made by a successful bidder it is necessary to know the
percentage of the TAC awarded to him or her at different auctions, as well as the total value paid for these
allocations awarded. These calculations depend upon whether the TAC percentages already existed or not, and
whether there were historic fishing-rights at the date of the First-Time Auction.

1.1 When no historic fishing rights exist
1.1.1 Percentage of TAC awarded and in effect operation

Equation 1 shows the mathematical expression used to calculate the percentage of the TAC awarded to any
operator at a First-Time Auction or Ordinary Annual Auction, and in effect at the time of analysis.

QAa,t,i = i * ja,i * FACt,a (1)
Where:

a       = subscript used to account for the position of auctions in time (i.e. a = 1, 2, 3, 4, …, n)
t         = time vector accounting for the time horizon of the analysis
i         = subscript expressing the ith type of cut (expressed as a % of the TAC) awarded to a particular

operator. At a First-Time Auction the subscript “i” is a vector assuming the values 1%, 2%, 5%
and 10% (see Table 1), and at an Ordinary Annual Auction the sub-index “i” is a constant equal
to 1%.

QAa,t,I = percentage of the TAC awarded at the ath auction for the ith type of cut and in effect operating
in the tth time interval.

ja,I = subscript expressing the number of cuts of the ith type, awarded by any operator at the ath

auction. The variable “j” may be equal to, or greater than zero (0), and lower than, or equal to,
the maximum number of cuts of the ith type as defined by the Regulations of the RFID
management system.

FACt,a = an auxiliary variable used to calculate the proportion of the cut awarded at the ath auction that
is in effect operating at the tth time interval.

Where:
ata =year the ath auction takes place.

Equation 2 shows the mathematical expression used to calculate the percentage of the TAC awarded
by any operator at a Special Auction of any allocations:

SQAa,t,i = i * sja,i * SFACt,a (2)
Where:

QAa,t,i = percentage of the TAC awarded at the ath Special Auction for the ith type of allocation in effect
in the tth time interval.

sja,i = subscript expressing the number of cuts of the ith type, awarded by any operator at the ath

Special Auction. The variable “sj” may be equal to or greater than zero and lower than or
equal to the maximum number of allocations of the ith type as defined by the regulations of
the RFID management system.

SFACt,a = auxiliary variable used to calculate the proportion of allocation awarded at the ath auction that
is in effect at the tth time interval.
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Where:
sata = year the ath the Special Auction takes place.
saia = year of initial auction of reallocations
sna = remaining lifetime of cuts auctioned at the sata Special Auction calculated as:

Thus, the total percentage of a TAC awarded by any operator and in effect at the tth time interval may be expressed
as in equation 3.

(3)

Where:
TQAt = total percentage of the TAC awarded by to any operator at a First Time Auction, Ordinary

Annual Auction,or Special Auction, and in effect at the tth time interval.
All other variables, parameters and constants are as previously defined.

1.1.2 Value of the cuts awarded

The value of the quantity of fish awarded by any individual at the ath auction may be expressed as in
equations 4 and 5.

VQAa,i = uva,i * i * ja,i * TACa (4)

Where:
VQAa,i = value of the monthly tax unit of the ith type of cut awarded by any operator at the ath auction
uva,i = unit value of the monthly tax unit offered by any operator for every tonne of fish of the ith

type of cut awarded at the ath First-Time Aunction or Ordinary Annual Auction
ja,i = number of cuts of the ith type auctioned at the ath First-Time Auction or Ordinary Annual

Auction
TACa       = total allowable quantity (tonnes) of fish harvest to be allocated among operators at the ath

First-Time Auction or Ordinary Annual Auction.

SVQAa,i = suva,i * i * sja,i * TACa (5)
Where:

SVQAa,i = value of the monthly tax unit of the ith type of cut awarded by any operator at the ath Special
Auction

suva,i = unit value of the monthly tax unit offered by any operator for every tonne of fish of the ith
type of allocation awarded at the ath Special Auction

sja,i = number of allocations of the ith type auctioned at the ath Special Auction
TACa = total allowable catch (tonnes) to be allocated among operators at the ath Special Auction.

1.1.3 Annuity payment

The calculation process used to determine the value of the annuity payment of a First-Time Auction or
Ordinary Annual Auction is expressed in Equation 6.

ANa,t,i = VQAa,i * FAC1t,a (6)
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Where:
ANa,t,i = amount of monthly tax unit to be paid as an annuity for the total amount of fish of the ith

type of cut awarded at the ath First-Time Auction or Ordinary Annual Auction at the tth time
interval

FAC1t,a = auxiliary variable used to calculate the factor for the annuity payment for the cut awarded at
the ath auction that must to be paid at the tth time interval. This factor is calculated based on
conditions established in Articles 16 and 21 of Decree No. 97 of 1996. The mathematical
expression for this factor is:

Where all variables, parameters and constants are as previously defined.

The calculation process to determine the value of the annuity payment of a Special Auction may be expressed as
in equation 7.

(7)

Where:
SANa,t,i = amount of monthly tax unit to be paid as an annuity, for the total amount of fish of the ith

type of cut awarded at the ath Special Auction at the tth time interval
SFAC1t,a = auxilliary variable used to calculate the factor for the annuity payment for the cut awarded

at the ath auction that must to be paid at the tth time interval. This factor is calculated based
on conditions established in article 25 of Decree No. 97 of 1996. The mathematical
expression for this factor is:

Where all variables, parameters and constants are as previously defined. Thus, the total annuity payment to be
made by any operator at the tth time interval may be expressed as in equation 8.

(8)

Where:
TANt         = amount of monthly tax unit to be paid as an annuity by any operator at the tth time interval.

1.4 When historic fishing rights do exist

To consider the existence of historic fishing-rights during the first three years of the RFID management
system, the calculation process must consider only 90% of the TAC to be allocated in a First-Time Auction until
the third year. Afterwards, 100% of the TAC must be considered.  Since the above variations affect the fishing
unit/zone as a whole, these differences will not be reflected in the mathematical expressions used above to
estimate the required indicators.
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2. FLOOR PRICE

The Under-Secretariat for Fisheries uses different formulae in calculating the Floor Price to bid for fishing-
rights, depending on whether the auction taking place is a First-Time Auction, an Ordinary Annual Auction, or a
Special Auction. The calculations shown below are for an Ordinary Annual Auction and a Special Auction only.

2.1 Ordinary Annual Auctions

In an Ordinary Annual Auction the Floor Price is calculated according to the proportional change in the TAC
allocated from year to the next.  Equation 9 shows the mathematical expression used by Under-Secretariat for
Fisheries to calculate this.

(9)

Where:
FPa = floor price for the ath auction
FPa-1 = floor price for the previous auction
TACa = total allowable catch to be allocated at the ath auction
TACa-1 = total allowable catch allocated at the previous auction.

2.2 Special auctions

In calculating the Floor Price for a Special Auction the officials in the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries
consider the Floor Price from the previous period (year) and a harvest-expectancy of cuts to be awarded based on
the remaining lifetime at auction time,

(10)

Where:
E              = harvest-expectancy of the cut to be auctioned, expressed as a % the TAC to be allocated

among operators.

In turn, the calculation of E varies depending on whether the Special Auction refers to a First-Time Auction, or
variable cuts, or to an Ordinary Annual Auction, or fixed cuts.

Equation 11, shows the mathematical expression used by Under-Secretariat for Fisheries to calculate E for fixed
cuts to be auctioned.

Ei = i * sna (11)
Where:

i           = subscript expressing the ith type of cut (expressed as a % of the TAC) awarded by a particular
operator. At an Ordinary Annual Auction the sub-index “i” is a constant equal to 1%

Ei = expected harvest (% of the TAC) to be obtained from the remaining lifetime of the ith fixed
cut.

Equation 12 shows the mathematical expression used by the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries to calculate E for
variable cuts to be auctioned.

(12)

Where:
sat5 = time interval at which the ath Special Auction takes place for variable cuts.
FAC2a,i = auxiliary variable to account the ith type of variable cut actually awarded at the ath Special

Auction.

All other variables, parameters and constants are as previously defined.
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3. BID WARRANTY

According to the definitions presented in section 4.2.3 the mathematical expression to calculate the Bid
Warranty may be as follows

(13)

Where:
WBa,i = sum of the Monthly Tax Unit to be presented as Bid Warranty for the ith type of allocation

awarded in the ath auction
VPa = value of the Penalty Amount in Chilean $ in effect at the time of the ath auction
MTUa = value in Chilean $ of the Monthly Tax Unit index, used as a money converter
FIXCa = fixed coefficient to be applied to the TAC in order to calculate the Bid Warranty at the ath

auction. This coefficient is to be determined by the Under-Secretariat for Fisheries.

All other variables, parameters and constants are as previously defined. Therefore, the total amount of money to
be presented as Bid Warranty at the ath auction by any operator may be calculated as:
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SHARING THE CATCHES OF WHALES IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

S.J. Holt
4 Upper House Farm,Crickhowell, NP8 1BZ, Wales (UK)

<sidneyholt@cs.com>

1. INTRODUCTION

What historians have labelled modernwhaling is largely a twentieth century enterprise.  Its defining
feature is the cannon-fired harpoon with an explosive head, launched from a motorised catcher boat.1 This
system was first devised about 1865 by Svend Foyn, the son of a ship-owner from Tønsberg, in Vestfold,
southeast Norway. Foyn believed that “God had let the whale inhabit the waters for the benefit and blessing of
mankind, and consequently I considered it my vocation to promote these fisheries”.  He has been described as
“...a man with great singularity of vision, since virtually everything he did ...was dedicated to the profitable
killing of whales”.

Foyn’s system allowed for the first time the systematic hunting and killing of the largest and fastest
swimming species of whales, the rorquals, a sub-class of whalebone whales (Mysticetes spp.). The basic
technology was supplemented by significant developments in cabling, winches and related hardware and in
processing.  Powered vessels could not only tow the dead rorquals back to land bases quickly and thus in good
condition for processing, but could provide ample compressed air to keep them afloat.

Modern whaling could not, however, have become a major industry world-wide, without other technological
developments.  Other kinds of whales had already been killed in enormous numbers, primarily for their oil, for
over a century.2 In 1905 it was discovered that oil from baleen whales could be hydrogenated and the resulting
product could be used in the manufacture of soap and food products.  During World War I it was the prime source
of glycerine, for production of explosives.  Although margarine had been produced since 1869 by a French
process, it was not until 1929 that a satisfactory, tasteless product from whale oil became available for this
purpose.  In the first half of the twentieth century other products included meal (from flesh and bones from which
the last drops of oil had been wrung) - called guano in the trade - while in the second half of that century meat
for human consumption became dominant.  Foyn tried to market whale meat in Norway but it was not palatable
to Norwegians, and did not become so until after the 1930s through intensive marketing campaigns.  In Japan, on
the other hand, eating whale meat had a long tradition, though even there the great expansion into the Antarctic
was driven by demand for oil, not protein.

In this study I examine three episodes - and an incipient fourth - in the history of modern whaling in
which governments, and the whaling and trading companies legally dependent on them, have sought to reach
necessary agreements on total catches or commodity production, on the sharing of those catches and on the
“policing” of those agreements.  Their dual purposes were to maintain (and enhance) profitability by
regulating competition among participants in the industry and to impede entry by others.  These efforts were
more often than not cloaked in the rhetoric of “conservation”, and indeed, to the limited degree that they were
successful, they could be seen as a factor in dragging the industry towards sustainability and “saving” the
stocks of whales.

I confine the discussion to whaling in the Antarctic (although a similar analysis could be made of whaling
in the North Pacific).  This was, almost from the beginning of the twentieth century, by far the most important
sector of the industry, and by the 1930s the pelagic-whaling (using factory-ships to process caught whales and
move the products) was by far the biggest part of that sector.  In each episode the negotiations had to take some
account of the fact that there were other sources of identical products from whaling elsewhere, that each operation
took a variety of species of whale and produced a variety of commodities, and that industries other than whaling
yielded products that could substitute for products from whales and hence affect the market for those.  The first
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1 The explosive head was dispensed with for some years in the 1970-1980s when the “small” minke whale was the prime
target; the explosion destroyed the whale’s body and also spoilt much of the meat.  The “cold grenade” was substituted for
the explosive head.  This was, however, eventually prohibited by the IWC, on humanitarian grounds.  A smaller explosive
(penthrite) head is now used.

2 Whaleoil (once called train oil) is the statistical term for edible oil from baleenwhales.  Inedible spermoil comes from the
spermwhale, and a similar oil is obtained from other toothedwhales, particularly several species of bottlenosewhale (not
to be confused with the bottlenose dolphin of Flipper fame).  Baleen whales (having baleen plates - “whalebone” - on their
palattes rather than teeth in their jaws) include the gray whale, the right whalesand the rorquals. This last group is
comprised of blue, fin, humpback, sei, Bryde’s and minkewhales (in roughly descending order of size); in some of those
classes - including the presently important minke - there are now known to be two or more species or sub-species.  The
statistical category oil includes both whaleand spermoil. Of the baleen whales, right whales’carcasses float, rorquals’sink. 



two of the three episodes also occurred in periods of recovery from the World Wars and the economic disruption
that followed them.  The three episodes were:

i. the 1930s (during and after the global economic depression)
ii. the 1960s (when it was agreed that biological sustainability was a universal management objective)
iii. the decade from about 1976 to 1986 (after Norway, its originator, had dropped out of Antarctic whaling and

before the general moratorium on commercial whaling adopted in 1982 came into effect for most countries).

An incipient fourth episode arises from the possibility that some commercial whaling might be legitimised3

under a Revised Management Scheme (RMS) currently being negotiated by the International Whaling
Commission (IWC). This is complicated by the emergence of three new factors: first, world-wide growth of
whale-watching as an economic activity which is not entirely compatible with whaling; second, the idea that if
the whales “belong” to anyone it is to humanity as a whole and not merely to those who kill them for profit; and
third, the slow but steady increase in concern that commercial whaling is intrinsically inhumane, and because it
no longer satisfies any human need it should cease. On top of these there remain widespread doubts that
commercial whaling can, in the present state of world affairs and the Law of the Sea, be effectively regulated
(given especially its history as partially recounted here), and hence it should not be legitimised.

In each episode the negotiations were conditioned by events in the preceding decade, so these are described
first. The thrust and flavour of the long, complicated and frustrating negotiations in the 1960s (the second
episode) can best be understood from a rather full and detailed chronological account, which is therefore
included.

2. PRECURSOR TO THE FIRST EPISODE

Sven Foyn’s new whaling system was first deployed in the far north of his country.  In 1864 he set up a
shore-station, with one catcher-boat, on the east coast of Finnmark (the region north of the Arctic circle) in
Varanger Fjord, at Vadsø, giving ready access to the whale-rich Barents Sea.  For a decade Foyn was the sole
operator, gradually increasing the number of his catcher-boats to four by 1880, taking at first mainly blue whales.
But by 1882 the catch was predominantly fin whales, and remained so until 1903.  By 1896 19 whaling companies
were operating from Finnmark.  But catches fell steadily as local whale populations were exterminated, and
operations had to move further afield, to Bear Island and Spitsbergen (Svalbard).4 This shift called for the
employment of tugs to tow dead whales much longer distances to shore, an operation made practicable by the
cold environment.  To facilitate this the shore-stations were moved westward.

This move brought the whalers into the realm of the cod fishers, who considered that whaling was
prejudicial to their interests.5 They prevailed on the Norwegian authorities to prohibit whaling off the north coast,
from 1905. This reinforced a further shift to other areas where modern whaling had already begun - to Iceland,
Faeroes, Shetlands, Hebrides, Newfoundland, and eventually to the Orient and the coasts of Africa and South
America.  The expansion was facilitated by the use of floating factories. These were mostly converted cargo
vessels on which whales could be processed, rather than being dragged up ramps at land-stations.  The carcasses
could not be taken aboard, but were stripped of blubber and meat on a floating platform next to the moored
factory.  They made the whaling operations more mobile and also possible in regions with poor or non-existent
landing places.  They could also be used to transport products in bulk, rather than whale carcasses, to the home
bases.  But they could not work in the open ocean.  The first such factory, Telegraf, was used at Spitsbergen in
1903, and was immensely successful.  By 1905 a second factory, Admiralen, was sent to the Antarctic, where
great things were in the offing.

A Norwegian whaler and sealer, Carl Larsen, set up a shore-station on South Georgia, in 1904, established
as an Argentine company.  Other parts of the Falkland Islands dependencies were less hospitable for shore-bases,
but in 1905/06 the Admiralenwas also able to moor in and work from South Shetland.  Three years later there
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3 Commercial whaling operations now being carried out by two States, members of the IWC - Japan and Norway - are not
illegal, under the terms of the ICRW 1946, but they are unregulated.

4 The English explorer, William Scoresby, had recorded in 1820 the presence of large numbers of fin whales near Spitsbergen
but, apart from the difficulty of catching them noted that they yielded little, and inferior, oil in comparison with what was
then the mainstay of whale oil production: the North Atlantic right whale.  Blues and fins could also be dangerous so he
judged them to be “unworthy of attention”.  Similarly, the relatively small minke whale, now the mainstay of the residual
whaling industry, was judged to be unworthy of attention while the larger species were still abundant.

5 Some said the whales herded the cod into fjords, making them more accessible to humans in small boats.  Others observed
that the onshore processing of large whales was extremely noxious, with huge volumes of decomposing waste to be
disposed of.  This has caused whaling to be unpopular with the other inhabitants even those of traditional whaling towns on
the coast of Japan - despite the money it brought in during its heyday.



were Chilean- and Newfoundland-based operations at South Shetland, and later at South Orkney, also serviced
by floating factories.  By 1908/09 there were already 19 catchers working the waters of the Dependencies and
adjacent waters, catching mostly humpbacks but also fin and blue whales, with some right and sei and a few
sperm whales.  Necessary conditions for the site of a shore-station were not only a safe, ice-free harbour for at
least some of the year, but also an abundance of fresh water.  This latter condition could be fulfilled, in the case
of floating factories, initially by large tanks and later by condensation and the distillation of seawater.  For a short
time there were also whaling operations on West Falkland, the South Sandwich Islands and by Graham Land
(Antarctica)6.

In 1851 a Norwegian entrepreneur, Christian Salvesen, had set up shop in Leith, Scotland, to trade in whale
oil, becoming later the agent for Sven Foyn’s products. By the 1900s C. Salvesen & Co. was the world’s largest
whaling company, one British giant compared with an array of smaller Norwegian companies.  Salvesen set up a
shore-station on South Georgia in 1909.  Until the turn of the century the British Government had regarded the
Dependencies as useless real estate, but whaling changed that, because the Government could now charge for
operators’licences and mooring fees.7 Although some other countries operated stations there from time to time
(even Japan did so for a few years in the 1960s) the big operators were, and remained for many years, Norwegian
and British.  A long love-hate relationship began on South Georgia, supplanting their previous simple competition
in the North Atlantic.  But, though they combined forces for decades to keep other nations out of Antarctic
whaling, the relationship was not symmetrical.

Norway now had a near-monopoly of whaling skills, especially the skills of gunners.  It long sought to hold
onto that monopoly by restricting the rights of Norwegian nationals to work on ships flying other flags.  And it
correspondingly attempted to restrict the sale of whaling equipment that it manufactured.  But in the Antarctic,
Britain (and the Empire) had de factosovereignty over the best locations for whaling operations.  Further, Britain
essentially controlled the world market in whale oil.  There was already a certain degree of vertical integration:
both Salvesen and the British soap manufacturer, Lever Brothers, were operating whaling companies and trading
in fats and oils.  Eventually the need for investments in Antarctic whaling led to the merger, in 1929, of Lever
with the Dutch Margarine Union, to form the giant conglomerate Unilever.

At the outbreak of World War I two-thirds of all whaling in the world was concentrated in the Falklands
Dependencies.  Norway had been selling one-third of its whale oil production to Germany-Austria, which was
chronically short of fats.  Britain stopped this by threatening to refuse to sell coal to Norway, whose young
industries were almost totally dependent on fuel imports from Britain.  In 1916 Britain went so far as to cancel
Norwegian whaling licences.  Remarkably, that act resulted in the continuation of Norwegian whaling after its
whalers abandoned the Antarctic in the 1970s.  Thus the British Administration imposed regulations in the
Dependencies that had a profound effect on the evolution of the “modern whaling” industry.  The number of
licences issued for land-stations and factory moorings was quite severely limited, and the number of catcher-boats
allowed to operate at each was specified.  No overall catch-limits were set, but the killing of whale calves and
their mothers was prohibited.  More important were the measures to reduce the enormous scale of wastage.  Full
utilisation of carcasses became the norm.  This was profitable - since up to half the oil was not in the blubber  -
and it reduced  the health and general  environmental hazards  arising from great  quantities of organic debris.
The British Authorities also set limits for the beginnings and ends of the whaling-seasons.  All regulations were,
however, suspended during the War.8

Gunners on all catchers were Norwegians, although Salvesen and others also engaged crews of other
nationalities. Traditionally a gunner could select the crew of his catcher-boat and naturally these too were mostly
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6 In 1908-11 a Norwegian company operated also from Kerguelen Island (French).
7 The money raised was used mainly to finance research on whales and possible development of new and better products from

whales.
8 Norway, being itself short of fats during World War I, had encouraged its whaling companies to re-locate to Norway and,

to facilitate that, lifted the 1904 ban.  But instead of moving back to the north coast of Finnmark - where few whales were
left  - they established themselves down the west coast, from the Lofoten Islands to Bergen.  In that region there were also
fishermen catching bottlenose whales and basking sharks (also for their oil) with harpoons.  The combination of
circumstances led to the North Atlantic minke whaling industry, which began in about 1930 and which has, since the mid-
1970s, been the last foothold of Norwegian whaling.  Although fin whale meat was not to the liking of Norwegians at the
beginning of the century, that of minke whales was acceptable (and was a staple during World War II), but the whalers
would now prefer to sell it - at a much higher price - on the Japanese market.  As minke whales became depleted near the
Norwegian west coast, whalers needed to go further afield – to the Barents Sea, Spitzbergen, Iceland, Jan Mayen,
Greenland and, eventually, Labrador.  For this purpose the factory-catcher, with meat freezing facilities aboard, was
invented.  In the 1970s a Norwegian company tried out such a factory in the Antarctic, but it was a failure.  However, the
technique was adopted by so-called “pirate whalers” (i.e. flying flags of convenience from non-IWC-member countries,
but crewed partially by Norwegians) operating especially in the South Atlantic, and by so-called small-type coastal
whalers operated by Japan in the Northwest Pacific.



Norwegians.  Under UK law the captain of the vessel had
to be British.  The gunners were paid bonuses according
to the species of whale they killed - bigger bonuses for
bigger or more productive species.  These were not,
however, in proportion to the relative oil yields.9 The
overall effect was to encourage, for example, the
preferential killing of blue and right whales relative to
the in and humpback.  Also, some whales were more
accessible than others: humpbacks tended to swim closer
to shore than the other species, and so were in some areas
selectively killed until they were nearly exterminated.
The matter of gunners’bonuses was controversial
through to the 1970s.

Immediately after World War I regulations were re-
imposed, and the British also exacted a tax on every
barrel of oil produced in the Dependencies.  This money
was used to finance research relevant to whales and
whaling, and in particular the expeditions of
R.M.S.Discovery (the explorer Robert Falcon Scott’s old
ship) to the Antarctic.  Vertical integration of production
and marketing continued with the purchase by Lever
Brothers of the Southern Whaling Company, and
attention switched from glycerine production to other
uses of whale oil as food.

Norway sought to escape from British hegemony by
investing in larger floating factories that could operate
far from the Dependencies, in particular in the South
Pacific sector at around 170ºWlongitude.  The Ross Sea
Whaling Company bought and converted an old steamer
into what was then the largest and best equipped whaling
ship, theSir James Clark Ross. With Carl Larsenaboard
she arrived in the Antarctic in 1923/24 and entered the Ross Sea.

The voyage was nearly a failure, since the factory could not operate effectively in open water and could
not handle blue whales weighing up to 100 tonnes.  In 1925 a new vessel, the first purpose-built factory-ship
was commissioned.10 This vessel, the C. A. Larsen, had a slipway in the bow, up which whales could be
hauled.It was not a success, but another, the Lancing, with a stern ramp, was successful; it was tested in
tropical waters, and minor modifications were made on its voyage south.11 Pelagic-whaling had begun.

The Norwegian companies next decided to apply a licensing system to their new operations, primarily in
order to strengthen their negotiating position with the British.  In the 1920s concern was also beginning to be
expressed in both Britain and Norway about the future of the whale stocks, and Britain threatened to withdraw
all Dependencies licences from Norwegian companies unless the Norwegians either ceased or restrained their
pelagic-whaling.  The two countries eventually agreed, in 1928, that licensing would resume and that both
shore-based and pelagic-whalingwould be conducted under the same basic rules.

This set the scene for the first episode of the long negotiations over the limitation and sharing of
Antarctic whale catches.  But before I look at that episode in detail what was happening outside the
Norwegian-British relationship must be examined.  The arenas were the recently established International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) and the League of Nations. In 1929 ICES announced, in a
statement addressed to the League, among others, that: “...While fully admitting that it is not likely that any
definitive results can be derived from the scientific investigations now in progress until a considerable time
has elapsed, the [Council’s] Committee on Whaling feels strongly that the enormous expansion of the whaling
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9 Right whale: 200NKr, 60-70 barrels of oil; sperm: 100NKr, 60 barrels; blue: 80 NKr, 70-80 barrels; fin: 50NKr, 50 barrels;
humpback: 25-35 NKr, 25-35 barrels.

10 She operated in the Weddell Sea. These, and very many later similar, floating-factory operations, far from shore bases,
became known as ice whaling.

11 The critical technical problem that had to be solved before factory-ships with a stern ramp could transform the whaling
industry was not making the hole, but preventing its interference with steering.

Modern catcher-vessels proved efficient in
capturing whales on the high-seas
(Photo-credit: Greenpeace/Culley)



industry in recent
years constitutes a
real menace to the
maintenance of the
stocks of whales, and
that if the expansion
continues at the
present rate there is a
real risk of those
stocks being so
reduced as to cause
serious detriment to
the industry. While
admitting that until the
scientific researches
have reached a
definite conclusion it
will be impossible to
devise any measures
of protection of a
permanent nature, the
Committee is of the
opinion that the
Governments of the
countries interested in whaling should, as a matter of urgency, give serious consideration to the question of taking
immediately temporary measures for dealing with the situation.”

The statement went on to detail such possible measures.  There could hardly have been a clearer enunciation
of what we would now call the precautionary principle. However, no international instrument existed by which
this advice could be given effect.  ICES was charged to draft the first inter-governmental agreement on whaling
adopted under the auspices of the League of Nations, but that did not authorise governments to take regulatory
measures; power rested with the whaling companies, especially those of Norway and the British Empire.  It did,
however inaugurate the compilation of international statistics about catches, commodity production, ships
engaged and their operations.

3.     THE FIRST EPISODE - THE 1930s

In the 1927/28 season 17 floating factories operated in the Antarctic, with a total of 61 catcher-boats.  They
produced nearly one million barrels of oil from 14 000 whales.12 By the 1930/31 season there were 41 factories
operating, with 200 catchers; they produced 3.6 million barrels, from more than 40 000 whales.  Of these latter
quantities 62% were caught/produced under the Norwegian flag, 30% under the British flag. The Antarctic
catches accounted for more than 90% of world whaling, in production terms, and of that more than 80% came
from blue whales.  

The Norwegian fleets did not operate in the 1931/32 season.  This is commonly attributed to the onset of the
global economic depression.  That is, however, only part of the truth.  Whaling by other countries dropped to a
trickle, but the British operations, while less than in the peak year of 1930/31, took more than they had in 1929/30.
The price of oil on the world market had sharply dropped,13 mainly because of over-production.  Whereas the
British expansion had been financed mainly by capital accumulated from the profits of previous whaling, the
Norwegian expansion had required large bank-loans for new vessels.  With low prices prevailing, and an
uncertain market, the Norwegian companies chose not to risk high operating-losses.14 This explanation is given
here as an example of the fact that although the British and the Norwegians dominated the industry throughout
the 1930s (and, indeed, in the first decade after the World War II), and inter-acted in several ways, they operated
in rather different economic circumstances and with different assumptions about the future.
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The stern-ramp, typical of modern factory-ships, revolutionized pelagic whaling
(Photo-credit: Greenpeace/Culley)

12 One long ton = 1.016 tonnes (metric) = 6 barrels.
13 1929/30 - £25/barrel; 1930/31 - £12/barrel.
14 Unilever dominated the market, and advised the Norwegians against sailing, although Unilever’s own two expeditions

flying UK flags did operate!



The 1931/32 season was a watershed for Antarctic whaling. The companies thought that operations could
only remain profitable if the oil price was stabilised, which meant keeping production well below the 1930/31
level of 3.6 million barrels.  This meant reducing the number of expeditions, which in turn meant encouraging
older vessels to move out.  Accordingly, the companies agreed to limit the catch and catching effort of
expeditions15 by allocating a quota to each of them, with freedom to transfer and trade these quotas between
companies.  Transferability meant that the older expeditions could be bought out.

As a result of these agreements the production of baleen oil was stabilised at between 2.2 and 2.5 million
barrels until 1937, when other nations - principally Germany and Japan - began to operate in the Antarctic on a
substantial scale.  Thus, in 1937/38, 46 000 whales were killed, yielding 3.3 million barrels of oil.  This was not
as much as in the peak season of 1930/31, because although the efficiency of oil extraction had improved, by now
more than 40% of the whales were fin whales (the blues having been depleted), each of which provided only
about half the yield from a blue whale.

There was a dispute about the basis for quotas.  The Norwegian companies wanted these to be based on the
tankcapacity of the factory, while the British - particularly the biggest company, Salvesen - wanted the basis to
be processingcapacity, as more relevant to efficiency.  The British also insisted on the quota being expressed in
terms of numbers of whales, rather than quantities of oil, on the grounds that this would encourage full
processing.  During the negotiations it was taken that one blue whale would yield about 110 barrels and
equivalents were calculated for other species.  This was the origin of the measure that prevailed in Antarctic
whaling management through to 1972  - the Blue Whale Unit (BWU). 16

The expedition quotas were negotiated annually, under broad ground rules established by the 1931 Geneva
Convention, which had been drawn up on the initiative of the ICES, beginning in 1926 and adopted under the
League of Nations.  This Convention was derived in large part from the Norwegian Whaling Act of 1929(which
was strengthened in 1934).  Participants in the inter-governmental negotiations were France, Germany, Japan,
Norway, Portugal, the UK and the USA.  Crucially, this Convention could not come into force before it was
ratified by the UK, which was not done until October 1934.  The 1931 Convention applied to all whaling,
everywhere, both pelagic and from land-stations and by the few remaining floating factories.  It gave full
protection to the endangered right whale, set minimum sizes of whales that could be legally caught, and protected
lactating females and accompanying calves of all species.  It required licensing of all operations by the nations
whose flags they flew, and the passage of domestic implementing legislation along the lines of the Norwegian
law.  And it provided for the collection and publication of statistics.  It did not, however, give governments power
to establish catch-limits.  After the entry of other nations to Antarctic pelagic-whaling, Germany ratified the
successors to the Geneva Convention, but Japan did not.17

An overall Antarctic catch-limit  (including landstations) was first negotiated among companies in June
1932, for the 1932/33 season.  This limit was 18 584 BWU, being calculated as a barrelage of 2.03 million,
equivalent to a blue whale yielding 110 barrels.  In fact, that season the catch was 16 985 BWU, but with an actual
yield of 116.4 barrels per BWU, the barrelage reached 2.09 million.  So, in 1933 a new agreement was negotiated
for the 1933/34 season.  This was for 17 074 BWU, but calculated at 115 barrels per BWU.  These two agreements
had the intended effect of bringing catches down by one third from the unregulated high in 1930/31.  At the time
some people genuinely thought - quite wrongly as it turned out - that such a catch would be sustainable.

But, although the principal motive was the wish to limit production in order to improve the market price of
whale oil, Unilever - both a major producer and the market leader - broke ranks from the second agreement, and
Norwegian-British cooperation fell apart.  Until then these two nations had held a virtual monopoly in Antarctic
pelagic-whaling.  Consequently the seasons 1934/35 to 1936/37 were chaotic, with failures to reach viable new
agreements and with the entry of new nations - Japan and Germany - to the industry and other expeditions from
a number of countries making trial operations, some flying flags of convenience.

Table 1(below) gives an overall view of changes in the Antarctic pelagic fleets and their performance from
near  the  beginning  of  the quota  negotiations, to the  period  of  intensive  German and  Japanese  operations. 
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15 An “expedition” is basically a factory plus its catchers. However, many other craft were also involved: tankers (some as
large as, or bigger than, the factory), transports for fuel and products, including - in later years - refrigerated ships, other
supply vessels, vessels to transfer products from factory to tanker, scouts, occasionally ship-borne aircraft.

16 Eventually fixed at:  1 blue = 2 fins = 2.5 humpbacks = 6 sei whales.
17 The 1931 Geneva Convention provided the template for subsequent inter-governmental agreements during the 1930s - and

eventually for the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (1946), which established the International
Whaling Commission (IWC).



So, although the total production had hardly changed, it had been secured only through increases in the
number of expeditions, in the sizes of the factories, in the number of catchers per factory and in the sizes and
powers of the catchers.

Table 1
Changes in the Antarctic pelagic fleets

Originally the British had effectively controlled Antarctic whaling through their sovereignty over the sub-
Antarctic islands, especially South Georgia.  When these became secondary, with the growth first of ice whaling then
of pelagic-whaling, the Norwegian Government, at the behest of its whalers, sought control over new entries to the
industry through the domestic laws which prohibited Norwegians from working on foreign ships.  This had limited
effect because, if offered enough money, top gunners were willing to flout that law, even when it meant going to live
abroad.  Furthermore, because much of the Norwegian oil production was sold to Germany, through Unilever,
Norway was reluctant to offend the new Nazi Government there and so did not enforce the law very seriously.

Generally the several Norwegian companies acted jointly in selling to Unilever.  But their inter-company
loyalty was weak.  Eventually one company, Lars Christensen, contracted unilaterally to sell to Unilever oil from
the 1934/35 and 1935/36 seasons and announced this after that company had recommended a general lay-up of
expeditions to improve the price.  Negotiations collapsed.  Then, in 1936, another Norwegian entrepreneur,
Anders Jahre, produced a new proposal to involve the entire Norwegian and British fleets supported by the
increasingly powerful Norwegian trade unions and the Government.  But it involved a new condition - that only
Norwegians would be employed on all whaling vessels - which was obviously not going to be acceptable to the
UK. It led to moves by the British companies, and Unilever, to train and employ British crews for all tasks except
as gunners and some of their selected comrades on the catchers.

The German entry to Antarctic pelagic-whaling was the consequence of a national policy of self-sufficiency
(except that the Germans did not much bother to train their own gunners.). It was achieved by blocking Unilever
assets and earnings in Germany and causing them to be used to acquire factories to sail under the German flag. By
1937 there were nine “German” expeditions: one of the Norwegian vessels had been purchased, two more chartered,
then a British factory was purchased, two new ones built – the Unitasand the Walter Rau18 - and another converted
from a cargo vessel.  The two new ones were very advanced technically, the Walter Rau being the first factory-ship
to have provision for freezing meat, producing blood meal, meat extract, canned meat and liver oil.

Japanese enterprises entered the business in 1935 through purchase of an old Norwegian factory-ship,
(which engendered complaints from UK) and getting hold of the plans for the newest generation of ships from
British builders.  By 1939 Japan was operating five expeditions - the original and four new ones.  By the time
Japan entered the Antarctic it was self-sufficient in skills, no longer dependent on Norwegian gunners.

Around this time a revised Convention, of 1937, introduced a new concept: the prohibition of floating
factories and factory-ships operating in warmer waters of all oceans, in particular north of 40ºS in the Southern
hemisphere.  This measure, though effectively closing breeding grounds to pelagic-whaling, did not have
primarily a conservation objective, it was derived from the wish to keep oil-yield high (baleen whales, when they
leave the Antarctic - and Arctic - feeding grounds steadily lose much of their oil content by metabolism).

So the first “sharing” episode involved attempted agreements through the 1930s, initially between
companies and later involving the governments whose flags their vessels flew.  Although even then some
scientists and government officials and politicians saw this as a move to conserve whale stocks, the primary
purpose was to maintain the price of whale oil in the already global market, and secondarily as one of several
instruments by which companies and governments of Norway and UK - at the time the only significant
participants in this new industry - sought to maintain a virtual monopoly by hindering the access of other aspiring
nationals to the natural resource and to the market for whale products, primarily baleen oil.
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Season Factory-ships Catcher-boats Catch 
 No. Average 

(tons) 
No. No. per 

Expedition 

Average 
(tons) 

Average 

(HP) 
HP/ton

 
 

(BWUs) 

1933/34 19 12 559 114 6.0 256    880 3.4 19 861 

1938/39 34 13 751 270 7.9 298 1 139 3.8 20 271 

18 After World War II the Unitas, renamed Empire Victory, then AbrahamLarsen, was taken by UK as reparations and sold
to South Africa; and the Walter Rauwas transferred to Norway, being re-named KosmosIV.  A third, the Vikinger, was
transferred to the USSR, re-named Slava, and played an important role in the quota negotiations of the 1950s and 1960s
(Second Episode).



Parallel with the company-to-company negotiations there was an inter-governmental activity.  In 1926 the
ICES had charged a committee - le comité international pour la protection de la baleine- to draft principles for
an international agreement for the regulation of whaling.  ICES called upon the League of Nations (LoN) to take
over this task.  The agreement proposed at the LoN Expert Meeting in Geneva in 1930 was based on the
Norwegian Whaling Act 1929.  It was negotiated among France, Germany, UK, Japan, Norway Portugal and the
USA, and signed in September 1931.

The Geneva Convention included, inter alia, prohibition of the killing of right whales, of calves and
lactating mothers, and of sexually immature animals.  It also established that all whaling operations must be
licensed by states and that statistical records be kept and submitted to the Bureau of International Whaling
Statistics (BIWS).  The matter of licensing had a practical importance: while Antarctic whaling was largely shore-
based, the UK, which claimed and now vigorously defended sovereignty19 over the most favourable sub-
Antarctic islands, especially South Georgia, could unilaterally set regulations for, and collect rents and licence
fees from Norwegian and other land-stations there.  The onerous licensing system in itself encouraged the
Norwegians and then others to “go pelagic” once the new technology had been perfected (mainly by inclusion of
stern slipways on the factories), and so to escape licensing.  Naturally, it was this that freed whaling to take place
throughout the entire Southern Ocean, there being a virtual absence of possible land-station sites along the entire
continental coast.

The Geneva Convention did not come into force until four and a half years after its adoption, because the
UK did not ratify it until October 1934.

After four years of chaos yet another whaling conference was convened in June 1937.  Prior to this the
Norwegian and British Governments had conspired to find a way of preventing Japanese and German expansion.
This was to be by offering to meet Germany’s own oil requirements for several years at a price determined by the
price of oil from vegetable seed and at the same time to deprive Japan of its major customer for whale oil -
Germany!  This plot did not work; two Norwegian companies sold their expeditions to Germany.  More or less
simultaneously a company was set up, registered in the USA, using Norwegian catchers and crews, and with
American citizens as Fleet Captain and Engineer.  This last provision would ensure that the oil could be imported
to the USAfree of duty.  This and another similar operation enraged the American producers of terrestrial animal
oils and edible vegetable oils, which in turn led the US authorities to change the domestic law so that only whale-
catchers built in the USAand crewed by US citizens could shoot “tax-free whales”.

The 1937 Conference, the prime aim of which had been declared to be to restrict catches in order to preserve
whale stocks was, in the words of the whaling historians J. N. Tonnessen and A. O. Johnsen, “a total fiasco”.
Germany and the USAparticipated, others were Argentina, Australia, Ireland (which provided a flag of
convenience for a Scottish/Norwegian company), UK, Norway and South Africa.  Japan was invited - even
pressurised - but did not participate either as a Delegation or an observer.  The 1937/38 catch, and oil production
were higher than ever (the increase coming mainly from Japanese and German operations) and there was a huge
increase in the number of catchers (but not in factory-ships) engaged.  This alone caused a price slump that was
exacerbated by the USAbecoming, by the beginning of 1938, an exporter instead of an importer of fats and oils,
based on huge increases in its production of oleaginous seed, particularly from soya.

These events paved the way for another Preparatory Conference in May 1938 in Oslo.  By then, a striking
political change had occurred: the Oslo Conference was dominated by Germany, UK and USA, not Norway.  The
USA proposed what was thought to be a revolutionary change of approach; its delegate was Dr Remington
Kellogg who later also represented the USAat the 1946 Conference in Washington DC to negotiate an
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW).  The US proposals were derived from what were
at the time seen as successful international negotiations on sealing and halibut fishing in the North Pacific and
Bering Sea.  They included dividing the Southern Ocean into sectors, some of which would be closed to whaling
and others bound by catch-limits for each sector, which would be enforced through closure of the season.  The
UK accepted this in principle but favoured a global catch-limit, which would be shared out among the
participating nations, who would in turn allocate shares to each of their factories.  The USAcould not accept, on
principle, national or fleet allocations.20 The ideas of setting total catch-limits by sector and species, and
awarding national shares, were both bitterly opposed by Norway.
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19 In fact the enforcement of the British sovereignty claim derived entirely from the belated realisation in London - following
the chance discovery of a Norwegian-Argentine whaling operation already there - that South Georgia was in fact a useful
place.

20 These had been avoided also in the model halibut agreement, which eventually led to the disastrous over-investment in that
industry, as in subsequent whaling, as operators increased their effective effort in order to gain bigger shares of a limited
- and dwindling - total catch. The USAapproach of seeking to model whaling agreements on its experience with regional
inter-governmental fisheries agreements was to prove of great importance when, in 1958, negotiations began in earnest on
national sharing of overall catch-limits. 



The Oslo Preparatory Conference was followed by a Diplomatic Conference in June 1938 that adopted a
protocol amending the 1937 agreement.  It established most of the provisions subsequently incorporated in the
1946 Convention, except that no BWU limit was agreed, nor any limitation of the number of catchers to be
deployed (which was strongly opposed by Japan, Germany and the biggest trader, Unilever).  In the hope to
secure the adherence of Japan to the basic 1937 agreement, as well as to the new protocol, several regressive
concessions were made, particularly a reduction in the minimum size-limits for blue, fin and sperm whales to be
taken from land-stations.  Proposals to ban the sale of vessels and gear to countries not party to the agreement,
and the purchase of oil from such countries, were dropped.

Japan declared that it would abide by the London agreement after one year.  Meanwhile it had proven that
pelagic-whaling was now practicable without employment of Norwegian expertise.  It was also interested more
in meat than in oil; hence its oil yield from a given catch was relatively low.  The Japanese catch in the 1938/39
season was exceptionally low despite deployment of two large new factories and an extra 18 catchers, even
though they operated with no restrictions at all and no open-season limits.21

In this situation Germany called for another conference.  This was held in London in July 1939 and attended
by Germany, UK, Japan, Norway and USA, with Canada, Ireland, New Zealand and South Africa as observers.
Again, Japan made promises but did not honour them; its Government, “...with a view to protecting the whale,
instructed companies to observe the conditions in line with international agreements and hoped that the
companies would comply with this request.” 

In September the War began in Europe.  The Japanese press announced a rise in the oil price on the world
market, declaring that because of the War many expeditions would not be operating, so there would be less oil on
the European market, a situation that Japanese producers could cash in on.22 However, the escalation and
expansion of the war made it impossible to transport whale oil to Europe by sea.  Efforts to transport it by rail
from Manchuria also failed.

4. INTERMEZZO - THE WAR YEARS

Some pelagic-whaling continued through World War II, but eventually most factory-ships, and many
catchers which had been given over to other duties, were sunk or converted. However, a perceived increased need
for fats and oils in the post-war world stimulated further consultations in London in January-February 1944; the
minutes of them constituted the 1944 Protocol. This was regarded as amending the 1937 and 1938 London
agreements, to apply to the first post-war season, which was already expected to be 1945/46.

The Chairman of the major British company - H. K. Salvesen - had, in 1942, urged the UK government to
pull out of the pre-war agreements on the grounds that with only Norway and UK being engaged in the future in
pelagic-whaling, no such international accord was necessary.  According to Salvesen - and one suspects other
interested parties off the record - the overwhelming need would be to produce as much oil as possible in the first
season or two, and later introduce conservation measures as these might become necessary.  A subsidiary
argument advanced at the time was that whale stocks would at least have partially recovered as a consequence of
reduced exploitation during wartime.23 The UK government did not accept these arguments except insofar as to
suggest extending the season to seven months and suspending the requirement to fully utilise the carcasses.  At
the same time it agreed to propose an overall limitation to 20 000 animals (not BWU), which, if it had been put
into effect, would have led to an enhanced slaughter of blue whales.

Instead of the British proposal the 1944 Conference agreed to an overall catch-limit of 16 000 BWU, a
number that was carried through to the post-war conference in 1946. The participating states this time were
Australia, Canada, UK, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa and USA.  At this Conference the US announced its
intention to convene a comprehensive international whaling conference in Washington DC immediately after the
war “with a view to complete regulation of catching in future”.

Partly by way of preparation for this the UK convened a conference in London in November 1945.24

Additional participants were Denmark and France.  The Netherlands also asked to be invited as it had advanced
plans to start pelagic-whaling; the UK, as host country, agreed without consulting Norway, despite the fact that
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23 Subsequent research failed to confirm that hypothesis.
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Netherlands had not ratified the 1937 agreement.  Norway was displeased, suspecting that a deal had been made
through Unilever, which was a British/Dutch multinational corporation.25

At the 1945 conference Unilever sought an increase in the overall catch-limit to 20 000 BWU, ostensibly to
supply an impoverished post-war world with an additional 80 000 tons of whale oil, the existence of which would
bring prices down, but in reality because it was expected that vastly increased demand would lead to much higher
prices for producers.  This last calculation proved to be correct, at least through to 1951.

I conclude this section by looking at the way the 16 000 BWU catch-limit was arrived at. At the 1944
conference it had been said that this quantity could not be taken in the first post-war season (because of an
expected lack of factories and catchers) but that the intention was “to prevent the present situation being exploited
for unchecked building of new floating factories” and “because there is a desire to create a precedent for total
limitation in the future”.  The first point was expressly directed at Sweden which apparently had plans for new
companies, backed by Norwegian and British interests.  Sweden was also the only country other than UK in a
position to build new factories.  All the British, Japanese and German factories had been lost; UK and Norway
were anxious to acquire new ones, but because of the threat of the entry of Sweden did not want Sweden to build
them.

Norway and UK had in principle agreed that post-war pelagic-whaling would, if possible, be reserved to
themselves, but could not agree at the time on how any overall catch-limit should be divided.  Norway favoured
60% for itself, 40% for UK; while UK favoured, on the basis of production capacity, 47% for itself, 53% for
Norway.  What neither apparently took into account was that the US occupation authority in Japan planned,
immediately after the end of hostilities, to encourage and assist Japan to resume whaling, in order to relieve the
acute protein shortage, at least temporarily.

The catch-limit of 16 000 BWU figure for 1944 (and subsequently 1946) was proposed by Norway, while
USA proposed 15 000 and UK 20 000.  All agreed that it was more important to establish the principle of a total
catch-limit than to settle on a particular figure.  The Norwegian delegate justified his number as seeming “to be
more reassuring”.  He subsequently admitted it “is just a bit too much”, principally because later increases in
whale catches from shore-stations outside the Antarctic had not been foreseen.26

The number of 16 000 BWU was the brain child of the senior scientists from the British, Norwegian and
USAdelegations, but the justification they offered for it would not be regarded now as “scientific”: first, it would
involve a reduction of 50% in the catch during 1937/38; second, it was presumed to be sustainable provided the
season was curtailed, despite ignorance of either the sizes or the states of the stocks; third, it was assumed that
stocks had increased somewhat during the war years; fourth, it was important to “spare” the blue whale itself.

The Norwegian scientist admitted that if the guessed “sustainable” number was too high, “whaling will soon
be a thing of the past”.  As Tonnessen and Johnsen comment: “The three men took a chance, and when things
went wrong later on it was too easy to say that it was because they had set too high a quota (catch limit).  Although
it was presupposed that the number could be altered, as things turned out it was very difficult to lower the (catch
limit), and every time this was done it was not until it was proved impossible to fill it entirely.”

Throughout this period there had been rumours that the Soviet Union was preparing to enter Antarctic
whaling, but this did not happen until the 1946/47 season when one factory-ship with 8 catchers began operations.
That same season the brand-new Dutch expedition, also with 8 catchers, began operations, as did Japan with two
factories - conversions of existing vessels - and a total of 12 catchers. 

The nature of the national quota negotiations that began in 1958 cannot be understood without reference to
the history of the 1930s and the war years, which set the political and economic stage for most of the subsequent
debates and struggles for both profit and industrial survival.  Similarly the immediate post-war years determined
the detail of the initial negotiating positions.

5. IMMEDIA TE PRECURSORS TO THE SECOND EPISODE

The second story told in this study is of the failure of inter-governmental arrangements, in particular
through a post-World War II organisation, the International Whaling Commission (IWC), to ensure the
conservation of whales and/or the sustainability of a modern whaling industry.  Broadly, the IWC, born with
high hopes, did not fulfil its two basic charges concerning what was once a major marine living resource: to
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provide for the proper conservation of whale stocks, and thereby to make possiblethe orderly development of
the whaling industry.

The International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 1946 (ICRW) had many admirable provisions.
For example, it explicitly recognised the interest of nations in safeguarding natural resources for future
generations, and it applied to all waters in which whaling is prosecutedby any means, including Territorial Seas
and even - where appropriate - within the baselines from which Territorial Seas were measured.  But it also had
numerous loopholes and flaws, which hampered the Commission’s work.  These included:

i. a decision procedure which required an unusually high three-fourths majority of voting Members for
making binding decisions, coupled with an “objection” procedure which was used increasingly by whaling
states to exempt themselves from otherwise binding decisions - even sometimes ones they had voted for
and

ii. a provision for the killing of an unlimited number of whales for “scientific purposes” by unilateral decision
of any Member, but which also were required, as far as practicable, to be processed and to yield “proceeds”,
and so almost inevitably to enter commerce.

The two flaws that concerned the problem taken up here, however, were the lack of provision for
amendment of the ICRW (other than of the Scheduleappended to it) except by preparation of Protocols. This
required ratification by every Party before they could come into effect, and the provision that amendments to the
Schedule shall not involve restrictions on the number or nationality of factory ships or land stations, nor allocate
specific quotas to any factory or ship or land station, or to any group of factory ships or land stations, such as
those operating under a particular flag or located in a particular nation or geographic region.

The first meeting of the IWC was held in 1949, but until 1971 it regulated only the catches of the four major
species of rorquals in Antarctic waters by pelagic expeditions.  Whales were harpooned by the catchers and towed
for processing aboard each factory-ship.  The number of catchers “attached” to a factory-ship varied considerably
from nation to nation, from company to company, and from time to time.  Thus when whales were abundant more
catchers might be added to an expedition, and when catch-limits were reduced the number of catchers per
expedition might also be reduced, unless the change was so drastic that one or more expeditions would be
withdrawn from a national fleet.  Such adjustments were particularly difficult for countries with only one factory-
ship.

Starting in 1955/56 all whaling companies except the Soviets had an agreement to restrict the number of
catcher boats per factory-ship.  In 1956/57, 1957/58 and 1958/59 this number was 12, at least for the large new
ships; in that period the one Soviet fleet had twice as many.  These variations in catchers per factory could be
regarded as tacticaladjustments.  But the strategicchanges were of another kind.  The pre-War trend of increases
in the sizes and powers of factory-ships and of catchers was continued in the post-War renewal.

Catch-limits were applied only to the BWU group of baleen species.  Two other rorquals were free from
regulation: Bryde’s (very similar to the sei but living generally in warmer waters) and the smallest, the minke.
Catch-limits were set only by Blue Whale Units(BWU - see footnote16 p. 317).  These ratios had been agreed
among whaling companies in the 1930s on the basis of relative oil production.  In fact oil production also
depended on the average size of individuals of each species caught, which changed over the years as they became
depleted.  Furthermore, in the second part of the post-World War II period, meat became the more valuable
commodity.  Retaining meat for freezing reduced the oil production per whale since some of the oil, which had
hitherto been extracted when muscle was reduced to meal as a by-product, remained in the meat produced for
human consumption.

It is worth recalling why catch-limits were originally determined in terms of numbers of whales rather than
of barrelage.  Since the early negotiations were among companies, not states, for allocations of quotas to
individual expeditions, it was thought that the BWU-type regulation would encourage maximisation of oil
production per whaleand thus discourage waste.  At the same time bonuses to whalers were allocated according
to oil production.  This was intended to encourage gunners to concentrate on the largest individual whales, giving
the highest oil yield per whale.  Those were, especially, pregnant female blue whales.

Two other types of baleen whale, in addition to the minke and Bryde’s, had originally been important
sources of edible oil and/or meat for human consumption:  three species of right whale and the gray whale.  This
last occurs only in the northern hemisphere, and is a protected species, following hunting to near extinction in the
19th Century; it is therefore not relevant to the present analysis.  One of the right whale species (Eubalaena
glacialis) inhabits the southern hemisphere but it was (and still is) also legally protected from commercial
whaling, following its near extermination in the second half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the
twentieth. But as will been see it had, at least by the 1960s, sufficiently recovered to become an attractive target
for illegal whaling.  The minke whale, which has separate populations in each hemisphere (and of which there
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are now thought to be two distinct species), was hunted only in small numbers in the Antarctic prior to 1972 after
which it became the main target following the near extermination of the larger rorquals.

The four species in the BWU system have different, though overlapping, geographical distributions within
their southern summer feeding zones: blue whales tend to feed near the ice edge, fin whales feed there and also
further north, sei whales again further north.  Humpback whales tend to hug coastlines.  As the larger, hence
preferred, species became less abundant the centres of pelagic-whaling moved northward, within the Antarctic
region generally.  The combination of differential species-depletion and latitudinal-shift caused the species
composition of catches within BWU catch-limits to change.  These changes were compounded by some confusion
regarding species identification.  Thus, a “pygmy” sub-species of blue whale feeds further to the north than the
large type-species; it was sometimes thought that these pygmy animals were simply young blue whales, which
was important because minimum size (length) limits were in force.  The pygmies were treated equally with the
“normal” blue whale in BWU calculations although their oil yield was much lower.  Likewise, catch statistics did
not distinguish between sei whales and the similar Bryde’s whale feeding in warmer waters.

In addition to catching baleen whales for production of edible oils and meat, the pelagic expeditions
operating in the Antarctic also caught large numbers of sperm whales, mainly for production of industrial oils.
The interest in this species varied from one whaling nation to another and, over time; the USSR was the major
exploiter.  Catches were not regulated until the 1970s, and could be made both in the Antarctic and in warmer
waters during the voyages from northern hemisphere bases to and from the baleen-whaling grounds.  The two
sexes of the sperm whale are very different in size; the larger males tend to migrate further south to feed.  When,
eventually, the catching of sperm whales was regulated, catch-limits were set separately for males and females.

Sperm whale catches by pelagic expeditions have been given limited attention by analysts. They
provided a substantial part of the total catches, as might be inferred from the total number of animals caught
by pelagic expeditions that operated in the Antarctic in the period 1961/62 - 1978/79: sperm: 115 600;  blue: 2 200;
fin: 89 500;  humpback: 600;  sei/Bryde’s: 118 300.  These numbers should be appraised in terms of the relative
sizes of the animals, which is about 40 tonnes for a male sperm whale, 20t for a female, compared with about 40t
for a fin whale.  Sperm oil production per whale has averaged nearly 50 barrels, about the same as the production
of whale oil per humpback whale.27

The prices of whale oil and sperm oil fluctuated wildly in the period mainly concerned with here - the 1960s
and 1970s.  For example in the mid-1960s the whale oil price was quoted at £85/long ton.  It dropped to UK£49
in 1968 and this price collapse was one of the factors that led Norway eventually to abandon Antarctic whaling.
However, the price rose to UK£114 in 1970.  After that the price quotations on the world market changed from
UK£ to US$.  The price rose to a record US$550 in 1974, then fell sharply, then rose again to US$450 in 1977.

The sperm oil price was at an all-time low of UK£60/long ton in 1967. But by 1975 it was being quoted at
US$400; at US$780 the following year, and US$850 in 1977.  The USSR was the main producer.  From
November 1960 to November 1972 all Soviet sperm oil production was sold in Europe and earned tens of millions
of dollars in hard currency.  From 1973 the sperm oil was retained within the Soviet bloc.

This discussion of the prices of oils, and the relation between baleen and sperm, are given here to illustrate
one of the economic considerations in quota negotiations and the difficulties that the industry must have had in
making its production plans.  It should be borne in mind also that the principal aim of the Japanese industry during
the 1960s - 1970s was production of meat for human consumption within Japan.

Females of baleen whales are - unusually for mammals - rather larger than the males, but the sexes cannot
be distinguished before capture.  Since the BWU, although based on bulk quantity, was defined in numerical
terms, whalers would - other things being equal - tend to concentrate on where the larger animals of each species,
were to be found and hence a higher proportion of females.  It is also possible that when a large group (a “pod”,
in whaling terminology) was found, first attention would be given to the larger individuals.  However, as
abundances declined, aggregations became smaller and it became rare to refrain from catching an available whale
just because it was small.

So, the economy of the post-World War II pelagic-whaling operations rested on two basic commodities from
baleen whales, the catching of most of which was regulated, and one commodity from sperm whales, unregulated.
These commodities supplied different world markets.

There were other constraints on Antarctic pelagic-whaling operations than overall catch-limits in terms of
BWUs.  The catching of right whales was prohibited throughout the post-World War II period; they were
“protected”.  Subsequently the IWC’s power to declare “protected species” was applied to the blue and humpback
whales.  Only when the BWU unit was abandoned by decision of the 1971 IWC meeting (effective from 1972/73)
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and replaced by catch-limits for each species (or, more generally, for a species in a specified region) could an
alternative protection procedure be introduced - the setting of some or all catch-limits to zero.

Commercial whaling was conducted in the Antarctic also from land-stations on sub-Antarctic islands,
principally South Georgia.  Their catches were not constrained by catch-limits.  Their control - such as it was -
differed in other respects also from that of pelagic-whaling: minimum size-limits and open-seasons were different
and, in particular, they were permitted to take humpbacks in years when pelagic operations were denied this (for
example from 1946/47 to 1948/4). 

The definition of a “factory ship” had been a matter of great controversy at the ICRW negotiating
conference, the question being whether it included a ship stationed in coastal waters, within the Territorial Sea,
whether it was moored, and if so “permanently”.  Basically, a “floating factory” that moved from time to time, or
continuously, was deemed to be engaged in pelagic-whaling and so subject to whatever rules applied to that type
of operation.  For two seasons (1969/70 and 1970/71) a Norwegian vessel - the Peder Huse- operated in the
Antarctic.  It combined catching and processing functions.  Such factory-catchers have since been commonly
used for pelagic-whaling in the North Atlantic and Northwest Pacific, but this unique Antarctic operation was
economically unsuccessful; Peder Huse’s catches were included in BWU catch-limits, and the IWC classed it and
any others like it as “factory ships” engaged in pelagic-whaling.  Other factory-catchers operated from time to
time in the Southern Hemisphere under flags of convenience of states not party to the ICRW - the so-called pirate
whalers- but they never entered Antarctic waters as far as is known.  They caught mainly Bryde’s whales.28

Pelagic expeditions engaged in Antarctic whaling were permitted to operate only in waters south of 40°S
latitude.  This delimits roughly what is now referred to here as the Southern Ocean, most of which was declared
in 1994 to be a whale sanctuary, under the ICRW Article V.1(c).  The original Schedulealso provided that “a
factory ship which has been used during a season in any waters south of 40°S latitude for the purpose of treating
baleen whales...” was forbidden to operate “in any other area for the same purpose within a period of one year
from the termination of that season.”  This evidently affected the economics of pelagic-whaling world-wide and
it was inevitable that later, when whales were much less plentiful, that restriction would be relaxed.29

From the 1946/47 season factory-ships were forbidden from operating in the South Pacific sector of the
Southern Ocean from 70°W longitude westward as far as 160°W longitude; this continued a prohibition dating
from negotiations in 1937.  This sector, designated at the time as The Sanctuary, was re-opened to pelagic baleen
whaling from the 1955/56 season, initially temporarily but eventually for an indefinite period.  Originally the
Sanctuary was thought to provide a haven for whales, but it was at the same time believed that there were few
whales to be found in that sector.  In fact, those few expeditions that tried operating there, from 1956/57 on,
obtained high catch-rates, and in one open-season 40% of the entire Antarctic catch was taken within it.  The
opening of theSanctuary was decided against scientific advice in the forlorn hope of spreading the whaling effort
and thus partially “relieving” the more intensely exploited sectors.

Pelagic baleen whaling in the Southern Ocean was, under the ICRW, permitted initially only from
15 December to the following 1 April.  Expeditions were required to send weekly reports of their catches to the
Bureau of International Whaling Statistics (BIWS), maintained by the Government of Norway.  When it appeared
that the total BWU catch-limit might be reached before 1 April the BIWS would estimate the date on which that
limit could be expected to be reached, and if this was earlier than 1 April the season would be closed
correspondingly early.  This procedure occasionally led to catches being under or over the BWU catch-limits, but
this did not mean in itself that either whales were too scarce for the whalers to catch in sufficiency, or that the
whalers were cheating, as has sometimes been alleged.

However, as the abundances of whales declined so that catch-limits could not always be closely approached
within the designated season it was inevitable that there would be pressures to keep the season open after 1April,
to begin it earlier than 15 December, or both.  In practice the whaling-season was limited also by seasonal weather
conditions in the Antarctic.  When the original dates were eventually relaxed they tended to permit an earlier start.
Also, dates were applied selectively to the catching of particular species, especially to the extremely depleted
humpback whale, but changes in opening dates affected the accessibility of the different species, which tended to
arrive on their feeding grounds at slightly different times.

Unlike some later fisheries agreements (and eventually the Law of the Sea as determined by UN
Conventions) the ICRW did not set out any general or specific management objectives.  This allowed the IWC
considerable freedom to evolve.  But it meant, for example that although the IWC held its first Annual Meeting
in 1949, it was not until 1960 that it formally determined that total allowable catches (“catch limits” in IWC
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terminology) should be set at such levels as to be biologically sustainable, or as to permit recovery of greatly
depleted stocks.  Another decade was to pass before the IWC sought to go beyond mere sustainability and to
“optimise” catch-rates and stocks.  It was, however, ahead of its time in introducing and quantifying the idea of
precautionin situations of scientific uncertainty even though it did this inadequately.

A major flaw, which was common to almost all fishery management agreements at the time, was the
absence of provisions for international inspection and enforcement.  Some such provisions were eventually and
falteringly introduced but, again, inadequately, and far too late to save either the whale resources or the industry.

Another factor in the history of the IWC was the manner in which annual national subscriptions to costs
were calculated, which meant that there was a very weak link between what a country took from the sea and
what it had to pay.  Non-whaling countries had to pay not much less than countries whose companies were
making immense profits from whaling, making it difficult or impossible for “developing” and relatively poor
small countries to participate in managing the utilization of resources which were global in distribution, mobile,
very valuable, and spending much of their lives on the high-seas.  The whales were commonly described as a
“common heritage” though they never acquired that formal status as did, later, the mineral resources of the deep
seabed.

The ICRW provides in Article V.3 that each adopted amendment to the Schedulebecomes effective for all
Parties ninety days after they have been notified by the Secretariat of the decision, except that:

“(a) if any government presents an objectionto an amendment before the expiry of this ninety-day period, the
amendment shall not become effective with respect to any of the governments for an additional ninety
days;

(b) thereupon any government may object to the amendment at any time prior to the expiry of of the additional
ninety day period, or before the expiry of thirty days from the date of receipt of the last objectionreceived
during such additional ninety-day period, whichever date shall be later; and 

(c) thereafter the amendment shall become effective with respect to all governments which have not objected
but shall not become effective with respect to any government which has so objected until such date as the
objectionis withdrawn.”

This complex objectionprocedure played a very important role both in decision-making about catch-limits
and in the negotiations for national quotas.  Article XI provides that any government may withdraw from the
ICRW on 30 June of any year by giving notice on or before 1 January of that year.  This, too, played a key role
in the above decisions and negotiations.  It should also be noted that the IWC, under Article VI of the ICRW, is
empowered to make, from time to time, recommendations to any or all Contracting Governments on any matters
which relate to whales or whaling and to the objectives and purposes of the Convention. Such recommendations,
requiring only a simple majority of votes in favour, have frequently been made in the form of non-binding
resolutions; those, too, played their part in the national quota issue.

6.      LAUNCHING THE IWC

As we have seen, the International Whaling Commission (IWC) inherited the blue-whale unit (BWU) from
regulations agreed among whaling companies during the 1930s when edible oil was by far the most valuable
commodity provided by whales and gave the basic reason for going whaling anywhere, especially in the
Antarctic.  Many subsequent attempts by scientists and some governments to convert this into a system of
setting limits by species, and also by areas, were foiled until the major crisis of the early 1970s.

In the first twenty years of its existence the IWC put most of its effort into regulating the catching of rorquals
by pelagic expeditions, its main tool being the BWU.  Other, supplementary, regulatory procedures were also
available to the IWC and it used most of them.  Although the IWC resisted setting catch-limits by species (and in
the case of the sperm whale by sex) it sometimes modulated the application of these by setting different opening
and closing times for the whaling-season, and even protected certain species in designated areas, though usually
only when they were close to extermination.  It could close certain areas for indefinite periods (as Sanctuaries)
but only did so intermittently, from 1949 to 1955 (baleen whales only), and then after 1979 (all whales).
Minimum size-limits were set for most species (but never for minke whales, which eventually came to comprise
virtually all the legal catches).  Different regulations could be applied to pelagic operations and to land-stations.
Standing general regulations theoretically protected calves and accompanying mothers.

Initially expeditions operating in the Antarctic were prohibited from operating also in the Northern
Hemisphere during the northern summers.  When whales became scarce this was relaxed, which substantially
changed the economy of the industry.  The resurgence of both pelagic and land-station whaling elsewhere also
affected the economy of Antarctic pelagic-whaling.  Additionally, the price of whale oil was affected greatly by
the changing world market for edible oils and fats, from both animal and vegetable primary sources.
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Furthermore, the changing emphasis on oil relative to whale meat products, and the different market locations
for these, greatly affected the decisions of companies regarding what they would tell their flag-governments
concerning their concrete needs to remain profitable.

Another factor, which affected all subsequent negotiations, was the difference in the dates on which different
countries entered Antarctic whaling.  The British and Norwegians were the first, and for many years sought by
one means or another to discourage the entry of other countries.  They had much experience and Norway had for
many years a virtual monopoly on skilled crews, especially gunners, which it guarded most jealously through
domestic legislation and union rules.  Late entrants, post-World War II, especially the USSR, made huge
investments and so had strong incentives to maximise their catches and to stay in the business to capitalise on
those investments as soon as possible.  The USSR also invested in training skilled crews when it was about to
embark on a great expansion in the late 1950s. It did this, for example, by adding a large number of extra catchers
to the elderly factory-ship Slava, the ex-German vessel taken as a prize of war.30 There was also a constant threat
of whaling operations starting under flags of non-members of IWC.

Then there was an incomplete vertical integration of the oil industry, with one huge multinational
corporation - Unilever - engaged both in whaling and in marketing oil, including that produced by other
companies.  On the other hand several of the member states of the IWC were not whaling, yet had votes in
management decisions, and this proportion increased as countries, one by one, dropped out of whaling, and also
as countries that never had engaged in whaling joined the IWC so as to exert their right to a say in managing the
use of a global resource.

In the post-World War II years there was not always harmony between companies and the governments
under whose flags their vessels sailed.  The use of flags of convenience, both of other Members of the IWC and
of some notorious non-Members, was a temptation to which many succumbed.

Last it should be mentioned that there being no international inspection arrangements in force until almost
the very end of pelagic-whaling, an enterprise operating one expedition could mislead other governments in
negotiations as  well as subvert the  IWC’s  deliberations  as a  whole.    Such a  situation  put a  premium  on
“intelligence” if not industrial espionage.31

Antarctic whaling was always linked to questions of both maritime and terrestrial sovereignty. The Antarctic
Treaty, which froze territorial claims on that continent, was signed in 1957, within the period discussed here.  One
of its consequences was that, when extensions of maritime jurisdictions began to multiply, the waters around the
continent remained as high-seas.  Britain’s sovereignty over sub-Antarctic islands as operating bases - especially
South Georgia - continued to be of immense value post-World War II, and not only as sites for land-stations
sometimes operated by British companies and sometimes by others under lease; they also provided shelter for
some catchers during the southern winters (avoiding the long and expensive voyages to and from the northern
expedition bases) as well as repair and maintenance facilities, especially freshwater supplies.32

The 1946 negotiating conference established a catch-limit of 16 000 BWU for Antarctic pelagic baleen
whaling.  The origins of this number have been detailed in the previous section; it derived ultimately from the
catch-limits negotiated in June 1932 for the 1932/33 season.  At that time, the limit agreed among companies
(then including the land-stations) was 18 584 BWU, being calculated as a barrelage of 2.03 million, equivalent
to a blue whale yielding 110 barrels.  In fact, in that season the catch was 16 985 BWU, but with an actual yield
of 116.4 barrels per BWU the barrelage reached 2.09 million.  In 1933 a new agreement was negotiated, for the
1933/34 season; this was for 17 074 BWU but calculated at 115 barrels per BWU.  These two agreements had
had the desired effect of bringing catches down, by the outbreak of World War II, by one-third from the
unregulated high in 1930/31.

The 1946 Convention was signed by representatives of 15 Governments, several of which had not
previously participated in such discussions: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Denmark, France,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, South Africa, USSR and USA.  Japan, then under military occupation,
was not represented.  To come into force the Convention required that at least six signatory Governments should
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30 The resulting low catches per catcher-days-worked (a classic measure of whaling effort) compared with that of other
whaling nations was interpreted by IWC scientists as evidence of Soviet inefficiency, but the matter was in fact more
complicated.

31 A notable case was the operation of the first Soviet expedition.  This, and later the newer ones, consistently under-reported
their catches to the Bureau of International Whaling Statistics (BIWS) after the end of each season.  But the Slavaover-
reported its catches until close to the end of the season, thus causing a premature announcement of closure of the season
as the overall total catch-limit was apparently approached.  Then, when others had (presumably) ceased operations, the
Soviet catchers continued to operate, reputedly unobserved, though in fact the Norwegian operators, at least, had some idea
of what was going on.

32 The dismantling of a South Georgia land-station owned by Salvesen, by Argentine scrap-metal merchants (under contract
with the owners), precipitated the Falklands/Malvinas war!



have ratified it, and that these must include Netherlands, Norway, USSR, UK and also the USA- this last being
the Host to the Conference and also the Depository Government.  So, if all eventually ratified, any agreement on
the Antarctic catch-limit would depend on the votes of the non-pelagic states, which were at that time all engaged
in whaling only from land-stations.  But, at the same time, four out of fifteen could constitute a blocking vote of
more than one-quarter, provided there were no abstentions.

The original Scheduleto the ICRW required that there “...be maintained on each factory ship at least two
inspectors of whaling for the purpose of maintaining twenty-four hour inspection”.  These inspectors were to be
appointed and paid for by the Government having jurisdiction over the factory-ship.  This put into the inter-
governmental arena earlier provisions for inspectors that were followed by many of the companies and required
under domestic laws.

7. THE EARL Y YEARS OF THE IWC – 1949-1952

The first meeting of the new International Whaling Commission (IWC) was held in London in May 1949.
The four essential ratifications specified had been obtained with, in addition, those of Australia, Canada, Denmark
and France among the original signatories.  Other signatories attended as observers: Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Denmark and New Zealand.  Representatives of FAO and of the Supreme Commander of Allied Powers (SCAP
- Japan) were also admitted as observers.  But some other states that were not signatories originally had
meanwhile ratified the Convention: Iceland, Panama, Sweden, South Africa, though Panama did not attend the
first meeting.

At this first meeting the catch-limit of 16 000 BWU was retained without question, but the full protection
of the humpback whale from pelagic-whaling was relaxed.  Up to 1250 humpbacks could be caught in each of
the seasons 1949/50 and 1950/51,  although of course these catches would be included in the BWU totals
(Australia and Netherlands opposed this decision, while Iceland and Canada abstained).  In addition, the open-
period for the Antarctic pelagic-whaling season was changed by consensus, to December 22 through April 7.

The IWC’s second meeting was held in Oslo in July 1950.  By then Brazil and Mexico had become member
states - and attended the meeting, but New Zealand and Panama were not represented.  Argentina, Chile and
Denmark again sent observers, but the Commission decided that after its third meeting, scheduled to be held in
Cape Town in July 1951, “...countries which had not ratified or adhered to the Convention could not be expected
to be invited to future meetings”.  SCAPwas again represented by an observer, as was FAO, but on this occasion
ICES - an intergovernmental organisation - attended, and for the first time a non-governmental organisation - the
Association of Whaling Companies (AWC).  No substantive changes were made to the Schedule, although the
relaxation of the protection of humpbacks was reconfirmed and the open-season dates for that species were
amended to provide that the permitted 1250 whales could be taken only in the last weeks of the season,
specifically after 31 January.

By the time of the third meeting (1951) Japan was a full member of the IWC in its own right.  Members not
attending were Brazil, Iceland, Mexico and New Zealand. Panama attended for the first time.  Argentina,
Denmark again sent observers; so did Italy and Peru.  The only non-government observers were from FAO and
ICES.

The IWC strongly regretted that “certain countries who had hitherto, by invitation, attended the
Commission’s meetings, had not yet seen their way to adhere to or ratify the 1946 Convention“.  It pointed its
finger especially to those who had been signatories in 1946 - Argentina, Chile and Peru, and “viewed with
disappointment the continued failure of countries interested in whaling to cooperate in the maintenance of the
principles underlying the 1946 Convention, on which the future conservation of the whale stocks of the world so
much depends.”  Fine words!

However, although it was not revealed at the time, Chile and Peru were already beginning to consider, with
Ecuador, the establishment of a new body, later identified as the Comissión Permanente del Pacífico Sur(CPPS)
which, on the initiative of Chile was launched at a conference in Santiago in August 1954.  As is now well known
the CPPS was the instrument by which the three countries coordinated their several claims for extended
jurisdiction over the exploitation of living marine resources, specifically including whales, in a coastal zone of
200 nautical miles.  This explains, one may presume, the action of the observer for Chile at the second meeting
in explaining that although it had been a signatory “it had been unable to date to ratify the Convention”.

The third meeting of the IWC was largely occupied with financial and administrative matters and minor
amendments to and clarifications of the Schedule.  It established for the first time two standing committees - the
Technical Committee and the Scientific Committee - the membership of which was formed annually by
designations by the national Commissioners.  Thus this decision did not - as is still commonly assumed - provide
independentscientific advice to the decision-making body.  At its first meeting the Scientific Committee
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recommended that it was unnecessary to set minimum size-limits for minke whales.  The Commission accepted
this and it also made exemptions for minke whales with respect to open- and closed-seasons.  At that time most
minke whales were being caught from land-stations, but these decisions began to have consequences for Antarctic
pelagic-whaling when the species became dominant in the catches from 1971/72.  The limit of 16 000 BWU for
the Antarctic was unchanged.

All Member States except Mexico sent representatives to the fourth meeting of the IWC (London, June
1952).  Observers were admitted from Argentina, Italy and Peru and, for the first time, Portugal.  Observers
attended also from FAO, ICES and the AWC.  At this meeting the Commission decided to set up a sub-committee
comprised of a nominee from each of the five Antarctic pelagic-whaling countries “to consider the question of
the 16 000 BWU limit and that of sanctuaries.”  Meanwhile, the 16 000 limit was retained.  The humpback whale
exemption was again renewed, but it was decided that catching of that species would be restricted to three days
- 1, 2 and 3 February, except that if the permitted 1250 whales had not by then been caught the BIWS was
authorised to extend the season for one or more days until they hadbeen caught.33

At this point we may glance at the course of the Antarctic pelagic operations in these first four seasons of
the IWC’s existence.  First, in each year the 16 000 BWU limit was reached before the statutory closure of the
season, which was consequently closed early.  In the first three of the four seasons the final totals were 16 059,
16 413 and 16 006 BWU respectively.  But in the fourth, 1952/53, only 14 855 BWU had been taken; it appears
that the notification and estimation procedure had not worked well that year.  Considering what happened
subsequently, at the 1953 meeting, it seems likely that in fact the whalers were beginning to find it difficult to
attain the catch-limit.

In 1949/50 18 factory-ships had been engaged, with 216 catchers; in 1950/51 19 factories, with 241 catchers;
in 1951/52 20 factories, with 270 catchers; in 1952/53 a reduced number - 16 factories, with 232 catchers.
However, the older, smaller and less powerful vessels were being gradually withdrawn from Antarctic operations
and new bigger and more powerful ones were coming on stream.

8. 1953 - 1957

By the time of the fifth IWC meeting (London, June 1953) no new countries had adhered to the Convention.
All Members attended.  There were observers from Argentina, Italy, Peru but not Chile; and from FAO, ICES
and the AWC.  Several important decisions were made, the most significant being a reduction of the catch-limit
to 15 500 BWU, adopted without dissent.  This was based on the report of a special sub-committee established
at the 1952 meeting and chaired by the Norwegian Commissioner.  But the IWC rejected the sub-committee’s
suggestion that catching of blue whales not be permitted before January 15 in each year.  A proposal to prohibit
the catching of blue whales in a broad sector from the Greenwich meridian to 70°W was also rejected.  Other
regressive decisions were that minke whales should be exempted from the seasonal date-limits, and instead each
government was to be required to set its own dates for catching minke, from both pelagic and land-stations, in a
continuous season of not longer than six months in any period of twelve months.  A similar provision, but for an
eight-month season, was made for pelagic sperm-whaling.

A new Scientific Sub-Committee was established, this one including also nominees from Australia and
France in addition to the representatives of the five pelagic countries, with the following terms of reference:

i. to examine progress on research on humpback whales and to study the catches of this species by both
pelagic operations and from land-stations

ii. to examine catch figures of blue and fin whales in relation to recommended measures for conservation and
iii. to consider and report upon the increased catches of sperm whales in certain areas in recent years.

In the event, 17 factory-ships, with 206 catchers participated in the 1953/54 season, which was closed on
18 March by which date 15 439 BWU had been taken.

It is perhaps indicative of a power shift that the sixth meeting of IWC was held in July 1954 in Tokyo and
the seventh was scheduled for Moscow in July 1955.  In Tokyo and Moscow all Members were present except
Iceland (in 1954) and Brazil (in 1955), with observers as usual from Argentina and Italy (and also Chile and
Portugal in 1954), from FAO and ICES (also from AWC in 1955, now renamed the InternationalAWC, IAWC).

The Report of the IWC’s 1954 meeting contains the first published substantive report from the Scientific
Sub-Committee.  This clearly reveals that this committee was playing politics rather than offering objective
technical  advice;   its  recommendations  were  essentially what  the scientists  thought  the  Commission  would 
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33 These details may seem trivial but they did eventually significantly affect the national quota negotiations.



accept.34 Thus the Sub-Committee generally thought that Antarctic catch-limits should be set by species and that
the limit for blue whales should be very low, but this was opposed by two of the three Norwegian members who
thought such an arrangement would be impracticable, so no recommendation was made.

As to the states of the Antarctic stocks it was concluded not only that the blue whale was still declining but
also the fin whale.  This latter was substantiated by new methods of age determination for whales, from ridges on
baleen plates (Norway) and from ovarian analyses indicating the number of previous pregnancies (UK).

The idea was that a catch of about 11-12 000 BWU might be sustainable.  However, it was thought that such
a reduction from previous years would be unacceptable if made immediately, so a reduction by stages was
recommended, with a number of 14 500 for the 1955/56 season.  This recommendation was not adopted by the
Commission, which merely recorded its opinion that “...it may soon become necessary to restrict more severely
the Antarctic catch of blue whales, while guarding at the same time against a corresponding increase in the catch
of fin whales (which) alone would involve a reduction in the total permitted catch in the Antarctic.”  The
Commission’s opinion continued: “If there should be clear signs of depletion of fin whale stocks also, the
Commission believe that a further and very substantial reduction of the total permitted catch should be made at
once.”  It decided to draw these views to the attention of Member governments so they could inform the whaling
companies.

Here I note that in this period the Commissioners, though appointed by name by their Governments, were
not regarded as fully accredited governmental representatives, and equally, that the representatives of the whaling
companies who were close behind their backs, when not actually included in the delegations.

It was at this meeting that there first appeared a rift between the scientist from Netherlands (Dr E. J. Slijper)
and the other Scientific Sub-Committee members, especially those from UK and Norway.  Slijper said “while not
disposed to  dissent out of hand  (from the 14 500  recommendation)  I am not prepared to endorse it  whole-
heartedly at the moment”.  He wanted more time to study the matter.35 The Sub-Committee advised him to come
back next year with more analyses.  Meanwhile it approached the question of how to keep blue whale catches
down without species catch-limits, in the same manner as it had previously dealt with the humpback whale
problem - by proposing a later opening of the season for catching this species.  This was accepted by the
Commission, which agreed to a general opening date of 7 January (with closure not later than 7 April) but a date
of 21 January for blue whales.  The Commission decided to close the sector 0° to 70°W (the South Atlantic sector,
including the Antarctic Peninsula) to humpback catching, for five years.36

Last, the scientists reiterated their opinion that “there is no reason for supposing there is danger to the stocks
of sperm whales provided the size limit is strictly observed“.  And the senior Norwegian scientist (Prof. J. Ruud)
suggested the convening of a meeting to bring together scientists (including specifically the younger ones) not
necessarily connected with the Commission but engaged on research on whales in various parts of the world, to
exchange views and ideas.

In the event Antarctic whaling operations were halted on 19 March, the catch being 15 300 BWU. Nineteen
factories participated, with 233 catchers.  A significant development, noted in the routine report from BIWS, was
that an expedition flying the Panamanian flag had operated in the 1954/55 season.

On 11 May 1955 the Norwegian Commissioner had submitted a proposal that the IWC should appoint an
observer on each factory-ship, but not of the nationality of the ship on which he is to serve.  These IWC
observers would report directly to the Commission, their expenses being paid by the Commission but to be
refunded by a levy from whaling countries proportional to the number of expeditions operated under each flag.
This was overlooked at the Tokyo meeting (owing, it was said, to the absence of the Secretary and his staff at
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34 Thus the opening of theSanctuary in the Pacific sector was proposed.  In doing so it was thought desirable for the
Commission to close another sector, but this was not formally proposed because it was judged that the Commission would
not accept it.  Alone among the scientists the Soviets strongly opposed the opening of theSanctuary since relevant
scientific investigation was lacking

35 In this, and in later years, the harmony between Slijper’s views and the negotiating position of the Netherlands delegation
and industry led to accusations in the 1990s that he had been dishonest.  There is no more than slight circumstantial
evidence for this, however; in fact he provided more scientific material to the 1954 meeting than any other member.  Slijper
pressed hard for the use of strengthened minimum length rules to ensure that older whales were selectively targeted and
so the recruitment rate kept high.  For further discussion of the question of the integrity of the IWC Scientific Committee
(see Schweder 2001 and Holt 2001).

36 This year also saw the beginning of serious discussion of the growth of pelagic-whaling in the North Pacific, first by
Japanese vessels and later by the USSR. This evidently began to alter the virtually total market dominance of the Antarctic
production. It also led to a development whereby regulatory decisions came, in effect, to be made on a regional basis only
by the coastal states, including the operators (Japan, USSR, USAand Canada), though the recommendations made jointly
by their Commissioners after separate closed meetings did still have to be formally endorsed - or, rarely, challenged by the
Commission as a whole.



the time), and was brought forward to the Moscow meeting.  It was quickly decided that no effective action could
be taken and that the proposal was probably out of order, particularly because “the Convention did not allow
provisions of the Schedule relating to inspection to be altered.”  It was suggested that the Convention might be
amended by a Protocol providing for the insertion of a new Article V.1 (i) methods of inspection, and the
depository government (USA) was asked to investigate this possibility.

The inspection debate was mixed with another question: whether a refrigerated transport-ship that
performed any processing on board would fall within the definition of a factory-ship.  Amending this definition
would also require alteration of the main text of the Convention.  The link was that, whatever the definition, it
was thought by some to be desirable that refrigerated transports should at least carry national inspectors.  Similar
questions arose concerning the use and status of helicopters carried aboard factories.

The Commission also faced at its seventh meeting the implications of the recent creation of the Comissión
Permanente del Pacífico Sur(CPPS) by Chile, Peru and Ecuador.  Naturally a heated argument about the rights
and wrongs of 200-mile limits ensued.  Japan wanted the IWC to bring the whole issue to the notice of the United
Nations, even in advance of current work by the International Law Commission, which would report to the
General Assembly in 195637.  Norway supported Japan, but eventually it was agreed that the IWC did not as such
want to bring the UN into this matter.

In Moscow the IWC decided that Professor Ruud’s idea for a scientific meeting would cost money, and took
no action.  It also rejected the renewed suggestion by scientists that catch-limits should be set separately for blue
and fin whales.  The scientists’suggestion that the Sanctuary should be opened for three years and then closed
again automatically was adopted, but Japan did not like the second part of that decision.  A further advance of the
date for opening the catching of blue whales (to 1 February) was agreed but was controversial.38

Japan alleged that the expedition flying the Panamanian flag (the Olympic Challenger, actually a Greek
operation) had been observed catching humpback whales outside the permitted days. The Panamanian
Commissioner said the national inspectors were competent and trustworthy officers of the Panamanian
Government.  It was noted that no report of infractions had been received from Panama, and South Africa raised
the question of the effectiveness of Article IX of the Convention, which deals with implementation, enforcement,
prosecution and punishment.  No action was taken other than to change the layout of the Infractions reporting
form.

The main item of discussion was, of course, the BWU catch-limit and its reduction in stages in accordance
with the scientists’advice.  It was decided to set the limit at 15 000 for 1955/56 and 14 500 for 1956/57 and
thereafter, but the decision was controversial (11 in favour, 3 against, with Panama and Netherlands opposing
both numbers, the UK opposing the 1955/56 limit, and Japan the 1956/57 limit).  It is notable that both here and
in later controversies, Japan in particular did not wish to be bound by future commitments.

Other matters of interest were: the IWC backed down from its earlier threat to exclude observers from
countries that did not ratify the Convention; a request from the Secretary for advice on how to deal with publicity
was met by agreement that post-meeting press releases should be issued, while some delegations considered it
inadvisable to reproduce the verbatim reports of plenary sessions.39 The Commission instructed a Scientific Sub-
Committee to function inter-sessionally, setting its own agenda.  This mustconsist only of scientists (previous
meetings had often been attended by active political and diplomatic members of delegations).  This Sub-
Committee was to be composed as before with respect to countries, i.e. the five pelagic-whaling countries (thus
excluding Panama) plus France and Australia.  The Sub-Committee did not meet until March 1956, in London,
and its report is contained in the Seventh Report of the Commission.

After the 1956 meeting the Netherlands objected to the second part of the decision on BWUs, relating to
1956/57 and subsequent seasons.  Most of the other countries then also objected (UK, Panama, South Africa,
Norway, Japan, USA, Canada).  It is significant however that the USSR (along with nine others) did not object,
explaining that a decision to reduce the catch-limit had been negotiated and agreed, and countries should stick
with that as “a correct and progressive step towards conservation of whale stocks”.  This declaration should now
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37 This led, as we now know, to the UN Technical Conference in 1957 and the first UN Law of the Sea Conference in 1958.
38 Another warm debate concerned the use of whales’bodies as ships’fenders, a procedure which had been followed since

the beginning of pelagic-whaling but which was now frowned upon as wasteful. It was agreed that safety at sea must take
precedence over the strict letter of the Convention. The USSR Commissioner said they were working on a fender made of
porous rubber and would share their results with other countries.

39 This is of some importance because the IWC does not agree on reports of its meetings; it merely issues Reports of the
meetings by the Chairman (who is assisted by the Secretary) so only the verbatim records disclose what happened, and in
particular how votes were cast.  The question of whether verbatim records should be continued, and whether votes may be
secret and under what conditions, had become serious items of debate in the 1990s.



be evaluated in the light of subsequent revelations of the extent and scale of Soviet “adjustments” of the catch
statistics it was providing to the BIWS.

Nineteen expeditions (including Panama‘s) took part in the 1955/56 season; they deployed 257 catchers and
took 14 874 BWU before closure on 4 March.

Dutch scientists did not attend the 1956 London meeting of the Scientific Sub-Committee.  It considered for
the first time what should be the species catch-limits were the IWC to decide later to set such limits.  This was
not specifically connected with abandonment of the BWU; it was felt that species limits might be set within the
overall BWU figure, which could lead to cut off dates equivalent to the (by then) established practice of
modifying the seasonal dates for humpback and blue whales.  The Sub-Committee recommended 1500 blue
whales, 1250 humpbacks and 26 000 fins, with the effective 13 000 BWU of fin whales to include any sei whales
taken.  Furthermore, if the overall BWU were to be reduced below 13 000, the numbers of humpback and blue
whales could be maintained and only those of fin (plus sei) reduced.  Furthermore, the Sub-Committee
recommended that all quotas should be reviewed annually, well before the following annual meeting.

This Sub-Committee meeting was the first at which the emergent science of population dynamics was
seriously applied to the whaling question within the IWC, through a study made by Professor P. Ottestad of
Norway.  Although there were critical assumptions in Ottestad’s analysis, particularly of the original number of
fin whales in a stable unexploited population (which was at the time unknown but guessed to have been about
300-350 000) it convinced the other scientists that the current fin whale catches were unsustainable and that the
stock was “declining rather sharply”.

All Members except Brazil were represented at the eighth IWC meeting (London, July 1956), with observers
from Portugal and Italy, and from FAO, ICES and IAWC.  No further countries had joined and the members of
the CCPS - Chile and Peru - were conspicuously absent.  One new item on the Provisional Agenda was
“Consideration of a draft by the UN International Law Commission of Provisional Articles concerning the
Regime of the High Seas”.  This item was deleted, but “correspondence which had reached the Commission” was
circulated.

The Commission said there were practical difficulties in setting catch-limits by species, and also in routine
collection of waxy ear-plugs for age-determination.  Norway withdrew its proposal to bring forward the opening
date of the Antarctic season.  Further action on Norway’s proposal regarding international inspectors was
postponed pending completion of negotiation for an appropriate Protocol to the Convention.  The question of
whether a refrigerated transport vessel was a factory-ship was unresolved.

The Scientific Committee (except Slijper) agreed that substantial reduction in the fin whale catch was
needed urgently.  The Commission responded by setting the catch-limit at 14 500 BWU for the 1956/57 season,
but this was embedded in an open-ended decision that the catch-limit would not exceed 15 000 in any one season.
This second part of the decision went through without dissent; the Netherlands dissented from the first,
immediately operative catch-limit, but did not subsequently object to it.

Twenty pelagic expeditions operated in the 1956/57 season, with a reduced number of 225 catchers, by
agreement among companies.  The Panamanian expedition had been handed over to Japan, which also operated
another new one.  It was announced that the South African expedition would be handed over to Japan for the
1957/58 season.  These changes apparent stabilised the pelagic nations at five, though this turned out to be
transitory.

At the end of the 1956 IWC meeting the observer for FAO broke the usual silence of an observer to warn
that the world was watching the Commission, expecting it to get its act together and conservatively regulate the
use of whale resources.

The special Scientific Sub-Committee was again authorised to meet inter-sessionally at the discretion of the
Chairman of the full Committee.  It did so, in London in March 1957.

The 1956/57 season was closed on 16 March, making it an exceptionally prolonged one since the institution
of regulations (this was “explained” as due to poor weather conditions towards the season’s end or to the reduced
number of catchers, but not to a shortage of whales). The final catch was 14 745 BWU, of which 40% was taken
in the newly opened Sanctuary.  This year, as in several previous years, the Commission noted increases in the
oil production per BWU.  This was commonly ascribed to increases in efficiency of extraction, which there
undoubtedly were.  However, throughout the post-War years the species composition of an average BWU was
changing.  It was well known that one fin whale normally yielded more than half as much as a blue whale, i.e.
the ratios embedded in the BWU definition were not exact in relation to modern processing technology, and the
steady increase in the numbers of fin whales vis-à-vis the blue whales in catches was contributing to the apparent
increase in extraction efficiency.
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The Eighth Annual Report of the IWC, containing its Chairman’s Report of the 1956 meeting, included a
detailed review of the attempts to regulate whaling from 1927 onwards, as seen from the IWC.  In addition two
other issues were raised at this meeting which, while not directly relevant to the later efforts to negotiate national
quotas, had important implications for controversial issues raised in later years, especially after 1972. One
concerned the taking of 12 baleen whales outside the designated season, authorised by the UK Government under
Article VIII of the Convention (which authorises the unilateral award of special permits for scientific purposes).
This was said to be for testing an electric harpoon, with the intention of making whaling less inhumane.  Norway
had objected that this was not a purpose for which Article VIII had been adopted.  The UK then suspended the
permit in order to allow further study and discussion at the Ninth Meeting.  Other nations had also issued such
special scientific permits, for undeclared purposes, especially the USSR, which had issued 10, while Japan had
issued permits for the taking of protected right whales.

The second issue was raised by the USSR which argued that Pacific gray whales were increasing, and that
to meet the needs of the local population of eastern Siberia, catching of this hitherto “Protected Species” should
be permitted.  This matter had also been raised by Soviet scientists at the previous Scientific Sub-Committee
meeting.  The Commission agreed that more information was needed about the recent catches “on behalf of
aborigines” (as provided for in the original Scheduleto the Convention), as well as the evidence for the supposed
increase.  This too would be discussed at the Ninth Meeting.

The March 1957 meeting of the Scientific Sub-Committee had on its agenda - for the first time -
consideration of the use of Article VIII.  Most of the “scientific whales” taken since the ICRW came into force
had been unprotected species taken outside the official season.  The Norwegian view, with which the other
scientists agreed, was that any whales needed for scientific purposes should when possible be taken within the
official season.  However, the question then arose as to whether they should be included in the BWU statistics.
The Commission was advised to consult Governments on this matter, and also to call upon Governments to issue
as few permits as possible.

Norwegian scientists thought that, as a result of the shortened season for killing humpbacks, this stock had
possibly increased and that a lengthening of the season could now be recommended, in order to result in a bigger
catch.40 The Sub-Committee concurred, especially since this “would reduce the pressure on fin whales“.  It
suggested a doubling of the season from four to eight days and a doubling of the permitted catch of humpbacks.

Inevitably most of this 1957 scientific meeting was concerned with the state of the Antarctic fin whale
stocks, and the discussion was - unusually - reported in considerable detail.  It was agreed that age-determination
from rings in sectioned ear-plugs, ridges on baleen plates, and ovarian counts corroborated each other.41

Scientists from France, Japan, Norway and UK thought that “although there is no conclusive proof of a heavy
decline of the stock of fin whales, the balance of evidence is sufficient to again justify a warning that the present
number of whales taken annually in the Antarctic is dangerously high” and therefore that the 15 000 BWU limit
must be further reduced.  They offered no alternative number, however.42

At the Ninth IWC meeting (London, June 1957), the scientists’suggestions regarding scientific permits were
accepted, but without mention of whether they were to be included in the BWU accounts.  The Protocol dealing
with helicopters, refrigerated transports and with international inspectors/observers on factory-ships had been
completed and signed in November 1956 but was not yet in effect as it had not been ratified by Netherlands,
Panama or USA, nor by Brazil, Denmark, France or Mexico.

Panama - now out of pelagic-whaling- did not attend this meeting, nor - again - did Chile and Peru send
observers.  Regarding the question of humpback whales a compromise proposal to extend the open-season for
this species to six days failed.  Other ways of allowing the humpback catch to be increased but not to exceed the
permitted 1250 were discussed, but not acted upon.  The BWU catch-limit, which had been set in advance at “not
more than 15000” was amended to 14 500 for the 1956/57 season (the two Governments opposed to this did not
subsequently object).

It was decided to keep the Sanctuary open for another year.  Definitions of six sectors (Areas) of the
Southern Ocean were made firm.  The USSR tabled drawings of its rubber fenders (see footnote38).  The
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40 While the studies of the fin and blue whales were coming from the pelagic activities and the scientists from countries
operating them, the discussion of the humpback status relevant to the regulation of pelagic-whaling was based in large part
on data from the Australian land-stations.  Neither Australia nor the USSR was represented at this meeting.

41 In later years - mid 1960s - the baleen ridge studies and ovarian counts had been abandoned as untrustworthy, and it was
also found that the ear plug readings had been under-estimating the ages of fin and blue whales twofold!  If this had been
known at the time the conclusion that the fin whale was rapidly declining would have been greatly strengthened.  

42 Slijper again dissented, believing that evidence was insufficient to make any recommendation.  Instead he pressed for
marking experiments on young whales as a means of validating the age-determinations on which the estimates of mortality
rates (and hence of stock status) by British and Norwegian scientists had been based.



Commission decided it did not wish to be represented at the forthcoming UN Conference on the Law of the Sea
(March 1958), but would remain in contact with FAO and ICES.

Twenty expeditions with 237 catchers from the five nations participated in the 1957/58 season in accordance
with a renewed agreement among whaling companies. The Soviet expedition included the unprecedented high
number of 25 catchers, including training vessels. The total catch was 14 850 BWU, the season again being closed
on 16 March.  Attention was for the first time drawn to the fact that the catch per expedition varied greatly, even
among factories of similar capacities, ranging from about 500 BWU to the Soviet 1600 BWU.

The Scientific Sub-Committee met again in London, in March 1958.  On the vexed question of the
humpbacks the Sub-Committee was now floundering despite a long detailed report from Australia.  It had been
told that Norway would be proposing increasing the catching-days from four to eight (as the Committee had
suggested the previous year), and limiting the catch to 1250 with 1 February as the opening date.

The only new data indicated a deterioration of the stock in the eastern Indian Ocean sector.  After much
humming and hawing the Sub-Committee reported it “is inclined to think that a catch of 1250 in the whole
Antarctic is about the right number.  [It] realises that it may be difficult to regulate the catch so that it reaches this
figure and no more each year but suggested (on a proposal by the Dutch scientist) that if this number is exceeded
in any one year it should be correspondingly reduced in the next year so that the average catch is kept to 1250.”.43

This quote gives the flavour of advice from the scientists, which gradually led to the Commission’s
disillusionment with them, perhaps unfairly since they were attempting an essentially impossible task in the then
current state of knowledge and analytical techniques.

Similarly it was noted that the catch of sei whales had increased dramatically, but the “explanations” could
be: fleets operating in lower latitudes; the sea becoming unusually warm in higher latitudes; other species being
more difficult to find.  The scientists suggested that they might be able to clarify this question if they were given
access to the catch-data for each factory, but this commercially sensitive information, though existing in the
Bureau of International Whaling Statistics (BIWS), was denied them.

New analyses of fin whale data were presented by UK, comparing age compositions in the former Sanctuary
and elsewhere.  These gave no conclusive evidence but reinforced the majority view of the previous year that “the
balance of evidence indicates that the stock is declining and that the present level of catching is too high”.  Again
the Dutch delegates dissented, insisting that there was insufficient evidence on which to base any
recommendation to the Commission.  The majority did not recommend any particular number.

Regarding the dates for opening of the season, it was understood that there would be a proposal from a
Commissioner for an earlier date. The scientists said they would prefer no change but realised that with a
reduction in the number of catchers, more time might be needed to reach the catch-limit.

9. 1958: THE CRUCIAL YEAR - QUOTA NEGOTIA TIONS BEGIN

At the Tenth Meeting of the IWC (London, June 1958) the UK Commissioner “drew attention to the position
resulting from the decline which, in the majority opinion, was taking place in the stock(s) of fin whales (being
exploited in Antarctic waters) at the same time as the number of factory ships operating in the Antarctic was
increasing... . The UK Delegation therefore wished to suggest that the Antarctic whaling countries should consult
together to find a solution to the economic problem, perhaps by an agreement to share the permitted catch
between them.  Under the terms of the (International) Convention (for the Regulation of Whaling 1946) any such
arrangement would have to be made and operated outside the Commission, unless the Commission should
recommend amendment of the Convention to widen its scope.” 44

The UK Commissioner’s statement is reported under the agenda item “National Quotas - Antarctic Pelagic
Whaling”, but the Commissioner referred to “permitted catch”. The powers given to the IWC by Article V.1 of
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43 This is the first time that the idea was broached of what were later called “block quotas” and “roll-overs”.  These were
used but were controversial through to the mid-1980s.

44 This last reference to the fact that the ICRW requires that amendments to its Schedule (an attachment which “…forms an
integral part…” of the ICRW) “…shall not involve restrictions on the number or nationality of factory ships or land-
stations, nor allocate specific quotas to stations…” [Article V.2(c)]   This wording was included at the insistence of the
US delegation to the 1946 Conference; the British and Norwegian representatives unsuccessfully sought to have
allocations to Parties provided for.  A consequence was what came to be called “the whaling Olympics”, in which
countries and companies enormously increased their capacity in order to retain or gain higher shares of catch-limits within
a limited season.  This in turn added to the pressures to keep catch-limits high in order to keep the new and expanded fleets
in operation and profitable. 
The Schedulemay be amended by a three-fourths majority vote of Parties (not counting abstentions) but the ICRW itself
contains no provision for its own amendment.  Thus changes can be brought into being only by negotiation of Protocols
that, to come into force, require ratification by all Contracting Parties.



the ICRW include amending “from time to time the provisions of the Schedule by adopting regulations with
respect to the conservation and utilization of whale resources (by) fixing inter alia (e) time, methods, and
intensity of whaling (including the maximum catch of whales to be taken in any one season).”  More commonly
the maximum permitted catch is referred to as the Catch Limit.45 National quotaswere allocations of parts of any
catch-limit as agreed  (outside the IWC) among states participating in a defined whaling operation.46

The UK suggestion set in train negotiations that continued through to 1971 concerning the 1971/72 Antarctic
whaling-season.  The negotiations for a workable system of allocating quotas, which had to be conducted in a
formal sense outside the IWC, were tightly closed to all but some members of the national delegations involved.
Some of the factors in this process could be deduced by reasonably shrewd observers of this process, some of
them were known to some participants (in governments and from whaling companies) and some were revealed
in various ways many years afterwards.  The negotiations were naturally linked with the process of determining
overall catch-limits, and with establishing a system of international monitoring and control.  This latter, intended
to limit and discover cheating generally, obviously would become much more crucial once quotas were
established.

In principle the catch-limits were expected to be set in accordance with scientific advice based on careful
analyses (subject to internal peer review), inevitably modified by economic and political considerations, and then
the shares would be negotiated. In practice, however these two processes were tightly linked, even to the extent
that countries clearly sometimes determined in advance what national quotas they wanted or would accept and
then sought to arrange for the overall limit to be set accordingly.  It is primarily because of this linkage, continued
through time, that the account here must be essentially chronological, both processes, as well as the international
observation controversy, being recounted in parallel.

So here one must look at attempts, through the 1960s and early 1970s, to share permitted catches among
several participants, which came down to negotiating “fair shares” of a “suite” of four large species of
“whalebone” whales killed in Antarctic waters by catcher boats accompanying large factory-ships, an industry in
which five nations participated in the early years, but which were reduced to three and then two by the time
agreements were reached. The ostensible purpose of this was to ensure that future catches would be sustainable,
and to limit over-investment in vessels and equipment resulting from unregulated competition between nations
and whaling companies for a restrictive catch-limit.  In retrospect it is alternatively understood as an effort, at
least by some, to arrange the extinction of the industry in as orderly and profitable way as possible.  During this
period the product on which the whaling economy mainly depended, changed from whale oil to frozen whale
meat, with the market for the latter overwhelmingly concentrated in Japan.

The economic and logistical parameters in the national quota negotiations included consideration of events
outside this favoured Antarctic region.  The most important were that:

i.  pelagic operations also took sperm whales (for a commodity with a completely different market) and
including catches by expeditions in ocean areas in which pelagic baleen whaling was forbidden - particularly
in the southern hemisphere north of 40°S and

ii.  pelagic-whaling was intensive for a few years also in the North Pacific Ocean where at first different fleets
operated but where, eventually, for economic reasons, the same fleets were permitted to operate in the same
12-month period in both hemispheres.

Additionally, two other rorqual species - minke and Bryde‘s - not included in the original suite of four, came
to dominate the catches in both hemispheres when stocks of the four had all been greatly depleted, becoming of
practical significance for the Antarctic in the late 1960s.  But the catching of sperm whales by the same pelagic
expeditions was not regulated until much later.  Prevailing values of these two groups of animals affected the
distribution of whaling effort between them, and the different nations and companies also had relatively different
interests in these two basic types of whale.47 As the pelagic-whaling enterprises were almost all based in the
northern hemisphere this meant that sperm-whaling was undertaken during the long voyages to and from the
baleen whaling-grounds; the larger, male animals were also taken deep in the Antarctic.
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45 The “permitted catch” here means the maximum season’s catch as determined by the Commission, and qualified with
reference to other types of regulations under Article V.1.  These include “…fixing (a) protected and unprotected species;
(b) open and closed seasons; (c) open and closed waters, including the designation of sanctuary areas; (d) size limits for
each species; and (f)types and specifications of gear and apparatus and appliances which may be used…”  “Catch limit”
is roughly synonymous with Total Allowable Catch(TAC) in modern fisheries management.

46 At various times there were also “company quotas”.  These were of two kinds: in the period between the First and Second
World Wars agreements on catch-limits were reached among companies rather than governments.  Later, when national
quotas were agreed, any government concerned might decide to allocate shares of its national quota to each of the
companies whose vessels flew its flag.

47 Baleen and sperm oil necessarily had to be stored in separate tanks on factory-ships, and any change of use involved tank-
cleaning.



The prevailing view of scientists - and even of fisheries economists - at the time of the post-World War II
whaling negotiations, about sustainable use of wild living resources, was that operators/investors had a powerful
and potentially over-riding vested interest in such long-term use provided that regulated limitations of either
catches or whaling/fishing effort could ensure that animals left alive in the sea by each participant, as a
conservation measure, in order to grow or reproduce, would not be prematurely killed by others.  When applied
to so-called “common property resources” this was hallowed by the writings of Garrett Hardin in the catch-phrase
“The Tragedy of the Commons” (see, for example, Hardin and Baden 1977).  But by 1975 the mathematician
Colin Clark had elegantly demonstrated that this was not plausible if the natural rate of growth/recovery of the
living resource was slow in comparison with the prevailing financial discount rate. In such a case, of which
whales and hardwood trees are the best exemplars, it would always pay to exploit the resource unsustainably, thus
depleting or even exterminating it, and then to invest the profits in another enterprise.  This was in stark contrast
with the then dominant idea that if only everyone could agree, and not cheat, then they would all naturally act so
as to ensure a future for their enterprises, and act within that constraint in battling for market share and improved
efficiency.

One of Clark’s first analyses was in fact of the southern hemisphere blue whale stocks.  Indeed it had already
been remarked that the Norwegian city of Sandefjord - the home base of Norwegian Antarctic whaling - had been
built on the carcasses of whales, which also provided much of the capital subsequently invested in Norway’s
burgeoning ship-building industry.  In further studies Clark showed that the most profitable course is to deplete
the resource steadily, but not as fast as might be technically possible, since that would involve inordinately high
short-term investments in ships which could have a viable use period of twenty years or more.  So, while many
thought at the time that the intense debates, over catch-limits, national quotas and international monitoring of
catching operations, were directed towards the sustainability of both the natural resources and the industry, in
harsh economic reality they were about achieving a controlled, rather than chaotic, depletion of the resources and
wind-down of the industry.  Commercial whaling was “mining”, not “harvesting”.

Another myth, at the core of this study, was that the proper sequence of events was, first, to obtain agreement
on total allowable catches, based on scientific advice modulated by broad economic and social considerations,
and second, to agree on appropriate shares of this among operators, which might be governments or companies.
The reality was that negotiations on catch-limits and quotas were, although conducted in separate rooms,
completely intertwined, and with them the negotiations about effective monitoring of the resulting international
arrangements. All these elements inevitably made deduction of the real factors in essentially secret quota
negotiations somewhat speculative.

And, last, it must be said that the ICRW made demands on the scientific process that could not be fulfilled.
Certainly great advances were made during the period under consideration, beginning in the early 1960s, though
few of the analyses then made would stand up to modern scrutiny.  In fact the scientific advice offered was
frequently not acted upon, or action was delayed, sometimes for many years.  We can never know whether the
stocks and the industry would now be in better shape if the advice had been promptly acted upon, even though
we see in retrospect that the advice was highly over-optimistic: we now know, for example that the blue, fin and
sei whales were depleted to a much greater degree than was imagined at the time when strenuous efforts were
being made to save the industry for a few years and the whales for ever.48

On the face of it attendance at the 1958 IWC Meeting was much as before.  Except for Brazil, Mexico and
Panama all Members were represented; and the usual observers were present from Italy and Portugal, FAO, ICES
and IAWC.  But most delegations were larger than before.  The Protocol had still not been ratified by Brazil,
Mexico and Panama and so was not yet in effect.  However, after the meeting it was announced that all had then
ratified so it came into force on 4 May 1959.

Although the Commission had decided not to be represented at the UN Conference that year on the Law of
the Sea, it accepted the spirit of a resolution passed there which “called upon states to prescribe, by all means
available to them, those methods for the capture and killing of marine life, particularly of whales and seals, which
would spare them suffering to the greatest extent possible”.  While this was not directly relevant to the questions
of catch-limits and quotas, it was one more signal that the outside world was increasingly paying attention to the
Commission, which had hitherto worked in virtual isolation.
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48 Hence, although this account is the history of a failed enterprise, it may give some guidance for future management of
fisheries.  Although not dealt with here it is a fact that this very failure, and the near extermination of the most valuable
whale resources, led to the declaration in 1982 of a moratorium on all commercial whaling.  This released whale scientists
from the need to determine catch-limits every year, for every species in every region.  They could give their full attention
to devising a completely new approach to setting limits (called the Revised Management Procedure - RMP).



The Commission voted on a proposal that the Sanctuary should remain open for another year, the extended
period being about to expire.  Six were in favour, six against, with two abstentions.  Thus the Sanctuary would
again be closed to pelagic baleen whaling in the 1958/59 season.

The Commission accepted the scientists’advice not to alter the opening date of the season.  Efforts by
Norway and UK to increase the length of the humpback season from 4 to either 6 or 8 days were defeated, and
Norway’s proposal to fix the humpback catch at 1250 was withdrawn.  A Japanese proposal to bring the open
dates forward to 20-23 January was also withdrawn.  Humpbacks would remain protected in the South Atlantic
Sector for a further five years.  It was decided that the verbatim records of plenary discussions were to “be
regarded as papers for transmission to Contracting Governments not for public distribution and quotation (from
them) should not be permitted in a public press or in trade journals”.

The superficial tranquillity of these actions was broken by a sharp debate concerning the BWU catch-limit,
in the light of the absence of a specific recommendation from the scientists. The Netherlands proposed
raising the limit to 16 000 BWU, excluding humpbacks.  This was not voted upon, but a motion to retain the
14 500 catch-limitfor another year was adopted with the Netherlands dissenting.

After the 1958 meeting the five pelagic-whaling countries all lodged objectionsto this BWU decision.  This
meant that the effective limit for 1957/58 became 15 000 by default, according to the 1956 decision.  But then a
series of withdrawals from the Commission began.  The first was not Netherlands, as expected, but Norway, on
29 December 1958.  It announced that “Should the negotiations for an agreement between the five nations ... on
the rational conduct of the whale fisheries have reached a satisfactory conclusion before (the date on which its
withdrawal notice would come into effect - 30 June 1959), providing for the proper allocation between them of
the annual total catch under the Convention, the notice of withdrawal would be cancelled”.

The next withdrawal, by the Netherlands (31 December 1958), simply said that its notice would be cancelled
if pending problems could be solved in due time.  Japan’s withdrawal notice followed (6 February 1959), with no
explanation but a promise of cancellation “in the light of circumstances that might arise”.

These notices of withdrawal followed the apparently successful conduct of a Whaling Conference held in
London in November 1958 to negotiate shares of the catch-limit.  There, the representatives of the “Five-Powers”
had agreed to recommend to their Governments a sharing scheme for a seven-year period beginning with the
1959/60 season.  The substantive elements of this were:

i. The USSR would be allocated 20% of the catch-limit, the remaining 80% to be shared among the other four
nations, by negotiation which should be finalised by 1 June 1959 (an inconclusive meeting to that end was
held in Tokyo in May; another was planned for June in London.  That, too, was inconclusive).

ii. The USSR would not add more than three new expeditions to its existing fleet; but that none of the five shall
increase the number of its expeditions “other than by purchase one from another of ships engaged at the time
of purchase in Antarctic pelagic-whaling”.

iii. None of the ships belonging to any of the five would be transferred to another party to the Convention
without at the same time transfer of a proportionate part of the seller’s quota and a commitment by the buyer
to honour the present agreement; or unless the purchaser guarantees that the ship will not be used as such in
Antarctic pelagic-whaling during the 7-year period.

iv. The agreement would become null and void if a factory-ship under any other flag of a country, which is or
becomes Party to the Convention, engages in Antarctic pelagic-whaling, unless the above conditions of
transfer are met.

The Scientific Sub-Committee met again in London in March 1959 under the cloud of objectionsand
withdrawals.  It had another disadvantage: that year Easter was at an inconvenient time, so the meeting had to be
held early when the catch-data for the previous season were not yet available. In the circumstances the scientists
could do no more than chat about methodology and interpretations of past data and reiterate the previous advice,
with regrets that the catch-limit had reverted to 15 000 BWU. Dutch scientists once again declared their
disagreement with the concerns of the others about the decline of the fin whale stock.

When the operational data did become available they showed that 20 expeditions had operated, with 235 catchers,
the USSR being outside the voluntary agreement to limit that number.  The catch had reached 15 301 BWU when
the season was closed on 16 March. Meanwhile the Norwegian landstation on South Georgia, which had been
closed, reopened for the 1958/59 season.

10. THE SECOND EPISODE - THE 1960s

When the IWC held its eleventh meeting (London, June-July 1959), the representatives of the pelagic-
whaling countries were meeting in parallel, but without success.  This meant that the announced withdrawals of
Netherlands and Norway came into effect on the last day of the meeting, but Japan withdrew its notice.  There
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being no proposal for a new catch-limit, the default number of 15 000 would remain in place for the 1959/60
season.  This was of course now largely notional since it would apply only to UK, Japan and USSR.  However,
the Netherlands announced an assurance by its whaling company that it would take no more than 1200 BWU in
each of the next seven years, and would adhere to all the other IWC regulations except the seasonal dates.
Norway said it would do likewise, but also abide by the season, and would later announce the quota it would
award to its own fleet.  The USSR said it would abide by the Convention conditionally on its own interests not
being damaged by the activities of non-members, which of course now included especially Norway and the
Netherlands.  At this point the UK said it would in the circumstances have to reconsider its position, but it did not
threaten to withdraw.49

Now that the Protocolwas in force the way was open, if not yet clear, to negotiate an international observer
scheme (IOS), the principle of which had at last been accepted.  The three remaining pelagic-whaling Members
were asked to work out a scheme, and Norway and Netherlands were invited to join them in that task.  Specific
proposals had been put to the Commission, and these raised questions as to whether the nationalities of
international observers should be restricted to the other pelagic countries (favoured by Japan) or could also be
from other countries (favoured by Norway), and whether the Commission would be required to consult flag-
countries before appointing observers on their factory-ships.  The UK invited all five countries to a consultation
for this purpose in London in the autumn of 1959, but the USSR declined on the grounds that the scheme would
be valueless while any of the five countries remained outside the Commission.  This proposed consultation was
therefore aborted.

Twenty expeditions took part in the 1959/60 season, but with a reduced number of catchers (217).  The total
catch, including that by the Netherlands and Norway, was 15 512 BWU.  The season had opened for fin whales
on 28 December, as agreed, with the blue whale opening as before on 1 February, but British and Norwegian
expeditions continued until the authorised closure date of 7 April.  Japanese and Soviet whaling ended early, while
the Netherlands’operation continued to 15 April, that is beyond the authorised date.  There were, moreover,
major changes to the compositions of the fleets.  The smallest of the Norwegian expeditions (7500 tons factory,
with 6 catchers), was withdrawn from service, and a new, second Soviet factory, the S. Ukraina(36 000 tons, with
18 catchers) began operations.

At the next meeting of the Scientific Sub-Committee (London, May 1960) Norway was represented by an
“observer” with full right of participation. (there was no one from the Netherlands; and New Zealand attended
instead of Australia).50 New analyses indicated that the fin whales were still rapidly declining and the blue whales
even more rapidly.  The group thought the blue whale should at least have some respite by closure of some sectors
and by a later opening date, but wished to recommend total protection for, say, two or three years, after which the
situation should be reviewed again.  New analyses by British and Norwegian scientists also confirmed the
continuing decline of the fin whale.  Other important trends were an extremely rapid increase in the catches of
sei whales (the reason for this was still unclear, but no recommendations could be made) and continuing high
catches of sperm whales, the average size of which was diminishing.  It was not clear to what extent this trend
was caused by deliberate selection of larger whales when catches were fewer, or because older whales had been
largely eliminated.  Either way, however, it was thought that this trend indicated whaling was having an effect on
the stocks.  As to humpbacks, increases had been noticed in certain areas, declines in others - especially in the
eastern Indian Ocean and Atlantic sectors - and apparent stability elsewhere.  In particular the former should be
fully protected for at least two or three years.

Argentina joined the IWC in May 1960 and its twelfth Meeting (London, June 1960) was focused entirely
on two suggestions by the UK.  One was to suspend the Antarctic catch-limit for at least two seasons in order to
clear the way for a quota agreement to be reached and as a device to open the way for a return of Norway and
Netherlands to membership of the Commission.  The idea was that the UK, USSR and Japan should vote for such
action but undertake to object to the decision within the proscribed 90 days if Norway and Netherlands did not
rejoin.  This proposal acknowledged implicitly that the problem was not to agree on a total and then on how to
divide it up, but rather the reverse: to agree on a formula for sharing, and then adopt an overall catch-limit.  In
practice, of course, the two agreements had to be reached hand-in-hand.  For countries such as Norway, with more
than one expedition, a “totals first, quotas after” approach was feasible because if the total would be too low it
could reduce the number of its many expeditions.  But the Netherlands, with only one expedition, had to be
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49 At this meeting the Commission made some amendments to the regulations.  A Japanese proposal to advance the opening
date for fin and blue whales from 7 January to 28 December was adopted despite the opposition of the scientists on the
grounds that this would lead to more pregnant females being taken.  Also, a Japanese proposal to advance the four
humpback catching days from beginning on 1 February to 20 January was adopted.  TheSanctuary was opened to whaling
for another three years, on the proposal of Australia.

50 This group was now called an Ad HocScientific Committee.



assured of a specific quota so as to ensure profitability.  Therein lay a dilemma that generated fundamental
differences in strategy.

Seconded by South Africa (then engaged in coastal whaling on the southern hemisphere baleen and sperm
whale stocks), this UK proposal was adopted, but after the meeting Objectionsto suspension of the catch-limit
were lodged by Japan and the USSR, which had both voted against it.  South Africa then also seconded a non-
binding US resolution; this was adopted, its effect being to urge all countries to limit their national catches to a
level no greater than that adopted for the 1959/60 season.  Another resolution, proposed by UK, again seconded
by South Africa, and adopted without dissent, appealed to Norway and the Netherlands to rejoin the Commission
and participate in actions for arranging sharing of the total limit and introduction of an international inspection
system.  Then a Scheduleamendment proposed by UK to delay beginning of blue whale catching from 1 to
14 February was carried without dissent.

The second major suggestion by the UK at this meeting was appointment of a special ‘Committee of Three’
scientists in the field of population dynamics, drawn from countries not engaged in pelagic-whaling in the
Antarctic, “to assist in the assessment of the condition of the whale stocks there”.  They would be asked to report
within one year on the sustainable yield of these stocks and on any conservation measures that would increase
that yield.  The three would be appointed by the Commission’s Chairman, in consultation with the Vice-Chairman
and the Chairman of the Scientific Committee.  In doing this, the IWC would declare its intention to bring the
catch-limit into line with the scientific findings not later than 31 July 1964.  In doing so it would have regard to
Article V.2 of the Convention, which mandates, inter alia, that Scheduleamendments must be such as are
necessary to provide for the conservation, development, and optimum utilization of the whale resources, and be
based on scientific findings.

This suggestion was formulated in a resolution proposed by Canada, seconded by South Africa and adopted
without dissent.  Japan supported it only in principle however, because it did not specify that the report of the
‘Committee of Three’should pass through the Scientific Committee.  This omission was, naturally, deliberate,
since the idea was that they would work with the Commission’s scientists but that their advice would be quite
independent and seen to be so.  It only became apparent later, however, that the Japanese delegation was unwilling
to make a prior commitment “to act on scientific advice which had not yet been formulated”.

In this matter the delegation of the USAwas very active behind the scenes, and with a clear purpose.  The
USA had made great efforts to promote the establishment of regional inter-governmental fisheries regulatory
commission around the world.  Observing the IWC to be on the brink of complete collapse, there were fears of
repercussions on this evolving global management structure, a structure that the USAwished to nurture.  Also
behind the scenes the FAO observer (the Organisation’s Assistant Director-General for Fisheries, a Canadian) was
active, and it was no accident that the resolution eventually adopted was put forward by the Canadian
Commissioner.

After the meeting negotiations began for the composition of the Committee of Three.  Appointments were
not completed until March 1961; the chosen members were D.G. Chapman (USA), K.R. Allen (New Zealand)
and myself (British, but nevertheless politically acceptable, being at the time a staff member of FAO/UN).  At the
same time the Ad HocScientific Committee was instructed to prepare data, review methodology and consider the
needs for better data collection and research in the future.

The Committee of Three and the Ad HocScientific Committee met jointly for two weeks in Rome (April-
May 1961) and put together a plan of action for the coming months.  Scientists from Australia, Japan, New
Zealand, Norway, UK, USSR and Netherlands participated.  At a subsequent meeting of the Ad HocCommittee
(London, June 1961) work on the execution of the plan of action began in earnest.  It was noted however that
pending the completion of the Committee of Three’s work the Ad HocCommittee would have to “continue to
resort to the rather qualitative indexes they had employed in the past”.  The preparatory work involved, inter alia,
putting all existing statistical and relevant biological data onto punch cards for a new-fangled computer analysis,
which meant handling and processing more than one million items.

During 1961, the USSR then confirmed its acceptance of a 20% national quota, and representatives of the
other four pelagic-whaling countries met three times in failed attempts to agree on division of their 80% of any
catch-limit (the USSR participated as an observer in the first of the three meetings).  Tentative proposals were in
the hands of their Governments but no decision had been made by the time of the thirteenth IWC Meeting, held
in London in June 1961.

All member countries participated in this 1961 Meeting.  Italy and Portugal were again represented by
observers as, this year, were Chile and the Netherlands.  Others were FAO and ICES, as usual, joined now by the
Committee of Three (represented by Chapman, its Chairman).  The UK Commissioner explained to the
Commission the status and nature of the quota negotiations, and put to it three questions on behalf of the
Netherlands (which now, as an observer, could not itself present them).  Agreement was near on allocations of
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33% to Japan, 32% to Norway, 9% to UK and 6% to the Netherlands with, in addition, a bonus to the
Netherlands depending on the catch of their expedition by a certain date during the season. The three
questions were:

i. Could the principle be established of carrying over to the next season the balance of any unused quota
allocation?

ii. Could the Antarctic season be lengthened?
iii. Would an IOS be introduced and implemented?

The Commission’s answers were:

i. While it was understood that this aspect was of special interest to a nation operating only one expedition,
and there would be no harm - and possible some economic benefit - in carry-over if the catch-limit was low
enough to be sustainable, it would be harmful to do so if the catch-limit was higher than “optimal”.  On
balance the Commission decided it would oppose any carry-over.

ii. The arguments put forward by scientists against opening the season earlier were ambiguous and the
consequences uncertain.  Under the circumstances the Commission agreed (by majority vote) to advance the
opening from 28 December to 12 December.

iii. That the Commission agreed on the need and that action was urgent, and asked the pelagic-whaling
countries, including the Netherlands, to work out details as quickly as possible, with an aim of provisional
implementation in the 1961/62 season.

On the matter of the BWU limit the Commission limited itself to reminding the Governments of the five countries
of the resolution from the 1960 Meeting.

At this 1961 meeting the Committee of Three presented its First Interim Report.  This contained no
substantive recommendations but simply described the lines of cooperation that would be followed by the
Commission’s scientists, warned the Commission that some costs would be incurred, especially in computing,
and pressed for a large expansion of the whale marking programme.51

The Scientific Committee expressed alarm at the state of humpback stocks in certain sectors.  In response
the Commission called upon the four member countries to withdraw their Objectionsto the protection status that
had been granted at the Twelfth Meeting.

After the 1961 meeting Japan and USSR withdrew their objectionsto the suspension of the catch-limit that
had been decided in 1960 (19 December 1961 and 9 April 1962, respectively). With respect to the voluntary
national catch-limits the Netherlands announced a limit of 1200 BWU for the 1960/61 season, the same as in
1958/59 and 1959/60.  The USSR, which had increased its expeditions from two to four in those years,
maintained a limit of 3000 BWU, calculated as 20% of the total permitted by IWC in 1959/60.  The UK held itself
to 1800 BWU, for two expeditions, the same as in 1960/61 and compared with 2500 BWU for three expeditions
in 1959/60.  Norway awarded itself 5100 BWU, which was 700 fewer than in the two previous seasons,
consequent on sale of one expedition to Japan.  Japan correspondingly increased its catch-limit by 700, to 6680,
for eight expeditions, as compared with 5980 for 7 expeditions in 1960/61 and 5100 for six expeditions in 1959/60.

The total catch in the 1961/62 season was 15 253 BWU, by 21 expeditions with 261 catchers.  Apart from
the transfer of one expedition from Norway to Japan, which had withdrawn its smallest factory from service, the
USSR increased its fleet from three to four by addition of the 33 000-ton S. Rossiya, with 16 catchers.  The season
had opened on 12 December as decided at the 1961 meeting.  All expeditions (except the Japanese) ceased
operations on the latest legal date (7 April); four of the Japanese expeditions ceased on 28-29 March.  It is notable
that with a substantially longer season and bigger total fleet size (by tonnage of factories and number of catchers)
the catch was 7% lower than in the previous season.

Within the BWU total the number of sei whales had increased again (by more than 10%).  The Scientific
Committee had expressed concern, in the belief that “the maximum sustainable sei catch from the Antarctic was
being approached or might be already passed.” (No real evidence had been offered, however, for this
supposition).52

The (unregulated) catch of sperm whales also increased.  The amendment made at the Twelfth IWC Meeting
regarding the opening date for catching blue whales, from 1 February to 14 February, was inoperative because
the four pelagic-whaling Member countries had all objected to it.
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51 The Commission was not yet used to spending any money on securing scientific advice.
52 A feature of this and recent seasons’catches which drew comment, was that there was an increasing proportion of pygmy

blue whales among the blue whale catches.  It was not realised at the time but this was linked with the general displacement
of whaling operations northward, principally for the taking of sei whales, which brought them into the distribution range
of the pygmy blues.



Although the preparation of data undertaken by the Committee of Three and the Ad Hoc Scientific
Committee went ahead on schedule between the Thirteenth (1961) and Fourteenth (July 1962) meetings of the
IWC, the funds needed for a second joint meeting of the two committees (to be assured by the pelagic-whaling
countries, the budget being set at UK£8000) were not authorised in time for that meeting to be held before or at
the time of the Fourteenth Meeting.  The second joint meeting was only eventually held in December 1962 (in
Seattle, USA), which meant at least one full year of delay in completion of the study by the Committee of Three.

The plea to the five pelagic-whaling countries to complete an IOS for implementation, at least on a trial basis
in the 1961/62 season, was heard but not acted upon; as they could not agree among themselves to negotiate
before the Netherlands rejoined the IWC; that happened in May 1962.

In June 1962 the document entitled Arrangements for the Regulation of Antarctic Pelagic Whalingwas
signed by the five Governments concerned. The allocation of 20% to the USSR was confirmed, as also 6% for
the Netherlands.  However, in the meantime there had been further transfers of factories to Japan: one by Norway,
another by UK.  This resulted in reallocations: Japan 41%, Norway 28%, UK 5%.

The 1962 meeting of the IWC was attended by all Members except Panama, and by observers from Chile,
Italy, FAO53 and ICES.  Representatives of the five pelagic countries met during the meeting, under the
Chairmanship of the Commissioner for Australia, to study proposals from the Netherlands, UK and USSR and a
detailed  text  for a  Scheduleamendment  provided  by  Norway.  The  discussion was  inconclusive  and  was
adjourned until August.  As a result of the delay in the scientific work there was little discussion about Antarctic
regulations.  Only New Zealand expressed regret at the delay.  The BWU limit remained by default at 15 000.54

The Commission agreed with the substance and timetable of the scientists’proposals for completing the special
assessments of the large baleen whales included in the BWU, but decided that they “should be extended to sperm
whales in all regions and eventually to all other species of economic importance”.55

The total 1962/63 catch was only 11 306 BWU (out of a possible 15 000), taken by 17 expeditions with
201catchers.  Only Japan reached its national quota, despite all (except Japan) continuing operations until 7April.
Although two expeditions had been transferred to Japan together with their quotas, Norway in fact operated three
fewer than in 1961/62, while Japan operated the same number - seven.  Also all countries except the USSR
reduced both the total number of their catchers and the number per factory.

A meeting planned for August 1962 to complete the IOS was not held because the USSR said that further
discussion would not be useful until the agreement on quota  Arrangements had been ratified by all five
signatories.  That process was not completed until April 1963.  Further meetings on the IOS were held in April-
May 1963 (Moscow) and June 1963 (London).  The results were to be reported to the Fifteenth Meeting of the
IWC.

The Fifteenth IWC Meeting was held in London (July 1963) and had to deal with a large volume of business.
The Agreement on the IOS was negotiated outside the ICRW but formulated in such a way that it could not
operate unless the Commission was empowered to appoint the observers and receive their reports.  This was
secured by a consensus to insert in Paragraph 1(a) of the Schedule(which required that “There shall be maintained
on each factory ship at least two inspectors....”) the additional provision: “… and also such observers as the
member countries engaged in the Antarctic pelagic whaling may arrange to place on each other’s factory ships”.
The Commission also resolved that: “The operation of the observer arrangements shall be the responsibility of a
committee consisting of the Commissioners for the member countries engaged in the Antarctic pelagic whaling”.

The essential features of the Agreement on the IOS were as follows:

i. The governments of the five countries would each nominate observers in numbers equivalent to the number
of expeditions each government operates.  These are each to be appointed to serve in the expeditions of the
other four governments.
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53 I represented the Committee of Three as well as FAO.
54 It was not agreed to prolong the season further.  It was decided to leave The Sanctuary open to pelagic baleen whaling by

rendering Paragraph 5 of the Schedule“inoperative until the Commission otherwise decides”; and the Commission held
off proposals to give additional protection for blue whales until the Committee of Three had reported, despite agreement
that “Assessments show that the stock has indeed reached a level at which there is no hope of any appreciable catches ever
being taken unless it is given complete protection for a long period”.

55 As to the requests for withdrawal of objectionsto the previous decisions concerning season dates for blue and humpback
catching most of the five countries replied that they were willing to withdraw if the others all did.  With respect to the blue
whale there were no withdrawals because Norway declined to consider the matter until the Committee of Three’s work
was finished.  With respect to the humpback only the objectionsby UK and Japan were withdrawn, and those only in
February and March 1963 respectively, that is after the opening of the 1962/63 humpback season.



ii. Each of the five governments also had the right to put one observer of its own nationality on every foreign
expedition engaged in Antarctic pelagic-whaling.

iii. All observers would be formally appointed by the Commission, would be enabled to verify those activities
on the factory-ships which pertained to the provisions of the Convention, including its Schedule, and would
report to the Secretariat of the Commission.

The IOS agreement was linked to the quota arrangements agreement by a provision that it would only
remain in force so long as the latter was also in force. Various other provisions dealt with: payments of costs and
stipends (to be split by complex formula between the country of which the observer was a national, the country
or company operating the expeditions to which he was assigned, and the Commission itself); language and
interpretation; communications between the international observer and the national inspectors; and provision of
facilities including especially access to radio communications.

It had also been noticed that the numbers of various species of whales being killed under special scientific
permits had been increasing, and some steps had been proposed to discourage this practice, primarily by
involving the Scientific Committee in a review process.56

Turning to the work of the Committee of Three, a Second Interim Report, dated January 1963, and giving
provisional conclusions - and strong warnings of what was to come - had been circulated to Member
Governments.  Further analyses had been made subsequently, the results of which, with the results of the Seattle
meeting, were embodied in aFinal Reportwhich was also circulated to Commissioners and other scientists prior
to the IWC’s 1963 Meeting.  Then, in June 1963, the Committee of Three met with the Scientific Committee,
from which a Supplementary Reportof the Committee of Three was prepared and circulated.

The Commission had before it at its 1963 Meeting all these substantial documents from the Committee of
Three and also the Report of its Scientific Committee, which had met at the end of June. The scientific
conclusions and recommendations were, in summary:

i. Both the blue and the humpback whales were in danger of extinction and both should be completely
protected for many years.

ii. The current sustainable yield of the fin whale was about 5000 whales, i.e.2500 BWU.  Catches would need
to be substantially below that number if the stock were to be permitted to increase towards a higher number
which could eventually sustain a higher level of catch.

iii. If catches were to be unlimited in 1963/64 but zero thereafter, an “optimal” stock level to give a maximum
sustainable catch of 20 000 whales would be attained in about 11 years; but if catching continued to exceed
5000 animals the stock would be reduced to near extinction in 10 to 20 years, depending on the catches
taken. 

iv. No estimates for the sustainable catches of sei or sperm whales could be given.

In spite of strong recommendations from the scientists the Commission was not prepared to abolish the
BWU because that “was the only practical method of regulation that could be administered”. In these
circumstances there were proposals for a catch-limit in 1963/64 of 4000, 10 000 or 12 000 BWU.  Eventually the
number 10 000, as proposed by Japan and USSR, was adopted.  It should be noted that many Commissioners,
who in fact supported the lowest number, voted for 10 000 because they presumed that at least three of the
whaling countries would lodge objectionson economic grounds - this was almost certainly correct - and the limit
would then revert to the default 15 000 BWU. The Commission decided to suspend humpback catching
throughout the southern hemisphere.57 As to the blue whale, Japan opposed a total ban in the southern
hemisphere because it was particularly interested in the pygmy blues in lower latitudes.  A compromise offered
by UK and Japan resulted in the ban on blue whale being limited to south of 40°S except they could be caught
between 40° and 55°S in the sector from 0° to 80°W.  This was adopted.58

If the scientists’predictions were correct these decisions would ensure a continuing decline of the three large
species, and probably of the sei whale also.59
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56 This development presaged a future in which the Special Permit provision in Article VIII, which requires full utilization
of the carcasses, would be abused on a large scale to supplement low or even zero catch-limits.

57 Australia and New Zealand sought but failed to obtain agreement that this ban would apply only south of 40°S, which
would have permitted their land-stations to continue operating.  During this year the Commission was advised of
unprecedented large catches of “scientific whales” by Australia, New Zealand, and also by Canada and the USA.

58 Norway and the Netherlands again sought, but failed, to have the Sanctuary closed again.  It was agreed that the opening
and closing dates of the season would remain unchanged.

59 It later turned out that these scientific analyses were still wildly over-optimistic. 



Finally, the Commission requested the continuation for one more year of the work of the Scientific
Committee with the Committee of Three and asked if FAO would take over this work thereafter.60 Agreement
for continuation of the scientific work did not come easily.  Some countries “felt strongly that as the findings and
recommendations of the Committee of Three had not been met by appropriate action at this meeting, there was
no reason for the continuation of work the results of which were not used”.  Others, however, recalled the
commitment made in 1960 to act positively on the findings.  This commitment was reaffirmed on a show of
hands.  However, after a long discussion of financial implications (estimated at UK£3000, with provision even of
that small sum being conditional on actions being taken on the advice to be given) a proposal by UK that the work
should be continued in the same way for one more year, and that FAO should be asked to agree to undertake such
work in future years, was put to the vote and carried, but only by 6 in favour and 3 against, with 4 abstentions.61

A month after the close of this 1963 meeting it was announced that the UK expedition had been sold, with
its quota, to Japan.  Thus Japan acquired 46% of the catch-limit but it nevertheless sent the same number of
expeditions to the Antarctic for 1963/64 as in the previous season.  It later transpired that the Government of
Japan had intervened with the whaling industry to prevent any increase in the number of Japanese expeditions
because this might upset the negotiation of quotas.  Thus the total value of an expedition that was sold became
reduced practically to the potential value of the quota transferred with it; the vessels and plant were commonly
scrapped or put to other uses. 

The 1963/64 catch, by 16 expeditions with 190 catchers, totalled only 8429 BWU, despite the season
continuing in most cases almost to the IWC’s closing date.  The Norwegian and Dutch expeditions did not reach
their quotas.  Whaling resumed at two land-stations on South Georgia.

The IOS was not implemented in the 1963/64 season.  Although the Agreement had come into force by
28 October 1963, this was too late: the factories were already on their way to the Antarctic and it was said that
ways could not be found to get the international observers in place for the opening of the season, even by their
being passengers on supply ships and catchers, since they were travelling separately.

I now move on to June 1964 when both the Scientific Committee and the Committee of Four met, the former
in Sandefjord (Norway), the latter in Lowestoft (UK).  In its Report to the Commission the latter reviewed
submissions from Dutch and Japanese scientists that had been made available during the 1963 meetings.  The
Dutch scientist had raised some technical questions about the reliability of some of the data used by the
Committee of Three/Four that had been answered in the Supplementary Report last year.  The Japanese papers
gave estimates of current sustainable yield of fin whales much higher than the Committee of Three’s estimates.
The Committee of Four did not accept these, but nevertheless pointed out that the Japanese scientists’numbers
were lower than the agreed BWU catch-limit so the difference did not call for an immediate change in policy
decisions.

The 1964 meeting of the IWC was convened in Sandefjord in June 1964.62 Four Members were absent:
Brazil, Mexico, Panama, and Sweden.  Observers were from Chile, Italy and Portugal, for the first time the
Comissión Permanente del Pacífico Sur(CPPS), two members of the Committee of Four, and the International
Society for the Protection of Animals (ISPA).  Three proposals for future catch-limits were on the table:

i. 4000 BWU in 1964/65,  3000 in 1965/66,  2000 in 1966/67 (USA/Australia)
ii. 6000 in 1964/65 (Norway/Iceland) and
iii. 8500 in 1964/65  (Japan/USSR).

The two members of the Committee of Four were invited to comment on the consequences of adopting any
one of these. The reply was in essence: that it was not feasible to predict the consequences when the species
composition of the catch is not specified, when it was not known whether proposals concerning humpback and
blue whale protection would be accepted, and when the amount of whaling effort directed by some expeditions
to hunting baleen whales would in part depend on the amount of hunting for sperm whales, especially by Soviet
vessels.

The Norway/Iceland proposal was put to the vote first; and defeated.63 The Japan/USSR proposal was also
defeated.  The USA/Australia proposal did not obtain the requisite three-fourths majority, being opposed by the
four pelagic-whaling countries.  A modification was then put forward by the Netherlands and Norway, for “not
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60 By now the Committee of Three had transmuted into a Committee of Four by the addition of J.A. Gulland, a British
scientist who had joined the FAO staff.  Subsequently, FAO agreed to collaborate in future regular analyses and
assessments of whale stocks only “...on the understanding that such work is likely to be fruitful in the sense that the
Commission’s actions on catch restrictions would be in accordance with the scientific findings...”

61 This was adopted by a simple majority, since it did not involve an amendment to the Schedule.
62 The scientific meetings were held aboard a whaling factory.
63 1 in favour, 12 against, 1 abstention.  It seems that either Iceland or Norway did not support its own proposal!



more than 8000 BWUs in any one season provided that no lower catch-limit is established”.  This, too, was
defeated.64

The IWC’s Annual Report for the fiscal year 1964/65 says: “Countries engaged in pelagic whaling could not
see their way to accept such a drastic reduction of the catch-limit as the scientific evidence indicated, while the
non-whaling countries were unable to vote for any limit substantially higher than warranted by this evidence”.
So, there was no limit for the 1964/65 season, there being no default value on which to fall back on as in some
previous years.  Some of the explanations of votes are worth recalling.  The USAproposal “was compatible with
the scientific advice which the Commission at its meeting in 1960 had undertaken to implement by July 1964”.
Those who opposed it based their case on Article V of the ICRW which states that regulations with respect to the
conservation and utilization of whale resources “shall take into account the interests of consumers of whale
products and the whaling industry”, and the conditions of some of the opponents’whaling industries could not
support the catch restrictions recommended.  Later in the meeting the Commissioners from the four pelagic-
whaling countries announced that they had agreed on a voluntary catch-limit of 8000 BWU for the 1964/65
season, provided their Governments concurred.

11.  PHASE TWO OF THE 1960s CRISIS

Towards the end of the 1963 (sixteenth) IWC meeting the observer for FAO had given Commissioners the
FAO Director-General’s response to the request made the previous year for continued FAO assistance after the
completion of the work of the Committee of Four.  This was that “collaboration could not be expected if the
Commission permitted the results of the scientific studies to be used merely for the organization of the more
efficient destruction of the resource for which it was responsible.”

In October 1964 the Dutch factory was sold to Japan and the Netherlands’quota transferred with it.  This
gave Japan 52% of the proposed voluntary catch-limit, leaving 28% for Norway. Japan and Norway accepted the
voluntary overall limit, but the USSR held that the change of circumstances called for revision of the
Arrangements, and that such revision was also a prerequisite for its acceptance of the IOS.  Norway, UK and
Netherlands expressed willingness to meet to review the 1962 Arrangements but Japan would only do so if the
USSR first accepted both the IOS and the voluntary catch-limit agreed in Sandefjord.  This deadlock was not
resolved before the opening of the 1964/65 whaling-season.  Nevertheless, Japan reaffirmed its intention to abide
by the voluntary quota anyway.  In 1964/65 15 expeditions operated with 172 catchers; they took 8429 BWU,
while the sperm whale catch decreased substantially.  All Norwegian expeditions worked through the legal season
to 7 April, but the Japanese expeditions ceased catching sooner, as did the Soviet expeditions.  The results were
spectacularly different between national fleets: Japan and USSR each took more than 99% of what would have
been due to them under the voluntary limit and the 1962 Arrangements, but Norway only succeeded in taking
57% of its share.

The majority of IWC Members agreed on the need to try again to reach agreement and a Special Meeting
was convened in London in May 1965.  For this purpose the Committee of Four was temporarily reconstituted,
and a report on the state of the baleen stocks was provided by a Whales Stock Assessment Working Group,
constituted by FAO. 65 The Special Meeting set up a Committee of Six comprised of the Commissioners of the
three remaining pelagic-whaling countries, and of Canada and France, and chaired by the USA.  It had several
proposals before it.

i. First Soviet proposal: 4000 BWU for 1965/66; no increase over this for two consecutive seasons; an
immediate cut in the number of expeditions by at least 50%. (During discussions with the scientists it was
pointed out that a reduction in the number of expeditions would have no effect if not accompanied by a
limitation in the number of catchers deployed, especially as with reduced quotas there would be surplus
operating capacity on board the factories.).

ii. Norwegian: 4000, 3000 and 2000 BWU for 1965/66, 1966/67 and 1967/68 respectively, provided quota
agreements were made for 1966/67 and 1967/68.

iii. Japanese: 4500, 4000 and 3500 BWU for the three consecutive seasons, provided that both the National
Quota Scheme and the IOS were in operation.

iv. United States: 3000, 2000 and 2000 BWU for the three consecutive seasons.
v. Revised Soviet proposal: 4000 BWU in 1965/66. In explanation the USSR insisted that this would be a

transitional limit on the basis of incomplete scientific information; the transition would “assist the industries
to adjust to the eventual reductions required to begin rebuilding the whale herds.” An additional
commitment would be to consider favourably further reductions for 1966/67 and 1967/68 in order to bring
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64 10 in favour, 3 against, 1 abstention.  Again a strange anomaly: either Norway or Netherlands did not vote for its own
proposal.

65 Consisting at the time of Holt and Gulland, and a Dutch FAO staff member, L. Boerema.



the latter down to less than the combined sustainable yields of fin and sei whales as determined on the basis
of more precise scientific evidence”.66

It soon became clear that none of these proposals would attract the necessary votes for adoption in the full
Commission meeting.  There it emerged that Japan would accept the revised Soviet proposal if it were amended
to 4500 BWU.  Norway and Argentina proposed this amendment, which was adopted unanimously.  It was
announced that the five Parties to the 1962 Arrangements, and to the IOS, would meet in London in June to
discuss both these matters.

The Scientific Committee met in June 1965 in unusual circumstances: its distinguished Chairman,
ProfessorJ. Ruud (Norway) had resigned as he said he was not prepared to preside over a committee whose
advice was continually ignored by the Commission.  No other member was ready to take the chair, and eventually
Dr Chapman, ex-Chairman of the Committee of Three/Four, was appointed as Rapporteur to convey the
Committee’s proceedings to the Commission.

The Scientific Committee was at this meeting ready to give serious attention to sperm whales, as it had been
instructed to do.  After considering much new data, and beginning to apply stock assessment techniques similar
to those applied to the fin and blue whales, this Committee expressed its concern about what was happening to
the sperm whale stocks, especially in the Indian Ocean and Atlantic sectors of the Southern Ocean but also in
lower latitudes in the eastern South Pacific.  The problem was quite different from that faced in the earlier studies.
The sperm whale is a polygamous species, the two sexes differ greatly in size and are commonly distinguishable
in the sea, and have, in feeding, rather different geographical distributions.  As we have seen, the pelagic fleets
were not prohibited from taking them in the southern hemisphere in latitudes north of 40°S, and there were
numerous land-stations catching them in temperate and tropical waters as well as in the Antarctic.

On this occasion, the Scientific Committee recommended that “there should be no further increase in sperm
whale catching effort and that the Commission urge each country to limit its catches by broad oceanic areas in
1965/66 and 1966, to the 1964 level pending further assessments.”

It also asked the Commission to appeal to Chile and Peru to adhere to the ICRW, to observe the
Commission’s minimum size-limits and to supply statistical data to the BIWS.  In this connection the Committee
provided evidence from the available statistics, that the minimum size-limits fixed by the Commission were not
being observed by its Members.  This was not really new information, but was the first time it was brought
formally to the attention of the Commissioners.  That the reported measurements of lengths of baleen whales
caught were routinely faked by several, if not all, countries, despite the presence of national inspectors on
factories, had long been known; it could be seen from anomalies in the size distributions given in the BIWS data.
The phenomenon of “stretched whales” was well known to the scientists, and presumably to the companies, too.
It was natural, therefore, to assume that if cheating was occurring regarding size-measurements it was probably
also going on with respect to other regulations, including catch-numbers and species.67 The Scientific Committee
recommended that the IOS should be made applicable to all pelagic operations. 

Naturally, the Scientific Committee was unhappy about the result of the Special Commission Meeting, but
did recognise that if implemented it would represent the first major cut in whaling effort and that meeting’s
recommendation that governments should support further reductions should be turned into a binding
commitment.  If it was not, then the catch-limit for 1965/66 should be set at about 2500 BWU, and the Sanctuary
should be closed again.

The Scientific Committee also pointed out that if further declines in stocks were to be avoided then the
catch-limit should include land-station catches, which had not previously been regulated.68 And, although
separate species limits were advocated, they would have no point if the total permitted catches remained above
sustainable yields. 

Lastly, the Scientific Committee hoped that countries which had objected to the more stringent protection
of  blue whales  adopted by the  Commission  would  withdraw  their objectionsand also  that  the  Commission 
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66 The USAwent along generally with the revised Soviet proposal but wanted editorial changes.
67 Although there were suspicions, the true scale of cheating, at least by one country, was not revealed, documented and

officially acknowledged until much later, in the 1990s.  As we shall see this evidently has important consequences for our
understanding of the quota and IOS negotiations during the 1960s - early 1970s.

68 In this connection reference was made to submissions to by several non-governmental organisations, namely World
Wildlife Fund (WWF, now World Wide Fund for Nature), the Fauna Preservation Society (FPS, now Fauna and Flora
International) and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN, now the World
Conservation Union). 



would close the entire southern hemisphere to the catching of blue whales.69 A final recommendation by the
Scientific Committee was that the Commission should consider proposals put forward by three members of the
Committee of Four for study of the economic aspects of regulation of whaling in addition to the ongoing work
on the biological aspects.

12. CRISIS PASSED - OR DEEPENING?

Attendance at the Seventeenth IWC Meeting (London, June-July 1965) was higher than on any previous
occasion. Not only were virtually all Parties represented,70 mostly by larger delegations, but in addition to the
usual observers from Chile, Peru, Portugal and Italy, FAO and ICES, there were observers from CPPS, WWF,
FPS, ISPA and the Universities Federation for Animal Welfare (UFAW) - evidence of the growing interest and,
eventually, influence of the non-governmental movements for conservation of living resources, for the
environment and for animal welfare.

The Commission agreed with the views expressed by Australia and the USSR that the suggestion for
economic studies should be considered at the 1966 Meeting.  It adopted, without dissent, a proposal by Canada
and USAthat the blue whale should be fully protected throughout the southern hemisphere for five years
beginning 1966 (i.e. from the 1965/66 season).  This resulted in the countries that had previously maintained
objectionsto blue whale protection withdrawing those.  A corresponding protection for humpback whales was
suggested by Australia and USSR and adopted unanimously.  So, henceforth, it appeared, discussion about BWU
catch-limits would be effectively about the fin and sei whale only.

As to the sperm whale, the Commission agreed that reduction in BWU limits in the Southern Ocean could
lead to more pressure by pelagic expeditions on sperm whales in warmer waters, where it was also known that
size-limit regulations were being broken on a large scale.  To ameliorate this New Zealand proposed a Schedule
amendment with the effect of prohibiting pelagic-whalingfor sperm whales between 40°N and 40°S.  This was
adopted by the requisite three-fourths majority, but after the meeting Japan, Norway and USSR all objected.

With respect to the operations of land-stations some progress was apparently made - though without any
binding decisions - it being acknowledged that they were becoming more important “in light of the recent
situation of whale stocks in the Antarctic.”  Other agreements were:

i. A special group of representatives of countries concerned with land-stations situated south of 40°S (i.e.
including any such as UK with territories from which bases were being operated or had been used and could
in future be used) as well as in other areas of the Southern Hemisphere, was set up to “elaborate suggestions
to bring into order the catching of whales at such land-stations”. It was told to report to the next Meeting.

ii. The BWU catch-limit for pelagic-whaling should be set taking into consideration the land-station catches in
the Southern Hemisphere.

iii. Governments concerned “...should take domestic measures on a voluntary basis so that the level of catch
from land stations” in the Southern hemisphere “...does not exceed that in the 1964/65 Antarctic season or
the average (calculated in BWUs) of the catches over the three seasons 1963, 1964 and 1965, outside the
Antarctic as the case may be”.

iv. Countries discussing the problems of national quotas should, for the 1966/67 and 1967/68 seasons take into
consideration the catches of Antarctic whales from land-stations in the Southern Hemisphere.

All Commissioners assented to these provisions, but the USSR reserved its position on paragraph (iv),
contending that this should also apply to the 1965/66 season.  The countries concerned had met, both before and
during the Seventeenth Meeting, but did not conclude their discussions on this subject.

The Commissioners for Norway and Japan made a formal proposal to the effect that the IOS should be
implemented for the 1965/66 season because they feared, considering that the original agreement would expire
after that season, the scheme might then never come into existence.  All Commissioners voted in favour of this,
but the USSR said it had only done so to ensure it had the right to discuss the problems of quota allocation.  The
USSR also stated that “while they favoured implementing the IOS, in the coming season their assurance must be
qualified by the reserve that both the (catch limit) and the IOS should be extended to both factory ships and land
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69 A new feature of the scientists’report this year was that it advocated counting whales by visual sightings, systematically
conducted, this especially as with the protection of species such as humpback and blue going ahead there would otherwise
be no way of monitoring their recovery, if any.  Such surveys are now almost the sole acceptable means of counting whales
but the idea was a novelty at the time.  Some sightings were reported from whaling vessels (especially the “scout boats”
attached to Japanese expeditions) but the reliability of those for assessment purposes was always doubtful.

70 Except Brazil and Panama, both of which gave notice after the meeting of their intention to withdraw from the IWC.



stations catching Antarctic whales.”  A further Soviet reservation was that “it would be necessary to solve on a
just basis the problem of re-allocation of national quotas between the countries concerned”.

Finally, as to the BWU catch-limit, it was agreed by consensus that the limit would be set at 4500 for
1965/66, with the additional commitment that “There shall be reductions for the years 1966/67 and 1967/68 that
will assure that the total catch for 1967/68 will be less than the combined sustainable yields of the fin and sei
stocks as determined on the basis of more precise scientific evidence.”  There were no subsequent objectionsto
this decision.

Only ten expeditions operated in 1966/67 (five from Japan, two from Norway, three from USSR), with a
total of 128 catchers (hence more catchers per factory).  The total pelagic catch was 4089 BWU: 2340 (57%) by
Japan, 829 (20%) by Norway and 920 (21%) by the USSR.  No international observers were carried.  The land-
station at Leith Harbour on South Georgia operated and caught the equivalent of 110 BWU.

An increased number of sperm whales (4538 as compared with 4211 the previous season) was caught by
Antarctic pelagic expeditions south of 40°S.71 Neither of the Norwegian factories reached its quota, so they
continued to work until 7 April.  The Japanese expeditions again finished early; one Soviet expedition finished
25 March, the other continued to 7 April.

While the 1965/66 whaling season was in full swing a Joint IWC/FAO Working Party on Whale Stock
assessment met in Seattle (26 January - 2 February).72 New estimates of the numbers of fin and sei whales were
agreed, and a first cut was made at sorting out scientific aspects of the land-station question.  The recent catches
from southern hemisphere stations amounted to about 30% of the estimate of the combined sustainable yields of
blue, fin and sei whales.  It was concluded that if these
stayed at that level in future, the pelagic catch, to be
sustainable, would have to be brought down to 1650
BWU.  If, however, the land-station catch were to be
reduced in the same proportion as the necessary
reduction in the pelagic catch as compared with that in
1964/65, the limits would, for sustainability, need to
become less than 2000 BWU for pelagic catches, and
less than 300 BWU for land-stations.

In June 1966 there were two simultaneous
meetings in London: the Scientific Committee, on the
basis of analyses provided by the FAO Assessment
Group, estimated the current sustainable yields of fin
whales as 4500 and sei whales, with more uncertainty,
in the range 4500 to 7500, giving a BWU estimate of
3000-3500.  The Scientific Committee pressed the
Commission at least to set the catch-limit sufficiently
below 3000 so that the fin whales might begin to
recover.  It pointed out that the evidence showed that
eventually the fin whale would be by far the most
productive species both in terms of numbers and
economic value.  The Committee in fact asked the
Commission to consider, as suggested by FAO, the
complete protection of the fin whale “immediately and
for some time in the future” to allow recovery as
rapidly as possible.  The Committee offered a detailed
analysis of the possible consequences of such an
action.  The Committee also recommended complete
protection of the blue whale throughout the Southern
Hemisphere.
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71 The catches of sperm whales by those expeditions north of 40°S (not necessarily all in the Southern Hemisphere, however)
changed considerably from year to year; they numbered, for example, 4316 in the calendar year 1964 but only 2219 in
1965.  Such catches, within a single Antarctic whaling season, appeared in statistics both for the preceding calendar year
and the following one.  The question of how to deal with this matter was only solved much later, after the phase of Southern
Hemisphere pelagic-whaling here being discussed.

72 Consisting of the original members of the Committee of Four plus Boerema, and chaired by Chapman, now Chairman of
the Scientific Committee.

Whales towed-back forprocessing
at a land-station

(Photo-credit: Greenpeace/Culley)



The other meeting was of a ‘Special Group Concerned With the Land Stations in the Southern Hemisphere’.
It consisted of representatives of the Member States concerned, and had been given the tasks of “elaborating
suggestions to bring into order the catching of whales at land stations and to study the possible application of
provisions comparable to those of the IOS to these stations.”  Participants came from Argentina, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and UK, with observers from Japan, Norway and USA.  While the meeting agreed that the
aim at bringing the catch of Antarctic baleen whales below the sustainable yield could not be achieved without
taking into account land-station catches, Article V.2(c) of the ICRW would not permit the Commission to fix a
specific quota for a group of land-stations.  This left two possibilities:

i. to fix a combined catch-limit for pelagic expeditions and land-stations, leaving it to countries concerned to
agree on allocations amongst themselves or

ii. to seek the voluntary agreement of countries operating from land-stations to a restriction on their catch, and
to take this into account when deciding on the pelagic catch-limit.

As regards the first alternative it was recognised that it would make it even more difficult for the pelagic-
whaling countries to come to an agreement on allocations among them.  As to the second alternative, only the UK
and South Africa were, among Commission members at that time taking rorquals in the Southern Hemisphere:
one from a sub-Antarctic station located south of 40°S, the other from a temperate water station located north of
40°S.  Both had complied with the voluntary agreement recommended at the Seventeenth Meeting and it was
accepted that this should, and would, continue.  It was, however, subject to changes that the scientists might
recommend.  At this meeting South Africa announced it was ready to accept the recommendations being made to
protect the blue whale throughout the hemisphere.

However, as to catches by non-Members, those by Chile and Peru were now very large.  Urgent efforts were
pressed - perhaps through the CPPS - to persuade them to cooperate in limiting their catches.

As to international observation, since the IOS for pelagic operations had never operated and had now
expired, this Special Group could not see its way to making concrete proposals.  If an all-embracing scheme were
in future to be adopted, they said, then an equitable cost-sharing deal must be part of it.73

At the Eighteenth IWC Meeting (London, 27 June to 1 July, 1966) the same observers were present as in
1965, with the exception of Italy.  The resignations of Brazil and Panama were not yet in effect but neither country
was represented.  The matter of the BWU catch-limit was less controversial than in previous years; it seemed that
the whaling countries at last understood that the end was nigh.  A pelagic limit of 3500 BWU for 196/67 was
adopted unanimously and also that the total catch in 1967/68 should be less than the estimated sustainable yields
of fin and sei whales.  There was still no agreement among the three pelagic-whaling nations on quotas;
discussions were scheduled to continue in Tokyo.  No new actions were taken concerning the sperm whale, but
the proposal by the Special Group on Land Stations regarding the voluntary limitation of land-station catches was
accepted.74

The Chairman of the Commission was instructed to set up a working group to draw up details of a new
international observer scheme to cover all (commercial) whaling operations (i.e. in both hemispheres), both
pelagic and from land-stations.  In addition Australia proposed, seconded by Norway and Japan, that the IOS
should be implemented even though the original agreement had expired.  This was adopted, though opposed by
the USSR.

13. END-GAME

A meeting in Tokyo (August 1966) agreed on the following national allocations: Japan - 47%;  Norway -
23%;  USSR - 30%.

Japan withdrew one of its five expeditions, so only nine in all participated in the 1966/67 pelagic-whaling
season, with a total of 128 catchers, signifying again an increase in the average number of catchers per factory,
Japan not having reduced its number of catchers proportionately.  The pelagic catch was reported as 3511 BWU,
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73 While all this discussion was going on about the Southern Hemisphere four governments - three of them involved also in
southern hemisphere matters, the fourth was Canada - were getting deeper into arguments about the expansion of whaling
in the North Pacific, especially pelagic-whaling.  They were being helped by a North Pacific Working Group of scientists
recently appointed by the Scientific Committee, and comprised largely of individuals already engaged in the southern
hemisphere studies, including two members of the ex-Committee of Four.  FAO and other observer bodies did not follow
the North Pacific discussions, which were restricted to the four coastal states of the region.  But this activity certainly
influenced those countries with an eye on the markets for meat and oil.

74 In addition the Commission invited FAO to make a study of the economic effects of whaling regulations and bring a
document or a proposal to the 1967 Meeting.  It was decided to keep the Sanctuary open to pelagic-whaling and to leave
the season’s dates unchanged.  The ban on catching blue whales throughout the southern hemisphere was adopted.



shared exactly in accordance with the Tokyo agreement.  There was no whaling from South Georgia.  All pelagic
operations ceased before the 7 April official closure-date.

When the IWC gathered for its Nineteenth Meeting (London, June 1967) the participation was as in 1966;
Brazil’s withdrawal was now in effect.  The Commission was faced with a bland report from its Scientific
Committee, which largely handed on the results of an inter-sessional study by the FAO Assessment Group.  This
led to marginally higher estimates of current sustainable yields of both fin and sei whales, and a combined yield
in the range 3100 to 3600 BWU.  The FAO estimates for sei whales had, however, come under sustained attack
by Japanese scientists who had come up with their own estimates of sustainable yield in the range 1020 to
1250BWU, in contrast with FAO’s 730 to 1170 BWU.  The Committee noted that both estimates indicated that
the stock in the south-western Atlantic sector (Area II in the Commission’s statistical terminology) appeared to
be close to the assumed maximum sustainable yield (MSY) level, and suggested that the Commission should
consider closing that Area to the catching of sei whales.75

Sei stocks in other sectors, however, appeared to be above the (hypothetical) MSYlevel - which was at that
time assumed to be about 50% of the original population number - and the stocks as a whole would also be above
that critical level.  Now the Japanese scientists introduced, for the first time, another new concept: that if a stock
is thought to be above MSYlevel then the catch-limit should be set to MSYeven though that would lead to a
decrease in the stock.  Thus they subtly modified, in their proposed recommendations to the Commission, the
effective definition of sustainability.  The FAO and Japanese assessments did not differ remarkably, but the catch-
limit advice would of course be distinctly different.  The debate around this issue led to a tacit decision to present
neither the closure of Area II nor the Japanese catch-limit approach to the Commissioners for action.

The Scientific Committee asked FAO to convene a special workshop on sperm whale assessment before
May 1968.

This year, 1967, the Commission honoured its commitment to bring the catch-limit down further in the light
of scientific analyses, but not without argument over what were by now quite small differences.
Argentina/Mexico proposed 3100 BWU as had been agreed by majority vote in the Technical Committee.
UK/USA proposed an amendment of this to 3200. Japan/USSR proposed a further amendment to 3300.  This last
was rejected, though naturally favoured by the three pelagic-whaling countries.  The UK/USA proposal was
adopted (only Japan and USSR opposed).  The UK said there would be no whaling from South Georgia in
1967/68.  Peru had informed the Commission that it had ceased catching blue and humpback whales; Chile had
reduced its catches; South Africa would retain its voluntary limit as in 1966 and 1967.76

There was no reference in 1967 to quota negotiations.  The Chairman’s working group on observer schemes
(which had met 19-23 June, with Australia, UK, South Africa, Japan, Norway and USSR participating) had agreed
that there should be a number of distinct regional schemes, but as far as the southern hemisphere was concerned
there was no general agreement on the definition of “region”.  Five countries thought the pelagic operations and
the land-station operations should be treated as two separate regions; the USSR thought that within any area
pelagic and land-station operations should be included in one scheme.  When this came to the Commission a
procedural question arose - as to whether it would be in order to amend the Schedulewithout the proposed
amendments being included as a specific item on the provisional Agenda.  The matter was adjourned until the
1968 meeting, pending legal advice.  It was, however, clear that, if the Commission had gone ahead with the
majority proposal, and even if it had been adopted (which it most probably would have been), the USSR would
surely have objected.

Again, only eight expeditions took part in the 1967/68 Antarctic whaling-season, the Norwegian effort having
been reduced to one expedition.  In all 97 catchers were deployed (24 fewer than in the previous year), so that the
number of catchers per expedition was now diminishing.  The three pelagic-whaling countries had agreed, at
meetings in Oslo under a British Chairman, on the following allocations: 47% for Japan, 23% Norway, 30% USSR.

The catch was only 2804 BWUs.  Of the total, Japan took 53%, Norway 10%, USSR 37%.  Evidently the
countries were not adjusting the scale of their whaling capacities to the quotas.  The pelagic catch of sperm whales
south of 40°S was 2568 (compared with 4960 in 1966/67). Pelagic expeditions in 1967 took 1288 sperm whales
in the southern hemisphere north of 40°S.  Once again the Norwegian operations continued through to 7April,
while the Japanese and Soviet ceased early.
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75 This is the first occasion on which the scientists suggested closure for a reason other than because a species was thought
to be endangered, an approach that later was developed in the negotiation of a New Management Procedure (NMP) in
1974.

76 The Sanctuary was voted to remain open to whaling.  Blue whales were protected in the southern hemisphere.  FAO was
given the go-ahead to write again to Commissioners for economic information because - unsurprisingly - little had been
forthcoming during the previous year; economics was placed on the agenda (without much enthusiasm, it must be said)
for 1968.



The proposed workshop on sperm whale assessment (IWC/FAO) was held in Rome in March 1969.  Based
on its results, the Scientific Committee when it met in Tokyo in June 1969, agreed to advise the Commission “that
further expansion of sperm whale catching in the southern hemisphere, not based on scientific evidence, is
undesirable”.

The IWC’s 1969 twentieth meeting convened in Tokyo in June 1969.  There was no change in participation
from previous years.  It did not act on the scientists’advice concerning sperm whales.77 There was again no
reference to quota discussions.  As to the IOS and related schemes, amendments were agreed to the Scheduleto
adjust its paragraph dealing with inspection so as to extend the powers of the Commission to cover land-stations
as well as pelagic operations.

The Scientific Committee had reviewed its fin whale assessments.  Although uncertainties remained, it had
agreed that the best estimate of the sustainable yield of fin whales was about 5000 animals.

The sei whale was another matter.  Once again one assessment was available from the FAO group, and
another, with very different findings, from Japanese scientists.  The FAO estimate of current sustainable yield was
3970 animals, excluding Area I (SE Pacific, part of the old Sanctuary sector); the Japanese estimate was 5620
animals for the entire Antarctic.  The Scientific Committee agreed that stocks in Areas II, III, and IV(Atlantic
and Indian Ocean sectors) had already been reduced to below their MSYlevels, but might still be above those
levels in Areas V and VI SW Pacific).  It was accepted that if catches in future seasons were to be the same as in
1967/68, when they were 5000 animals more than the estimated sustainable yield, then all stocks would in a few
years be reduced below the MSYlevel.

In the circumstances the Commission felt it could do no other than retain the same combined catch-limit for
1968/69, i.e.3200 BWU, and it was so agreed.78 In July representatives of Japan, Norway and USSR, again under
the Chairmanship of the UK, negotiated a quota arrangement which was identical with that agreed in 1967.  In
the event Norway did not take up its allocation.  Also, Japan withdrew one of its 4 expeditions, so only 6
expeditions in all took part in the 1968/69 season, with a total of 85 catchers.  The total pelagic catch was 2469
BWU, 60% being taken by Japan, 40% by USSR.  There were no land-station operations.  Both the Japanese and
the Soviet expeditions continued whaling until the official close of the season on 7 April.

The pelagic catch of sperm whales south of 40°S was 2682 (up from 1967/68), while a catch was reported
of 1288 sperm whales by pelagic expeditions north of 40°S. in 1968. From this season, the fact that only two
countries were left in the southern hemisphere pelagic-whaling, changed the nature of the arguments about quotas
and international observers.79

The 1969 meeting of the Commission (London, June) had the usual attendance; Panama and Iceland were
not represented.  FAO announced its withdrawal from its commitment to undertake Antarctic stock assessments
for the Commission. The Scientific Committee had agreed that its best estimate of the sustainable yield of sei
whales was 830 BWU, but had been unable to agree on a current sustainable yield for fin whales, estimates of
which now ranged from 1650 or fewer (agreed by all Committee members except Japanese scientists) and 2450
to 2800 BWU, by Japanese scientists.  In the circumstances the Commission agree to reduce the catch-limit to
2700 BWU for the 1969/70 season, pending a reassessment to be made by the Scientific Committee at a Special
Meeting scheduled for early 1970.  The Commission did not act on the scientists’renewed plea for setting catch-
limits by species. The Sanctuary was kept open to pelagic baleen whaling and the seasonal dates were unchanged.

In the absence of agreement on the status of southern hemisphere sperm whale stocks it was agreed that a
Special Meeting on these should also be convened inter-sessionally.  There was no progress with the IOS, and the
Commission put off for another year acting on the scientists’repeated request that the Bryde’s whale be treated
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77 FAO reported it was unable to proceed with any economic studies as it had received little information from whaling
countries.

78 Apparently by consensus.  The IWC records are unclear about this and I am not now in possession of my own notes.
79 Before recounting the closing phase of fin and sei whaling in the southern hemisphere it may be useful to indicate events

that were not discussed or recorded in the context of the IWC.  One of these was a gradual change in processing and
marketing arrangements: Japan had always - at least since the end of World War II - given prior attention to meat
production.  In Europe, on the other hand, there was a very limited market for whale meat.  The three remaining pelagic-
whaling countries were greatly affected by wild fluctuations in the price of oil, but with a general trend downward, despite
the steady reduction in production.  This was because whale oil was competing with other sources of edible oils and fats,
especially from seeds and fish.  Also, the price in any particular year could be wobbled by external events, such as the Cuba
missile crisis in the midst of the Cold War, when the price rose.  Thus, these countries had an incentive to add value to their
catches by making new, and more expensive products than meal from flesh and bone. One such was meat extract for human
consumption. In the later years Norway also turned to frozen meat production for export to Japan, the meat being
transferred at sea onto Japanese refrigerated-vessels. That was why the question of whether a refrigerated-transport was a
factory-ship in IWC terms, required to carry inspectors (and international observers if the IOS should ever come into
effect), was so important.



as a distinct species and the Schedulebe amended accordingly.  Economic studies were permanently dropped
from the agenda.

Norway, Japan and the USSR had once more agreed among themselves on national allocations: 55%, 9%
and 36% respectively.  However, again Norway did not take up its quota.  Six expeditions participated in the
1969/70 season (3 Japanese, 3 Soviet), with a total of 84 catchers, i.e. the same as in the 1968/69 season.  But for
the first time a Norwegian factory-catcher operated in the Antarctic, its catch was only 6 BWU.  The catch by
Japan and USSR totalled 2471 BWU, with 60% taken by Japan and 40% by USSR.  The pelagic expeditions
caught 3039 sperm whales south of 40°S, and 1862 in the southern hemisphere north of 40°S.

In 1970 the Commission was again faced with disagreements between the Japanese scientists and the others
on the sustainable yield of the fin whale.  The Special Meeting, held in Hawaii in March that year had resulted in
lower estimates all round: 1760-2175, and 1350 BWU respectively.  There was a tentative agreement on
830 BWU, as before, for the sei whale.  The Commission decided to keep the overall catch-limit unchanged at
2700 BWU.

It was agreed that the Norwegian factory-catcher was indeed a factory-ship in terms of the ICRW.

The Scientific Committee had again been unable to estimate the sustainable yield of sperm whales in the
southern hemisphere following the Special Meeting on sperm whales held in Hawaii in March. 

At this 1970 IWC meeting an important agreement, from the operational and economic point of view, was
reached in principle: to remove the prohibition of expeditions that had participated in Antarctic whaling, from
operating in the Pacific sector of the northern hemisphere in the same calendar year

The number of whales killed under special permits for scientific purposes continued to escalate, particularly
by Canada (40 fin whales and 30 humpbacks) and Norway (20 fin whales), South Africa (15 sperm whales and
12 female minke whales with their calves), and USSR (10 Bryde’s, plus some pygmy blues and pygmy right
whales).

Country participation in the 1970 Meeting was diminished: Denmark, Mexico, and the Netherlands being
absent. One new NGO participating was the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation
Commissioners.

Even though Norway was barely retaining its foothold in Antarctic whaling, the trilateral quota negotiations
were resumed, with agreement on 55% for Japan, 9% for Norway and 36% for the USSR.  However, in the event,
Norway once more did not send an expedition, nor did the factory-catcher operate again.  The total catch was
2470 BWU, with 60% by Japan, 40% by the USSR.  The same number of expeditions (6) took part as in the
previous year, but with two more catchers added to the Japanese fleet and 2745 sperm whales were caught south,
and 2499 north, of 40°S.

At the meeting of the Scientific Committee, which preceded the 1971 (twenty-third) IWC meeting in
Washington DC, there was still no agreement on the sustainable yield of the fin whale stocks.  All scientists except
those from Japan and USSR agreed on a best estimate of 1100 BWU, while Japanese scientists estimated it to be
in the range 1950-2300 BWU.  Soviet scientists thought the Committee should offer advice to the Commission
somewhere between these two ranges.  Japanese scientists also, for the first time, insisted that the fin whale had
been increasing since 1969/70.  The estimate for sei whales remained unchanged, and still highly uncertain.

In these circumstances the Commission reduced the catch-limit to 2300 BWU.  It also decided at last - at
least in principle - to set catch-limits by species as from the following season, but procedural difficulties again
impeded change.  The decision of principle was based upon the success in making such an arrangement for
whaling in the North Pacific.

At the 1971 IWC meeting the very important decision - to remove the long-standing prohibition of the use
elsewhere of expeditions which had operated in the Antarctic - was confirmed.  This immediately altered the
economic parameters of both Antarctic and North Pacific pelagic-whaling.80

Agreements on the placing of international observers on both pelagic and land-station operations were
reached at long last but they were not implemented for the 1971/72 season; it was expected that the agreement
for the Antarctic would be signed in June 1972.  An agreement for two of the land-stations in the southern
hemisphere, outside the Antarctic (in Australia and South Africa) was already in force.
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80 Pelagic-whaling had begun its expansion in the North Pacific (including the Bering Sea and Kamtchatka) in 1954.  It
involved the catching of all the “BWU” species, plus sperm whales. 



National quotas were agreed at 59% Japan, 2% Norway and 39% USSR.  An additional expedition was
deployed by Japan, making a total of seven, with 87 catchers.  The Norwegian factory-catcher operated again for
a few days, taking only minke and sei whales.

This season saw dramatic changes in the pattern of Southern Hemisphere pelagic-whaling.  The new
Japanese expedition took only minke whales - more than 3000.  The Japanese and Soviet expeditions caught their
BWU quotas, but the total limit of 2300 BWU was not reached because Norway took only one 1% of its quota.
As to sperm whales, 3366 were taken south of 40°S, almost all by the Soviet expeditions; 2750 were taken north
of 40°S on the voyages to the Antarctic (including 860 by Japan and 30 by Norway) and 1219 by Soviet fleets on
their way home.

When the Scientific Committee met in London in June 1972 it had confused signals from different groups
of scientists about the states of the fin, sei and also minke stocks.  Theoretical calculations suggested that the fin
whales should be increasing, but observed indices (from the frequency of sightings and from catch-per-unit-
effort) indicated continuing decline, both in the Antarctic as a whole, and near the South African land-station at
Durban.  Thus no change was advised to the previous estimate of sustainable yield at 3200 animals.  Similar
declines were observed in apparent sei whale abundance, and again, for want of better data, the sustainable yield
estimate of 5000 was retained.

The scientists concluded that the previous “provisional” estimate of minke whales (ranging from 150 000 to
200 000) was too low, but no higher number was agreed, so the previous figure of 5000 animals for the current
sustainable yield was retained.

At this Scientific Committee meeting a few novelties were on the table.  The Committee had been invited
to comment on proposals being made for a moratorium on commercial whaling.  It opposed such a move,
emphasising instead the need for more research, and proposing the institution of a decade of intensified research.
What it called (following Japanese terminology) “a blanket moratorium” would be, it said, like the BWU, an
“attempt to regulate several stocks as one group whereas prudent management requires regulation of the stocks
individually.”  The Committee also feared that a pause in catching “would make it impossible to obtain certain
kinds of information which are essential for continuing assessments.”

A second novelty was the presentation of a paper by two of the FAO staff (Gulland and Boerema) who had
been responsible for the FAO contribution to the IWC’s work after the Committee of Three/Four had been
disbanded.  This discussed “Scientific Advice on Catch levels”, taking into account recent developments in other
fisheries management bodies such as the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF,
now NAFO).81 After consideration of the properties of “sustainable yield” in relation to “maximum sustainable
yield” the authors examined other quantities emerging from studies of population dynamics.  One of these was
“replacement yield”, defined as “that catch for a given year which, if taken, would leave the abundance of the
exploitable part of the population at the end of the year the same as at its beginning.”  They pointed out that if a
stock had been changing, lag effects in the age-distribution could lead to further stock declines even if the
estimated sustainable yield was not exceeded (and even, it should be said, if that estimate was correct). These
authors also defined the “maintainable yield” as “the largest catch that can be maintained from the population, at
whatever level of stock size, over an indefinite period.”  They concluded by advocating the use of replacement
yield in the management of whaling “as the best guide for decisions in situations in which stock sizes have
recently been changing.”

In subsequent years the IWC commonly made catch-limit decisions on the basis of replacement-yield
estimates, especially where, far from knowing the stock had been changing, the scientists really had little or no
idea what was going on.  If the industry had continued for many more years this policy, too, would have added
to disaster, because the replacement-yield of a stock that has been declining itself declines from year to year and
ensures a continuing decline, even if at a decelerating rate.

A third innovation at the 1972 Scientific Committee meeting was that, having been noted that large male
sperm whales were a favoured target and declining, the restoration of the “balance” should be encouraged by
measures designed to concentrate catching more on females, to remove the supposed “excess” of them. One
practical consequence was a recommendation that separate catch-limits for this species be set by sex and also that
limits should be established for each of nine sectoral Divisions.82

The 24th meeting of the IWC opened with a flourish in 1972, receiving the request from the immediately
preceding UN Conference on the Human Environment, held in Stockholm, that the Commission consider
adopting a ten-year moratorium on all commercial whaling.  The Commission rejected that idea, as expected, but
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81 See paper by D. Iles, this volume.
82 An echo of the idea of “balance” was heard years later when Japanese scientists advocated the intensification of minke whaling

in the Antarctic in order to “restore the ecological balance” caused by the near extermination of blue and fin whales.



it did take a number of actions, which over the following years greatly changed the nature of its debates and
activities.  The BWU was finally discarded, being replaced by catch-limits for each species, including minke and
sperm whales, though not yet by separate sectors within the Southern Hemisphere.  And it was determined that
the IOS would be implemented in the 1972/3 season.

No Norwegian expedition operated in the Antarctic after 1967/68, but as we have seen, Norway continued
for a few years to try to retain a toe-hold there, and participated in the national quota negotiations.  Its
experimental factory-catcher, having caught only three sei whales in 1971/72 was, during 1972, finally converted
to fishing.  Nevertheless Norway reserved for itself the equivalent of 40 BWU for the 1972/73 season, comprising
40 fin and 120 sei/Bryde’s whales. But the sharing of the catch-limit was for practical purposes reduced to
decisions by Japan and the USSR.

In 1972/73 Japan took its quota of both “BWU” species.  The USSR fell short on both, presumably because
its expeditions were also catching minke that season.  Each country operated three expeditions for catching fin,
sei/Bryde’s and sperm whales, with 31 catchers attached to the Japanese and 47 to the Soviet expeditions.  Japan
again operated a fourth expedition (with 4 catchers) solely for the catching of minke whales.83 There was no
agreement on national quotas for minke whales for the 1972/73 season, or at least none was announced by the
whaling countries.

14. THE THIRD EPISODE – 1976-1986

This epoch relates to the late 1970s and the early 1980s when permitted catches had become quite small and
were established for each species individually and also by sub-areas loosely identified as places inhabited by
distinct biological populations (called for regulatory purposes managementstocks).  In this phase the two
remaining pelagic-whaling nations - Japan and USSR - had to negotiate not only between themselves but also
with nations still whaling from their shores in the southern hemisphere.  However, most of such southern
hemisphere, but non-Antarctic, coastal whaling was practiced under the aegis of Japan, which controlled the
market for whale meat and also financed (and in some instances supervised or even manned) those enterprises.

The IWC’s 1975 decision henceforth to set species catch-limits for the southern hemisphere as a whole, and
to allocate these by sectors, applied to all the rorquals as well as to the sperm whale.  It derived from an agreement
in principle reached at the 1974 meeting that catch-limits would be set individually for each “management stock”
of  each  species,  there being a  general idea  that such stocks  would, as  far as  practicable, relate to putative
biologically distinct populations in the southern hemisphere.84 This meant a transition from a kind of latitudinal
zonation, exemplified by the long-standing prohibition of pelagic operations north of 40°S, to a longitudinally-
stratified system.  The hemispheric catch-limits, which were biologically sensible, made it necessary for quota
negotiations to be extended to the coastal operations from all shore-stations north of 40°S but at the same time
provided a means of simplifying them since in most cases the two pelagic countries would at most need to reach
agreement with only one coastal country for each stock.

The new rules, called the New Management Procedure (NMP) were formally adopted in 1975 for
implementation from the 1975/76 Antarctic/pelagic season and the 1976 coastal (“winter”) season.  They were
the IWC’s response to a series of proposals, launched in 1972, for a ten-year commercial moratorium, and gave
rise to zero catch-limits where it could be demonstrated that a stock had been depleted to less than about one half
of its pre-exploitation number.  Subsequently it was also decided that there would be zero limits for hitherto
unexploited stocks about which there was insufficient scientific information.  This prevented the intended
opening by Japan of an industry focused on Bryde’s whales in waters north of 40°S, for which a large “scientific”
catch was a precursor, but the execution of which would require overturning the long-standing general ban on
pelagic operations in tropical, sub-tropical and temperate zones.

From 1975/76 rorquals and/or sperm whales were being caught from land-stations in South Africa,
Australia and Chile as well as from Brazil.85 Land-stations could in practice only be established at places to
which dead whales could be towed within a certain time.  This rule had already been established in the early
days of “modern whaling” as a quality control measure.  The need for quality was, of course, even greater when
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83 The launching of Antarctic minke whaling was not the first time that Japan had used one fleet for a specific purpose.  For
example, in the 1951/52 season one factory-ship, with 5 catchers, was engaged only in catching sperm whales.

84 It is of some historical interest that the enabling Resolution adopted in 1974 provided, as recommended by the Scientific
Committee, that at a second stage the object of the regulation would be to maximise sustainable yields by total weightrather
than by numbersof whales, which would have made more economic sense.  However, that would have required longer stock-
recovery periods and so was rejected by the whaling delegations when they came to implement the proposed system in 1975.

85 Coastal whaling was also being carried out from Peru, but the matter of whether the Bryde’s whales being taken there could
properly be attributed to a southern hemisphere stock or belonged to a separate local stock was never satisfactorily
resolved.  This operation is not further considered here.



the rorquals were increasingly exploited for meat rather than oil.  The effective offshore operating distance thus
depended in part on the latitude (surface water temperature), and the power and hence speed of the catchers when
encumbered with dead whales.  Earlier this was commonly in the region of 20 miles, but the Brazilian minke
whaling was being carried out on breeding concentrations 60 miles offshore.

The last season of whaling in South Africa was 1975, when fin and sperm whales were caught (previously
there had also been small catches of sei and Bryde’s whales).  These were never subject to negotiation.  Australia
continued catching sperm whales until 1977, and Brazil until 1979, when the IWC adopted a moratorium on
sperm whaling.  In 1975 the five southern whaling countries which were members of IWC - USSR, Japan,
Australia, Brazil and South Africa - tried and failed to agree on shares of the 1975/76 and 1976 catch-limits for
fin, sei, Bryde’s and sperm whales.  Numbers were specified by majority vote; these were published as “without
prejudice to future negotiations” and were approximately honoured.  When South Africa subsequently decided to
close its land-station, its small quota of 134 minke whales was taken over by Brazil which, however, only actually
caught 16 more than its own quota.

That year (1977) the USSR took its quota of 6454 sperm whales (60% of the total catch-limit) but Japan
took only 38% of its quota, which had been 14% of the total, the same as South Africa’s.  Australia, on the other
hand, took twice its 11% allocation. Brazil only took 9 animals from an allocation of 67, and the total catch was
only three-quarters of the catch-limit.

Evidently, in this closing phase of commercial whaling in the southern hemisphere, arrangements among the
IWC Member nations were rather chaotic.  Chile, however, was not an IWC member, and yet caught substantial
numbers of sei/Bryde’s and sperm whales in every year.  It took sei/Bryde’s until 1979 (when it joined the IWC
and accepted the zero catch-limit by then in force) and sperm whales until 1981 when the moratorium was
declared on sperm whaling.  But as pelagic sperm whaling had ceased from 1980 no quota negotiations with
Japan and USSR were called for.  However, Peru also joined the IWC in 1979 and therefore had to share the
sperm whale catch-limit for its IWC sector (Division 9) with Chile.  This was 550 for 1980 and 300 for 1981 (set
at the 1979 meeting as zero for 1982 and thereafter).  In 1980 the overall catch-limit was exceeded by 74 whales,
with Peru taking 78% of the catch and Chile 22%.  In 1981 the catch-limit was again exceeded, this time by
28 whales, with Peru again taking the greater share - 80% - of the catch.  Whether this similarity represented the
result of a quota negotiation or simply reflected the capacities of the two land-stations was not publicly
announced.

Regarding “The Last Whale”, as the minke has been called, let us retrace the steps to 1972/73 when catch-
limits were first set by species.  That year shares of minke whales were not negotiated (although shares of the
catch-limits for fin and sei/Bryde’s were agreed, including a small number for Norway, which it did not take).  In
the event 5745 minke were killed, more than the 5000 catch-limit (because, it was claimed, of a miscalculation
of the closing date of the season).  The USSR took 64% of them.

The following season (1973/74) the same (5000) minke catch-limit was set, but Japan and USSR objected,
and agreed among themselves to take 4000 each.  The USSR did that, but the specialised Japanese minke whaling
expedition only managed to take 3700.  This put the total more than 50% over the IWC-authorised limit.

An innovation for the 1974/75 season was the assignment by IWC of separate catch-limits for three
Antarctic sectors.86 This arrangement also provided that catches could, within a sector, exceed the agreed limit
by a certain percentage, so long as the total did not exceed the designated total. Japan and USSR divided the catch
equally between them, but did not report whether they had agreed on shares in each sector, nor did the Bureau of
International Whaling Statistics (BIWS) that year report their catches by sector.

A further innovation, from the 1975/76 season, in addition to allocating the total catch-limit to six
longitudinal sectors, was to declare the catch-limit not for the Antarctic but for the entire Southern Hemisphere.
This was in accord with scientific advice, because Brazil had long been catching substantial numbers of minke
whales from its near-equatorial land-station.  These whales were known to feed in the southwesternAtlantic
sector of the Antarctic, but also it was known, from marking experiments, that some minke whale that breed off
Brazil were feeding in the southeasternAtlantic.  The resulting tri-lateral negotiation not only divided the overall
catch-limit but also involved a decision that the pelagic expeditions would not operate in the southwestern sector.
They did operate in the IWC’s Area III, which covered the southeast Atlantic and the western Indian Ocean, but
the pelagic catches were taken mainly in the Indian Ocean.  Further, a pattern became established (though not
formally announced) by which the pelagic fleets overlapped their operations only in Area IV (eastern Indian
Ocean), and Japanese expeditions avoided the Atlantic sectors.  When the other pelagic countries had dropped out
of Antarctic whaling, and all species other than the minke had been recognised as severely depleted and so
became “protected” by the IWC, then only Japan, USSR and Brazil were left hunting minke whales in the
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Southern hemisphere. But the meat, and most of the other products from this activity, ended up in Japan.  So
although the three countries “negotiated” shares of the hemispheric catch-limits the Japanese delegation naturally
dominated the secret discussions.

In fact, the overall minke catch-limit was higher than could be taken by the one remaining Japanese
expedition, so it suited the interest of Japanese meat traders to tolerate continued Antarctic whaling by the USSR.
Hence the catch-limit was shared between them fairly evenly once a small allocation for Brazil (where the
company was Japanese anyway) had been agreed.  The USSR was unhappy that some of the profit from southern
hemisphere minke whaling would accrue to the Brazilian company instead of to its own, but could do nothing
about that.  At this time the USSR still had another substantial interest in continuing whaling in the hemisphere:
the production of sperm oil, a strategic commodity.  In 1979, however, the IWC declared a moratorium on the
pelagic catching of all types of whale except minke; then, in 1981 all sperm whale catch-limits were set to zero,
and the USSR did not object.

From the 1978/79 season, with the setting to zero of the catch-limit for sei and Bryde’s whales throughout
the Southern Hemisphere, the negotiations of national quotas were limited to minke whales, and involved only
Japan, USSR and Brazil, which continued to host a Japanese land-station on its territory, taking whales on the
breeding grounds of the South Atlantic stock or stocks.87 The Scientific Committee was unable to calculate a
sustainable yield, and a hemispheric catch-limit of 6321 was eventually agreed, based on estimates of
replacement-yield, but calculated in such a way that a preference by whalers for female animals would be
restrained (replacement-yields as the basis for catch-limits do not guarantee that the stock will not decline further
in the medium term).

The trilateral negotiations led to Brazil being “awarded” 755 whales (12% of the total, this being
approximately the percentage that Brazil’s catches had been of the total since Japan and USSR had both been
catching minke whales on a large scale), with the remainder being split evenly between the two pelagic countries:
2733 each, which they took.  Japan, however, “topped up” its catch with 120 Bryde’s taken in the Indian Ocean
sector under special scientific permits, while the Soviet expeditions took nearly 4000 sperm whales.

The Brazilian share remained at about 12% through to the 1981/82 season, after which it was reduced to
9%.  Through to 1983/84 the total southern hemisphere catch-limit changed in accordance with variations in the
scientific advice, but in the range 6000-8000.  For the 1984/85 season - the last before all commercial catch-limits
were set to zero when the 1982 decision came into effect - the catch-limit was reduced to about 4000 minke
whales, but the three countries objected to this, gave themselves the same as the official limit of the previous year,
and divided it between them by the same formula.

In addition, for both the 1983/84 and 1984/85 seasons, Japan and the USSR agreed to avoid the western
South Atlantic.  Both operated in the western Indian Ocean and mid-South Pacific, but while Japan would take
its part of the sectoral quota in the eastern Indian Ocean and western South Pacific, the USSR would take its part
in the eastern South Pacific.

When, in 1982, the IWC declared an indefinite pause in all commercial whaling (the so-called “moratorium“
to come into effect in 1986), Brazil accepted the decision and minke whaling operations from its shores ceased.
For a time Japan and USSR continued minke whaling under objectionsto the moratorium.  In 1984/85 their
combined catch had only reached 4970, with the USSR taking 61% of that.  This determined their self-imposed
catch-limits for 1985/86 and 1986/87 with the same division of shares.  Japan withdrew its objection to the
“moratorium” in May 1987 and did not undertake commercial minke whaling in the 1987/89 season; instead it
prepared to embark on a long period of large-scale minke whaling under special scientific permits.  The
USSR/Russia maintains its objection“on principle” but nevertheless ceased commercial whaling from 1989/90.
There was no more need for sharing.

As far as the Antarctic was concerned, the debates in the IWC henceforth concerned the validity of Japan’s
claim to be conducting necessary science, and the propriety of doing this within the region of the southern
hemisphere (coinciding roughly with the region where pelagic-whaling had been permitted), which was
designated, as from 1994, as a Sanctuary, but to which Japan has objected.

15. QUOTAS AND THE CONTROL OF TRADE

International trade has always been an important element of the economics and politics of commercial
whaling, from the time of the Basque excursions throughout the North Atlantic in the 10th Century to 21st

Century whaling by Norway and Japan.  Modern whaling, from its beginning in the late 19th Century, was
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87 Tagging experiments showed that at least some of the whales whose breeding ground was off the coast of Brazil migrated
to feed as far eastward as the Western Indian Ocean sector of the Antarctic.



dependent on the world market for whale oil, though by the last decades of the 20th Century this dependence had
shifted largely to the market for frozen meat, focused on Japan

The importance of trade was never limited to the commodities produced.  Trade in ships, equipment such as
guns and harpoons, processing equipment on factory-ships, the technology, possession of which ensured
increases in efficiency and hence continued profit margins despite depletion of the natural resources, were all
critical issues.  And so was the movement across national boundaries of human resources, particularly the skills
of gunners.

In the heyday of “modern” pelagic-whaling, that is the 1930s, Norway and UK sought to keep others out of
the industry mainly through control of the movement of labour and of the oil market, including the formation of
cartels.  After World War II attention shifted to attempted bans on the export of equipment and technology and
on trade in products with non-Members of the IWC.  These all played their parts in negotiations concerning
sharing of catches.  But the general restriction of international trade as a means of enforcing IWC regulatory
measures was, in the end, by far the most important trade-related factor.

The IWC itself has no powers to limit trade, though from time to time it has passed non-binding resolutions
on this issue.  Most recently, agreement on general prohibition of international trade in products from whales has
been suggested as one element in a proposed negotiation88,  which would result in non-zero catch-limits being set
for particular identified commercial coastal whaling operations. This could be seen as a partial annulment of the
global zero-limits adopted in 1982.

The inter-governmental instrument that does have the power to exert some control over trade is the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna (CITES) which lists, through its
Conferences of Parties (COPs), species in which trade is prohibited (CITES Appendix I) or regulated in some
other way (Appendix II).  A feature of CITES is that “Introduction from the Sea” - meaning the removal of fish,
whales, etc, from locations on the legally defined High-Seas - and transported alive or as processed commodities
to shore - is to be treated as international trade.  Practically all pelagic-whaling using expeditions of factory-ships
and associated catchers has been conducted on the High-Seas, especially in the Southern Ocean

CITES was negotiated at a diplomatic conference in Washington DC in March 1973.  It came into force in
July 1975.  The first COPwas held in Berne, Switzerland, in 1976.  As far as whales are concerned as objects of
attention by CITES the position of the IWC has been a determining factor.  Thus the three species of right whale
(Eubalaenaand Balaena), the humpback (Megaptera), the blue whale (Balaenopteramusculus)  and the grey
whale (Eschrichtius), which were already classed as Protected Species in the 1946 Convention, were included in
CITES Appendix I from the beginning - i.e. in 1975.  Then, at the Second COP, held in Costa Rica in 1979 all
species of cetaceans (whales and dolphins) that were not on Appendix I were added to Appendix II.  At a Special
COP, held in Geneva in 1977 certain “management stocks”, which had been given zero commercial quotas under
the IWC’s New Management Procedure (NMP), were added to Appendix I.  These were the sei whale (North
Pacific stock, and the southern hemisphere stock between 0 and 70°E); and the fin whale (all stocks except those
left in Appendix II, which were - as far as southern hemisphere whaling was concerned - the stock south of 40°S
in the sector from 120°W to 60°W, and also the fin whales in the North Atlantic off Iceland and Newfoundland).

CITES decisions are, of course, applicable both to exporting and importing Parties.  As in the IWC, Parties
can register Reservations (objections) to otherwise binding decisions.  However, a state newly acceding to the
1946 Convention cannot make objectionsto regulatory decisions made previously, but a government joining
CITES may, at the moment of joining, lodge reservations to any previous species listings.  But in both
organisations the Member governments may - irrevocably - withdraw any or all of their objections/reservations
at any time.  Thus Canada, already in 1975, lodged reservations on the Appendix I listings of the two right whale
species in the northern hemisphere, though it withdrew these in 1977.  Subsequently several whaling countries
that had made reservations on one or more of the 1977 decisions withdrew these in 1979 or in 1981.

At the 3rd COP, held in New Delhi, India in 1981, a number of species and stocks of large whales were “up-
listed” from Appendix II to I: these were all stocks of sei, fin and sperm whale not previously so listed.  Then at
the 4th COP, in Gaborone, Botswana, in 1983, all populations of minke (except that off West Greenland) and
Bryde’s whale were up-listed to Appendix I, though the change for minke was not to come into force until 1986
when the IWC’s decision of 1982 for zero-quotas also would come into force.  (At COPIV four species of
bottlenose whales were also up-listed, but this had no consequences for the southern hemisphere.)

The changes in 1981 and 1983, and the several reservations made to them, considerably affected the course
of commercial baleen and sperm whaling in the southern hemisphere.  They influenced decisions by countries
about whether or not they would continue whaling and their bargaining about shares of catch-limits.  All the
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countries still engaged in hunting minke whales during the 1980s - Japan, Norway, Brazil, USSR - objected to
the minke up-listing, as did another whaling country - Peru - which was not so engaged.  Brazil and the USSR
subsequently withdrew their reservations when they decided to abide by the 1982 IWC “moratorium” decision,
even though the USSR still maintains its objectionto that decision.

South Africa and the USSR withdrew their reservations concerning sei whale listing, but Japan and Norway
maintain theirs.  All dissenting states have withdrawn their reservations to fin whale listing on Appendix I,
although USSR did not do so until 1995, apparently due to an oversight.89

When Norway resumed hunting minke whales commercially in 1993, under objection to the 1982 IWC
decision, the Government nevertheless acted, to a certain extent at least, in the spirit of international agreements
by, among other things, denying its whalers the opportunity to export.  However, both Japan and Norway have
for the past four years been seeking to down-list some or all minke whale stocks to Appendix II, including by
breaking the supportive link between CITES and the IWC.  In particular, Norway, having saturated its domestic
market for whale meat, and also having stockpiles of specialist products for which it has no domestic market,
wishes to increase its minke whale catches substantially, for export to Japan.  The two countries have to date
conspicuously failed in this endeavour within CITES.

The other species of interest from the point of view of the theme of this paper is the sperm whale.  Again,
Norway and Japan lodged reservations to the Appendix I listing of this species, in June 1981.  However,
immediately after that the IWC decided on a moratorium on the catching of sperm whales (which is not limited
to commercial catching, and is indefinite in duration, with no specified review or renewal period).  No Objections
were made to that decision.  This was seen as confirming that the USSR, which was by far the biggest exploiter
of this species, had definitively abandoned any expectation of resuming such whaling, after the 1979 ban on all
pelagic-whaling except for minke whales.

The reservations from 1 January 1986, by Brazil, Japan and USSR, to the listing of minke in Appendix I
meant that they were free to continue minke whaling and the associated trade for some years under Objectionsto
the 1982 IWC decision.  However, because of that decision the IWC could set no non-zero catch-limits for the
1985/86 season and after.  The three countries then determined their own catch-limit, but because of the trade
arrangements (Brazil and USSR were selling all their production to Japan and, furthermore had Japanese
“international” observers watching their operation) were obliged to negotiate shares.

Advance contracts for provision of types and quantities of commodities from whales, especially into
international trade channels have also played their part in the quota negotiations.  This is explained in AppendixI. 

16. QUOTAS AND CHEATING

In 1993 Russian scientists announced that data on whale catches in the Antarctic - numbers, species,
locations - had been systematically falsified for submission to the BIWS/IWC.  This was subsequently confirmed
by State officials, including some who had participated in whaling expeditions as national inspectors.  The correct
data, taken from surviving logbooks and the notes of scientists on board the four Soviet expeditions operating in
the period 1946/47 to 1971/72, were then published.  At the same time the Russian Government decided to
support the proposal by France that the Southern Ocean be designated as a Sanctuary, and withdrew its
reservations to the CITES Appendix I listings for blue, fin, Bryde’s and minke whales, as well as for all species
of bottlenose whale.

Although it had long been suspected, by scientists and officials elsewhere, that Soviet catch-data were not
reliable, the degreeof falsification revealed was a universal surprise (see Table 2).  As a matter of fact, since 1960
at least, scientists in the IWC had noticed clear falsifications, or systematic error of measurements, in data
submitted to the Bureau of International Whaling Statistics (BIWS) by several countries.

In 1994 the IWC adopted a resolution congratulating the Russian authorities on their efforts to reveal and
document the truth, and calling upon other governments to examine their data from past whaling operations.
None have responded to this call, perhaps because any original records are, in other countries, in the possession
of companies rather than governmental agencies.  However, that same year, Soviet officials revealed that Japanese
company officials and at least some government operatives were aware of what had been happening because
Japanese ocean-going refrigerated transport-vessels were constantly at work with the Soviet whaling fleets,
picking up at sea frozen meat destined for the Japanese home market.
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89 Interestingly, St Vincent and the Grenadines maintains its reservation on the humpback listing, which it lodged at the time
of joining CITES in 1989.  This country, a member of IWC, is permitted to hunt this species in limited numbers, but solely
for subsistence purposes, which by definition precludes export.



The published data include the true figures and also the data thought to have been submitted to the BIWS.
There are some unexplained inconsistencies in several years - especially the later years, from 1960/61 - between
the latter and the figures publishedby the BIWS (see Table 2).

Table 2
Falsification of Soviet Antarctic catch-data

After the proposal by the UK Commissioner to the 1958 IWC meeting that national quotas should be
negotiated, the five pelagic-whaling countries had sought agreement, the basis of which was to be a 20% share
of the BWU catch-limit for the USSR, the remaining 80% to be split between the other four countries. At that
time the USSR was only operating one expedition, the factory-ship Slava.  This had increased its reported catch
from 267 BWU in 1946/47 to 1562 BWU in 1957/58, at least partly by increasing the number of catchers from
8 to 24.  In 1957/58 and also in 1958/59 the Slavatook, according to the BIWS data, about 10% of the total BWU.
However, the percentages that the Slava actually took of the real total catch were 13 and 15% respectively.

The first of the three new Soviet expeditions, the SovetskayaUkraina, began operations in 1959/60,
followed by the Yuri Dolgorukiy in 1960/61 and the SovetskayaRossiain 1961/62.  In that season and the
following one the reported Soviet catch stood at 20% of the total reported catch, but it was in fact by then 30%
of the real total catch.  From 1968/69 to 1971/72 the Soviet declared-catch was never less than 30% of the total
reported catch.  However, in 1969/70 it reached, in reality, nearly 60% of the total, thereafter declining to a
variable 20-30% until the last season of whaling for BWU species (1977/78).

Two additional factors surely played their part in the national quota negotiations in these years as far as the
USSR was concerned (and also Japan).  First, the “surplus” of real catch over reported catch had three causes:
one was that many pygmy blue whales were caught and not reported.  Another was that a large number of
humpbacks were killed long after this species was supposedly protected from Antarctic pelagic-whaling in
1963/64.  A third cause was that nearly 3000 supposedly “protected” right whales were killed between about
1955/56 and 1969/70.  It is clear from the revised statistics that in years when particularly high numbers were
caught, that the effort directed to catching the BWU species was somewhat reduced, accounting for relatively low
reported and “real” BWUs in those years.

The second factor was the effort directed towards the legal capture of non-BWU species.  The Soviet
expeditions took more sperm whales than all the others together, including a high proportion on the voyages to
and from the Antarctic.  This alone made the economic structure of the Soviet operations distinctly different from
that of the other four.  The other important non-BWU species was, of course, the minke.  Japan began large-scale
minke whaling in 1971/72, using a new, specialised expedition solely for this purpose.  The USSR began on a
similar scale in 1972/73, but using its existing expeditions; to a certain extent this took effort away from the BWU
species. (The Soviet expeditions took substantial numbers of minke whales also in 1967/68 and the following
year, which seemed to reduce their effectiveness in hunting BWU species.)  From about 1964/65 the sei/Bryde’s
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Season BWU BWU BWU 
 real submitted published 

1946/47    535       267       267 
    

1950/51 2 641    1 237    1 239 
    

1957/58 3 624    1 562    1 563 
1958/59 4 169    1 600    1 601 
1959/60 3 560    2 080    2 789 
1960/61 4 469    2 408    2 787 
1961/62 4 069    2 734    3 292 
1962/63 3 357    2 500    2 816 
1963/64 2 770    2 770    3 522 
1964/65 2 700    2 773    1 588 
1965/66 2 136    1 491       922 
1966/67 1 671    1 072    1 071 
1967/68 1 785    1 773    1 019 
1968/69 1 777    1 334       980 
1969/70 1 385    1 616       979 
1970/71 1 213    1 235       978 
1971/72    964    1 009       906 

 



whales accounted for 50% or more of the total BWU catch.  Minke whales are hunted near to the ice edge, while
sei, and also Bryde’s were caught mostly just south of the 40°S boundary.  Thus, to take both species called for
operations during one season in both higher and lower latitudes.

The falsifications of Soviet data involved the under-reporting of catches of BWU-species; the non-reporting
of large numbers of protected species; and the misreporting of catches of some non-BWU species.  However,
there were many subtleties in this.  On many occasions numbers caught of some species were over-reported, and
the reported locations of catches have little resemblance to the actual cruise tracks.  A consequence of the former
is that in several cases the actual and reported BWU (and hence presumably oil and meat production) do not differ
as much as might be expected.  A possible explanation is that the operators and officials of the powerful Ministry
of Fisheries were concealing their scam (which had as much to do with money-laundering as with production)
from other state authorities concerned with customs and fiscal controls and the like.

The USSR claimed a relatively high quota on the grounds of its huge investment in new expeditions, just
coming into service during the quota negotiations, rather than on the grounds of its actual production.  If the real
catches had been recorded it would, it seems have had an even better case.  The other pelagic-whaling countries
appeared to make little if any effort to alter the Soviet’s 20%.  Perhaps this was because they - or some of them
- knew first hand, or guessed, that the Soviet catches were higher than were being reported.  Obviously the USSR
had good reason for dragging its feet over agreement to implement the IOS.  But the other countries handed it
good excuses by being “difficult” over taking into account land-station catches in the quota negotiations.

The falsification of catch statistics described above, referring to USSR data, is described in some detail
because that is the most prolonged and fully documented occurrence as far as the Antarctic is concerned.  I would
not, however, wish to give the impression that the USSR was alone in large-scale falsification of whaling statistics;
this is known now because of the subsequent collapse of the State.  More recently similar kinds of falsification of
Japanese statistics have been documented, but relating to the coastal whaling activities in the North Pacific.  This,
too, occurred in the period when international (IWC) observers were assigned to the whaling platforms and, as with
the Soviet revelations, have been brought to light by scientists and by official inspectors who were involved at the
time.  The devices adopted to defy timely detection were similar: species wrongly identified; two or more small
whales counted as one large one; inspectors and observers lured away from their posts.

As such information comes at last, into the open, it seems increasingly likely that such falsification was
more widespread in the various Antarctic operations – both pelagic and from land-stations – than had been
presumed even by cynics.90

17. THE INCIPIENT FOURTH EPISODE

The IWC is negotiating a management scheme for baleen whaling which, if it is ever implemented, would
not in principle exclude the possibility that vessels of more than one nation might be competing for catches from
the same “stock” of whales.  However, the prevailing legal regime would appear to make such inter-action very
limited in scope.  Most so-called “coastal whaling” - which includes operations by factory-catchers (which are
legally pelagic operations and so, at present, subject to the ban on all such operations except for the catching of
minke whales) - would take place in waters now under national jurisdictions.  And as far as the high-seas are
concerned the main region of possible interest is still the Antarctic - as it always has been - and that is all within
the Southern Ocean Sanctuary.  The Indian Ocean Sanctuary - declared in 1979 - includes the tropical, sub-
tropical and temperate high seas zones, as would sanctuaries in the South Pacific and South Atlantic now
proposed by Australia and New Zealand, and by Brazil and Argentina respectively.

Japan is the sole survivor of the pelagic-whaling wars, with one expedition continuing to hunt minke whales.
The “big five” nations were successful in keeping out further newcomers, but at the price of a great expansion of
coastal whaling - including some so-called “pirate whaling“ under flags of non-IWC states - mainly for the Japanese
market.  The Netherlands had to drop out early because, with only one expedition, it could not adjust to reducing
catch-limits, while not having the political clout to increase its share of the total.  The UK’s situation was different -
Salvesen in particular came to the conclusion that Antarctic whaling was finished, and adopted a strategy of phasing
down and out over about 7 years.  Salvesen’s profits then went into the road-haulage industry.  There was an attempt
to convert the “stern-ramp” technology to trawling for demersal fishes (the Fairtry); this was a failure for Britain, but
was taken up vigorously by the USSR91 and, eventually, by all countries engaged in factory-trawling worldwide.
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90 This is important for current negotiations regarding a new International Observer Scheme (IOS) for implementation at such
time as the current “moratorium” on commercial whaling might be lifted or modified in order to legitimize a renewal of
some such whaling.  History shows that while an international scheme can check corrupt practices at the level of national
inspection, it cannot - in the forms so far tried - eliminate them.

91 How this came about is in itself a fascinating story of commercial espionage and international subterfuge whose telling
must wait a more appropriate occasion - Ed.



The profits from whaling could no longer provide for the construction of cities and ship-yards, as they had
in Norway, and the industry was no longer of global or local strategic interest; this ended with the cessation of
sperm whaling and the arrival of natural (jojoba oil) and synthetic substitutes for sperm oil.  Norway’s attempt to
continue minke whaling in the Antarctic, using factory-catchers, and converting entirely to meat production for
the Japanese market, was an economic and technical failure, even though it was successful in the North Atlantic
for a time, until extensions of the maritime jurisdictions of other nations  - Canada (Labrador), Iceland, Denmark
(Greenland and Faeroes) - came into effect.  Norway continues whaling in the Northeast Atlantic, in its own
waters and on the high seas, and claims to operate under objectionsto IWC regulations, but using the agreed -
but not yet implemented - Revised Management Procedure to calculate its own “quota”.  However, the RMP,
being conservative and precautionary, does not provide the numbers the industry wants, so in the past two years
Norway has awarded itself excess (nearly double) quotas by “retuning” the RMPalgorithm, which increases the
always-present risk of inadvertent depletion of the resource.  The profitability of the industry is limited by the
Norwegian Government’s refusal to allow export of accumulated commodities (from cold storage) to Japan,
despite having announced that it would do so and maintaining a reservation to the CITES listing of minke whale
on its Appendix I.  Both Japan and Norway have sought to have the CITES listing amended, but have so far failed,
though by a smaller margin of votes with each try.

The USSR, while having an objectionto the 1982 decision, ceased Antarctic minke whaling soon after it
came into effect.  The reason is obscure.  Public opinion, and the views of some influential advisers to the Soviet
President and authorities, seem to have contributed to the decision; pessimistic cost-benefit calculations probably
helped.  There was also, perhaps some reluctance by Japanese traders to continue purchases in the prevailing
circumstances; the price elasticity of the greatly reduced supplies of whale meat is such that the traders see little
benefit in increasing production, particularly by other nations. The remaining Soviet factory-ships were converted
to other uses.  To add to the industry’s troubles, scandals involving money-laundering by fisheries officials and a
Minister came to public attention; a significant amount of those funds had been derived from Antarctic and North
Pacific whaling.

Japan, while having withdrawn its original objection to the 1982 decision, continued Antarctic minke
whaling using the loop-hole provided in the ICRW for unlimited unilateral issuance of “scientific permits”, a
provision which strongly encouraged rather than prohibited the commercialisation of the products.  This was
made economically possible by a substantial annual subsidy from Government for several years.  This subsidy
was eventually reduced but profitability was ensured by increases in the market price of what was by now a rare
commodity, and by gradually increasing the level of catch.  Continuation of the industry was deemed worthwhile
because it was expected that the IWC would, in at most a few years, re-open the Antarctic to minke whaling under
new regulations.  However, after the declaration of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary in 1994, continuation became
a political act of defiance of world-opinion; by this time many others than the employees and shareholders of
whaling companies, and meat traders, had acquired vested interests in it.  In fact organs of the Japanese
Government - as do those of Norway - spend far more on keeping the industry barely alive, than its economic
worth now or in the near future.

With the collapse of all Antarctic activities except a residual Japanese operation (which itself involved the
amalgamation of several whaling companies into one) the process of concentration of ownership was completed.
Initial hopes by companies, assisted by the governments under whose flags their vessels operated, to stabilise a
rapidly declining industry, were bedevilled by inability to agree on national shares and on an effective monitoring
regime for compliance with both general regulations and any agreements on shares.92 The treatment of the value
of agreed national shares of the total catch as a commodity linked to the sale of factory-ships certainly affected
the concentration process and the pace of running down the industry.  Norway in particular benefited from this,
first by maintaining its share claim even when not taking it, then selling expeditions - with their share - to Japan
at higher prices than would otherwise have been obtainable for what was, increasingly, scrap metal.  In the end
Japan wanted the shares but not the vessels, so did not deploy them. 

A number of new features have, however, appeared in these discussions through the past decade or so.  One
is the emergence of governments that are opposed to commercial whaling in general, and to whaling using pelagic
expeditions in particular.93 They tend to be supported by their publics especially because whaling is presumed
by many to be an inhumane activity.  This is manifest mainly in their determination to keep the 1982 decision in
effect, but also in other ways.  For example, there have from time to time been suggestions that since the whale
resources are regarded as “a common heritage”, non-whaling countries should be able to claim shares of any
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92 The refusal of the remaining whaling countries, especially Norway, to agree to an effective international inspection scheme
within a broader compliance regime, now bedevils efforts to get broad agreement on a Revised Management scheme which
might legitimise commercial minke whaling in the Northeast Atlantic and Northwest Pacific. 

93 The smaller factory-catchers have also been criticised because they are far less efficient in ensuring the full utilisation of
the whale carcasses, an aim of the government regulation of the industry since its beginnings in the 1920s.



agreed overall catch-limit, and then not kill those whales.  Another suggestion, put forward by J.AGulland and
myself, and published in the 1960s by ICES, was that the United Nations should appropriate the whale resources
and charge for their lethal “use”, which could have changed drastically the economic basis for the industry, its
scale and its mode of operation.

But the greatest challenge to the remaining whalers has been the phenomenal growth of “benign”, non-lethal
economic use of the resources, through whale watching as an element of eco-tourism. This is now still growing
world-wide, and of much greater economic value than present whaling.  It is taking place also within pro-whaling
countries - Iceland, for example - and affecting decisions about the possible resumption of past whaling activity.
Questions have been raised about the compatibility of careful but profitable whale-watching with whaling on the
same stocks or co-existing species, and/or in the same area.  Some answers could come from research on scientific
problems of types not yet addressed.  But, additionally, there are questions of perception: for example a majority
of tourists to Iceland, visiting to see whales as well as Arctic birds and so on, have said, in response to poll
questions, that if Iceland resumes whaling they will not return.

Evidently, the debates about commercial whaling continue, but with new and altered parameters.
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Appendix I
Species, commodities and contracts

Attempts to regulate modern commercial whaling have always concentrated on three major commodities
traded internationally: baleen whale oil (“train oil” in early statistics, “whale oil” in later ones), baleen whale meat
and sperm oil.  For decades there had been market alternatives to baleen oil, especially from vegetable sources.
For sperm oil, with mainly industrial use in the twentieth century (it was designated as a “strategic material” in
both USSR and USA), synthetic substitutes began to become available during the period focused on here: - post-
World War II - and later a vegetable oil with similar properties derived from the fruit of the jojoba plant, a bush
growing wild, then cultivated, in desert climates.  There was, on the other hand, no market substitute for baleen
whale meat.

The meat from the different baleen species could be distinguished by experts and gourmet consumers but
basically served a single market; there are bigger differences between cuts from different parts of a given species
(attracting different prices) than between the species.  However, of the four BWU species the meat from the
sei/Bryde’s whale is generally preferred and fetches higher prices.

The scale of “values” of the four species (1:2 1:2:5 1:6) was originally set in rough accordance with the oil
content according to the extraction technology of the time (early 1930s), and when sei whales were barely given
attention.  The scale probably slightly under represented the sei whale “value” in oil, but it considerably under-
valued the species as far as meat production was concerned, both with respect to quantity and quality.  Although
minke whales were never incorporated in the BWU-system, some ratios appear in the industry literature: 1:50 in
terms of oil, 1:30 in terms of meat, for example, but these possibly under-value the minke.

It is well known that the species composition of Antarctic baleen catches, especially pelagic catches,
changed over the years.  It has usually been assumed that this reflected the depletion of the larger species, one by
one.  This is particularly noticeable for the humpback whale which was nearly exterminated by legal pelagic-
whaling, whaling from land-stations both in the Antarctic and in the Southern hemisphere north of 40°S, and by
illegal whaling by Soviet fleets and at least one other fleet.

In the early 1930s the blue whale dominated the catches, at 80-90% of the BWU.  By the end of the decade
blue and fin whales were about par in BWU terms, with humpbacks varying from 1 to 8%.  After the Second
World War the percentage contributions to the BWU total in resumed whaling had not changed, but from 1951/52
a steady decline began in the blue whale contribution.  From 1955/56 to 1962/63 it stabilised in the range 8 - 11%,
and then collapsed completely, aided by partial protection being offered late by the IWC.

This final decline in the blue whale contribution coincided with a rapid rise in the sei contribution, which
had been negligible until then.  The sei dominated the catches (60-70% of the BWU) for three seasons, and then
settled back to 40% for four years, up to 1972/73.

In 1970/71 Japan took a large catch of minke whales, deploying a new special expedition for the purpose.
But in 1971/72 the USSR also began catching large numbers of minke whales, using its existing expeditions and
not specialising among them.  Soon after this both fin and sei whales were protected in the Antarctic, but apart
from the differential effects of catch-limits the species composition was changed by the shift back to higher
latitudes to take minke whales, whereas sei and Bryde’s were taken further north, even north of the Antarctic
convergence.  It is also worthy of note that throughout the 1970s the southern hemisphere catch of sperm whales
by the pelagic expeditions was never less than 50% by number of the total catch of large whales, and by weight
was more than that.

There were also differences in species composition from one longitudinal sector to another.  This meant that
whalers could in principle chose to operate, within the BWU catch-limit system, to optimise the species
composition of their catches according to national and market preferences.  In particular, for countries operating
only one or a few expeditions, and for all of them as the industry in general contracted, choices had to be made
for logistic reasons - one expedition could not exploit the entire Antarctic in a single season.  These choices were
influenced also by the specific locations of the base ports, and hence North-South-North steaming-distances,
which determined whether expeditions would operate more in one ocean sector than another.

The contribution of sei whales first reached about 50% of the total in 1964/65 in Japanese and Norwegian
catches (the UK and the Netherlands were both out of the picture by the time of the sei boom).  However, this
only happened in the Soviet catches in 1973/74, according to the official statistics.  The shift northward of Soviet
operations that began then also brought those fleets into the range of the pygmy blue whale, and as we have noted,
large numbers of these were taken but not reported.  The Southern right whale also inhabits the more northerly
waters, hence the great increase then in illegal catches of that nominally “protected” species.
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The coincidence in time of the switch in catches by Norwegian and Japanese operators was connected with
the contracts for meat sales from Norwegian vessels to Japan.  (Similar synchrony appeared with the switch in
the early 1970s to minke whaling by Japan and USSR, for the same reason.)  In fact trade-deals played a leading
role in the efforts to gain acceptance within the IWC for lower, sustainable catch-limits.  For instance it has come
to light on several occasions that a country or company operating a land-station could not accept a reduced limit
or quota because it had signed advance contracts with Japanese buyers to provide specified quantities of meat the
following season or, similarly, contracts with buyers of sperm oil on the global market.  This matter came to a
head when some countries, which were prepared to cease commercial whaling when the 1982 “moratorium”
decision was being debated, made it clear that they needed a “phase down” time (eventually three years was
conceded) in order to meet contractual obligations to supply particular commodities.

All the factors and considerations mentioned here surely influenced the national BWU-quota negotiations,
but it is not possible to evaluate them without access to company accounts and files and to the records of secret
governmental discussions.
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